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DMS2010 Foreword
Welcome to DMS 2010! This conference proceedings document the presentations for the 16th International
Conference on Distributed Multimedia Systems (DMS2010).
Multimedia has been growing from strength to strength and continues to expend in a huge number and varied subject
areas in the digital world, with ever more exciting and important research and development for both academic and
industrial domains. The DMS conference is an international conference series, which covers a wide spectrum of
paper presentations, technical discussions and demonstrations in the fields of distributed multimedia computing. The
main conference themes have been organized, according to a formula consolidated during past editions, into a
number of thematic tracks offering to the conference attendants and to readers a convenient way to explore this vast
amount of knowledge in an organized way. Two additional workshops which extended the main conference
offerings, and complemented the conference program are: the International Workshop on Distance Education
Technologies (DET 2010), and the International Workshop on Visual Languages and Computing (VLC 2010).
This year, the theme of the Conference is “Globalization and Personalization”, looking at both ends of the continuum
exploring new possibilities and cutting edge state of the arts. Researchers from twenty-six countries submitted papers
this year: Austria, Belgium, Brazil, China, Colombia, Germany, India, Iran, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Malaysia, Oman,
Pakistan, Portugal, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand,
United Kingdom, United States and Yugoslavia, offering a truly “distributed” atmosphere and “globalization” nature
to the conference.
The sixty papers included in this proceedings are the results of a highly selective review process to pick the most
creative work to fit into a very limited available time for the conference.
First and foremost, we would like to thank all the authors who have submitted their works to DMS2010. Thanks for
the quality of the submissions and all the innovative results and studies and thank you for choosing DMS as the place
to present it. All of the authors who submitted papers, both accepted and regretfully rejected, are responsible for
upholding the vitality and cutting edge level of the DMS program. We would like to take this opportunity to
acknowledge all the authors!
Thanks to the Program Committee members who have offered enormous blocks of time from their busy schedules to
carefully read and evaluate all the submissions. This program could not exist without their contributions.
As program co-chairs, our work was made much easier by following the procedures developed, refined and passed
along by the Steering Committee Chair Dr S.K. Chang and fantastic supports from the staff of the Knowledge
Systems Institute Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences, including Dennis Chi, David Huang,
Rachel Lu and Gabriel Smith.
We are pleased to include two invited keynotes in the program. Thanks to our invited keynotes: Prof David HungChang Du from the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis and Prof Yi Deng from the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte.
We are grateful to many people without whom this Conference would not be possible. Thanks to old and new friends,
collaborators, institutions and organisations who have supported the conference.
Last but not least, thanks to all participants of DMS2010. On behalf of the DMS2010 programme committees, we are
delighted to welcome you to the 16th International Conference on Distributed Multimedia Systems (DMS2010).
DMS 2010 Program co-Chairs:
Paolo Nesi – DSI – University of Florence, Italy. nesi@dsi.unifi.it, www.dsi.unifi.it/~nesi
Kia Ng, ICSRiM – University of Leeds, UK. kia@kcng.org, www.kcng.org
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Keynote I:
Challenges in A New Data Explosion Environment
David Hung-Chang Du, Qwest Chair Professor
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Abstract
The Internet today has grown to an enormously large scale. Devices large and small are
connected globally from anywhere on the earth. With the rapid advancement of technology,
we now also have cheap, small and smart devices with high computing power, powerful
wireless communication capability and relatively large storage capacity. These devices are
designed to improve our daily life by monitoring our environment, collecting critical data,
and executing special instructions. These devices called sensors have gradually become an
essential part of our Internet. They are embedded into physical systems (Cyber Physical
Systems) and normal daily used objects (Internet of Things) to form a extremely large
networks that we have ever witnessed. As a result, unprecedented amount of data are
collected by these devices and are available via Internet. How to build such a system and
manage and look for the desired information becomes a great challenge. In this talk, we
will examine the challenges in this new computing and communication environment. These
challenges include new data representations and models, data security and privacy issues,
long-term data preservation methods, new data storage systems and even a new Internet
architecture.

About David Hung-Chang Du
David Hung-Chang Du . received the B.S. degree in mathematics from National Tsing-Hua
University, Taiwan, R.O.C. in 1974, and the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in computer science
from the University of Washington, Seattle, in 1980 and 1981, respectively. He is currently
the Qwest Chair Professor at the Computer Science and Engineering Department, University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis. He has served at US National Science Foundation as a Program
Director from 2006-2008. His research interests include cyber security, sensor networks,
multimedia computing, storage systems, high-speed networking, high-performance
computing over clusters of workstations, database design and CAD for VLSI circuits. He
has authored and co-authored more than 200 technical papers including more than 100
journal papers in these areas. Dr. Du is an IEEE Fellow and a Fellow of Minnesota
Supercomputer Institute. He is currently served on a number of journal editorial boards. He
has also served as Conference Chair and Program Committee Chair to several conferences
in multimedia, database and networking areas. Most recently, he is the General Chair for
IEEE Security and Privacy Symposium (Oakland, California) 2009 and Program Committee
Co-Chair for International Conference on Parallel Processing 2009, and General Chair of
ICDCS 2011.
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Keynote II:
From Computing to Informatics
Yi Deng, Dean & Professor
College of Computing and Informatics
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Abstract
In the 21st Century economy, every industry has become an .information industry, where
computing, information and communication are not only essential utility, but more
importantly, the core driver for competitiveness and innovation. The field of computing has
evolved and expanded from its focus on computation to data, information and knowledge.
The ubiquitous and deep penetration of information and technology, and exponential
growth of scale and complexity of data give arises to a new discipline and industry of
informatics - the integration, rather than application, of information and technology with
specific disciplines and industries. This phenomenon will have transformational effect on
research and education and on the future of our institutions. I will discuss the trends and
their implications to our students, faculty, programs and organizations, and how our college
plan to deal with these changes.

About Yi Deng
Yi Deng is the Dean and Professor of the College of Computing and Informatics at the
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, a position he has held since July 2009. Prior to
joining UNC-Charlotte, he had been the Dean and Professor of the School of Computing
and Information Sciences at the Florida International University (FIU) from 2002 to 2009.
He has authored or co-authored over 100 research papers in peer-reviewed journals and
proceedings, and been awarded numerous research grants as the principal or co-principal
investigator totaling over $21 million, most of which from the premier federal agencies. He
has initiated and led many large scale multidisciplinary R&D and education projects and
initiatives, founded and/or directed several research centers. He has been an active
contributor to the professional and research community in various leadership capacities. He
co-founded and co-led the Latin American Grid (LA Grid) Consortium and founded and
directed the Consortium of Partnership for International Research and Education (PIRE),
whose partners include leading institutions and research centers in the U.S., Mexico,
Argentina, Spain, China, India and Japan. Yi Deng received his B.S. in Computer Science
and Technology from the University of Science and Technology of China in 1983, and M.S.
and Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of Pittsburgh in 1990 and1992,
respectively.
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Proceedings
International Conference on
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(DMS 2010)

Co-Editors
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Kia Ng, University of Leeds, UK

A Global Data Source for Temporal Web Mining
Mireille Samia
St. Thaddeus Research, Düsseldorf, Germany
mireillesamia@hotmail.com
lishes a data exchange system which can be used by different sources for data recording, data extraction, data sharing,
or data analysis. More specificall , our global data source
sends the requested information to one or more sites. Multiple different sites may make concurrent requests of the same
data. The aim of our global data source is to multicast; i.e.,
to deliver the same requested data to the sites in question at
more or less the same time, instead of having to send this
data to just one of these sites at a given time. Moreover,
to support the real-time issue, the minimization of delay in
data transfer without losing the reliability of our global data
area is needed. To achieve these goals, we propose the architecture of a multicast network for our global data source,
which is responsible for handling data requests of multiple
sites and where the delay in data transfer is minimized. In
this paper, section 2 provides related work. In section 3, we
defin TWM before presenting its architecture [5, 6, 8, 9].
In section 4, we propose and study our multicast network
model for the TWM global source data. Section 5 concludes
this paper, and points out future work.

Abstract
Our concept, namely Temporal Web Mining (TWM) [5,
6, 8, 9], is an extension of temporal data mining and Web
mining. TWM intends to interpret data in real time. It provides an architecture that aims at building a logical structured information source, namely a common reference data
warehouse or a global data source, which for instance,
records, combines, or shares data between multiple different sources. Moreover, to enhance data prediction, TWM
intends to support or improve real-time data recording, data
extraction, data sharing or data analysis by minimizing the
delay in data transfer and without losing the reliability of
our global data source. To achieve these goals, we propose
the architecture of a multicast network for the TWM global
data source. In this paper, we define TWM before presenting
its architecture [5, 6, 8, 9]. Then, we propose and study our
multicast network model for the TWM global data source.

1. Introduction

2. Related work

Temporal Web Mining (TWM) concerns the Web mining
of data with temporal information, and deals with real-time
data [5, 6, 8, 9]. TWM aims at studying, analyzing, and predicting significan knowledge from historical data, current
data, as well as real-time data extracted from any type of
data store, data source, or information repository. By combining data from different sources, TWM aims at predicting consequences of actions and at associating a cause with
a consequence, whenever possible, in order to give potentially useful information about future events. Hence, TWM
can play a key role in the advance of different areas, such as
volcanism and aviation, environmental sciences, medicine,
engineering, finance and marketing. Temporal Web Mining provides an architecture, which describes how data with
temporal information is gathered and combined (if needed),
from different sources, in real time over the Web. By building a logical structured information source, namely a common reference data warehouse or a global data source, the
TWM architecture can enhance the communication, coordination and integration of different societies, communities,
and institutions. Our global data source for TWM estab-

Temporal Web Mining [5,6,8,9] aims at combining temporal data mining and Web mining in order to deal with realtime data. By having our common reference data warehouse
(also known as global data source), a data exchange system
between different communities can be created in order to
record, exchange, use, process, and analyze data, assembled
from different sources. Since multiple different sites may
make concurrent requests of the same data, our global data
source needs to multicast the requested data. Multicasting
means that a piece of data (i.e. a packet) is sent to multiple
sites at more or less the same time, instead of having to send
that packet once for every site [4]. Multicasting has many
advantages described next. It conserves bandwidth by forcing the network to do replication only when necessary [1].
Multicasting reduces the network load by sending a single
packet from the source to an arbitrary number of receivers
by replicating the packet within the network at points along
a multicast delivery tree rooted at the packet’s source [2].
Moreover, sources send packets to a multicast group, which
contains the subscribed receivers [4].
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TWM intends to improve data recording, data extraction,
data sharing and data analysis, by optimizing the network
performance. In TWM, the real-time issue comes into play.
Consequently, a reliable global data source, as well as a reliable stream delivery, are needed. A real-time traffi requires minimal delays. However, multicast datagrams can
be delayed. For this reason, we propose our multicast network model, where the presence of delays is considered.
In this multicast network, routers are involved, in order to
move packets from one network to another. By giving additional functionalities (such as backup and error correction)
to these routers (or intermediate sites) and by findin the
optimal number of intermediate sites, we enhance the performance of our multicast network, and hence, the performance of our TWM global data source.

volcanic ash hazards and aircraft damages.
Description of the TWM architecture In Figure 2, the
architecture of Temporal Web Mining [5,6] consists of three
main components: original source component, destination
source component and global data source component. Temporal data represents the data derived from the application
of temporal data mining techniques. New temporal data is
the data obtained from the application of Web mining techniques. In the original source component, multiple different sources interact, in real time, with each other in order
to discover, retrieve, combine, and analyze data. One or
more of these multiple different sources receive real-time
data. The obtained temporal data is collected in order to
be selected and explored. Applying temporal data mining techniques, this temporal data is analyzed. From the
temporal data database, it is sent to the global data source
component, where it is saved. Furthermore, in order to reveal more important information, this temporal data may
be combined with other data retrieved from the global data
source component. It can also be added to other data received from the destination source component. In this case,
it is sent over the Internet to the destination source component. The destination source component provides an environment for decision support using mining techniques. The
new temporal data database receives the analyzed temporal
data from the original source component in real time and
over the Web (cf. Figure 2). It is examined and, if needed,
combined with auxiliary data acquired from other multiple different sources or from the global data source component. Then, it is analyzed in order to extract derived temporal data. The new temporal data is sent back, in real time
over the Internet, from the new temporal data database to
one or more sources of the original source component. It is
also saved in the global data source component. The global
data source component consists of the global data source

3. Temporal Web Mining (TWM)
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Figure 1. An application scenario for TWM in
volcanism and aviation.
tivity occurs, volcano data and aviation data are analyzed
instantly, if required combined with other data (such as
wind speed data, wind direction data) from different sources
(such as a station where a wind sensor is located). The derived temporal data is forwarded, in real time over the Internet, from StationA to StationB . In StationB , in order
to extract new relevant information, it is combined, if necessary, with new data (such as historical volcanic ash data,
historical incidents of aircrafts entering ash clouds) from
StationB or from other different sources (such as meteorological station, air traffi control center). Then, it is analyzed in order to discover new temporal data that can reveal
key information about volcanic activities and volcanic ash
dispersal. The new derived temporal data is sent back to the
original source; i.e. to StationA . Analyzing this data connect different stations and provide a possibility to reduce
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Figure 2. The TWM architecture.
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Definition of Temporal Web Mining Temporal data discovered by the application of temporal data mining techniques is used in the Web mining process in order to retrieve
useful data with temporal information in real time over the
Web. The derived useful data with temporal information
discovered by the application of Web mining techniques
is used again in the temporal data mining process [5, 6].
One of the application scenario of TWM is in volcanism and aviation [9]. In Figure 1, whenever a volcanic ac-
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database (also called common reference data warehouse)
and the global data source backup database. The global
data source database receives data from the original source
component and the destination source component. It manages the history of the data or real-time data collected from
these different sources. It also stores the analysis of the
data derived from the application of temporal data mining
and Web mining techniques in addition to the data received
from different sources. It backups this data in the global
data source backup database. Whenever needed, the global
data source component forwards the requested data to the
original source component or to the destination source component. Copies of the same data are sometimes requested
similtaneously from different sites. Instead of sending that
data to just one site at a given time, it can be sent to more
than one site at more or less the same time by using our
multicast network [7] (cf. Figure 3). Our multicast network
is studied in section 4.

l
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Figure 3. Multicast network.
(i.e. a router). Each router is connected to several networks,
which lead to a number of destination sites. The total number of destinations is still equal to 100. Here, our major objective is to fin the optimal number of intermediate sites so
that the overall performance of the network is optimized. In
Figure 2, the global data source component, or more specifically, the global data source depicts the source node. The
destination sites are those that requested concurrently the
same data. In our case, the destination sites are the original
source component and the destination source component.
Analysis of our multicast network We need to multicast
packets to 100 destination sites. Packets are forwarded from
the root (i.e. source of the data) along a distribution tree to
each receiver in the multicast group. Each of the originated
packets is sent from the source of the data to Netw where
only a service rate µ is considered. Then, from each of the
Netw, it is sent to a router (i.e. intermediate site) where
a service rate γ is considered, and backup of a packet and
error-correction are considered. Whenever a packet is corrupted, lost or duplicated, a NAK (Negative Acknowledgment) message is sent back to the source of data with the
packet sequence number to be retransmitted. Each of the
intermediate sites (or multicast routers) forwards the datagram to other sites where a service rate σ is considered, and
error-correction is supported. Whenever a delivery error occurs, a NAK message is sent back to the related intermediate
site asking it to retransmit the corresponding packet. The intermediate site will again retransmit the requested packet to
the destination site.
Multicast network simulation results Let K and L be
the number of routers (i.e. intermediate sites), and the number of destination sites, respectively. Note that L1 + L2 +
L3 + + Lk = L = 100.
We aim to prove that for a certain value of K and L,
when backup and error recovery are used at routers (or intermediate sites), the network performance will enhance.
In [3], it was proven that for general multi-link networks,
the optimum value of K as a function of L (assuming all
other parameters in the system are constant) is given by
K ≈ L1/r , where r > 1. All we need to do is to show
that the above result still hold for our multicast networks.
In our simulations, we considered L = 100 nodes.
Intermediate site optimal number To fin the optimal
number of intermediate sites of our multicast network, we
fi the values of λ, µ, γ and σ. As state previously, the

4. Our TWM global data source
Since our TWM global data source deals with data
changing rapidly over time, the delay in data transfer should
be minimized. This can be done by using our multicast network, which is a real-time multicast network, and its use is
not only limited to TWM global data source. Without forgetting the importance of reliability in the multicast network
and our global data source, our goal is to optimize the performance of our multicast network by minimizing the delay
and by findin the optimal number of intermediate sites (intermediate routers). In this section, we study our multicast
network and its architecture. The results of the related simulation are also discussed.
Assumptions considered in our multicast network model
Figure 3 represents our multicast network model. Our simulation model involve 100 sites spread in the multicast network. The presence of packet loss is taken into account and
hence, retransmission of lost packets are simulated and analyzed. Packets are generated at the source as a Poisson process with arrival rate λ. The arrival rate λ varies between
0.1 and 0.9. The service rate at the firs (respectively the
second) stage of the network is µ (respectively σ). µ and σ
are taken larger (or equal) to 1 so that the system response
time does not diverge. In fact, λ must be smaller than µ and
σ. The service rate at the intermediate sites (or routers) is
taken equal to γ. γ is also larger or equal to 1. µ, γ, and σ
are all considered to have an exponential distribution. In the
multicast network model, the routers are active. They have
backup functions and they retransmit any packet which is
lost in the second stage of the network.
Architecture of our multicast network In Figure 3, the
architecture of our multicast network is presented. It consists of a source node connected to a number of networks.
Each of these networks is connected to an intermediate site
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(respectively the intermediate site), requesting it to retransmit the needed data. Consequently, the workload is distributed among the global data source and the intermediate
sites. The workload on the global data source is minimized,
which helps to reduce its response time. This resulted in
minimizing the delay in data transfer, as well as data loss
and data errors. Moreover, in our multicast network, the
intermediate sites divides the total number of sites to clusters. Every intermediate site is responsible for one cluster
of nodes. We showed that by taking the number of intermediate sites equal to its optimal value, we enhance the performance of the network and of the TWM global data source,
by minimizing its total average delay, and keeping its reliability.

Figure 4. Total average delay variation as a
function of intermediate sites.
number of intermediate sites K varies as we change r:
number of intermediate sites =
round(total sites number)1/r , where r > 1
K = round(L)1/r , where r > 1
We assume that λ is equal to 0.9. The firs network service
rate µ is equal to 1, while γ and σ are both equal to 2. The
graph of Figure 4 shows the variation of the delay as a function of the number of intermediate sites K. From the graph
of Figure 4, we deduce that the optimal number of intermediate sites is equal to 8, because the total average delay of
the network at that point represents the minimal value of the
curve. In fact, the network delay drops. So with 100 multicast users, we should have 8 intermediate sites. The firs
7 intermediate sites are connected each to 12 end-users (i.e.
the cluster size is 12 users) and the 8th intermediate site is
connected to 16 end-users. A decrease in the number of K
decreases the load on the fir t stage, while it increases the
load on the second stage. In fact, if the number K is very
small, the K routers will have to bear a large load resulting
from the handling of error correction and backup. This will
lead to a larger overall delay since the routers will be like
a bottleneck. While an increase in the value of K will decrease the load on the intermediate sites since the workload
will be divided among all the routers. This will result in a
decrease in the overall delay. Consequently, the use of the
intermediate site optimal number in our multicast network
enhances the performance of the network. By enhancing
the performance of the multicast network, we improve the
performance of our TWM global data source. More clearly,
whenever data is needed to be multicasted to different destinations, data is forwarded from the source of the data (i.e.
global data source) along a distribution tree to each receiver
(i.e. destination site). The destination sites; i.e., the original source component or the destination source component,
do not communicate directly with the global data source.
They communicate with their corresponding intermediate
site, which supports backup and error correction. Then, if
an intermediate site (respectively a destination site) receives
a corrupted piece of data or does not receive the requested
piece of data, a message is sent back to the source of data

5. Conclusion and future work
TWM intends to support the real-time issue and to enhance, for instance data analysis of our global data source,
by improving the network performance. We presented the
TWM architecture and showed that by using our multicast
network, the delay in data transfer and the network load are
minimized. This resulted in better performance of our multicast network and our TWM global data source. Moreover,
by findin the optimal number of intermediate sites, we
found that the network performance and the performance
of our global data source are optimized. A future work is
to improve the time of data extraction by reducing the cost
of a query execution, and by minimizing the cost of findin
the appropriate path which retrieves the required data.
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of the main peculiar features of the BPNs have been
highlighted. Therefore:
x BPNs present a larger percentage of active
contributors, for both content and comments with
respect to SN, the size of the internal communities
are smaller. Users of BPN are typically more
motivated to participate since BPN are strongly
thematic and connected to the user’s work. In SN,
the effective/active contributors are typically much
less than 10%, all the others are merely observers;
x BPNs are typically without advertising, since the
business model is designed to provide a service, in
order to understand user needs and it is not meant
to make earnings with product advertising on a
larger number of users.
x BPNs have to cope with a large variety of content
types and not only with videos and images like it
occurs on large SNs. Most SNs can manage only
simple audiovisual content (e.g., images or videos,
which are the simplest content type to be
generated by users, for example via digital camera
and/or phones). Many BPNs have to be able to
cope with complex interactive content for
education, edutainment, and/or entertainment
experiences. This means having more complex
semantic descriptors for those content items. At
present, there are many multimedia and cross
content formats.
x BPNs have to cope with a large variety of
semantic computing activities/algorithms: for
content adaptation and processing (also due to the
complexity of content) of user contributions: user
generated content, indexing of user contributions/
comments, etc. In BPN, the number of users and
items is smaller, so that the complexity of
semantic processing in terms of triples and
ontology complexity may be larger, though still
economically viable;
x BPNs can typically cover more platforms for
providing services and content distribution; for
example: PC, windows mobile PDAs, iPhone, etc.;
x BPNs have more complex content and services,
therefore users/content profiles/descriptors have to

Abstract
Best practice networks are thematic social networks
focused on sharing common area works and goals. The
analysis of user behavior on social network is
fundamental to tune services and stimulate the network
growth. This is even more relevant for best practice
collaborative networks where details about
collaboration may lead to understand the effective
activities and role of people in the several groups. In
this paper, a set of metrics for analyzing user behavior
related to download on a best practice network is
presented. The metrics are currently active, as
administrative tools for the Mobile Medicine best
practice network.

1. Introduction
Many widespread Social Networks (SN) are mainly
focused on contents (e.g., YouTube, Flickr, LastFm)
[1], whereas others are more focused on: establishing
relationships among users (Facebook, MySpace, Orkut,
Friendster) [2]. SN analysis is typically focused on
analyzing relationships among users, users and groups,
in order to identify which are the most central users
and groups, and, on the other hand, which are those
that are frozen out, namely being those running the risk
of losing interest in the network activities due to a
serious lack of involvement.
On the other hand, Best Practice Networks, BPN,
are thematic social networks where smaller groups of
users share content, contacts and information for a
common goal. Some of them are set up by thematic
communities, associations and large companies to
capitalize skill and knowledge, by facilitating
communications and interactions among personnel and
the growth of internal content repository and
knowledge. As to BPN, to keep trace and analyze user
activities is becoming more and more fundamental for
tuning services and predicting needs, such as market
trends, reactions of users, the product’s acceptance,
educational needs and problems, etc.
The main differences of Best practice Networks,
BPN, with respect to classical massively widespread
SNs may be summarized in what follows, where some
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dedicated application called AxObjectFinder (see
http://mobmed.axmedis.org/drupal/?q=en-US/help).
The provided front-ends share the same database and
user registration mechanism, and they may provide
different services via different sets of languages.
Moreover, different devices can support different
modalities to access certain content: video may be
accessed in download, progressive download (also
called HTTP streaming), or even via P2P (only on
XMF). These capabilities are only available for some
devices and solutions. This is the typical complexity of
a multichannel, multi-device, content management and
distribution system for a BPN.
In BPN content types may range from single files:
audio, video, images, documents and animations,
simple slides, animations; to cross media such as:
interactive guidelines/procedures,
calculators and
tools, questionnaires and data collection, leaning
objects. The cross media content and file formats may
be of several kinds ranging over: MPEG21, SCORM,
ePub, XMF, HTML, SMIL, NewsML, SportML,
METS, etc. In this context, cross media means objects
produced in AXMEDIS MPEG-21 files formats [5].

consider static as well as dynamic aspects [3]. In
BPN, like in SN, dynamic aspects are much more
relevant since they may be continuously updated.
This paper focuses on the experience in defining,
realizing and analyzing a set of metrics for BPN where
a large number of content types, devices and content
models is presented (please note that this paper is only
marginally on user behavior analysis and semantic
computing; a complementary paper can be recovered
from [3]). The experience refers to two BPNs based on
cross media content semantic model: the XMF (cross
media finder) (http://xmf.axmedis.org) (educational)
and the Mobile Medicine (http://mobmed.axmedis.org)
(medical and mobile). The proposed solutions have
been developed by using AXMEDIS content and
media content processing language [4].

2. Best Practice Network Architecture
The BPN model exploiting the cross media
multichannel distribution has been created to provide
support in distributing cross media content towards
different kinds of device: PC, PDA and Mobiles
(smarphones, iPhone, iPod, iPad).
The simplified architecture of the BPN considered
solution is depicted in Figure 1, where main modules
are reported: user management (registration and
profiling), mobile support (mobile content distribution
and monitoring), user generated content support (in
connection with back office tools for content ingestion,
processing and adaptation), collaborative support
among users (chat, grouping, messaging, notifications,
..), indexing and querying (multilingual indexing,
fuzzy support, semantic indexing, ..), recommendation
support for content and users [3].

3. User Behavior Metrics on BPN
BPNs organize and classify content, so that users can
easily access, retrieve and share. Leveraging Mobile
Medicine BPN features; an engine to monitor data has
been realized in order to reason upon content
descriptors, user profiles, ads profiles, user generated
content descriptors, device capabilities descriptors, etc.
In order to provide the administrator with an effective
tool able to identify the general trends of the BPN
including downloads and user behavior, a set of
metrics has been defined. Therefore, the identified set
of metrics has been implemented. What follows is a
selection of these metrics and the analysis of results
about their application on Mobile Medicine BPN. The
selected metrics are those that can highlight better the
differences between the SNs and the BPNs.
Usage of Devices and Platform
As mentioned, a BPN like Mobile Medicine, offers a
range of content formats that may be accessible by
different types of devices and platforms. Figure 2
shows the distribution of device/platforms most
preferred by users to access content (for both download
and direct play). Most downloads are performed via
PC-windows; however, also other operative systems
(Linux, Mac Os X) and devices are used (PDA,
iPhone, etc.). Therefore, the 12% of users did get
access to content by using mobile devices (iPhone,
AxObjectFinder), the 86% by using desktop.

Figure 1 – Simplified BPN Architecture
All the capabilities are deployed and shown to the BPN
users via different front-ends, specialized for device
category: PC (Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, Unix,
etc.), Smartphone, iPhone with a dedicated Application
(see
Mobile
Medicine
iPhone
App,
http://itunes.apple.com/en/app/mobilemedicine/id359865882), Windows Mobile PDA with a
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Content Access Modality of Users
The content accessed via PC and mobiles may be
downloaded or played via the HTTP connection in
progressive download. This last modality is possible on
PC and iPhone, while presently it is not viable on
Windows Mobile PDA devices endowed with
AxObjectFinder tool. Only 1% of content was accessed
via AxObjectFinder, while 90% is accessed via online
progressive download and only the 10% via download
(including the accesses via AxObjectFinder). From this
analysis, it is self-evident that users prefer to access the
content online rather than to have it on their devices.
On iPhone, it is possible to have online execution of
content or download and successive offline play via the
Mobile Medicine App. In this case, iPhone users of
Mobile Medicine prefer accessing the videos (38%),
HTML (26%) and PDF (21%) while only a small part
of them prefer other cross media (please note that
dosages and medical calculators are classified as
HTML). PDA users prefer accessing the cross media
for the 94%. For PDA, cross media include the typical
medical tools for dosages, guidelines, checklists,
procedures, etc. What was impressive is the adoption
of iPhone for on-line video play. It seems to be the
most preferred platform for video play.

Figure 2: Distribution of content access per
device/platform
Proposed and Preferred Content Formats
Given the great diversity of content the platform offers,
it was necessary to identify which kinds of format are
more appreciated by the BPN users with respect to
those provided within BPN. In Figure 2, the
distribution of accessed content format is presented.
The distribution highlights that cross media content is
the most accessed format, followed by video and
HTML content pages (still in this content, interactive
elements similarly cross media). On mobiles the most
selected content formats are cross media with the 82%
and video with 9%.

4.2 Content Stability and User Fidelity
Another important factor is the assessment of content
stability and user fidelity.
Object Stability: In SN, the distribution of content
accesses is typically strongly exponential, with only a
small percentage of content highly demanded. In BPN
the distribution is still exponential but less explosive
and more stable. On such grounds, an interesting
metric would allow understanding which is the level of
interest for a given content item within the BPN
community, and thus which is the content permanence
in the user’s interests. To this end, S5 has been defined
to measure the so called Object Stability (see Figure
6a). It measures how many times a content object has
been downloaded in a period of time. We have chosen
a histogram as the most representative graph type:

Figure 3: Distribution of accessed content formats
Figure 4 highlights the strong correlation between the
content offered population in terms of formats and the
actual distribution of content formats as depicted in
Figure 2. This graph could estimate what object types
are deprecated by users or what classes are more useful
for them.

x - assis [o1 , o 2 , }, o n ]
®
¯y - assis [sum_o1 , sum_o2 , }, sum_on ]

Where: oi are the object (ids) downloaded and sum_oi
is the number of downloads for each object.
Moreover, it can be also interesting to normalize the
distribution, with respect to the duration of the period
of interest from first to last download in the period as
reported in Figure 6b: date of first (df) and last (dl)
download, stability ( sum_o i ), mean number of

Figure 4: Proposed vs accessed content formats
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get/play a single content even if they return back later
and in the next days as depicted in Figure 7. Only the
14.3% of them stay for two content items, etc.

downloads per day ( mean_o i , see Figure 6b) in the
period. Where: mean_ o
i

sum_ oi
dl  d f

The comparison of Figure 6a and 6b gives the evidence
of the presence of more explosive content, content used
more frequently in less number of days (see Obj-14),
while others are more stable such as Obj-1. As to the
BPN, it is very important to identify both kinds of
object, since the most stable one has to provide a
higher quality.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a set of direct metrics for the assessment
of best practice networks, BPN, has been presented.
The analysis of user behavior in BPN is fundamental to
tune services and stimulate the network growth. In this
paper, a set of metrics related to downloads, kinds of
content, different behaviors on PC and mobile, and
other aspects implied in BPN has been presented and
analyzed with respect to their usage in classical SN.
The presented metrics and work have been applied and
are currently active to help the growth of Mobile
Medicine BPN http://mobmed.axmedis.org. According
to a first validation of the proposal, administrative
users did find the direct estimation useful. The main
discovered issues are related to the different behaviors
of users on PC and mobiles, the user preferences with
respect to the kind of content, and the identification of
the most active users. The proposed metrics can be
used as a complementary to the classical SN analysis
tools which are more focused on understanding the
user relationships.
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Figure 6: Object Stability (a) and mean number of
download per day in the stability period (b).
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User Fidelity (S6)
The aim of User Fidelity measure is to assess in a
simple shot which are the most active users in the
BPN. Even in this case, a more accurate measure
would lead to go into the distribution of their action
over a time period such as that reported in Figure 7,
where the distribution in the last 10 months is
presented for a sample of users with different
behaviors (some are returning users, other are sporadic,
etc.). We have also analyzed the user behavior in terms
of number of active days in the period, the so called
user fidelity. This simple metric is strongly correlated
to the number of content: preferred and uploaded (with
a correlation value greater than 75%).

The authors would like to express their thanks to the
many people involved in the validation and to the users
of Mobile Medicine BPN; we trust in their
understanding for being unable to quote them all in the
paper.
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the development of a quality product which will
contemplate the directives given in the PMBoK [5], the
quality characteristics described in the ISO/IEC 9126 [6], as
well as certain marketing needs.

Abstract
This article presents software architecture for a web-based
system to aid project managing, conceptually founded on
guidelines of the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBoK) and on ISO/IEC 9126, as well as on the result of an
empiric study done in Brazil. Based on these guidelines, this study
focused on two different points of view about project management:
the view of those who develop software systems to aid
management and the view of those who use these systems. The
designed software architecture is capable of guiding an
incremental development of a quality system that will satisfy
today’s marketing necessities, principally those of small and
medium size enterprises.

2. Software architecture
As time goes by, more evident is the importance of
using software systems, in the most varied areas, of an ever
increasing size and complexity. The massive use of this
technology, as well as the resulting need to obtain efficient,
dependable and durable software systems, requires the
previous preparation of a target software architecture which
will make possible a description of the elements that make
up a system, the interactions between those elements and
the principles that lead to its evolution [7, 8, 9, 10].
Ref. [11] presents three advantages of designing a
software architecture: (a) easier communications between
those interested in the project, since a representation of the
system makes it easier to be understood; (b) the necessity
for a system analyses, since a definition of an architecture
requires the study and reflection about the objectives to be
reached, which require well planned solutions; and (c) large
scale reutilizing, since a defined and documented
architecture can be useful in projects which are different,
though similar in their desired requirements, thus avoiding
reworking.
Moreover, Ref. [12] points out that with a well planned
architecture, maintenance is made easier and, consequently,
the life cycle of the system may increase considerably.
Software architecture is a relatively new sub-area of
software engineering, even though innumerable works have
already been published about this subject. Generally, these
works could be grouped into three principal categories:
1. Improvements of techniques and methods involved in the
project, analyses and validation of the software
architectures [13, 14, 15, 16], contributing to the evolution
of this sub-area;
2. Disseminating existing concepts, techniques and methods
about software architecture, involving didactic works, such
as books [17, 18, 11] and scientific articles [19],
contributing towards software architecture comprehension
and development;
3. Usage of existing knowledge about software architecture

1. Introduction
In the last decade, technological advances, market
integrations, globalization and tough competition have
driven companies to adopt managing strategies that make it
possible to increase efficiency and effectiveness of
productive processes. Therefore, it became crucial to
increase internal communication capacity, to plan activities,
to estimate and monitor time and costs, as well as to
guarantee task quality [1]. Project management today is a
discipline that defines in detail the software and techniques
that meet managing requirements, and is becoming
increasingly debated in academic and various productive
mediums as it enables improving production, reduction of
wasted time and money, better decisions, among others that
benefit projects [2, 3]. Although there are various
definitions for project, this concept can be understood,
generally, as a unique process, consisting of a group of
coordinated and controlled activities having dates for
starting and finishing, to create a product, service or
exclusive result, which will satisfy customers [4, 5].
To speed up the project managing process, different
computational systems were developed to supply relevant
information to managers in a fast, safe and consistent
manner. Nevertheless, such systems as are available on the
market have a restricted scope of the indispensable
managing aspects contemplated by Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBoK) [5], one of the most reputed
guides to project managing. In this context, this work
presents software architecture for a supporting web-based
system of project managing activities capable of directing
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to propose architectures for systems that are being
developed, contributing towards a better quality product [20,
21, 22].
This work is in line with the third category as it
prioritizes the use of predefined concepts to construct
quality architecture, as well as the fact that it directs the
development of a system designed to improve the
efficiency of managing activities.

architecture for web-based project management system are
detailed below.
A. Functional requirements
Analyses of users’ point of view became possible to
prioritize the importance of managing aspects addressed in
the PMBoK [5] guide, according to the opinion of the
survey participants. Moreover, the survey helped to identify
systems available at the market according to the level of
popularity and whether or not they included special
characteristics, that is, selected systems were those used by
project managers or because they offered some type of
differential in their available functions . The results are in
Figure 1.
To include the developers’ point of view as to alignment
of the seletected systems to PMBoK guidelines and to the
ISO/IEC 9126 software quality norms, a comparative
analysis was performed with four desktop and five webbased systems. The results are in Table 1.
A qualification, which represented the frequency each
topic was addressed in each system, was attributed to each
analyzed topic. The qualifications are shown in Table 1 in
discs: as greater the frequency, as larger the portion in black.
Regarding the scope of the systems as to the PMBoK
guide, Table 1 shows that some topics, such as number 13,
are well covered by most of the systems, while many others
are not, such as with topics 1, 7 and 8. On the whole, it can
be concluded that none of the analyzed systems provide a
complete support to the principle processes described in the
PMBoK guide. This may force the users to use a
combination of project managing support systems, which
would slow their work, to satisfy all their needs.
The assessment of the systems regarding ISO/IEC 9126
norms was done on the contents available to users by the
firms that develop such systems. This made it impossible to
analyze some attributes; therefore the assessment of the
attribute Maintainability was qualified as null for all
systems that are not Open Source (except MS Project,
which although not being Open Source, allows users to
perform evolutional maintenance with Visual Basic) since
with the analysis of such systems it was not possible to
verify how the maintenance operations were done. System
analysis results of the quality norms made it possible to
infer that each one of them meet the requirements of a
certain set of quality attributes to the detriment of the rest.
Due to this, it can be concluded that the quality of the
analyzed systems is impaired as on the whole, they do not
satisfy quality requirements. Therefore, there is a necessity
to design a support for project management activities based
on quality criterias, besides obtaining efficient, dependable
and customed software systems.
Analyzing and combining information obtained from
both views, it was possible to reach the results shown in
Table 2, which lists the functional requirements according

3. Methods
The methodological process was divides into two stages:
Funtional requirements elicitation - In this stage was
considered two different points of view about project
managing activities: the point of view of the software
system users and the developers.
Users’ point of view: It was obtained based on a pilot
survey, done electronically, which contained a convenience
sample from the professionals involved in project managing
activities from various segments in the São Paulo State,
Brazil. The answerers filled in an online questionnaire
developed specifically to assess 32 points elaborated
considering the nine areas discussed in the PMBoK guide
[5]. Importance and the applicability to implement each
item in their daily activities were evaluated, using a 5 point
Likert scale, with 1 being “Of very little importance” or
“Not applicable” and 5 “Very important” or “Very
applicable”. As a complement, data was collected about the
software used by the answerer and their opinion about its
main deficiencies. A total of 39 answers were received
during the data collecting period which ran from January to
March, 2009. Most of them involved small and medium
sized enterprises.
Developers’ point of view: It involved a review of certain
software systems available on the market, resumed in
fifteen criteria using PMBoK [5] as reference and other six
criteria software quality from ISO/IEC 9126 [6]. In all,
nine computational systems were analyzed (four desktop
and five web-based systems), which included software
mentioned by the project managers that took part of the
survey plus some by the authors.
From the analyses of the two points of view, a set of
functional requirements was obtained.
Software architecture design – The purpose of this stage
was to meet principal marketing necessities and supply a
more effective support to project managing, substantiated
on the answers to functional requirements.
The architectural project was done in a systematic
manner and also considered aspects that contribute for the
inclusion of characteristics that promote portability,
maintainability and incremental development of the
software system to be developed.

4. Requirements Analysis and Design
The

functional

requirements

and

the

software
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Survey item in each knowledge area marked in the graphic
A1: Integration
A4: Costs
A8: Risks
1. Monitoring and control
12. Costs estimate by activity
21. Preliminar analysis of risks
2. Defining contracts
22. Identify risks related to the project
A5: Quality
3. Register of lessons learnt
13. Audits
23. Estimate risk impacts
4. Identifying changes
24. Priorization of risks
A6: Human resources
5. Documenting changes
14. Definition of the participant’s role
25. Loss estimation
15. Checking the performance of team members
26. Identify contingency measures for each risk
A2: Scope
6. Specification overview
16. Availability evaluation team
27. Probability of ocurrence
17. Defining criteria for selection of personnel
A3: Time
A9: Procurement
7. Time planning activities
28. Defining criteria for selection of suppliers
A7: Communications
8. Identifying activities
18. Communication between those stakeholders
A10: Project methodologies
9. Defining milestone
19. Information access
29. Division of the project in phases
10. Defining precedence between activities
20. Project progress reports
30. Use of own models
11. Schedule of release of funds (calendar)
31. Alternatives implementing studies
32. Graphics indicators

Figure 1. Mean of importance and applicability score for each survey item
Table 1. Comparative Analysis of Support Systems for Project Managing

1. Register of learnt lessons
2. Storing documents related to the project

Analysis based on PMBoK guide

3. Create WBS (Work Breakdown Sctruture)
4. Plan / control costs
5. Plan / control quality
6. Plan / control manpower
7. Control changes
8. Control / managing risks
9. Control purchases
10. Communication between those involved
11. Control project’s progress
12. Control scope
13. Control time
14. Emit reports
15. Construct graphics
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Net
Project

Project
Open

Cooper

ACE
Project

Dot
Project

Web-based systems
Adapted
Tracker

Mirax

Project
Planner

Criteria

MS
Project

Desktop systems

Analysis based on
ISO/IEC 9126

1. Functionality
2. Reliability
3. Usability
4. Efficiency
5. Maintainability
6. Portability

Legend:

- 0% ;

- 12,5% ;

- 25% ;

- 37,5% ;

- 50% ;

- 62,5% ;

- 75% ;

- 87,5% ;

- 100%

Table 2. System functional requirements
Knowledge areas
1.

Integration

6. Human resources
6.1 Managing project team
6.1.1 Registering members of the team
6.1.2 Helping with the enlistment and selection of personnel
6.1.3 Checking the performance of team members
6.2 Managing contracts
7. Communications
7.1 Communication between those interested in the project
7.2 Production and distribution of custom made reports and Warnings
7.3 Production of information for mobile equipments
8. Risks
8.1 Managing risks
8.1.1 Identify risks related to the project
8.1.2 Estimate risk impacts
8.1.3 Identify events related to the probability of an increase of risks
8.1.4 Identify contingency measures for each risk
8.1.5 Monitoring the probability of an increase of risks
8.2 Creating alerts about the occurrence of risks
9. Procurement
9.1 Register procurements
9.2 Register supplier contracts
Remaining requirements
Links with other software systems
Existence of access levels

1.1 Managing contracts with schedules, costs and objectives defined at
the beginning of the project
1.2 Register of events (lessons learnt)
1.3 Identifying and documenting changes along the execution of the
project
2. Scope
2.1 Defining the scope of the project
2.2 Creating a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
3. Time
3.1 Include activities
3.1.1 Identify activities
3.1.2 Estimate of starting and ending dates of the activities
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Register finished activities
Warn project delays
Development of a schedule of project activities
Schedule of release of funds (calendar)
4. Costs
4.1 Costs estimate by activity
4.2 Budgeting
5. Quality
5.1 Producing audit reports

to the known areas as defined in the PMBoK [5], and even
includes identified additional requirements.
B. Software architecture
Aware that the structuring of software architecture that
contemplates functional requirements will make viable wide
scope, quality and capable of meeting the real necessities of
professionals. The first step taken during the execution of the
architectural project was to place the software to be developed
in its context, that is, external entities were defined with which
the system interacts, as well as the nature of the interactions
from the composition of the architectural context diagram [1],
shown in Figure 2.
The entity Graphic support represents a set of libraries and
functions capable of offering aid for the construction of all the
graphic part of the modules of the system. Utilities represent
independent System to Aid Project Managing-SAPM - software
that can be coupled to provide various services, such as:
calculators, spread sheets of calculations, etc. Both supply
services to SAPM, while the entities Managers and Project

Team use the services supplied by the system. To present a high
level view of the structure of the system, Figure 2 shows also a
global architectural structure for the SAPM, where two principal
components of the system and the interactions between them are
shown. The component Access Control offers the access
control to the system, permitting listing and authentication of
users, create projects and a division of the software into preestablished access levels. This way, certain information of the
system can be seen only by authorized users. The component
Project Managing is responsible for offering the functions
inherent to project management.
After creating the global architectural structure, the
architectural style for the SAPM was defined, where a style in
layers was considered adequate, since it allows an incremental
development of the system and offers good portability and
maintenance. In Figure 3 the structure established for the SAPM
is shown. The highest layer supplies the interface between the
system and the user. Immediately below is the business layer
project management. The lowest layer provides the graphic
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Managing Project. Moreover, this module receives data from
other modules to create baselines;
Participant’s manager: Receives data about suppliers and
project team members and stores them to create an agenda for
contacts and quick access to information about the team
members development and suppliers history. Moreover, this
module receives contracts which are linked to project team
members and suppliers, and sends them to the Contracts
Figure 2. Architectural context diagram and global architectural
controller;
structure
Activities manager: Is responsible for all operations related to
support and database, where data produced in the upper layer the activities of the project. From data received from the users,
are stored. From identified functional requirements, SAPM this module executes the following functions: lists activities
architectural components were placed in modules. With that, (identification of activities, starting and finishing dates,
the architectural diagram was structured, shown in Figure 4 description); listing risks (identification, impact estimate,
which reveals the components of the system, its modules and the identification of contingency measures, selecting factors capable
interactions between them. Following, a description of the of producing an increase in the probability of risks happening);
SAPM modules is presented, which were established for each of registering purchases. Moreover, this module offers the user the
the considered components.
following: help to allot resources to activities from information
in the Participant’s manager; automatically monitor the
Participant’s manager and information about the progress of
activities to update the probability of risks happening; prepare
and automatically update the activity schedule; create a calendar
for freeing resources; register contracts related to
Figure 3. SAPM structure in layer
obtaining resources for the execution of activities; support to
create a Work Breakdown Structure; detect activity delays;
Access Control:
Contracts controller: Stores contracts received from the
User identifier: Lists new users and authenticates previously
Participant’s
manager and the Activities manager, allowing
listed users in the system. Should these operations not be
consultations,
modifications
and exclusions;
successful, the user is notified. Moreover, the User identifier
Learnt
lessons
recorder:
Registers
lessons learnt by the users
receives from the Project manager a list of members to be
linked to the project and, then, must validate that list, verifying on executing the project and allows consultations that return to
which members are already listed in the system. After validating, the users the lessons learnt by them in all the projects with
the User identifier sends a notification about the result of the which they are or were linked, as he receives all the codes of all
operation to the Project manager and the members that were those projects from the Project manager;
Reports writer: Allows users to create or register records of
already listed in the system is sent to the Content controller
auditing
done. Moreover, receives data from the Activities
where they will be registered with their respective access levels,
manager,
from the Participant’s manager and from the
defined by the users from the Project manager;
Integrated
controller of changes (baselines) and, from them,
Project manager: Presents all the projects to which the users
are linked (based on data registered by the Content controller), produces reports according to users options and sends them to
permitting a selection of said projects for later edition. Moreover, the Information distributer for distribution;
Information distributer: Uses the data that it receives from the
from this module users can list new projects. During the listing
of a project or at a later stage, users must fill in general data Participant’s manager to contact stakeholders (via emails or cell
about the project, declare the scope of the project, annex phones). This module also receives information from the
project starting contracts and draw up a list of members Warnings generator and the Reports writer, distributes that
(showing members names and respective access levels) who can information to contacts selected by the user or predefined by the
system and notifies the requesting module about the result of the
access/modify project data;
Content controller: Registers the user access level of each distribution. Moreover, this module offers a chat service to
project. Also monitors the actions of each user in the whole subsidize the effectiveness of the online meetings, as well as an
system, blocking any action that is not permitted according to email service;
Warnings generator: Receives data from the Activities
the users access level. Moreover, this module registers all
manager
to produce warnings about delays or the probability of
actions taken by the users in the system.
an
increase
of risks, or else from the users to produce a warning
Managing Project :
about
a
specific
event. The warnings are registered and sent to
Integrated controller of changes: Receives and registers data
the
Information
distributer.
about changes made in any of the modules of the component
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Figure 4. Architectural diagram
[8]

5. Final considerations and future works
The proposed software architecture for a SAPM will satisfy
existing present day marketing necessities, especially for
medium and small enterprises in Brazil. By identifying
functional requirements through an empiric study based on
guidelines and concepts established in the PMBoK [5] and in
ISO/IEC 9126 [6] for the proposed architectural structure, it was
possible to fill in the gap still existing in literature about web
systems to aid project managing. A valuation of the web-based
system quality characteristics such as portability, maintainability
and efficiency, besides others, are being prioritized in the
conception of SAPM as the objective is not only to construct
quality architecture, but also the web system. Therefore,
the
future
works agenda
foresees
the development of a
SAPM prototype which will satisfy web-based systems quality
criterions. The exploratory evolutionary model [23] was adopted
so as to make viable an assessment by market professionals
when each significant part of the system is concluded.
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software analysis, to propose abstractions to the
software architect [3], which are needed for maintaining
or upgrading software (e.g. to extract sequence diagrams
[13]). Besides that, framework would be able to perform
other very useful tasks: automatic (unit) testing,
checking for security issues [22] etc. Even more,
through the same framework, one would be able to
perform refactoring, cleaning (e.g. code clone elimination
[4], cycle detection) and other transformations (i.e.
upgrading software to use newer library versions, to
generate code, etc).
Framework should have ability to easily configure,
tune; to perform (semi) automatic benchmarks of
different configurations (varying parameters, algorithms,
etc.).
Crucial problem here is clustering. Modern
software systems are large and complex, which makes
problems in understanding their structure. Main reason
for this complexity lies in the fact that source code
contains lots of entities (class, modules etc.), which are
mutually dependent in interactive manner (procedure
calls, variables referencing…). On the other side, these
systems are repeatedly changed which could be
faithfully identified only from source code
(specification often doesn’t follow source code
changes). Clustering techniques applied to the software
source code is an approach for solving this problem.
Main purpose of software clustering is to create
view on software using clusters which contains minimal
coupling between modules from any two different
clusters, and maximum cohesion between modules
inside a single cluster.

Abstract
Maintaining the software systems is a complex
task due to the complexity of the contemporary
software systems caused by the size and frequent
changes that are credibly expressed only by the
source code. One solution for this problem is source
code clustering, which makes it possible to generalize
about some features which are cluttered in the source
code. Earlier, there weren’t any attempts to analyze
those complexities by using rule engine alone. This
paper evaluates possibility of using rule engine as a
framework for various software engineering tasks.
Specifically, the paper demonstrates that it is possible
to perform software module clustering using rule
engine.

1. Introduction
High level abstractions, various models – views
through which we can look at software, helps us to cope
with complexities of the systems. However, often we
say that “the truth is in the code” [15], since high level
abstractions aren’t always synchronized with the code.
By performing software clustering, we will regain more
quality abstract views on the software.
Field of search based software engineering (SBSE)
is in the focus in this paper. This is active area of the
research in the computer science. And SBSE is used in
many applications (module clusterization, code generation, project management…). According to M.
Harman, software engineering (SE) is better suited for
search based optimization then all other areas of
engineering [18].

2. Related work
There is a very helpful paper for getting a big
picture of vast applicability of those techniques [4],
although the paper doesn’t put rule engine into
perspective.

1.1. Motivation
Suppose we could create homogenous framework
which will be able to perform static and dynamic
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of the best examples are Symphony [1] – based on
Bachaus tool [6], and DMS [8]. They might even use
rule centric approach in their subcomponents, although
it isn’t used at higher levels. There are many works
already done on creating tools and techniques to
perform some kind of transformations that are specified
with rules [8], [11] and [20].
Along using search clustering approach, there are
other methods: hierarchical agglomerative clustering [2],
[3], [21], or more analytical one, that uses spectral
analysis [23].
Recently, we can see more works on including rule
engines in solving specific software engineering
problems [7].

Following Mancoridis et al. who first suggested the
search based approach to module clustering [17], this
paper takes this, search based, approach. They have
used hill climbing, but also have tried using genetic
algorithm and simulated annealing. And they got best
results using hill climbing. However, it may be possible
to define different crossover operation for use in genetic
algorithm [19], and that may create feasible approach.
Although, performing GA by exploiting rule engine is a
problem. Therefore, we use local search technique.
Search algorithms need metric which will direct the
process, and we follow proven practice of using
cohesion and coupling measurement.
For found software clusterization of k clusters and n
modules, for measuring its clustering quality, we use
Modularization Quality (MQ) [9]:

3. Contribution

k

MQ = ∑ CFi ,
i =1

This paper brings a few contributions.
• In this paper we present that a modified Hill
Climbing algorithm (HC) is suitable for use in rulebased clustering process. The algorithm has
following features: a) heuristically determines initial
solution; b) after reaching local optima, several
random moves (escapes) are performed.
• This paper shows that it is possible to use rules
engines for clustering (specifically, software module
clustering).
• The ideas presented here, create base for building a
framework for analysis of complex software and for
comparing and evaluating various techniques in the
search based software engineering field.

(1)

cluster factor CFi is calculated with the following
formula:

CFi =

µi

µi +

1
∑ (ε i, j + ε j ,i )
2 j =1
k

(2)

j ≠i

In the formula (2), µi is the total intra-edges weight
(connections between modules inside one cluster) of the
i-th cluster, and εi,j is the sum of inter-edges weights
(connections between modules from different clusters)
between i-th and j-th cluster. In rare cases, when i-th
cluster doesn't have any intra-edges, CFi equals zero.
It is possible to extract hierarchical clusters using
the search based approach (by recursively clustering
found clusters as modules). Other approach to achieve
this is by using agglomerative approach [21]. However,
that approach is harder to align with the rule engine
requirements.
Instead of searching for specific clusterization,
usually we need to allow user to prioritize some aspects
(say relations between some modules) over others
(which makes hypothesized entities), and then try to
rebuild those aspects (by clustering) from the source
code (i.e. concrete entities). This technique is called
Software Reflexion [3], and can be considered as
(semiautomatic) extension of a simpler clustering
approach.
Recent paper, [5], shows that we can use rule
engine for model completion, without a significant
performance penalty, despite previous work arguing this
would be impossible.
There are some advanced ideas about integrating
whole SE analysis process into a single framework. One

3.1. Change in the hill climbing algorithm
Hill climbing algorithm is very often used in search
based clustering. For example, it can be used in the
Bunch tool [9]. Local search, specifically hill climbing,
often converge toward local optima, and the common
solution to this problem is to start search from some
random solution, and to perform it at least twice, and
then to choose better one. [14]
We took another approach. We do not use random
starting (because we believe that it will take
considerable time even to begin to form meaningful
clusters). Initial solution is heuristically created around
modules with more incident edges. However, we do
perform another randomness which (we hope) will
prevent us from choosing local, instead global, optima.
Surprisingly often, a random move from local optima
toward its neighborhood will lead to a satisfactory
algorithm (even if better techniques are known – but
which could complicate rule engine implementation)
[14].
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engine (Drools, [12]) for software clustering, and to
perform analysis that might follow.

So, we perform several random moves (escapes),
when no better solution is found for some time. By
looking at the search landscape in [24], we could notice
that using MQ metric and MDG, there are usually at
most two points around which the best found
clusterization are grouped. We recognize the fact that
there is a need for even more detailed search landscape
analysis; although our testing shows that random
escapes can overstep the local optimum surrounding.
Note that Drools can perform Tabu search, [14] (for
example, so it does not repeat move with module which
was recently used). Implemented search process,
especially with this additional method, avoids to be
trapped inside local optima. This approach, when we
start from certain non-random solution, makes it
possible to use once found solution as initial one for
other, maybe in some way changed, search process.

3.3. Framework
Now that we are capable of performing various
analysis in a single environment, with the help of many
rules organized in the various groups, we could create
extendable framework for performing many software
engineering related tasks.
What new will bring such a framework? First,
many benefits are inherently brought from the very
structure of a good rule engine:
• centralized rules repository,
• declarative programming,
• scalability,
• easy to change and configure…
Second, JBoss Rules extends this list even more
providing components such as: Solver, Fusion – to
perform Complex Event Processing (CEP, useful for
dynamic analysis), diagramming and linking with
process engine/workflow using Rule Flow, domain
specific language (DSL), fuzzy logic… It could be said
that we only specialize one general framework into a
more specific one, software engineering framework.

3.2. Clustering with rule engine
Often, when we develop solutions for software
engineering problems (reverse engineering, transforming one model to another), we tend to identify rules
which we can apply to achieve desirable goal. Even if
we have rules which can bring decisions of what is
needed to be done (or how to transform one model to
another), we usually need, as an input, some sort of a
model (often with graph representation). For example,
after we decide which viewpoint we need to use to
create desirable view, we acquire a graph by clustering,
and by extracting needed features from the source code.
This was never done by the rule engine itself. This paper
tries to bridge this gap by showing that it is possible to
create rule engine solution that performs clustering
algorithms.
Rule engines often implements Rete algorithm, for
efficient large scale pattern matching, which is used in
determining which rules are matched by their antecedent
part [10]. Rete algorithm best works in situations where
there is a small change in the facts, because it
effectively caches previous values of the facts and
distributes knowledge (in tree-like structures).
It is known that while performing local search
algorithm [14], we evaluate (all) neighbour solutions,
and choose one of them. Then we apply only the move
which will transfer focus from the current to the locally
chosen solution. That move is usually quite simple, that
makes only small change (comparing to the complexity
of the current solution state). Exactly this favouring of a
small (incremental) change makes rules engine (with
Rete algorithm) a good choice for executing clustering
process.
This paper proposes using rule engine for performing graph clustering. In this case, we use JBoss Rules

4. Details
Clustering is done in two phases:
• heuristically create initial solution, and
• current solution is improved by searching for
optimal one, regarding criterion of quality of a
clusterization.
To be able to use rule engine to perform local
search we use Drools, and its Drools Solver
component.
In the Figure 1, we show process of software
clustering (including code guidance). Workbench
code
guidance

AST

Hammurapi

MDG

workbench

software
clustered
decomposition

JSR-94 interface

JBoss Rules
Hammurapirules

JUNG
rules for code

c.g. rules

guidance
according to

rules for

search
rules for

…

graph

Figure 1. Framework for SBSE using rules
engine
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component is the developed application. We have
replaced Hammurapi rules engine [16] with
JBoss rules, because we need tight integration with
Solver, but on the other side we want to use lexical
analyses from Hammurapi (which uses Mesopotamia
tool).
Main advantage of this approach is that we could
add various rules for completely different types of
analysis (along those necessary for clusterization itself,
we could have rules for security, bad code practice “code smell”, code clone detection…). So effectively
we combine all these analysis into one maintainable
framework system. Analysis could be performed on
different level of granularities. Some analysis could
inspect found structural components (clusters), and
relationships between them, some could focus on lower
level – abstract syntax tree (AST) elements, or make
hybrid approach. Another benefit is that it is possible to
easily perform incremental analysis (say, to put end user
into a loop of making decisions, pausing search process,
as needed), than to continuously monitor system in its
developing phase (but also when is in its exploitation).
Most of needed requirements are by their nature
declarative, based on event-condition-action (ECA)
paradigm.
In this paper we, for coupling and cohesion,
consider counting of dependencies (count of different
method calls of referenced class, including constructors
and calls of parent class methods when redefining them;
than existence of local variables, parameters, import
declarations etc. which are of the referenced class type)
from one toward other module. What makes impact on
dependency between two modules is guided with
principal goal to create clusterization which will ease
software maintenance and understanding complex software: changes in one module should easily propagate
inside a cluster, and in the same time propagation out of
a cluster should be minimal.

For representing structure of software system
(modules and interconnections between them) we use
concept of module dependency graph (MDG) [9], [17].
From MDG concept, we define OO model of its
representation. Its simplified schema is shown on the
figure 2, Module is a class of Java program. Edge is
representation of dependency of source module (from)
to destination module (to). Dependency has quantitative
measure, weight, that represents total count of different
method called of the destination module, redefinition of
methods of destination module inside source module,
etc. Cluster contains modules. And Clusterization represents one solution of software clustering. Aggregations
associations which are
(diamond edges) represents
persisted in the MDG XML file, while flatten
association keep references on those modules which will
be moved around while searching (after shrinking the
search space). And adjacency association keeps all
edges which are adjacent to a module (irrelevantly of its
direction, mainly for creating initial clusterization).
By using Hammurapi tool for static code analysis
we can get lexical tokens, AST elements, from the
source code of the analyzed application as facts in the
Drools rule based system. Than, we use rules that
recognize dependency relation from the AST, so that we
can generate arcs in the MDG (for example, by
recognizing methods calls of some class).

4.2. Creating initial solution
For initial clusterization we use heuristic with basic
idea to form initial clusters around module with large
count of neighboring modules. Modules are sorted in
descending order with total count of all adjacent edges.
In this ordered list we specify border between big and
small modules. Big modules make new clusters if there
isn't an edge with greater weight than, with parameter
specified, threshold, which is adjacent to some module
that is already in a cluster. Small modules are usually
added to some cluster in which it has adjacent module.

4.1. Model

4.3. Search process
After forming an initial solution, we apply a local
search procedure to try to continually improve it. While
searching we keep track of the best solution found
during the process.
In the case of software clustering, relation of
adjacency (neighboring) of solutions is defined in this
way: two solutions are adjacent if they differ only in
belonging to the cluster of exactly one module. Having
that in mind, move transfers a module from current
cluster to another existing or a new cluster. It is
important that move doesn’t make big change in the set
of facts, in other words, we must be able to isolate

from
Modul

o

to

adjacency
Edge

Cluster
flatten

Clusterization

Figure 2. MDG representation model
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for every edge related to the moved module. When
contribution to the cluster factor value from a single
module is calculated, it is stored in a module fact (class
instance) itself. Then, with other rule, we calculate
clustering factor based on those stored values (also using
accumulate construct). For each move, only one module
is changed, and all other values are “cached” in the Rete
network of the rule engine, and only changes propagate
through network, avoiding excessive operations.
This listing could be read as: “For each module
which is moved to some cluster, calculate Pair values
from all adjacent edges depending on: is the module
adjacent over that edge in the same cluster or not. Store
calculated pair values into the module for following
cluster factor calculation.”

influence of a single move on the set of evaluated rules
and facts.
For search process we use Drools Solver (rule
engine extension) as planner application (scheduler).
Move in Drools Solver-tool is defined with Java
class. As evaluation function is calculated for every
move (which is described with Drools rules), for
specific module (fact) we move, it must be very
efficient. For an illustration, on listing 1 is shown a rule
for calculating impact of a module on the total measure
of clusterization quality.
declare Pair
intra : double
inter : double
end
rule "one module contribution"
lock-on-active true
when
$m : Module( $c : cluster );
$p : Pair() from accumulate(
$e : Edge(eval(from==$m) || eval(to==$m),
$w:weight, $to:to),
init( Pair p = new Pair(); p.setIntra(0d);
p.setInter(0d);),
action(
if($e.getFrom().getCluster()!=$c ||
$to.getCluster()!=$c){
p.setInter(p.getInter()+$w);
}else{
p.setIntra(p.getIntra()+$w);
}),
reverse(
if($e.getFrom().getCluster()!=$c ||
$to.getCluster()!=$c){
p.setInter(p.getInter()-$w);
}else{
p.setIntra(p.getIntra()-$w);
}),
result( p )
);
then
modify($m){
setIntra($p.getIntra()),
setInter($p.getInter());
}
end

4.4. Shrinking the search space
One efficient way to reduce search space size
(which is bounded up with factorial of the number of
modules) is to identify omnipresent modules [9]. Those
are modules which are either quite often referred
(library, suppliers), or which refers many others
modules (client, driver). In addition, we also reduce
search space size by eliminating moves which will
transfer modules which are adjacent only to a single
module (except omnipresent modules), as they always
need to be in the same cluster as that (adjacent) module.
When we transfer such module, we also transfer all
modules that have this module as its only neighbour.
We also can specify which classes won’t be processed.

4.5. An example
As an example for demonstrating software
clusterization we have chosen open source code of Byte
Code Engineering Library (BCEL, used for analysis and
manipulation of Java class files for byte code
enrichment). This source contains about 300 modules.
Visualization is implemented using Java Universal
Network/Graph framework (JUNG). We implement
collapsing of cluster’s nodes into a sub-graph, or group
identified clusters into bunches. In graphical
representation, weight of an edge represent intensity of a
dependency between modules, and the colours of the
circles represents cluster to which module belongs. On
the figure 3, we have initial MDG graph for BCEL
code; and figure 4 shows detected clusters. They are
represented with a polygon; polygon is larger as it
contains more modules inside (we could drill down into
its content).

Listing 1. DRL rule for calculating one module
change contribution to the cluster factor value
In this listing we see use of facts like Module and
which are integral part of MDG representation.
Also, for the purpose of calculating clusterization
factors CFi, we create Pair helper fact. It is created for
each module which is moved for storing needed values.
Every module makes contribution to its cluster intra and
inter cluster weights (µi,εi,j or εj,i in formula 2) depending
of its relations to other modules (in the same, and other
cluster, respectively). Module’s moves, change its
associated cluster, what is here seen through change in
e.getFrom().getCluster() and e.getTo().getCluster()

Edge,

5. Conclusion
In this paper it is shown that it is possible to
perform clustering with rule engine. Hereto, we did that,
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Abstract
One of the principal task in the context of reverse engineering is related to program comprehension activity, that
can be performed through different techniques, tools and
strategies.
To better understand and exploit the knowledge necessary to comprehend an existing system different models and
metamodels are necessary to represent the information extracted at different levels of abstraction. In this paper we
describe the model we have defined in our Marple (Metrics and Architectures Reconstruction PLug-in for Eclipse)
project, whose main objectives are related to design pattern
detection and to software architecture reconstruction of an
existing system to support program comprehension.
We introduce the architecture of the model we have proposed outlining its extensibility features and we describe the
implementation of the model through the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF). We are interested in using this model as
the only data repository for any step of elaboration on the
system.

1 Introduction
A field of software engineering which is getting more
and more importance is reverse engineering [6, 15]. One
of its main purposes is to support program comprehension
in order to achieve as much as possible information about
the analyzed system. In this way it is possible to identify
the fundamental components of the system and to heavily
simplify each task that has to be performed on the system,
from bug fixing to system modernization, since the system
is not seen as a “black box” but as a “white box”, made up of
smaller components that interact with each other to achieve
the program’s goals.

In the literature many approaches for program comprehension have been proposed, some using only static analysis
(as for example [13] [11], [17]) and others using both static
and dynamic analysis (see for example [9], [18]), each one
providing useful information to better perform the reverse
engineering tasks. For these reasons it could be interesting
and promising to be able to use and integrate the information gained through different sources and approaches.
To represent this useful information we need a model
able to provide full abstraction of the underlying information that can easily be exported and exchanged between the
different components or actors involved, using for example
an XML serialization.
In our project called MARPLE (Metrics and Architectures Reconstruction PLug-in for Eclipse)[4], we implemented a model for the representation of a software system. In this project according to this model, we aim to perform design pattern detection (DPD) and software architecture reconstruction (SAR) of Java programs using different
modules that interact with the underlying model in order to
contribute to the given goals.
Through design pattern detection it is possible to gain
a better comprehension of a software system and on what
kinds of problems have been addressed during the development of the system itself. The presence of design patterns
(DPs) can be considered as an indicator of a good software
design, as DPs are reusable for their self definition. Moreover, they are very important during the re-documentation
process, in particular when the documentation is very poor,
incomplete or not up-to-date. In order to detect them we
adopt an approach based on design pattern decomposition
[2], by obtaining from the source code the sub-components
that can be considered indicators of the presence of patterns in the source code. These sub-components (or microarchitectures), which we call Basic Elements are placed at
an intermediate level of abstraction between source code
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and design patterns and have to be found and used to describe and then to detect design patterns.
The main objective of SAR is to abstract from the analyzed system’s details in order to obtain general views and
diagrams with different metrics associated with them. The
extraction of such data helps the engineers to have a global
understanding of the system and of its architecture.
During the design of the model we considered as a principal requirement the possibility to use and integrate the
multiple sources of information together, as for example
those provided through SAR and DPD. In this way the
model we have proposed is characterized by good extensibility features, that will permit us to add further information
gained through the existing or future elaboration steps. For
these reasons, we are going to use the model as the only
data repository for any step of elaboration on the system.
In this way we aim to provide a model driven approach for
program comprehension to better support software evolution. Moreover, through the model extensibility features
described in the paper, we are able to consider most of the
object oriented languages.
The paper is organized in the following Sections. In Section 2 some related works are described. In Section 3 we
introduce the architecture of the model. In Section 4 we describe the extensibility features of our model. In Section 5
we describe our implementation through the Eclipse Modeling Framework. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude and
shortly outline some future directions of this research.

ADM[16] project from OMG(http://adm.omg.org).
The KDM is an extensive model representing a
software system.
The model recently had an implementation through the MoDisco Eclipse project
(http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/modisco/), that
aims at the integration of the ADM process into the Eclipse
framework. Currently MoDisco is not fully available to be
experimented. Our work is not directly related to KDM
or MoDisco but we aim to integrate our knowlegde and
plugins and cooperate with the Modisco team development
group.
Other related works in this area can be found in [7, 14,
12, 10].

3 Model Architecture
The model has been designed in order to save, handle
and manage the most relevant and necessary information for
program comprehension; by analyzing a software project
we can extract three fundamental types of information:
• the logical structure of the project under consideration:
as we work on object-oriented languages, the entities
are types, methods, attributes, etc and the relations between them;
• the physical structure of the project: for program comprehension we are interested in knowing the project’s
folders and files (containing code or not);

2 Related works
An interesting and well known model which provides
a language independent representation of object oriented
source code is Famix[8], used in the Famoos project
(http://www.iam.unibe.ch/˜famoos/) for the
reengineering of object-oriented legacy systems. We have
not used a model like this since it is too detailed for our purposes, so we decided to define our model, as simple as possible. For example a difference between the models is that
Famix defines several entities representing different types of
association, as method invocation, inheritance and variable
access; into our model these types of information are covered by Basic Elements. Another difference is that in Famix
the logical and physical entities are seen in a homogeneous
way (belonging to the same hierarchy), and into our model
we keep them separated. Finally, the entire Famix specification is tuned for the use with the CDIF serialization, and
it is mainly available for the Smalltalk platform; we need
instead a model that integrates with Eclipse, being available
for Java, and supporting the EMF technology and XMI serialization.
Our work can be also compared to the Knowledge
Discovery Meta-model, developed in the context of the

• the meta-data that we’ll associate to logical and physical entities; in MARPLE we actually consider metrics
and Basic Elements (described in the introduction).
For program comprehension purposes we need a model
representing a software system that uses these three information types.
The structural requirement features of the model are the
following:
flexibility: capacity to represent software systems written
in different object oriented programming languages;
extensibility: capacity of the model to be easily adapted
to new needs; for example in order to handle the definition of language plug-ins it must allow extensions
able to manage language specific entities and properties; another example is the specification of new metadata types, like the results of DPD;
optimization: capacity of the model implementation to
provide an easier information recovery mechanism,
since all the SAR and DPD operations will retrieve
data from the model; some metrics will be calculated directly on the model (for example the number
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Figure 1. Model Architecture
of classes), so it will be used also by the metrics collector module of Marple.
In Figure 1 the UML definition of the model architecture
is shown.
The entities have been colored in order to identify their
nature.
The entities representing a project’s physical structure
are colored in yellow:

the project. For this reason it is colored in a different way
(using orange).
The logical entities are colored in blue and represent the
entities of a generic object oriented programming language:
types, behavioural entities and structural entities and the relations between them. The following logical entities have
been defined:
• Type represents the definition of a class, interface or
abstract class in source code. The distinction between
class and interface is made through its typeDef attribute.

• Resource is an interface that is implemented by all
the physical entities and is characterized by a path;
• Directory is defined as a Resource that can contain many Resources;

• Procedure is an interface that represents the definition in source code of a behavioural abstraction,
which is characterized by input parameters and by one
return type; both are represented in the model with
the two associations between Procedure and Type.
Procedure is extended by:

• File is a simple physical Resource.
CompilationUnit is a file containing source code; it
is a container of logical entities of the project, so it represents the link between the physical and the logical parts of
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– Method represents a method of an object oriented language: it is a procedure belonging to a
class, so is linked to a class using a composition;
– Function represents a global function, like the
ones found in C++.
• Variable is an interface that represents the definition in the source code of a structural entity; it is defined as an instance of a type, using an association between Type and Variable. It has two implementors:
– Attribute represents a class attribute, that is a
part of the type’s state, and it is linked to its type
using a composition;
– GlobalVariable represents the definition in
source code of a variable which is globally accessible and with a lifetime equal to the running
system’s lifetime.
Type, Function and GlobalVariable are contained in both a physical container, CompilationUnit,
and in a logic one, Package. A Package represents a
code entity collection defined in different source files, like
Java packages and C++ namespaces. As Package is only
a logical container, it is colored using violet.
All logical entities (Type, Variable and Function)
implement an interface named CodeEntity, which represents all the source code entities associated with a modifier and all the source code entities associable to a Basic Element. We represented the modifiers using an external class and not an attribute of the interface because
different metrics and Basic Elements may need to select
a CodeEntity basing on its modifiers; through this architecture we can easily read the association with no need
to check each entity attribute. As the modifiers belong to
the logical structure of the project, Modifier is colored
in blue. CodeEntity is instead colored in red, the same
color used for BasicElement, because it represents the
entities the Basic Elements refer to.
BasicElement models the instance of a Basic Element found in source code, which has a name and is mainly
characterized by a source CodeEntity and a destination
CodeEntity, both implemented through aggregations.
Finally metrics are represented by the Metric class
and they are linked, through an aggregation, to the entities they belong to. All the entities associable to a metric implement the interface Measurable: the physical
entities (Resource), the logical entities (CodeEntity)
and Package. Metric and Measurable, that are the
classes enabling the metrics measurement, in Figure 1 are
colored in green.

4 Model Extensibility
The model has been defined not only considering its integration in MARPLE, but also to provide a basis for program analysis and comprehension. Thus we defined some
model’s entities to be generic: Metric, BasicElement.
These entities are characterized by an attribute representing
their name, i.e. “LOC” for the “lines of code” metric, or
“FieldAccess” for the “Field Access” Basic Element. This
design choice is an extensibility feature of the model, since
it is possible to specify new entities without changing the
model design.
We defined three interfaces providing top level abstractions to our model: Resource, CodeEntity and
Measurable. They represent respectively physical entities, logical entities and entities which is possible to associate metrics to. These abstractions provide a further extensibility feature: it will be possible to integrate new metadata in the model simply by linking them to the appropriate
interface using associations. This integration will not affect
the model’s architecture, but it will only extend its definition.
We also defined Modifier entities as general as possible, in order to delegate their definitions to the implementation. We defined GlobalVariable and Function
entities in order to allow global existence respectively for
variables and functions, as they exist for example in C++.
Package has been defined with an aggregation on itself,
allowing nested containers like C++ namespaces. These
entities provide flexibility to our model, covering the definition of C++ source code and of most of the other object
oriented languages.
We defined only bidirectional associations in our model.
This characteristic allows to quickly and easily access information required by SAR and DPD tasks. Moreover the
containment relationships define a hierarchy on model’s entities. This allows recovering entities from the model simply by navigating their containers, and not necessarily the
whole model. All these features make the model optimized
for information recovery.

5 Model Implementation
The model has been implemented through the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF)[1] because it provides an interesting environment for model-driven development, available for the Eclipse Platform.
EMF is a framework suitable for the definition of a
model since it allows to define the model through both
graphical and XML interfaces. The framework provides
an interesting feature that allows the developer to automatically generate the model source code; it provides also a
way to perform queries against the generated model. Finally
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EMF exposes an utility for the model serialization in a standard XML or XMI format, making the model exchangeable
between research groups.
EObject

EModelElement

EFactory

EPackage

EClass

EClassifier

EDataType

EAnnotation

ENamedElement

EEnumLiteral

ETypedElement

EStructuralFeature

EOperation

Using ModelFactory we can instantiate single
model’s classes; these classes are composed together in
many EMF Resource classes to form the model instance.
These resources are grouped in an EMF ResourceSet
class: the model instance.
Each instance of Resource in a ResourceSet can
be serialized on a distinct file; the format we chose is XMI
as it is the standard for model interchange. We decided to
split our model into these XMI files:
package: it contains the project logical structure (package,
classes, etc);
root: it contains the project physical structure (directories
and compilation units);

EParameter
EEnum

EAttribute

EReference

Figure 2. Ecore Hierarchy
The entire plug-in is based on the Ecore class hierarchy
(see Figure 2) that our model extends. Through the Ecore
class hierarchy it is possible to define all we need to implement our model (i.e. EClass represents an abstraction of
a class, and EOperation represents an abstraction of a
class’ method).
Since the model architecture is defined in UML it is necessary to redefine it using the Ecore hierarchy. There are
two main issues in the redefining process:
Aggregations: Ecore does not implement aggregations,
but only containment relationships;
Associations: only monodirectional and not bidirectional
associations can be set.
These issues can be easily overcome: the first one by
implementing aggregations using compositions if it is possible or associations if not; the second one by defining two
inverse associations for each bidirectional one.
The source code generation from an Ecore model is
very simple to be performed; the resulting source code is
perfectly integrated in the Ecore hierarchy (all classes descend from EObject). This integration allows to full control the run-time side with the reflective API; it gives also
the possibility to run queries against model’s instances and
to serialize them in XML or XMI format.
Other than the model’s classes, the generated source
code contains other two important classes:
ModelPackage: it contains the java definitions of the
model;
ModelFactory: it implements the Abstract Factory design pattern, providing methods for run-time creation
of model’s classes contained in the ModelPackage.

metrics: it contains all the metrics calculated on the
project;
bes: it contains all the Basic Elements within the project;
modifiers: it contains all the source code modifiers.
The model has been integrated in MARPLE. In order
to preserve model consistency and avoid information duplications, an interface layer has been created. This layer
stands between the analysis module and the model, and decodes all the information retrieved, exploiting the Factory
Method design pattern. Each information retrieved is decoded by passing it to a concrete handler class, which calls
ModelFactory in order to create the right instance and to
put it in the right Resource. For each kind of information
a different Factory Method has been designed, keeping the
layer’s architecture as modular as possible, in order to allow
new information detection by simply creating the handler
family that will decode it.

6 Conclusions and future works
Program comprehension is an important field of reverse
engineering. In order to better support program comprehension we need all the possible information about the system
to be exposed to the user performing the reverse engineering
tasks.
We think that the model we have defined is sufficiently
simple and complete to fit these requirements. The model
can be extended easily to contain the output of different
analysis, because it keeps concerns separated but linked together.
Now our work will be concentrated on exploiting this extensibility feature in order to model and compare the results
of design pattern detection and integrate them in the model
(as we already proposed in [3]). In future works we will try
to expand the capabilities of the model definition in order
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to be able to represent the evolution of a software system,
keeping track of different system versions.
Combining this aspect to the results of analysis modules
like the DPD one, it will be possible to see also the evolution
of any type of analysis, enabling new points of view of the
comprehension of a software system.
Moreover we are interested to use our model based approach to unify software and data reverse engineering [5],
considering the important software assets of databases.
Another perspective is to integrate the MoDisco framework into our tool, taking advantage of the already implemented features, and being able to use standardized and
widely accepted exchangeble models.
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1

Introduction

Nowadays software product quality is an interest topic
by academic area and software organizations. In the software reuse approach (typically) the artifacts previously developed, tested and sucessfully integrated in other applications are used as groundwork for the development of new
software. Its use offers advantages like costs reduction and
fast product releases [1, 2]. Other approaches focus on the
development process1 . On these approaches it’s expected
that processes having quality generate products with quality, what indicates a clear relation between them.[1].
However deﬁne a software process is a difﬁcult task to
be performed since the technical, organizational and human
factors of a process should be regarded and stowed in a harmonic way.[3]. Due this difﬁculty the process deﬁnition is
usually performed by experienced people, with deep knowledge of organizational processes in an attempt to increase
the quality[4].
Typically both approaches currently occur separately and
their results can be leveraged if they are considered together
1 On this text the terms “software process”, “software development process” and “process” have the same meaning.

[5]. Osterweil in [6]indicates an intersection between software and processes when points that similar to software
products it’s possible to deﬁne requirements, design, implement and evolve software processes. This similarity allows the adaptation of techniques usually applied on software artifacts to process context, including those related to
software reuse.
This work aims on reusing software processes (with their
inherent knowledge) during new processes deﬁnition in order to increase their maturity, stability and quality. Based
on the traditional reuse technique called Component-Based
Development (CBD) it was deﬁned a reusable structure to
represent a software process in its different aspects (technical, organizational and human), at different details levels
(granularity) beyond storing the knowledge acquired in its
past executions. It allows new processes will be deﬁned in
minor time and costs, beyond they will obtain the beneﬁts
from improvements made in the reused processes, what impacts positively the quality of the developed software.
This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the
background and related work. Section 3 describes the purpose of this work: it is deﬁned a process model, the reusable
structure for representing processes and storing their knowledge and ﬁnally how such structures are described in order
to facilitate their reuse. Section 4 presents an example of
reusing software processes. Conclusions about this work
are carried out on section 5.

2

Background and related works

A software process is a set of policies, technologies and
activities executed by different roles at an organization to
produce or maintain a software product and artifacts[1, 7].
It has to be considered under technical, organizational and
human aspects[3]. The technical aspect comprehends everything related to representing a software process like artifacts, technologies, milestones and so on. It consists of
smaller units such as sub-processes, activities and tasks so
that a unit inside this classiﬁcation may be formed based on
units that are one level below. The organizational aspect de-
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scribes concepts deﬁned by the organization such as roles
played by stakeholders, constraints imposed to the project,
organizational policies and goals. The human aspect is related to the human resources and skills that an organization
disposes for a process. Despite it may vary substantially
between organizations, it was initially deﬁned on [3] as individual skills, technical knowledge and experiences.
Another important process’s characteristic is the fact that
during its execution it uses and produces much knowledge,
which can be of different types like descriptions, cases,
lessons learned, ideas, doubts among others[8]. The knowledge related to a process has great value for the organization
because it can improves the software quality to the extent
that members increase their understanding about the processes. The importance and beneﬁts of using knowledge
acquired on past processes during deﬁnition and tailoring a
new software process are shown on [9] and [10].
Component-based development is a software reuse
method on which the reusable structures are called software components. A software component is deﬁned as a
composition unit that represents pieces of software with
requirements, interfaces and context dependencies welldeﬁned[11, 12]. The term “unit of composition” indicates
that components can be grouped in order to form bigger
and more complex units. Their interfaces specify the services provided by the component and perform communications with other components through the resources exchange (required or results from services from other components). Lastly a software component does not exist by
itself. It is necessary satisfy a set of conditions, fact known
as context dependence, what allows a component be reused
successfully in its totality (never partially).
Choose the adequate component to reuse is not always
a simple task. Even if there are documentation and description related to the component, they can be insufﬁcient for understanding the component’s services. To solve
this problem proposals like [13, 12] try to improve the expressiveness of a component’s description using concepts
that are well-deﬁned and understood on a context. These
works presents their own ontologies, each one deﬁning their
terms and meanings for representing components’ semantic
knowledge. Therefore the use of ontologies seems to be a
viable solution to describe software components.

3

Process deﬁnition through process components reuse

To reuse software processes three steps are necessary: a)
deﬁne a software process model, b)deﬁne a reusable structure to represent a software process according to the process
model and c)describe this reusable structure on a high expressiveness level to facilitate its understanding and reuse.

3.1

Software process model

Although technical, organizational and human aspects
describe different characteristics of a process, they must be
considered as being dependents due the fact that decisions
in one aspect may inﬂuence the others two. Moreover the
technical aspect determines the detail level for representing a software process, because it can represents an entire
process or parts of it (activities and tasks). Therefore when
deﬁning a software process these three aspects should be
considered together in order to harmonize them.
Knowledge is also part of software process but it is considered separately from the process aspects. The knowledge
about a software process is used to describe or register situations occured in any of its past executions, which may
include one, two or all process aspects. Each knowledge
record in a software process is called knowledge item and
can be of different types. This work considers the knowledge types deﬁned by [8], but allows the organizations deﬁne their own types of knowledge.
Based on these characteristics it was deﬁned as a software process model the set of technical, organizational and
human aspects, beyond all knowledge items, as ﬁgure 1
shows. The arrow indicates that knowledge items include
the 3 aspects of a software process.

Figure 1. Software process model.

3.2

Software Process Component

A software process component is a reusable structure
for representing a software process adherents to the process
model. It is deﬁned as being: a) units of composition with
interfaces and context dependencies well deﬁned, b) able to
represent the three aspects of a software process independent from the details level (processes, activities or tasks)
and c)able to store the knowledge items related to the process inside the proper component.
The term “units of composition” indicates that a new
software process will be deﬁned by grouping processes
components. Their interfaces have the role of realizing the
connections and communications between the components
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by exchanging the artifacts produced and consumed by processes. Context dependencies are understood as the process
requirements that have to be attended to allow the execution
of services provided by process components. One process
component has variable granularity depending on the details
level for its process representation (if it is a process, activity or a task). Therefore the size of a process component is
deﬁned by the technical aspect of the software process.
Finally the process component must be able to store various knowledge items acquired over past executions of the
process represented. As established by the process model,
the process component stores the knowledge within the
component but independent from the aspects.
For component representation it’s used the XML. It is
ﬂexible enough to change or create the constituents of every
aspect or knowledge, in order to suit the speciﬁcs characteristics of an organization. The four large constituents groups
of a process are represented by the tags TechnicalAspect,
OrganizationalAspect, HumanAspect and KnowledgeSet,
each one consisting of tags for descriptions of that aspect.
These tags has type as an attribute which assumes one value
deﬁned in the process model. Organizations can deﬁne their
own elements for the aspects or knowledge through new
values that the attribute type will receive during a process
deﬁnition.
Interfaces of the processes components must be well deﬁned to allow connections and communications between
software processes, informing the services and the resources required and provided by them. Such services are
the processes, activities and tasks deﬁned for the component while the resources are the software artifacts produced
and required during its execution. The XML structure of a
process component contains speciﬁcs tags for representing
such interfaces, services and artifacts.

<? xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =”UTF−8” ?>
<P r o c e s s C o m p o n e n t d a t e =” 2 0 / 0 3 / 2 0 1 0 ” a u t h o r =” Andre ” c o l l a b o r a t o r =” P i e t r o b o n ”>
<T e c h n i c a l A s p e c t g r a n u l a r i t y =” t a s k ”>
<T e c h n i c a l I t e m i d =” 1 ” name=” I d e n t i f y R e q u i r e m e n t s ” t y p e =” t a s k ”>
The p u r p o s e o f t h i s t a s k i s t o i d e n t i f y and c a p t u r e f u n c t i o n a l and
non−f u n c t i o n a l r e q u i r e m e n t s f o r t h e s y s t e m . I t i s p e r f o r m e d by an
Analyst
</ T e c h n i c a l I t e m>
<T e c h n i c a l I t e m i d =” 2 ” name=” G l o s s a r y ” t y p e =” A r t i f a c t ”>
R e c o r d t h e t e r m s u s e d on s o f t w a r e p r o c e s s .
</ T e c h n i c a l I t e m>
<T e c h n i c a l I t e m i d =” 7 ” name=” Use−Case Model ” t y p e =” A r t i f a c t ”>
T h i s a r t i f a c t p r e s e n t s an o v e r v i e w o f t h e i n t e n d e d b e h a v i o r o f t h e
system .
</ T e c h n i c a l I t e m>
</ T e c h n i c a l A s p e c t>
<O r g a n i z a t i o n a l A s p e c t>
<O r g a n i z a t i o n I t e m i d =” 5 ” name=” A n a l y s t ” t y p e =” R o l e ”>
I d e n t i f y and u n d e r s t a n d p r o b l e m s and o p p o r t u n i t i e s .
</ O r g a n i z a t i o n I t e m>
</ O r g a n i z a t i o n a l A s p e c t>
<K n o w l e d g e S e t>
<KnowledgeItem i d =” 6 ” t y p e =” d e s c r i p t i o n ”>
The a n a l y s t s h o u l d g a t h e r i n f o r m a t i o n from domain , i d e n t i f y t h e
s y s t e m r e q u i r e m e n t s , c a p t u r e t h e a c t o r s and u s e c a s e s s c e n a r i o s .
</ KnowledgeItem>
</ K n o w l e d g e S e t>
<i n t e r f a c e i d =” 10 ” name=” I d e n t i f y R e q u i r e m e n t s ” p r o v i d e d R e q u i r e d =” P r o v i d e d ”>
<s e r v i c e i d =” 1 ” name=” I d e n t i f y R e q u i r e m e n t s ”
n u m b e r I n p u t A r t i f a c t s =” 1 ” n u m b e r O u t p u t A r t i f a c t s =” 1 ”>
<a r t i f a c t i d =” 2 ” name=” G l o s s a r y ” i n p u t O u t p u t =” i n p u t ” />
<a r t i f a c t i d =” 7 ” name=” Use−Case Model ” t y p e =” A r t i f a c t ” />
</ s e r v i c e>
</ i n t e r f a c e>
</ P r o c e s s C o m p o n e n t>

Figure 2. Identify Requirements task component.

cance. This text uses the terms and elements deﬁned by the
ontologies adopted by the process.
The description of elements that constitute the process
component interface can also be performed through concepts deﬁned by the ontology. Therefore these interfaces are
no longer described based on keywords, but in well-deﬁned
and known concepts about the software process. This type
of description facilitates and increases the understanding of
the services provided by the component.

4
3.3

Sample process reuse

Software process component description

In order to facilitate and improve the process reuse, it’s
necessary describe the process component and the elements
that constitute the software process. The component description is realized by assigning keywords on 23 metadata
(like component name, creation date among others) grouped
on 5 categories. More details can be found on [14].
However the description of process aspects and knowledge items shall be conducted based on ontologies able to
deﬁne meaningful concepts for the process context. Each
software process can be reused in different environments,
so the aspects and knowledge descriptions should not be
restricted to only a certain ontology, but it must absorb the
terms deﬁned by any ontologies adopted by the process. For
each item that composes the software process there is a description performed within the XML tag that represents the
process item and it is ﬁlled with a text explaining its signiﬁ-

Considers two typical tasks of a software process: identify requirements and detailing use-cases scenarios. Together they can form an activity to detail software requirements. Considers also that the following terms are deﬁned
by the ontology adopted by the processes: a) Use-Case
model: overview of the intended behavior of the system,
b) Requirements: needs to be provided or opportunities to
be realized and c) Scenario: context in which the use case
will be performed.
The components “identify requirements” and “detail usecase scenarios” tasks are shown on ﬁgures 2 and 3. Note
that the terms deﬁned by the ontology are present in the
items descriptions that compose the software processes,
contemplating different aspects, knowledges and interfaces.
For example the term Requirements appears in the description of techinical items in ﬁgures 3 and 4, while the term
scenario appears in the description of an item of knowledge.
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<? xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =”UTF−8” ?>
<P r o c e s s C o m p o n e n t d a t e =” 1 5 / 0 2 / 2 0 1 0 ” a u t h o r =” C e l i a ” c o l l a b o r a t o r =” Andre ”>
<T e c h n i c a l A s p e c t g r a n u l a r i t y =” t a s k ”>
<T e c h n i c a l I t e m i d =” 1 ” name=” D e t a i l Use−Case S c e n a r i o s ” t y p e =” t a s k ”>
The p u r p o s e o f t h i s t a s k i s t o d e s c r i b e use−c a s e s c e n a r i o s i n
s u f f i c i e n t d e t a i l to v a l i d a t e understanding of the requirements .
</ T e c h n i c a l I t e m>
<T e c h n i c a l I t e m i d =” 3 ” name=” Use−Case Model ” t y p e =” A r t i f a c t ”>
T h i s a r t i f a c t p r e s e n t s an o v e r v i e w o f t h e i n t e n d e d b e h a v i o r o f t h e
system .
</ T e c h n i c a l I t e m>
</ T e c h n i c a l A s p e c t>
<O r g a n i z a t i o n a l A s p e c t>
<O r g a n i z a t i o n I t e m i d =” 2 ” name=” A n a l y s t ” t y p e =” R o l e ”>
I d e n t i f y and u n d e r s t a n d p r o b l e m s and o p p o r t u n i t i e s .
</ O r g a n i z a t i o n I t e m>
</ O r g a n i z a t i o n a l A s p e c t>
<HumamAspect>
<humanItem i d =” 4 ” name=” A n a l y s t S k i l l s ” t y p e =” s k i l l ”>
Good c o m m u n i c a t i o n s k i l l s , v e r b a l l y and i n w r i t i n g . A b i l i t y t o
c o l l a b o r a t e e f f e c t i v e l y w i t h t h e team .
</ humanItem>
</ HumamAspect>
<K n o w l e d g e S e t>
<KnowledgeItem i d =” 6 ” t y p e =” d e s c r i p t i o n ”>
The a n a l y s t s h o u l d g a t h e r i n f o r m a t i o n from domain , i d e n t i f y t h e
s y s t e m r e q u i r e m e n t s , c a p t u r e t h e a c t o r s and u s e c a s e s s c e n a r i o s .
</ KnowledgeItem>
<KnowledgeItem i d =” 4 ” t y p e =” d e c i s i o n ”>
Andre w i l l p e r f o r m t h e ANALYST r o l e i n t h i s p r o c e s s .
</ KnowledgeItem>
</ K n o w l e d g e S e t>
<i n t e r f a c e i d =” 8 ” name=” D e t a i l Use−Case S c e n a r i o s ” p r o v i d e d R e q u i r e d =” R e q u i r e d ”>
<s e r v i c e i d =” 5 ” name=” D e t a i l use−c a s e ”
n u m b e r I n p u t A r t i f a c t s =” 1 ” n u m b e r O u t p u t A r t i f a c t s =” 1 ”>
<a r t i f a c t i d =” 3 ” name=” Use−Case Model ” i n p u t O u t p u t =” i n p u t ” />
<a r t i f a c t i d =” 3 ” name=” Use−Case Model ” i n p u t O u t p u t =” o u t p u t ” />
</ s e r v i c e>
</ i n t e r f a c e>
</ P r o c e s s C o m p o n e n t>

Figure 3. Detail Use-Case Scenarios task component.

In addition, in the interfaces of the components appears the
term Use Case model as input and output artifacts. This
allows that these processes can be described and retrieved
through these terms, which have a speciﬁc meaning to the
context of the software in question. Moreover, the use of
the term Use Case model ensures that the artifacts present
in the interfaces are exactly the same for both components.
Interfaces are used to connect and establish communications between components. So the interface Identify requirementes provides a service which output artifact is a
Use-case Model. Moreover, the interface Detail Use-Case
Scenarios has a service that requires the same artifact UseCase model (as deﬁned by the ontology). Based on these
informations in the interfaces, the two components can be
grouped to form the activity of detail requirements.

5

Conclusions

The use of concepts deﬁned by ontologies in process descriptions and knowledge showed be a valid strategy for increasing software quality. Experiments in-vitro presented
that the understanding of stakeholders about the software
process has increased, as the processes used terms and concepts well deﬁned and known by them. This led to errors
reduction during the execution of software processes.
On the other hand the software reuse seems be effective

for the deﬁnition of software processes. Reusing software
processes helped the task of deﬁne a software process because it’s based on processes known by the organization.
However the great advantage of this approach appeared
when the two approaches were considered together. It was
possible to deﬁne software processes in minor time and
costs with higher quality and stability, due the knowledge
provided a support to development staff. The next step of
this work is to assess the degree of improvement achieved
by the uniﬁcation of the two proposals for software quality
and compare the results when they are considered alone.
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really tall (concentration). The rose plant not only manages
to survive by reacting quickly to environmental changes
(quick decision cycle) but also ensures the survival of its
species by preserving the strongest branches (slow decision
cycle). These characteristics are the trademarks of an SIS.

Abstract: Slow Intelligence Systems are general-purpose
systems characterized by being able to improve
performance over time through a process involving
enumeration, propagation, adaptation, elimination and
concentration. The transform functions of the building
blocks for Slow Intelligence Systems are knowledge
transforms. When the knowledge base is an ontology, the
transforms are ontological transforms. A particularly
important ontological transform is the ontological filter,
which can be used both as the Eliminator and as the
Concentrator. The Propagator can also use ontological
filtering to selectively send messages to other Slow
Intelligence Systems. In this paper the lightweight-plus
ontology formalism will be introduced and adopted. We can
apply the ontological filters to product and service
customization, and to the detection of hot topics and trends
on the Internet.

We can distinguish Natural SISs and Artificial SISs, in that
Natural SISs such as ecosystems [2] are created and
perfected by Nature over time, and Artificial SISs are
intentionally created by Man, usually within a relatively
short span of time. The characteristics of Slow Intelligence
manifest themselves in both Natural SISs and Artificial
SISs. There are a large number of intelligent systems,
quasi-intelligent systems and semi-intelligent systems that
are "slow". Sports training systems [3], [4], online learning
systems [5], intelligent travel planning systems [6],
intelligent health restoration systems [7], 3D reconstruction
systems [8], classifier selection systems [9], [10], and so on
all exhibit some characteristics of SISs.

1. Introduction to Slow Intelligence Systems

2. Characteristics of Slow Intelligence Systems

We will first introduce the concept of Slow Intelligence and
present a general framework for designing and specifying
Slow Intelligence Systems (SIS). We view SISs as generalpurpose systems characterized by being able to improve
performance over time through a process involving
enumeration, propagation, adaptation, elimination and
concentration [1]. An SIS continuously learns, searches for
new solutions and propagates and shares its experience with
other peers. An SIS differs from expert systems in that the
learning is implicit and not always obvious. An SIS seems
to be a slow learner because it analyzes the environmental
changes and carefully and gradually absorbs that into its
knowledge base while maintaining synergy with the
environment.

An SIS is a system that (i) solves problems by trying
different solutions, (ii) is context-aware to adapt to different
situations and to propagate knowledge, and (iii) may not
perform well in the short run but continuously learns to
improve its performance over time [1].
The above definition is from the behavioral viewpoint (the
black box approach). One of our goals is to understand the
characteristics and structure of both natural and artificial
SISs (the white box approach).
SISs typically exhibit the following characteristics:
Enumeration: In problem solving, different solutions are
enumerated until the appropriate solution or solutions can
be found.

We will start with an example. A rose plant in many ways
behaves like an SIS. In the spring it will grow many
branches (enumeration), which interact with the
surrounding environment (propagation) to adjust their
orientation (adaptation). In late spring some branches will
die (elimination), and among the remaining ones only a
handful will be provided with most of the resources to grow

Propagation: The system is aware of its environment and
constantly exchanges information with the environment.
Through this constant information exchange, one SIS can
also propagate information to other (logically or physically
adjacent) SISs.
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Figure 1 - The basic building block (BBB)
Adaptation: Solutions are enumerated and adapted to the
environment. Sometimes adapted solutions are mutations
that transcend enumerated solutions of the past.

may possess multiple slow decision cycles and multiple
quick decision cycles. Most importantly, actions of slow
decision cycle(s) may override actions of quick decision
cycle(s), resulting in poorer performance in the short run
but better performance in the long run.

Elimination: Unsuitable solutions are eliminated, so that
only suitable solutions are further considered.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of some SISs, with
the number of asterisks (0 to 3) indicating the strength of a
characteristic.

Concentration: Among the suitable solutions left,
resources are further concentrated to only one (or at most a
few) of the suitable solutions.
The above five characteristics are well known to the
Darwinists [2]. The sixth one, on the other hand, is rather
unique for SIS:

3. Structure of Slow Intelligence Systems
Now we can consider the structure of SIS by the
introduction of the basic building block and advanced
building block. Figure 1 illustrates the Basic Building
Block (BBB).

Slow decision cycle(s) to complement quick decision
cycle(s): SIS possesses at least two decision cycles. The
first one, defined as the quick decision cycle, provides an
instantaneous response to the environment. The second one,
defined as the slow decision cycle, tries to follow the
gradual changes in the environment and analyze the
information acquired by experts and past experiences. The
two decision cycles enable the SIS to both cope with the
environment and meet long-term goals. Sophisticated SIS

Intelligent Travel
planning Systems
[6]
Intelligent health
restoration system [7]
3D Reconstruction
Systems [8]
Classifier Selection
System[9, 10]

Problem and solution are both functions of time, thus we
can represent the time function for problem as x(t)problem,
and the time function for solution as y(t)solution. The
timing controller is also a time function timing-control(t).
For the two-decision-cycle SIS, the basic building block
BBB can be expressed as follows:

Enumeration

Propagation

Adaptation

Elimination

Concentration

Multiple Decision
Cycles

***

***

***

***

***

*

**

**

**

**

*

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

Table 1- Characteristics of sample Slow Intelligence Systems
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Figure 2 - The advanced building block (ABB )
if timing-control(t) == 'slow'
then /* timing-control(t) is ‘slow’ */
y(t)solution = gconcentrate (geliminate (gadapt
(genumerate(x(t)problem))))
else /* timing-control(t) is not ‘slow’ */
y(t)solution = fconcentrate (feliminate (fadapt
(fenumerate(x(t)problem))))

the knowledge base, they are considered to be knowledge
transforms. More specifically, when the knowledge base is
represented by an ontology, the transforms are ontological
transforms. A particular ontological transform emphasized
in our research is the ontological filter. Ontological filters
can be used both as Eliminators and as Concentrators. The
Propagator can also use ontological filtering to selectively
send messages to other SISs. For reasons to be explained
later, an SIS works at its best with a special type of
ontology called lightweight-plus ontology, which will be
described in details in the next section.

where genumerate, gadapt, geliminate, and gconcentrate are
the transform functions for enumeration, adaptation,
elimination and concentration respectively during slow
decision cycles, and fenumerate, fadapt, feliminate, and
fconcentrate are the transform functions for enumeration,
adaptation, elimination and concentration respectively
during quick decision cycles. Depending upon applications,
the order of these transforms may be altered, and some
transforms may be omitted. Section 6 provides an example
where some of these transform functions are omitted during
quick decision cycles.

4. Lightweight-plus Ontology
To define an appropriate ontology that can be used by SISs
to classify tasks, represent knowledge, acquire information
about the context, improve the interoperability among
subsystems and other information sources and manage
ontology evolution, we propose an intermediate ontology
between the Lightweight Ontology [11] and the
Heavyweight Ontology [12], called the Lightweight-plus
Ontology. There have been many definitions of ontology. A
good definition introduced by the ISO 18629-1 states that
ontology is “a lexicon of specialized terminology along

An Advanced Building Block can be a stand-alone system
as shown in Figure 2. The major difference between an
ABB and a BBB is the inclusion of a knowledge base,
further improving the SIS’s problem solving abilities.
Since the transform functions of the ABB are influenced by

Figure 3 - Ontological Knowledge Base
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with some specification of the meaning of terms in the
lexicon”. A lexicon is a set of symbols and terms. An
ontology is “lightweight” when it includes concepts,
concept taxonomies, simple relationships between concepts
(for example “specialization”, “is a”) and properties that
describes concepts. As an example, an SIS for sensor-based
multimedia information processing can discover that some
sensors are not providing information because they do not
provide the complete view of the scene, and automatically
choose to query the sensors that can provide the whole
scene. In order to do so, the system should have the
knowledge about the real world and the sensors, described
by an ontological knowledge base according to the schema
represented in Figure 3 [13].

approach to the resolution of various users’ queries.
Obviously it could be complicated by the insertion of new
non-hierarchical relationships that enrich its semantic
expressivity. In this case, a more mathematically rigorous
representation is needed to provide greater confidence that
the real meaning behind terms coming from different
systems is the same. Heavyweight ontologies are
extensively axiomatized and thus represent ontological
commitment explicitly. Axioms help to exclude
terminological and conceptual ambiguities due to
unintended interpretations. Heavyweight ontologies can
have a lightweight version. Many domain ontologies are
heavyweight because they support heavy reasoning.
Therefore, the heavyweight ontologies add axioms, wellformed formulas in a formal language, and constraints to
lightweight ontologies in order to clarify the intended
meaning of the terms gathered on the ontology. A
heavyweight ontology is defined by OH = {C, A, H, RT, R,
AX} where AX indicates the axioms that are in the ontology.
Lightweight and heavyweight ontologies can not be
considered as good solution for an SIS.

As illustrated by Figure 3, this ontological knowledge base
consists of four parts: the sensor part describing the sensors,
the recognition algorithms, the external condition and the
sensible objects part describing objects to be sensed. If
there are no “non-hierarchical relations” (as in the example
illustrated by Figure 3), the ontology can be called a
Lightweight Ontology. An ontology is defined as O = {C, A,
H, RT, R} where:









Lightweight ontologies propose a simple view of the
domain and do not allow a detailed description of the
interactions among all the components in the domain.
Using a lightweight ontology, users or systems can only
share a very small and simple description of a domain that
might not be useful for the resolution of a problem. On the
other hand, using a heavyweight ontology, users can create
and share very complex domains. However, it is very easy
to have problems defining axioms as well as managing the
ontology. To address these problems, a solution could be
the introduction of a lightweight-plus ontology defined as
OL+ = {C, A, H, RT, R}. By introducing non-hierarchical
relations, a lightweight-plus ontology is more complex and
semantically richer than the lightweight ontology, but it is
not as complex as a heavyweight ontology because there
are no axioms to consider.

C is the concept set. c  C expresses one concept.
In each ontology there is always a root concept
marked as “Thing”. For each c  C there exist a
descendant_nodes set (CDN) containing all its
lower_layer concepts, and an ancestry_nodes set
(CAN) containing all upper_layer concepts.
A is the concept attributes set. For c  C its
attributes set is expressed as AC = {a1, …, an}
where n is the number of attributes related to c.
H expresses the concept hierarchy set. The
formalism (ci,cj) means that ci is the sub-concept of
cj. In other words this set contains is_a relations
among the classes.
RT is the set of semantic relations type. RT =
RTD  RTU, where RTD is the set of predefined
relation type (same_as, disjoint_with, equivalent),
and RTU is the set of user defined relation type. The
formalism (ci,cj, r) with r  R T means that
between ci and cj there is the r relation. The set
RelRT(ci,cj) contains the relation r between ci and
cj.
R is the set of non-hierarchical relations. The
formalism (ci,cj, r) with r  R means that
between ci and cj there is the r relation. The set
Rel(ci,cj) contains the relation r between ci and cj.

Figure 4 - Search based on Ontological Filtering. Topics
related to keywords are nodes in gray color. The
relations represented by the solid lines are “nonhierarchical” while the dotted lines represent
“hierarchical” relations.

In the case of a Lightweight Ontology, there are no RT or R
sets. Therefore the Lightweight Ontology is defined as: OL
= {C, A, H}. The lightweight ontology is a simple and
basic representation of a knowledge domain and contains
only a general statement of a problem. The lightweight
ontology can be regarded as a sort of taxonomy and a first

Some user requests can be supported by the use of one of
these lightweight-plus ontologies. Although the use of
heavyweight ontologies guarantees the full execution of a
task or a request, it does not assure the optimal solution.
Each of these ontologies enriches its semantic level by the
introduction of new classes, relations, functions, formal
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axioms and instances. Such enrichments usually lead to
better satisfaction of user requests. The lightweight-plus
ontology will be the starting point for the definition of an
ontological filtering methodology, which will be explained
in the next sections.

A more formal definition of Ontology Filtering can be
developed in the following way. First of all, the
lightweight-plus ontology representing the problem domain
is defined. This ontology can be obtained either from
human experts or through automatic reasoning techniques
to infer the description of the domain by the analysis of
related data. In this way the OL+ = {C, A, H, RT, R}
representing the domain of interest is constructed.

5. The Ontological Filter

The user introduces its query by the use of keywords
KU={kui}. The following strategy can be applied to build
the lightweight-plus ontology:

When a user searches a web repository that refers to a welldefined domain, the user usually expresses the query by the
use of keywords. The search is conducted using the
keywords and by counting their occurrences (mutually
exclusive or not) in the documents. This is a simple
syntactic search.

Step 1:

k ui  K U and  ACi add to the set C’ of the

Ontology O’L+ = {C’, A’, H’, R’T, R’} the concept Ci
belonging to an ontology OL+ = {C, A, H, RT, R}. The set
ACi contains the attributes related to the the concept Ci and
is a subset of A.

With the ontological filter (Figure 4), the user still searches
using keywords, but the keywords are considered as
attributes of concepts in an ontology. A keyword can be
associated with various concepts. For example, in an
ontology related to sports, the keyword “ball” could be
associated with various kinds of sports. In this way, by the
use of keywords we can navigate the domain through the
topics in an ontology which can be considered as a sort of
sieve for the searching of documents. The system returns to
the user only those documents related to certain concepts in
this ontology. Other documents that do not contain
keywords but are related to the concepts that contain them
will also be selected. This kind of approach can be
generalized to different problem domains. For example, in
the case of a video surveillance system, each component
can be part of some topics and can be identified by some
keywords. Thus the requests of the user can be easily
mapped as a set of topics belonging to an ontology.

Step 2: C i  C add to the set C’ of the Ontology O’L+
'

= {C’, A’, H’, R’T, R’} all the concepts Cj that share
relations of kind H, RT and R with the nodes Ci. These
relations are inserted in the sets H’, R’T and R’ and all the
attributes of the various Cj
At the end of these two steps the O’L+ = {C’, A’, H’, R’T,
R’} is the lightweight-plus ontology that expresses the
domain according to the requests of the user. In this way
the ontological filter can be developed: in fact all the
“objects” that are in the complete domain represented by
the OL+ can be filtered by the use of the ontology O’L+
obtaining only the objects that user needs (Figure 5).

Figure 5 - In this figure three layers are shown. The lower layer contains the items that are in the domain, which is
represented by the lightweight-plus ontology in the middle layer. The upper layer contains the keywords that are
related to the concepts in the lightweight-plus ontology. On the left, the full structure is illustrated. On the right, the
structure is illustrated where the user introduced some keywords (upper layer) that are related to some topics (the
nodes in gray color) in the lightweight-plus ontology (the middle layer), so that some “items” in the lower layer can be
selected.
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Figure 6 - Ontological Filter and the Slow Intelligent System
The ontological filtering approach can be applied to process
the user’s request by determining all the “items” needed for
the resolution of a query. This approach can be combined
with the SI approach and to implement the Adaptor and the
Eliminator blocks (Figure 6). The Adaptor block aims to
the adaptation of the system acquiring information on the
context where it is working. The Eliminator selects the best
methodologies and items to solve a problem according to
the information acquired in the previous phases from
experts and past experiences. The ontological filtering
approach and in particular the previous described
methodology can be used to implement the functionalities
of these two blocks. In fact after the first stage of a Slow
Intelligent System, namely the Enumeration Block, the full
domain, related to the problem, can be explained by the use
of a lightweight-plus ontology. In order to obtain a solution,
the system has to adapt the domain to the environment
where the problem is located and to choose one of the
possible solutions. Ontological filtering works as follows:
by analyzing the user requests the ontological filter can
obtain information about the environment and choose only
those objects in the domain that are useful for the resolution
of the problem.

In addition to applications to distributed multimedia
systems, another kind of application will be briefly
described in the following section.
.

6. Application to Product & Service Customization
The ability to create customized product and service
configurations fulfilling user’s needs is a major goal sought
after by many companies, especially in the design and
implementation of web-based services that allows users to
create and customize in a simple and intuitive way a
preferred product and/or preferred services [14], [15]. To
define a common vocabulary that opens possibilities such
as the ability to express customer requirements correctly
and to exchange knowledge, we can exploit the ontological
formalism.
Following the Slow Intelligence approach, we can design
an ontology-based product and service customization
system that maximally satisfies users’ needs starting from
the desired requirements, the available components, the
context information and previously obtained similar
configurations. This system is built around the SIS
component infrastructure, and finds the preferred candidate
configuration through a process of enumeration,
propagation, adaptation, elimination and concentration.
Figure 7 illustrates the framework. This system is
composed of SIS blocks that are ontological transforms to
configure customized products and services. The following
main SIS blocks are identified:

As an application to distributed multimedia systems, in a
video surveillance system the request “send an alarm
message each time a vehicle exceeds the speed of 60 mph
in the evening period” can be managed in the following
way: the system can extract the following keywords:
“evening” “vehicle” “exceed” “speed” “60 mph”. In this
way a subset of the lightweight-plus ontology describing
the full domain can be extracted. In particular, information
on the environment can be extracted (for example the
evening period) and also information on technologies and
methodologies for the resolution of the user query (the
system has to track a vehicle and measure its speed by the
use of sensors). Thus the components, the work conditions
and how they have to work are obtained using the
relationships in the lightweight-plus ontology.
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Enumerator Block: This block has as inputs the user
request and the product definition and as output the
It has two ontology builder
ontology O’AP.
components as well as comparison, merging and
simplifier modules. As the output of this block, the
ontology representing a first rough version of the
customized product is obtained.

Figure 7 - Ontological transforms for product and service customization






the correctness of the configuration. The final configuration
of the product can use the same XML file. Experimental
results demonstrate the ability of the Product Configurator
to acquire new knowledge over time yielding in an
improved product configuration [16].

Adaptor Block: This block has as inputs the ontology
O’AP, representing a first rough version of the
customized product, and the information about the
context and as output the ontology O’’AP. It has as
components an ontology builder as well as a
comparison, merging and simplifier modules. As the
output of this block, the ontology representing a
context-adapted product is obtained.
Eliminator Block: This block has as inputs the
context-adapted ontology O’’AP and product ontologies
developed in the past by other similar PCSs that work
in other part of the system. The aim of this block is the
tuning of the ontology O’’AP according to the previous
configurations obtained in similar contexts. The output
of this block is the ontology OAP that represents the
adapted product.
Concentrator Block: this block has as inputs the
ontology OAP and as output the configuration of the
product. The aim of this block is the generation of an
XML file representing the ontology of the customized
product.

The above approach is also applicable to detecting
emerging trends of hot topics on the web [17]. For example,
if a new device in personal health care to painlessly
measure blood sugar level appears on the market, it will be
discussed a lot in the newspapers, TV/radio talk shows and
on the web. The IDEAS advanced research projects group
at the Institute for Information Industry in Taiwan is
applying slow intelligence techniques to this data mining
problem. Another application is in network management
[18]. The SIS network manager acquires information from
the various network hosts according to SNMP standard, and
then applies slow intelligence techniques to solve network
management problems. Initial experimental results confirm
the feasibility of this approach [18].

7. Conclusions

Let UR and UP represent the user request and product
definition respectively. The configuration problem CP is
formulated as a composition of ontological transforms:
FC(FEL(FA(FEN(UR, UP)))), where FEL and FC can be
implemented as ontological filters. The proposed system
can follow either a slow or a quick decision cycle. The
previous formulation can be defined as the slow process,
while the quick process can be defined as a simplified
sequence of ontological transforms: FC(FEN(UR, UP)).

In summary, the SISs are general-purpose systems
characterized by being able to improve performance over
time through a process involving enumeration, propagation,
adaptation, elimination and concentration. The transform
functions of the building blocks for SISs are knowledge
transforms. When the knowledge base is an ontology, the
transforms are ontological transforms. A particularly useful
ontological transform is the ontological filter, which can be
used to implement both the Eliminator and the Concentrator
following the slow intelligence approach.

We have successfully employed this approach for
configuring personal computers [16]. The selection task is
accomplished according to the information furnished by the
user (i.e. select the less expensive components), by the
comparison of previous configuration furnished in the past
and by the rules codified in the ontology (i.e. an Intel
processor needs an Intel motherboard). At the end of the
process, the system generates an XML file containing the
final configuration of the personal computer. The graphical
user interface presents this file to the customer, in a userfriendly manner, giving the user the opportunity to check

In this paper we presented in details lightweight-plus
ontology and the ontological filter. A lightweight-plus
ontology combines the hierarchical relationships of a
lightweight ontology with the semantic relationships of
heavyweight ontology, but without the complexities of the
semantic reasoning provided by the axioms.
The
lightweight-plus ontology is thus easier to work with for
representing knowledge bases and problem domains in SISs.
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To support the transformation functions of SIS components,
the paper presents the ontological filter. With ontological
filters, SIS components are able to prune the ontologies by
identifying the attributes in the concepts matching the
required keywords. Using the semantic relationships
provided by the lightweight-plus ontology, the pruning of
the ontology is able to keep those concepts that either
match the keywords directly as well as indirectly, by a
semantic relationship.
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Abstract
Chang [2] argues that slow intelligence is a property
shared by a surprisingly large number of intelligent systems, and presents examples in scenarios of multimedia
data query and mission control in crisis management systems. This paper strengthens this argument by showing that
human infant’s object tracing can be understood as a slow
intelligence and be simulated in this framework. We first introduce an experiment on infant’s capability of object tracing, and present two rules in psychology which govern object tracing results under certain conditions, namely, the
rule of minimal spatial transformation and the rule of categorical continuity. We review related works and reduce object tracing problems into the problem of object mapping.
We show that the following capabilities can be simulated in
the slow intelligence framework: the capability of acquiring
knowledge about one scene, and the capability of mapping
object between scenes. An experiment result is briefly outlined. Some discussions and outlooks are presented.

1 Introduction
Though human adults can play football, pick out fresh
apples in grocery, and enjoy f lms, newly born infants have
diff culty in tracking moving objects. Carey [1] presents an
interesting example about object tracing as follows: at f rst
you look at Panel A, then close your eyes for 5 minutes;
when you open the eyes again, you see Panel B (instead
of Panel A). In this case, you will understand that the bird
has f own from upper-left to bottom-right and the rabbit has
moved from bottom-left to upper-right. Imagine the situation as Carey [1, p.72-73] described as follows: imagine
that the center is new a fixation point, and Panels A and B
are projected one after the other onto a screen while you
maintain fixation on the common point and the timing of
the stimuli supports apparent motion. What would happen?
You will see a bird moves from upper-left to upper-right and
turns out to be a rabbit and a rabbit moves from bottom-left

Figure 1. Two ways to observe the changing
from Panel A to Panel B lead to different interpretations

to bottom-right and turns out to be a bird, as illustrated in
Figure 1. Two rules were drawn by psychologists for object
tracing: one is that only objects in the same category are
traced; the other is that objects are so traced that the spatial
difference between the two scenes is minimal. One privileges spatial information leading to the object tracing result
in Panel D, the other privileges the category (or property)
information, leading to the object tracing result in Panel C.
There are lots of research works carried out by psychologists to explore infants’ object tracking problems, see [11]
and [1] for a review. In this paper, we focus on the computational simulation of these two object-tracing rules in the
framework of slow intelligence.
The philosophy we follow is a developmental perspective, such that adults’ intelligence system is developed from
infants’, and infants’ intelligence system is developed from
the state that they even cannot trace moving objects. This
also explains why we are interested in the possibility to
simulate object tracing – It is one of the early stages towards simulating human intelligence. Chang [2] observes
that almost all of the intelligence systems in nature, including roses, have, in his terminology, slow intelligence. He
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Figure 2. The framework of the advanced
building block of a slow intelligence system

explains its functional def nition as follows: it is the capability to solve problems by trying different solutions, to
adapt to different situations and to propagate knowledge;
with slow intelligence an agent may not perform well in
the short run but continuously learns to improve its performance over time. A slow intelligence system (SIS) consists
of function models as follows: enumeration, propagation,
adaptation, elimination, and concentration. The framework
of slow intelligence system is illustrated in Figure 2. If his
argument is sound, the SIS frame shall be used to simulate
human cognitive activities.
The aim of this paper is to show the possibility of simulating an object tracing problem in the framework of slow
intelligence system (SIS). The rest of the paper is structured
as follows: Section 2 analyzes the object tracing problem
and brief y reviews some related works; section 3 and section 4 show that knowledge acquisition from static scene
and between scenes can be both understood in the slow intelligence framework; section 5 outlines an experiment result which simulates the scenario of Figure 1.

2 Object tracing problem
A universe without objects . . . is a world in which
space does not constitute a solid environment but
is limited to structuring the subjects very acts;
it is a world of pictures each one of which can
be known and analyzed but which disappear and
reappear capriciously.
Piaget [12, pp.3-4]
Human infants can not see constant objects when they
are newly born. For a spatial change of an object from location A to B, they will believe two objects, one disappears in

location A and one appears in location B [12]. The object
tracing problem can be stated as follows: an agent perceives
a sequence of snapshots of the scenes, how can he integrate them into a spatial-temporal whole, such that location
changes of objects would be understood as objects’ movements? A typical situation is to see a f lm: We have no diff culty in tracing objects and constructing continuous spatialtemporal changes among the motion pictures. In this paper
we focus on the simplest situation in object tracing: Suppose an agent perceives two different pictures, e.g. Panel A
and Panel B in Figure 1, how shall he map objects between
the two pictures, so that mapped objects shall be recognized
as the same instance and spatial differences between them
shall be understood as spatial motion? For the example as
illustrated in Figure 1, an agent might understand, the bird
has flown from upper-left to bottom-right, or the bird has
flown from upper-left to upper-right and turned out to be a
rabbit. This suggests two sub-tasks for object tracing: one
is object recognition, e.g. an agent recognizes birds and rabbits, the other is object mapping, either a bird is mapped to
another bird located somewhere else, or a bird is mapped to
a rabbit. Object recognition can be achieved with one scene,
while object mapping is a reasoning process between two
scenes. Therefore, we approach to the object tracing problem in two phases: the f rst phase is to retrieve knowledge
from one scene, the second is to map knowledge between
two scenes. Before showing that both problems can be approached in the framework of slow intelligence system, we
review some related works.

2.1 Knowledge of objects
We look at scenes and recognize objects. Our visual system is capable of recognizing objects from stimuli. Psychological research shows that objects are recognized f rst at a
particular level of abstraction. In particular Rosch and her
colleagues [14] found that categories within taxonomies of
objects are structured such that there is generally one level
of abstraction at which humans f nd it easiest to name objects and recognize them the fastest, namely “basic level
category”. Basic level of abstraction is the level at which
categories carry the most information, possess the highest
cue validity, and are, thus, the most differentiated from others. Jolicoeur and his colleagues [8] found that every object
has one particular level at which contact is made f rst with
semantic memory. This level corresponds to the basic level
in most cases. That is, the task of recognizing objects is a
task of categorization.

2.2 Knowledge of static spatial relations
Knowledge of spatial relations has been researched with
fruitful results. To name a few, Tolman [16] proved the exis-
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In appendix, an experiment is brief y outlined.

tence of mental spatial representations by serial experiments
with rats. Piaget and Inhelder [13] found that human babies acquire the three types of relations in a specif c order:
topological relations, orientation relations, and distance relations. Carey [1] noted that infants f rst make a categorical
distinction between contact and non-contact. Dong [4] formalized a qualitative spatial knowledge representation for
scenes, in which the connection relation is primitive, and
other qualitative spatial relations are developed.

2.3 Relations between knowledge of scenes
Object tracing problem can be addressed as an objectmapping problem between two scenes. Given knowledge
representations of two scenes, how shall be objects in one
scene mapped to objects in the other? Two rules adopted in
this paper are that the rule of minimal spatial transformation (spatiotemporal information) and the rule of categorical continuity (feature information). With the two rules it
is quite easy to explain the result shown in Panel C, Figure
1. To explain the result of apparent motion shown in Panel
D, Figure 1, our hypothesis is that object recognition and
spatial mapping are two separate cognitive routines, each
corresponds to one rule: If they work in parallel, the routine of spatial mapping would be faster and deliver results
before that of object recognition. Or, the routine of spatial
mapping has the primacy over that of categorization, i.e.
[15]. In either case, spatial mapping routine works with unrecognized objects, and later these un-recognized objects
are labeled with names.

3 Acquiring spatial knowledge of a scene
In this section we show how to acquire spatial knowledge
of a scene within the slow intelligent framework.
Dong [5] argued that three kinds of spatial relations can
be developed by the connection relation with three axioms
as follows.
1. ∀x [C(x, x)]
2. ∀xy [C(x, y) → C(y, x)]
3. ∀x, y[C(x, y) → ∀z∃z[z ∈ z ∧ C(x, z) ∧ C(z, y)]]
where x, y, and z are regions in one scene, z is the category
of region z. C(x, y) is read as ‘region x and region y is
connected’, and means ‘one region, x or y, and the closure
of the other share a common point’, i.e. [9].
The f rst two axioms are trivial. The third axiom is the
characteristic property of the connection relation, which can
be interpreted inside of the slow Intelligence framework as
follows: the problem is whether x and y are connected. If
an agent with slow intelligence f nds one category of region, such that for each region in this category it cannot

Figure 3. Knowledge that object C is nearer
to Object A than to Object B can be acquired
inside of the slow intelligence framework

connect with both of the two regions, he will conclude that
x and y are disconnected from each other. That is, universal and existential quantif cations in the logical formula
serves as the enumerating process. With ∀z a SIS agent
will enumerate each region category z and with ∃z[z ∈ z]
he might still enumerate all regions z in region category z.
The enumerating process generates values of variables for
the predicates. Interpretations of predicates are determined
within applications (the adaptation phase in SIS). For example, in general topology, two regions being connected is
interpreted as one region and the closure of the other share a
common point. Predicates f lled with variable values serve
as the elimination phase, for an agent can make decisions
on whether the enumerating process shall continue or the
problem is solved. After the problem solving process the
SIS agent will concentrate on a simple relation between x
and y: being connected, or disconnected.
The near extension of a by e, written as ae , is def ned as
the region z such that for every region w, z connects with w,
if and only if there is a region e0 in the same category as e
such that e0 connects both with x and w. This can also be interpreted inside of the slow intelligence framework: f rstly,
enumerating all possible locations of e, then eliminating
those that disconnect from a, at last concentrating on the
space of a plus those regions in the category e which connect with a.
def

ae = ιz[∀w[C(w, z) ≡ ∃e0 [e0 ∈ e ∧ C(x, e0 ) ∧ C(e0 , w)]]
In Figure 3, we know that object a is nearer to object
b than to object c. This can be formally def ned as that
the near extension of a1 by object e connects with object
b while disconnects from object c, where a1 is the near
extension of object a by region e. That is, C((ae )e , b) ∧
¬C((ae )e ), c). Therefore, distance comparison can also be
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Figure 7. If a SIS agent can not distinguish
birds from rabbits, it will believe that the bird
in Panel A moves left and turns out to be a
rabbit, and that the rabbit in Panel A moves
left and turns out to be a bird

Figure 4. A slow intelligent system knows
neither birds nor rabbits. When it perceives
this scene, what it knows is two instances of
the unknown object category, one is located
upper-left, the other is located bottom-left

interpreted within the slow intelligence framework. Imagine that a slow intelligent agent (SIS) perceives Panel A in
Figure 1, as illustrated in Figure 4, it can perform near extensions of the two objects, respectively, and this SIS agent
would know that the bird is nearer to the upper-left side than
to the bottom-right side, the rabbit is nearer to the bottomleft side than to the upper-right side, as illustrated in Figure
5.
As distance relations can be developed based on the connection relation, [3] and [6], and orientation relations can
be understood as the distance comparison [7], we conclude
that both distance relations and orientation relations can be
interpreted in the slow intelligence framework.
Figure 5. Location of the two objects can be
acquired within the slow intelligence framework, i.e. the near extension procedure

Figure 6. Project the two scenes in Figure 1
together, objects are named by its category,
original scene name

4 Acquiring
scenes

spatial

knowledge

between

The spatial knowledge between scenes can be acquired
by projecting the second scene onto the f rst one, and mapping objects in two scenes by minimizing the total cost of
spatial transformations within the same object category. For
example, we can project the two scenes in Figure 1 together,
as illustrated in Figure 6. If we are capable of recognizing
birds and rabbits, we will map the bird originally in the f rst
scene to the bird originally in the second scene, and map the
rabbit originally in the f rst scene to the rabbit originally in
the second scene. To ease the object reference, we name
each object by its category and its original scene name,
e.g. <bird,A> refers to any bird from scene A, <rabbit,B>
refers to any rabbit from scene B.
Imagine that a slow intelligent agent (SIS) is in a very
early stage that it does not know what birds or rabbits look
like. When this SIS perceives Panel A in Figure 1, as illustrated in Figure 4, it only know there are two unknown
objects with the name: <UNKNOWN,A>. When Panel A
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suddenly change to Panel B, it perceives two unknown objects located differently. Then with the condition of minimizing the total cost of spatial transformation, mapping two
objects of the same category in Panel A to the two objects in
Panel B would lead to the conclusion that the bird in Panel
A is mapped to the rabbit in Panel B and that the rabbit in
Panel A mapped to the bird in Panel B, as illustrated in Figure 7.
Let us make the scene-mapping problem clearer and
show how it can be approached in the slow intelligence
framework. From one scene, an agent acquires knowledge
of objects in the scene and spatial relations among them.
This knowledge, under certain conditions, can be represented in a graph structure G =< V, E >, the node set
V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } represents objects in the scene, each
vi has two kinds of information: its recognized category,
vi .category, and its location in this scene, vi .location.
The edge set E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , em } represents spatial relations among these nodes. The scene-mapping problem
might turn out to be the graph mapping problem: Given
two graphs G1 =< V1 , E1 > and G2 =< V2 , E2 >, f nd a
mapping f : V1 → V2 such that v and f (v) are of the same
category and that the sum of trans(vi , f (vi )) reaches minimum, trans(u, w) represents the spatial transformation between u and w. The minimum-f nding task can be approached in slow intelligence framework as the procedures
of enumerating, adapting, eliminating, and concentrating.
That is, enumerating a possible mapping fi , adapting to real
environment, eliminating fi if its total transformation is not
minimum, and concentrating on the fminimum . Based on
fminimum , a SIS will interpret location difference between
mapped objects as movements.

Figure 8. A slow intelligence system with the
capability of recognizing birds and rabbits
traces objects’ moving in Figure 1

5 Experiment result
We implemented a simple slow intelligence system
which simulates two object tracing results in Figure 1. To
simulate the f rst result in Figure 1, we create scene one with
the f rst object BIRD located at (1,5) and the second object RABBIT located at (1,1), and scene two with the f rst
RABBIT located at (5,1) and the second BIRD located at
(5,1). The object-tracing result is illustrated in Figure
8. If the slow intelligence system can not distinguish birds
from rabbits, that is, we set all the object categories into
UNKNOWN, the object-tracing result is illustrated in Figure
9.
The computational complexity of this implementation is
O(n!) with regards to the maximum object numbers n in
scenes, therefore, it is indeed a slow system.
In this simulation, the knowledge representation of a single scene is simplif ed. For example, object locations and
distances between objects are only represented in quantitative forms, though, spatial knowledge acquired through

Figure 9. A slow intelligence system with no
capability of recognizing birds and rabbits
traces objects’ moving in Figure 1
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perception is neither metrical nor complete, rather qualitative and with distortions. Qualitative or uncertain spatial
knowledge shall be considered in the future.

[10] X. Li and S. K. Chang. An Interactive Visual Query Interface
for Spatial/Temporal Data. In Proceedings of International
Conference on Distributed Multimedia Systems, pages 257–
262, San Francisco Bay, CA, 2004.
[11] K. Nakayama, Z. He, and S. Shimojo. Visual surface representation: A critical link between lower-level and higherlevel vision. In S. M. Kosslyn and D. Osherson, editors,
Visual cognition: An invitation to cognitive science, pages
1–70. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1995.
[12] J. Piaget. The Construction of Reality in the Child. Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, 1954.
[13] J. Piaget and B. Inhelder. La représentation de l’espace chez
l’enfant. Bibliothèque de Philosophie Contemporaine, Paris:
PUF, 1948. English translation by F. J. Langdon and J. L.
Lunzer in 1956.
[14] E. Rosch, C. B. Mervis, W. Gray, D. Johnson, and P. BoyesBraem. Basic objects in natural categories. Cognitive Psychology, 8:382–439, 1976.
[15] B. J. Scholl, Z. W. Pylyshyn, and S. Franconeri. When are
spatiotemporal and featural properties encoded as a result
of attentional allocation? Investigative Ophtalmology and
Visual Science, 40(797), 1999.
[16] E. C. Tolman. Cognitive Maps in Rats and Men. The Psychological Review, 55(4):189–208, 1948.

6 Conclusions and outlooks
Object tracing is one of the most important intelligent
capabilities which infants developed in the early stage. We
show that slow intelligence system (SIS) framework can be
applied to simulate the decision process of object tracing.
We argue that SIS framework can be applied to simulate
human cognitive system.
Future work includes using SIS framework to simulate
more core human cognition [1], and to connect with existing
works in multimedia information processing, e.g. query on
spatial-temporal data [10].
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(SNMP). The SNMP manages network hosts such as
workstations or servers, routers, bridges and hubs to a
central computer that runs the network management
software. SNMP performs management services through a
distributed architecture of systems and management agents.
Since network management is critical for both the control
for managing resources, SNMP can be used to:
• Configure remote devices: the management system can
send configuration information to each host on the
network.
• Monitor network performance: you can track the
processing speed, network speed and outcome data
transmissions.
• Detect network failures or unauthorized access: the
management system can detect the occurrence of
certain events on specific network devices. Activating
an alarm, the device management system sends a
message indicating the event occurred. Common types
of alarms are activated and start down a device when
an error connecting to a router and in case of
unauthorized access.
• Check the network: the management system can
monitor both the entire network to identify users or
groups that access, use and specific types of devices
and network services.
Since its introduction in the late 1980s the SNMP showed
good performance in monitoring for fault and performance,
but it is very hard to use in managing large networks. In
fact SNMP structure of management information (SMI) or
Next Generation Structure of Management Information
(SMIng) is insufficient to represent hierarchical network
configuration data. SNMP, besides, supports with
difficulties several high-level management operations
required by network configuration tasks. On the other hand
as previously said the network management is a hot topic
and there is a real interest in the development of an
effective methodology. In literature ontology is considered
a good way for supporting the network management and
many papers deal with ontology based methodologies for
network management. In particular they propose ontology
as a layer able to improve the interoperability among
devices and operators. In this sense [2] proposes an
ontology driven approach to the semantic interoperability
problem in the management of enterprise service. Another
interesting approach is in [3], which proposes an
improvement of the current network management methods

Abstract
Networks and distributed computing systems are becoming
increasingly important and at the same time, more and more
critical to the world of Information Technology. This rash
spread, however, resulted in increased difficulty in
configuring and managing networks. In particular the tasks
of configuration management for IP network devices are
becoming more and more difficult and the Simple Network
Management Protocol is not able to manage very complex
scenarios. Over the past years much efforts has been given
to improve the lack of Simple Network Management
Protocol and a promising approach involves the use of
Ontology. This paper introduces a novel approach to the
network management based on the use of the Slow
Intelligence System methodologies and ontology. Slow
Intelligence Systems is a general-purpose systems
characterized by being able to improve performance over
time through a process involving enumeration, propagation,
adaptation, elimination and concentration. A Slow
Intelligence System continuously learns, searches for new
solutions and propagates and shares its experience with
other peers. So the proposed approach aims to develop a
system able to acquire, according to an SNMP standard,
information from the various hosts that are in the managed
networks and apply solutions in order to solve problems. To
check the feasibility of this model first experimental results
in a possible scenario are showed.

1. Introduction
Networks and distributed computing systems are becoming
increasingly important and at the same time, more and more
critical to the world of Information Technology. This rash
spread, however, resulted in increased difficulty in
configuring and managing networks. In fact there is an
emergence of diverse network devices and it has become
greatly difficult to configure those multifarious network
devices with a manual work. The concept of network
management is quite articulated. It involves activities such
as the identification and management of various devices,
monitoring their performance and much more. So efficient
and intelligent configuration management techniques are
urgently needed to configure these devices with automation
or semi-automation [1]. A solution for this problem can be
the adoption of the Simple Network Management Protocol
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with the application of formal ontologies techniques. In
particular it introduces a management information metamodel integrating all the information that currently belongs
to different management model used to interoperate with
the managed resource. Another advantage related to this
approach is the ability to include basic semantic behavior
for a manager to monitor and control these resources. This
paper introduces a novel approach to the network
management based on the use of the Slow Intelligence
System methodologies [4] and ontology. The proposed
approach aims to develop a system able to acquire,
according to an SNMP standard, information from the
various hosts that are in the managed networks and apply
solutions in order to solve problems. In particular the
proposed system can handle multiple networks and adopt
solutions that have proved successful in some other context.
By the use of ontologies the system will be able to choose
the right action to take when some hosts send SNMP alerts.
The use of the Slow Intelligence System approach will
allow the system to automatically infer the actions to take.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section
introduces the slow intelligence systems approach. The
second section describes the ontology. The third section
explains why a Slow Intelligence System needs Ontology to
work at his best while the third section describes the
proposed system. The last section introduces the first
experimental results.

Propagation: The system is aware of its environment and
constantly exchanges information with the environment.
Through this constant information exchange, one SIS may
propagate information to other (logically or physically
adjacent) SISs.
Adaptation: Solutions are enumerated and adapted to the
environment. Sometimes adapted solutions are mutations
that transcend enumerated solutions of the past.
Elimination: Unsuitable solutions are eliminated, so that
only suitable solutions are further considered.
Concentration: Among the suitable solutions left,
resources are further concentrated to only one (or at most a
few) of the suitable solutions.
The sixth one, on the other hand, is rather unique for SIS:
Slow decision cycle(s) to complement quick decision
cycle(s): SIS possesses at least two decision cycles. The
first one, defined as the quick decision cycle, provides an
instantaneous response to the environment. The second one,
defined as the slow decision cycle, tries to follow the
gradual changes in the environment and analyze the
information acquired by experts and past experiences. The
two decision cycles enable the SIS to both cope with the
environment and meet long-term goals. Sophisticated SIS
may possess multiple slow decision cycles and multiple
quick decision cycles. Most importantly, actions of slow
decision cycle(s) may override actions of quick decision
cycle(s), resulting in poorer performance in the short run
but better performance in the long run. Now we can
consider the structure of SIS by the introduction of the
basic building block and advanced building block. Figure 1
illustrates the Basic Building Block (BBB).

2. What is a Slow Intelligence Systems
We will first introduce the concept of Slow Intelligence and
present a general framework for designing and specifying
Slow Intelligence Systems (SIS). We view Slow
Intelligence Systems as general-purpose systems
characterized by being able to improve performance over
time through a process involving enumeration, propagation,
adaptation, elimination and concentration [4]. A Slow
Intelligence System continuously learns, searches for new
solutions and propagates and shares its experience with
other peers. A Slow Intelligence System differs from expert
systems in that the learning is implicit and not always
obvious. A Slow Intelligence System seems to be a slow
learner because it analyzes the environmental changes and
carefully and gradually absorbs that into its knowledge base
while maintaining synergy with the environment. A slow
intelligence system is a system that (i) solves problems by
trying different solutions, (ii) is context-aware to adapt to
different situations and to propagate knowledge, and (iii)
may not perform well in the short run but continuously
learns to improve its performance over time [4]. Slow
Intelligence Systems typically exhibit the following
characteristics:

Figure 1 The basic building block BBB
Problem and solution are both functions of time, thus we
can represent the time function for problem as
x(t)problem, and the time function for solution as
y(t)solution. The timing controller is also a time function
timing-control(t). For the two-decision-cycle SIS, the basic
building block BBB can be expressed as follows:
if timing-control(t) == 'slow'
then /* timing-control(t) is ‘slow’ */
y(t)solution = gconcentrate (geliminate (gadapt
(genumerate(x(t)problem))))
else /* timing-control(t) is not ‘slow’ */
y(t)solution = fconcentrate (feliminate (fadapt
(fenumerate(x(t)problem))))

Enumeration: In problem solving, different solutions are
enumerated until the appropriate solution or solutions can
be found.
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where genumerate, gadapt, geliminate, and gconcentrate are the
transform functions for enumeration, adaptation,
elimination and concentration respectively during slow
decision cycles, and fenumerate, fadapt, feliminate, and fconcentrate are
the transform functions for enumeration, adaptation,
elimination and concentration respectively during quick
decision cycles. An Advanced Building Block can be a
stand-alone system as shown in Figure 2. The major
difference between an ABB and a BBB is the inclusion of a
knowledge base, further improving the SIS’s problem
solving abilities.

exist in some knowledge domains [8]. Ontologies can be
classified into lightweight and heavyweight ontologies [9].
Lightweight ontologies include concepts, concept
taxonomies, simple relationships between concepts (such as
specialization “is_a”) and properties that describes
concepts. Heavyweight ontologies add axioms and
constraints to lightweight ontologies. Axioms and
constraints clarify the intended meaning of the terms
gathered in the ontology. Commonly ontology is defined as
O = {C, A, H, RT, R} where:
•

•
•
Figure 2 The advanced building block BBB

3. Why a
Ontology?

Slow

Intelligence

System

•

needs

The definition of ontology is still a challenging task [5].
The term ‘ontology’ has its origin in the Greek word
‘ontos’, which means ‘being’. So in this sense ontology
could be defined as a branch of philosophy dealing with the
order and structure of reality. In the 1970s ontology came
to be of interest in the computer science field. In particular
the artificial intelligence community started to use the
concept in order to create a domain of knowledge and
establish formal relationships among the items of
knowledge in that domain for performing some processes
of automated reasoning, especially as a means for
establishing explicit formal vocabulary to be shared among
applications. The term ‘ontology’ was first used in the
computer science field by Gruber who used the term to
refer to an explicit specification of a conceptualization [6].
The use of this term is rapidly growing due to the
significant role it plays in information systems, semantic
web and knowledge-based systems, where the term
‘ontology’ refers to “the representation of meaning of terms
in vocabularies and the relationships between those terms”
[7]. Also this kind of definition is still satisfactory for each
field where ontology can be applied and so perhaps a good
practical definition would be this: “an ontology is a method
of representing items of knowledge (ideas, facts, things) in
a way that defines the relationships and classification of
concepts within a specified domain of knowledge” [5].
Following this point of view, ontologies are “content
theories”, since their principal contribution lies in
identifying specific classes of objects and the relations that

•

C is the concept set. c ∈ C expresses one concept and
in each ontology there is ever a root concept marked as
“Thing”. In particular for each c ∈ C there exist a
descendant nodes set (CDN) containing all its under
layer concepts and an ancestry nodes set (CAN)
containing all upper layer concepts
A is the concept attributes set. For c ∈ C its attributes
set is expressed as AC = {a1, …, an} where n expresses
the number of attributes related to c
H expresses the concept hierarchy set. The formalism
(ci,cj) means that ci is the sub-concept of cj. In other
words this set contains the is_a relations among the
classes.
RT is the set of semantic relations type. RT =
RTD Υ RTU. RTD means the set of predefined relation
(same_as, disjoint_with, equivalent) while RTU means
the set of user defined relation type. The formalism
(ci,cj, r) with r ∈ R T means that between ci and cj
there is the r relation. The set RelRT(ci,cj) contains the
relation r between ci and cj
R is the set of non-hierarchical relations. The
formalism (ci,cj, r) with r ∈ R means that between ci
and cj there is the r relation. The set Rel(ci,cj) contains
the relation r between ci and cj

In the case of a Lightweight Ontology there are no RT or R
sets, therefore, the Lightweight Ontology is defined as: OL
= {C, A, H}. Therefore, the lightweight ontology is a very
simple and basic representation of a knowledge domain and
contains only a very general statement of a problem. The
lightweight ontology can be viewed as a sort of taxonomy
of the scenario and a first approach to the resolution of
various users’ queries. Obviously, it could be complicated
by the insertion of new non-hierarchical relationships that
enrich its semantic expressivity. In this case, a more
mathematically rigorous representation is needed to provide
greater confidence that the real meaning behind terms
coming from different systems is the same. Heavyweight
ontologies are extensively axiomatized and thus represent
ontological commitment explicitly. Axioms help to exclude
terminological and conceptual ambiguities due to
unintended interpretations. Heavyweight ontologies can
have a lightweight version. Many domain ontologies are
heavyweight because they support heavy reasoning.
Therefore, the heavyweight ontologies add axioms, well-
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formed formulas in a formal language, and constraints to
lightweight ontologies in order to clarify the intended
meaning of the terms gathered on the ontology. Therefore,
a heavyweight ontology is defined by OH = {C, A, H, RT,
R, AX} where AX indicates the axioms that are in the
ontology. Lightweight and heavyweight ontologies can not
be considered as good solution for a Slow Intelligent
System.

played by ontologies. In particular it is necessary to
introduce and define the following ontologies:
•

•

Lightweight ontologies propose a very simple view of the
domain and do not allow a detailed description of the
interactions among all the components in the domain.
Using a lightweight ontology, users or systems can only
share a very small and simple description of a domain that
might not be useful for the resolution of a problem. On the
other hand, using a heavyweight ontology, users can create
and share very complex domains. However, it is very easy
to have problems defining axioms as well as managing the
ontology. To address these problems, a solution could be
the introduction of a lightweight plus ontology defined as
OL+ = {C, A, H, RT, R}. By introducing non-hierarchical
relations, a lightweight plus ontology is more complex and
semantically richer than the lightweight ontology, but it is
not complex as a heavyweight ontology because there are
no axioms to consider. The starting point of this approach is
the idea that it is reasonable to think that between the
lightweight and the heavyweight ontology there are a series
of ontologies that can be defined as lightweight-plus
ontologies.

•
•

•
•
•

OSNMP = {CSNMP, ASNMP, HSNMP, RTSNMP, RSNMP}.
This ontology aims to define the entire structure of
SNMP protocol by analyzing the various messages
and the relations between them
OFault = {CFault, AFault, HFault, RTFault, RFault}. This
ontology describes each kind of possible errors that
can occur within a LAN
OCause = {CCause, ACause, HCause, RTCause, RCause}. This
ontology defines the causes of the faults that may
occur in a LAN
OSolution = {CSolution, ASolution, HSolution, RTSolution,
RSolution}. This ontology defines the solutions that can
be taken to recover from fault situations which
occurred within a LAN
OAction = {CAction, AAction, HAction, RTAction, RAction}.
This ontology aims to identify the actions to be taken
in order to recover from fault situations
OComponent = {CComponent, AComponent, HComponent,
RhComponent, RAction }. This ontology describes the
components that may be present within a LAN
OEnvironment = {CEnvironment, AEnvironment, HEnvironment,
RhEnvironment, REnvironment}. This ontology describes the
environment where the LAN works

In order to allow the communication among the various
hosts and servers that are in the various LAN the following
messages have to be introduced:

Some user requests can be supported by the use of one of
these lightweight plus ontologies. Although the use of
heavyweight ontologies guarantees the full execution of a
task or a request, it does not assure the optimal solution.
Each of these ontologies enriches its semantic level by the
introduction of new classes, relations, functions, formal
axioms and instances. These enrichments allow a better
configuration of the system and the satisfaction of user
requests. The lightweight plus ontology will be the starting
point for the definition of a management network system.

MCSl(SNMP, ID_Components) = this is the SNMP
message that the client sends to the local server when an
error has occurred. The ID_Componente used to identify
the type of component that launched the message.
MSlC({Action}) = this message, sent by local server,
contains the actions that the client have to implement for
the resolution of the highlighted fault.
The local server has to implement the following functions:
O’Fault = f(MCSl(SNMP), O’SNMP) = this function aims to
build the ontology of faults from the analysis of received
SNMP messages and SNMP ontology within the local
server. It is important to underline how the SNMP ontology
on the local server is only a part of that present in the
central server and is built from time to time following the
faults that occur within the LAN.
O’Cause = g(MCSl(SNMP), O’SNMP) = this function aims to
obtain the ontology of the causes that generated the
received SNMP messages.
O’Solution = h(O’Fault, O’Cause) = this function calculates the
ontology of possible solutions that the local server can find
for the solution of the fault situation
O’Action = k(O’Solutiom) = this function calculates the
ontology of possible solutions that the system can identify
error to resolve the situation highlighted by the SNMP

4. A Slow Intelligence Network Manager based on
SNMP Protocol
As previously said the aim of this paper is the introduction
of a LAN-based management system based on SNMP
protocol and the Slow Intelligence approach. Suppose to
have M different LANs to which may belong to N different
types of hosts that have to be managed. Each of these LANs
is dynamic and therefore allows the introduction of new
hosts and the disappearance of some of them. The local
servers are in principle able to solve the main problems in
the LAN management, but thanks to the dynamism of the
LANS may be faced with unexpected situations. The
environmental conditions in which the LAN operates can
influence the performance of various hosts and must be
taken into account. In this scenario a fundamental role is
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These functions can be considered as the enumeration
phase of the Slow Intelligent. After the determination of
these functions the system can adopt the Action to apply in
the LAN by the use of the following function:
{Action} = t(O’Action, O’Component, O’Environment) = this is the
set of actions that the client, or the host involved in the
fault, must implement in order to solve the problem
identified by the SNMP message. In practice, this involves
defining, from ontologies of actions and components, the
instances of actions to implement to resolve the faults that
occurred. This function implements the Adaptation,
Elimination and Concentration phases of a Slow
Intelligence System. All these operations are carried out by
involving the local server and hosts on the managed LAN.
It is obviously the local server can not always perform
operations that are asked, because it does not know the full
SNMP ontology. In fact the managed LAN can change: for
example new components can be added. So new messages,
functions and actions have to be expected among local
servers and central server. The messages are so defined:
MCSlj(SNMP, ID_Component) = this message contains the
SNMP signal, sent by a host, that the local server is unable
to manage and that it sends to the central network. The
central server sends this message to the other local servers
local in order to obtain information on the management of
the SNMP signal.
MSljC(O’SNMP-i, O’Cause-i, O’Solution-i, O’Action-i , {Actioni}) =
this message contains the information obtained from local
servers about the SNMP signal management. downstream
of question to which they have undergone. This message
can be empty when no local servers ever managed in the
past this kind of SNMP signal.
Related to these messages there are the following functions:
O’SNMP-i = F(MSliSlj(SNMP), SNMP-j) = this function
expresses the subset of the SNMP ontology built in the
local server j needed by the local server i.
O’Cause-i = G(O’SNMP-i) = this function expresses the
ontology representing the causes of the fault. This ontology
is built in the j-th local server and can be empty when this
server never faced this problem.
O’Solution-i = H(O’Cause-i) = this function gives the ontology
of the solutions that can be adopted in order to solve the
fault related to the SNMP signal. This ontology is built in
the j-th local server and can be empty when this server
never faced this problem.
O’Action-i = K(O’Solution-i) = this function gives the ontology
representing the actions that can be adopted for the
solutions of the faults related to the SNMP signal. This
ontology is built in the j-th local server and can be empty
when this server never faced this problem.
The central server collects all the ontologies, obtained in
the various local servers and previously described, and
selects one of them according to an analysis based on
ontology similarity. After this phase the central server can
determine the action that have to be applied in the i-th LAN
in order to solve the fault. So these actions can be sent to
the i-th local server. In this way the following function can

be introduced: {Actioni} = T(O’Action-i, O’Component-j) = this
function calculates the set of actions that the client must
adopt in order to solve the problem identified by the SNMP
signal. The set of possible actions can of course be zero. In
this case the support of an expert is needed. The previous
messages and functions implement the propagation phase of
the slow intelligence system approach.
The operational workflow is the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Step 1: a SNMP messages generated by the Client
as a result of a fault and sent to the local server
Step 2: The local server receives the SNMP
message and tries to identify the problem through
analysis of various ontologies.
Step 3 If the local server can identify the problem
it generates the solutions and the actions that the
various hosts in the LAN have to be apply.
Step 3.1 The hosts get the actions and put them
into practice
Step 4 If the local server does not identify the
problem sends the report to the central server.
Step 5 The central server sends to all local servers
received the message
Step 5.1 Other local servers after receiving the
message attempts to determine the possible actions
and then send everything to the central server.
Step 6 If the central server has received the
possible actions by local servers then sends them
to the local server that has requested it. If no action
is received, however, the central server, based on
the received message and its general ontologies
determines the actions to be sent to the local
server.
Step 7, the local server send the actions to the
various hosts that are in the LAN
Step 7.1 The hosts get the actions and put them
into practice

5. Experimental results
In order to test the performance of the proposed system an
experimental campaign has been designed. First of all the
working scenario has been settled (figure 3).

Figure 3: the operative scenario
In this scenario the central controller has to manage two
different LANs. The first one is composed by a Cisco
switch and 30 personal computers equipped with Microsoft
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as Operative System and Microsoft Office as applicative
software. The second LAN is composed by a Nortel switch,
30 personal computers equipped with various operative
systems (Microsoft Windows XP, Linux Red Hat and
Apple SnowLeopard) and a HP network printer. Each local
server has SNMP ontology able to cover the 80% of the
SNMP messages that the hosts in the LAN can launch. The
experimental phase aimed to evaluate the following
system’s parameters:
• The system’s ability to identify the correct
management actions to apply in the LAN after a
SNMP signal. This parameter, named CA, is so
defined:
CA =

•

Conclusions
In this paper a novel method for network management has
been introduced. This method is based on, SNMP;
Ontology and Slow Intelligence System approach. It has
been tested in an operative scenario and the first
experimental seems to be good. The future works aim to
improve the system by the use of new and effective
methodologies for the ontology management and the use of
other network management approaches.

# Correct _ Action
# Correct _ Action + # Wrong _ Action

The system’s ability to select in a LAN a viable
solution that was previously adopted in a similar case
in another LAN. This parameter, named IS, is so
defined:
IS =

•

how the system uses at the best the SIS approach. In fact
the system improves its performances sharing knowledge
among the various local servers. At the beginning the index
is very low but it increases after few iterations. In addition,
the KC index shows a similar trend.
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# Correct _ Inferred _ Action
# Correct _ Inferred _ Action + # Wrong _ Inferred _ Action

The system’s ability to manage the introduction of a
new component in a LAN. In particular the system
has to recognize components that were previously
managed in other LANs. This parameter, named KC,
is so defined:
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# Correct _ Action _ NC
KC =
# Correct _ Action _ NC + # Wrong _ Action _ NC

The previous indexes were calculated in the following way:
•
•

•

The CA index: this index was calculated after 10, 20,
30, 40 and 50 SNMP signals. In this case there was
not variations in the LANs
The IS index: this index was calculated forcing some
SNMP events in the LAN not expected in its SNMP
reference ontology. This index was evaluated after
10, 20, 30, 40, 50 SNMP signal not expected.
The KC index was estimated after the introduction of
new components in a LAN. In particular for five
times a component belonging to a LAN has been
shifted in the other LAN and the index was evaluated
after 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 SNMP signal launched from
the host.

In the next table the obtained results are showed:
Index
10
20
30
40
50
CA
90,00% 95,00% 93,33% 92,50% 92,00%
IS
50,00% 60,00% 66,67% 70,00% 74,00%
KC
60,00% 70,00% 76,67% 80,00% 82,00%
Table 1: Obtained Results. The KC has to be considered
as average value
The indexes show the good performances of the system. In
particular the CA index, that expresses the ability of the
system in the recognition of the correct actions in the LAN
after a SNMP signal, is very good. The IS index witnesses
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In this paper, we propose a design of online topic/trend
detection system with the advantages of Slow Intelligence.
Four complexities of designing online topic/trend detection
systems are identified, along with corresponding Slow
Intelligence solutions. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. Section II shows the design of topic/trend detection
system without Slow Intelligence. Section III identifies four
complexities of designing trend detection systems, along with
corresponding Slow Intelligence solutions. Conclusions are
finally drawn in Section IV.

Abstract—It becomes an interesting research topic to detect trend
in the Internet era, where millions of data are posted online
everyday. As social media, for example, blogs, forums, and
micro-blogs, are prevailing, many offline events are discussed
online. The discussion data, which reflects what people are
interested in, is useful for detecting trend. This research proposes
a design of online topic/trend detection system with the
advantages of Slow Intelligence. Unlike traditional Topic
Detection and Tracking (TDT) tasks, which source data from
offline news articles, the proposed system attempts to collect and
analyze huge amount of up-to-date data from many
heterogeneous websites on Internet. The Internet data
complicates the system in two aspects: 1) it needs careful
resource allocation to collect huge amount of up-to-date data
based on limited computing resources; 2) it needs mechanisms to
automatically or semi-automatically adapt data processing
algorithms to handle varieties of data. This research adopts Slow
Intelligence, which provides a framework for systems with
insufficient computing resources to gradually adapt to
environments, to handle these complexities.

I.

II.

TOPIC/TREND DETECTION SYSTEM

The objective of the proposed online topic/trend detection
system is to detect current hot topics and to predict future hot
topics based on data collected from the Internet. Since it is
unlikely to collect all data on the Internet, the system requires
users to provide their information needs, including their
concerned keywords and their concerned websites.
Furthermore, because hot topics change quickly, the system
requires periodical updates in hourly or daily intervals.
The system first collects latest data from Internet based on
users’ information needs by Crawler & Extractor, then adopt
TDT techniques to discover current hot topics by Topic
Extractor, and finally apply trend estimation algorithms [4] to
predict hot topics by Trend Detector.

INTRODUCTION

It becomes an interesting research topic to detect trend in
the Internet era, where millions of data are posted online
everyday. As social media, for example, blogs, forums, and
micro-blogs, are prevailing, almost all offline events are
discussed online. The discussion data, which reflects what
people are interested in, is useful for detecting trend. For
example, HP Labs have demonstrated that social media can be
effective indicators for predicting movie revenues [2].
Information Retrieval researchers have been working on
Topic Detecting and Tracking (TDT) tasks for decades [1].
Traditional TDT tasks, which source data from on a stream of
offline news stories, have been studied for decades; however,
the Internet brings new challenges on designing online trend
detection systems. The Internet-based online topic/trend
detection systems need to collect and process huge amount of
up-to-date data from many heterogeneous websites, which
bring complexities.
This research adopts Slow Intelligence [7], which provides
a framework to build adaptable systems by adopting an
iterative process involving enumeration, propagation,
adaptation, elimination, and concentration. In the beginning of
the process, many alternatives are enumerated. However, as the
process continues, alternatives that can not adapt to
environment are eliminated, and finally, limited resources are
concentrated on prospect solutions.

y
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Crawler & Extractor The responsibility of Crawler is
to collect web pages from Internet. Crawler needs to be
selective, that is, only collect web pages that satisfy
predefined requirements. We plan to implement a focused
crawler [5], which selectively collects web pages that are
relevant to a pre-defined set of topics. The responsibility
of Extractor is to extract information from web pages.
Since a web page is mixed with information and noisy
content (advertisements, navigation stuff, and so on),
information extraction algorithms [6] are applied to
extract desired information of web pages. The extraction
algorithms rely on visual/textual/HTML-syntax features,
such as CSS/tag attributes, visual alignments and layouts,
for learning the template of web pages and further
extracting desired information from identified informative
blocks [10, 15, 16]. Information extracted in a single web
page is combined into text documents, and stored in Web
data DB. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of this
component.

from various heterogeneous websites on Internet, hence brings
complexities:

Internet

User’s
Keywords of
Interests

Web
Crawler

1.

HTML
documents

Information
Extractor

Web data
DB

Topic
Extractor

2.

* Extract articles and
metadata (title, author,
content, etc) from
unstructured web content

Figure 1: Crawler & Extractor
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Topic Extractor The responsibility of Topic Extractor
is to detect hot topics from a set of text documents. The
process of topic detection can be divided into the
following steps, which adopt some state-of-the-art
techniques: 1) topic word extraction: TF-IDF [13]
scheme is applied to measure the importance of terms in a
given text document and generates top-N topic word
candidates for each text document. 2) topic word
clustering: single-pass clustering [1, 14], a popular topic
detection approach, is adopted to cluster related
documents into associated topic groups. The centroid
topic word of cluster with highest weighting score is
treated as the representative name of each generated
cluster, which represents an extracted “topic”. 3) extract
hot topics: hot topics derive from hot events in a
particular timeline [1, 9]. We apply the Aging Theory [8]
to model the life cycle of an event in a topic, which
assumes that an event has a life cycle with four stages:
birth, growth, decay and death. To measure the
hotness/popularity of each topic, we summarize the
energy of related events by considering pervasiveness and
topicality of topic words in the events [9] combined with
the level of user participation using social data. Figure 2
illustrates the workflow of this component.
Topic Word
Extraction

Web data
DB

Topic Word
Clustering

3.

4.

To conclude, these complexities require the system to: 1)
adapt to changing environments; 2) choose from many
alternative solutions; and 3) learn from past experiences.
Few technologies can satisfy these requirements. For
example, genetic algorithms [12] can enumerate many
alternatives and gradually find better solutions, however, past
experiences are not considered. Context-aware approaches [11]
can only adapt to changing environments while miss the other
two requirements.
Fortunately, Slow Intelligence can meet all three
requirements. Slow Intelligence provides a framework to build
adaptable systems by adopting a iterative process involving
enumeration, propagation, adaptation, elimination, and
concentration. In the beginning of the process, many
alternatives are enumerated. However, as the process continues,
alternatives that can not adapt to environment are eliminated,
and finally, limited resources are concentrated on prospect
solutions. Knowledge gained in the process is stored in the
knowledge bases, which help find better solution in next
iterations.
Flexibility is another benefit of adopting Slow Intelligence.
Slow Intelligence only provides frameworks, which implies
developer can freely implement their own domain algorithms
and thus Slow Intelligence can be applied to many domain
applications..
In the remaining of this section, we introduce four Slow
Intelligence subsystems. Each subsystem accordingly targets a
complexity discusses in this section. The mappings between
the subsystems and the topic/trend detection system are shown
in Figure 4.

Current
topics

Hot topic
extraction

Current
Hot topics

Figure 2: Topic Extractor
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Trend Detector The responsibility of trend detector
is to detect trends (future hot topics) based on currently
available data. Figure 3 illustrates the workflow of this
component.
Current
topics

Trend Estimation
Algorithms

Topic Trend
(Future Hot Topics)

Figure 3: Trend Detector

III.

It is unlikely to collect all web data based on limited
amount of computing resources. The system needs to
develop data collection strategies which can concentrate
limited resources on collecting important web data.
Many computation methods are available for estimating
trends [4]. If parameter settings are also taken into
account, there are too many combinations to choose.
Furthermore, Internet is a changing environment, which
means current best solution may not perform well in the
future. The system needs to automatically find best
solution from many alternatives in a changing
environment.
The crawler needs to revisit websites to collect up-todate data in hourly or daily intervals. Each site has
different amount of to-be-update data and different
policy to restrict frequent access, which are unknown
beforehand. The system needs to find feasible data
collection schedule based on past experience.
Any changes in web pages may disrupt Extractors. It
needs automatic repair mechanism if the many websites
are being monitored. The repair mechanism needs to
detect errors of Extractors, find alternatives, and choose
the best solution from alternatives to fix the disrupted
Extractors.

TOPIC/TREND DETECTION SYSTEM WITH SLOW
INTELLIGENCE.

In this section, we bring Slow Intelligence into the
topic/trend detection system proposed in Section 2. The system
needs to collect and process huge amount of up-to-date data
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B. Slow Intelligence Subsystem for Selecting Trend
Estimation Method
Figure 6 illustrates the design of Slow Intelligence
subsystem (the area with dotted border) to help select and
adapt trend detection algorithms for estimating trends.
Historical data, including predicted future hot topics and actual
current hot topics, are utilized to select and adapt trend
detection algorithms.

Topic/Trend Detection System
Crawler & Extractor

Topic Extractror

Trend Detector

SIS system for
adapting extractors

SIS system for
scheduling Crawlers
SIS system for
Selecting Trend Estimation Method

SIS System for
Focused Crawling

y

Enumerator

Adaptor

Eliminator

Concentrator

Slow Intelligence System Building Blocks

Figure 4: Topic/Trend Detection System with Slow Intelligence
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A. Slow Intelligence Subsystem for Focused Crawling
Figure 5 illustrates the design of Slow Intelligence
subsystem (the area with dotted border) to help concentrate
limited computing resources on collecting important data. Data
is important if
1.
It is related to current hot topics or future hot topics.
2.
It matches users’ interests.
y
y
y

y

y

Enumerator: The enumerator generates candidates of
future hot topics. The enumerator takes current topics as
candidates of future hot topics.
Adaptor: The adaptor adapts candidates to meet users’
interests. Information retrieval techniques [3] can be used
to evaluate if candidates meet uses’ interests.
Eliminator: The eliminator evaluates candidates based on
the selected trend detection algorithms, and eliminates
candidates with low probabilities to become hot topics.
(We’ll discuss how trend detection algorithms are selected
and adapted in the next subsystem)
Concentrator: Only few candidates are selected as
potential future hot topics. Keywords of these topics are
fed into Crawler, so that Crawler can concentrate on
collecting data related future hot topics that users may be
interested in.

Based on sampled historical records (Predicted
hot topics of periodn in periodn-1 and actual hot
topics of periodn) to evaluate algorithm/
parameter combinations
1st Knowledge
Base

y

Topic
Extractor

Current
topics

Current
Hot topics

Current topics are candidates of future hot topics

Enumerator

Adaptor

Figure 6: SIS for Selecting Trend Estimation Method

C. Slow Intelligence Subsystem for Schedulging Crawlers
In practice, the crawling schedule for each data source varies
depending on characteristics of each website, for example,
blocking policy of each website and data amount to be
collected in each website.
In the cases of collecting data from websites with severe
blocking policies, the crawling behavior and schedule of
crawlers should be designed as similar as humans’ access
behavior to prevent being blocked. For instance, a target
website may block accesses which send more than one
requests in two second; therefore it would be smarter for
crawlers to set a two-to-three-second interval between requests.
Furthermore, contradictory conditions exist. For instance, in
the cases of collecting data from websites with frequent
updates, Crawler needs to visit these websites more often than
others, which may also cause Crawler being blocked.
Notably, characteristics of websites may change over time.
However, it is impossible to manually configure efficient
schedules for large-scale systems involving many targeting
websites. A knowledge base with basic scheduling rules can
aid the system to find acceptable scheduling plans in shortterm cycles. The initial building of this knowledge base may
need human involvement; however, feedbacks from Crawler

Current
hot topics

2nd Knowledge
Base 2

Eliminator

Concentrator

Based on selected
topic trend detection
algorithms to eliminate
candidates

Adapt to
meet user’s
interests

Concentrator
Extensively evaluate
selected algorithm/
parameter combination

Evaluation results are preserved in the first knowledge base

Internet
Crawler &
Extractor

Eliminator

2nd Knowledge
Base

The first knowledge base is a typical SIS knowledge base,
which provides essential domain knowledge for SIS. In
this subsystem, essential knowledge includes users’
interests and available algorithms for detecting trend.
The second knowledge base stores historical records,
including actual hot topics and predicted hot topics.
Historical records could help select and adapt trend
detection algorithms.
User’s
Keywords of
Interests

Enumerator
Algorithm/ parameter
combinations

Two knowledge bases are involved in this subsystem:
y

Enumerator: The first knowledge base provides the
enumerator knowledge about algorithms for estimating
trends, including available algorithms and known best
parameter settings for algorithms. The enumerator
generates candidates of algorithm/parameter combinations
for further evaluation.
Eliminator: Historical records (including actual hot topics
and predicted hot topics), which are stored in the second
knowledge base, are useful for measuring performance of
candidates. A sample of historical records is used to
evaluate performance of candidates. Poorly-performed
candidates are eliminated.
Concentrator: Extensive evaluations are conducted on
candidates, and the evaluation results are preserved in the
first knowledge base.

Predicted
hot topics

1st Knowledge
Base
Add new keywords which somebody may concern

Figure 5: SIS for Focused Crawling
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can further enrich the knowledge base for developing
scheduling rules in long-term cycles.
Figure 7 illustrates the design of Slow Intelligence
subsystem to help Crawler arrange schedules to efficiently
collect up-to-date data while preventing being blocked by
websites.
y

y
y

careful resource allocation and automatic algorithm adaptation
to process huge size of heterogeneous data. This research
adopts Slow Intelligence, which provides a framework for
systems with insufficient computing resources to gradually
adapt to environments, to response the challenges. Four Slow
Intelligence subsystems are proposed, and each subsystem
targets a challenge in designing online topic/trend detection
systems. In the future, we plan to implement the topic/trend
detection system to empirically verify the four proposed Slow
Intelligence subsystems. We also plan to include multimedia
data into the topic/trend detection system.

Enumerator: The enumerator generates candidate
schedules of data collection following scheduling rules in
the knowledge base. The scheduling rules include general
rules, learned heuristic rules, and user-defined rules.
Adaptor: The adaptor adapts candidate schedules based
on the observed abnormal behaviors of crawlers, for
example, being blocked by websites or unexpected delay.
Concentrator: The concentrator concentrates on the most
efficient candidate schedule. The efficiency of candidate
schedule is evaluated based on the estimated time to
complete the task.
Crawler
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D. Slow Intelligence Subsystem for Adapting Extractors
Extractor applies extraction algorithms, which use
parameterized features to learn the template of web pages, to
extract desired information. Once web pages change template,
adequate features and optimal parameters have to be
investigated and revised.
Figure 8 illustrates the design of Slow Intelligence
subsystem to help Extractor adapt to changes in web pages.
y Enumerator: The enumerator generates feature/parameter
settings that may fit the change.
y Eliminator: The eliminator eliminates candidates that can
not successfully extract data based on trials in a few
example pages.
y Concentrator: The concentrator concentrates on the
selected candidates on a large scale of pages.
Extractor
Eliminates candidates that can not
successfully extract data based on
trials in a few example pages

Enumerator

Eliminator

Generate
feature/parameter settings
that may fit the change

Concentrator
concentrates on the
selected candidates on
a large scale of pages

Figure 8: SIS for Adapting Extractors

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Although Internet provides abundant data for topic/trend
detection, it incurs challenges on designing online topic/trend
detection system. An online trend detection system requires
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Abstract: Surveillance systems are generally intended for the protection of physical objects such as stationary installations and transport vehicles. Development of surveillance systems is an extensive development process, which involves
considerations of a large number of design aspects that relates to a variety of disciplines, e.g. sensors systems, communications, decision-support functionality, multimedia usage and design and user interaction. Furthermore, there is an
extensive need for a comprehensive understanding of the usage domain. Needs and requirements analyses are of utmost
importance when developing surveillance systems. The objective of the work presented is a generic architecture for
surveillance systems. The outline of the architecture is based on needs assessment and on analysis of required capabilities. The architecture comprehensively describes how surveillance capabilities are achieved by processes, actors and
systems support.
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intruders, their possible purposes, physical ability and
location, but also the context information. Other
works that relate to this work is, e.g., made by Williams [3], who has studied aspects of powerful decision support techniques for surveillance systems.
Torbin [4] discussed approaches to surveillance systems for transports while Jungert, Hallberg and Hunstad [5] have studied aspects of service oriented architectures for command and control systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Systems for surveillance and protection of facilities
and critical infrastructures, such as plants, power
lines and railways, must possess a number of different capabilities. These capabilities must include detection of events deviating from normal conditions,
but also measures to respond to different events by
warn the operators and prevent or at least delay antagonist to reach their aim. Of utmost importance is
that the system support detection of threats as early as
possible. If threats are realized the responsible staff
and relevant external actors must be alerted. Development of this type of systems requires a thorough
analysis and design of the system structure.
In this paper a generic architecture of surveillance systems, given the required capabilities mentioned above, is presented and discussed. Of specific
importance when designing architectures of this type
is not only to allow for early detection of the threats
but also to support surveillance at all times and light
conditions. To make this possible relevant information must be collected and the surveillance systems
must allow the users to work under a minimum of
stress so that appropriate decisions can be taken [1].
In this work, the aim is not just the surveillance capabilities for protection of the facilities but also to determine the capabilities that support the handling of
the various types of occurred incidents, to secure the
facilities prior to and during an incident. For this reason, we are using the term physical security for this
purpose.
According to Jordan et al. [2], information that
need be collected must include type and number of

2. METHOD
The work was performed in six activities: (1) Data
collection, (2) Needs assessment, (3) Workshop with
domain expertise, (4) Modeling capabilities, (5)
Modeling actors and processes, and (6) Modeling
systems and functionality. The activities (4) to (6)
were carried out iteratively.
2.1. Data collection
The first step in this activity was to determine which
stakeholder and user representatives who should be
interviewed. Seven responders were selected for interviews, representing (1) responsible for the systems
at surveillance centers, (2) head of transport, (3) security managers, and (4) expert on the aspects of human-technology-organization. The interviews were
performed to obtain information used as input for the
needs assessment. For each role, slightly adapted
interview questions were used regarding: (1) the respondent's role and mission, (2) actual management
of security and safety, (3) routines for security and
safety, (4) security systems, (5) information they
utilization, and (6) what is working well and what
can be improved regarding security and safety.



handling of episodes. The Systems Views include
systems components and their functionality.

2.2. Needs assessment
The needs assessment was carried out in three steps.
First, the interview notes were analyzed to identify
statements that could be used to reveal needs. Second, the statements were carefully analyzed to interpret what needs the statements express [6][7]. Finally, the identified needs were categorized and
structured in a hierarchic order. In this step, duplicates were removed and formulations were uniformed.

3.1 Capabilities
Capabilities correspond to the functionality and support that systems provide, without expressing how
this is accomplished. The capability models show
how capabilities are divided into underlying capabilities, i.e., the capabilities that realize the higher level
capabilities.
The physical security system consists of protection of personnel, property and information, but not
the ordinary management/operation and maintenance.
In the description of the capabilities, we assume that
the system contains operators, software, computers,
communication HW and SW, sensors and databases.
A capability can be something that is performed by
an operator alone, something that is performed on an
operator's command, or something that is performed
in hardware and software automatically. An example
of capability is Manage a fire alarm.
The capabilities defined in this work originate
from the needs assessment. Three main capabilities
were identified (Figure 1):
1. Manage normal events that occur several
times a normal day. This includes taking
care of visitors, normal patrolling and checks
of the facilities.
2. Manage deviating events need extra attention and investigation. This includes alarms,
sensor signaling, and strange behavior from
visitors. A deviating event will be redefined
either as a false alarm or an incident.
3. Manage incidents correspond to handling
events that need actions from an operator.
Some incidents can be taken care of by an
operator himself, like double check that a
room is empty, while others like fires and
trespassing, need support by external personnel.

2.3. Workshop with domain expertise
A workshop with domain experts was performed to
(1) clarify uncertainties that had been found during
the needs assessment, (2) validate the identified
needs, and (3) to establish which of those needs that
should be acknowledged in the further work. During
the workshop, the identified needs were presented to
the domain experts, who were asked to comment on
each need regarding if it was true need or not. If it
was found to be a true need, they were asked that
determine if the need should be used in the further
development, by prioritize the importance of meeting
each need on a scale of “not relevant”, “relevant” or
“highly relevant”.
2.4. Modeling capabilities
Based on the given needs the highest priority, corresponding capabilities were identified, i.e., capabilities
that the surveillance system should have. The identified capabilities were structured hierarchically. The
modeling was influenced by the Ministry of Defense
Architecture Framework (MODAF) [8].
2.5. Modeling actors and processes
Based on the capabilities and the interview notes, the
actors and their information exchange were identified
and modeled. Further, the surveillance processes
were also determined and modeled.
2.6. Modeling systems and functionality
Based on the modeled capabilities and processes,
systems components and their functions were identified and modeled. Hence, these models describe the
functions that the system provides for the performance of the surveillance.
3. THE ARCHITECTURE
This section presents the architecture for surveillance
systems, including the Strategic Views, Operational
Views, and Systems Views as defined in MODAF
including the mapping between capabilities and systems functions. The Strategic Views includes the
capabilities that the surveillance should have. The
Operational Views include actors, their information
exchange, a general process of the surveillance, and

Figure 1. The top-level capabilities to manage physical security.



available physical resources and all types of background information. The operator can request further
information from the other actors but various sensors
can also contribute.
3.2.2 The general process
The main target of the surveillance process is to determine events that deviate from the normal and if
such a deviation is detected determine whether it is
an incident or a false alarm (Figure 4). A false alarm
should be managed, including documentation and
report of the event. After this, the operator will resume the surveillance responsibilities. In the former
case the operator starts to handle the incident following the instructions available in the Handbook [9],
which can be seen as an on-line and knowledge based
manual. The management of the incident will continue until the incident has come to an end after
which the incident is reported. More than one incident must be possible to handle in parallel; besides
this the surveillance must also go on during the management of incidents.

Figure 2. Capabilities needed to manage a fire alarm.

As an example, the capability Manage a fire
alarm is broken down into sub-capabilities in Figure
2. The lowest capability level is still general enough
to fit for several types of facilities within the secured
area. The analysis of needs for a specific facility is
taken care of in the service-oriented analysis.
3.2 Actors, process and episodes
This section presents the involved actors and their
information exchange. Further, it also presents the
surveillance process and the episode concept.
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Figure 3. The conceptual description of actors of the surveillance
system and the facilities subject to surveillance.

3.2.1 Actors
Actors involved in the protection of the facilities in
focus include operator, internal actors and external
actors (Figure 3). The operator of the surveillance
system is generally responsible for the execution of
the on-going activities and controls these activities
through various communication activities with the
internal and external actors. External actors are primarily the fire brigades, police forces or medical responders. The internal actors belong to the own organization set up by the management of the enterprise responsible for the facilities subject to surveillance. For example in case of an incident, the internal
actors include personnel in command of the operations. The internal actors have mainly strategic responsibilities while the operator has the tactical responsibilities. The external actors have strictly operational responsibilities in what concerns the hands on
management of an incident.
Information available to the operator includes an
operational picture, information corresponding to

Figure 4. The general model of the surveillance process.

Figure 5. The extension of an episode over time.

3.2.3 Episodes
Deviating events must be verified and handled accordingly. The activities following an event will go
on for a certain period in time. In this paper, this type
of period is called episode. An episode describes the
flow of events and activities that transpire during the
concurrency of an incident. An episode starts once a
deviating event is registered. In case of a false alarm
it may end fairly quickly. If the episode corresponds
to an incident it will go on until the incident can be



concluded. Figure 5 illustrates the extension of an
episode over time.

- Visualization of the OP,
- Handbook,
- Communication tool,
- Information search and threat analysis,
- Support for reporting actions and orders.
.
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Figure 7. The top level of the system function structure.

Figure 6. Structure of the operational picture, its information bases
(at the bottom) and the corresponding system functions.

Surveillance systems must be able to handle episodes, both solitary as well as contemporaneously.
Consequently, there must be functions available for
manipulation and visualization of the information
related to the episodes. Furthermore, as the episode
information concerns operational information with
given coordinates the visualization of this information should be visualized in the operational picture
(OP) (Figure 6). Hence, the OP describes the ongoing
episode during its existence by means of information
collected by the surveillance system and participating
actors.
The OP support must thus be able to handle a set
of parallel episodes and for each episode a set of subordinate OP views. There each view present information concerning various aspects of the episode using
different media, e.g. maps, tables or images but also
voice or text messages. Over time, for each view,
new instances of the different views are generated. A
view concerns the incident information to be presented and should not be confused with the views in
as used in MODAF. To support the visualization of
the OP context information and additional event related data must be accessible (Figure 6).
3.3 Systems views
The architecture of the surveillance system can be
viewed either as a hierarchical structure including
decision support tools and other system functions or
structured as a system control loop [10]. Both aspects
will be described subsequently together with the visual user interface of the system.
3.3.1 System function hierarchy
The system includes a set of functions, which in turn
includes a set of decision support tools. The decision
support tools in the system are:

Figure 8. The hierarchy of the OP visualization functions and
below the accessible information.

Figure 7 illustrates the top level of the system
function hierarchy with its functions and decision
support tools. Figure 8 presents the lower levels of
the OP visualization structure including the required
data sets for the generation of episode oriented views
and view instances. The given functions correspond
to the set of functions, as in Figure 6, operating on
the different levels of the episode structure
3.3.2 System control loop
The control loop structure of the surveillance system
can be seen in Figure 9. Logically, this structure is
built up by two main modules, i.e., the system support module and the decision support module. Integrated to these two modules is the control loop. The
system support module handles the basic incoming



the operator’s information presentations with yellow
(indicating lower priority), recently occurred events
are presented in orange, and red is used for currently
prioritized events. Sensors indicate an apparent
deviation from the normal conditions. The
discrepancy in the form of an alert is displayed on a
large screen and on one of the smaller displays.
Incident management is handled by the operator who
selects the sensors related to indicate deviations, and
the operator can e.g., zoom a camera and also receive
and make telephone calls from the staff. The operator
alerts relevant external and internal actors. The
operator steps through the reporting framework,
video sequences and other sensor information, to
update the current state of events, to update the
corresponding episode instance. Communication is
carried out via telephone and radio as well as by
means of computerized media for the passing of
messages, pictures, maps, and video sequences.

information and the various local data sources required to support the work. The decision support
module corresponds to the user interaction part of the
system, intended to support the users.

When a deviation from normal conditions is detected and categorized, the Handbook will automatically show the section describing how to handle the
incident type as classified by the operator.
The operator must provide a checklist for actions
and considerations that must be taken and can also
browse the Handbook for additional information.
After external and internal actors have been informed
the operator processes and analyzes the situation and
the generated overall picture (represented by the
overview images). When the operator has specified
the type of episode or situation that is at hand the
system couples this information automatically to the
Handbook, the actions checklist, map and other relevant documents. The review of the action checklist
for the incident can be used at the handover to another operator as well. The overall picture is created
for the use of from maps and/or photographs of the
surroundings and the construction of the actual facility, including architectural drawings, other accompanying messages and notes. Information on available
resources (e.g. available personnel, equipment) etc, is
gradually updated and forwarded to requesting actors.
While the incident is ongoing reports of various
types are sent and received; concerning such aspects
as m minutes on operations, delegations of incoming
orders, and measures to be taken. The checklist is
followed with each action registered in terms of point
in time and type of action performed.
For each episode its episode information is
stored and a report is automatically filled in, by
means of a template, and finally checked by the operator. The operator also reports incidents that should
be especially considered and that may form a basis
for the revision of the manual, the checklist, or for
training purposes etc.

Figure 9. The surveillance system.

3.3.3 User environment
In this section the user environment with its visual
user interface will be described and illustrated. The
user environment is one of the main parts of the decision support module. The given illustration can also
be seen as part of a simple scenario.
To reach the objective of an effective and efficient user environment in a surveillance system an
iterative user-centered approach for several design
cycles is required. The following description of the
operator environment and the system functions
should be considered as possible starting points for
the development of surveillance systems. This description is based on the capabilities and functions
that the present work identified as necessary for the
monitoring of the system.
Figure 10 shows the operator environment with a
large screen that presents important and processed
information for a good overview. This overview is
useful both for the operator and other actors. The
monitors closest to the operator are used for presentation of information that the operator classifies, verifies and uses to perform tasks related to a specific
incident.
The example in Figure 10 shows four incidents
taking place simultaneously. They are illustrated in
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3.4 Mapping capabilities to functions
The development of the surveillance system architecture requires mapping of the capabilities into sets of
functions. The mapping of the capabilities into sets of
system functions is illustrated in Figure 11 that shows
the result of the mapping of the survey capability into
its corresponding function set including OP visualization, Communicate and Event analysis. The work
process in this case is “survey”. Other similar mappings have been identified as well, for example:
- surveillance (of facilities)
- manage deviating events
- management and surveillance (of incidents)
- attend incidents

Figure 11. The surveillance capability and its mapping to its
corresponding system functions (marked with a box) via the
surveillance process.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This works demonstrates the development of a surveillance system architecture based on identified
needs and capabilities. The architecture involves a set
of system functions, decision support tools and a visual user interface. The work also shows the involvement of the various categories of actors that depend
on the system during occurring incidents. Additional
to this, it is also shown that the step from capabilities
to the visual user interface (VUI) is tractable, that is it
will be possible to trace the capabilities from the system functions in the VUI and the other way around.
Furthermore, we believe that the proposed VUI is
easy to use and understand, even under stressful situations. The motivation for this is based on the capability that allows for a separation between on-going
incidents in the user interface, i.e. the operator can
arbitrarily switch between incidents and concentrate
the work on one incident at a time.
However, further work is needed to finalize the
architecture and for that reason the development of a
demonstrator is proposed.
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Abstract—Surveillance Systems have become increasingly powerful. Conventional camera-based systems are extended with
different types of (wireless) sensors, the number of data sources
increased and hardware as well as algorithms improved. Such
smart systems do not only threaten privacy, but technological
improvements can also increase privacy of observed objects.
Previous work to maintain privacy have focused on video
surveillance only, which is not sufficient for modern multisensor systems. Hence, privacy must be enforced on a higher
level of abstraction. In this work, a task- and service-oriented
architecture is described, which hosts an Object-Oriented World
Model (OOWM) to store information from different sources on a
high level. To ensure privacy, access to the OOWM is only granted
via a Privacy Manager, Identity Management (IdM) beeing one of
its most important functionalities. Recently, privacy and Identity
Management have been in the focus of research and many
approaches for e-commerce have been proposed. IdM in the area
of surveillance is different and no sufficient solutions exist by now.
This work identifies the privacy issues that must be addressed by
Identity Management solutions in smart surveillance systems. A
new approach for privacy-aware IdM is proposed that copes with
the new requirements and shows its integration in a task-oriented
surveillance system.
Index Terms—privacy and security, surveillance, Identity Management, distributed multimedia models and systems, webservices and multi-agent systems, emergency and safety

Fig. 1.

Digital Subject, Digital identity and Attributes

Type 1: IMS for account management
Type 2: IMS for profiling of user data for an organization
Type 3: IMS for user-controlled context-dependent role
and pseudonym management
Systems of type 1 or 2 are mostly used by large organizations and users have few control over their data. Systems of
type 3 support the user, focusing on data protection. In the
area of surveillance IdM and IMS, respectively, are neither
of the named types rather IMS is a mixture of them. On
the one hand, operators want to collect as much data as
possible about subjects (profiling), using information from
existing identities (e. g., data bases of employees). On the other
hand, surveillance systems need to maximize privacy and data
protection to be compliant with privacy regulations and to
achieve user acceptance. Hence, a new concept for privacyaware Identity Management that meets these requirements is
needed.
In this work, a system architecture developed for the requirements of the smart surveillance is proposed. Then, new
privacy challenges in smart surveillance systems are highlighted. Subsequently, a new concept of Identity Management
is shown that can handle these challenges. In conclusion, a
demonstration scenario is presented that has been implemented
as a proof of concept.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The term “identity” is used with different meanings,
throughout this work the definition of Cameron [1] is taken
as basis: “[ . . . ] defining a digital identity as a set of claims
made by one digital subject about itself or another digital
subject.” As shown in Figure 1, every digital subject has
multiple digital identities and every identity is specified by
a number of claims. In the area of smart surveillance, a claim
can be any measurable attribute, e. g., hair color, height, name
or position. In the shown architecture, every identity has a
unique attribute ID. These IDs are used to differentiate objects
in the system.
The general objective of Identity Management (IdM) is the
assignment of identities to entities and vice versa. This is done
for a large variety of tasks. Accordingly, Identity Management Systems (IMS) take, for instance, care of the following
tasks [2]: Management of different identities, protection of
identities, authentication, anonymization, data synchronization
between multiple IMS (parties) and filtering of identities.
However, the requirements for IMS are heterogeneous. Three
different types can be distinguished [3]:

A. Smart surveillance
When using conventional surveillance systems, human operators mostly have to perform tasks manually. They might
have to take care of hundreds of cameras to track suspicious
persons, detect unattended objects or the similar. Human operators can only observe a limited number of monitors and have
decreasing awareness after a short time. These limitations lead
to a new approach in surveillance. Smart surveillance systems
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aim to support human operators by performing surveillance
tasks on their own. The system captures data, processes them
and helps the operators to detect important events. Thus, the
operators can keep track of the whole site, while the surveillance assists them collecting and abstracting data. Another
benefit of smart surveillance systems is the integration of
further sensors, e. g., GPS, RFID or acoustic sensors. While
the raw data of these sensors are mostly useless for human
operators, an automatic system can evaluate and use it to
perform certain tasks.

In the area of Identity Management, multiple different
approaches and commercial solutions exist. One example of an
IMS of type 1 is OpenSSO1 . The software, developed by SUN,
realizes Single-Sign-On and also provides account management. Popular for profiling (type 2) are loyal reward shopping
programs, e. g., Payback2 , but profiling is also used in other
areas, e. g., to determine money laundering3 or financing of
terrorists4 . An example for an IMS of type 3 is the iManager
[15]. The IMS is especially developed for mobile devices and
enables the user to manage different digital identities.
II. S MART S URVEILLANCE

B. Privacy Issues

To cope with the requirements of smart surveillance, a
task-based approach is very promising. In the following, an
architecture is sketched that implements it. More details about
the architecture can be found in [16].

Smart surveillance systems supervise a huge amount of
sensors and the information is evaluated autonomously. Hence,
smart surveillance leads to new privacy challenges [4]. Surveillance systems must adhere to legal restrictions and must be
compliant with data protection requirements. However, the
legal situation is different throughout the world, thus the
Fair Information Practices Principles (FIP, [5]) that have been
published by the OECD can still be seen as the minimum
requirements for privacy. These eight principles should be
adhered to by every surveillance system.
Since existing approaches for privacy have focused on video
surveillance, new methods for privacy enforcement in smart
surveillance are required.

A. A Task-Oriented Approach for Surveillance
Most surveillance systems still perform a sensor-oriented
approach, i. e., as many data as possible is collected and stored.
Intelligent algorithms are then used to extract the relevant and
required information. When using a huge amount of sensors,
real-time processing is not possible. Following the task-orient
approach any usage of a resource and each processing step
are assigned to a concrete surveillance task. This leads to two
great advantages: On the one hand, resources can be used more
efficiently, e. g., if one specific person should be tracked in a
central station. A non task-oriented approach examines the
entire scene including the requested person. A task-oriented
approach monitors only the relevant person and ignores the
others.
One the other hand, the approach offers great possibilities
for enhancement of privacy. It is required by law and the FIP
that the purpose of a surveillance task is specified before the
task is executed. If a task is specified strictly according to
the purpose, a task-oriented System can ensure best possible
privacy and data protection for the user subjects. As processing
is task-related, person-related data can be isolated in case of
multiple surveillance tasks and privacy protection mechanism
can be established very granularly according to the requirements of the task. Hence, a task-oriented system is efficient
and privacy-aware [14].

C. Related Work
Privacy in surveillance is a recent area of research and new
solutions are required. In the area of video surveillance, some
approaches exist to ensure privacy and security, but most of
the approaches blur regions of interest (RoI) that might imperil
privacy. In [6], Senior et al. propose a “privacy-preserving
console” for video surveillance. The console rerenders the
video stream and hides sensitive details detected by video
analysis. Depending on the authorization level, access is
granted to rerendered videos (e. g. with blurred faces or even
enriched with additional information) or the raw video stream.
They also purpose a “privacy cam”, which processes the video
sources and transmits encrypted information streams. In [7],
Chattopadhyay and Bould also present a privacy cam, which
is implemented on a Blackfin DSP and blurs RoI based on
PICO [8]. Another scrambling approach is presented in [9].
In [10], Schiff et al. propose a respectful camera, which reacts
on visual markers worn by the subjects. In [11], the usage of
“talking cameras” is reported, if a camera detects motion, it
sends an acoustic message to a subject. Even if such cameras
should prevent vandalism, they can ensure privacy as well,
e. g., a camera can count down vocalized, before it starts
recording. Fleck’s approach to privacy [12] is based on smart
cameras, which transmit events instead of video data. Fidaleo
et al. present in [13] a privacy-enhanced software architecture
with a centralized server that hosts a privacy buffer, which can
remove private or identifiable information from the stream. In
[14], Vagts et al. propose a framework for privacy enforcement
in smart surveillance systems.

B. An Event-Driven SOA Architecture for Surveillance
For implementation of a task-oriented surveillance, the
service-oriented approach shows potential. Surveillance tasks
can be specified in workflows and they operate on a high
level of abstraction. Figure 2 shows a demonstration scenario
of the SOA-based surveillance System NEST (Network Enabled Surveillance and Tracking) [16]. In the demonstration
scenario, one person is tracked while walking from a reception
1 http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/id
2 http://www.payback.de
3 http://www.antimoneylaundering.net
4 http://www.riskvalues.com
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desk to a specific destination. To fulfill the task, multiple services are used, e. g., for planning possible routes (route planing
service), for the tracking itself (person tracking service) or for
determining that the observed person has lost its way (route
surveillance service). If the latter is happening, an event is
generated, which signals the operator that something important
has happened. As it can be seen in Figure 3, information about
objects is stored in the OOWM and is provided to the services.
Besides the services, which specify the surveillance task, other
services are used to encapsulate sensors and to provide a
standardized interface (sensor services). In the following, such
sensor services are just called sensors. Due to the flexible SOA
design, different sensor types can easily be integrated and a
huge amount of data sources can be linked into the system.
The fundamental idea is that different surveillance tasks can be
described as automated processes with a minimum of human
interaction involved. The operator choses the suitable services
(to build a task) and the system performs the necessary
operations automatically.

be developed. To distribute object information to high
level applications, a unified access and query mechanism
has to be established.
∙ Data Association: For each new object observation, it
has to be decided if it corresponds to a new object
or represents updated information about a previously
observed object.
∙ Data Fusion and Tracking: Updated information from
new observations has to be fused with previously assessed
information.
∙ Information Aging and Management: First, it has to be
managed, whether objects which have not been observed
for a longer time period can be removed from the object
representation. Secondly, it has to be decided if enough
observations have been collected to support the existence
of a new object.
The main benefit of the use of an OOWM is the establishment
of a generalized object representation, which is designed to
be independent of application and signal-processing level.
Detailed explanations about the technical implementation of
an OOWM can be found in [17].
III. I DENTITY M ANAGEMENT
By developing a modern form of Identity Management,
it is possible to integrate more privacy protection in smart
surveillance systems. In this chapter, first the challenges for
privacy in IdM are shown. Then, it is demonstrated how to
solve these challenges by combining IdM with automated
privacy policy enforcement.
A. Privacy Challenges

Fig. 2.

Smart surveillance systems have great potential. By integrating new sensors and task-based surveillance, operators are
relieved of surveillance and crime prevention is increased.
Unfortunately, new privacy challenges result from these new
systems. In this section, three urging privacy challenges are
highlighted and used to define the privacy protection goals of
this work.
1) services can use Information from Foreign Tasks: In
a task-oriented surveillance architecture, different tasks have
different access rights to sensors. A critical task, e.g., for
protecting access to a secret area, can make use of higherperformance sensors, while a non-critical task, e. g., counting
persons using the elevator, can only use less-performance
sensors. The services inherit this access right and every service
can only access attributes collected for its task.
In a running smart surveillance system, a lot of different
surveillance tasks exist and all objects and their attributes get
stored in the OOWM. To prevent that the same attribute is
stored multiple times, the OOWM merges all attributes from
the same person in the real world in the same digital identity.
Thus, attributes collected by different sensors get merged into
one object. This is a great challenge for privacy, because now it
is difficult to prevent services from using information collected
for foreign tasks.

NEST Architecture

C. Object-Oriented World Model
An Oject-Oriented World Model, as part of a surveillance
system, is meant to transform object observations collected
from multiple and heterogeneous sensor systems into a consistent object representation, in order to provide a unified
information source for application-level software (services).
Sensor systems in this context are defined as any combination
of physical sensor deployments and corresponding signalprocessing software, able to extract object information from
raw sensor data (e. g., person tracking, face recognition, etc.).
In order to serve its objective, an OOWM has to perform
several tasks, which are closely linked to high-level data
fusion:
∙ Information
Representation and Distribution: An
application-independent representation of objects, its
features and uncertainty about their assessment have to
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2) Privacy Levels: Smart surveillance systems can monitor
a lot of different people simultaneously. Normally, these
people require different levels of surveillance. For instance,
in a mental institution: A mentally ill patient needs to be
monitored differently than the hospital nurses or medics.
3) Malicious Services Merge Information: Services get
their information from the OOWM. To enable them to differentiate between objects, every object has a unique ID. Malicious
services can use these IDs to merge their information, just by
merging attributes from objects with identical IDs. Therefore,
it is not sufficient to just prevent services from accessing
certain attributes, but furthermore to prevent services from
using IDs to merge information.
For each of the three challenges above, a privacy goal
emerges:
Privacy Goal 1: Services should only be able to use information collected by sensors assigned
to their task.
Privacy Goal 2: It must be possible to monitor some
people very strictly without violating the
privacy of others.
Privacy Goal 3: Services must not be allowed to merge
information by using the IDs.

Thus, privacy protection is increased, while still allowing the
service to fulfill its task (see Section IV). In addition, group- or
person-specific privacy policies can be enforced by the system
and so it is possible to have different levels of surveillance
for individuals or groups. So Privacy Goal 2 is achieved by
the Privacy Manager through removing or editing attributes in
conflict with privacy policies (not discussed in this work, see
e. g., [18]).
C. Multi-Layer Privacy Management

B. Privacy Manager

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.

Multi-Layer Identity Management

Without solving Privacy Goal 3, the effect of the Privacy
Manager is limited. Malicious services are still capable of
exchanging information and thereby evading its work. So a
new approach, the multi-layer IdM, is used. This approach
generates three different layers of IDs, representing the three
different layers of identities available in the system (Figure 4).
On the lowest layer, the Sensor-Layer, 𝐼𝐷𝑆 are used. Every
time a sensor spots a new object, it generates a new unique ID.
Whenever a Sensor sends information about a known object, it
reuses the corresponding ID. So the OOWM can differentiate
between objects observed by various sensors.
The next layer is the OOWM-Layer. All information concerning the same object in the surveillance area gets merged
into a single data object. For these objects, the OOWM
generates a new ID from the set 𝐼𝐷𝑀 . In this layer, attributes
detected by different Sensors with different 𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑥 are fused
into one object with a new unique 𝐼𝐷𝑀𝑥 . Without knowing
its ID, no information about an object can be obtained from
the OOWM.
The highest layer is the Service-Layer. At this level 𝐼𝐷𝑃
are used and all previously described privacy enforcement
techniques are applied.

Privacy Manager as information proxy

A first step to improve privacy protection is to block direct
access to the OOWM. In the new approach, shown in Figure
3, services have to acquire their information from a special
module, the Privacy Manager (PM). By this, it is possible to
concentrate most of the privacy protection techniques in one
place.
The Privacy Manager acts as an information proxy and is
able to check every attribute leaving the OOWM. Further,
the OOWM keeps track of which attribute is collected for
which task. So the Privacy Manager can prevent services
from obtaining information collected for other tasks. Thereby,
Privacy Goal 1 can be achieved by the Privacy Manager
blocking access to foreign information.
Another achievement of this approach is the easy enforcement of privacy policies. Special policies, for every task and
corresponding services, allow fine-tuned access rights. Not
only is it possible to completely prohibit certain attributes
for individual services, but it is also possible to edit them.

D. Distribution and Usage of IDs at the Service-Layer
IDs can be maped between the sets 𝐼𝐷𝑃 and 𝐼𝐷𝑀 in three
different ways:
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Bijective mapping between 𝐼𝐷𝑃 and 𝐼𝐷𝑀 , which is
constant within a scenario. The assignment is saved in
the PM.
Unique mapping between 𝐼𝐷𝑃 and 𝐼𝐷𝑀 , but for every
communication a new ID 𝑥 ∈ 𝐼𝐷𝑆 is created. The
assignment is saved in the PM.
For every communication at the Service-Level a new
𝐼𝐷𝑃𝑥 ∈ 𝐼𝐷𝑃 is created, the assignment is not saved.
Hence, no mapping between 𝐼𝐷𝑃𝑥 and corresponding
𝐼𝐷𝑀𝑦 ∈ 𝐼𝐷𝑀 is possible.

Fig. 5.

With the transformed 𝐼𝐷𝑀𝑥 the Privacy Manager can access
the stored information on the object. It obtains all available information and checks them against its privacy policies. In this
step, the Privacy Manager removes all attributes not accessible
by the requesting service, either because the attributes were
collected by a foreign task or because active policies prohibit
their usage. After that, the checked information is delivered to
the service.
After finishing its observation, a task changes into the
last state. Here all running sensors and services are being
terminated. 𝐼𝐷𝑃𝑥 are unblocked.
By using these four different states, new privacy enhancing
methods can be integrated. Due to the fact that every service
has to obtain its information from the Privacy Manager,
privacy checks can be enforced at a single point. Finally, it
becomes impossible for services to merge their information
about objects with the help of IDs. Every service uses a
different set of IDs, leaving them no common base to merge
information.

Four Different States of Surveillance Tasks

Every running task is in one of the four different states, as
shown in Figure 5. The first and the last state are important
for managing purposes only. The second (Acquire) and the
third state (Request) are important for the Privacy Manager
and Identity Manager. A more detailed look at the different
states is provided below.
In the first state, all needed components are initialized. As
soon as all required sensors and services are running, a task
changes into the second state.
In the Acquire state, services have to register at the Privacy
Manager to obtain information from the OOWM. The authentication is done by established methods and therefore not part
of this work. After the authentication, the request is transmitted
to the Identity Manager. The Identity Manager checks, which
objects from the OOWM contain attributes collected for the
requesting service. For every accessible object, the Identity
Manager creates a new ID from the set 𝐼𝐷𝑃 . Depending on
the mapping (see above), IDs in the set 𝐼𝐷𝑀 are blocked
to ensure that they can only be used in one specific context.
When an ID is blocked the assignment is saved.
After that, a list containing all its 𝐼𝐷𝑃𝑥 is sent back to the
requester. In this state, the Identity Manager assures that all
Services use different IDs.
In the Request state, a service can query attributes of a
certain object it has access to. This is done by transmitting the
𝐼𝐷𝑃𝑥 of the object to the Privacy Manager. The Privacy Manager gives this ID to the Identity Manager which transforms
it to the corresponding 𝐼𝐷𝑀𝑥 from the OOWM. If an 𝐼𝐷𝑃𝑥
can just be used once, a new 𝐼𝐷𝑃𝑧 must be requested and the
service has to register again. If a critical internal change took
place at the IdM, a service as to register again as well. At this
point, it is important to stress the fact that without the support
from the IdM a 𝐼𝐷𝑃𝑥 is useless. The Identity Manager is the
only part of the system capable of transforming the 𝐼𝐷𝑃 used
by the services into 𝐼𝐷𝑀 used by the OOWM. Hence, the
services have no possibility to circumvent the Privacy Manager
and access the OOWM directly.

IV. D EMONSTRATION AND T ESTING S CENARIO
To evaluate the impact of the IdM on the NEST Architecture, a test scenario is used. In this scenario, the OOWM knows
one object, the Person “Max Musterman” with numerous
attributes (see Figure 6 (OOWM)). Two services are running
to analyze the information. The first one NEST Emergency
Aid keeps track of all persons in a building. In the case of
an emergency, this service can give the last known position
of all persons to the rescuers. The second service NEST
Attendance Clock is the modern form of recording attendance.
The service registers when employees are entering and leaving
the company buildings so as to monitor their working-time
accounts.
A. Scenario Without Privacy Protection
In the first scenario, the OOWM is used without any privacy
enforcement. As seen in Figure 6 (a), both services can access
all information stored about Max Musterman. Furthermore,
both services use the same Identifier “Max Mustermann” to
refer to the object. So they could easily share information
about the person, when data access is limited. In this scenario,
both services have more information than needed to work
properly. NEST Emergency Aid only needs the position of
every person. Further information, such as name or sex, is not
necessary. A similar problem occurs for the second service,
as it only needs to know which employees are in the building
but not their exact position in it.
Since excess information increases the risk of abuse, this
situation is extremely undesirable.
B. Scenario With Privacy Protection
As seen in Figure 6 (b), with privacy control enabled,
both services have only restricted access to the information
in the OOWM. The NEST Emergency Aid has access to
the position attribute. This is everything this service needs
to perform its task. The second service, NEST Attendance
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Clock, is able to read the name attribute, and thus can map
Max Musterman to his personal time account. The attribute
position gets abstracted to ‘in building’. This is sufficient to
perform the task, but much less critical for privacy protection
than the real position.
Through the work of the Identity Manager, both services
use different IDs to refer to the same observed person, Max
Musterman. So the services cannot use their IDs to merge
information about him.
With privacy enforcement enabled, both services can perform their tasks, while protecting privacy more than in the
scenario without privacy protection.

Fig. 6.
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Scenario Without (a) and With (b) Privacy Protection

V. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
Data protection and privacy enforcement are two of the key
challenges in smart surveillance. While systems become more
and more powerful, the usage of personal data or even any
data must be restricted. The task-based approach of the NEST
architecture combined with the work of the Privacy Manager
and Identity Manager allows a high grade of protection. As
shown in Chapter IV, it is possible to protect the privacy of
the surveillance subjects without losing functionality in the
system.
Privacy in smart surveillance systems is a recent area of
research although a lot of research has already been done.
Yet further work, for instance in the area of extended privacy
policies needs to be done. With new approaches, it could
be possible to create policies which adapt to the current
situation and so provide even more privacy protection. Another
interesting topic is the integration of mobile devices in the
available systems to modify personal privacy policies. This
would allow to develop highly dynamic systems.
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RFID application tests in hospitals have been
proposed by many suppliers, such as medicine
control, patients contact history, patient identification,
equipment/apparatus tracking, injection management,
physician order monitoring, medical malpractice
prevention, blood bag quality control, and operation
room workflow; all of which concern primarily the
safety of the patients. Medical application of RFID
for patient health care enhancement is therefore the
focal point of this Study.
The emergency room is the most complicate
and busiest place in a hospital. It is the center for
treating patients with accident injuries and/or acute
sicknesses of different levels of medical needs on a
daily basis that the patients must receive the most
adequate treatment and care in the shortest possible
time from both the physicians and the nurses. Upon
the arrival at an emergency room a patient goes
through a medical operation procedure, including
triage, registration, treatment, cashier, pharmacy, and
admission, which require seamless collaboration with
the medical treatment team [2].
A patient goes missing and leaves registration
record but no clinical record is a frequent scenario in
an emergency room. Such patient often leaves
without excuse the hospital while waiting in queue,
inhibiting hospital management from tracking the
patient head count and location and making patient
scheduling a difficult task for the hospital personnel
[3]. It is therefore a crucial issue for the medical
workers being allowed to control the accurate
information of the patients’ location in real time.
Some of the patients after diagnosis by
physicians are concluded to be non-urgent cases and
are redirected to the provisional observation room
instead of hospitalization. However, chances are
some of them have to stay and wait for hours before
receiving any further attention from the medical
personnel again and being left alone to deal with the
anxiety brought by the emergency room surrounding
on top of the stress of illness. Therefore, it is
paramount to allow the patients to know the
examination results and the diagnosis conclusion as
soon as possible. The reduction of patients’ waiting
time is urgently needed [4, 5].
As a result, enhancing medical treatment quality,
increasing patients’ satisfaction toward hospital,
making more time available for emergency treatment,

Abstract
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a system
that uses radio frequency to transmit identification
wirelessly. Its functionality is much more powerful
than bar code system, with which a contacting reader
must be used to read the bar code. RFID, on the other
hand, may read the information stored in a tag with a
non-contact reader from a distance as far as tens of
meters. Health care industry is highly valued
throughout the world; applying the cutting edge
technology in health care industry to improve patient
health care has been the common goal pursued by the
hospitals all over the world. The introduction of
RFID as medical application is also being
enthusiastically studied now. This Study finds the
medical application of RFID application for the
workflow of the most critical and the busiest unit in a
hospital: the emergency department. The results of
this Study may significantly increase the operation
efficiency by improving the problems commonly
experienced at the emergency room, such as
congested queue for emergency treatment and
sickbed space, understaffed medical personnel, and
patient’s leave without permission.
Keywords: RFID, Emergency Room, Health Care,
Patient Satisfaction
I. INTRODUCTION
The Wal-Mart in the United States demanded
the packaging of all merchandises delivered to its
distribution center must have re-readable and
re-writable passive RFID tags in compliance with the
EPC (Electronic Product Code) standard attached
before January 2005 from its top 100 suppliers and
2006 from all suppliers. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) of the United States
announced in 2004 to adopt RFID technology for the
identification of counterfeit medicines and demanded
all pharmaceutical manufacturers must have RFID
tags attached to the packaging of their medicines
starting from 2007 for the tracking, managing, and
recycling of medicines. As a result, all wholesalers
and retailers must follow and adopt RFID system [1].
While many researches are undergoing for other
industries, the introduction of RFID for health care
industry is still in the experimental stage. Plans of
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and providing even better medical care environment
in the emergency room through the use of
information technology are now the common goals in
the health care industry. The scope of this Study
focuses on improving medical treatment safety
through RFID applications in medical treatment
process for the patients in the emergency room,
including alert of excessively prolonged queue,
patient location tracking, and alert of excessively
prolonged stay.

Hospital, Sun Yat-sen Cancer Center, and Kaohsiung
Veterans General Hospital. With financial support
from the MOEA, the Industrial Technology Research
Institute is also cooperating with Hsinchu Dong Yuan
Hospital for RFID trial project. Each of these medical
institutes concentrates on different subjects of RFID
applications: SARS control, area control, restricted
area control, bio-medical waste control and monitor,
and patient contact tracking.
Some hospitals in the United States are keen to
adopt new technology for medical care application
[9]. For examples, RFID time sheet for ER personnel
[10] and medical record tracking by RFID [11].
These pilot projects have achieved quite satisfying
results and these hospitals use 2.45GHz active tags,
for which readers have a scope of signal interrogation
as long as 30 meters, far more accurate than passive
tags that allow less than one meter of scope.
Several human right groups in the United States
oppose RFID applications on patients for the reason
of privacy violation by unauthorized RFID tracking
[12]. Some manufacturers in return respond with
erasable tags [13].
RFID applications in Taiwan are still very
limited. The policies of the Bureau of National
Health Insurance have caused great reduction in
hospital profitability and, consequently, displaced the
available budget for the induction and application of
new technology. Another factor is that it is inherently
difficult to change the status quo of the operational
workflow already in place and accustomed to hospital
employee. The most critical issue, eventually, is the
price of RFID system is not yet attainably acceptable
to the majority of consumers. There are, practically,
difficulties in applying RFID for any medical
institute. The pilot projects of RFID, subsidized by
the MOEA, are currently implemented at the Taipei
Medical University Hospital, Show Chwan Hospital,
Sun Yat-sen Cancer Center, Kaohsiung Veterans
General Hospital, and Hsinchu Dong Yuan Hospital.
Nonetheless, these projects are all not comprehensive
and have still a long way to go before the full scale
implementation [14,15,16,17].
Shiumn-Jen Liaw et al. (2002) had studied the
factors of patient premature departure from
emergency room with incomplete diagnosis
procedure and categorized such patients into four
types: (1) departure without diagnosis, (2) departure
due to denied insurance of emergency coverage, (3)
departure without excuse, and (4) voluntary departure.
The departure without excuse is further
sub-categorized as incompletely diagnosed and
completely diagnosed. Liao concludes that these
patients departed mostly because the excessively long
waiting time for diagnosis, time poverty, or
unpleasant encounter with hospital personnel. Liao
suggests 42% of the patients expect the waiting time
not to exceed 15 minutes, and 49% do not accept
more than one hour of waiting time. Failure of either
one shall result in dissatisfaction with the medical

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A RFID system, in the simplest form, consists
of three components: a Tag or Transponder, a Reader
and an antenna. A passive tag (or powerless tag) has
no battery built in and requires external energy to
trigger and initiate signal transmission. An active tag,
another common tag, has built-in battery to provide
power to actively transmit signal. Both types of tag
have a chip inside to carry and process information.
Upon entering an electromagnetic zone a passive tag
is triggered by the interrogating signal sent by the
reader, from which it obtains power through induced
current, and begins transmitting the product
information stored on its chip. An active tag, on the
other hand, as its name suggests, actively and
constantly transmits the information on its own. As
the reader receives the information, it relays the
information to a central information processing center
for further application. Other hardware and software
are required to support RFID application [6, 7]. A tag
may come in different shapes and sizes: business card,
coin, button, price tag, wristband, and grain; the list
can go on and on. In general, a tag may be passive,
semi-passive, or active [8]. A passive tag has no
battery built in to supply power and requires external
induced current to power and trigger signal
transmission. This is why its working range is limited
to one meter or shorter. Both semi-passive and active
tags have built-in battery, and that is the reason why
their working distance ranges from several meters to
tens of meters, only that a semi-active tag still needs
external induced current from the reader to activate
the built-in battery to supply power for signal
transmission. An active tag will constantly transmit
signal; if it detects the presence of a reader, it begins
to transmit information. Because a passive tag is
powered externally by a reader, its service length is
virtually unlimited (until it is damaged). The service
length of an active tag may last up to 8 years
theoretically or merely one month in practice as it is
limited to the battery life and power consumption.
The Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA) has
taken
initiatives
to
seek
for
preventive
countermeasures since the SARS epidemic, and
RFID application in medical care is one of them.
Currently the pilot projects have been rolled out at
the Taipei Medical University Hospital, Show Chwan
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service provided by the hospital [3].
Su-chou Siao (2002) proposes that the major
factors of prolonged patient stay for provisional
observation in emergency room are (1) excessively
long waiting time for available sickbed, (2)
excessively long provisional observation time, (3)
understaffed medical personnel, and (4) insufficient
space [5]. Ming-ling Liou (2001) has conducted field
investigations in emergency room to explore the
distribution and variance of waiting times among the
stages of medical care in emergency room, and
studied their significances concerning patient
satisfaction.
The literatures abovementioned reveal that
most of the patients depart from hospital due to
excessively long waiting time. The long the waiting
time at emergency room, the more likeliness of
patient dissatisfaction toward hospital will be and
eventually cause patients to depart or even
permanently abandon the hospital. There is a
significant causal relationship between patient
waiting time and departure.

industry and the structure may be specialized
according to the specification of the tag used. The
system structures in the case of passive or
semi-passive tag and in the case of active tag, for
example, are different. In this Study focuses on
applying semi-active tag of UHF frequency on the
patients at emergency room to propose a system
structure for safe emergency room service. Upon the
arrival of a patient at an emergency room for triage, a
RFID wristband is printed and mounted to the wrist
of the patient. All following procedures must be
reconfirmed with a reader, including diagnosis by
physician, medication distribution by nurse, injection,
examination, urgent operation, and etc.
As shown in Figure 1, the process at emergency
department in most hospitals begins with triage at the
entrance. A patient of level one or two triage must
complete registration first and then queue in the
waiting room. A level three or four triage may
proceed to emergency care by physicians first and
complete the registration process afterward. The
emergency departments in some larger hospitals may
be specialized into different departments, such as
emergency surgery, emergency internal medicine, and
emergency pediatrics. Whatever the department it
may be, the physicians after the initial diagnosis may
request certain examinations, and prescribe
medications accordingly. The relationship between
physician diagnosis and radiology or laboratory
department is expressed with two-way arrows in
Figure 1, denoting that such process is not necessarily
required depending on the physician’s decision. If so
required, the process following the examination is
still the physician for further diagnosis.

III. SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT STRUCTURE
AND DESIGN
The goal of this Study is to design a query
system using RFID, of which major function shall be
actively providing real-time information of the
locations of the patients with excessively long
waiting time.
A RFID system structure is a combination of
tag, reader, and application system. The type of
application system varies according to the needs of an

Figure 1. ER operation process and possible procedural problems
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However, if such patient is made to wait for
excessively long time without further attention form
the medical personnel, the RFID will not be read for
a predetermined amount of time. The information of
the patient will be automatically sent to the
management center where the management of the
hospital may respond accordingly, such as instructing
the medical personnel to give further attention
provide more medical service, or request the
examination reports to be completed within a certain
amount of time. This measure may solve the second
problem mentioned in above. In the case that a
patient is not yet authorized to leave, or that a patient
is notified that leave is authorized before the cashier
process, and the patient departs without excuse, the
RFID reader at the exit of the hospital will
automatically send an instant message to remind the
medical personnel that the patient has departed. The
intention of this message is helping the medical
personnel to realize the absence of the patient, not
necessarily policing on the patient’s departure
without excuse. There are times the patient is simply
going out for lunch or having a cigarette outside. This
measure takes care of the third and the fourth
problems. Before a patient in need of a sickbed is
assigned with one, the RFID will not receive the
information of the completion of hospitalization
process of the patient at admission counter. If the
RFID after a predetermined period of time receives
no such information, then it means the patient is
suffering from excessively long waiting time and the
RFID system will automatically send a short message
to alert the management center where decision can be
made to direct the medical personnel to assist the
patient to proceed with transfer, and patient
dissatisfaction of waiting time may be avoided. This
measure eliminates the fifth problem.

Five areas of the process of emergency
department are highlighted in Figure 1 as possible
procedural problems. The first one is patients’
excessively long waiting time for diagnosis by
physician after triage and registration. In some cases
large amount of patients are rushed to the emergency
room, and the patients with critical conditions are
prioritized by the physicians, causing longer waiting
time for other patients. In some other cases the
physician on duty at the emergency department is not
specialized for the patient’s condition and must wait
for the qualified specialist, such as an eye-related
problem shall wait for an ophthalmologist, and an ear,
throat, or nose (collectively referred as ENT) issue
should be determined by an otolaryngologist. If a
specialist is not available or not present, the patient
will have to wait for even long time. Therefore, the
first problem is excessively long waiting time for the
patients. The second factor is patient after being
determined as hospitalization is not necessary by
physician receives no attention during provisional
observation due to medical personnel is preoccupied
by other tasks, causing the patients to endure
excessively long waiting time. Therefore the second
problem is excessively long stay in the provisional
observation area for the patients, resulting in patients’
departure without excuse compelled by their
dissatisfaction toward the hospital personnel. This
leads to the third problem: departure without excuse.
A patient may depart from the hospital for certain
reasons before the process of cashier after being
acknowledged that leave is authorized. For examples,
lack of money to pay the hospital or no medication is
prescribed. This is the fourth problem: departure
without payment. The fifth issue is no occupancy of
sickbed after a patient is instructed after diagnosis to
proceed with hospitalization process, causing the
patient to wait in the emergency room for sickbed.
The availability of sickbed in some popular hospital
often runs out, and the waiting time for a sickbed
may last for as long as two or three days, causing
patients’ dissatisfaction. Therefore, the fifth problem
is no occupancy that drives patients back to
emergency department to wait.
Because an emergency process is prone to
negligence, the application of RFID in emergency
department, as shown in Figure 2, by immediate
printing and mounting a RFID wristband on the wrist
of a patient at triage by the medical personnel before
the patient is redirected to the waiting area. If a
physician fails to diagnose the patient in due time
stipulated by the hospital, a short message is
immediately sent to the management center where
high management may initiate an emergency protocol.
For example, dispatching extra physician may avoid
excessively long waiting time for the patient. This
measure solves the first problem mentioned in above.
A patient in the provisional observation area may be
waiting for examination report or intravenous drip.

IV. RESULT
As consumerism continues to rise in recent
years, more scholars are studying the quality of the
medical care provided by medical service providers
form the aspect of consumer. The term of medical
quality in the eyes of the patients has escalated from
the simple treatment result to customer satisfaction of
the entire medical service experience. This
phenomenon has confirmed that the medical service
concept based on patient’s right shall be the direction
of medical quality development in the future. RFID
can be adopted by a hospital for a variety of
applications. The Emergency Department of the
Kaohsiung Veterans General Hospital has adopted
RFID for reconfirmation of medication distribution
and injection. Dong Yuan Hospital has adopted RFID
to manage SARS patient contact history. The
Operation Room of Chang Gung Memorial Hospital
has adopted RFID for reconfirmation of the surgical
target.
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Figure 2. RFID apply to ER process
for emergency department application that not only
solves the problem of patients’ excessively long
waiting time, but also allows the hospital
management to monitor the service for the patients
provided by the medical personnel at any given time
and reduce patient complaint, even prevent potential
medical dispute. For the medical personnel, they may
stay informed about the location of the patients at any
given time, monitor the examination and medication
for the patients, reduce data input time in the
workflow, and serve more patients with the time
saved. For the service provided for the inpatients, the
RFID reader installed at the hospital entrance/exit
monitors the location of the inpatients to protect them
from criminal actions and prevent missing inpatient.
For the academic circle, this is an excellent case
study for industry-specific application. RFID not only
may be applied in other departments of a hospital, but
also in other industries, such as manufacturing,
service, apparel, and food and beverage. RFID
application is important more than ever for the
enterprises that emphasize customer relationship
management, cost reduction, and profitability.
The
triage
station
personnel,
registration/cashier clerks, physicians, nurses,
medical
technicians/radiologists,
pharmacists,
patients, and hospital management involved in the
introductory stage of RFID application in the
emergency department workflow may experience
added workload, such as time pressure. However,
they shall be enjoying the convenience brought by the
new
technology
after
the
comprehensive
implementation. Every step of the process may
comply with the standard operational procedure, and
medical safety may be greatly enhanced. If the
implementation succeeds, it can serve as a
fundamental paradigm for expanding the applications

This Study concerns the experimental
introduction of RFID at the emergency department. It
is expected that the introduction of RFID not only
assures the five-step medical safety checklist (the
right patient, the right medication, the right dosage,
the right approach, and the right timing), but also
solves the problems of excessively long waiting time
of diagnosis, excessively long provisional
observation period, unattended by medical personnel,
excessively long waiting time of sickbed occupancy,
and departure without excuse.
This Study has developed, by using Visual
Basic, a RFID System for Emergency Department to
solve the above-mentioned five problems of the
emergency room process. However, the system has
only been simulated in laboratory. Despite that the
result of this Study is not implemented in any
hospital in Taiwan, it indeed can enhance the service
and safety for the patients, increase medical quality,
and develop trustworthy image for a hospital. In
addition, the doubt of privacy violation is also
addressed by this Study. Tracking a patient’s location
in a hospital or preventing a patient from departure
without settling medical bill is not the intention of the
RFID system proposed by this Study, even though it
may be so used. This Study aims to enhance medical
quality by assisting medical personnel to seek for the
location of an emergency patient and provide
adequate assistance for the patients who have waited
excessively long time.
V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT
This Study focuses on the introduction of RFID
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to other applications in the hospital and encourage the
acceptance of RFID among the personnel concerned.
The Information Management department is not only
a logistic unit of a hospital; it should make the best
use of information technology and apply in every
process of a hospital to increase operational
efficiency and competitiveness, assuring the
sustainability of the hospital.
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Abstract

in the developing countries. For example, cosmetic
surgery and health examinations are relatively
economical in the developing countries. Moreover,
some transplant operations, such as surgical knee
joint, are also cheaper. On the market demand side,
people in advanced countries have more expectations
in accepting overseas medical treatment when the
economic development is gradually becoming
outstanding. The medical quality and instruments in
Taiwan are almost at par with those of most
developed countries. The doctors are experts in their
fields. The average cost of medical treatment is also
relatively reasonable. Generally, the infrastructure in
Taiwan is a convenient reason for the development of
international medical treatments and for fostering
cooperation with short-term vacation tours.

The medical skills in some developing countries
are almost as advanced as those in developed
countries. Medical cost, however, is relatively lower
in the developing countries. In recent years, the
medical industry in some developing countries has
exhibited the trend of providing international medical
services. Taiwan’s medical quality and instruments
are at par with those of most developed countries.
The average medical cost is relatively more
reasonable. Generally, the infrastructure in Taiwan is
at a respectable level to be able to develop
international medical treatment and to offer
short-term vacations. Furthermore, an oversea tourist
will require specific post-cosmetic care after he/she
had finished the cosmetic treatments and preferred to
have a short-term vacation in that area. Generally, the
post-cosmetic care during the vacation is important to
effectiveness of the cosmetic treatments. In this
paper, we aim to explore technical models for serving
the overseas tourist and realizing the collaborative
business services of cosmetic treatments and travel
tourisms. The proposed Cosmetic Tourist Guiding
Model (CTGM), which includes the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) scheduling function for planning
suitable trips and remote pre-assessable functions,
can provide overseas visitors convenient services and
allows the cooperation of business owners of medical
treatment facilities and travel agencies.

This study aims to explore technical models that
can be used to realize combinative businesses, such
as cosmetic treatments and travel tourism. The
proposed model, which includes Genetic Algorithm
(GA), will be able to provide overseas visitors
convenient services and to create opportunities for
cooperation among the business owners of medical
treatments and travel agencies. The relevant
technologies to satisfy these targets are intelligent
scheduling, lightweight mobility, cosmetic care, and
touring knowledge. We focus on the technical model
and scheduling technology. Besides, cosmetic care
and touring knowledge are obtained by interviewing
relevant domain experts, such as cosmetic doctors
and travel agencies in Taiwan.

Keywords: genetic algorithm, business model, tour
scheduling, cosmetic service, tour guiding

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the relevant technologies about scheduling
are introduced. The definition of the considerable
arguments and representations to construct the
proposed Genetic Algorithm (GA) are defined in
Section 3. It also explains the proposed fitness
function and the GA flow. In Section 4, the technical
components and their interconnections are modeled
in detail. In Section 5, the experimental results for
validating the model are analyzed and discussed.
Finally, the conclusion and future work are
summarized in Section 6.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the medical industry has exhibited
the trend of providing international medical services
in some developing countries such as Korea,
Thailand, Singapore, India, and Hungary, among
others. These countries earn income by exploring the
overseas market and cooperating with travel agencies
at the same time. The medical skills of some
developing countries are almost at par with those of
developed countries. Medical cost is relatively lower
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been reproduced or a satisfactory fitness level has
been achieved for the inherited solution. The general
GA flow is shown in Figure 1.
The ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO) is
a probabilistic technique for solving computational
problems that can be transformed to geometric graphs
used for finding the paths. The ACO was designed to
progress similar to the behavior of ants seeking a path
between their colony and a food source [8]. The first
ACO was proposed by Marco Dorigo in a Ph.D.
thesis in 1992 [9-10]. The idea involved some
meta-heuristic optimizations and aimed to search for
an optimal path in a graph. The original idea has been
diversified to solve a wider class of numerical
problems. As a result, several problems have
emerged, drawing on the various aspects of the
behavior of ants.

Fig. 1 The general GA process flow
Table 1 Algorithm comparison
Performance

Stability for
precision

Adaption for
Problem scale

GA

Fast

Stable

Large

ACO

Normal

High stable

Middle

Tabu

Slow

Normal

Small

SA

Fast

Normal

Large

Tabu search algorithm is a mathematical
optimization method that can be used for solving
combinatorial optimization problems. Tabu search
belongs to the class of local search techniques, such
as the traveling salesman problem. Tabu search
improves the performance of a local search method
using memory structures: once a potential solution
has been determined, it is marked "taboo" to prevent
the algorithm from visiting that possibility repeatedly.
Tabu search was initially proposed by to Fred W.
Glover in 1989 [11–12]. It utilizes a neighborhood or
local search process to move iteratively from a
solution x to a solution x' in the neighborhood of x
until some stopping criterion is satisfied [13]. It is
also used to explore regions of the search space that
will be left unexplored by the local search process.

2. Related Technologies
In this section, the related algorithms that are
probably applicable to scheduling tours are carefully
introduced. The strengths and weaknesses are
compared for the final choice. Those popular
algorithms for arranging tours are as follows:
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a computing technique
used in probing the optimization solutions of problem
domains. The GA technique is inspired by
evolutionary biology fields, such as inheritance,
mutation, selection, and crossover. The GA methods
are categorized as global search heuristics that belong
to one particular class of evolutionary algorithms.
When GA technologies are realized in a computer
simulation, the solution evolves towards optimization
along with a set of abstract chromosomes (i.e., key
factors of the problem) in the generations. The
evolution usually starts from a random generated
solution and occurs within generations. In each
generation, the fitness of every solution is evaluated,
and multiple solutions are reproduced, which will be
selected from the current solutions based on their
fitness and modified through recombination or
random mutation to form a new solution. The new
solution is then used in the next iteration. The next
solutions are propagated towards elimination in each
generation [1-6]. The behavior is similar to the
propagating plant with slow intelligence system [7].
The difference is that the GA is generally terminated
when either a maximum number of generations have

Simulated annealing (SA) is a generic
meta-heuristic method for the global optimization
problem of applied mathematics. SA seeks a locating
approximation to the global minimum through a
given function in a large-scale search space. Besides,
it is often used when the search space is discrete (e.g.,
all tours visiting a given set of cities or spots). For
certain problems, SA may be more effective than
exhaustive enumeration, provided that the goal is
merely to find an acceptably good solution in a fixed
amount of time rather than the best possible solution
[14-15].
For large-scale problems, GA and SA have better
performance than ACO and Tabu. However, ACO is
the most stable. GA’s stability is also better than that
of Tabu and SA [16]. The characteristics of these
algorithms are compared in the Table 1. The existing
tour scheduling models, like the multi-agents for city
travel [19], are not applicable in this cooperative
business. For the tour scheduler in our system, we
surveyed the related technologies and compared their
conveniences. The scheduler in our system requires
characteristically a large amount of data to arrange
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tours for visitors. Therefore, the proper algorithms
should either be GA or SA. Furthermore, the GA
solution has better precision than SA. Thus, we
finally chose the GA algorithm for the scheduling
tours, and implemented it in the kernel of the
proposed system.

!
Fig. 2 Chromosome representations

3. Proposed Algorithm Design

3.2 Fitness function definition

This section describes how the GA is applied to
tour scheduling. In the GA data structure and
evolution, the definitions of chromosome and genes
play the most important roles. Therefore, the
chromosome representation and the genes are first
illustrated. The effecting factors to the genes are then
exposed in detail. The solution evolution is iteratively
improved by generating next chromosome. The
fitness function is the criterion used to stop the
evolution. Thus, fitness function is also defined in
this work. Finally, the GA flow is expanded to
explain evolution progress step by step.

The fitness function is designed to derive the
fitness value when a user visits a scenic spot. The
factors in the fitness function are as follows:
attraction, category, and stay time at a scenic spot.
The visitor's hobbies and medical treatments are also
included in the factors of the function. The specific
definitions are represented as follows:
ATTRACTION p (t) = attraction of the spot P
at time t
USER attraction (P) = attraction of the spot P
for the user
STAY p (T) = fitness value of staying t hours
at spot P
Environment p (t) = environmental factor of
the spot P at time t, e.g.,
Light p (t) represents the
sunshine factor
USER environment (x) = fitness of a visitor when
he/she
stays
at
environment x, e.g.,
USER light (x)

3.1 Chromosome representations
A chromosome is composed of a number of genes.
A gene is a minimal unit in heredity. In our
chromosome representations, the genes in the left
chromosome represent the sequence of the attractions,
which the visitors intend to visit. The final evolution
sequence represents the most proper tour schedule for
visitors. The genes in the right chromosome represent
how long the visitors will stay at the attractions in
relation to the left sequence of the chromosome. The
gene in the middle chromosome represents the time
when the visitors start their daily tour. To work out
the arrival and departure time of each attraction, the
function f(p1,p2) is utilized to calculate the delay
time of the whole tour. The delay time can be
approximately calculated from Google maps. A
chromosome example in our algorithm is shown in
Figure 2.

The environmental factors can contain sunshine,
temperature, humidity, ultraviolet rays, and wind
force, among others. However, based on the
interviews with cosmetic doctors, we chose sunshine
as our key environmental factor to implement our
fitness function. The fitness value in our GA function
is defined as follows:

In the example figure, the visitors start their daily
tour at 8 o’clock in the morning, as the gene in the
middle is equal to eight. Thus, the Ts value is equal to
8 o’clock. The function f (S, B) = 1 represents the
traffic time from S to B is one hour. According to
function f, the algorithm can derive the arrival time at
scenic spot B as 9 o’clock. Furthermore, the stay time
at spot B can be defined as three hours in the gene
next to the middle gene by a travel agency in
advance. Thus, the difference in time between the left
and right gene B is three hours. In the same way, the
time 12:30 is derived based on f (B, A) = 0.5. In this
example, the sequence plan of this tour can be
transformed to a user-friendly interface and be used
to guide the visitors from scenic spot B to A, D, and
finally to C. The visitors will arrive back to the hotel
at 11 o’clock in the evening.

{

}}

The fitness value of a scenic spot will be diverse
at different times because sunshine varies
accordingly. This is true in a real situation in the
real world. The estimated fitness of a spot at time t
is used to leverage the fitness value discretely
during arrival and departures times. Furthermore,
the final fitness of a spot at time t is the product of
the estimated fitness and a visitor’s hobby. Finally,
the total fitness value of this tour for the visitors is
the sum of the fitness of all the spots.
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3.3 The characteristic evolution in GA flow

Mutation: Mutation is the change of genes with
probability in a chromosome. In our GA function, we
chose exchange mutation by exchanging two or more
genes in a chromosome. For example, the mutated
chromosome is shown in Figure 3.

Selection: The selection in each generation is
based on the fitness value, which is generated by the
fitness function. The higher fitness value has a better
chance to be selected for reproduction than the lower
one. The higher fitness value can be selected for
reproduction on large scale in the next generation.
Meanwhile, the lower fitness is eliminated little by
little. For each new solution to be reproduced, a pair
of previous solutions is selected for breeding from the
previous selection pool. By reproducing the next
solution using the crossover and mutation methods, a
new solution is created.

4. Cosmetic Tourist Guiding Model
(CTGM) Architecture
The CTGM was designed to include three parts:
remote server, mobile user, and medical service. The
CTGM architecture is shown in Figure 4. The remote
server is a back-end server with a scheduling engine
and a personal reminder. The engine is constructed
by the generic algorithm mentioned in Section 3. The
personal reminder is used to generate personal care
information according to scenic spots, medical care
information, and personal needs. The mobile
secretary can query the necessary information from
the reminder and tour database and then send the
information to the user’s mobile device. Furthermore,
the secretary could also feedback the user’s location
to the scheduling engine and personal reminder
during the visitor’s tour. Therefore, the scheduling
engine can reschedule according to the feedback if
necessary.

Crossover: In our algorithm, the position-based
crossover (POS) method is chosen to perform
crossover in GA flow. The POS is explained as
follows:
(1) To initially select two chromosomes as
parents of next generating chromosomes

!
(2) To choose randomly three genes (i.e., 2, 3, 5)
in the chromosomes

The cosmetic doctor can recommend a user’s
medical notice through the APITE system, which is a
remote consulting system for cosmetic users and
doctors. Some facial expression technologies are
applicable to the consulting system [17-18]. The user
can acquire his/her touring schedule, including
medical concerns, through the user browser in mobile
devices. The travel agency can maintain the scenic
spots in the CTGM and schedule the guest’s tour
through the user interface provided by the CTGM.
From business viewpoint, the whole system is indeed
applicable to some product, and the results in some
businesses can be beneficial if the medical provider
and travel agency agree on a specific service level
agreement.

!
(3) To exchange the genes of the two
chromosomes

!
(4) To fill in the other genes

!

!

!
Fig. 3 Chromosome mutation
Fig. 4 CTGM architecture
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Furthermore, the remote server in the CTGM can
provide general business web services that can
support GA service to enhance service quality. For
example, there are additional components such as
user registration and login service, user authorization,
global positioning service, real-time weather query
service, and suggestion feedback service.
The GA function that includes other factors is a
high complexity function. The mobile device is
usually equipped with low computing and limiting
power. Moreover, the GA function in the server has
high maintainability and extensibility. Owing to these
viewpoints, the GA is designed to execute from a
remote back-end server and dispatch computing
results to a mobile user’s device.

Fig. 6 GA: Accuracy (%) vs. generation (#)
To evaluate the proposed GA function, we
scheduled the various spots in a one-day tour in
southern Taiwan for visitors. A tour schedule was
simulated by combining various numbers of scenic
spots, such as 5, 7, and 10 spots, in a one-day tour.
For each case, the various results were collected by
executing the GA functions 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50
generation times. The GA accuracies of the cases of
5, 7, and 10 spots are shown in Figure 6.

If a user triggers the scheduling function on the
schedule webpage, the scheduling service is remotely
called on to invoke a GA object in the server side.
Meanwhile, the related factors (i.e., genes) are
pre-loaded into the memory through db_gpsdata
object to enhance performance. The db_gpsdata is an
object that queries the necessary data from the
database. This preload activity must be executed
before the GA is initialized. In each GA generation
loop of the GA evolution, the GA instance executes
the following steps: to evaluate fitness, to select two
parents, to crossover, and to mutate randomly. The
sequence diagram is shown in Figure 5.

As seen in the curves, accuracy will significantly
keep on increasing if the generation times are less
than 30. On the other hand, the accurate results will
be stable if the generation times of the proposed GA
are up to 30. Comparing different curves in the same
generation times, the accuracy of 5 spots is higher
than that of the 7 spots and 10 spots. The higher
complexity resulting from more spots accounts for
this. Therefore, the highest accuracy occurs when 5
spots are scheduled in a one-day tour.

5. Evaluation
The components in both the server side and the
mobile side were developed using Microsoft Visual
C#.NET 2008. They were expressly encapsulated as
Web Services for network communication. The
server components were installed in an IIS 7.5.7600
server, and the computing data were stored in a mysql
database. The designed GA function was installed in
the server side and was used to communicate with the
components in the mobile side through web service
protocols.

Fig. 5 the GA sequence diagram

6. Conclusion and Future Work
An oversea tourist will require specific postcosmetic care after he/she had finished the cosmetic
treatments and preferred to have a short-term
vacation in that area. Generally, the post-cosmetic
care during the vacation is important to effectiveness
of the cosmetic treatments. In this paper, we aimed to
explore technical models including Genetic
Algorithm (GA) to realize the combinative business
of cosmetic treatment and travel tourism for serving
the overseas tourist. The proposed Cosmetic Tourist
Guiding Model (CTGM) was connected to the GA
and other technologies, and was successfully
extended to construct a cosmetic tourist guiding
system. The CTGM is composed of the necessary
functions and is useful in the business domain of
international cosmetic tourism. The relevant
technologies in CTGM are GA, lightweight mobility,
cosmetic care, and touring knowledge. Cosmetic care
and touring knowledge was obtained by interviewing
relevant domain experts, such as cosmetic doctors
and travel agencies, in Taiwan. In the future, the
CTGM model will be extended to provide overseas

!
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visitors with convenient services. The model will also
be enhanced to provide an open platform for the
business owners to collaborate with each other over
the Internet.
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Abstract. The introduction of mobile devices into wireless
sensor network systems has attracted significant attention in
recent years. Mobile devices can provide a bridging mechanism
to connect geographically separated sensor networks, forming a
global coverage sensing network. However, effective techniques
for organizing multiple mobile devices and supporting
coordinated sensor-data sharing have not yet been established.
This paper presents two Coordinated Query Processing
mechanisms, CQP-1 and CQP-2. Simulation studies indicate the
potential for significant energy savings with the proposed
techniques.

networks, with mobile objects at the “higher” level and
sensor nodes at the “lower” level, has been proposed. The
mobile devices can be regarded as an overlay network on
an existing sensor-level network. This will enable a
heterogeneous design space that can offset the stringent
resource and power constraints encountered in traditional
static sensor networks by taking advantage of the
mobility and communication flexibility of the mobile
objects. The mobile-object level also provides a bridge to
connect individual sensor networks into a global sensing
net.

Keywords: sensor data, mobile objects, global-coverage
sensing networks, query coordination

1

1.1 Remote Query Processing
One class of applications ideally suited for such
multi-tier networks is remote sensing. For example, (1)
before starting on a particular driving trip, learning
beforehand the traffic load can help us wisely choose our
best route, and (2) at the start of lunch time, querying for
the open-table status at a selection of eating locations can
cut our waiting time significantly. An architectural
example is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that although
mobile objects and sensor nodes are physically located in
the same two-dimensional coordinate system, we
logically classify mobile objects as being in the “upper”
layer, and sensor nodes as being in the “lower” layer.

Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) refers to a large
collection of spatially distributed sensor nodes with
sensing, computation, and communication capabilities.
The deployment of sensor networks opens a “window to
the world,” allowing for sensor-data collection and data
fusion for area monitoring, object or event tracking, etc.
One unique characteristic of such networks is that sensors
pose a severe constraint on design issues such as energy,
communication, computation, and data storage [2,3,4].
Generally, sensor nodes are powered by batteries. This
constrained energy-supply property results in energy
conservation becoming a critical system design
consideration. Furthermore, sensor nodes are mostly
equipped with relatively limited memory capacity and
slower processing units, which restricts data management
and processing capabilities. Finally, in terms of
communication, data is normally transmitted in a multihop fashion. Thus, acquisition of sensor data requires the
activation (and hence energy consumption) of target
sensors, as well as those sensors along the transmission
path. As a consequence, sensor networks are normally
designed to serve local sensing queries only. Remote and
global querying is generally unsupported.
In contrast to resource-limited sensor networks,
wireless mobile networks have significantly relaxed
power constraints; and mobile objects (also referred to as
mobile devices or mobile nodes) can support large
memory and fast processors. Various communication
technologies, including Cellular, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, and
Bluetooth, have been recently developed for connecting
billions of mobile products, such as PDAs, cell phones,
laptops, and cars [3,5,9].
Inspired by the above facts, recent research has
begun to exploit the interplay between mobile objects and
static sensor nodes. Thus, the concept of multi-tier

Figure 1. A heterogeneous two-layer design
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In the figure, a query q is generated, targeted at some
remote region QR. If only the sensor network layer exists,
the query would be injected into the sensor layer
immediately, to the sensor node SA in this example. SA
will then route the query through some intermediate
sensors to the remote query region. Query results can then
be routed back in a similar way, provided that sensor
nodes are globally connected [1,16]. Another option,
thanks to the employment of the two layer design, is to
pass the query to a mobile object, MA in this example. MA
can then route the query through the upper layer mobile
network. At some point, a mobile object, MD in this

example, receives this query and finds itself close enough
to the target query region so that it can inject the query.
This option not only achieves a global querying objective
without requiring sensors to be globally connected, but it
also reduces sensor node energy consumption by using
mobile objects to support query (and query result) routing.
Intuitively, such savings will be more pronounced when
the query generator is farther away from the query region.
Extensive research effort has been engaged with this
remote query processing topic. Problems such as how the
query should be generated; how to make mobile routing
efficient; how to choose an injecting mobile object; and
how sensors should reply to the query injections, have
been studied [14]. Many questions have been answered
regarding this remote query processing topic. However,
most previous research focuses only on the processing of
one single query, while in practice there are likely to be
many concurrent remote queries in the multi-tier
networks considered here.

Processing (CQP-1), resembles the traditional publishand-subscribe mechanism and explores query-query (Q-Q)
overlapping. The second one, which we call Level-2
Coordinated Query Processing (CQP-2), takes a totally
different approach. It leverages mobile object-query (M-Q)
overlapping. For example, M3 and RQ1 in Figure 2 form a
mobile object-query overlapping – M3 is currently located
within the query region associated with RQ1. Thus, there
is an opportunity for Level-2 cooperation between M3 and
M1, since M1 is the mobile object with direct interest in
RQ1.

2

Fundamentals and NQP

Regarding query origination, we consider all queries
as if they are mobile-object generated. Any non-mobile
object generated queries will eventually be handled by a
mobile object (Figure 1). Further, we assume that the
queries of concern are “one-shot” queries, meaning that a
mobile device only requires a one-time query result rather
than some on-going, continuous retrieval of information
from the query region [6,12,13,14]. Formally, we can
represent a query q by a 6–tuple:

1.2 Multiple Remote Query Processing
A high-level application scenario is illustrated in
Figure 2. Mobile object M1 is handling a query targeted at
sensor data within the region labeled RQ1. Similarly,
there can be other mobile objects that are also
concurrently interested in specific regions of the sensor
field – for example, M2 and M3 are handling queries for
regions RQ2 and RQ3, respectively.

q = (Q_ID, M_ID, IT, CL, QR, ERL),
where Q_ID is an identifier for the query; M_ID is the
identity of the source mobile device that generates this
query; IT and CL represent, respectively, the issue time
and current location (x-y coordinate position) of the
source mobile device when this query is generated; QR
(Query Region) is the region of interest for the mobile
device; and ERL (Expected Response Limit) denotes a
time limit expressing how long the query issuer is willing
to wait to receive the query response.
2.1 Naïve Query Processing
When multiple remote queries are generated in the
system, the simplest way is to handle them in a purely
distributed fashion, so that each mobile object, and
consequently each issued query, is handled independently.
For example, mobile object M1 (from Figure 2) would
route its query within the mobile network to the remote
query region RQ1 to retrieve sensor readings of interest.
In this sense, mobile objects gather desired data strictly
for themselves. Details of how to retrieve sensor data
individually have been well studied in previous work
[11,14]. Although this approach responds very fast, for
query regions such as RQ1 and RQ2, which overlap, it is
not efficient to interpret and service the queries
independently, since this would involve redundant sensor
data retrieval and thus increase consumption of sensor
node energy. Over time, sensors in areas with frequent
sensor reading retrievals (“hot area” nodes) will die first,
resulting in the disconnection of the whole network. To
avoid this problem, it is desirable for M1 and M2 to share
common-interest sensor data. This requires mobile
objects to have some knowledge of each other, and of
each other’s interests (in the form of queries). Apparently,
some form of central authority is needed to provide such
knowledge.

Figure 2. Multiple remote queries

One fundamental problem for multiple remote
queries processing that has not yet been well investigated
is how to effectively coordinate individual mobile objects
with respect to their individually issued remote queries.
Note that a key problem is how to coordinate the sensordata requests (queries actually) in a way that minimizes
interactions with sensors and thus conserves sensor-node
energy. This can be especially challenging, but of
significant value, in the context of applications that
impose high-volume data-retrieval requests.
In this paper, we begin to define and study potential
coordination mechanisms for the multiple remote queries
processing problem. We begin with a baseline naïve
approach, Naïve Query Processing (NQP), where no
coordination is considered. Later, two more mechanisms
are proposed which do allow mobile objects to cooperate
with each other to gather and share sensor data. The first
one, which we call Level-1 Coordinated Query
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sensor-data information. When a mobile device obtains
sensor data from sensors of an intended query region, that
mobile device will publish this data to peers that belong
to the same group, i.e., to other mobile devices with a
common interest in this sensor data. This will
successfully avoid the expense associated with each
mobile device needing to individually acquire data from
sensors. Consequently, this sharing will save considerable
energy for the sensor nodes.

Q-Q Overlapping and CQP-1
3.1 Query-Query Overlapping

The central authority we employ in this study is a
server named the Interest-Management Server (IMS).
Note that although we called it a server, it may be
actually implemented as a group of brokers [15], as in
contemporary distributed architectures. When a mobile
object generates a query, the mobile object directs the
query to the IMS. Using the terminology from traditional
publish and subscribe mechanisms, we can say that the
mobile object subscribes its interest. The IMS server will
then manage the mobile devices’ interests (queries) and
explore potential cooperation opportunities. The IMS can
identify two forms of potential cooperation opportunities:
(1) Q-Q overlapping, as will be discussed below, and (2)
M-Q overlapping, which will be presented in Section 4.1.
The basic idea of Q-Q overlapping is quite
straightforward. RQ1 and RQ2 in Figure 2 illustrate an
example. This form of overlapping shows that mobile
objects M1 and M2 share some common interest, and
implies opportunities for cooperation. Thus we group
those mobile objects in one special purpose group, which
we call a Common Interest Group (CIG). To efficiently
measure such overlapping, we use the sensor clustering
technique [8,10]. In brief, our criterion leverages the
geographical partition of the monitored region by sensor
clusters. Those mobile devices whose query regions
overlap with the coverage region defined by a particular
cluster will be grouped together and formed into a
common interest group. This paper does not cover the
actual clustering process and the algorithms to calculate
cluster sizes [8,10], which depends heavily on the
particular applications under concern.

Figure 3. Clusters, query regions and groups

Remember that mobile objects will subscribe their
interest by a form of query to the interest-management
server, expecting to participate in the coordinated query
processing system and receive cooperation help. Those
subscription messages can then be utilized by the server
to perform the action of joining the mobile device to one
or more groups according to the device’s specified query
region, thus allowing for future coordination. The server
checks for any overlap between the query’s query region
(QR) and the sensor clusters’ coverage regions (CRs) to
determine if the sensor deployment includes sensors
within the query region. If there is no such overlap – due
to low sensor-density or very small query regions – the
query cannot be served and a failure message will be
returned to the mobile device. This is simply due to the
fact that the query region is not covered by any sensors.
But, if there is such overlap, the server identifies those
common interest groups associated with the overlapped
clusters and adds the current subscribing mobile device to
those common interest groups. Finally, a CQP-1
Instruction Message – containing the group addresses
and the corresponding coverage regions for those
identified common interest groups – will be sent to the
mobile device. A pseudo-code description of the server’s
responsibility for processing CQP-1 for mobile devices is
given in Figure 4. The mobile object’s protocol is
summarized in Figure 7.

Definition: CIGJ is the common interest group
associated with some cluster J. CIGJ = {mobile devices,
mi |  qik  Qi and QRik  CRJ   }
Note that we have relaxed and enlarged the common
interest definition. Two queries may not actually overlap
physically with each other, but if they both overlap with
the same cluster, we still consider this as a case of Q-Q
overlapping. Figure 3 illustrates this idea. In the figure,
the four big circles represent the four mobile devices’
query regions. Based on the CIG definition, mobile
devices x, y, and z are elements of CIGJ since their query
regions overlap with cluster J’s coverage region.
Associated with each group there are two important
attributes: (1) group address, which is a unique
communication identifier reserved for multicasting to the
group members; and (2) cluster ID, which is the ID for
the cluster that is associated with this group, i.e., group
address for CIGK is GAK and the cluster ID for CIGK is
CK;





3.2 Level-1 Coordinated Query Processing
CQP-1 exploits query correlations and the existing
and growing communication capability associated with
modern mobile devices. Members of the same common
interest group communicate for the purpose of sharing

Figure 4. Server logic in response to query reception
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Once a mobile device joins a group, it has the
potential to become involved in CQP-1 cooperation
among those group members, either by receiving sensor
data from peer members or sending such data. Referring
to Figure 3 again, we can easily understand that within
common interest group CIGJ, if mobile object My obtains
the information about CIGJ’s common interest, it will
share its observation with all of the CIGJ’s group
members by a form of CQP-1 Date-Share Message,
which in this case will multicast the information to Mx
and Mz. This multicast can be easily and efficiently
implemented given the common infrastructure, for
example, cellular-based networks supporting the mobile
objects.

4

stored in the server’s cluster scheme database. If not, no
CQP-2 cooperation can be performed. Otherwise, since
the mobile device is within the coverage region of an
existing group, for example CIGP, the server can perform
an CQP2 cooperation for CIGP as follows: First, the
server will respond with an CQP2 Instruction Message
(Step 3) that contains the group address, GAP, of CIGP,
thus establishing a temporary member-group relationship
between the subscripting mobile device and CIGP. In
response to receiving this message, the mobile device will
retrieve sensor data from the cluster head of Cluster Cp
(Step 4) and multicast this updated data to members in
CIGP (Step 5). This multicasting, or transmitting, of
updated data is achieved by sending an CQP2 DataShare Message to the group address GAP, established
in Step 3. In response to receiving such a message, each
mobile device can then extract from the aggregated data
the specific information that is important to their own
query region, assuming a lossless compression scheme
for sensor data-aggregation technology is employed and
the original data can be reconstructed [7].

M-Q Overlapping and CQP-2
4.1 Mobile Object-Query Overlapping

The M-Q overlapping is similar with Q-Q
overlapping in that we also use the sensor clustering
technique to determine actual overlaps. An M-Q
overlapping occurs when a mobile object M locates
nearby, or even within, a query region Q established by
another mobile object at the time that M issues its own
query. Strictly speaking, if M and Q overlap with the
same cluster, then M and Q form an M-Q overlapping.
Mobile object mw and query RQx in Figure 3 illustrate
such a case where mw locates within CJ and RQx overlaps
with CJ.

Figure 5. CQP-2 coordination

4.2 Level-2 Coordinated Query Processing
After the mobile device provides updated
information for its temporary group, the temporary
member-group relationship is removed. A pseudo-code
description of the server’s responsibility for processing
CQP2 for subscribing mobile devices is given in Figure 6.

To further explore the potential cooperation behavior
among multiple mobile objects, CQP-2 is designed. The
CQP-2 processing is an interesting behavior. The
principle behind it is based on the observation that mobile
devices can efficiently obtain local knowledge regarding
sensor nodes that are in close proximity (without needing
to route queries or query results in the network). With the
help of the subscribe process, such local knowledge can
be of great value to our cooperation mechanism. To
actually take advantage of this local knowledge, every
time a mobile device mD subscribes – by directing a query
to the interest-management server – we identify those
groups that share an interest in sensor data associated
with mD’s current location. Then mobile device mD can
publish its locally-obtained sensor data to the mobile
devices belonging to those groups. Note that in CQP-2
the mobile object that provides local sensor data does not
belong to the same groups as mobile objects that receive
this data. For example, mobile object mw in Figure 3 has
the potential of providing CQP2 cooperation – in this case,
providing sensor data from region RQx to mobile object
m x.
Figure 5 elaborates the steps that define the CQP-2
cooperation processing. Step 1 is the initial sending of a
query to the server as a subscription. In Step 2, the server
will check if the Current Location (contained in the
subscription message as attribute CL) associated with this
mobile device belongs to any group’s coverage region.
Current information on existing coverage regions is




Figure 6. Server logic for CQP-2 coordination
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Query Expiration & Mobile Protocol
5.1 Query Expiration

So far we have seen two cooperation approaches for
mobile objects to receive desired sensor data: CQP-1 and
CQP-2. Remember that the ERL (Expected Response
Limit) defines a time limit for the query result retrieval. A
natural question is what happens if the coordination
system cannot return a query response within that limit how can we handle such a query expiration event?
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Definition: The query expiration event for a query qij
occurs at time ITij+ERLij, in the case that qij does not
receive any query response before ITij+ERLij.
A simple and naïve way to handle such a situation is
for the query issuer to simply accept that this particular
query fails and maybe later regenerate a new identical or
similar query if the sensor data is still of interest.
Alternatively, the mobile object can give up the
coordinated query processing system, and instead handle
the query independently. That is, the mobile object will
route the query and then inject the query. Note that this
solution forces us to retreat to our starting point of
viewing the whole architecture in a pure distributed way
and process each query individually, as discussed in
Section 1. We call this back-up measure “Query Injection
(QI)”. The query injection means actual interactions
between a mobile object and sensor nodes. Since we are
trying to minimize such interactions, we would like to
reduce the probability of using QI.

simplified sensor communication MAC layer protocol, in
which sensors have a 5% packet loss rate when
communication is within a unit disk communication range.
A more complex collision-decay MAC model that takes
into consideration MAC layer packet collisions and
transmission signal decay was studied in previous work
that focused specifically on mobile object and sensor
interactions [14].
Queries were generated with the system clock at a
specified query generation rate (QGR), which defines
how many new queries are generated by the system per
simulated time unit. For each issued query, the source
mobile device and target region are both randomly
selected. To place focus on the coordination mechanism,
we defined each query to cover properly one cluster in the
environment. Each instance of a simulation run used 480
simulated time units (t = 480), and the results were
averaged over 50 simulations and studied below.
As discussed, one primary objective of this
architecture is to reduce the mobile/sensor interactions
and to shift as much communication burden as possible
into the mobile network layer and its associated
supporting infrastructure. To measure our design’s
efficiency, the previously discussed concept named query
injection (QI) is used.
In Figure 8, we can see that using the NQP approach,
the percentage of QI stays at 100%. This is because NQP
considers no cooperation at all, so that to process each
query, a QI is needed. However, as cooperation behaviors
are introduced, the percentage drops quite a lot. With
CQP-1 enabled, less than 20% of queries rely on a QI and
when both CQP-1 and CQP-2 are enabled, the same
measure is reduced to 5%. It shows clearly the power of
employing proper cooperation behaviors. All simulations
in Figure 8 were conducted under an ERL of 10 and a
QGR of 10.

5.2 Mobile Object Protocol
With the server-side protocols summarized in Figure
5 and Figure 6, we can now show how mobile devices
would behave. Figure 7 summarizes the event-driven
protocol for mobile objects.
Upon receiving remote sensor data retrieval requirement
Generate a query and subscribe
Upon receiving CQP-1 Instruction Message
Associate the subscribed query with the received Group Address and Coverage
Region;
Upon receiving CQP-2 Instruction Message
Obtain the Group Address GAi, attached in the message;
Retrieve sensor data from cluster head chj from Cluster Cj;
Multicast the sensor data using the group address GAi;
Upon receiving CQP-1 Data-Share Message
Extract from the received data the specific information that is important to its
own query;
Upon receiving CQP-2 Data-Share Message
Extract from the received data the specific information that is important to its
own query;
Upon Query Expiration
Conduct a Query Injection;
Upon receiving Query Injection Response
Extract from the received data D the specific information that is important to its
own query;
Multicast the received data D using the group address GAi;
// GAi is the group address received in CQP-1 Instruction Message

Figure 7. Mobile device protocol

6

Simulation Analysis
Figure 8. % of Query Injections under 3 approaches

We implemented our group-based coordination
protocol under the dotNet Compact Framework. The
monitored environment was set to 5000 units width and
5000 units length with 25000 sensor nodes deployed
evenly. We divided the sensors into 25 clusters according
to their locations. To simplify the simulation, we assume
the clusters’ coverage regions are same-size squares.
2000 mobile devices were deployed randomly in this
environment with speed set to a random number between
1 and 100 units while leaving the motion direction
randomly chosen from east, west, south and north every
simulated time unit. Since the primary focus of this work
is on mobile object coordination, we employed a

In Figure 9, we fixed the expected response limit,
ERL, at 10 to study the impact of query generation rate
(QGR) when both CQP-1 and CQP-2 are enabled.
Surprisingly, we found that when the workload increases,
the percentage of query injection decreases. This is
because, as query generation rate increases, the number of
members in each group increases. Consequently, the
likelihood that members of this group obtain a queryresponse increases, since there are now more peers
looking to achieve this common interest. Once any
mobile device receives the common interest data, all
peers in the group also receive that data. So, the enhanced
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cooperative behavior offsets the increase in query
generation rate. Another vital contributing factor to the
observed system performance is the CQP-2. As we
increase the query generation rate, there are more
opportunities for CQP-2 cooperation. The combination of
CQP-1 and CQP-2 reduces the impact of an increasing
workload.

Simulation analysis indicates the potential for significant
energy savings with the proposed techniques.
Two topics for future research are “stream” query
processing; and query result caching. To process and
provide service for queries that require continuous data
stream retrieval, one solution is to cut a “stream” query
into several “one-shot” queries according to a specified
sampling rate and process each such resulting query. To
further optimize the coordination system, a mobile object
can cache query results received. Subsequent queries can
then use (“recently”) cached results. In this sense, the
mobile objects form a distributed knowledge storage
structure about the sensor field.
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Figure 9. % of QI vs QGR with CQP-2 coordination

The other simulation is based on four different
expected response limit (ERL) rates to evaluate the sensor
energy consumption of our approach when the system
receives queries with different ERL values. Results are
plotted in Figure 10 with the QGR set to 10. As expected,
a longer ERL can produce a lower query injection
percentage, since the increase in ERL gives the queries
more time to use our coordination mechanism rather than
require query injection. We noticed that the worst
percentage is 16.8% when we set ERL to 5. If we can
extend the ERL to 10, this statistic can be lowered to
4.87%, meaning that for every 100 queries that are
serviced, less than 5 of them require energy associated
with sensors for the query and query-result routing.

Figure 10. % of QI vs ERL with CQP-2 coordination

The ERL sensitivity result firmly supports our idea
of deploying our coordination mechanism in the context
of WSN systems, many of which are delay-tolerant to
some extent [2].

6

Conclusion

This paper presents coordinated query processing
mechanisms for handling mobile generated remote
queries in mobile-sensor multi-tier heterogeneous
networks. Three approaches were discussed: a naïve
query processing approach, NQP, and two coordinated
query processing mechanisms, CQP-1 and CQP-2.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a decentralized
optimization approach for flow control in data networks.
The presented model maximizes the aggregate utilities
taking in consideration the links' capacities constraints. A
decentralized algorithmic solution is presented through
relaxing the constraints and imposing a penalty function on
the surplus in the constraints. The algorithm provided in
this paper operates in a decentralized environment and falls
in the category of Additive Increase, Multiplicative
Decrease. The network links and data sources are
considered as processors of a distributed computational
system having a global objective function. The model works
with different shapes of utility curves under the proposition
of elastic data traffic. The approach relies on real-time
marking of the data packets at the routers. Finally, we
present an extensive simulation results to demonstrate the
reliability of the algorithm.

2. The Basic Model
We assume an elastic traffic and model the network as a
set of resources (links) L with constant transmission
capacities  , and a set of data sources R. Each
 and attains a utility
source i traverses a subset 
of  when the source i transmits at a rate of  .
Following [20], we call the traffic which leads to such
utilities as elastic, where  is an increasing strictly
concave
function
and
     ,

    . Each link l will have a subset of data
sources R( l ) such that each source traffic will traverse
the link l, i.e. R ( l ) = {i ∈ R | l ∈ L(i) }. Set Aij = 1 if j ∈
L(i), that is, resource j falls on the route of i, and set Aij =
0 otherwise. This defines the routing matrix A between
the users and the links. Assuming further, that the
utilities are additive, the aggregate utility of the rates is
given by    . Under this model, the system
optimal rates solve the following problem (P):

1. Introduction
A great deal of literature exists on flow control including
the original TCP self-clocking flow control [1, 2, 3], the
economic optimization approaches [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and
control theoretic based solutions [10, 11, 12]. Theoretical
research on this topic has dealt mostly with simple
scenarios, i.e. single-bottleneck and per-flow queuing
[13]. However, in the last few years, significant advances
have been taken in bringing analytical models to flow
and internet congestion control. Explicit modeling of
congestion on the other hand has been widely used [5, 6,
7, 8, 11, 14, 15]. Although the traditional TCP-Reno
performed remarkably above expectations and is still
widely used, there are some limitations that motivate the
advances in flow and congestion control. The work in
[16] and [17] focused mainly on demonstrating the rateto-queue proportionality. Proportional fairness was first
presented by [5] particularly on the data transmission
rates. The work presented by [18] and [19] shows that it
may be applied to the queues as well.
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where x is the transmission rate vector and C is the links
capacity vector. The above optimization problem is
mathematically fairly tractable, with a strictly concave
objective function over a convex feasible region.

3. Constraint Relaxation
In this section, we relax the constraint set by introducing
a penalty on the deviation of the constraints. At a certain
router we measure the deviation of the constraint by a
suggested function shown in Fig.1.

In this work, we assuming the minimum roundtrip delay
as an available quantity, the algorithm will work without
any access to global information or router support.
However, for the sake of improved performance, we use
the REM approach presented in [20] and [21] as a tool to
help find the roundtrip delay at the transport layer of each
source.

Fig. 1: Congestion pricing.
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This function will be used to measure the charges of each
transmission session path that will be explicitly fed back
to the users using ECN marking. A congestion pricing of
the above form for a link l can be modeled as:
)

672 6

12

the knowledge of the gradients of the function f at the end
data sources, which in reality not true. Therefore, we
4

assume the quantity A * + , -B672 6 -12 C to be
available at the end users as a total congestion price for
the path of session i. Section 6 will show how to estimate
this quantity at the end application. Accordingly, the
rates control can be given by:

4

* + , -./0-123 5 89*

Where /9 + : 3;  <=>.? 9 + : 5" This quantity can be
calculated at each router and fed back to the end-users as
a total charge for using the network resources. Since the
objective is a utility maximization, the problem can be
remodeled with the congestion prices as a penalty on the
relaxation of the set of constraints. This is called a barrier
function method in optimization techniques [21]. Hence,
problem (P) will look like:
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where @ is a design parameter. The above optimization is
a joint team game that admits a unique equilibrium and
has a unique maximum, where the users jointly optimize
the objective function. As a result we have,
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5. The Role of the Router
The congestion charges in this model are conveyed using
Explicit Congestion Notification, [22]. The idea behind it
is to mark packets which encounter congestion. This
study measures the average arrival rate over a certain
period of time, preferably, the minimum roundtrip time,
then, calculates the marking probability at the receivers.
For a router l, the marking policy is given as:

(3)

The equilibrium point at which all the users will be
satisfied can be found from (3). That is:
H 

6 -12 C

4

The above control law is a decentralized version of the
steepest method where each data source will increase or
decrease its rate based on the congestion price.
Following [20] we assume elastic traffic with a utility
curve given by:   Q RST  ?   U" Substituting
this in equation (7) we get the following:
V
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where the end-to-end marking probability neglecting the
delay is given by:

where qi is the aggregate congestion measure along the
path of connection i.

L  * + ZA * + X [ A X *

Following [21], the optimal solution  H of the above
optimization problem in equation (2) approaches the
optimal solution of the optimization problem (P) as @
approaches infinity. This is, high values of @ mean that
the solution in equation (5) gets closer to the optimal
point of problem (P).

Fig.2 depicts the marking role of the routers.

4. A Decentralized Rate Control Approach
The problem mentioned in (2) is solved using the local
information available at the routers and the data source
sides. We show that the steepest decent method is a good
choice to solve problem (2). That is:
x(t + 1) = x(t) + γ∇f

Fig. 2: Marking illustrated.
Although the current working TCP does not completely
use ECN, however, the trend in this field is heavily
encouraged for its use. In our model, the data sources will
find the average of the marked packets using a counting

(6)

where γ is a small step size. The above equation assumes
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process. With an accurate mapping, the amount A X
can be estimated with minimum communication between
the network links and the end entities.
Fig. 3: Network simple example, minimum roundtrip
delay = 11.633ms.
The full duplex link capacity is 4Mbit/s. The parameters
used for this example are: @ =10, 100, Q = 1, ^ = 0.1,
O =0.01 and a queue limit of 5 packets. We tested our
example for two different values of @ . Fig. 4 shows the
output rate for the case of @ =100. Clearly, with higher @
values, the algorithm approaches the optimal solution
faster than lower values. However, larger values make
the control law more aggressive and more oscillations
may be observed. On the other hand, lower values of @
are preferred to reduce oscillations at the expense of
longer equilibrium times.

6. Penalties on Packet Loss
To make the model packet-drop aware, we add a penalty
on the drop fraction that is proportional to each session
transmission rate. Let the congestion dropped fraction of
xi be εi, the new maximization problem will look like:
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The above optimization problem is strictly concave and
admits a unique maximum over the region xi > 0,   U.
The numerical solution of the above problem is:

When congestion is detected at a full capacity, the router
will start marking the packets and congestion charges are
conveyed back to the data sources. The control law at the
data source will reduce the rate according to the value of
the estimated congestion of the arriving packets..
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which is a decentralized solution of the problem:
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where @ ? Q_ ? O ? ^_ are locally defined constants.

7. Summary of the Control Method
To implement the decentralized solution, the routers will
mark the packets using the given probability distribution:
4

* + , -B672 6 -12 C 
The data sources will compute the average of the marked
packets (L ), which represents the congestion price and
then will monitor and calculate the packet loss fraction εi.
Next, they will calculate their rates according to:
Q
 ! N *   ! N @ a + O L + ^ \ b


Fig. 4: Rate vs. time, @ = 100.
Fig. 5 shows the output of same example for @ =10.
Clearly, the probing slope is less steep as compared to the
case of @ = 100.

8. Simulation
This section presents simulation results of several
examples for our model. NS-2.26 software package were
used for simulation. The data agents in our simulation
runs are an extension of the CBR agents where the rate is
update every time an ACK is received. We assume full
duplex links and constant packet size of 1 kbyte with
identical utility curves for the different sessions.
Fig. 5: Rate vs. time, @ = 10.
Experiment II: Fig. 6 shows a simple network with 4
users and a single full duplex link of 4Mbit/sec capacity.
The simulation is run for 140 seconds and the users start

Experiment I: This experiment shows a simple example
consisting of single user and a single full duplex link
network, Fig. 3.
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their transmission sessions in sequence respectively
separated by 20 seconds time periods. The users stop
their sessions in the reverse order with 20 seconds
between each. Therefore, at a certain time, all the users
will have active transmission sessions and will share the
available bandwidth. The model parameters used for this
simulated example are: @ =100, Q = 1, ^ = 0.1, O =0.01
and a queue limit of 5 packets.

that at the end, the twenty users all have active sessions.
Fig. 10 demonstrates the calculated rates of all the users.
Noticeably, at the beginning of the simulation, the first
user will have the full link capacity available. When the
other users start joining the network, individual rates are
reduced. At the end of the simulation, each user enjoys
the bandwidth of approximately 0.5Mbit/sec. The
aggregate traffic traversing the link is shown in Fig. 11.
During the first 100 seconds, the link tends to be
underutilized. However, by increasing the number of the
users, the link utilization approaches its maximum
average.

Fig. 6: A single link network example.
Clearly, for the first few seconds when only one traffic
type traverses the link, the user will increase its rate
proportionally to (Q @ c ) until the link is saturated.
Later, it will oscillate around the optimal solution which
is the maximum capacity. When the second user joins the
network at t = 20 seconds and after one roundtrip delay,
both users will start working on a new rate which will
divide the link fairly between both. At t = 40, the three
existing data sources will agree on new rates. Fig. 7
depicts the calculated rates.

Fig. 8: Aggregate traffic traversing the link.

Fig. 8 shows the utilization of the single link. We notice
that the link is almost 100% utilized through the
transmission periods of the four users. The downward
spikes at the moment a user leaves the network are due to
immediate bandwidth availability because of session
termination.

Fig. 9: Heterogeneous network example: a single link and
20 users.

Experiment III: Next, we present a more heterogeneous
network instance in which a link of l0Mbit/s is shared
between 20 users as shown in Fig. 9. The parameters
used are: @ =100, ^ = 0.1, O =0.03 and a queue limit of
50 packets.

Fig. 10: Calculated rates for a network of 10Mbit/s
capacity and 20 data sources.

Fig. 7: Data source rates, four data sources and a single
link of 4Mbit/s.
The data sources start their transmission sessions 10
seconds apart. The simulation was run for 210 seconds so

Fig. 11: Aggregate rate of the network of out in Fig. 10.
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Q @ c anytime a positive acknowledgement is received.
Clearly, this increase is additive. However, the decrease
part is not necessarily multiplicative, rather, it is a
function of the rate deviations relative to the capacities.
The decrease part will occur in the event of having more
arriving packets than the capacity of the outgoing links in
a certain router. When a router is overwhelmed with the
arriving packets, it will start marking the packets based
on the penalty function presented in equation (10).

Experiment IV: Next, we present a reversed scenario of
the last example using the same parameters. That is, all
the data sources will start their transmission sessions
simultaneously at the beginning of the simulation and
will successively terminate in a period of 10 seconds,
respectively. Fig. 12 depicts the individual calculated
rates. The graph shows that all the users approximately
agree on the theoretical-optimal point. The last
transmission session will approximately approach the full
available capacity of the link.

The receivers, in turn, will evaluate the congestion price
and ultimately perform the decrease part of the control
method where the estimated congestion depends on the
severity of the congestion downstream.
Fairness between users is an important objective and
should be always maintained. In this research, we
consider the proportional fairness presented and MaxMin fairness between the users in case of similar utilities.
If the users have an identical utility curves, all will have
the same shares of bandwidth. Conversely, by varying
the value Q of the utility curves, the users will have
different shares depending on how greedy their utility
curves.

Fig. 12: the transmission rates of 20 traffic flows
traversing a 10Mbit/s link.
Fig. 13 depicts the aggregate traffic traversing the link.
The figure demonstrates more oscillation when more
bandwidth is available due to session termination.

9. Effect of the parameters d, e, f , g, and the
Number of Users:

Fig. 13: Total aggregate rate. 20 traffic flows traversing a
10Mbit/s link.

Since our algorithm falls in the category of
increase/decrease methods, it will have stability design
parameters. The presented examples showed the effect of
@ on the optimal solution. Higher @ values guarantee
closer rate averages to the optimal solution but they
make the objective function (2) more steep around the
optimal point at which small step size will lead to a
significant jumps over the profile of the objective
function. Therefore, for a numerical solution, smaller
step size is essential to avoid ill-conditioning in the
algorithm. However, small values of @ will lead to longer
time to reach the optimal solution.
The value of Q informs the algorithm how much utility
each user needs relative to the others. Similar values of a
mean all the users compete fairly and will get similar
bandwidth shares.

From the above simulated example we notice that the
criteria of choosing the parameters, in particular @,
depends on the expected number of users and the link
capacities. In our simulation, a range of 1≤ @ ≤ 100 is
acceptable for networks with links of the range 0 to
l00Mbit/sec. However, if the network is expected to have
many users, which can be determined from the IP class
used for the network, a small @ is preferred.

Generally, the step size O affects the convergence time of
the model. Smaller values of O means underestimating
the congestion charges and therefore the end users will
deliver packets more than the capacity of the outgoing
links of the routers. Higher packet losses are expected in
case of small O values.

The User Behavior and Fairness:
In this section we consider the aspects of the user
behavior in particular environments and try to perform a
sensitivity analysis of the model parameters.
The end users have a tendency to increase their rates by

With few differences, the parameter ^ has the same
impact on the control law as the parameter O. Higher
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values of ^ will make the algorithm aggressive and will
lead to a tooth-shape rate outputs. Increasing ^ to
excessive value will bring the problem to the same
traditional TCP/IP behavior. Usually, higher values of ^
are not preferred and will cause severe oscillations.
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In addition, the model achieves a decentralized Max-Min
fairness since it solves for fair shares of the bottlenecks
in the network in a decentralized manner. Finally,
different simulation examples were presented to
demonstrate the model robustness in heterogeneous
networks. Fairness assurance and decentralization of the
control law along with the scalability of the scheme were
one of the major conclusions in this study.
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with CCS the ground support for the satellites in orbit. CCS is located in
São José dos Campos and it is responsible for assuring the perfect operation
of the satellite. RECDAS links CCS with Cuiabá and Alcântara stations.
A specific machine or a specific set of machines is used to run an
application for collecting the data and for controlling the internal state of
each satellite. The software application is uniquely developed to control
each satellite from Earth. When a new satellite is launched, a new software
application must be developed or adapted to that specific satellite, and a set
of machines must be allocated to run this software, causing an extra
development cost of hardware and software. This is necessary because each
satellite has its own features that normally vary a little bit from one satellite
to another. The access to these applications is restricted to satellite
controllers physically located at CCS.
The problem stated above caused one to think about the creation of an
architecture for the development of a more adaptive software system to
control satellites of different kinds making use of the same machine or of
the same set of machines. The requirements on the new system should
include the capability for expanding it without many difficulties, for
example in the case of adding features of a new satellite to be controlled,
and the capability for making these additions without jeopardizing the
quality of the overall system being modified.

Abstract-This paper proposes an adaptive configurable
distributed software architecture applied to satellite control
missions called SICSDA. The main purpose of this architecture
is to control more than one satellite through one set of
computers, enabling the choice of each satellite to be monitored
in any given period of time. This architecture allows a new
mission to be settled without the need for the creation and
addition of a specific software component for the satellite being
launched, thus minimizing the effort needed to adapt the
complete system to the new requirement. It also provides
domain specialists and software developers with the capability
to configure, if necessary, attributes and business rules to the
satellites already launched, adding new elements to business
domain without the need of extra codification. The
functionalities offered by the application, for example,
telemetry visualization and the sending of telecommands, can
be distributed into a network pre-defined domain. The system
charge distribution service will define the objects location,
what means that each machine in the network will be able to
have a different view of the metadata stored in the database. A
“view”, in this context, is the piece of the adaptive object model
that will be instantiated in that machine.
I. Introduction
This work presents an adaptive configurable distributed software
architecture applied to satellite control missions called SICSDA. This
architecture was proposed as a Doctoral Thesis of Applied Computing
Course at Brazilian National Institute for Space Research (INPE).
INPE, as one of the main organizations involved in the accomplishment
of Brazilian´s space program, has taken the responsibility for producing
and controlling the Brazilian satellites. In its initial stage, the Brazilian
space program comprises the launching of four satellites, all of which have
already been launched: SCD1 (Data Collector System 1) and SCD2 (Data
Collector System 2), both data collector satellites; and CBERS1 (China
Brazil Earth Research Satellite 1) and CBERS2 (China Brazil Earth
Research Satellite 2), both remote sensing satellites.
INPE has created a robust infrastructure, aiming at the development of
its capability for fully producing and controlling satellites, composed by the
Satellite Control Center (CCS), by two remote tracking stations (Cuiabá
and Alcântara Stations), by a communication network (RECDAS), and by a
satellite control software application (SICS), as shown in Fig. 1. The
remote stations are located at Cuiabá and Alcântara and they build together

Fig.1- Satellites control system simplified architecture.
SOURCE: adapted from [3].
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available. It means that each machine in the network will be able to have a
different view of the metadata stored in the database. A “view”, in this
context, is the piece of the adaptive object model that will be instantiated in
that machine. Therefore, a given machine in the network will only have
access to a part of the object model, and it will instantiate only the objects
pre-defined and allocated to it by the system charge service.
In addition, SICSDA architecture suggests the use of distributed
databases through the replication of the database for each node of the
network. It is important to remark that it will be necessary to have
mechanisms that help the control and the storage of metadata recording,
and mechanisms that help the versions control.
SICSDA architecture will be configurable because it will be able to: (1)
allow domain specialists and developers to re-configure the database to
handle new classes, by creating these classes, their attributes and methods
at runtime; and (2) allow, at runtime, the choice of which satellite metadata
to use, causing a new object model instantiation in the generic code each
time that this kind of context change is asked by the user, that is, each time
the user wants to control a different satellite.
SICSDA architecture will be dynamic or adaptive because it will be able
to handle possible changes in the business domain, allowing it to match the
evolution of the business requirements and to adapt itself to the users
necessities. Fig. 2 shows the structure of SICSDA.
This way, domain specialists (satellite controllers and satellite
engineers) and software developers can adapt the system to arrange new
classes, creating, at runtime, these classes and there attributes. Thus, we can
say that SICSDA architecture is configurable considering business rules,
since it is possible new business rules (or new methods) to be associated to
a domain class at runtime. Following, the elements that appear in Fig. 2 are
detailed:
x Satellite Control Application: contains the objects of the software that
controls the satellites (telemetry, telecommand, ranging, etc).
x Persistence Service: is responsible for storing and retrieving the
metadata from the database. Additionally, this service is responsible for
storing and recovering users authentication data and objects configuration
data (nodes where the architecture is installed) from a database called
“Configuration Base.
x Configuration Service: belongs to the system presentation layer and is
responsible for maintaining the metadata and the objects configuration in
the nodes where the architecture is installed. Offers to domain specialists
and software developers an appropriate interface to perform there activities.
x Adaptation Service: is responsible for providing the metamodel that
allows the objects recovered from the database can be adequately
inicialized and modified at runtime.
x Satellite Simulator: software that simulates the interaction with
satellites.
x Charge Service: is responsible to give the initial charge in the system,
in other words, to run the system charge routine in the nodes where the
architecture is installed.
x User Service: belongs to the system presentation layer and it is
responsible for offering to domain specialists an appropriate interface to
visualize telemetry, to emit telecommands and to obtain distance and
calibration measures for the desired satellite. Besides, this service is
responsible for providing for the users the appropriate interface to login in
the system.
Thus, as shown in Figure 2, the Charge Service charges the satellite
metadata corresponding to the satellite that were chosen to be monitored in
a given period of time. To do that the Charge Service activates the
Persistence Service, that is responsible for recovering the metadata from
the database. The Charge Service instantiates the objects recovered from
the database, creates the objects of the chosen satellite application, and
constructs, in this way, the real object model of the application.
The user can interact with the objects through the User Service. If the
user wants to initiate the monitoring of a satellite, the User Service
activates the Charge Service to charge the appropriate objects from the
database. The data from satellites can be obtained through the Satellite
Simulator.
The application objects will be distributed and can be accessed through
middleware. The connection service will be responsible to locate an object
in the system.

These requirements led further to the proposal for the creation of an
architecture to be used for the development of applications that need to
evolve as the problem domain evolves, based on the idea of building more
configurable software components, which are flexible and adaptive, thus
allowing the system to adapt itself to domain necessities more easily, that
is, allowing the system to match requirements evolution while maintaining
its quality.
According to the literature on the subject, one way for doing this is to
move some aspects of the system, like business rules for example, to
databases, making them easier to be modified. The resulting model allows
systems to adapt themselves to new domain necessities through the
modification of the values stored in the databases, instead of modifications
of the code [1].
This encourages the development of software features that allow
decision makers and managers to introduce new elements to existing
software without the need of additional coding, and that these changes are
introduced in the domain models at runtime, reducing significantly the time
to incorporate new ideas to the software.
Architectures that can dynamically adapt themselves to new users
requirements at runtime are called “reflexive architectures” or “metaarchitectures. An “Adaptive Object Model Architecture” is a particular kind
of reflexive architecture that holds object oriented systems that can be
extended to incorporate new elements [1].
Thus, an adaptive object model is a system that represents classes,
attributes, relationships, and behavior as metadata. The system is a model
based on instances rather than classes. Users change the metadata (object
model) to reflect changes in the domain. These changes can modify the
system behavior. In other word, the system stores its object model in a
database and interprets it. Consequently, the object model is adaptable;
when the descriptive information is modified, the system immediately
reflects those changes.
The design of adaptive object models differs from most object-oriented
designs. Normally, object-oriented design would have classes for
describing the different types of business entities and associates attributes
and methods with them. The classes model the business, so a change in the
business causes a change to the code, which leads to a new version of the
application.
An adaptive object model does not model these business entities as
classes. Rather they are modeled by descriptions (metadata) that are
interpreted at runtime. Thus, whenever a business change is needed, these
descriptions are changed which are then immediately reflected in the
running application [2].
The use of an adaptive object model approach (AOMs) in the
development of systems can ease some kinds of problems that can be found
by software developers, mainly the problems related to system flexibility,
evolution and maintenance; reducing drastically the total cost of software
development [4].
II. SICSDA Architecture
The main purpose of this architecture is to control more than one
satellite through one set of computers, enabling the choice of each satellite
to be monitored in any given period of time.
Another important point is to have an architecture that allows a new
mission to be settled without the need for the creation and addition of a
specific software component for the satellite being launched, thus
minimizing the effort needed to adapt the complete system to the new
requirement
SICSDA architecture models the satellite control application based on
adaptive object models. Therefore, in SICSDA architecture, problem
domain objects, for example, telemetry, telecommand, ranging; instead of
being located in the code that implements the application, will be
implemented in an object oriented database to be interpreted and
instantiated at runtime. It means that the system will have a generic code
that will be able to handle the different satellite object models too.
SICSDA needs to be fault tolerant, so this architecture will be
distributed, and the functionalities offered by the application; for example,
telemetry visualization and the sending of telecommands, can be distributed
into a network pre-defined domain. It means that application objects can be
instantiated in different machines of the network, causing a distribution of
the system code. The system charge distribution service will define these
objects location, that is, in which machine of the network they will be
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On the other hand, the possibility of creating new business rules without
changing system code brings up some difficulties. One reason for this is
that, to make it possible, it is necessary to build a specific domain language,
what makes the developers inherit all the problems associated to the
development of any language, like the construction of debuggers, and the
provision of features to make system documentation and the control of
versions.
Besides, it is necessary to build an interactive interface so that
developers and domain specialists can create new rules at runtime, what
requires tools and support for the use of graphical interfaces as well.
Furthermore, architectures based on adaptive object models require the
construction of generic code. This generic code is usually difficult to be
built since it is necessary to have a high level of abstraction.
Another important issue is the performance of the system. Since the
adaptive object model needs to be interpreted to build the real object model
and in order for it to reflect the changes made to the system, the system
execution is affected accordingly, requiring adequate software and
hardware support.
In addition, developers that are not familiarized with this kind of
architecture find them more difficult to understand and to maintain than the
traditional architectures, since two systems co-exist: the generic code
written in a object oriented codification language and the AOM that is
interpreted. On the other hand, developers familiarized with this kind of
architecture believe that it makes the system easier to maintain in
comparison with traditional architectures, since the systems have less code
lines and a small change in it can typically cause a big change in the system
being run.
Despite of the fact that many aspects point out that, at least in the
beginning, architectures based on AOMs require more effort to be built
than the traditional architectures, this work intends to take a significant step
towards systems reusability, since adaptive systems have the property of
matching business requirements evolution, and at the same time, they have
a general-purpose architecture, what make them highly configurable and
adaptable.
Another important step can be taken in the direction of systems
maintainability. This is possible because the effort to make changes in the
system can be minimized, since changes in the code can be minimized
substantially. In addition, with this kind of architecture it is possible to
allow domain specialists to make some changes in the system by
themselves, increasing the maintainability and minimizing developer
intervention in the system evolution.
Besides, one also hopes to take an important step towards economy,
since future missions will be able to use all the hardware and software
investment that has been made for previous missions.
The work proposed here has a multidisciplinary nature, since it is a
binding of some features that have been explored independently in different
research areas until now. Besides, this work is based upon relevant efforts
made in the past for the creation of an architecture to model satellites
control application based individually on the SOFTBOARD and on the
SICSD architectures presented in [5] e [6], respectively.
The studies developed originated the thesis proposed in [7] and had been
presented and/or published in [8], [9], [10], [11], [7], [12]; and originated
the studies developed in [13] and [14].
This way, one hopes to be collaborating with to the advance of
computational research in Brazil, and to be contributing to the success of
the Brazilian space mission, by proposing a new alternative architecture for
the development of satellites control software, and mainly, by proposing a
new approach for the development of adaptive systems.

Fig.2- SICSDA architecture.
If the satellites metadata need to be changed to reflect changes in the
domain, the user responsible for the configuration of the system can do
these changes using an appropriated interface. When this kind of change
occurs the Adaptation Service is activated. The Adaptaion Service, as a
consequence, activates the Persistence Service, that will be responsible for
reflecting in the database these changes.
III. Final Results
Relying in the class diagram that represents the business domain classes
for SCD1, SCD2 e CBERS2 satellites, it was possible to obtain a generic
class diagram that represents the Satellite Constrol System business domain
metamodel. This metamodel was achieved after applying the following
design patterns: pattern TypeObject, pattern Property, pattern
Accountability e pattern Strategy. More details about these patterns can be
obtained in [2] e [1].
After the generic class diagram achievement, the metamodel was
oriented to fit the choosen implementation platform. As was established
J2EE as the implementation platform, each class that appears in the generic
class diagram was represented as an Entity Enterprise Java Bean.
The implementation of SICSDA architecture was composed of: Java as
the programmation language, Caché as the database management system,
JBOSS as the application server and Jbuilder as the development
environment.
The metamodel was represented in database and the metadata to each
satellite could be stored through a graphic interface offered by the
Configuration Service. Through this interface, it is possible to change at
runtime the classes and their attributes, and also to associate new methods
to the classes.
The database was populated with satellites metadata through the
Configuration Service interface. The metadata stored were based, as much
as possible, in values approximated to values used in real control systems.
Users interact with the system to perform an operation, for example,
“View Telemetry”, “Send Telecommand” or “Obtain Measures”, trhough
the interface provided by the User Service. Thus, it is possible, depending
on the satellite that is desired to control, ask for an operation to the system
and recover the values associated to this operation. This operation is,
actually, dynamically invoked, since its name and the information about its
parameters and returned values are only known at runtime. In this manner,
it is possible to associate methods already created to new kind of messages,
what means that it is possible, in a point of view, to change the system
behavior at runtime.
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up of the online media exchange platform. A first version of
the platform is available at http://media.ibbt.be. It was built by
VRT-medialab, the research division of the Flemish public
broadcaster, using open source components and some custom
development.
This paper is organized as follows. First we will list the
requirements of the media platform. In the following section,
we discuss the different components used and their
configuration. The next section elaborates upon the integration
of these components in a consistent platform. Finally, we
explain the ingest workflow and we end with conclusions.

Abstract— Sharing and handling media files in a professional
context often requires expensive software packages. Within the
EBU P/SCAIE project, a platform was required that could handle
an abundance of professional file formats, arbitrary large file
sizes and which did not pose restrictions on the metadata format
used. As there was no such software available, we decided to
build a custom web-based platform, based on loosely coupled
open source components.
This paper explains the architecture of the resulting platform.
With a minimum of custom code, we have created a powerful
platform that meets our requirements. This integration, described
in the paper, is of use to organizations wishing to build their own
media platform using open source components.

II. REQUIREMENTS

Index Terms—Media Repository, Open Source, Online
Exchange Platform

The platform should meet the following requirements:
1. Open Source components. The components used
are preferably available under an open source
license. This ensures continued development, easy
customization and absence of license fees.
2. Loose coupling. The different components of the
architecture must not be tightly integrated. The
final architecture must be extensible and
configurable.
3. No metadata restrictions. The components used
should not restrict the choice of a metadata model.
4. No file size restrictions. As audio and especially
video files may have very large file sizes, the
Upload Component should not pose any file size
restrictions.
5. In-browser experience. The entire application
should run inside the browser; the system and
firewall of the user should not need any
modification; the user interface can be simple, but
should at least be able to show a preview video
along with the metadata.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays more and more automated information extraction
tools from audiovisual material, such as face recognition,
scene segmentation, and alike, are being developed by
(academic) research groups. These tools are of interest to
broadcasters, but unfortunately broadcasters are not always
aware of their existence and possibilities. Vice versa,
researchers do not know the particular functionality
broadcasters desire and need from such tools. The main goal
of the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) workgroup
P/SCAIE [4] is to create a platform for broadcasters and
researchers that allows them to exchange ideas and results with
regard to automated information extraction tools. Whereas the
TRECVID [10] initiative of NIST is more oriented towards
military applications, the P/SCAIE initiative focuses on
applications for broadcasters.
An objective of the P/SCAIE initiative was to construct and
disclose an online media library which contains relevant and
genuine broadcast material. As such, an online platform was
created, allowing broadcasters to share and researchers to
retrieve and download media material. Researchers can freely
use the material (for research purposes) to test and evaluate
their information extraction tools.
This paper describes the architecture, requirements and set-
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Rails Application

A. Components for Media Handling
The right hand side of Fig. 1 contains the components that
handle the media files. The Upload Component allows the user
to upload a media file from their computer to the online
platform, while the Download Component is used to download
media files. The Transcoder creates thumbnails and converts
the uploaded media files to a format that is playable in the
browser.
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NFS

Upload Component
Due to requirements (4) and (5), the upload component proved
to be quite a challenge to implement. Two protocols are often
used to transfer files over the Internet: FTP and HTTP. The
FTP protocol allows arbitrarily large file sizes, as required by
(4). However, FTP requires opening certain firewall ports,
which violates requirement (5). In contrast, HTTP traffic is
allowed in almost any firewall configuration; otherwise the
user would not be able to browse the web. This means our
upload component should use the HTTP protocol to satisfy
(5).
Furthermore, current browsers do not support uploading files
with a file size larger than 2GB [6]. Therefore, we decided to
split the media file in chunks smaller than 2GB, upload these
chunks one by one and re-assemble them on the server (Fig.
2).
The technology choice for doing this kind of file manipulation
in the browser is rather limited because of security restrictions.
A regular JavaScript is unable to manipulate the local
filesystem of the client. An Adobe Flash component on the
other hand has access to the local file system (Flash Player 10
and above), but lacks the ability to read a portion of the file.
This means the entire file is loaded in memory which is a
problem for large files.
We chose to use an open source Microsoft Silverlight
component. Similar to Flash, Silverlight allows access to the
local file system, plus it is able to access a file byte per byte.
This enabled us to read and upload the media file chunk per
chunk. As shown in Fig. 2, each chunk is sent using a regular
HTTP POST request. Besides the file data, this request
includes parameters defining the filename, the position of the
chunk in the original file, and the size of the original file. On
the server side, a Java servlet uses these parameters to
reassemble the chunks, and to save the resulting file on local
or network storage.

Media
Transcoder

SHELL

Metadata
Handling

Transcoder
Listener

Media
Handling
AMQP

AMQP

AMQP

RabbitMQ Queue

Fig. 1. Architecture Overview. The Blocks in White are the
Existing Open Source Components.

TABLE I
OPEN SOURCE COMPONENTS USED IN THE PLATFORM

Component

Project

License

Upload (client side)

Silverlight Uploader
Ms-PL
http://silverlightuploader.codeplex.com/
Metadata repository
Fedora Repository
Apache
http://www.fedora-commons.org
Search Index
Apache Solr
Apache
http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
Transcoder
FFmpeg
GNU GPL
http://ffmpeg.org/
Message Queue
RabbitMQ
Mozilla PL
http://www.rabbitmq.com/
Ruby-Fedora
RubyFedora
GNU GPL
Integration
http://mediashelf.us/rubyfedora
Solr – Rails
solr-ruby
Apache
Integration
http://wiki.apache.org/solr/solr-ruby

File part 1

III. COMPONENTS

File part 2

An overview of the platform architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
The blocks in white represent existing open source
components, while the blocks in gray are components that
were custom-developed. Each of these components will be
discussed in this section, while the integration between the
components will be discussed in the next section. An overview
of the open source components used, their project page and
license can be found in Table I.

File part 3

User’s Computer

Server

Fig. 2. The Upload Component splits the file up in several
HTTP POST Messages, which are Reassembled on the Server
by a Java servlet.
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FRP has built-in search functionality, but it only indexes the
Dublin Core Metadata Datastream. As we want to search
through any metadata related to an item, we decided to set up
Apache Solr [8] as an external search index.
Solr can index documents with several fields. A Solr document
is represented by a simple XML file (SOLR XML format)
which defines the values of these fields. HTTP is used to build
and query the index. A Solr document is added to Solr using
an HTTP POST request. The index can be queried with an
HTTP GET request, with the query parameter in the URL.
More information on Solr and building a custom video search
application on top of it can be found in [2].

To obtain minimal overhead, the Java servlet will immediately
stream the file to its final location, instead of first downloading
it to a temporary file and copying it afterwards.
Media Transcoder
Once an item is uploaded to the media platform, a thumbnail
and an in-browser playable proxy are created. The FFmpeg
project is used to transcode the original material, because it
supports a wide variety of media file formats (including
professional formats). A keyframe, which will be shown in the
web application, is extracted from the video. In addition, the
video is converted to a low-res (qvga, 320x240) video in the
Windows Media Video 8 format. The application uses JW
Silverlight Player by LongTail Video to play this video in the
browser. The Silverlight player was preferred over JW Flash
Player, because the Upload Component also uses the
Silverlight plug-in.

C. User Interface
The user interface was built with the Ruby on Rails (RoR)
framework1. Fig. 3 shows the search results page, which
contains a thumbnail and a short description per result. The top
right corner contains a search box that allows searching for
particular media files. The left side of the page contains filters
which can be used to narrow down the search result set.

Download Component
A simple Java servlet is used to download files. This
component allows users to start downloading a file while it is
still being uploaded by another user. In future versions we plan
to start the transcoding as soon as the upload starts. In
combination with the download component, this will allow a
user to start downloading the transcoded file while another
user is still uploading the file, thus dramatically decreasing the
processing time.
B. Components for Metadata Handling
The left hand side of Fig. 1 contains the components used to
handle the metadata related to the media files. The Metadata
Repository stores the metadata. The Search Index contains part
of the metadata, structured in a manner optimized to support
search.

Fig. 3. Overview Page of the Interface.

Metadata Repository
We used the Fedora Repository Project (FRP) as the
repository for storing the metadata of the media files. FRP
does not impose a metadata structure – any XML is allowed,
satisfying requirement (3) – which allows the user to choose a
metadata standard that fits the needs of the specific media
collection. FRP also supports advanced features such as
semantic relations between items using RDF, and metadata
versioning, which will be exploited in further iterations of the
platform.
A Fedora Object is composed of several so-called
Datastreams. We use two types of Datastreams in our
platform: Media and Metadata Datastreams. A Media
Datastream contains a URL that refers to a media file. A
Metadata Datastream contains XML metadata about the media
item. A Fedora digital object can have one or more
Datastreams of each type. At a minimum, a Metadata
Datastream with Dublin Core metadata is required by Fedora.
Fedora stores its digital objects in a simple XML format called
FOXML. An in-depth explanation of the Fedora Object model
is available in [3].

Fig. 4. Item Details with a Preview Video, Metadata and
Media Datastreams.
When the user selects an item, a detailed view is opened (Fig.
4) in which the low-res video or audio can be played and

Search Index

1
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D. Rails – Upload Component
Integrating the Upload Component in the Rails interface was
done using a simple HTML <embed> tag. A security issue
complicated the integration though. Only a user that is logged
in, is allowed to upload files to (or download files from) the
repository. When a user logs in, the Rails application generates
a session id, which is stored on the client in a Cookie. The
browser attaches the session id with every future request it
makes. The Rails application can use this parameter to verify
that the request comes from a valid user.
As the Silverlight component posts its data directly to the Java
servlet instead of to the Rails application, the Java servlet
should verify that the user is logged in. Otherwise a malicious
user could post potentially dangerous files directly to the Java
servlet without being logged in.

details about the Datastreams are shown. If the user owns the
item, he can also add new metadata or media datastreams to
the item. The Dublin Core metadata can be also be edited on
this page.

IV. INTEGRATIONS
This framework contains a lot of components which have to
cooperate. The integrations between the diverse components
are discussed in this section.
A. Solr - Fedora
To transfer the metadata from the Fedora Repository into the
Solr index, we used a component called the Fedora Generic
Search Service (GSearch). This component, which is available
via the Fedora Repository, allows connecting Fedora with
various external search indexes, including Apache Solr.
The configuration of GSearch is performed using an XSL
transformation that transforms a Fedora digital object
(FOXML format) to a Solr document. This XSL
transformation should be adapted to the specific metadata
format used in the application, in order to ensure the correct
indexing of all metadata. When Fedora updates an object, it
calls GSearch, which in turn transforms the object to a Solr
record and adds it to the index.

JAVA
application

User

POST data
(session id)

RoR
application
Logged In?
(session id)

Handle
POST

OK

B. Rails - Solr
We applied the existing Ruby library solr-ruby to connect the
Rails application to the Solr index. This library transforms the
Solr search results into Ruby objects which causes the
integration to be quite painless.
Solr stores the description and title of every item. This
information was used to construct the overview / search results
page (Fig. 3). Since no Fedora calls are necessary to show this
page, the load on Fedora is reduced and the speed of the user
interface is increased.

OK

Fig. 5. The JAVA Application Authenticates the User with an
Extra Request to the RoR Application.
Fig. 5 explains how the verification is accomplished. Assume
the user is logged in and tries to upload a file using the
Silverlight component. The Silverlight component will
perform an HTTP POST to the Java servlet. Because the user
is logged in, the browser will attach the session id parameter to
the request. In the Java application, a new request to the RoR
application, containing the session id parameter, is created.
This request is sent to a controller that replies with a simple
YES or NO depending on whether a session with this session
id exists or not. If the Java application receives a YES it
continues handling the request, otherwise it will fail.
Note that checking the session is transparent for the user (no
code on the client needs to change). To separate the session
logic from the file handling logic in the servlet, we have put
the session logic in a servlet filter [9]. This makes it possible
to attach the session logic to any servlet by simply changing
the web.xml configuration file of the Java web application.

C. Rails - Fedora
Rails is organized around the Model, View, Controller
architecture (MVC). In Rails, a model usually corresponds to a
table in the database. Our application is, however, not based
on a traditional relational database. Instead, the Fedora
Repository was used to store the data related to our media
items. For this reason, the mapping from a Fedora item to a
Rails model had to be programmed, instead of relying on the
existing Rails mappings between models and relational
databases.
The communication between Rails and Fedora uses REST [5]
and was implemented using an existing Ruby library called
ruby-fedora. The interface of our final model to a large extent
matches the conventional Rails Resource Model, which
allowed us to employ the default configurations of Rails.

E. Fedora – FFmpeg – Upload Servlet
We have chosen a loosely coupled architecture using a
message queue for the integration between Fedora, FFmpeg
and the Upload Component. As will be shown in the following
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Fig. 6. The Upload Workflow is defined by the message configuration.
paragraphs, this renders our architecture highly configurable
and extensible, satisfying requirement (2).
The Advanced Message Queuing Protocol [1], [11] was
chosen as communication standard between the different
components. In contrast to other messaging middleware such
as JMS, which merely defines an API, AMQP describes the
messages sent across the network as a stream of octets.
Consequently, any tool that can create and interpret these
messages can interoperate with any AMQP message broker,
irrespective of implementation language. We employ
RabbitMQ, an open source AMQP message broker, in the
platform.
In our platform we use the „topic exchange‟ concept defined in
AMQP. Every message has a routing key (e.g. „upload.start‟)
and a queue can subscribe to all the messages of which the
routing key matches a specific pattern (e.g. „upload.*‟).
We wrote a small framework in Ruby which facilitates
connecting a component to the queue. Every component will
have an associated „Listener‟, which is implemented as a
regular Ruby class, that bridges the gap between the
component and the queue. The methods of the Listener class
are triggered by certain messages on the queue.

„upload.start‟. The body of the message – a hash of parameters
containing, for instance, the filename – is passed as a
parameter to this method. The implementation of the
uploadStarted method will create a new object in Fedora
Repository. The next line of the configuration file uses a
routing key with a wildcard. Any message with a routing key
ending with „.complete‟ – be it „transcode.complete‟ or
„upload.complete‟ – will trigger the addDatastream method.
As the configuration of the queue, based on the configuration
file, is done outside of the Listener class, there is a clean
separation between Listener logic and queue logic. Table II
briefly describes the Listeners we have developed.
It is clear that the system is highly extensible, as was required
by (2). Adding new functionality only requires a regular Ruby
class that implements the desired functionality, and a change
of the configuration file which couples the new functionality to
the queue.

A configuration file is used to define the desired effect of
messages. Upon initialization, our framework will load this
configuration file and configure RabbitMQ accordingly. An
example of the configuration file:

FedoraListener

Listener1:
ruby_class: FedoraListener
mapping:
uploadStarted: upload.start
addDatastream: *.complete
...

TranscoderListener

TABLE II
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF IMPLEMENTED LISTENERS

Listener

ErrorListener
This configuration file defines only one Listener. The
configuration file will bind the uploadStarted method of the
Listener FedoraListener to messages with a routing key
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Description
Class that contains methods for
creating Items and Datastreams in
Fedora. It uses the ruby-fedora
library to communicate with Fedora
using its REST interface.
Class that contains methods for
starting the generation of low-res
versions and thumbnails. It calls
FFMpeg via the command line with
the correct encoding parameters.
Class that contains methods for
creating error reports. These reports
can be mailed to the platform
administrator.

contain a large amount of spoken speech and are thus useful
for evaluating speech recognition tools).
A first version of the platform is available at
http://media.ibbt.be. It is being used by the EBU P/SCAIE
workgroup to enable the exchange of professional
mediamaterial between broadcasters and research groups, such
that the latter can use genuine material to test their automated
information extraction tools. The platform is being further
developed in the context of the CELTIC project MediaMap
(http://www.mediamapproject.org/).

V. INGEST WORKFLOW
In this section we explain the ingest workflow that is currently
implemented in the platform. The configuration of the
messages sent by a component and their effect influences the
tasks that are executed. We will explain this with the upload
workflow which is shown in Fig. 6.
When the user clicks the upload button of the Silverlight
component, this component starts uploading the file chunk per
chunk to a Java servlet, as explained earlier. Upon receiving
the first chunk, the Java servlet sends a message with a routing
key „upload.start‟ to the queue. This message informs other
interested components that a new upload has started. The body
of the message contains other information such as the user id,
the filename, etc.
Because we configured FedoraListener to listen to messages
with routing key „upload.start‟, it will execute the Ruby
method that creates a new item in Fedora. This item does not
have any media attached to it yet, because the upload has not
finished.
After receiving the last chunk of the upload, the Java servlet
sends a message with „upload.complete‟ to the queue. Both
FedoraListener and TranscoderListener are triggered by this
message. FedoraListener adds a Datastream with a URL
linking to the uploaded file to the previously created item,
while TranscoderListener starts two transcoding tasks that will
create the low-res version and a thumbnail of the video.
Once the low-res version (or the thumbnail) is generated, a
message is sent to the queue that triggers FedoraListener to
add a Datastream linking to the low-res version (or to the
thumbnail).
Other workflows can be implemented in the same manner,
making it easy to extend the functionality of the system. A
drawback of this approach is that it quickly becomes difficult
to gain a clear view of the effect a message has. This could be
solved by developing a tool in which the user defines the user
interface in a diagram (such as Fig. 6) that is automatically
converted to the queue configuration file we saw earlier.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Within this paper we presented a platform, largely based on
open source components, that allows the handling of
professional media files with arbitrary large file sizes. The
system is agnostic regarding media and metadata formats.
Thanks to the usage of a message queue, our architecture is
highly extensible and loosely coupled. We have demonstrated
a simple way to implement reconfigurable workflows.
Future work will probably include collapsing the uploadtranscoding pipeline, as described briefly in part A. A
streaming server for playing out the low-res media is also
desirable, because this will improve the user experience and
the network throughput. As the work done by the EBU
P/SCAIE workgroup evolves, the user interface of the platform
will also have to incorporate new features. For instance, the
interface will have to support multiple collections of media
objects, which will allow to make sets of media objects that are
useful for evaluating a certain tool (e.g., news broadcasts
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Abstract. We will evaluate electronic payment (ePayment) systems by employing a use-value analysis. The key success
factors of ePayment systems are security and flexibility. Not surprisingly, it turns out, that there is neither a "best" nor a
"most secure" ePayment system. The adequacy of these systems depends on the application context. A use-value analysis is an appropriate and easy to use evaluation method, because it allows the consideration of different application perspectives. In fact, many ePayment systems are available today, but there are still contexts that require a tailored solution.
Online gaming will be given as an example. For this purpose, we will introduce BetMPay, an ePayment system that offers a high level of anonymity, payment guarantee for providers, as well as consumer protection. This system also suffers from drawbacks in comparison to other existing system. This again will be outlined by a use-value analysis.

1

used for evaluation. Section 5 provides an evaluation of
ePayment systems by employing a use-value analysis. In
Section 6 we introduce an ePayment system that is focused on customer anonymity, and we also compare it to
the other systems. Related work follows in Section 7, and
a conclusion is given in Section 8.

Introduction

Today, transactions on goods, e.g., books or electronic
devices are increasingly carried out over the Internet.
Customers and merchants regularly face the problem of
handling payments. Various payment systems are available that rely on different paradigms, e.g., credit cards,
debit notes or payment via cell phones. Online store operators often have difficulties in selecting the appropriate
systems for their needs. Criteria include usability, user
acceptance or common usage in existing web shops. Many
electronic payment systems are available and their use is
constantly rising. But there are scenarios, where special
requirements exist that are not sufficiently fulfilled by
available systems. For example, online gaming clients
often prefer to indulge their passion anonymously.
In this paper we present an overview on different electronic payment systems and evaluate their benefits from
various perspectives. Additionally, we present a solution
that had been implemented with the focus at customer
anonymity. This system had been developed in the context
of online betting applications and additionally aims at
providing effective cost control for customers as well as
paying guarantees.
In Section 2 we shortly introduce online gaming. Section 3 describes aspects of electronic payment and introduces a selection of ePayment systems. In Section 4 we
focus on requirements that are important for any electronic payment system. We also depict criteria that can be

2

Online Gaming

In this context, "gaming" means the playing of games for
something of material value like money. Games focus on
an event with an uncertain outcome and the intent of winning additional material value [17]. The outcome of the
game is typically evident within a short period of time,
e.g., the final score of sports events. Online games are
played for electronic money and require electronic payment systems.
An example provider of online gaming is bwin who is
offering up to 30,000 bets daily with betting action in
more than 90 sports [www.bwin.com]. Bwin offers a wide
range of payment methods, including credit cards and
online banking deposits. Reliable transfer of money is
crucial. Above all, gaming providers need to be sure that
money of their clients can actually be collected.

3

ePayment

Electronic payment or ePayment is the transfer of electronic means of payment from the payer to the payee
through the use of an electronic payment instrument [11].
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ePayment systems are used to transfer money from one
account to another at the same or another financial institution. ePayment is an important part of eCommerce, as
goods and services offered through the Internet are most
conveniently paid in electronic form.
Several factors influence payment over the Internet [8].
For example, the Internet does not have an established
security architecture. Both seller and buyer are not physically present in an online transaction. Goods are available
only as virtual representations. And there is no synchronization between payment and delivery of goods.

3.1

card information is entered online, the user has to authenticate herself, i.e., to confirm her identity with an additional password. Debit cards are used like credit cards for
telephone and Internet purchases or like ATM cards for
money withdrawal. In both situations, funds are immediately transferred from the holders' bank account. This is
in contrast to credit cards, where users have to pay back
on a later date. Maestro is an example for a widely known
debit card service [www.maestrocard.com].
PayPal is an e-commerce business that allows worldwide payments and money transfers over the Internet
[www.paypal.com]. Paybox offers payments via users’
mobile phones in Austria. A user simply provides her
phone number or, for anonymity, an alias number, gets an
SMS (simple text message) from PayBox and confirms
the payment [www.paybox.at]. PaySafeCard is a pre-paid
system primarily for online shopping. It allows online
cash payments without a bank account or credit card
[www.paysafecard.com].

Classification

Numerous ePayment systems are on the market. They can
be classified based on several categories, see [1] and [11].
ePayment systems can be divided into electronic cash
mechanisms and credit-debit systems. Electronic cash
resembles conventional cash and is based on tokens. Electronic tokens represent value and are exchanged for payment.
Credit-debit systems are based on bank accounts. In
credit-debit systems, money is represented by records in
bank accounts. Payment information is sent over computer
networks, e.g., the Internet. Electronic cash has several
advantages like the potential for anonymity and the lack of
the need to contact a central system. In pre-paid systems,
the payer’s account is debited before the payment. Paynow systems debit the payer’s account at the time of payment. In post-pay systems, the account of the payee is
credited before the account of the payer is debited.
Another distinctive feature is micro payment ability.
Micro payments typically amount to a value of less than 1
Euro or 1 Dollar. In contrast, macro payments start at an
amount of 10 Euros/Dollars and small payments are in
between. There can also be a limit on the amount of money that can be paid, e.g., the amount that had been prepaid
or the credit card limit.

3.2

4

ePayment Requirements

Concerns on data security and on the misuse of private
data are important factors for electronic payments. These
concerns alone can hinder the development of e-commerce [15]. Security requirements will depend on the
amount of money being transferred, i.e., macro payments
require higher security than micro payments. Smaller risks
and cost considerations lead to the acceptance of less
security. However, concerns about security are key factors
in discouraging consumers from online payments [9].
Security comprises integrity, availability, and confidentiality [8]. For online gaming, anonymity is an additional
important security aspect. ePayment providers have to
make sure that all these facets are considered sufficiently,
including e.g., software security, network security and
organizational security. The payment card industry data
security standard helps organizations of payment cards to
prevent fraud [6]. This can be achieved through increased
data controls and decreased exposure of data to potential
compromise. Evaluating the security of systems is a difficult and time-consuming task. In order to make this task
manageable for our purpose, we will use the following
properties that can be assessed with reasonable effort.

Available Systems

Too many ePayment systems are available to provide an
exhaustive list. We have chosen a few that are widely
available. Not all systems are offered world-wide; we
have also included systems available in Austria, the home
country of the authors. Additional ePayment providers and
services can be found, for example, in [4].
Credit cards entitle their holders to buy goods and services based on the holders' promise to pay for these [5].
Credit card providers offer various levels of security in
order to prevent fraud, e.g., the card security code. Verified by Visa and MasterCard SecureCode depict additional security measures for online transactions. When credit

Passwords. How many characters must users enter in
order to enter the system? We use a qualitative measure –
high if a minimum length of eight characters and compliance to defined rules, e.g., use of special characters, are
required; medium if passwords are used but do not comply
with rules and low if no passwords/PINs are employed.
Password renewal. Password renewal defines whether
users are asked to change their passwords periodically.
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Login brute-force. Login brute-force prevention addresses effective measures for preventing brute-force
attacks, see [12].

For the analysis, we use criteria outlined in section 4
together with requirements concerning system flexibility,
e.g. micro payment or cross border payment ability.

Certificates and SSL. Certificates and the use of
SSL/TLS address the security of the communication
channel, e.g., whether communication is encrypted and
authenticity of the counterpart can be determined.

5.2

Table 1 shows the parameter values of the different systems. The values were retrieved by literature analysis,
statistics, interviews of ePayment system providers and
self-experimentation. We have to quantify our qualitative
measures. We rank "high" by 3, "medium" by 2 and "low"
by 1 and further "yes" by 3 and "no" by 1. Therefore,
systems with higher use-values will be preferable. We can
compare the systems based on these values. The adequacy
of the values depends on the point of view, e.g., seller or
buyer. We can reflect this by assigning different weightings to the chosen criteria. These weightings are calculated as follows: We use a base of 100. Since we have 14
criteria, we get an average weighting of 7 (100/14
rounded). We almost triple the average weighting and use
20 as a maximum weighting factor for eminently significant criteria. Since less important criteria shall not be
completely disregarded, we use 3 as minimum weighting
factor. Different points of views can be reflected by assigning different weightings in the range of 3 to 20.
A user study has shown that it is important from the
perspective of customers to guarantee anonymity, ease of
use and security. Furthermore, customers prefer systems
that they already use or that they can use in other contexts
too, i.e., flexible systems with high market penetration [3].
Given these considerations, Table 2 shows the results of
our use-value analysis from a customer perspective. Click
& Buy emerges as the preferable system. In contrast, providers demand payment guarantees as well as high market
penetration in order to prevent customer distraction [10].
Click & Buy is also preferable from a provider perspective. This table is not shown due to space limitations.
An advantage of such use-value analyses is that they
are easy to adjust according to requirements in a given
context. For example, if it is central to provide high flexibility, we can adjust the weightings of micropayment
ability, cross-border payment ability and offline payment
ability and conclude that Paybox is our first choice.

Authentication. We again use a qualitative measure –
two-factor authentication, one factor authentication and
authentication that is solely based on information that
cannot be considered as sufficiently secret, e.g., account
information or credit card numbers. Two factor authentication means that authentication is based on knowledge,
e.g., passwords, and the possession of artifacts like cell
phones. As access or transactions codes are sent to these
cell phones, their possession is crucial for payments. One
factor authentication is based on knowledge or possession.
Lock-out. Systems may lock out a certain user upon request. A lock-out can be initiated by users whenever they
realize that authentication information had been lost or
stolen in order to prevent malicious transactions.
Anonymity. We differentiate between information that is
easily linked to identities like credit card numbers and
information that is more difficult to use to reveal identities, e.g., phone numbers. Thus, we use yes/no values.
Additional security features address the fact whether critical transactions are secured by certain measures, e.g., use
of transaction authentication numbers (TAN). Additional
non-security requirements include micropayments, guaranteed payments, cross-border payments, offline payments
and market penetration.

5

Analysis

As ePayment systems rely on different paradigms, they
are difficult to compare. Our analysis does not aim at
determining the best or most secure system. Instead, we
want to provide a comprehensive overview on functionalities and security aspects of different systems.

5.1

Results

Methodology

An evaluation determines the value or usefulness of a
solution with respects to given objectives. Use-value analysis does not only cover quantitative but also qualitative
criteria [7]. It involves the following steps [2]:
− Identification of evaluation criteria
− Assessing values of criteria for each system
(quantitative or qualitative)
− Quantification of qualitative values (scaling)
− Weighting of criteria depending on importance

6

BetMPay

Although there are many ePayment systems available,
there can be application contexts in which requirements
cannot be fulfilled by existing systems. In this section, we
will describe BetMPay – a system that has been developed
to support special needs of online gaming companies.
These special needs are anonymity, prevention of customer addiction and a high level of payment guarantees.
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Table 2: Use-values from a Customer Perspective

Verified by
VISA

Paypal

Paysafecard

Paybox

Click and
Buy

Debit Card

Paypal

Paysafecard

Paybox

Click and
Buy

Debit Card

Weighting

Password
Strength

Low

Low

Med

Med

Med

High

Low

Password
Strength

3

3

6

6

6

9

3

3

Password
Renewal

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Password
Renewal

3

3

3

3

3

9

3

3

Login Brute
Force

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Login Brute
Force

6

6

18

6

18

18

6

6

Certificates

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Certificates

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

5

SSL/TLS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SSL/TLS

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

5

Authentication Method

Low

Med

Med High High

Med

Med

10

20

20

30

30

20

20

10

User
Lock-out

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

15

15

5

5

15

15

5

5

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

5

5

5

15

15

5

15

5

Low High Med

Med

High

Low

30

10

30

20

20

30

30

10

Anonymity

15

15

15

45

45

45

45

15

Additional
Security
Market
Penetration

High

Criteria/
System

Authentication
Method
User
Lock-out
Additional
Security
Market
Penetration

Credit Card
using SSL
Verified by
VISA

Criteria/
System

Credit Card
using SSL

Table 1: Values of Payment System Criteria

Anonymity

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Micropayment

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Micropayment

10

10

30

30

30

30

30

10

Payment
Guarantee

Low

High High Low

Med

High

Low

Payment
Guarantee

3

9

9

9

3

6

9

3

Cross border
Payment

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Cross border
Payment

30

30

30

30

30

10

10

10

Offline
Payments

30

10

10

30

30

10

10

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Offline
Payments

30

Yes

Use-value

190 186 211 239 275 257 216

6.1

Context

tomer has to register at a web application when she uses
the payment system for the first time. The only information needed for registration is a valid cell phone number.
The system does not store any names, addresses or
bank account data. If buyers do not disclose their cell
phone number, e.g., by enlisting in phone directories, their
identity cannot be determined using common methods.
After registration, the customer can enter a 16-character
code printed on the voucher. The amount of the voucher
will be credited to her account and can be used for gaming
activities. Whenever customers win a game or decide to
withdraw money credited to their account, they can create
a payment ticket. The ticket consists of a security code
which is sent to the customer via SMS. Afterwards she
may go to gaming offices or kiosks, where the payment
ticket is validated by cell phone number and the security
code. The amount will get cashed out.
Together with a high level of anonymity, this paradigm
further supports the other major requirements. On the one

Online gaming is a sensitive area, since it may impose
dangers on customers, e.g., getting addicted. We can
therefore identify three main requirements: At first, customers need anonymity. They may not want that others
know about their activities. Furthermore, we need a mechanism that helps to prevent addiction. Finally, providers
demand payment guarantees. They may regularly get in
contact with (addicted) indebted or insolvent customers.
BetMPay supports all three major requirements.

6.2

Scenario

Anonymity is one critical success factor of ePayment
systems. BetMPay operates according to the following
paradigm: Customers can buy vouchers for bets (offline)
in gaming offices, kiosks or petrol stations. These vouchers represent a fixed value which can be used for gaming
activities on online platforms. For this purpose, the cus-
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hand, it provides better cost control for customers. As
many customers of online gaming companies are compulsive gamblers, the system requires them to buy additional
vouchers offline. This is not as comfortable as transferring
money from bank accounts by means of credit cards, but it
gives gamblers a chance to rethink their decision ("cool
down phase") and can prevent them from making overhasty investments. On the other hand, the system provides
guarantees for gaming companies: Customers can only bet
with payments already made (pre-payment). As compulsive gamblers are often heavily indebted or even insolvent, companies do not have to fear losses or costly legal
processes in order to recover debts.

anymore. This provides further protection even in the case
when a malicious person has the phone and knows the
account password.
Generated payment tickets could be used when a cell
phone gets stolen or lost. In case the malicious person
only has the cell phone but does not know the account
password, the customer may lock the account and therefore prohibit any cashing outs. If the malicious person also
knows the account password, he can change the password
and prevent logins by the regular customer. This risk can
only be overcome by instructing users to use their payment tickets carefully. For example, they should be generated only shortly before a cashing out is requested.
System Implementation. BetMPay uses several strategies
for mitigating common security risks, like brute forcing,
SQL injection, or man-in-the-middle attacks. In order to
prevent login brute force attacks, the number of login
attempts within a certain time frame is determined. Whenever a certain threshold is exceeded, the user gets locked.
SQL injection attempts can be mitigated by input validation. We use a double strategy and validate input on the
client as well as on the server side. On the client side, a
configurable AJAX component is used whereas the server
side validation is done by .NET methods. For preventing
man-in-the-middle attacks, communication between client
and server is encrypted by means of HTTPS and the use of
a certificate signed by a trusted certificate authority.

6.3 System Architecture
The architecture of BetMPay is conceived in a classical
three layer approach. The client is designed as a thin client
using HTML in order to omit installation of software on
the client side. Business logic is realized by ASP.NET
components, which are operated by an IIS server. Data
logic is realized using SQL databases. Since we do not use
stored procedures, views or triggers, we support almost
any relational database product.

6.4 Risks and Countermeasures
We will outline BetMPay’s major risks and countermeasures from the perspective of design and implementation.

Password policy. A configurable AJAX component on
the client side informs users whether their password complies with defined rules (minimum length, special characters). Additionally, passwords are checked on the server,
e.g., if passwords have been used before. Users have to
update password periodically.

System Design. The system faces two fundamental security risks. At first, malicious users may fake vouchers by
auto-generating the 16-character code and therefore be
able to transfer credits, for which they never paid. To
mitigate this risk, special measures for creating the code
are used. The code is separated into an application number, a ticket number and one part of a ciphered message.
The other part of the ciphered message is stored in a database when the code is generated. Whenever a user redeems a voucher, the two parts of the message get assembled, deciphered and compared to the template. Thus, the
validity of the voucher can be checked.
The second fundamental risk is the fact that cashing out
requires the possession of a specific cell phone. If the cell
phone gets lost or stolen, other persons may retrieve money from the account. The risk gets reduced primarily by
the circumstance that users have to create payment tickets.
Users can create such tickets only with the password of
the account. We have a two factor authorization in this
case, i.e., possession of the cell phone and knowledge of
the password. In addition, payment tickets are sent to the
cell phone via SMS. Customers can ask their cell phone
provider to lock the phone as soon as they recognize their
loss. The cell phone will not be able to receive SMSs

6.5 Evaluation
Table 3 shows the results of the use-value analysis of
BetMPay that have been gathered from a usability study.
BetMPay is ranked third from a customer perspective and
fourth from a provider perspective. This comes from restrictions regarding cross-border payment ability and the
market penetration of this system. The aspect of preventing overhasty decisions has not been considered in our
analysis. We can therefore conclude that if market penetration can be increased and cross-border support will be
added, BetMPay will be a good choice for online gaming.

7

Related Work

Benefits and costs of ePayments as well as a tool for system comparison are given in [16]. There are also evaluations and comparisons of electronic payment systems.
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gaming. We have introduced BetMPay, an ePayment
system that offers a high level of anonymity, payment
guarantees for providers, as well as consumer protection.
One major drawback of BetMPay is that it requires an
established selling infrastructure, i.e., concluding contracts
with gaming offices or kiosks.

Criteria

Weighting
Customer
Perspective

Value Customer Perspective

Weighting
Provider
Perspective

Value Provider Perspective

Table 3: Use-values of BetMPay

Password Strength

3

9

3

9

Password Renewal

3

9

3

9

Login Brute Force

6

18

3

9

Certificates

5

15

6

18

SSL/TLS

5

15

7

21

Authentication Method

10

30

5

15

User Lock-out

5

15

5

15

Additional Security

5

15

3

9

Market Penetration

10

10

15

15

Anonymity

15

45

5

15

Micro-payment

10

30

10

30

Payment Guarantee

3

9

20

60

Cross border Payment

10

10

10

10

Offline Payments

10

10

5

5

Use-value

240
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Wright evaluates privacy, traceability, transaction cost,
and the ability to build up the customers purchasing pattern of credit card payment systems, an electronic check
system and digital cash systems. He evaluates advantages
and disadvantages to customers, merchants, service providers as well as financial institutions [13]. Wright suggests a new system for increased user acceptance, which
allows payments over telephone networks for purchases
made over the Internet. Yu et al. explore advantages and
limitations of online credit card payment, electronic cash,
electronic checks, and small payments. Systematic and
detailed comparisons of alternative systems are provided
[14]. Their analysis was targeted at companies planning to
adopt or to improve an ePayment system.

8

Conclusion

We have shown an evaluation of various ePayment systems by employing a use-value analysis. Key success
factors of ePayment systems are security and flexibility.
There is no "best" or "most secure" ePayment system. The
adequacy of these systems depends on the application
context. Use-value analysis is an appropriate and easy to
use evaluation method, since it allows the consideration of
different application perspectives. Despite the fact that
many ePayment systems are available, there are contexts
that require tailored solutions, as is the case with online
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connecting to some social networks, etc. One example
about the standardization of media centre can be the
MPEG M3W [2], which also integrates the MPEG-21
DRM support and concepts [3], [4]. In most cases, the
media services are statically connected on receiving
devices and offered to users. These solutions integrate
poor features of content management, advertising
management, gateway to manage the owned content in
other social networks, automated content publication,
and never rules for automating those activities.
Furthermore, many service providers are interested in
providing social features to the community that visit
their websites, allowing them to have a full control of
their social information, activities, and relationships
[5]. On the other hand, content services for the
community are today divided into: data provider, such
as Web Services, RSS and ATOM; (ii) data
Aggregator, such as Widgets and Mashups.
The aim of this paper is to present the main engine
for setting up scalable local services for community
enabling local management of complex services for
user and content. The presented solution is part of a
larger
project
called
LOCUSGENS:
Local
Communities Sharing Generated Content, Services and
experiences. The components presented in details in
this paper refer to the engine that one could host on a
media center located into the community premises to
provide services to the local community: (1) remapping
and reshaping a set of external services and
information, (2) providing a set of additional services
for integration of the former services and for the fact
that the local information and events are locally
exploited and managed. The added value services are
performed by means of a rule based engine to
automatically perform a set of activities for the
community such as: download, local recommendation
based advertising, privacy control, automated
meeting/connection establishment, content filtering,
automated content sharing on social networks,
dynamic/active query and download, monitoring,
notification of events in the community, etc. The
definition of a set of rules for the local management of
the community may simplify the life to the community
users and protect the young elements.

Abstract
The trend of social networking has put in evidence
the needs of users in collaborating and sharing
information. Users prefer to keep under control their
content and to have at home personalized views of
their preferred services. Thus local community
services and content management systems may be of
interest to be developed in contrast to service provider
that try to monopolize all services. In this paper, we
present LOCUSGENS architecture and solution and in
particular the features and the capabilities of the
intelligent local Autonomous Community Manager
which includes a rule based systems to cope with the
harmonization of third party services.

1. Introduction
The state of the art of Social Networks, SN, is
grounded on centralized solutions for collection and
sharing of user generated content and information.
Many different business models have been exploited in
social networks, including: subscription, advertising,
communities sharing similar interests, access to
premium content or services in Pay Per Play/View.
Communities whose members’ involvement is
characterized by occasional attendance, and short
passive participation are generally suitable for business
models based on advertising [1]. This model is
typically viable in the presence of huge number of
users, while the premium VOD (video on demand)/
PPV model is mainly associated with solutions for
protecting content (e.g., CAS, DRM).
The main problem of SN is their centralized
approach. In distributed solutions costs may be shared
among middle level servers and/or with final users’
devices (such as decoders, computers, mobiles, game
stations, etc.) or servers: such as media centers, routers,
etc. The concept of media centre is less widespread as
a commercial device, while it is more common in the
open source community where a set of Media Centre
software solutions are available. They have been
mainly derived from public open source media centers
such as XBMC, LinuxMCE, Boxee, MythTV, etc.
They mainly integrate capabilities of playing video
streams coming from DVB boards and from IPTV
streams, receiving EPG, program recording,
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2. LOCUSGENS General Architecture and
Scenarios

x

According to LOCUSGENS, a community is a group
of users sharing a set of needs, contents, services and
experiences, and may be a small set of locations.
LOCUSGENS community can be a family, a group of
friends, a public laundry, a restaurant, a golf club, a
social group attached to one or several social networks,
etc. In Figure 1, the main elements of the
LOCUSGENS architecture are reported. The
architecture includes a set of Logically Accessible
Directories (LAD services) that are providing services
to the Autonomous Community Manager (ACOM).
LAD services can be Social Network, content
providers, web TV, weather forecast, EPG for TV or
other, travel agency, kids schools, golf club, other
ACOMs as well, etc.

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

of the Community.
locally produced video has also to be accessible on
the community mobiles and on a set of other
identified communities.
At 20:30 the ACOM has to request a comment on
Political news from Philip’s friend Carl belonging
to the Community “Smith family”.
When Tom connects show him last Amazon books
on fishing.
Philip’s video of last week-end can be
accessed/played from external users of the ACOM
belonging to the following list of communities:
Smith Family, Pub Happy Boat.
Access to weather information and make them
accessible at 19:00, together with news of Channel
RAI1 and BBC.
At 20:00 the ACOM WEBCAM is activated to
establish a contact with the grandmother’s.
Allow reception of Advertising in Push if it
matches with certain descriptors provided for or it
is associated to specific content services.
At the 15:00 please activate a query on YouTube
to get the first 15 videos on “ski Rocky” at high
resolution. 

3. ACOM Architecture
The ACOM architecture is presented in Figure 2 and
includes:
x GUI support: the front end interface for the
devices and applications that are used in the local
community and virtually from the Internet. This
interface allows to mount the selected content
services from the LOCUSGENS network of
ACOMs communities and to make them available
for the community devices and users. As widget
manager the Liferay solution has been adopted [6].
x Service Registry: It is the entity to which each
new service has to be registered to provide
connection with the Process Engine to put the
connected services at the disposal of the ACOM.
x Social Media Services: These services have been
developed as native tools to provide a minimum
number of basic capabilities in the ACOM
middleware such as: managing users, content
management system, crawling in the local area
network for collecting resources and media, direct
connection and chat, events and asynchronous
messages. All these services are at disposal of the
Process Engine and Policy Engine.
x Process Engine and Editor: the Process Engine
is an intelligent engine of the ACOM devoted to
the user administration with user access control,
and manages the actions in response of the widgets
mounted on the user profile. The Process Engine is
also responsible of considering semantic aspects of

Figure 1 - LOCUSGENS general architecture
The ACOM can be hosted in a dedicated device or in a
media center, decoder, set top box, etc. The ACOM
can profile local users and according to rules/policies it
can manage the community by providing content
services to the community devices. In these cases, the
content is considered as a set of complex data items
where several different kinds of streams of information
need to be provided, where multiple paths and
possibilities as occurs including classical audio/video
(DVB-T, DVB-S..) for IPTV/WebTV, but also
educational content, cultural heritage content, games,
collections, guides and manuals, cross media reports,
play lists, etc. Examples are MPEG-21, AXMEDIS,
SCORM, MPEG formats, HTML, SMIL, EPUB, etc.
The advantages of the LOCUSGENS architecture are:
(i) scalability in terms of socially produced and shared
content; (ii) decoupling of content services and
advertising; (iii) flexibility in performing for the
community repetitive and boring activities from/to
other communities and social networks, etc.
Examples of ACOM policies can be:
x content services identified or matching a certain
profile can be accessed only at a given time
window during the day or from a specific device
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<SyncStatement> = Block action | Allow action
<AsyncStatement> = <StatementName> ({<Parameter>} )

content services: (i) user actions, preference,
favorites, etc.; (ii) content descriptors; (iii) local
and external events; (iv) actions performed on
provided and exported services; etc., to provide
local personal recommendations and advertising
support (static and dynamic user profile).

Some of the constructs of the Policy Rules directly
refer to services provided in the Social Media Services
(such as: sending events, getting status, etc.), while
other are generically referred to dynamically mounted
services coming from the Widgets connected by the
users for creating their working user interface. The user
interface has been realized in Drools Guvnor.
The LOCUGENS widgets are those accessible as
Liferay on the web plus those specifically developed to
be controlled by the Process and Policies Engines. All
the widgets are hosted on Liferay support, only the
LOCUGENS widgets can be managed by the Process
and Policy Engines.
In order to validate ACOM solution a number of
Widgets have been implemented according to the
ACOM communication model, among them:
x Amazon Ads Widget realized to interact with
ACOM engines to provide queries and get the
published books matching with the a user profile,
x Alerts Widget has been realized to interact with
ACOM engines to receive information and events,
for example the reaching of a message, the
occurrence of a certain condition, the login, the
creation of a connection, etc.,
x Content Widget can be instantiated in three
different manners as: content player, content list
viewer, and as interface to set preferences. It has
been realized to be installed as a Liferay portlet
and to interact with ACOM engines. In Figure 3,
the class diagram showing Content Widget and
related classes is presented.

Figure 2 – ACOM architecture
x

Policy Engine and Editor: The Policy Engine is
the “intelligent” engine of the ACOM to process
and execute ACOM policies as defined and
downloaded by the ACOM and associated with
Content Services and other services. The ACOM
Policy Engine can take decisions to serve the local
community. The capabilities of the engine are
enforced by using semantic processing functions.
Policies are formalized according to the following
EBNF format (in which not all constructs are
reported).
<Rule> = WHEN <PredicativePart> DO <ActivePart>
<PredicativePart> = <FiringCondition>,{<MatchExpression>}
<FiringCondition> = <InstantCondition> | <EventCondition>
<EventCondition> = ON EVENT WITH TYPE <EventLabel>
FROM <DomainCondition> [FOR
<DomainCondition>]
<DomainCondition> = <ObjectType> <Identifier>
([ <Constraint> {AND <Constraint>}] )
<Constraint> = [NOT] <Atom>
<Atom> = <Attribute> <OP> <Parameter> |
<Predicate>({<Parameter>})
<MatchExpression> = MATCH <DomainCondition>
<ActivePart> = <SyncStatement>, {<AsyncStatement>}

Figure 3 – Class diagram of Content Widget
x Mobile Medicine (http://mobmed.axmedis.org) is
a best practice network for medicine. In this case,
a widget has been created to provide into the
ACOM special services from Mobile Medicine:
getting content and providing content from/to the
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sociaal network, eetc. The Mobiile Medicine social
netw
work presents a web servicce to provide those
serviices towards its widget counterpart
c
fo the
for
ACO
OM.
Other seervices are avvailable as well
w
such as Portal
Event Listener,
L
Convversation Serrvice e Dow
wnload
Service, User
U Activity Service (UAS
S), etc.

5 Conclusioons
5.
Inn this paper, LOCUSGENS
S architecturee and solutionn
annd in particulaar the featuress and the capaabilities of thee
inntelligent loccal Autonomoous Communnity Managerr
w
which
includess a rule basedd system to cope
c
with thee
harmonization of a number of third party services havee
been presentedd. The solutiion proposedd goes in thee
direction of locally m
managing services
s
forr
coommunities. Among them
m content serv
vices but alsoo
news, connectiion, advertisinng, control and
d supervising,
auutomating som
me boring actiivities of conttent collectionn
annd sharing am
mong friends and social networks.
n
Thee
coomponents prresented in deetails in this paper
p
refer too
thhe engine thaat one couldd host on a media centerr
loocated into the communnity premisess to providee
seervices to thee local comm
munity. The addded value off
thhe solution ressides on the poossibility of setting up a sett
of “smart” rulees to automatiically perform
m synchronouss
annd asynchronoous activities for the comm
munity such as:
download, loccal recommenndation basedd advertising,
prrivacy conttrol, autom
mated meetin
ng/connectionn
esstablishment, content filttering, autom
mated contentt
shharing on soccial networks, dynamic/actiive query andd
download, moonitoring, nottification of events
e
in thee
coommunity, etc.
e
From thhe experimennts we havee
verified that they can ssimplify the life of thee
coommunity reeducing borinng activities and creatingg
m
more
stable coonnection amoong other com
mmunities, thee
laarger families,, the houses of the close frieends, etc.

4. Somee Exampless
The soluution proposedd has been tessted by settingg up a
These
number of
o ACOM seervices into communities.
c
where coomprised of feew people, typpically families and
their frieends. On thesee bases, a nuumber of ruless have
been creeated by usingg a graphic user
u
interfacee. The
creation of
o a new rule is guided by a sort of wizaard and
should be improveed to makke it realisstically
understanndable by anyy final user. An
A example of
o rule
to prevennt access to video contennt for Junior users
belongingg to the “Fam
mily” communiity is reportedd:
WHEN
ON EV
VENT WITH TY
YPE "Play"
FROM User u(age < 18,
belongsToC
Community("F
Family"))
FOR Content
C
c(fo
ormat == "Vi
ideo")
DO Block
k action

Figure 4a representts the collaaboration diiagram
describinng the relattionships am
mong the entities
e
involved into the execcution of the previous
p
rule. While
Figure 4bb shows a seggment of the screen
s
in whiich the
advertisinng produced bby querying onn Amazon porrtal on
the basiss of user prrofile (static plus dynam
mic) is
presentedd. So that exploiting the preferences
manifesteed during the accesses on Mobile
M
Mediccine to
provide personal
p
local advertising of Amazon conntent.
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THE EXPLAINER
Using the Computer to Help Collaborate in Connecting the Dots to Resolve Complex
Problems
Donald V Steward – Emeritus Professor – Sacramento State University
Josh Knight – PhD Student – University of Michigan
exposed for criticism and changed as needed. This process
is transparent.
Unfortunately, this is not as natural for people as
correlating patterns. People are very poor at connecting the
dots. The Explainer is a means of using the computer to
help us do what is not so natural to us. It opens up the
capacity to use a new way of thinking. This capability is a
paradigm change made possible by programming a
computer to handle propositional logic.
An explanation must conform to two conditions. One,
it must explain what is desired to be explained. And two, it
must not explain behaviors that do not exist.
Abduction is used to find the explanations for what is
to be explained that can occur within the scope of the
cause-and-effect knowledge. Of course, the validity of the
explanation is limited by the validity and scope of the
cause-and-effect statements. This is the creative phase.
Deduction is used to determine what other behaviors
accompany each proposed explanation beyond the
behavior that is intended to be explained, i.e. side effects.
If these other behaviors do not occur, then that explanation
must be rejected. This is the critical phase.
The abduction process is very straightforward provided
there are no circuits in the cause-and-effects needed to
explain the behavior. All that is required is to eliminate the
variables between the assumptions and the behavior they
are to explain. An assumption is a cause that itself has no
cause and thus can only be assumed. This elimination is
done by substitution much as is done in the solution of
simultaneous linear algebraic equations. But this process
breaks down when there are circuits.
The rules of logic are based on the assumption of an
open system. If A implies B and if A is true, then B is true.
But we cannot say in logic that if A is false then B is also
false because the truth of B may be implied by something
else that is not considered. But if we assume we have a
closed system where nothing inside the system can be
implied by something outside the system, we can account
for everything that might imply that B is true. Then we can
say that if A is false and there is no other implication
within the system that would make B true, we can then say
that if A causes B that if A is false then B must also be

Abstract
The Explainer is a means whereby people can use a
computer to help them collaborate to bring together their
various points of view in order to solve very complex
problems. The collaborators contribute elementary causeand-effect statements that describe a situation so that the
computer can use propositional logic to combine these
statements to explain behaviors that arise within the scope
of that situation.
Propositional logic is used to represent the cause-andeffect statements. Abduction is used to find the multiple
explanations for the behavior. Deduction is used on each
proposed explanation to show what additional behaviors it
would also explain. Proposed explanations that explain
false behaviors are rejected.
People tend to solve problems by recognizing a pattern
that may be occurring now and correlate it with a pattern
they have seen before. They assume that the cause and the
outcome will be the same. But different people recognize
different patterns and argue over them rather than solve
the problem.
A better way to solve problems is to connect the dots to
build a scenario that shows the connections linking the
cause to the symptoms. This scenario is transparent to all
and can be the basis for discussion and criticism.
People are naturally much better at pattern recognition
and correlation than in connecting the dots. The Explainer
provides the ability that allows them to connect the dots.

1.0 Connecting the Dots: A Better
Way to Solve Problems
People are naturally very good at pattern recognition
and correlating patterns they observe now with other
patterns from the past. They assume that the causes and
outcomes of these patterns will be the same.
Unfortunately, different people recognize different
patterns, come to different conclusions as to what should
be done, and argue without having solved the problem.
A better way is to connect the dots to provide a
scenario that shows the logic that connects the causes to
their consequences. These logical scenarios can then be
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false. This assumption of closure is important to have a
practical process of explanation.

3.0 Example: Understanding the
Economic Crisis Problem
We have used the Explainer to explore how it might be
used to shed light on several complex problems. We do not
contend that we have solved these problems, but only to
suggest how the Explainer might be used in the hands of
more knowledgeable people to produce better
understandings of these problems.
The Explainer has been used in trials to illustrate how
it might be applied to understanding a number of different
types of problems such as understanding how terrorists
might design a plan to do us harm and how those plots
might be thwarted, how we might consider the various
factors involved in plans to leave Iraq, how it might be
used to provide a medical diagnostic service to physicians
who do not have the time to read all the latest literature,
and so on.
But none of these examples has done any more than
illustrate how these problems might be formulated. Better
understanding of these problems would require that the
Explainer be put in the hands of more knowledgeable
people to develop better cause-and-effect statements.

1.1 The Explainer Also Solves Other
Types of Problems
When we can solve the explainer problem, there are
many other types of problems that we can also solve. For
example, we can design something from components
whose behaviors have been described by cause-and-effect
statements by asking that they explain the behavior that
would represent the requirements for the design. We can
develop a plan by describing the steps we can take as
cause-and-effect statements and request an explanation for
the goal of the plan.

2.0 Dealing with Circuits
When there are circuits, it is assumed that functions
can be found such that the variables within the circuit
become functions of variables outside the circuit but not of
the other variables within the same circuit. When these
functions are used, the circuits are replaced by equivalent
cause-and-effect statements that contain no circuits. Then
these variables can also be eliminated by substitution, as
we had done when there were no circuits.
Unfortunately, finding these functions is a
combinatorial problem. This raises the suspicion that the
combinatorics might require more computing capability
and time than is available in practice.
Fortunately, there are characteristics of this problem
that make the computing practical for all reasonable
problems. In each combinatorial trial, it is possible to
assign multiple variables at the same time. This greatly
reduces the number of trials. If for example r variables can
be assigned in each trial, the number of trials would be 2b/r
where b is the number of variables in the block, and r is the
number of variables assigned in each trial. A block is the
largest subset of variables such that there is a path from
each variable in the block to every other variable in the
block and back to itself.
When the block contains only a simple circuit, r = b,
thus requiring only two trials no matter how large b is.. We
can assume that unless the circuits in a block are severely
entangled, the number of trials would be expected to be
very few.
Also, problems usually consist of many small blocks
that can each be considered independently. This greatly
reduces the number of trials required.

3.1 The Economic Model
Cause-and-effects can be input to the Explainer as
follows:
EFFECT 1
CAUSED BY A
NOT B
CAUSED BY C

Meaning that Effect 1 is caused either by (A and not B)
or by C.
Then the input for this partial economic crisis analysis might
be as follows:
EFFECT 1. Home prices depressed
CAUSED BY 17. More houses available on market
EFFECT 2. Credit crunch
CAUSED BY NOT 3. Liquidity
EFFECT 3. Liquidity
CAUSED BY NOT 4. Mistrust
EFFECT 4. Mistrust
CAUSED BY 16. High foreclosure rate
29. Pressure to make loans with
inadequate documentation in order
to collect fees
EFFECT 5. Initial lender possesses home
partially paid for by borrower`s payments
CAUSED BY 14. Borrower defaults
EFFECT 6. Initial lender wants to sell ARM mortgage
CAUSED BY 5. Initial lender possesses home partially
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risks of bundles
CAUSED BY NOT 34. Regulators guarantee
symmetry of information
about loan risks
EFFECT 27. Investors unaware of bundle risks
CAUSED BY NOT 28. Open books
29. Pressure to make loans with
inadequate documentation
in order to collect fees
EFFECT 28. Open books
CAUSED BY 34. Regulators guarantee symmetry of
information about loan risks
ASSUMABLE 29. Pressure to make loans with inadequate
documentation in order to collect fees
EFFECT 30. Ability of lenders to recoup bad loans
CAUSED BY
EFFECT 31. Negative equity
CAUSED BY 1. Home prices depressed
EFFECT 32. Buyers walk away from homes
CAUSED BY 31. Negative equity
EFFECT 33. Bundled loans bring good prices
CAUSED BY 26. Asymmetry of information about
risks of bundles
ASSUMABLE 34. Regulators guarantee symmetry
of information about loan risks
Figure 3.1: Initial model for economic crisis
situation including circuit

paid for by borrower`s payments
10. Rate will rise to make loan
profitable to lender
11. Initial lender has low risk
in reselling loan
21. Initial lender gets origination fees
EFFECT 7. Borrower wants to buy ARM loan
CAUSED BY 9. Borrower has low income
and low equity
12. Initial rate low
EFFECT 8. Many ARM loans made
CAUSED BY 6. Initial lender wants to sell
ARM mortgage
7. Borrower wants to buy ARM loan
ASSUMABLE 9. Borrower has low income and low equity
EFFECT 10. Rate will rise to make loan profitable to lender
CAUSED BY 24. Initial lender cannot profit
from initial rates
EFFECT 11. Initial lender has low risk in reselling loan
CAUSED BY 19. Initial lender bundles loans
30. Ability of lenders to recoup bad loans
EFFECT 12. Initial rate low
CAUSED BY 23. Nature of ARMs
EFFECT 13. Borrower cannot pay reset rate
CAUSED BY 9. Borrower has low income
and low equity
10. Rate will rise to make loan
profitable to lender
EFFECT 14. Borrower defaults
CAUSED BY 13. Borrower cannot pay reset rate
EFFECT 15. High delinquency rate
CAUSED BY 8. Many ARM loans made
14. Borrower defaults
EFFECT 16. High foreclosure rate
CAUSED BY 15. High delinquency rate
EFFECT 17. More houses available on market
CAUSED BY 14. Borrower defaults
32. Buyers walk away from homes
EFFECT 19. Initial lender bundles loans
CAUSED BY 22. Bundled loans have low risk rating
EFFECT 20. Artificially low risk assigned to bundles
CAUSED BY 26. Asymmetry of information
about risks of bundles
EFFECT 21. Initial lender gets origination fees
CAUSED BY 23. Nature of ARMs
EFFECT 22. Bundled loans have low risk rating
CAUSED BY 20. Artificially low risk assigned
to bundles
ASSUMABLE 23. Nature of ARMs
EFFECT 24. Initial lender cannot profit from initial rates
CAUSED BY 9. Borrower has low income
and low equity
23. Nature of ARMs
EFFECT 25. Market collapse
CAUSED BY NOT 3. Liquidity
EFFECT 26. Asymmetry of information about

Those with better knowledge of the situation are
invited to use the Explainer to produce a more
comprehensive analysis.
Input to block Begin
EFFECT 14. Borrower defaults
CAUSED BY 13. Borrower cannot pay reset rate
Input End

Variables Within the Block
Block begin
EFFECT 17. More houses available on market
CAUSED BY 14. Borrower defaults
32. Buyers walk away from homes
EFFECT 1. Home prices depressed
CAUSED BY 17. More houses available on market
EFFECT 31. Negative equity
CAUSED BY 1. Home prices depressed
EFFECT 32. Buyers walk away from homes
CAUSED BY 31. Negative equity
Block End
Figure 3.2 Input to Block Before
Substitution

Figure 3.2 identifies a circuit within the cause-andeffect statements that must be resolved. Figure 3.3 shows
the cause-and-effect statements after the substitution has
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requiring this are still a matter of contention and thus are
not yet in place.
We can do this if there are no ORs. If there were ORs,
we have to operate on multiple subsets of expressions
where there is only one term chosen from each expression.

been made to produce an equivalent set of cause-andeffects that no longer contain circuits:
Input Variables to Block
Begin
EFFECT 14. Borrower defaults
CAUSED BY 13. Borrower cannot pay reset rate
End
Variables within Block
Block Begin
EFFECT 17. More houses available on market
CAUSED BY 14. Borrower defaults
32. Buyers walk away from homes
EFFECT 1. Home prices depressed
CAUSED BY 14. Borrower defaults
EFFECT 31. Negative equity
CAUSED BY 14. Borrower defaults
EFFECT 32. Buyers walk away from homes
CAUSED BY 14. Borrower defaults
Block End
Figure 3.3: Input to Block After Substitution So It
No Longer Contains a Circuit

3.2 Scenario to Explain the Reasoning
for the Explanation and Show Side
Effects
The scenario shows the reasoning that leads to this
explanation and provides the consequences if the
explanation were valid. A term is a set of assumptions or
actions joined by ANDs.
The scenario uses the following rules:






Effect 18 has been deleted because during the
development it was found to be equivalent to Effect 1. This
reveals why it is important to make sure that the variables
are not duplicated with different numbers.
After making this substitution, we can run the existing
program as though there were no circuits. Then we get the
following explanation for the Market Crisis:



A term is True if all its variables are True
A term is False if any of its variables are False
A term is Unknown if at least one of its variables is
unknown and none of its variables are False
An explanation is False if any term in its explanation is
False and no term is True or Unknown
An explanation is Unknown if no term is either True or
False
An explanation is True if any term is True

The program assigns values of IS TRUE, IS NOT
TRUE or equivalently IS FALSE, or UNKNOWN to the
effects, causes and terms. The unknowns have been
eliminated in the following for clarity and brevity. Then
the scenario is as follows:

EFFECT 25. Market Crisis
CAUSED BY
29. Pressure to make loans with inadequate
documentation in order to collect fees
NOT 34. Regulators guarantee symmetry
of information about loan risks
23. Nature of ARMs
9. Borrower has low income and low equity
Figure 3.4: Explanation found for
‘25. Market Crisis’

DETERMINE THE CONSEQUENCES IF
THESE ASSUMPTIONS ARE ALL TRUE
29. Pressure to make loans with inadequate
documentation in order to collect fees IS TRUE
34. Regulators guarantee symmetry of information
about loan risks IS NOT TRUE
23. Nature of ARMs IS TRUE
9. Borrower has low income and low equity
IS TRUE
THEN THE CONSEQUENCES ARE:
9. Borrower has low income and low equity IS TRUE
23. Nature of ARMs IS TRUE
29. Pressure to make loans with inadequate
documentation in order to collect fees IS TRUE
34. Regulators guarantee symmetry of information about
loan risks IS FALSE
12. Initial rate low IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
23. Nature of ARMs IS TRUE
21. Initial lender gets origination fees IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
23. Nature of ARMs IS TRUE

This tells us that ‘EFFECT 25. Market Crisis’ can
occur only if all these causes occur together and thus can
be prevented if any one of them can be prevented.
We cannot change ’23 Nature of ARMs’ i.e.
Adjustable Rate Mortgages, or ‘9. Borrower has low
income and low equity’, but we can change ’NOT 34.
Regulators guarantee symmetry of information about loan
risks’. This suggests that the ‘Market Crisis’ could have
been prevented and now can be resolve by having
regulations to guarantee symmetry of information in all
financial transactions. As of this writing, the regulations
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22. Bundled loans have low risk rating IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
20. Artificially low risk assigned to bundles
IS TRUE
27. Investors unaware of bundle risks IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
NOT 28. Open books IS TRUE
29. Pressure to make loans with inadequate
documentation in order to collect fees
IS TRUE
30. Ability of lenders to recoup bad loans IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
33. Bundled loans bring good prices
IS TRUE
5. Initial lender possesses home partially paid for by
borrower’s payments IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
14. Borrower defaults IS TRUE
19. Initial lender bundles loans IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
22. Bundled loans have low risk rating
IS TRUE
11. Initial lender has low risk in reselling loan IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
19. Initial lender bundles loans IS TRUE
30. Ability of lenders to recoup bad loans
IS TRUE
6. Initial lender wants to sell ARM mortgage IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
5. Initial lender possesses home partially paid
for by borrower`s payments IS TRUE
10. Rate will rise to make loan profitable
to lender IS TRUE
11. Initial lender has low risk in reselling loan IS TRUE
21. Initial lender gets origination fees IS TRUE
8. Many ARM loans made IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
6. Initial lender wants to sell ARM
mortgage IS TRUE
7. Borrower wants to buy ARM loan
IS TRUE
15. High delinquency rate IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
8. Many ARM loans made IS TRUE
14. Borrower defaults IS TRUE
16. High foreclosure rate IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
15. High delinquency rate IS TRUE
4. Mistrust IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
16. High foreclosure rate IS TRUE
29. Pressure to make loans with inadequate
documentation in order to collect fees
IS TRUE
3. Liquidity IS FALSE
Term 1 IS FALSE

24. Initial lender cannot profit from initial rates IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
9. Borrower has low income and
low equity IS TRUE
23. Nature of ARMs IS TRUE
26. Asymmetry of information about risks of bundles
IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
NOT 34. Regulators guarantee symmetry of
information about loan risks
IS TRUE
28. Open books IS FALSE
Term 1 IS FALSE
34. Regulators guarantee symmetry of
information about loan risks IS FALSE
33. Bundled loans bring good prices IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
26. Asymmetry of information about risks
of bundles IS TRUE
7. Borrower wants to buy ARM loan IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
9. Borrower has low income and
low equity IS TRUE
12. Initial rate low IS TRUE
10. Rate will rise to make loan profitable to lender
IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
24. Initial lender cannot profit from initial
rates IS TRUE
13. Borrower cannot pay reset rate IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
9. Borrower has low income and
low equity IS TRUE
10. Rate will rise to make loan profitable
to lender IS TRUE
14. Borrower defaults IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
13. Borrower cannot pay reset rate
IS TRUE
17. More houses available on market IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
14. Borrower defaults IS TRUE
32. Buyers walk away from homes IS TRUE
1. Home prices depressed IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
14. Borrower defaults IS TRUE
31. Negative equity IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
14. Borrower defaults IS TRUE
32. Buyers walk away from homes IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
14. Borrower defaults IS TRUE
20. Artificially low risk assigned to bundles IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
26. Asymmetry of information about risks
of bundles IS TRUE
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NOT 4. Mistrust IS FALSE
2. Credit crunch IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
NOT 3. Liquidity IS TRUE
25. Market Crisis IS TRUE
Term 1 IS TRUE
NOT 3. Liquidity IS TRUE
Figure 3.4: Scenario for Cause
of Economic Crisis
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A scenario can also be generated for the case that
variable 34. Regulators guarantee symmetry of information
about loan risks is true.

5.0 Plans for Further Work
A more imaginative use of the Explainer would be to
design a device that can use sensors and the Explainer
method to explain its environment and make plans for how
to use actuators to interact with its environment.
Such a device might have two methods for
understanding its environment. One, it could use its
sensors to correlate pairs of events that always occur in the
same order, occur frequently, and preferably with a short
duration between the events. Thus, it would find
candidates for cause-and-effect statements to be added to
its repertoire. It could also use its cause-and-effect
statements to plan experiments on its environment that
would yield further cause-and-effect statements and
perhaps also produced actions that would achieve its needs
and desires.
This has not been implemented yet, but is an
interesting possibility to be considered. It might provide a
hypothesis for how babies learn about the world and how
to deal with it. It might be used by robots to learn about
their environments and how to deal with them.
The Explainer is also being considered as a tool for
negotiations and emergency management.

7.2 Materials on the Web
Go to http://problematics.com/readings.asp
then:
[11] Click on
THE EXPLAINER METHOD - P.doc
for a more in depth discussion of this
paper.
[12] Click on APPLICATIONS-E.doc to see
demonstrations of how the Explainer
might be used to deal with various types
of problems.

6.0 Conclusion
The Explainer shows a method that might be used to
help people collaborate to understand complex problems
and see how they might be resolved. Unlike expert
systems, this method can handle circuits, which are not
uncommon, and there is no ambiguity in the sequencing of
the application of rules.
If equivalent methods are available to study complex
problems such those that the Explainer appears capable of
understanding, there does not appear to be evident that
such methods are being use to deal with the many
significant problems that we are facing today.

Note: This work was done in conjunction with David
Singer of the University of Michigan and Janel Nixon of
Integrative Engineering under a grant from the Office of
Naval Research.
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This is a direct consequence of the fact that the
security has been traditionally overlooked and
considered supplementary instead of a core element in
the design and development of such systems, which
has produced very negative consequences and has
undermined the users' confidence in computer systems.
One of the most significant regulations in the
financial context is the Sarbanes-Oxley Act developed
in 2002, which defines significant tighter personal
responsibility of corporate top management for the
accuracy of reported financial statements. As in this
case, many of the best known initiatives for enhancing
the security of computer systems have been based on
guidelines,
recommendations,
best
practices,
certification, compliance and similar approaches
lacking the necessary rigour and precision that one
would expect when dealing with “security”. Other
relevant examples are: Common criteria, FIPS,
traditional security patterns, GLBA, FISMA, and
HIPA. In some cases other compliance frameworks
(such as COBIT) or standards (NIST) inform on how
to comply with the regulations.
The fact that all these regulations and policies are
expressed informally make it practically impossible to
rigorously verify that an application complies with a
specific regulation. Precisely, one of the main
advantages of our proposal is the formalization of the
aforementioned regulations in high-level “Security
policies” and to allow verifying that an application
developed in the security framework complies with
such policy.
In this paper we present a model of secure and
dependable systems and its application to the ServiceOriented Computing, focused on the verification of the
compliance with security policies. The model has been
developed in the SERENITY and MISTICO projects.
SERENITY is a research project founded by the
European Commission, in its Sixth Framework
Programme [1]. MISTICO is a project founded by the
Consejería de Ciencia y Tecnología (Government
Castilla-La Mancha).

Abstract
In this paper we present a mechanism for
verification of security policies that is part of a policybased security engineering process for service-oriented
applications. The mechanism, developed in the
SERENITY and MISTICO projects, provides a
framework for the automated treatment of security and
dependability (S&D) issues. Concretely, we focus on
the verification of the compliance with security
policies, based on the formal specification of Security
and Dependability (S&D) Properties. Precisely, the
main advantages of the approach presented in this
paper are that it allows us to define high-level policies
and to verify that an application developed in these
security frameworks complies with such policy.

1. Introduction
The trend in recent years toward open and
distributed computing environments, and in particular
towards service-oriented computing, increases the
emphasis on relationships, negotiations, and
agreements between the different components of the
systems. This brings particular challenges for the area
of security and dependability (S&D), which are
traditionally very difficult to manage and measure. It
also introduces the issues of accountability and
liability. These are often also referred to as
responsibility, answerability, blameworthiness and
other terms associated with the expectation of accountgiving. These topics have been heavily debated
because introduce a new concept in security
engineering, related with the responsibility to ensure
that a system complies with a regulation or a security
policy. We can find in the recent past a practical
example, this is the case of corporate scandals and
breakdowns like the recent loss of 45 Million credit
and debit card numbers and other personal data by the
TJX Corporation, which have flourished in the last
years, highlighing the need for stronger compliance
regulations for publicly listed companies.

2. Motivating Example – the scenario

Work partially supported by DESEOS project (TIC-4257) funded
by the government of Andalucía and by the E.U. through SecFutur
project (FP7-ICT-2009-5).
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Peter is a 76 years old widowed man. Peter has been
discharged from hospital after a cardiac arrest. Peter
feels quite good at the moment and he is not required
to spend his entire day at home, but of course his
health status needs to be monitored continuously 24
hours a day.
At this purpose Peter carries a monitoring device
that regularly measures his heart rate and some other
data such as his blood pressure, body temperature, etc.
All these devices are integrated to an e-health mobile
terminal that, besides all these things, reminds Peter to
take daily medicines and allows him to promptly
communicate medical data to his doctor. Peter also
carries a motion sensor providing an alert as soon as
Peter becomes passive for two minutes. In case of
emergency the personal health monitoring system and
the motion sensor send a confidential and authentic
alert, which is handled by the SERENITY framework
running at the emergency response centre.
We going to focus in a concrete use case in order to
complete this example. Peter enjoys an amazing day on
the seaside. He is walking when suddenly he feels
dizzy and shortly after loses consciousness. His
personal health monitoring system and his motion
sensor send a confidential and authentic alert, which is
handled by the SERENITY framework running at the
emergency response centre. Any attempt to reach Peter
on his mobile phone fails and therefore Peter's current
location is determined and an emergency response
team is activated and sent to Peter. On the way to reach
Peter, the medical team uses a PDA device that,
through the SERENITY framework, remotely
authenticates with Peter's e-health monitoring terminal
and gains access to the confidential information about
Peter's health status and his recent medications.
Due to the regulation matters, all the applications in
this scenario must comply with the Health Information
Protection Act (HIPA). This regulation is designed to
improve the privacy of people’s health information
while ensuring adequate sharing of information is
possible to provide health services.
The first challenge for the developer (especially if
he is not a security expert) is the integration of the
security in his application. The second is ensuring that
the application complies with the regulation.
SERENITY framework gives a security environment
to develop application and to check that an application
complies with a regulation as is explained in the
sections 4 and 5. After introduce the reader in the
SERENITY ambient, we complete this example in the
section 6 with a technical point of view of a specific
scene.

Companies have long sought to integrate existing
systems in order to implement information technology
(IT) support for business processes that cover all
present and prospective systems requirements needed
to run the business end-to-end. SOA (Service-Oriented
Architecture) offers one such prospective architecture.
It unifies business processes by structuring large
applications as an ad hoc collection of smaller modules
called "services". Different groups of people both
inside and outside an organization can use these
applications, and new applications built from a mix of
services from the global pool exhibit greater flexibility
and uniformity. Nevertheless, the lack of security is the
main impediment to the adoption of service-oriented
systems in open scenarios. Concretely, for Web
Service approach, existing security solutions but these
are still based on technology that has been used for
several years to secure e-commerce sites. In fact, until
recently, the most common approach was to use
elements like standard firewalls, Secure Sockets Layer
encryption, and ad-hoc gateways for authentication and
authorization. The WS-Security specification has
represented
an
important
advance
in
the
standardization of mechanisms supporting security for
WSs. This initiative describes enhancements to the
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to provide
protection of messaging. WS-Security also provides a
general-purpose mechanism for associating security
tokens with messages and describes how to encode
binary security tokens such as X.509 certificates.
Although WS-Security does not address security issues
such as authorization or access control, it represents a
useful initiative to support other security services.
Regarding Security and Dependability (S&D)
policies, much work has been done for specific
purposes, such as access control or security
configuration management. In general, a computer
security policy defines the security-related goals and
assets of an organization's information systems. Policy
definitions range from informal to highly formal. In the
latter case we can find many examples of formal
description of policies, especially related to
confidentiality and access control. Examples of these
are the Bell-La Padula model [2], which supports
multilevel confidentiality, the Chinese Wall [3], or
role-based access control (RBAC)[4]. Integrity is also
the focus of other policy models such as [5] among
others. Verifying informal policies such as regulations,
certifications criteria, etc. represent a bigger challenge
due to their broad scope and informal nature. It is
important to highlight that many of the best known
initiatives for enhancing the security of computer
systems have been based on informal specifications
(e.g. Common criteria, FIPS, Sarbanes-Oxley, etc).

3. Background
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Currently, there are some initiatives that are focused
on the verification of the compliance to a policy. This
is the case of the MASTER project, which by means of
observing the application of several security controls
tries to ensure that an application complies with a
given policy.

- S&D Implementations represent the components
that realize the S&D Solutions and therefore contain
the specific features of that component (e.g. additional
restrictions). These components are made accessible to
applications throughout the Serenity Runtime
Framework (SRF).
- Finally an ExecutableComponent (EC) is the actual
implementation of an S&D Pattern. ECs are
represented by S&D Implementations. These elements
are not used during the development phase. Instead,
they are the functional realization of S&D Solutions
that is used at run-time. An ExecutableComponent
works as a stand alone executable S&D Solution ready
to provide security and dependability services to
applications.
Due to the inherently unpredictable and dynamic
nature of AmI environments SERENITY provides two
frameworks to support the security and dependability
of applications operating in AmI scenarios: (i) the
SERENITY Development Framework (SDF), which
includes tools for developing S&D Solutions and
supports the development of SERENITY aware
applications; (ii) the SERENITY Run-Time
Framework (SRF) is responsible for dealing with S&D
Solutions referenced by the SERENITY-aware
applications at run-time (by means of what we call
S&D Requests). The SRF uses a set of mechanisms for
context evaluation. In this way, the SRF knows the
current and the past device context conditions. The
provision of security solutions by the SRF is explained
in more detail in [8].
The process for developing SERENITY-aware
applications deals with S&D issues from the very early
engineering phases. SERENITY-aware applications
contain calls to the SRF requesting it to provide
references to ECs. These calls are called S&D
Requests. Then, at runtime the SRF processes these
requests, selects the best available EC to fulfill the
request, activates it and returns a handler to the
application. From that moment on the application can
access the EC directly without the intermediation of
the SRF. ECs are deactivated when context changes
make them no longer suitable or by explicit request
from the application.

4. The SERENITY Model of Secure and
Dependable Systems
The SERENITY objective [6] is to provide a
framework for the automated treatment of S&D issues
in Ambient Intelligence (AmI) scenarios. To achieve
this goal, three key aspects have been identified:
Capturing the specific expertise of the security
engineers in order to make it available for automated
processing (S&D Artefacts), giving to the developer
tools to add to the application code calls to the
SERENITY framework to request the security
solutions (SERENITY-aware applications); and
providing means to perform run-time monitoring of the
functioning of the security and dependability
mechanisms (S&D mechanisms).

4.1. Artefacts for modelling S&D Solutions
One of main SERENITY results is the set of
modelling artefacts used in order to capture security
expertise; these are semantic descriptions at different
levels of abstraction. The main artefacts are:
- S&D Solutions is a general term that we use to refer
to well-defined mechanisms that provide one or more
S&D Properties.
- An S&D Property is an interpretation of a security
or dependability quality [7] such as confidentiality,
integrity, availability, etc. A reference to the S&D
Properties provided must be included in the
specification of each S&D Solution. This topic is
analyzed in the next section.
- Security policies are used to capture and enforce
enterprise-wide policies, and also security regulations.
These are detailed descriptions of the S&D Properties
that must compliance an application to fulfill a
regulation or policy. This artefact is the cornerstone of
the paper and this is detailed exposed in the section 6.
- S&D Patterns are detailed descriptions of abstract
but specific S&D Solutions. These descriptions contain
all the information necessary for the selection,
instantiation, adaptation, and dynamic application of
the security solution represented in the S&D Pattern.
- S&D Classes represent abstractions of a security
service that can be provided by different S&D
Solutions. All solutions belonging to an S&D Class are
characterized by providing the same S&D Properties
and complying with a common interface.

4.2. The SERENITY Semantic Approach for
S&D Properties
Our work in the definition of security policies and the
verification that applications comply with them is
based on the formal framework for the definition of
properties developed in SERENITY [9][10]. This
framework is based on the hypothesis that there will be
different interpretations of the S&D properties; which
in turn requires the ability to allow the definition of
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different interpretations that express subtle differences
of security properties. There are many reasons
supporting this assumption; for instance, legislation,
cultural etc. Under this assumption, and in order to
guarantee the interoperability of systems based on
different interpretations of the properties and on
policies fulfilling those properties, we need to be able
to exploit the relations between those properties.

order to do that, the developer, includes references to
S&D solutions in the applications’ source code. As has
been introduced in previous sections, security solutions
are well-defined mechanisms that provide one or more
S&D Properties such as confidentiality, integrity,
availability, etc. Here, an important point is the
aforementioned semantically point of view of the S&D
properties, which allows several interpretation of the
same property to coexist and introduces the possibility
of relating the properties.
The S&D properties and the Security policies are
closely related because the latter are expressed in terms
of the former. That is, Security policies contain
information about the S&D Properties that must be
ensured for each type of information asset. These rules
are composed by one or several types of objects and
the S&D properties that must fulfil be applied to that
object.
Now, focusing on their syntax, Security policies are
digitally signed XML documents. At this level, an
Security Policy is composed by: (i) SandDPolicy: This
field includes the policy name, domain, version; (ii)
InformationalPart section contains the creator field, a
label with the main objective of the policy, and a field
describing rules. These rules relate properties to types
of computational assets; and (iii) The operationalPart
section is composed by two elements: a list of trust
mechanisms, and the artefact validity period of time.

4.2.1. Goals and Architecture of S&D Properties
Language
Our goal for the property specification language
was to support (i) the definition of the semantics of
different S&D properties; (ii) the analysis of these
definitions in order to find relations between S&D
properties; and (iii) the use of the relations found in
order to flexibly select S&D Solutions suitable for
fulfilling the requirements of the system developers.
To achieve those goals we decided to split the
specification in two different layers, each one with its
own language.
On the one hand, in order to be able to create
formal and precise definitions for S&D properties, to
compare them and reason about them, S&D experts
need a language that has no room for ambiguity and
that is precise and flexible. For these reasons we have
defined the Formal S&D Properties Language (FPL).
This language is based on High Order Logic (HOL).
On the other hand, in order to select S&D solutions
to fulfill their requirements, system developers do not
need to know the formal definition of the properties.
Once having identified the required property all they
need to know are the relations between properties.
Relations found are then expressed in the Operational
S&D Properties Language. The OPL describes S&D
Properties using an XML specific format.

5. Assurance and compliance of Serviceoriented systems to of Security policies
When we focus on Service-based Systems
assurance and compliance are not so popular terms. In
fact, assurance and certification of service-based
systems is a difficult task, especially in the future open
scenarios. Currently, S&D assurance is strictly
intertwined with development process. Assurance is
mainly carried out during analysis and coding phases,
putting heavy constraints on the needed design
documentation and models. In this way, assurance
results are only valid for the system and its
environment planned at design time, making this
approach unsuitable for systems that are meant to
continuously evolve (for instance AmI environments).

4.3. Security Policy description
One of the important advantages of the approach
presented in this paper is precisely that we can verify
that an application complies with a Security policy,
with the only requirement that it has been developed
following the SERENITY approach. This can be useful
even if it does not use SERENITY to provide runtime
support it only used to develop the application and
verify the policy compliances. As it is explained in
previous sections, two differentiated parts compose the
SERENITY framework. The SDF (Serenity
Developed-Time Framework) and the SRF (Serenity
Run-Time Framework).
Applications developed following the SERENITY
approach are designed to make use of the security and
dependability mechanisms provided by SERENITY. In

5.1. Ensuring compliance of service-oriented
systems with dynamic selection of services
S&D solutions are described by means of a set of
S&D Artefacts (S&D Classes, S&D Patterns and S&D
Implementations). In fact, the specific WSs themselves
are considered SERENITY’s ExecutableComponents
and are therefore described as S&D Implementations,
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while the other artefacts provide support for
applications in order to use these components.
Figure 1 shows the SERENITY model of running
systems. In this model there is a security management
component aforementioned SERENITY Runtime
Framework (SRF). In our case, this component can be
realized by a component on the same security domain
as the application or even by a WS. In any case we
assume that the communications between the
application and the SRF are appropriately secured
using the mechanisms described in [11]. One
interesting aspect to highlight and one of the main
elements of SERENITY is the monitoring of the
operation of the system. In this way, SERENITY
follows the emerging trend towards supporting
transparency in distributed components, which is the
key to establish the necessary trust in these
components and in the systems that use them.

while direct calls to the WSs are replaced by calls to
WS implemented in the form of SERENITY
ExecutableComponents.
In order to verify that an application complies with
a Security Policy we must consider that Security
policies are described on the basis of S&D Properties.
Then, S&D Requests contain references to S&D
Artefacts, which in turn refer to the S&D Properties
they provide. Therefore, in order verify that an
application complies with a Security Policy we must
verify that all S&D Artefacts used by the application
(which can be discovered by inspecting the S&D
Requests contained in the application code) refer to the
properties defined in the Security Policy.
The proposed model has two important advantages:
(i) it supports the dynamic replaceability of the S&D
solutions needed by the application, and the monitoring
of the correct execution of these solutions; (ii) it allows
us to verify the compliance of the application to a
policy even if we do not know a priori which WSs are
going to be available and selected at runtime.

6. Motivating example – technical view of a
specific scene
In order to illustrate the proposed model and the
relation of the different components of the system, we
take up again the motivating example shown in section
2. As is aforementioned in the scenario description, in
the application at several times are requests security
properties as confidentiality or authenticity. In this
case, as the application is a Serenity-aware application
(develop in SERENITY framework) and containing an
S&D Request when is required a S&D property. Figure
2 shows an extract of a very simple Serenity-aware
application, which required tree S&D properties (no
repudiation on received message, on fulfillment of a
goal and availability of least a principal) represented
by the MedicalAssitance DoctorSearching.Serenity.org
S&D Pattern. There are two points to highlight:
- The S&D Request (call to the SRF) to request the
selection of an ExecutableComponent implementing
the MedicalAssitance_DoctorSearching.Serenity.org
S&D Pattern. The S&D Artefact (in this case S&D
Pattern) requested is included as a parameter of this
S&D Request.
- The
calls
to
the
operations
of
the
ExecutableComponent. In this specific application
these
calls
get
a
medical
center
key
(getMedicalCenterBLOBKey).
In order to verify the Security policy compliance by
the application this two points are checked and
compared with the information provided by the
Security policy.

Figure 1. SERENITY Runtime Model

In the current situation, WS-based applications that
allow some degree of dynamic selection and
replacement of the WSs rely on a discovery or
directory service to locate the services they need (using
UDDI or some other mechanism). However, the
selection and access to the WS ignores security
aspects. In our architecture, the SRF provides a
security-aware selection of the services. Therefore,
instead of contacting the usual directory service,
applications request services to the SRF by means of
S&D Requests. These requests are extremely flexible
and allow developers to choose the degree of freedom
given to the SRF in the selection process. S&D
Requests can be as generic as requesting an S&D
service (such as a Access Control service), more
restricted by requesting any implementation of a
particular solution (e.g. RBAC), or very specific by
requesting a specific implementation (e.g. Oracle
RBAC). Please note that, although in the latter case
there is no dynamic selection or replaceability, the
model still provides advantages since on the one hand
provides means for monitoring the operation of the WS
and on the other hand the use of S&D Requests
constitutes the basis for the verification of compliance
of applications with Security policies.
Consequently, in the application code, calls to the
discovery service are replaced by calls to the SRF,
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Recent conclusions of ESFORS group of experts
declare, in order to achieve appropriate guarantees for
the security of complex systems in open
communication environments, the state of the art of
development processes for secure systems has to be
considerably improved. Such improvements should
include methods for precise specification of security
policies. In accordance with these recommendations, in
this paper we have presented a framework for the
verification of the compliance with security policies,
based on the SERENITY model of secure and
dependable systems and its application to the ServiceOriented Computing. We have exposed a practical
scenario of serenity-aware application in which we
have shown the technical aspect of this and we can
highlight several improved over the traditional
methods.

…
public SerenitySimpleApplication() {
SRF_AP_AccessPoint mySRF = new SRF_AP_AccessPoint(this);
try {
myEC
=
new
SerenityExecutableComponent_AP(mySRF,
MedicalAssitance_DoctorSearching.Serenity.org ",null,null);
argsListE = new TreeMap<String, Serializable>();
argsListE.put("Text", "This is a string test");

"P:

Thread.sleep(5000);
eb = myEC.callOperation("getMedicalCenterBLOBKey", argsListE)
…

Figure 2. Extract of Serenity-Aware application

The Security policy is expressed on the basis of the
S&D Request, which contains an S&D Artefact, which
in turn refers to an S&D Property. In order to verify
that the application complies with the policy, we need
to check the information of the S&D pattern to verify
that the S&D property provided is the same as the
S&D property mandated by the Security policy. Figure
3 shows the MedicalAssitance DoctorSearching.
Serenity.org s pattern specification, in which we can
see that the properties provided are: Non repudiation
On Receiving Message, Non repudiation On
Fulfillment Of A Goal and Availability Of At Least
One Principal.
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approach. Due to this approach by Motion JPEG, the quality
of the image is directly and statically dependent on the nature
of complexity of the frames data. This suggests the frames
with monotone patterns, indicating smooth-transitions over set
of frames, achieves more compression than the frames with
complex patterns.
With the rapid improvement of CPU speed in last two
decades, M-JPEG implementation has gradually shifted from
hardware-only solutions (e.g., Parallax M-JPEG video cards)
to software-only solutions. The trend is supported by many
fronts of industrial evolutions: (1) computers have moved into
multi-core CPUs design; (2) the communication bandwidth
available to users have reached tens of Mbps; and (3) M-JPEG
indeed delivers higher quality compared to MPEG series of
standards. We believe the trend will continue, and more
applications will be built on software-only M-JPEG solutions.
We particularly focus on the need of high-quality
video communication. For instance, it has been reported that,
due to the low quality, the suspect’s face on decompressed
images of surveillance video cannot be recognized. We then
search for the generic models of interaction for the emerging
application scenarios. For instances, young generations now
go beyond one-to-one video conferencing and experiment the
one-to-few video conferencing. It means the computer needs
to do encode-one and decode-few on concurrent M-JPEG
streams.
Similarly, video surveillance applications will
require the support of decode-many M-JPEG streams at the
same time. On the contrary, the trans-coding servers providing
different stream formats need the support of encode-many MJPEG streams simultaneously.
To support this kind of concurrency on the same
computer, there is no doubt that the quality of service of the
M-JPEG streams will be affected. In this paper, we start
addressing the investigation on two main QOS factors: start-up
delay and achieved display frame rates. After studying the
characteristics of JPEG and M-JPEG standards and
performing enough experiments, we think that (software-only)
M-JPEG and Motion JPEG 2000 are fairly good choices for
our research investigation.
We thus performed various experiments to ensure the
characteristics of JPEG 2000 and Motion JPEG for these two
QoS factors. The experiments are conducted based on the open
source codec made available at open-jpeg community [7]. Rest
of the required experimental setup was made by coding test
beds in GNU C language. The servers and client hosts, used to

Abstract—Distributed multimedia applications, especially videos
over Internet Protocol (IP) are gaining popularity due to their
ability to convey more information than text and images. Video
on Demand, Video Conferencing, and surveillance through videos
are some of the popular examples. Satisfactory Quality of Service
(QoS) of such videos is of paramount importance, and softwareonly M-JPEG is critical for achieving good QoS. Via the analysis
on emerging multimedia-based applications, this paper performs
an experimental study to ensure that Motion JPEG (M-JPEG)
and Motion JPEG 2000 are reliable choices to ensure quality of
service with the scenarios of multiple encoders and decoders.
The QoS assurance of M-JPEG is studied with respect to
Archiving abilities, IP Network adaptability and Video
Processing efficiency. Based on experimental analysis, we further
propose a way of improving QoS by reduction in startup delay
for play back videos in distributed environment. Further, we also
propose feasibility for pure software solution for IP based
surveillance cameras.
Keywords - Motion JPEG, QoS Assurance, Performance Study,
Video Surveillance.

I.

INTRODUCTION

JPEG is an image compression standard created by the
standard committee called Joint Photographic Experts Group
in early 1990s. The standard provides lossy and lossless modes
for compression. The lossy mode follows a Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) - based encoding approach, while the
lossless mode makes use of predictor to provide better quality
than lossy mode. JPEG 2000 is extension to the JPEG standard
with some of the vital features like low-bit rate compression
performance, spatial access to the bit stream, Pan and Zoom
with optimal decompression techniques, Region of Interest
encoding. However, since JPEG 2000 follows a complex
encoding strategy as compared to JPEG; JPEG has dominance
in low complexity applications at suitable bit-rates [4].
It is the human nature to extend the JPEG standard to
support video streaming.
The idea is to apply JPEG
continuously on the consecutive images quickly enough such
that motion of video can be observed. Motion JPEG (M JPEG) is thus proposed as another standard that makes use of
JPEG (usually lossy) compression intra-frame encoding. Since
the M – JPEG compresses every frame of the video
individually and stores them collectively, which means that
decoding can be applied to each frame independently of other
frames, unlike MPEG, which follows an inter-frame encoding
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more the compression ratio more is the loss of information and
hence lossy compression is observed. Some of the compression
ratios achieved on a single machine are tabulated as the
following TABLE 1. It is clear that a machine perhaps need to
run several M-JPEG encoding processes in order to handle the
archiving applications.

simulate the distributed environment in the experiments are
Ubuntu Linux version 9.10 machines with kernel 2.6.
Experiments have revealed facts supporting Motion JPEG as a
fair option to be considered for multimedia videos over IP
networks.
We found that Motion-JPEG 2000 indeed
outperforms MPEG standards for e.g. in complexity of
processing and reduction in startup delays for play back
videos. It is true that MPEG does require less network
bandwidth to transmit the data as compared to M-JPEG.
However, M-JPEG is proved to achieve the much lower group
delay and get rid of high buffering requirements for groups of
frames to operate on. The performance of M-JPEG codec in
terms of compression ratios was appreciable. Compression
ratios up to 45:1 were observed with tolerable loss of video
quality. Although the encoding performance is restricted to
approximately 19.1 frames per second (fps), higher
compression ratio facilitates enhanced decoding performance
up to 55.70 frames per second (fps). The decoder performance
in IP based networked environment was notable as it
performed with an average of 20.12 frames per second (fps).

TABLE I.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2
makes the analysis of QoS guarantees from emerging
applications in Archiving, Network adaptability and Video
processing efficiency of Motion JPEG aspects. Section 3
proposes a new approach towards reducing the startup delay
for play back videos using Motion JPEG. Section 4 provides
the performance results for pure software-based solutions for
different interaction models. The paper concludes by
providing an opinion regarding Motion JPEG as a fair option
for videos and possible further research in this area.
II.

ACHIEVABLE COMPRESSION RATIOS WITH M-JPEG CODEC

Original Size -YUV
data (MB)

Size after Encoding MJ2 data (MB)

Compression Ratio

23.48

2.30

10:1

27.89

1.39

20:1

30.412

1.21

25:1

38.015

1.72

22:1

47.14

2.61

18:1

51.02

3.18

16:1

55.68

2.65

21:1

B. Quality of Service - Network Adaptibility
Most of the prevailing applications today make use of
TCP/IP networks for transferring multimedia data. Multimedia
applications as we know are sensitive towards transmission
errors, since a transmission error requires the sender to resend
the required data. This causes jitters and long delays in the play
back at the receiving side affecting the QoS adversely. The
situation can be worse when the video frames are encoded
using inter-frame encoding approach, because the dependent
frames are required to be retransmitted by the sender. M-JPEG
video data being intra-frame encoded is fairly resilient towards
transmission errors. The MPEG data suffers greatly as
compared to the M-JPEG in presence of transmission errors.
Since M-JPEG supports software based processing solutions,
an application level rate adaptive transmission [3] technique
can help adapt to the dynamics of the IP networks to provide
better quality of service with respect to high quality image
transmission.
Such a strategy enhances the M-JPEG
performance not only over TCP but also over UDP.

ANALYSIS OF QUALITY OF SERVICE ASSURANCE BY
MOTION JPEG

This section makes detailed analysis of M-JPEG’s ability to
provide QoS guarantees from three different aspects namely
archival capability, adaptability towards IP networks and video
processing. The analysis shows that M-JPEG display good
characteristics for all the three aspects.
A. Quality of Service – Archiving
As we know the original data are too large to be stored, the
compression algorithm, along with the reduction in original
data should also specify the archival characteristics. The
compression ratios obtained by M-JPEG encoding are good
enough. M-JPEG facilitates efficient archival of lossless
compression which cannot be achieved by the MPEG
compression strategies. Long term preservation of the video
data is also the topic of concern which demands a generic
format for storage of video. As far as lossless archival is
concerned Motion JPEG remains a strong choice among
existing compression techniques. JPEG 2000 family of
standards also provides efficient ways for storing metadata,
which makes the archival supportive for efficient data
processing [6].

Further M-JPEG does not impose strict requirements on the
bandwidth with which the video data should be transmitted for
good QoS. The flexibility provided by M-JPEG with respect to
the frame size, the quality of compression and the frame rate
parameter makes M-JPEG adaptable to given network
configurations to meet a better quality of service. As M-JPEG
follows simple approach towards coding, it supports audio
synchronization with use of time stamps over the congested
TCP/IP network networks. M-JPEG remains a good choice for
better QoS as compared to UDP networks. In M-JPEG, optimal
time required for the coding process also ensures better timing
guarantees for quasi real time networked applications [1].

The open-JPEG codec allows specifying the rate parameter
which helps in setting the desired compression ratio. However,
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considerable advantage over other encoding standards. Motion
JPEG 2000 is based on the concept of Discrete Wavelet
Transform. A pure software based implementation of Wavelet
based video codec has been made feasible and shown that
Motion JPEG 2000 gives better video processing performance
as compared to Motion JPEG standard. Motion JPEG 2000 out
performs Motion JPEG (M-JPEG) and MPEG2 standard.
Better compression ratios are also obtained as compared to
Motion JPEG.

M-JPEG can also perform well for the wireless
environments. A JPEG 2000 Wireless System Architecture for
WLAN has been proposed as JPWL encoding and decoding
standard. Special data protection schemes proposed in the
standard can help improve the performance of single frame and
multi frame applications. A detailed study of the M-JPEG
stream over various versions of TCP would be the next step in
evaluating the performance of M-JPEG from QoS perspective
[1]. We performed experiments with open-JPEG codec over
wireless networked environment on the university campus with
IEEE 802.11a and 802.11g network topology. The
experimental methodology focused on single server - single
client architecture. The server machine, upon client request
encoded data completely (YUV to MJ2 encoding) and sent the
encoded frames over wireless network to client host. The client
machine then decodes (MJ2 to YUV decoding) the received
data, frame by frame. Client and the server machine were
Linux machines with Ubuntu 9.10 distribution and kernel 2.6.
Encoding and decoding were the major processes running on
these machines. The average frame size is 152.31 KB. Decoder
performance was measured in terms of frames decoded per
second (fps). Appreciable encoding and decoding performance
is observed as shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

Using the open-JPEG codec we experimented with the
maximum achievable decoding performance on a single host
with lossy encoding. The loss of quality was tolerable and we
found that decoder can perform well with performance figures
in Table III. The host in the experiment was Linux machine
with Ubuntu 9.10 distribution and kernel 2.6. Encoding and
decoding were the major processes running on these machines.
The performance was measured in terms of number of decoded
frames per second (fps). Encoding comprised of conversion of
YUV data frames to compressed MJ2 data frames. The
decoding comprised of conversion of MJ2 to YUV data frames.
Note that, while conventional video conferencing only requires
one-encoder-with one-decoder interaction, the performance
results indicate that multiple-decoder scenarios can be feasible.

ACHIEVABLE M-JPEG CODEC PERFROMANCE IN WIRELESS
NETWORK ENVIRONMENT

TABLE III.

ACHIEVABLE M-JPEG VIDEO PROCESSING PERFROMANCE IN
SINGLE HOST ENVIRONMENT

Compression Ratio
in single host
environment

Encoding
Performance
(frames per second)

Decoding
performance
(frames per
seconds)

1:50

19.25

55.7

Server - Encoding (YUV - MJ2)
Performance (fps)

Client - Decoding (MJ2 - YUV)
Performance (fps)

18.4

18.6

18.7

18.4

1:40

18.9

52.1

18.5

18.5

1:45

19.13

49.21

18.9

19.2

1:30

19.11

48.78

1:35

18.8

47.38

1:20

19.02

45.12

1:10

19.21

35.43

1:05

18.8

26.13

1:03

19.13

19.12

19.2

18.4

19.1

18.7

C. Quality of Service – Video Processing Efficiency
Coding the video data efficiently so that it can be further
processed efficiently at real time rates is also a good indication
of providing QoS. M-JPEG display these characteristics in the
encoding and decoding processes. It achieves good coding
performance while keeping the encoding and decoding process
simpler. Pure software based solutions are feasible to speed up
the coding/decoding process [2]. Efficient hardware and
software based feasible algorithms have been proposed and
implemented in order to make M-JPEG processing faster [2].
JPEG 2000 has a considerable improvement over JPEG as far
as the processing performance is concerned. JPEG 2000
supports various types of images such as bi-level, gray-level,
multi-component etc. It suits really very well for Distributed
Multimedia Applications.

III.

REDUCTION IN START-UP DELAYS

Conventionally, a host requests for multimedia data to other
host in a networked environment. The provider/sever encodes
the video data on demand dynamically or sends statically
encoded data over the network, upon request from the client. In
case of inter-frame compression schemes the pattern and
sequence of frames are important from the decoder’s
perspective and should be sent in corresponding order to help
decoder improve performance and deliver required QoS.
However, the decoder cannot initiate the decoding process,
unless it receives the required set of frames in the order for
processing. This introduces a startup delay in the playback
application at the client side with standards following interframe encoding. Startup delay is measured as time between the
client sending request to the server and the actual video play
back initiation at the client. This further raises a concern of
minimum buffer size at the client side. Usually this buffer size

Motion JPEG 2000 which is an extension to the JPEG2000
standard inherently show appreciable performance for video
data processing. At also performs well at lower values of the bit
rates. Further, it is also immune to the bit-errors that might
occur due to lossy network channel and thus is provides
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is large for videos compressed using inter-frame encoding
strategies. Motion JPEG encoder performs encoding of picture
frames independently. This implies that the decoder can decode
each frame independently. Using this property the decoder can
begin decoding process as soon as the minimum set of encoded
frames is available in the decoder’s buffer. Unlike MPEG, the
decoder does not have to wait for group of frames with a
particular sequence to be present in the buffer. This helps in
reducing the startup delay for the video at the client end.

B. Analysis of Start-up Delays and System Performance
In this section we analyze the relationship of the start-up
delay with the number of remote clients associated with single
server. We further analyze the relationship of the resource
utilization with the number of remote clients and hence with
the start-up delay. Figure1 shows the trend with startup delay
with increasing number of remote clients connected over
TCP/IP networks.

A. Experimental Design and Methodology
The server and client hosts were Linux machines with Intel
dual cores (CPUs), Ubuntu 9.10 distribution with kernel 2.6.32.
All the machines involved in the experiments support
Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP). The client host requests the
server host for the video data. Upon receiving the request from
the client over the network, the server initiates the M-JPEG
encoding process. The type of network used in the experiments
was IP based university network. During the encoding, YUV
data stream is converted to MJ2 compressed data frames. Once
an encoded frame is available in the server buffer, the server
spawns a separate thread of execution for sending the data
frame to client over the network. Thus the encoding
performance of server is not halted due to the transmission
event. There is one buffer per remote client at server side. The
average buffer size at the decoder was 230 KB. On, receiving
the first data frame client initiates the decoding process and can
proceed for the further play back. Gradually 10 remote clients
demand encoded data from a single server and the server
performs concurrently to satisfy the client requests. The
average frame was 156 KB in size and average processing time
per frame was 53.33 milli-seconds at the server. The network
delays measured at client side were negligible since the
experiments were conducted during low network load. With
ideal QoS in terms of Network delays, we measured the startup
times at the client side. The observations of the above
experiment are shown below:
TABLE IV.

Figure 1. Trend in startup delays with increasing number of clients

Least Start-up delay was recorded with single client.
However, the delay increases with increasing number of client
requests. Clearly, Single server becomes the bottleneck for
increasing client requests for encoding YUV data. If load
balanced, as it is mostly done these days with server farms, the
startup delay values for multiple clients can be reduced further
to deliver performance as that of single client and single server.
Although, startup delay increases with increase in number of
remote clients, the range of delay values is considerable for
providing the QoS assurance over TCP/IP networks. An
overall reduction in the startup delay is observed at the client
side. Further, the experimental results showed that minimum
size of buffer the client required for real time decoding was 230
KB. We further observed the approximate combined system
performance of two cores using ‘mpstat’ - Linux utility while
the server machine was busy serving dynamically increasing
clients. The %CPU utilization in user mode, system mode, the
%IO wait, %interrupts handled increases to high values
respectively. Figure 2 shows the %CPU utilization in user
mode for two available cores.

START-UP DELAYS MEASURED AT CLIENT SIDE

Number of Encoding requests at
Server

Startup Delay (seconds) measured
at Client

1

1.89

2

2.52

3

3.11

4

3.58

5

5.66

6

6.78

7

8.21

8

9.67

9

10.79

10

11.88

The analysis of system performance study revealed that the
single machine with 2 cores (CPUs) become processing
bottleneck for a single server serving multiple networked
connected remote clients. The system memory does not pose a
severe bottleneck during the encoding/decoding processes.
Load balancing with multiple synchronized servers can help
improve the performance.
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the performance for 16 remote servers and the average
decoding performance rate dropped from 19.1 fps for one
remote server to 2.5 fps for 16 remote shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. %CPU utilization in user mode when remote clients are served by
single server.

IV.

PURE SOFTWARE BASED M-JPEG PERFORMANCE

Figure 3. Decoder performance with clustered clients architecture.

Internet Protocol (IP) based surveillance cameras heavily
use the encoding and decoding of video streams. Specialized
hardware is necessary to ensure quality of service. Although
M-JPEG standard requires higher bandwidth, it facilitates
execution and processing with inexpensive hardware
equipment, due to its simplicity in the nature of processing. We
have performed experiments to confirm whether, pure software
based solutions that can execute on inexpensive hardware can
be used to provide quality of service with M-JPEG. The
experimental methodology focused on two architectures
namely clustered clients and clustered servers. Both of these
architectures were used with the following methodology - The
server sends out the encoded frame to the corresponding client
as soon as it is ready in the server buffer and the client initiates
a frame decoding as soon it is available in the client buffer. The
data from server to client and vice versa was transferred over
TCP/IP networks. POSIX compliant multithreading is followed
while constructing the test beds.

From experimental results in Figure 3 it is evident that
with increasing number of remote servers, the available
processors become a bottleneck for decoder performance at
client side. The experiments further revealed that CPU
utilizations in terms of number of active processes and the
percent of the I/O utilization within the system increased with
increase in number of remote servers.
B. Clustered Servers Architecture
In case of clustered servers, the encoding is done on a
single machine acting as a server. Here, the experiment begins
with a remote client requesting for the encoded data to the
server. Server host uses dynamic encoding approach, where the
encoding is done on demand upon request from each client.
Server randomly chooses a variable sized YUV data on each
request. Each request from remote client makes the server to
spawn a process for encoding the available YUV data; Server
sends out the encoded frame as soon as it is ready in the server
buffer. A separate thread for sending the frame to the
requesting client is spawned so that the encoding performance
remains unhindered. The client machine waits till it receives
encoded data from the server. Once the encoded frame is
received by the client over IP network, the client begins
decoding the received frame as per the mentioned
methodology. The decoder performance is then measured as in
the previous architecture i.e. number of frames decoded by the
client per second. The average decoding performance is the
average of the decoding performance reported by each
decoding client thread.

A. Clustered Clients Architecture
In case of clustered clients, a single host (machine) acts as a
client responsible for decoding MJ2 video data streams
received from remote servers. Based on the methodology
mentioned above, the resources of a single machine were
utilized in common by multiple decoding processes. The
experiment begins with single remote server sending encoded
data as per the methodology, to the client over IP network.
Number of servers increase over time. Every remote server
makes the client to spawn a separate thread of execution for
decoding the data stream. The performance of the client in
terms of decoding rate (frames decoded per second - fps) is
measured.

During the experiment the client and server machines
selected had minimum allied processing load. The load
averages at server were 0.07, 0.09, 0.02 and that at client were
0.12, 0.11, 0.13. It is observed that the decoding performance
in this scenario decreases from 19.1 fps for single remote client
to 0.86 fps for 16 remote clients. The decoding performance for
maximum number of clients is poor than that of clustered client
architecture as evident in Figure 4.

The approximate Load averages on the client machine were
0.11, 0.06 and 0.01, which means that the machine had lower
loads of allied processes. Every decoding client thread reports
its performance with number of frames decoded per second.
The average of the performance of currently active clients is
measured as average decoding performance. Starting from
single remote server we extended the experiment to measure
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The CPU and memory utilization increased with increase in
number of processes responsible for encoding or decoding. The
processes responsible for sending or out the encoded frames at
the server or receiving the encoded frames received at the client
add negligible overhead to the decoder performance. Scene
analysis techniques can further help reduce the requirement of
high bandwidth for M-JPEG [5].
V.

CONCLUSION

After performing a careful experimental study of JPEG,
Motion JPEG, JPEG 2000 and Motion JPEG 2000 standards
for QoS for videos and the effect of software based
implementation of these standards on system performance, we
think that QoS for distributed multimedia video data over IP
networks, can fairly be achieved by Motion JPEG standard.
Pure software based solution for IP based surveillance cameras
is feasible with Motion JPEG [5].
For lower bandwidth requirements Motion JPEG 2000
remains a better option than Motion JPEG. The performance
study does show that some QoS factors that M-JPEG is
capable of providing, cannot be satisfied by MPEG formats.
Future study can be extended to evaluate the emerging domain
of Parallel and High Performance Computing for better QoS
delivery for Multimedia applications. Exploiting the
parallelism introduced in the coding and decoding
methodologies by the Motion JPEG standards can be applied
at least in two ways. One way is to exploit the parallelism with
the help of GPU Architecture, and the other is to scale the
multi-core CPU design to a large number of processors.

Figure 4. Decoder performance with clustered servers architecture.

With increase in the number of remote clients, the
available processors become a clear bottleneck for encoder
performance. The experiments further revealed that CPU
utilizations in terms of number of active processes and the
percent of the I/O utilization within the system for the server
machine increased with the increase in number of remote
clients. The server clearly has a limit in terms of system
resources while encoding and decoding.
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Abstract— Performing human motion analysis requires the
interaction of multiple disciplines, and its range of applications is
extensive: in clinical gait analysis, the analysis of human motion
goes from understanding the multiple mechanisms that translate
muscular contractions about articulated joints into functional
accomplishments, i.e. standing, walking, to a best appreciation of
the relationships between the human motion control system and
gait dynamics for the planning of treatment protocols, i.e. surgical
intervention, orthotic prescription; in sports, analysis techniques
like osteopathic evaluation and treatment are used to improve
performance while avoiding injuries; in dance, the analysis and
identification of motion qualities to extract emotion from a given
performance by establishing relations between effort factors -space,
weight, time, flow-, and their corresponding dynamic factors -force,
stiffness, inertia, gravity-. This paper considers the motion of the
human body as a generator of 3D curves, using the orthogonal
changes of direction of those curves as a chain code representation
for the human motion. Mapping human motion into chain codes
allows the use of sequence alignment algorithms, i.e. NeedlemanWunsch algorithm, to implement the analysis of human motion
similarity.
Keywords— Human motion similarity, chain codes.

I. INTRODUCTION
Performing human motion analysis requires the interaction
of multiple disciplines, and its range of applications is
extensive: in clinical gait analysis, the analysis of human
motion goes from understanding the multiple mechanisms that
translate muscular contractions about articulated joints into
functional accomplishments, i.e. standing, walking, to a best
appreciation of the relationships between the human motion
control system and gait dynamics for the planning of
treatment protocols, i.e. surgical intervention, orthotic
prescription [1]; in sports, analysis techniques like osteopathic
evaluation and treatment [2] are used to improve performance
while avoiding injuries; in entertainment, an animation
technique named rotoscoping has been used to give life to
non-human characters based on human motion [3] ; in dance,
the analysis and identification of motion qualities to extract
emotion from a given performance by establishing relations
between effort factors -space, weight, time, flow-, and their
corresponding dynamic factors -force, stiffness, inertia,
gravity- [4].
To perform the analysis of human motion in such different
scenarios, different approaches are used and they have been

developed to meet their particular requirements: high data
acquisition for sports [5], or real time tracking for virtual
reality applications [6]. In general, these approaches include
motion analysis data collection protocols, measurement
precision, and data reduction models [7].
Even knowing that human body parts are not rigid
structures, human body is often considered as a system of
rigid links connected by joints when analysing human motion:
lengths of links are measured and positions of joints are
calculated as a pre-processing step. After that, the human
motion analysis begins: the calculation of forces, velocities,
and accelerations for specific parts of the human body takes
place and those are then compared against the expected results.
A drawback of this approach is the fact that during human
motion markers worn by the performer will not remain in their
original position due to the flaccid condition of the human
body. This work avoids the pre-processing step and,
consequently, the human body representation as rigid links
connected by joints.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II
covers the chain code representation for 3D curves and its
implementation for human motion. Section III explains the
definition of similarity used in this work. In Section IV, the
algorithm that implements the analysis of human motion
similarity is described. Section V shows the experiments and
results. The conclusions and future work are discussed in
Section VI.
II. CHAIN CODE REPRESENTATION FOR 3D CURVES
Markers worn by the human body generate 3D curves
during human motion, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Generation of 3D Curves

Markers set on the same position in the human body
generate 3D curves of similar shape for similar human
motions.
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Object shape is an important feature of images and it is
used in content-based image retrieval [8]. A suitable shape
representation and similarity measure for content-based image
retrieval should meet the following criteria [9]:
x The representation of a shape should be invariant to
scale, translation, and rotation
x The similarity measure based on the shape
representation should conform to human perception;
i.e., perceptually similar shapes should have high
similarity measure
x The shape representation should be compact and easy
to derive, and the calculation of similarity measure
should be efficient
Several techniques for shape description or representation
have been proposed and used: chain code [10], polygonal
approximations [11], curvature [12], Fourier descriptors [13],
moment descriptors [14], etc. Reference [15] describes a chain
code representation that is invariant to scale, rotation, and
translation. This representation is also unique for every 3D
curve, in the logic that a 3D curve is represented by only one
chain code.
In the Motion Capture session, the 3D position for each
marker worn by the user is recorded on each sampling time.
The set of all 3D positions for each marker represents the
shape of the 3D curve generated by them. Reference [15]
assumes a length of 1 for each vector that represents the
orthogonal change of direction, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The Five Orthogonal Changes of Direction

Formally, if the consecutive sides of the reference angle
have respective directions u and v, and the side from the
vertex to be labeled has direction w, then the chain element is
given by the following function,
0, if w = v;
1, if w = u x v;
chain element (u, v, w) = 2, if w = u;
3, if w = - (u x v);
4, if w = - u;
where x denotes the cross product.
In our implementation, the length of these vectors is a
variable labeled as step size. Also, an extra character that
represents the lack of motion was included, for the case of
having a distance -between two consecutive markers- less than
step size.
The following pseudo code describes the algorithm that
generates the chain codes for each marker:

GenerateChainCode(list3Dpoints)
Create orthogonal vectors u and v
While there are 3D points in list3Dpoints
A = this 3D point
B = next 3D point
If distance between A and B < step size Then
chainCode = chainCode + '.'
While there are 3D points in list3Dpoints
B = next 3D point
If distance between A and B > step size Then
break loop
EndIf
chainCode = chainCode + '.'
EndWhile
If no 3D points in list3Dpoints Then
break loop
EndIf
Else
While intersection of AB in any of the current cube's planes
Create vector w
If w = v Then
chainCode = chainCode + '0'
Else If w = u x v Then
chainCode = chainCode + '1'
Else If w = u Then
chainCode = chainCode + '2'
Else If w = - (u x v) Then
chainCode = chainCode + '3'
Else If w = - u Then
chainCode = chainCode + '4'
EndIf
u=v
v=w
A = point of intersection of line AB and the plane
EndWhile
EndIf
EndWhile

The following is an example of a chain code representing a
segment of a 3D curve for a given marker:
2003..200000..22010220..
III. DEFINITION OF SIMILARITY
Similarity is an important concept in our work as it is in
several other fields. Several similarity measures have been
proposed: information content [16], dice coefficient [17], etc.
Michael McGill surveyed and compared 67 similarity
measures used in information retrieval [18].
A problem with previous similarity measures is that each
one of them is tied to a particular application or assumes a
particular domain model. An information-theoretic definition
of similarity [19] that achieves universality -as long as the
domain has a probabilistic model- and theoretical justification
-the similarity measure is not defined directly by a formula,
but from a set of assumptions about similarity- states the
follows:
x Intuition 1. The similarity between A and B is
related to their commonality. The more commonality
they share, the more similar they are.
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x

Intuition 2. The similarity between A and B is
related to the differences between them. The more
differences they have, the less similar they are.
x Intuition 3. The maximum similarity between A and
B is reached when A and B are identical, no matter
how much commonality they share.
We follow this definition of similarity to analyse human
motion similarity, as explained in the next section.
IV. ANALYSIS OF HUMAN MOTION SIMILARITY
After the step described in the previous section, we have
the human motion represented as a set of chain codes. If
human motions are intended to be similar and markers are set
on the same position on the human body, chain codes of
markers placed on the same position must be similar.
Needleman-Wunsch global alignment algorithm is used to
analyse the human motion similarity. This algorithm aligns
two sequences by inserting some gaps at locations that are
unknown. We used the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm with
values of 1 for match, 0 for mismatch, and 0 for gap penalty.
The following is the algorithm in pseudo code used to analyse
the human motion similarity.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The following four key rehabilitation exercises were
captured in a Motion Capture Laboratory facility:
x Mini-squats: muscle group - hips
x Posterior pelvic tilt: muscle group - abdominal, pelvis
x Shoulder elevation with rotation: multiple muscles
around the scapula and shoulder
x Standing hip ABD (abduction): muscle group - hips
Each one of those key rehabilitation exercises was
performed three times. Data sets for those rehabilitation
exercises were provided in C3D format. We implemented a
software application that takes those data sets and simulates
the sensors' motion, along with the generation of chain codes
for them. This software application also plays human motion
videos, if any, for a better understanding of the sensor's
simulation as shown in Fig. 3.

HumanMotionSimilarity(hm1, hm2)
For each marker on hm1 and hm2 Do
seq1 = chain codes for this marker on hm1
seq2 = chain codes for this marker on hm2
Needleman-Wunsch(seq1, seq2, seq1_al, seq2_al)
/*Intuition 3*/
If seq1_al = seq2_al Then
similarity_value = 1.0
Else
/*Intuition 1 and 2*/
seq_length = length_of(seq1_al)
For i = 1; i <= seq_len Do
If seq1_al[i] = seq2_al[i] Then
sim = sim + 1
EndIf
EndFor
similarity_value = sim / seq_length
EndIf
sum_sim_value = sum_sim_value + similarity_value
counter = counter + 1
EndFor
sum_sim_value = sum_sim_value / counter
Fig. 3. Chain Code Generator

If chain codes are the same, the human motion similarity
value is 1. This corresponds to Intuition 3.
If chain codes are not the same, Needleman-Wunsch
algorithm will insert gaps as needed until the optimum
sequence alignment is found. This corresponds to Intuition 1
and 2.

Some of the results obtained by using our software
application with different step size values (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,
1.0) are shown in Table 1. Labels used in the table are:
MSx = Mini-squat x
PPx = Posterior Pelvic Tilt x
SEx = Shoulder elevation with rotation x
SHx = Standing hip abduction x
where x represents the session number (1-3), and numbers
in bold face represent the step size
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Table 1 Human Motion Similarity values for the four Key Rehabilitation
Exercises using different step sizes

0.2
MS1
MS2
MS3

MS1
1.0

MS2
0.577
1.0

MS3
0.640
0.601
1.0

1.0
SE1
SE2
SE3

SE1
1.0

SE2
0.868
1.0

SE3
0.839
0.855
1.0

0.4
PP1
PP2
PP3

PP1
1.0

PP2
0.809
1.0

PP3
0.739
0.714
1.0

0.8
SH1
SH2
SH3

SH1
1.0

SH2
0.778
1.0

SH3
0.730
0.750
1.0

Human motion similarities for three different sessions for
each exercise are shown in Fig. 4, 5, and 6 respectively.

Fig. 4. Human Motion Similarity for Mini-Squat exercise

Fig. 5. Human Motion Similarity for Posterior Pelvic Tilt exercise

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented the use of chain code representation for
3D curves which allows the analysis of human motion
similarity. Analysis of similarity among different human
motions is done by searching for global alignment between
chain codes using Needleman-Wunsch global alignment
algorithm, and then by applying an information-theoretic
definition of similarity on those alignments.
Chain code representation for 3D curves proposed in [15]
was enhanced to include a representation for the lack of
motion, or the periods of time where body parts are immobile
during human motion.
Different values for step size were used in the analysis of
similarity for the four key rehabilitation exercises. Although
graphs in Fig. 4, 5, and 6 show an increase of human motion
similarity if step size is larger, that is not the case. Larger step
size generates more lack of motion characters in the chain
codes even if the body parts are moving, and the ratio of
sensors placed on body parts that barely move in a particular
human motion add to the final value of human motion
similarity. As an example, Mini-squats key rehabilitation
exercise shown in Fig. 4 requires the movement of almost all
of the markers set on the human body, whereas in Posterior
pelvic tilt key rehabilitation exercise requires the movement of
very few markers, i.e. those in the abdominal region. We can
see that in those motions where most of the markers are
immobile contribute to have a more similar human motion,
which increases if step size is larger.
A better analysis of human motion similarity must include
time and space in the equation: being able to select the limbs
(set of sensors) and the periods of time for a particular human
motion should generate a more accurate analysis for human
motion similarity.
An approach that considers the human motion as a human
body generating sets of 3D curves, and the description of
human motion by using a human movement notation is
described in [20]. The motion analysis takes those sets of
curves and performs a measure of similarity between them,
taking time and space domains into consideration.
Finally, the use of a global sequence alignment algorithm
serves well in an approach where the analysis of similarity is
meant for the whole human motion, but if we need a more
granular analysis we may need an algorithm that doesn't
modify the chain codes in order to provide motion similarity
values. Reference [21] proposes a measure of dissimilarity for
3D curves that can be adapted for the purposes of this work.
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Fig. 6. Human Motion Similarity for Standing Hip Abduction exercise
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containing up to sixteen keys arranged linearly, with a different
rock type for each key of the instrument, specifically designed
for interactive multimedia edutainment. The multimedia
attachment from the smaller setup can be transferred and used
(with additional sensors) on the main instrument for augmented
multimedia performance.

Abstract— This paper presents a technology-enhanced learning
system for geology using musical sound from rocks. It discusses
the system design, detailing multi-channel digital acquisition,
audio-visual augmentation, real-time feedback together with a
physical interface design that mimics the traditional
xylophone/lithophone. The paper reports on several conceptual
designs and rationale for the final design choices implemented.
Using the combination of natural sound and multimedia
interface, iRock (the interactive Rock instrument) hopes to
stimulate curiosity and interest in the relationship between the
geological formation processes and acoustic qualities of rocks.

II.

The basic architecture of the iRock interactive multimedia
system is summarised in Figure 1. Vibrations emanating from
tuned stone keys are captured using an individual piezoelectric
transducer for each note. The resulting analogue signals are
connected to separate channels of an audio interface where
analogue to digital conversion takes place prior to routing the
signals to a computer. Here custom-designed software modules
manage the incoming signals, and use a variety of signal
processing techniques to generate both audio and video outputs
for interactive multimedia feedback.

Keywords- interactive; multimedial performance; lithophone;
geology; edutainment; sound visualisation; audio-visual feedback

I.

SYSTEM DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the design and development of an
interactive rock instrument for a permanent public installation
at Brantwood, the former home of John Ruskin
(www.brantwood.org.uk). The overall aim of the iRock project
is to use the musical characteristics of mineral rocks to
introduce knowledge about sound, and its relationship to the
rich geology and natural resources of the fells and dales. The
project is conducted in collaboration with aggregate quarries
and schools local to the Cumbria region.
The project aims to create a new and innovative musical
interface, by designing a stone instrument fit for the 21st
century. The instrument is designed for an interactive learning
exhibit to introduce all age groups to geological knowledge and
musical potential of rocks from the region. Though resembling
a traditional lithophone in its physical appearance, the design
incorporates interactive multimedia technologies and digital
signal processing to provide real-time audio-visual feedback.
The resulting interactive rock instrument (iRock) offers an
array of functionalities including: visual representations of
geological structure using Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM), associated textual geological information such as rock
formation processes, and digital signal manipulations, both for
audio augmentation and to provide the performer visual
feedback. iRock is designed using a variety of rocks types
common to the region to illustrate differences between igneous,
sedimentary and metamorphic rocks.
As part of the project, there are two separate instruments:
(i) a larger four octave instrument tailored towards acoustic
performance incorporating an elliptical key layout with
optional sensor/electronics attachments; and (ii) a smaller setup

Figure 1. System overview.
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equation of motion describing transverse displacement (y)
along the bars length (x) is given below [1, 2, 3]:
4
2y
2 2 y



c
t 2
x 4

A. Analogue Instrument
The analogue instrument provides a physical interface
through which the performer may create sound, and interact
with the multimedia elements of the iRock system. It is in
essence a lithophone, a form of tuned percussion instrument
comprising of stone keys tuned to an equally tempered scale.
The key layout adopts a traditional keyboard style, as one
would expect to find on traditional classical instruments such
as the piano or xylophone, making the instrument familiar and
easy for the musician to learn.

c  Y /  (Y =Young’s modulus,  =density)

  T / 12 (Rectangular cross-section, thickness T)


of as the radius of gyration
The constant  may be thought
of the bar‟s cross-sectional area S, defined by  2   r 2 dS S

The design of the acoustic instrument explores user-centred
concepts, aiming to minimise the amount of physical energy
expended during performance. Two major changes to
traditional horizontal keyboard layout design are proposed. The
first of these is to adopt an elliptical layout, allowing the
performer to remain in a central position, as illustrated in
Figure 2 (left). By choosing this layout, the amount of arm
extension required for the performer to reach upper and lower
ranges of the instrument is minimised by comparison to a
conventional linear arrangement. It is also believed that strike
accuracy can be improved as the forearm of the player, and
longitudinal axes of the beaters remain approximately parallel
to the longitudinal axes of bars throughout the pitch range of
the instrument. Further studies are required to test this
hypothesis, involving the use of a motion capture system to
evaluate performance technique.

The value of this integral for a rectangular cross-section is
  T 
/ 12 as provided above.
Applying boundary conditions to our differential equation
of motion, for a bar free to move at both ends, leads to an
important relationship, which predicts the frequency (f) of each
transverse mode of vibration in terms of bar‟s length (L), and
constants c and  defined above:
f

c
(3.01122 ,52 ,72 ,92 ,.....)
8L2


It is important to note in the above formula that the higher
modes of vibration are not integer frequency multiples of the
fundamental,
and therefore not true harmonics as with the

vibration of a guitar string, for example. The equation of
motion differs from that of the vibrating bar as it contains a
fourth partial derivative with respect to x, rather a second order
term. This is significant in that it indicates the vibrating bar is a
dispersive medium for transverse waves – different frequency
components of complex wave solutions to the equation of
motion travel through the bar at different speeds, causing
dispersion and the shape of the wave to change over time. The
resulting anharmonic modes of vibration are an important
factor in the distinctive sound of the rectangular bars, in
addition to the transient attack characteristics produced by
striking mallet on stone.

Figure 2. Elliptical layout with adjustable playing surface height and
inclination.

In addition to incorporating an elliptical layout, the height
and inclination of the instrument‟s playing surface is
adjustable. Figure 2 (middle and right) above illustrates how
optimum inclination angle for a performer is dependent on the
playing surface height. This design modification has the
additional benefit of allowing the playing surface to be tilted
towards the audience, heightening the visual experience.

The decay rate of each mode of vibration depends on a
number of factors, such as internal energy losses, energy losses
via the bar suspension, and frequency of vibration. Amplitude
decay curves for each mode of vibration are exponential to a
good approximation, allowing use of the logarithmic decrement
 (natural log of the ratio between successive maxima
An and An 1 ) as an indicator of decay rate:

The design requirements specify that rock samples with a
A
wide range of geological compositions, sourced from a variety
ln n  
of local quarries, be incorporated into a single instrument,
to
A
n 1

encourage learning about the geology and aggregates industry

2) Bar Suspension and Bracket Design: An ideal
of the region. This poses a unique challenge, due to the 
large
mechanism for suspending the instrument bars must allow
variation in acoustical and mechanical characteristics exhibited
freedom of movement,
thus preserving acoustic vibrations and

by the different rock types. A set of samples for each rock type
producing minimal contribution to vibration energy losses.
has been collected, to allow recording and measurement of
Equally, the suspension must be robust and the bars well
their acoustical properties as discussed below.
secured, as the instrument will live in a public space. These
1) Transverse Vibrations of a Uniform Bar: To make
competing design goals have led to a number of possible
meaningful quantitative comparisons between rock samples a
bracket designs being tested, both for their mechanical
standard theoretical model for the vibrating bar is utilised. A
strength and impact on decay rate. A traditional xylophone
rectangular bar may produce transverse, longitudinal or
suspension involves drilling horizontally through the bars
torsional vibrations, though predominantly transverse modes
parallel to the nodal plane, and at the neutral axis for
are excited when striking the bar on its upper surface. The
transverse bending of the bar. Due to the more fragile nature
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of the rocks this type of drilling is impractical, and an
alternative solution must be found. Another method is to drill
vertically through the bar at the intersection of nodal plane and
longitudinal centreline. During experiments, it was determined
that this may slightly alter the pitch as the material removed
by drilling is not along the neutral axis for bending of the bar.
It has been found that fixing pins into the side of the bar using
an epoxy (parallel to nodal plane, at neutral axis, pin diameter
≈ 3mm, drilling depth ≈ 6mm) has a minimal effect pitch
and decay rate. These pins may then be mounted into a
machined bracket, using rubber grommets to allow some
freedom of movement. Figure 3 shows the current bracket
design.

harder and more robust rock types. Although the required rock
lengths could be estimated to a reasonable degree of accuracy,
non-uniformities in geological composition and thickness
dictated that an iterative fine tuning process be adopted, a
lengthy undertaking where small amounts are removed from
the bar length until the desired pitch is attained. Tuning
accuracies of <5 cents (the approximate „just noticeable
difference‟ in pitch for the human ear) have been achieved
using this process.
As a prototype to validate both the tuning processes, and
hardware / software interface, an eighteen-semitone instrument
has been constructed from limestone with a simple linear key
arrangement. This has provided valuable insight into the
practicalities of tuning rock bars, and allowed testing of
interactive multimedia elements of iRock.

Figure 3. Bracket design for iRock keys.

3) Rock Tuning and Layout: To determine the optimum
bar layout, experimental data has been gathered during the
testing of over 90 rock samples of varying type and
dimension. Firstly, the rocks have been categorised according
to their ability to sustain vibrations i.e. their decay rates.
Decay rate has a critical dependance on the rock‟s crystalline
structure, which must transmit vibrations with a minimum of
internal losses. For example a rock which is full of pore spaces
does not ring well, as the air or water in the pores produces
highly effective damping. Following calculation of the decay
rates (dB/s) from audio recordings, the chosen rocks are
ordered within the instrument with highest decay rate at the
lower end of the pitch range. By ordering in terms of decay
rate, differences in sustain time when moving between keys of
a different rock type are minimised. Having the determined the
overall layout of rock types, tuning of individual rock keys
may commence.

Figure 4. iRock prototype.

gain

B. Augmented Instrument
1) Data Acquisition: Contact microphones constructed
from a ceramic piezoelectric material are used to translate
acoustic vibrations into voltage signals for analogue to digital
conversion. The frequency response of a typical piezoelectric
crystal is summarised in Figure 5. The useful frequency range
of the microphone corresponds to the region of the graph over
which the gain is approximately linear, avoiding both the low
frequency RC roll-off and high frequency resonance regions.

The Young‟s modulus and density of each rock type are
colculated, and predictions made for each bar length and
thickness required to tune the key to a particular pitch. In a
traditional xylophone, constructed with bars of a single
uniform material, the inverse square relationship between
frequency and bar length produces a natural curvature when
bars are laid in ascending order. We wish to preserve this
natural curvature, and have achieved this aim by adjusting bar
thickness for each rock type, thus compensating for material
dissimilarities.

linear region

frequency
Figure 5. Frequency response of piezoelectric microphone.

A further consideration is input impedance matching due to
the high (typically megaohm) impedance presented by a
passive contact microphone. Improved impedance matching
may be achieved by use of a buffering pre-amp, though use of
an audio interface with sufficiently high input impedance
makes direct connection viable.

Since higher frequency vibrations decay more rapidly for a
given logarithmic decrement, some compensation for varying
decay rates is inherently provided by positioning rock types
with longer sustain times in the upper ranges of the
instrument. This has the additional advantage of allowing
shorter bars to be constructed from the weaker sedimentary
limestones which have the greater sustain times, while longer
key lengths in the lower pitch range will be constructed from

Microphone options which have been tested include low
cost ceramic discs (connected directly or via a buffering preamp built in-house), prefabricated contact microphones (both
passive and active 48V phantom powered), and directional
microphones which are non-contact and do not contribute to
bar damping. Microphone positioning and method of
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attachment is also found to have a critical effect on bar
damping. Of the microphones tested, a prefabricated passive
microphone with XLR connector provided the best solution in
terms of frequency response, signal-to-noise ratio, bar
damping, physical size, robustness and overall cost.

maximum trigger sensitivity, with extremely loud key strikes
(out with the dynamic range for normal playing) it is possible
for a bar strike to be picked up by the piezoelectric sensor of an
adjoining bar giving false key detection. We aim to resolve this
in future versions by using a comparative ordering of the edge
gradients to eliminate false key detections whilst continuing to
recognise polyphonic playing.
Alternative key detection methods, such as pitch tracking or
attack detection [4] of merged input channels, are being tested
for use on the four-octave performance instrument. Whilst
pitch based key detection has been achievable, use of an FFT
based detection algorithm inherently adds undesirable latency
to the system which is noticable to the performer (to give the
required frequency resolution for key detection the FFT must
analyse a significant number of samples to perform the
calculation).

Figure 6. A piezoelectric ceramic disc (left) and a piezo-based passive
contact microphone with XLR connector (right).

2) Audio Interface: The audio interface receives analogue
voltage signals from the contact microphones, and converts to
a digital signal that can be utilised within the Max/MSP/Jitter
programming environment. Our first critical consideration is
the number of available input channels. In an idealised setup,
both the four-octave performance instrument, and the smaller
interactive (iRock) instrument would provide separate input
channels for each instrument key. This configuration allows
separate processing of signals from each key, greatly
simplifying software key detection when the performer strikes
a note. For the 49-key acoustic performance instrument this
raises a number of concerns:
• sourcing a portable audio interface with provision for
such a large number of input channels
• simultaneous 49 channel signal processing places a
heavy burden on the computer‟s CPU

Detected key strikes are converted into MIDI messages
comprising of MIDI note number, and MIDI velocity
indicating how forcefully the key is struck. User adjustment of
the velocity sensitivity is provided to allow the performer to
correct for variation in attack characteristics produced by a
different beater hardness or weight [5]. In essence the iRock
may be used as a fully functional, velocity sensitive MIDI
interface used to trigger any audio sample, with stored sample
banks selectable from the user interface.
After filtering and key detection, the merged signal is
temporarily held in a cyclic (circular) buffer [6], which stores a
fixed number of digital audio samples. The contents of the
cyclic buffer may then be retrieved and processed to generate
an array of audio effects, which we broadly divide into two
categories – enhanced natural sound and FX.

In the current prototype, two optical ADAT linked audio
interfaces each provide eight input channels, allowing direct
connection of sixteen keys via XLR inputs. Communication
between audio interface and computer is presently via a
firewire interface with incoming channels routed to the
Max/MSP/Jitter graphical programming environment using an
[adc~] object. This configuration provides adequate channels
for the final iRock edutainment system.

4) Augmentation: The educational aspects of the project
require the iRock instrument to contain a variety of rock types.
These different geological compositions vary greatly in their
acoustical qualities, yet must be incorporated into an
instrument that remains musical. One of the primary
disparities in rock acoustics is the decay rate, a measure of the
duration for which bar vibration is sustained. To preserve the
musicality of the instrument it is desirable to have flexible
control over the decay rate of each rock type, minimising
acoustic disparities by augmenting the sustain time of rocks
with inherently poor acoustics.
amplitude

3) Signal Processing: Digital signal processing (DSP) is
performed using patches developed in Max/MSP/Jitter. The
patches are designed to allow control over sonic characteristics
such pitch, sustain, and timbre. For example in the analogue
instrument, pitch of the lowest note is physically constrained
by maximum bar length and minimum bar thickness. Realtime DSP is applied to allow frequency domain pitch shifting
to extend the attainable pitch range of the iRock instrument.
Individual signals are first filtered to remove low-frequency
noise and 50Hz hum, then sent to the sub-patch responsible for
key detection. At present key detection is achieved by an edge
detection algorithm that detects the leading edge of the attack
when a key is struck. This method of key detection adds
minimal latency with triggering delays unnoticeable to the
performer. Trigger sensitivity is adjustable to allow for
differences in the playing environment, mallet choice, and
performer preference.

time

Figure 7. Exponential amplitude decay.

Variation in sustain time is depicted in Figure 7, where blue
and red curves represent exponential amplitude decays of two
rocks with differing acoustic qualities. To equalise the sustain
time of the two rock types, the amplitude difference (drawn as

The simple edge detection algorithm performs well across a
wide range of strike forces, allowing a good dynamic range for
expressive performance. However, if adjusted to provide
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added to the sound, though at present this is beyond the scope
of the project.

a black curve) may be added to the amplitude of the blue curve
at each instant in time. Since frequency ratios of transverse
vibration modes are known, it is possible to augment sustain
times by adding sinusoidal components and shaping amplitude
envelopes governing the decay for each component frequency
[7]. A patch has been created in Max/MSP to algorithmically
generate the required sinusoidal components, with amplitude
envelopes shaped by adjustment of exponential time constants.
Implementation of sustain control with the prototype iRock
instrument is now in progress, with real time measurement of
peak amplitude following a bar strike, and manipulation of
decay curves for individual frequency components the key
features.

7) Visualisation: To provide a full multimedia experience,
visual feedback from the iRock instrument is displayed on a
wall-mounted high-definition screen. Visual aspects to the
project must fulfil three main criteria – to provide geological
information on the rock type as a key is struck, visualisation of
the sound emanating from the instrument, and information to
guide the user through the instrument‟s features and allow
control and adjustment of parameters.
Using the key detection features already outlined, the
resulting MIDI note-number messages are used to control the
display of geological information. As a new key is struck,
information as to the rock type and geological composition of
the rock are brought up on the display. This geological
information includes images taken using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) at a number of magnification settings,
which give a visual representation of the rocks geological
structure (see Figure 8 left). To enhance interactivity, key strike
velocity is used determine the magnification – increasing the
force with which a key is struck increases the magnification
allowing the user to zoom in on the crystalline rock structure.
Simultaneously, textual information is displayed, describing a
rocks geological type, mineral composition, formation
processes, and source location. This feature of iRock is
designed to introduce learning about the region‟s diverse
geology, and reinforce the link between each rock‟s crystalline
structure and its ability to sustain vibrations.

In addition to augmentation of the sustain times, the pitch
range is extended by use of the [gizmo~] MSP object for
frequency domain pitch shifting [8]. When an iRock key is
struck, the resulting audio buffer may be sent to a single
[gizmo~] object for pitch shifting, or multiple instances of
[gizmo~] can be used to generate chords of up to eight notes at
any chosen intervals. By introducing variable signal delays
between the cyclic buffer and various [gizmo~] objects,
arpeggio chords are produced, with arpeggio rate user defined.
Modulating the degree of pitch shift produces a range vibrato
effects, from subtle colouration of natural sound, to more
extreme and synthetic sounding timbres. Similarly, amplitude
modulations may be used to introduce tremolo if desired.
These augmentations to the iRock instrument equip the
performer with a broad palette of sounds, all originating from
the natural sound emanating from stone, and all produced in
real time. The same array of effects may also be applied to
triggered samples, when the iRock is used as a MIDI controller.
Taking a MIDI output from the audio interface allows external
MIDI instrument to be controlled directly from the iRock. To
fully utilise the available sound palette, it is planned to
implement some multi-track looping functionality allowing the
performer to adjust instrument parameters to find a sound,
record an audio (or MIDI) clip, then loop playback and record
additional tracks, constructing a multi-layered performance.
5) User Interface: A suitable interface is required to allow
the user control over available functionality and interactive
educational content. A number of options are under
consideration, such as use of an „off the shelf‟ MIDI footpedal
/ touchpad system, or mouse interaction with the wall mounted
display screen. At present ASCII codes from a simple numeric
keypad are used to select between functional modes. We plan
to integrate a tactile interface in future versions to improve
accessibility.

Figure 8. Real-time visualisation of iRock. Audio visualisation (left). SEM
picture (right) of a rock key that has been hit.

In addition to learning interactively about the geology of
the rocks, the display provides visualisations of the sound,
giving an instantaneous visual response to changes in the
audible sound. The visualisations reflect the sound which is
output from the iRock software to speakers or headphones.
With no augmentation we directly visualise the natural
vibrations of the rock keys. If an augmentation is selected, we
can hear how the sound has been altered and see these
differences in the visual feedback.
Firstly, a 2D (amplitude-time) waveform display (see
Figure 8, top) shows real-time changes in the audio signal,
similar in form to an oscilloscope plot. When a key is first
struck, the dense frequency spectra creates an irregular, jagged
waveform, which resolves into a smooth sinusoid as damping
attenuates transients and higher vibrational modes, until only
the fundamental frequency remains. Differences in wavelength

6) Audio Output: Prior to converting back to analogue
audio for amplification it is intended to have an additional
effects stage, to provide standard effects such as reverberation,
echo, chorus, flanging and digital delay. Although relatively
simple to implement effects of this type within the available
software, it may become necessary to reduce CPU load by
delegating standard effects to some additional external
hardware. Following this final effects stage in the signal path,
audio is output for amplification in two-channel stereo. Later
versions of the iRock may incorporate multi-channel surround
sound, allowing some spatialisation and directionality to be
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outlined, along with its integration with new technologies to
provide an interactive multimedia system offering new musical
possibilities.
The physical instruments have been realized recently and
tested by several players with positive feedback on playability
and acoustical qualities. Further evaluations on hardware and
software are being carried out prior to final installation in the
coming weeks.
We continue to evolve new design features, building on
current system to extend its multimedia functionality and
accessibility, with further educational content.
Further explorations of the project include composition,
performance technique and performance interface studies
centred upon the iRock instrument interface utilising usercentre design concept, gesture interface and multimodal
augmentation.

may be clearly seen when selecting high pitched and low
pitched keys, thus highlighting the inverse relationship between
frequency and wavelength as taught in school physics lessons.
Secondly, a scrolling 3D (frequency-amplitude-time) plot
indicates the time-variant spectral composition of the sound
(see Figure 9, bottom), by successively plotting the results of
each in a rapid series of Fast Fourier transforms (FFT) to create
a scrolling display [9]. In contrast to the two-dimensional
waveform, here it is possible to identify individual frequency
components which correspond to particular modes of vibration
excited by a bar strike. Different strike positions on the bar
excite these modes to varying extents dependant on proximity
to a node or anti-node. Decay rates for individual modes of
vibration can be seen, with the fundamental always outliving
the higher modes due to the positioning of bar supports at nodal
points of the first mode of vibration.
Finally, a more abstract, but fun visualisation is provided by
the addition of a Lissajous plot (Figure 8, middle), which
resembles a twine ball reacting to the changing harmonic
content of a sound by continually morphing in shape. During
transient attacks when spectral content is dense, the plot forms
into complex knots, then decays to smooth elliptical curves as
initial transient attacks decay to steady-state vibrations. These
shapes are generated by plotting audio signal sample values
along three orthogonal axes, with delays on two of these axes
to introduce a phase shift between the signals.
The audio visualisations provide a valuable link between
what is being heard, and how this relates to the time-variant
frequency content – or timbre - of the sound. With the addition
of augmentations and FX, often the process by which the sound
is altered can be readily seen. For example if a tremolo
(amplitude modulation) effect is used, the waveform display
and lissajous plot can be seen to pulse as the amplitude grows
and diminishes at the same modulation rate as the heard sound.
In the 3D scrolling display the sinusoidal modulations can be
seen superimposed on the decaying fundamental. A vibrato
(frequency-modulation) causes the waveform display to pulse
in wavelength in a similar manner. Increased sustain times can
be observed by a slower decay on the visual displays. Even
triggered audio samples can be observed allowing visualisation
of any sound, from a drum hit to a vocal sample.
III.
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Abstract-1 Modern multimedia databases support the
description of objects by different data types, including
relational, audio, video and vector data as well as texts and
images. Efficient access to this data is supported by index
structures via various search criteria. At least two very
different principles are used for the construction of an index
structure. An index structure for an ordered data type with a
single value will probably use a divide and conquer strategy
resulting in some type of search tree. An index structure for a
data type with many values (e.g. words in texts or features of
images) has to use a different strategy. A common approach
associates values with all objects containing these values.
Optimal support for searches combining criteria for different
data types requires special index structures facilitating
simultaneous checking of all involved criteria. This paper
discusses the challenges for the definition of such an index
structure. Based on this discussion we introduce a new index
structure combining these principles. A theoretical and
experimental investigation of this index structure demonstrates
the feasibility of the proposed concept.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Modern database management systems support multimedia
applications by providing complex data types for table
columns. Early approaches introduced data types for binary
large objects providing only very limited support on the
contained data. More recent developments introduce textual
and/or vector data with specific operations on these data types.
In future additional data types will be probably integrated for
images, audio and video data including functions for content
based searches. For this purpose features need to be extracted
from this type of data and queries should define constraints for
these features.
Databases support efficient access to the data of a table by
index structures. At present different types of index structures
are used for different types of data. Index structures for simple
data types like numbers or small strings (single-valued data
types) often apply a divide and conquer strategy using the
natural order on column values to split table entries into
disjoint sets. This strategy is usually implemented as a tree
structure such as the B-Tree [1] or the R-Tree [8]. The B-Tree
and its variants ensure logarithmic search times for queries
specifying a value of interest for one or more columns or a
range of values for a single column. R-Trees are designed to
1 This work has been funded by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft and the Oberfrankenstiftung.

support range searches for more than one column making them
an interesting index structure mainly for spatial searching.
A different strategy needs to be applied for columns with a
large number of values (“multi-valued attributes”). As an
example, a longer text is usually comprised of a significant
number of words. Other examples are images, video and audio
clips which are described by multiple features. In the case of
multi-valued attributes a divide and conquer strategy is
difficult to apply since most subsets of entries usually share a
larger number of common values.
A common approach is the association of a value with all
entries containing the value in the corresponding column
(posting). In the case of texts a posting will contain a term and
references to all texts containing this term. The list of all
postings is usually called an inverted index here.
Both types of index structures are available in many modern
database management systems. With these structures it is
directly possible to support simple search requests specifying
one constraint for a relational, textual or vector data column.
The support of search requests specifying multiple constraints
for different types of data is not so easy. Existing database
management systems usually support two options here:
x The system selects the most specific search criterion and
retrieves all entries satisfying this criterion using the
corresponding index structure. Afterwards all entries are
removed which do not satisfy the remaining search
criteria.
x The system performs separate searches for every search
criterion using the corresponding index structures.
Afterwards the system computes the intersection of the
intermediate search results.
Both options do not ensure efficient searching if very large
numbers of entries satisfy all individual search criteria but the
combination of these criteria is only satisfied by few or even
no entries. In this case the preparation and processing of the
intermediate result sets will take a significant amount of time
even though the database will return few or even no results.
Database management systems support index structures
combining values from multiple columns to deal with this
situation, if these columns refer to the same type of data. So far
existing systems do not provide index structures combining
columns with both single- and multiple-valued attributes.
The next section will discuss the options for a new index
structure supporting both types of data. Based on this
discussion a new hybrid index structure is proposed in section
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III. A theoretical analysis and the results of first experiments
with this structure follow in section IV and V. Section VI
summarizes the results of this paper.

II.

CONCEPTS FOR HYBRID INDEX STRUCTURES

As already discussed in the previous section, the definition of a
combined index structure for different data types is not obvious
if these data types require very different index strategies. In
this paper we consider the combination of columns containing
a simple date type on the one hand (single-valued attributes)
and on the other hand a single column containing complex data
types described by a larger number of features (multi-valued
attributes). Commercial database management systems (e.g.
Oracle) and freeware systems (e.g. PostgreSQL) already
provide some non-relational data types for large texts or vector
data (spatial data). Also multi-valued data types (e.g. arrays or
lists) are supported facilitating the representation of a larger
number of features in a single column.
A combined index may adopt one of the following four
strategies:
1. Values from all columns are integrated in an index
structure for single-valued attributes using the divide
and conquer strategy.
2. Values from single-valued attributes are considered in
an index structure for multi-valued attributes (e.g. an
inverted index).
3. Index structures for single-valued attributes and multivalued attributes are concatenated.
4. Both criteria are combined into a single index structure
using a deeper integration than option 3. We call index
structures following this principle “hybrid index
structures”.
The integration of multi-valued attributes in an index structure
for single-valued attributes (e.g. a B-Tree) requires the
derivation of multiple aggregate values from a single entry in a
database. As an example all terms would need to be derived
from a text and combined with a single combination of values
from the other columns (e.g. publisher and publication date). In
this case more than 1000 aggregate values would need to be
derived from a single entry if the text contains 1000 or more
different terms. This approach will probably generate a very
large index structure not only at the costs of high memory
usage but also at lower search speed. Even worth it is not
obvious how to support searches defining multiple features
(e.g. terms) efficiently, which are common for queries
addressing these complex data types.
Option 2 associates values for simple data types directly
with corresponding entries. This approach is already used by
document management systems to store information like the
publisher or the publication date in an inverted index. The
support of multiple search criteria with this approach still
requires the generation of intersections for the entry lists
associated with values from the search condition. In many (but
not all) cases this intersection can be efficiently computed, if
all entry lists are sorted. A key issue with this approach is the

support of range searches specifying upper and/or lower
bounds for a value. A potential solution is the introduction of
additional values into the inverted index which represent
ranges [3]. The efficiency of this approach is limited, since a
single range needs to be mapped to several of these new values
making the initial search and the composition of the search
result more complex.
The concatenation of index structures for single-valued and
multiple-valued attributes (option 3) was described in [10] for
combining textual and spatial search conditions. As a
consequence an inverted index and an R-Tree were used. The
two sub-options are either R-Tree first or Inverted Index first.
With R-Tree first (option A), the R-Tree will contain a ddimensional point representing the values of the d relevant
relational columns. Every point will reference an inverted
index organizing all related documents occurring in entries
with the value combinations of the point.
With Inverted Index first (option B), every term will point to
a separate R-Tree. This R-Tree will be generated for all entries
which are related to a text containing this word.
The paper [10] compares these two structures by applying
them to some test data. These first tests seem to indicate that
searches can be processed faster for option B. This paper does
not yet provide a worst case analysis for time and space. In
particular the space requirements are not considered.
A worst case analysis is given in [4]. In option A the worst
case occurs for a large geographical region and a rare term. In
this case most or even all nodes of the R-tree need to be
searched, returning few or even no search results. Although
this case does not occur for option B, this option uses
significantly more space than the other option because many
terms will occur in a large number of documents. This may
result in space requirements which grow significantly faster
than linear. As a consequence of this analysis, it is probably
difficult to apply the efficient option B for larger databases due
to its space requirements and option A is probably not
sufficiently efficient in all cases.
A hybrid index structure (option 4) needs to integrate the
divide and conquer strategy and combine it with methods for
managing multi-valued attributes. This means that the skeleton
of such an index structure will be a tree structure. Every node
of this tree structure needs to provide information about both
the values of single- and multi-valued attributes of entries
below this node. The single-value attributes can be directly
integrated into this skeleton resulting in a conventional index
structure like the B-Tree or the R-Tree. The key challenge is
the integration of a multi-valued attribute into the tree. For this
purpose two obvious solutions exist:
• A node may directly contain a list of features representing
all entries below a node.
• The set of features below a node may be represented by a
bit list. Every bit in this list stands for the presence (1) or
the absence (0) of a feature.
So far only few papers address concepts combining these
criteria in one node. [6] proposes the KR*-tree assigning a list
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of terms to every node. Bit list approaches are proposed by [3]
for answering geographic nearest neighbor queries including
search terms and [9] for retrieving a set of k coordinates with
the least spatial extension for k entries with alternative
coordinates. For these papers space requirements are not yet
sufficiently addressed. It is obvious that the bit list will
probably require less space. But even bit lists may become too
large to fit into a disk block representing the node of a tree.
Reducing the required space for bit lists in nodes is
investigated in [5]. The size of these bit lists is limited by
including only frequent terms in it. Rare terms are stored in a
conventional inverted index. The documents associated to
these terms can be sequentially searched in reasonable time to
check other search criteria. This approach however requires a
relatively static R-Tree.
This paper introduces a more flexible solution facilitating an
incremental generation of the index structure. It combines an
R*-Tree ([2]) for an arbitrary set of single-valued attributes
and relatively small inverted indexes for rare terms associated
with nodes of this tree. Although we consider texts as multivalued attributes, the proposed index structure can serve as a
framework for arbitrary features derived from images, audio
and video data.

III.

the word is removed from the current inverted index and
inserted in all inverted indexes of the child nodes. In every
child node the word refers to a subset of entries satisfying the
relational constraints of this node (point is inside region of
node). This process may continue until the number of referred
entries is below the specified limit or a leaf node is reached.
On the leaf level a word will be also removed for the
inverted index of the node if its set of entries exceeds the
specified limit. Then the word is assigned to the inverted
indexes of all entries (represented by their point) in the node.
Inverted indexes of points are the final destination of words
and the size of document sets may exceed the limit here.
On the root level, an initial inverted index is constructed that
contains all document entries and adds the functionality to map
from a certain word to a code, which is generated sequentially.
This code is subsequently used in each inverted index that
resides in the relational part of the hybrid tree. That means that

A NEW HYBRID INDEX STRUCTURE

In this section we propose a new index structure which can
be applied to a table containing several relational and one
textual column. The index will be also applicable to a highly
dynamic database content starting with a small number of
entries (rows) and growing continuously over time.
The definition of the hybrid index will automatically
generate a combined index for the relational columns and a

Figure 1: Structure of Hybrid Index
separate inverted index for the textual column. The relational
index (for example a B-Tree or an R-Tree) will be prepared to
accept inverted indexes at every node. In this paper we will
focus on the case of an R-Tree without loss of generality. All
inverted index will be organized as B-Trees. Initially the root
node refers to the inverted index of the text column and the
indexes of all other nodes are empty. Figure 1 summarizes the
structure of the hybrid index.
The words of an inverted index will point to a set of entries
with documents containing this word (and not to the
documents directly). This approach makes it easy to check the
relational conditions for entries related to a search word.
A user defined parameter l exists which specifies a limit for
the maximum number of entries referenced by a word in an
inverted index. As soon as a word references more entries, then

Figure 2: Insertion Algorithm
the inverted index in each node element of the hybrid part of
the tree will no longer map from a certain word to all the
entries with documents that contain the word but will perform
rted Index
(B-Treea mapping from the particular word code to the
entries. This approach allows for storing more elements in
these nodes and it is easier to estimate the number of elements
to be stored in one node of the respective inverted index.
Figure 2 summarizes this approach.
In addition to the inverted index, a new storage structure
containing certain word codes is attached to the nodes in the
relational part of the index structure. This new structure is
called “id list” and contains a subset of the word codes residing
in the hybrid part of the index. If a certain posting in one
particular inverted index exceeds the parameter l, mentioned
above, this posting will be moved down one level into the
hybrid part. All entries referenced by this posting will
subsequently be distributed to the child nodes of the current
node in order to reduce the number of entries referenced by
this posting. Using this knowledge, the “id list” is generated in
two stages. First, it will be filled using the codes of words from
postings that were moved down one level during the insertion
operation. However, this strategy cannot be used all the time,
because of the limited size of a block on secondary memory. If
the “id list” has reached its maximum extent and cannot be
filled by putting more elements to it, a second strategy is
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chosen, which is similar to the least recently used (LRU)
paging strategy. That means that whenever one posting is
inserted in one of the child nodes of the currently inspected
node, the word code of the particular posting will be placed in
the first entry of this list, probably eliminating some entry at
the end. In this way, a LRU stack is constructed which contains
the codes of words that have been used most recently
eliminating entries that have been used least recently. This
stack may be updated on searches as well in order to fulfill
searches for frequently used terms even faster. Thus, this list
serves for storing frequent items that do not reside in the
inverted index of a node and avoids loading this inverted index
in some cases.
A combined search would check the initial inverted index of
the textual column first. If the number of referenced entries in
this index exceeds the limit l there for one particular word, it
will be marked for having to be searched in the relational part
of the index structure. Otherwise, the relational criteria may be
checked directly at this point. The search in the initial inverted
index produces a list of entries overflowing the l, which will be
searched in the relational index as a next step. Searching the
relational part will first check the “id list”, if any of the word
codes found in the initial search is contained there. If it is not
contained in the id list, it will be searched inside the inverted
index attached to the particular relational node. If the entry has
been found in the “id list”, it is obvious, that the particular
entry has to reside in some lower level. The relational part of
the search query has to be checked simultaneously, as well in
order to retrieve only those items that fulfill all of the given
distinct criteria. If some items cannot be found in the current
inverted index, these might be referred to in some lower level,
which makes the search continue recursively. In this way the
tree is traversed and all candidate items are generated, which
meet all given search criteria. As a final step, the generated set
of entries that drop out of the combined search in the hybrid
part of the index structure has to be merged with the initial set
to produce the final set of entries which fulfills all the search
criteria.

IV.

ANALYSIS OF THE NEW INDEX STRUCTURE

This section analyses key properties of the new index
structure. Due to the complexity of a hybrid index structure a
detailed worst case analysis would result in loose upper bounds
of space and time at present. Nevertheless the analysis will
provide some constraints indicating a reasonable space
complexity and an acceptable search time complexity for most
but not all cases.
An inverted index associated to a node contains a posting for
every word occurring in some text and references for the list of
entries (documents). According to Heaps´ Law ([7]) the
number of distinct words w in a text grows with the formula
kxnb where n is the number of documents and the parameters k
and b depend on the average size, source and language of a

text. The parameter b is usually close to 0.5. Therefore this
formula can be approximated by kxn.
The inverted index for a node below the root will only
contain terms which do not reference more than a given limit l
of entries. With Zipf’s Law [11] the frequency of a term is
given by f = nxc/i where i denotes the i-th frequent term and c
is a text dependent constant. The number of terms occurring in
more than l documents can be deduced from this formula:
i = nxc/l
As a consequence the total number of terms in such an
inverted index is given by the following formula:
terms = kxn - nxc/l
(1)
In this formula the first term with the square root of n grows
slower than the second linear term. The function value
increases up to a maximum and falls to zero afterwards
meaning that all terms are moved to the child nodes for a large
number of documents. The value n for which this formula
reaches its maximum is given by this formula:
n = ((kxl)/(2xc))2
(2)
Inserting the n from formula (2) into formula (1) provides a
fixed upper bound for the number of terms, depending only on
the constants c, k and l:
terms  k2xl/(4xc)
In addition to the inverted indexes assigned to nodes we
need to consider the inverted indexes assigned to points in leaf
nodes. In general the number of entries (and documents) grows
probably proportional with these points. Therefore the number
of entries assigned to points in the tree is constant (probably
very small). As a consequence the size of all inverted indexes
is limited by a constant and the required space for the hybrid
index grows linearly with the number of nodes in the tree. It is
a well known property of tree structures that the number of
nodes grows also linearly with the number of entries in a table.
Therefore the space of the hybrid index structure grows
linearly with the number of entries in the table.
The time complexity is not so easy to analyze since very
special situations may occur where the search region overlaps
with a large number of nodes and all of them include the search
term in their associated index. In this case it may happen that
all points from these nodes including this term are not present
in the area of overlap. Examples for this situation require a
very specific distribution of the points in multi-dimensional
space which is usually not given in real applications.
A logarithmic search time complexity is probably obvious, if
the search condition overlaps with one or only few leaf nodes
(one or few paths need to be searched). This situation is also
given for other existing index structures.
The key strength of our structure is that a search is continued
below a node only if the search term occurs frequently below
the node. Otherwise the associated inverted index would be
visited and the search would end here.
With a high frequency of a term below a node it is likely that
many child nodes overlapping with the search region
contribute at least one entry to the search result. If we assume
that every node on a given level of the tree contributes one
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entry to a result set (which is not guaranteed), then the number
of visited nodes on this level is limited by the size m of the
result set and not the size of the table. Since the number of
levels in the tree grows logarithmically with the number of
entries the search time would be limited by O(log(n) xm).

V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several tests were performed to prove the efficiency of the
newly proposed hybrid index structure. Two different datasets
were used as inputs for these tests. One of them are geo-tagged
Wikipedia articles (2) and the other one is a synthetic dataset
that is constructed based on several rules.
The index structures used in the tests are B-Trees as
implementations of the inverted index part and an adopted
version of the R-Tree containing the extensions, mentioned in
the previous section, as the relational index. The size of the “id
lists” was not limited in the tests, because they were performed
in main memory, instead of on disk.
The text contained in the Wikipedia articles was
preprocessed, that means a stemming and normalization of the
particular texts took place.
The synthetic dataset primarily consists of a set of randomly
generated documents with some rules applied to the
generation. These rules refer to the generation of the words, the
assignment of words to documents and the point coordinates,
respectively. The distribution of words to documents has been
done by assigning a probability value of a word appearing in a
certain document based on the distribution of Heaps´ Law
([7]). The generation of points follows, generally, a Gaussian
distribution. A configurable number of points are assigned to
every document.
A query for the hybrid index structure contains two parts:
1. A relational search criterion that defines an upper and a
lower bound for each relational column, in this case a
two dimensional range
2. A textual criterion that consists of a set of search words
to be found in the textual column
Each dataset was inserted to a predefined level ranging from
1000 to 64000 documents and a workload of 200 random
queries was produced for each generated structure. The
queries, again, followed some predefined rules. These rules are
set up to guarantee fair conditions for the structures ensuring
similar sizes for all result sets. This means that the words are
scanned in advance to determine some lower, median and
upper bound of occurrence of the distinct words. The location
and size of the search region are generated by using a uniform
distribution. The sizes of the regions are extended by additional
deltas in all dimensions for the different datasets. The sizes of
these deltas are chosen inversely proportional with the sizes of
the datasets to ensure similar result set sizes.
The parameter l mentioned previously was set to an arbitrary
number, whereas 100 turned out to be a reasonable amount for
2

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProjekt Georeferenzierung/
Wikipedia-World, last visit: 2.6.09

these datasets. Generally this parameter should be in a range
from 100 to 200 in order to make it possible for the structure to
organize properly while limiting sequential scans in an inverted
index to a reasonable amount.
Figure 3 illustrates the search time complexity by
summarizing the number of all hybrid nodes for all 200 queries
relative to the number of documents in the dataset. This figure
uses the Wikipedia articles. The amount of documents inserted
can be seen on x-axis whereas the y-axis shows the total

Figure 3: Aggregate Numbers of Hybrid Nodes Searched
amount of hybrid nodes loaded during one search. The curve of
the minimum nodes searched is constant to one. The amount of
average nodes searched only grows slowly when inspecting a
structure having more documents inserted. Regarding the
maximum nodes loaded during one search, there is no clear
tendency, but it also grows with an increasing number of
documents. However, the average number of hybrid index
nodes searched only grows slightly (below linear in this
exponential scale) with the amount of documents inserted. The
fact that the maximum number of hybrid nodes searched grows
this fast on 32000 documents is based on the certain predefined
randomness of the search query. But the tendency of the
average amount of inner nodes loaded during one query shows,
that the new structure ensures a logarithmic time complexity
for this example.

Figure 4: Average Amount of B-Tress loaded
Figure 4 refers to the same set Wikipedia articles. In this
picture, it is obvious that only a small portion of the total
amount of B-Trees present in the entire tree has been loaded in
order to generate the final result set. The maximum of the B-
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Trees in the average case here is about eight during one
particular search. This means that using the approach of the “id
lists” reduces the need of loading many secondary indexes
from disk by filtering out unneeded search operations based on
the contents of the LRU stack. However the deflection in the
case of 32000 documents results, again from the randomness in
the relational search criteria, which can also be noticed in
Figure 3.
Figure 5 shows the length of the “id lists” for the different

Figure 5: Distribution of "id lists" in separate levels
levels of the relational part of the tree. The generated hybrid RTree has five levels, whereas there are (obviously) no lists at
the leaf nodes, because these lists will only be generated when
items are pushed down to a level below. However, the
distribution of the lists again shows that the distribution of
words and documents is strongly related to Heaps Law ([7]).
Figure 6 analyses the size of the hybrid index structure

Figure 6: Relational and B-Tree nodes
relative to the number of entries. The scale of the left axis is
valid for the relational nodes (R-Tree), whereas the right axis is
valid for the B-Tree nodes inside the tree structure. It can be
seen that the total amount of nodes inside the tree grows
linearly with the number of entries. This confirms the
theoretical analysis of the previous section.
An inspection of the synthetic dataset showed similar results.
The experimental results of the synthetic datasets only differ
slightly from the ones given above and thus, there is no need to
show them here.

VI.

CONCLUSION

The proposed index structure overcomes problems of
previously introduced hybrid index structures. In comparison
to existing index structures it provides efficient support for a
wide range of queries together with reasonable space
requirements. This could be demonstrated by our analysis and
first tests.
A very interesting property of the index structure is the small
number of entries referenced by words in the inverted indexes.
This approach facilitates efficient support for queries with a
larger number of terms since only small intermediate result sets
need to be processed for generating the final result. The reason
is that the relational part of this index structure facilitates the
division of an initial inverted index into smaller parts.
Therefore this hybrid index could even ensure a better
efficiency for combined searches than an inverted index for
conventional full text searches.
The general structure of our approach is not limited to the
combination of relational and textual search criteria. Postings
in our inverted indexes could also assign features to objects
like images containing these features. With this approach the
index structure may also serve as a general framework for
constructing further index structures supporting general multivalued attributes.
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This paper covers the interoperability issue by following
the techniques defined in W3C standards. In our view the
data integration can be handled more practically and
smoothly by following the standards and implementing
web based interoperability architectures. Therefore, we
have focused on the web semantic interoperability
techniques to integrate sensitive defense applications to
interchange mission critical data.

Abstract— Critical information exchange issues are alerting
its users to divert their attention on this most vital subject.
As for now the interoperability issues are not yet settled
completely, many integration frameworks have been
developed to overcome these issues. In this research we have
developed an integration channel which uses W3C Semantic
Web Specification techniques; we have named it Common
Interoperability Framework for Defense Architectures. The
model integrate the application architecture sensitive data in
the form of RDF files on a secure and responsive security
channel which is then picked up by the web crawlers, we
have named as RXCrawl. The data resources are then
gathered and collected in the form of metadata repository.
We will only discuss the main functionality, usage, working
and methods, RDF files description and functionality,
RDF/XML engine functionality and the security channel
description and web crawlers usage and methodology. This
study is to overcome current interoperability issues between
defense architectures, we will leave further details such as,
the whole architecture framework’s implementation, testing
and performance measure, for our upcoming research
papers.

The rest of the paper is divided into following sections:
Section II will cover the Background of this study and
related work; Section III will discuss the Architecture and
its working. Section IV will spread light on the Security
Channel of the architecture,. Section V will discuss the
conclusion, future aspects and acknowledgment part.
II. BACKGROUND & RELATED STUDY
To understand correctly that what is sent from a post to the
execution post is the main key to achieve maximum
interoperability. Semantic interoperability teaches us to
exchange information robotically and to provide and
develop such means to exchange that information
correctly,
securely
and
efficiently.
Semantic
interoperability provides preset transformation of the data
from the source to the destination enclosed by the security
to encrypt/decrypt data and to pass on the data to the
requester as accurately as it was dispatched. Therefore,
semantic interoperability can be defined as the robotic
transformation of data on a wide and secure channel
maintaining its original state throughout the process. In our
approach, we have used Resource Description Framework
(RDF) technique to collect the architecture data in a RDF
file. [10] The W3C practice of RDF is a popular way of
presenting semantically tagged data online. It is a
framework for organizing metadata on the web. The RDF
presents the metadata interoperability through common
convention support to channel the data across different
domains. The RDF document language is called
RDF/XML and it is easy to exchange RDF based
information on cross platforms. For more study about RDF
see [10]

Keywords- Web Semantics, Semantic Interoperability,
Information data-exchange, Enterprise Architecture (EA),
Software Engineering (SE).

I.
INTRODUCTION
Department of Defense (DOD) [1] is spotlighting and
emphasizing more on interoperability issues than any other
issue. While studying the Department of Defense
Architecture Framework (DODAF) [2, 8 and 9] one can
easily grasp the main point that is being covered up i.e. the
interoperability issue. The focus of this research is on
defense domain as compared to any other domain. Defense
domains are considered the most crucial domains,
therefore, DODAF covers interoperability issues in a more
precise and discrete way than in any other architecture i.e.
TOGAF [3], Zachman Framework [4], GERAM [5],
CIMOSA [6], PERA [7] and more. Although, all these
frameworks mentioned are also being utilized in the
defense domain.
The data integration between defense domains is still a
massive challenge as the whole architecture will affect the
country-wide changes. The interoperability of different
domains together cannot be resolved fully, many ideas
were proposed and different architectures are developed,
but none of them fully cover the system integration.

A. Related Study & Literature Review
Michael R. Hieb and Andreas Tolk build a component for
integrating M&S with C4ISR for supporting future
military operations. It was a position paper in the
conference, authors have stressed upon the necessity for a
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architectures. We have designed this architecture to cover
the information handling from all these aspects. In our
research we have three systems having different operating
systems and OS specific software application, either web
based or desktop applications. As illustrated in below
figure 1.0.

common architecture, common ontology, common set of
algorithms and a superior technique to bring all this down
together. [11]
Robert Suzic et al highlighted the Information exchange
requirements (IER) and models (IEM). They have
articulated the details of how to build information
exchange model on the basis of information exchange
requirements. [12]
J.H. ter Bekke in his paper Advantages of a Compact
Semantic Meta Model, explains the XPLAIN data model
and designed an effective conceptual framework for
databases. [13]

GROUND

UNIX OS BASED
S/W

LINUX OS
BASED S/W

WINDOWS OS
BASED S/W

These three defense commands mentioned and illustrated
in figure 1.0 are using different military software
application based on their operating system and
requirements. There are many software applications for
example CACI products [18] and these applications are
following organization specific and customized military
standards for example MIL-STAND [19].

David Perme & Andreas Tolk, presented a Common
Battle management language to integrate air & ground
operations within. In this paper they have presented a
BML language comprises of three views. [15]

These applications software are based on different
enterprise architectures, i.e. Oracle, IBM and .Net
architectures. The air command UNIX OS based app is
using IBM enterprise architecture; sea command LINUX
OS based software app is based on Oracle enterprise
architecture and ground Command and Control (C2)
Windows OS based software app is utilizing .Net
framework architecture platform. As illustrated below in
Figure 02.

Hans W. Polzer discussed the concept of net-centricity
and service orientation from a system implementer view
[16]
Paul Shaw and David J. Roberts presented a cross
platform information exchange framework (CIEF), they
discussed an operational design for the publication,
location, and subscription to information in the correct
mission context and monitor the operational use of
information in the contest. [17].

AIR

SEA

GROUND

UNIX OS BASED
S/W

LINUX OS
BASED S/W

WINDOWS OS
BASED S/W

FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE & ITS WORKING

In joint collaborations between different defenses nodes
i.e. air, ground and sea with in a country or globally, the
best way of information interchange is through web based
architectures. In our framework model we have
considered three different applications running under
three different army domains i.e. army, air-force & navy.
Now, considering these domains, we have following
interoperability issues:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

SEA

Figure 1.0, Different Defense Command Applications

Other then defense domains, SemanticWeb Meta-Data
model was developed for e-learning by Mikael Nilsson,
Matthias Palmer and Ambjorn Naeve. [14]

III.

AIR

Architecture
& Data

Architecture
& Data

Architecture
& Data

IBM EA

ORACLE EA

.NET EA

Figure 2.0, Air/Sea/Ground C2 Architecture & data based
on different enterprise architecture
The architecture contains mission critical and mission
crucial data that is highly sensitive and at the same time
extremely desirable to interchange and to pass-on using an
efficient and secure transformation layer or set of
procedures in the form of an architecture that fetches the
data and transform it in the original state as it was
received.

Platform dependencies issues
Architecture differences issues
Software customization issues
Technical terminologies difference issues
Interface issues
Database and repositories alignment issues, and
Information security issues
Many other interoperability issues

Each architecture is transforming its information in the
form of a document that is analyzing the data on the bases
of common elements analysis and presentation. Beside
what ever application is being used over what ever
platform, the main source of data provision is the RDF file

The framework and architecture should easily absorb the
data transferring from different repositories and databases.
Security measures must be taken to secure the propagation
and transformation of the data between different
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that is created using RDF/XML language by analyzing
common elements among different architectures.

·

IV.

A. RDF/XML data plotting
RDF uses tags that are XML tags, through which
information is written in triples. There are two ways of
RDF to streamline RDF data; Storage of data in the form
of triples to query through a specific system using RDF
ways, and, mapping of data with RDF from relational
database.
The technique we have used in this research is the plotting
of data already stored in a relational database with RDF
files. In this plotting, the main role is the usage of
Ontologies [20]. The terms which are used in RDF are
described using Ontologies; describing them in-between
relationships and rules to implicate. When the request is
sent for the data from any RDBMS, it first passes to the
RDF/SQL plotting engine and then this plotting will
provide the requested data to the requester in response of
the query.

Our RDF/XML security framework is based on the
following aspects:
·
·
·

A. Access level security architecture discussion
Security violation is checked on the basis of the data
request query and the result submitted to the XML engine.
The tree contains expanded checks for violation. RXCrawl
usage record from history file is used to combine with the
result when there is no security policy violation. First the
module is checked for violation and after that extended
trees which are newly created. This history or Crawler
usage record is updated and result is sent back to the
crawler only in case of no security violation. Query request
is rejected when security violation is observed at any
level/phase. The request engine is accountable for
engendering query responses. Admittance Control unit is
involved in appraising consents of the crawler with support
to security policy and data collection of the crawler.

RDF/SQL Plotting Engine
Ontology
Language

SQL
Structure
RDF based Data

Security policies at the RDF/XML document
level
Security Architecture of the RDF/XML
document security
Object level security of the data nodes

Now, data association is covered using DTD and Tree
representation. There are two types of security, policy
based security and access level security. In our approach
we have used the access level security

Request

RXCrawl

RDF/XML SECURITY ARCHITECTURE

Till now we have discussed the general working of our
framework architecture, the vital perception of any
architecture is its security policies and security
framework. The security of any information exchange
framework is the set of rules that should be followed
strictly to design that transformation channel non fragile
for the attackers or hackers. The information can be
hacked or decrypted at many levels, i.e.
· At the level of applications that are responsible
for generating the data,
· During the process of accessing the data,
· During the transformation channel, and
· During the process of writing the data to the
recipient or at the recipient end.

B. RDF/XML Plotting Function
The RDF/SQL plotting engine comprises of two
components; Ontology and Structure of SQL data. In our
architecture the requester is a semantic web crawler, we
have named it as RDF/XML crawler (RXCrawl). Mainly
these semantic crawlers are known as ‘Scutter’ [21] in the
community. The simple web crawler only functions on
HTML document and uses HTML specific anchors.
Whereas, semantic web crawler differs in two ways, it
also runs on RDF based documents other than only
HTML and link condition in between information
resources. The following figure 3.0 illustrates the above
discussion.
Response

SPARQL insert using LOAD

RDF Plot Data
RDBMS

Figure 3.0, RDF/SQL Plotting Engine
C. INSERT into RXCrawl

B. Algorithm test for the security architecture
The RXCrawl semantic crawler is responsible for
querying the required crucial mission related data from
different architectures. Following set of instructions is
trailed to accomplish this.

We have used several algorithms to test the policy based
security architecture. Few tests were;
·

·
·
·

Using API functions
Http POST (SPARQL query)
Http PUT (RDF+XML)

·
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Security architecture request and response
algorithm
Module security check

handled by adopting the concepts of Ontologies, the main
integrated interface is the RDF/XML plotting engine. The
database repositories alignment is done by engine’s SQL
representations. The security aspects are widely handled
by applying and implementing access control document
level security on RDF/XML document.

The security architecture has given the access level
protection on the RDF/XML document generated as a
result collected from different military architectures.
Figure 4.0 will illustrate the RDF/XML security
architecture.
IBM EA
.NET EA
Architecture &
Data
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shift was to move away from only human supporting enduser interfaces for each repository, in favour of both human
end-user interfaces and machine interfaces for data
collecting.
In this paper, the objective is highlight the features needed
to evaluate the effectiveness of data provider
implementations in terms of OAI-PMH. The quality of a
Data Provider implementation and collected metadata can
be evaluated in terms of: completeness and accuracy of
metadata description, trust-ability of service, level of
standard compliance and adoption, etc.
Therefore, the main goals of this paper are:
x To propose and provide a set of metrics to be used as
statistical tool for assessing and monitoring the OAIPMH service implementations in terms of quality,
trustworthiness and standard compliance.
x To achieve a better comprehension on Open Access
implementation weakness, stimulating and directing
new efforts towards technology, policy, standardization
levels since the usage of the current widespread
solutions is too vague to be exploited at a reasonable
cost in the open world.
In order to assess Open Archive implementations in terms
of OAI-PMH services, a preliminary harvesting of a large
number of OAs has been performed. This allowed the
identification of a number of issues and common
drawbacks about these services which could be
praiseworthy to discuss about. They are summarised as:
x huge number of OA responding to OAI-PMH protocol,
more than 2000. The experiment is based on crawling
archives
and
repositories
listed
at:
http://www.openarchives.org/Register/ListFriends [11];
x a number of different metadata sets for each items in
each repository, not always the same, frequently not the
same for the whole repository. The used metadata are
not 100% compliant with those standards;
x a huge number of total records to be collected (the
union of records of all the repositories for all the
metadata and formats), more than 18 millions.
x a slow mechanism/protocol to access OAI-PMH
repositories since servers and connections are slow, and
the protocol itself is of high level.

Abstract
The number of works made freely accessible on the Web by
institutions joined to Open Archive Initiatives such as
libraries, research institutions, scientific and cultural
archives, is constantly growing. Until now some
international agreements among key players of Open Access
approach have been established but the low level of
standardization and the lack of a digital resource and
repository certification authority prevents any quality
control on the works and subsequently their trustable
dissemination within the cultural and scientific community.
In this scenario, the benefit of having freely accessible
resources is lost. The study proposed in this paper aims at
providing a statistical analysis of the state of art of OA
implementations in order to outline weak practices, propose
assessment metrics for self analysis and stimulate a general
improvement of the quality of OA implementations.

1 Introduction
The Web has drastically changed the information
environment where users of the humanities work and study
and the information needs to be more accessible to become
collective knowledge. To this end, following the initiatives
as Berlin Declaration on Open Access, OA, to Knowledge
in the Sciences and Humanities [12], a lot of institutions
are implementing open access institutional archives. The
main mission of the OA is the dissemination of the digital
resources and their metadata. In order to address this aim, a
number of software tools is available for implementing an
open institutional repository such as dspace [8], Fedora [9],
eprints [10], etc. To this end, the Open Archive Initiative
has implemented the OAI-PMH protocol [1] for publishing
and thus making possible the metadata harvesting among
repositories. The OAI architecture identifies two logical
roles: "Data Providers" and "Service Providers". Data
Providers deal with both the deposit and the publication of
resources in a repository they "expose" to provide the
metadata about resources in the repository. They are the
creators and keepers of the metadata and repositories of
corresponding resources (digital items, digital essences,
which are the effective files). Service Providers use the
OAI-PMH interfaces of the Service Providers to collect
and store their metadata as shown in [19] and [25]. They
use the collected metadata for the purpose of providing one
or more services across all the collected metadata like
Pleiadi [20], Citeseer [21]. The types of services which
may be offered include a query/search interface, peerreview system, cross linking, etc. Recently, an architectural

To this end, in order to evaluate the typical Open Archive
implementation with respect to the level of spread,
metadata quality and service reliability, it has been
necessary to perform a general harvesting and processing
of the metadata collected from the data providers.
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implemented by realizing a parallel processing algorithm
written in AXCP Extended JavaScript [17]. The algorithm
has been allocated as a set of periodic processes replicated
on a number of grid nodes, typically from 1 to 15 max. The
process is managed by the AXCP Scheduler. It is possible
to put in execution a number of rules that are distributed to
the available grid nodes. Each rule can be periodically (or
on demand) scheduled with an interval, for instance, of 1
minute from each running on a single node and the
successive one. Each rule is a ‘harvester’ executor of an
OAI-PMH request to obtain the metadata records, parsing
the XML response and storing information in our local
database called CHonline. In Figure 1, a schema of the
architecture is shown.

2 GRID Approach for Harvesting
The solution approach is based on OAI-PMH protocol, a
REST-based full Web Service that exploits the HTTP
protocol to communicate among computers, using either
the GET or the POST methods for sending requests. It is
well-known that web services are also a computing
technique for systematically disseminating XML contents,
but when the global amount of data increases, some
problems come out. In the following paragraph, we
outlined these issues requiring a parallelization approach to
be tackled.

2.1 Harvesting from a huge number of repositories
issues

AXCP GRID

According to OAI-PMH protocol, Guidelines for
Harvesting Implements [24] and OA implementation
tutorial [23], a client may put a request to OAI server to
ask for the stored content descriptors. Answers are related
to the accessible records, and adopted formats. The OAIPMH protocol provides a list of discrete entities (metadata
records) by XML stream. In many cases, these lists may
be large and it may be practical to partition them among a
series of requests and responses. In fact, the repository
replies to a list request with an incomplete list and a
resumption Token. In order to get responses as much as
possible from the list of the OAs considered, the harvester
has been performed more requests with resumption Token
as arguments. The complete list then consists of the
concatenation of the incomplete lists from the sequence of
requests, known as a list request sequence [1].
Moreover, in the current version of the OAI-PMH protocol
a ‘verb’ to obtain the number of the records that we are
going to harvest is not defined. Thus it is impossible to
estimate a priori the duration of the process in terms of
counted metadata sets. It is clear that the number of records
included in a incomplete list (or page) affects the
harvesting performance. In some cases this number was
only one, and yet the harvester had to perform requests as
many as the records in the archive. The harvesting
performance also depends on response delay that is related
to the network bandwidth and machine performance used
by the connected Open Archive. In some cases, this time
was greater than 15s for each request. In order to cope with
the complexity, a parallel solution has been set up and used
as described in the next subsection.

Scheduler
OAI-PMH

CHonline

AXCP node

AXCP node

AXCP node

…

…

Figure 1 – Grid architecture for massive OA harvesting
via OAI-PMH protocol on grid infrastructure of DISIT.
Each GRID node executes an identical autonomous
harvesting rule that collects metadata from an Open
Archive and populates the database according to the
general status also collected into the database. This
solution reduces the computational time up to a factor
equal to the number of nodes used for completing the
harvesting of repositories. In effect, the parallel solution is
not only an advantage for the speed up, but also for the
reduction of the time needed to get a new global version of
the metadata collected in the OI repositories.

2.3 GRID-based harvesting workflow
This paragraph describes the grid base harvesting
algorithm and workflow. Figure 2 shows a schema
representing the consecutive steps performed by the
harvesting rules on the grid.
Before performing the effective harvesting of the single
records, two preparatory steps are needed: (i) to get the
repositories information; (ii)_to get the metadata sets
available for each repository. These two steps are
performed into the grid with specific aperiodic/on-demand
rules.
During the first step a rule for getting the repository list
from
http://www.openarchives.org/Register/ListFriends
website is launched. This rule parses the XML list of OA
repositories baseURLs and populates the repository table

2.2 GRID based metadata harvesting architecture
As it occurs with a web crawler, the harvester contacts and
inspects the OA data providers automatically and it
extracts metadata sets associated with digital objects via
OAI-PMH protocol. Because of the computational weight
of these processes, the harvester has been implemented by
using the grid based parallel processing on DISIT cloud
computing infrastructure. The grid solution has been
realized by using AXMEDIS Content Processing (AXCP
GRID) [3]. The computational solution has been
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of CHonline database. For example, a segment of the
repository list is as follows:

</ListMetadataFormats>

[…]
<baseURL id="UOV.es">http://www.tdr.cesca.es/TDR_UOV/NDLTDOAI/oai.pl</baseURL>
<baseURL>http://diglib.cib.unibo.it/oai/oai2.php</baseURL>
<baseURL>http://docinsa.insa-lyon.fr/oai/oai2.php</baseURL>
[…]

The list of metadata sets of each repository is stored in the
metadata formats table of CHonline database. It should be
noted that if a metadata format is declared as being
supported by an OA, this does not mean that it is available
for all the items in the repository.
OA Harvesting. The harvesting rule gets access to the
status table in CHonline database to obtain the first not
processed archive/metadata-set and it starts with its
crawling. Moreover, the harvesting rule parses the XML
response, it extracts only the metadata information and it
saves it in a single database field/chunk as a string. The
harvesting rule is designed to harvest the records only from
one repository managing the resumption Token. This
approach is meant to reduce the rule time activity, but there
are some cases where a rule could stay alive for hours (for
instance if there are a lot of records to harvest and the OAI
request has provided a short number of records )
Metadata processing. The metadata harvesting is the first
step to collect data and per se it not sufficient to evaluate
the quality of metadata implementation. In fact, it is not
possible to extract specific metadata values that are related
to a specific argument. Moreover the high number of
implemented different metadata sets requires a tool for
processing them in order to get the single metadata
element. In the preliminary analysis, the harvester was
tuned to collect at most 100 records for each metadata
format managed by each OA. The preliminary process has
been used to tune the processing according to the large
number of different metadata sets.
Moreover, an additional grid rule got the XML of each non
processed record stored in the database and it extracted the
single fields. Therefore, each field of each specific record
has been stored with its value, type, and additional
information in the CHonline database. This poses the basis
to perform a deeper analysis, as described in the following.
This process led to a sort of an extended RDF [23] model
and thus to a metadata normalization allowing queries on
the single fields. This table turned out to be very huge (for
each field of each metadata record a detailed field record is
generated. For instance 15 new records are generated from
a single DC based metadata record). The resulting table of
single fields (of about 220 millions of records) has been
mainly used as a qualitative metadata evaluation for the
purpose of this paper. In particular, in this paper we are
presenting a metric analysis on OA with some comments
about the usage of some metadata fields, always aiming at
improving the general understanding and quality of the
OA.

www.openarchive.org
Get
Repository

Table of OA Repositories
About1200

Get
metadata set

Table of metadata sets
about 2100

Harvesting

Table of records
about 18 million

Metadata processing
Table of metadata fields
About 220 millions

Figure 2 – Algorithm for harvesting
The repositories are identified with a <baseURL> field
filled in with the URL of repository OAI-PMH interface
and the repository ID. This rule may be also periodically
scheduled for checking the availability of new repositories
added to the list that have to be harvested by the system.
Once the repository list is obtained, the second step has to
determine if the OA is active and which service may
provide. To this end, a dedicated second rule is activated to
both verify the activity of the OA and retrieve the metadata
formats available by using the ListMetadataFormats verb
of OAI-PMH. A repository is set ‘not available’ if it does
not provide any response, so that at the next round it can be
tried again. In fact, it may happen that a repository may be
offline for some reasons. Therefore, each single OA
provides the list of metadata according to the following
example.
http://baseURL/request?verb=ListMetadataFormat
[
<ListMetadataFormats>
<metadataFormat>
<metadataPrefix>oai_dc</metadataPrefix>
<schema> http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc.xsd

3 OA Analysis via OAI-PMH

</schema>
<metadataNamespace>http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/o

According to the above described solution for massive OA
inspection and metadata harvesting, a set of metrics and
considerations has been performed. They may be used to
evaluate the implementation of OA as an effective tool for

ai_dc/</metadataNamespace>
</metadataFormat>
. . . . . . .
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metadata required to catalogue physics resources can be
different with respect to those used for media or ICT
works, and again different from those adopted for
administrative institutional documents, etc. This lack of
uniformity has generated several different standards and
again for each of them, several different implementations
and/or personalization of metadata sets. In our analysis,
153 different metadata schemas have been identified, over
only 853 repositories; thus a high percentage. This count
aggregates the records on the metadata Schema field (that
is mandatory) from metadata format table.
Metadata sets managed by single OA
Typically, an OA provides its records via OAI-PMH
service with more than one metadata set. The possibility
for the user to select and harvest records with metadata set
more structured and richer with respect to simple DC
allows an easier metadata processing. For this reason, a
systematic analysis to understand better how this
possibility has been perceived and exploited, has been
performed. In Figure 3, the distribution of the number of
metadata set is reported. It is self-evident that most of the
OAs prefer providing only one metadata sets, while the
usage of two metadata sets is not unusual.

disseminating scientific works via OAI-PMH service
protocol. The performed analysis has been focused on
understanding problems, practise and weakness at both
quantitative and qualitative levels.
The proposed evaluation model has been developed and
validated at three levels:
x General Metrics, a quantitative evaluation outlining a
global view of the diffusion and effective available OA
PMH implementation services;
x Archive Metrics, quality evaluation related to the
usage and trustability of adoption of metadata sets;
x Metadata Record Metrics modeled and provided
according to the adopted standard, assessing the usage
of single metadata fields and their potential weakness.
In the following paragraphs, a selection of the adopted
metrics for each level of analysis is provided to evaluate
the current worldwide OA PMH services implementation.
The proposed metrics are presented together with the
values obtained on previously described tests and
configurations.

3.1 General Metrics
At the general level a set of considerations has to be
performed, which has been identified by the following
proposed metrics.

350

number of repositories

300
250

OA available for harvesting. Sometimes the OA are not
available for many different reasons but still remain
registered on official/unofficial registers with their
baseURL. This index is calculated on the basis of the
number of answers by repository performing an OAI-PMH
listmetadataformat request. In our experiment which was
based on the general list of OA, only the 74% of them have
an active OAI-PMH service. Generally, many institutions
begin with a trial OA project within library or archive
institutional department with no cost evaluation, usage
training, institutional awareness, etc., and most of them run
the risk of giving up soon, since the effective commitment
was unexpected or underestimated.
OA with working metadata sets. This criterion has
allowed evaluating the effective availability of a repository
in providing metadata sets. In the general analysis we
registered that about the 10% of the OAs have almost an
error on a metadata set. The error can be caused by an
XML not well-formed or by content not found. A more
detailed statistical evaluation about the identified errors
and problem needs should take more space to the provided
in this short paper.
Metadata sets in the OA community
This criterion highlights the level of fragmentation of the
present OA metadata implementations. There are several
standards promoted by different communities to describe
resources managed by OA, i.e., different metadata
standards. The most common are: Dublin Core [6]
(generally supported by default), METS [5], MPEG21
DIDL [4] (as a wrapper of other metadata models), etc. It
is also well known that metadata sets may be different for
different domains, cultural background, etc. For instance,
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Figure 3 – Distribution of metadata set volume
Adoption of metadata sets
In Table 1, the percentages of the metadata sets’ spread
among the observed OAs are reported together with their
schema and typical prefix. Table 1 reports the spread
percentages of 16 most used metadata, with respect to the
total number of different sets of 153. Noteworthy is that
the DC is largely the most common, while after DC a
number of metadata sets is in the range of 8-15% such as
RDF, METS, MPEG-21, etc.
N

Prefix

100%

OAI_DC

Schema
http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc.xsd

15%

MARCX

http://www.loc.gov/standards/marcxml/schema/MARC

ML

21slim.xsd

15%

METS

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/mets.xsd

14%

Rfc1807

http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/1.1/rfc1807.xsd

14%

Oaimarc

http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/1.1/oai_marc.xsd

11%

MPEG21-

http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards

DIDL

/MPEG-21_schema_files/did/didl.xsd

8%

RDF

http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/rdf.xsd

6%

Uketd_dc

http://naca.central.cranfield.ac.uk/ethosoai/2.0/uketd_dc.xsd
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6%

Junii2

http://ju.nii.ac.jp/oai/junii2.xsd

5%

Context_o

http://www.openurl.info/registry/docs/info:ofi/fmt:xml:

b

xsd:ctx

4,5%

Oai_etdms

http://www.ndltd.org/standards/metadata/etdms/1.0/etd

4,5%

Xepicur

URI schema: http://ubib.eur.nl/eur_qdc/1.0.xsd
Small OA Archives. Among the identified OA from the
general list, a number of them are quite small. For
example, 14% of the archives have less than 100 records.
In some cases, they are experimental projects instead of
well established institutional archives. The threshold at 100
records may be set to another value, while for this
preliminary assessment we have considered smaller
archives, namely those with less than 100 records.

ms.xsd
http://www.persistentidentifier.de/xepicur/version1.0/xepicur.xsd
4%

junii

3%

http://ju.nii.ac.jp/oai/junii.xsd
http://epubs.cclrc.ac.uk/xsd/qdc.xsd

3%

http://www.proprintservice.de/xml/schemes/v1/PROPRINT_METADATA

Empty Metadata Records. In some cases, the OA
presents some empty records. This problem is more
common than expected. In particular, from the performed
analysis we have identified that more than the 2% of
archives have 80% empty records, the 84% of the archives
have no empty records, while the 9% have less than the 5%
of empty records. We can identify in 5% a threshold
beyond which the quality of the archive falls over.

_SET.xsd
3%

xmetadiss

http://www.d-nb.de/standards/xmetadiss/xmetadiss.xsd

Table 1 – Diffusion of the most used metadata sets

4.2 Archive Metrics
At the level of a single archive, a number of issues has
been addressed, namely: the mentioned schema, the
distribution of metadata sets, the number of records, the
presence of empty records, etc.

4.2 Metadata Record Metrics
At the level of the single metadata record some problems
have been detected regarding the interpretation of the
single metadata fields. In this case, a greater attention has
been focussed on DC since it is the most common metadata
model (as shown in the past). Moreover, it is well know
that the use of simple Dublin Core [6] foresees a high level
of flexibility for filling in the metadata field. The
performed analysis has shown that a very few number of
institutions did adopt a qualified DC model, as defined by
standard recommended best practice with a controlled
vocabulary such as RFC 4646[14] or ISO639-1 [15].
Moreover, the metadata multi-language system is managed
in two modalities: using different instances of DC:
language for each language or expressing different
languages in the same field with a separator. The analysis
has outlined that this separator can be arbitrary the sequent
types: ‘ ,’ ‘ ;’ ‘ – ‘ ‘/’. Table 2 gives an overview of the
different instances for coding languages as found in the
harvested metadata , please note that some of them are
even not correct.

Reference Schema for the Metadata set. As to the
schema definition, a clear problem has been identified for
Dublin Core. In particular, the most common reference to
DC schema is:
URI: http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc.xsd

While, we found other four different aliases in the xml
namespace definition that have problems:
x URI:http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc/oai_dc.xsd
(does not work)
x URI:http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/dc.xsd
(does not work)
x URI: http://openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc.xsd
(work, may be not official or identical to the main)
x URI:http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc/
(does not work)

Another example is for Xmetadiss metadata set schema.
The common reference to Xmetadiss should be:
URI:http://www.d-nb.de/standards/xmetadiss/xmetadiss.xsd,

while some OAs use an alias which does not work:
http://www.ddb.de/standards/xmetadiss/xmetadiss.xsd

This scenario shows that an extended quality check is
needed not only for the value of metadata field, but also for
the schema reference to certify the metadata quality.
Use of Metadata set. As discussed in Section 4.1, the
distribution of metadata set is quite spread. Moreover,
there exist a 15% of institutions using metadata sets which
are personal model (single instances in the distribution) or
which do not have a significant number of institutions. The
adoption of non-standard metadata set and schema affects
the effectiveness of archive visibility and distribution. Here
below some examples:
URI schema: http://libst1.nul.nagoya-u.ac.jp/akf/akf.xsd
URIschema: http://uhasselt.be/agris/1.0.xsd 1

language

instances

tot

English
Spanisch
French
Deutsch
Greek
Italian
Japan

en, eng, English, en_GB, en-GB, Englisch
es, spa, Espanol, Spanish; spa; , sp
fr,fre, French, French;, Francais, fra
ger ,de, German, Deutsch, ge
gr, gre, grc, ell
it,ita, Italian
jpn, ja, jp

6
6
6
5
4
3
3

Table 2 – Diffusion of most used metadata sets
DC:format. The DC:format field can be filled in with file
format, or with the physical medium, or with the
dimensions of the resource as described by standard
definition [6]. The recommended best practice refers to
using a controlled vocabulary such as the list of Internet
Mime Types [13], [16]. According to the common
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standards of IANA, each mimetype [13] can be coded with
a limited number of instances, on the contrary, the
collected mimetype contained even wrong coding in more
than 10% of cases (depending on the specific type coded).

[4] MPEG-21, Information Technology, Multimedia Framework,
"Part 2: Digital Item Declaration," ISO/IEC 21000-2:2003,
March 2003.
[5] METS, http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/
[6] Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. Dublin Core Metadata
Element Set, Version 1.1.
http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
[7] MARC ISO 2709
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_
detail.htm?csnumber=41319
[8] DSpace http://www.dspace.org/
[9] Fedora http://www.fedora.info/
[10] EPrints for Digital Repositories http://www.eprints.org/
[11] Emanuele Bellini and Paolo Nesi - A Trust P2P network for
the Access to Open Archive resources - IFLA2009 Milan
[12] Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the
Sciences and Humanities. http://oa.mpg.de/openaccessberlin/berlindeclaration.html
[13] Freed, N. and N. Borenstein. 1996. "RFC 2045:
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part One:
Format of Internet Message Bodies," November 1996.
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2045.txt?number=2045
[14] RFC4646- http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4646.txt
[15] ISO639-1
http://www.infoterm.info/standardization/iso_639_1_2002.ph
p.
[16] MIME-IANA http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/
[17] P. Bellini, I. Bruno, P. Nesi, "Visual Programming of
Content Processing Grid", The 15th International Conference
on Distributed Multimedia Systems, DMS2009, Hotel Sofitel,
Redwood City, San Francisco Bay, USA, September 10 to
September 12, 2009;
[18] P. Bellini, I. Bruno, P. Nesi, M. Spighi, “Taxonomy and
review of Complex Content Models”, in Proceedings of the
14th International Conference on Distributed Multimedia
Systems (DMS’2008), Boston, USA, 4-6 September 2008,
pp.71-76.
[19] Xiaoming Liu et al. « Arc - An OAI Service Provider for
Digital Library Federation” D-Lib Magazine April 2001
Volume 7 Number 4 ISSN 1082-9873
[20] Pleiadi www.openarchives.it/pleiadi/
[21] Citeseer http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
[22] U. Muller, A. Powell, P. Cliff, H. Van de Sompel, C.
Lagoze, Nelson M. and Warner S - OAI for Beginners – the
OpneArchive Forum online tutorial
http://www.oaforum.org/tutorial/english/intro.htm
[23] W3C- RDF/XML Syntax Specification
http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-rdf-syntax/,
[24] Carl Lagoze, Herbert Van de Sompel, Michael Nelson, .
2002. Implementing Guidelines for the Open Archives
Initiative for Metadata Harvesting: Guidelines for
Harvesting Implementes
http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/guidelinesharvester.2002-06-10.htm
[25] OCLC – OAIHarvester,
http://www.oclc.org/research/software/oai/harvester.htm

4. Conclusions
The adoption of Open Access model by the
implementation of freely accessible institutional archive is
growing more and more, particularly in scientific domains.
On the other hand, the quality and trustability of the
implementation and services provided still remains a
requirement not well addressed and hard to assess formally
and automatically.
The OA implementation landscape is very fragmented. Up
to now, each institution tends to adopt its own policies for
workflow, publication, access, descriptive metadata
adoption, type and format of contents, distribution, etc. The
scenario of the OA works by the scientific community is
based on the assumption of interoperability; that is de facto
hard to be massively viable. During the experiments, we
realized that it would be difficult for an aggregator or OAIPMH client to trust archives and get access to high quality
records in every case. This paper has shown some of the
most evident difficulties to maintain the archive services
available on internet, so as to be able to answer to OAIPMH requests. Moreover, the institutions present a certain
delay in adopting and accepting standards. The number of
different metadata schemas used to describe and classify
OA resources, suggests that an international and
community oriented policy for repository and related
resource evaluation is missing. This can cause a reduction
of credibility for the open access model as a viable channel
to disseminate scientific knowledge, thus impacting on
scientific community.
Presently, we are harvesting from repositories all the
available records without limitation and by exploiting the
GRID infrastructure. At the end of this process, a more
exhaustive and detailed evaluation will be provided. If you
are interested in inserting your OAI-PMH service in the
analysis, please send an email to the authors of the paper at
DSI/DISIT University of Florence. In this perspective, this
paper’s authors can perform on demand a direct specific
assessment of your OAI-PMH service site and provide a
corresponding record with suggestions to improve your
service.
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(1) Long running Transactions

Abstract

(2) Frequently running Transactions

In a database system, it is difficult to identify and
gather complete information about long running or
frequently running transactions. When more number of
long concurrent Transactions run in a production system,
there is a greater chance that it can cause more blocking
locks / deadlocks, causing 100% CPU, 100% Disk I/O and
the system will be literally unusable. Currently, there is no
way to extract all SQL statements in a transaction or
identify similar SQL statements of a Transaction, running
in a database systems. This paper provides a method to
extract all SQL statements in a Database Transaction,
including the time taken to execute the SQL statement and
the SQL explain plan. Three String Pattern Matching
Algorithms (1) Levenshtein Distance (Edit Distance)
Algorithm (2) Jaro Winkler Algorithm and (3) BoyerMoore-Horspool Algorithm are used to identify unique
transactions. These three algorithms are compared and the
faster String Pattern Matching algorithm is identified.

(3) Transactions causing Blocking Locks/Deadlocks
By knowing these information, a Product Data
Management Company can know what Engineering
process, users are using the most, a retail company can
know what products the customers are buying more, a
banking company will know what features like Pay Bills,
View Bill, etc, are used by users the most.
A different variety of String Pattern mining capabilities has
been developed over the years. They cover a broad
spectrum of topics including: (i) Fast String Pattern
Matching [3, 4, 5, and 6]; (ii) Levenshtein Distance
Algorithm (iii) Boyer –Moore Algorithm (iv) Jaro Winkler
Algorithm (v) Wu-Manber Algorithm, etc...
An increasing amount of work is published on mining
software “development” data. [1] [2]. A popular area of
applications for mining data is the market basket analysis,
which studies the buying behaviors of customers by
searching for sets of items that are frequently purchased
either together or in sequence. To mine customer behavior
data, code needs to be modified with efficient logging to
identify the different modules in a system, so that the
customer behavior can be identified. Oracle Database
system provides a tool called OEM [10] (Oracle Enterprise
Manager), which provides information about all SQL
statements happening in the system. But it does not include
the details of Transactions.

Keywords: Blocking Locks, Concurrency, Database
Performance, PatternMatch, Concurrent Transactions

1. Introduction
The complexity and size of database systems are steadily
growing. At the same time, reliability is becoming a much
more vital concern for economy as database system
pervades our societies and lives, playing important roles in
banking, automobile manufacturing, running financial
markets and operating defense systems. The cost of slow
performance produces heavy loss to a company. When a
performance issue arises, it is difficult for the developers to
identify the problematic transactions.

Research has not been done so far to mine SQL statements
in a Database Transaction and to dynamically use the
runtime data to improve the performance of the system or
to get statistical information about the usage of certain
modules. Runtime Usage data is rich in information and
gives the type of Transactions being used in a system. This
paper discusses about mining database SQL data to provide
better application transaction understanding.

In a high concurrency system, the technique to extract SQL
Transactions was never performed. The Pattern Matching
technique to identify the Similar SQL Patterns in a
Transaction was never attempted.

Three different algorithms are used to compare the string
pattern matching in this paper. They are (1) Edit Distance
Algorithm (2) Jaro Winkler Algorithm and (3)
BoyerMooreHorspool Algorithm

To analyze the complexity of a database system, the SQL
transactions should be studied and analyzed. This will help
the Developers to concentrate on improving the
performance of problematic Transactions like
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2. Data Extraction & Transaction Patterns
2.1 Preprocessing
Transactions

–

Extraction

of

where s1 , s 2 , s 3 are individual SQL statements in the
transaction.
(e.g.)

SQL

s1 = select LXNAME from LXBusinessObject table for
update.

Oracle database application is selected for getting the
transaction data. There is no direct/easy way to extract the
Transaction data from the Oracle database. A cronjob is
written to extract the Transaction data.

s 2 = select LXSName from LXState where statename
=:BINDVAR1.

s 3 = select LXFName from LXFile where filename

When a Transaction is identified, the trace for that
Transaction is enabled by the Cronjob. The Trace will
create a file for each Transaction. When that Transaction is
completed, the Cronjob will disable Trace for that
Transaction.

= :BINDVAR1

t1 = timing for execution of s1
t 2 = timing for execution of s 2

So, one file will be created for each Transaction.

t 3 = timing for execution of s 3

In the Preprocessing stage, these trace files are read one by
one and one line of data for each Transaction Trace file will
be generated. The data extraction from Oracle will be sent
to the three algorithms with the following format.

e1 = plan for execution of s1
e2 = timing for execution of s 2

e3 = timing for execution of s 3

p1|s1, t1, e1| s2, t2, e2| s3, t3, e3| s4, t4, e4| s5, t5, e5| s6, t6, e6| s7, t7,
e7| s8, t8, e8| s9, t9, e9| s10, t10, e10|

Let P =

p2| s3, t3, e3| s4, t4, e4| s5, t5, e5| s6, t6, e6| s7, t7, e7| s8, t8, e8| s9, t9,
e9| s10, t10, e10|

{p1 , p 2 , p3 ,..... p n } be

a set of patterns in a

Transaction X, pi is an ordered set of statements

where pi can be like {s1 , s 2 }or {s1 , s 2 , s 3 }

P3| s3, t3, e3| s4, t4, e4| s5, t5, e5| s5, t5, e5| s5, t5, e5| s5, t5, e5| s5, t5,
e5| s5, t5, e5| s6, t6, e6| s7, t7, e7| s8, t8, e8| s9, t9, e9| s10, t10, e10|

(e.g.)

P4| s3, t3, e3| s4, t4, e4|

p1 = release parts in the Engineering change process. ( p1

…

€ S)

…

p 2 = release drawings in the Engineering change process
( p 2 € S)

Where:
• p1, p2, p3, p4 are Pattern names.
• s1, s2, s3… are SQL statements
• t1, t2, t3… are time taken for execution of SQL
statements s1.s2,s3…
• e1,e2,e3,… are SQL explain plan of SQL
statements s1.s2,s3…

p3 = release drawings in the Engineering change Request
(ECR) ( p3 € S)
p 4 = release Engineering Change Order (ECO) ( p 4 € S)
For the Given: Transaction Set X,

2.2 Method to identify Similar Transactions

Find all the qualified Similar Transactions (sequence of
statements)

To formally define transactional pattern mining, Let X is
the Transaction Set in a database System and S =
{s1 , s 2 , s3 ,.....s n } be a set of statements in a Transaction

If the given input is as follows:
p1|s1, t1, e1| s2, t2, e2| s3, t3, e3| s4, t4, e4| s5, t5, e5| s6, t6, e6| s7, t7,
e7| s8, t8, e8| s9, t9, e9| s10, t10, e10|
p2| s3, t3, e3| s4, t4, e4| s5, t5, e5| s6, t6, e6| s7, t7, e7| s8, t8, e8| s9, t9,
e9| s10, t10, e10|

X, t= {t1 , t 2 , t 3 ,.....t n }be the corresponding time taken for

the statements. And e =

{e1 , e2 , e3 ,.....en }

be the

explainplan for these sql statements (e.g.)
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Say, s1, s2, s3….s10 be tokens and s1|s2, s2| s3, s3| s4,…be
SequenceTokens

Even, if the Transactions and its SQL statement are
captured, there is no direct algorithm that can be used to
identify similar transactions.

(1) Find if p1 = p2, if not, go to Step (2)
(2) Find number of exact tokens in p1 and p2 . In the
above given example p1 has 10 tokens and p2 has 8
tokens
(3) Find total number of sequential tokens (i.e.) s1|s2=
SeqToken1, s2| s3= SeqToken2,... s3| s4=
SeqToken3 in p1 and p2. In the above example, p1
has 9 SequenceTokens and p2 has 7
SequenceTokens.
(4) Find the similarity of tokens using the three
Algorithms. (i.e.)
• Using Edit Distance, find the number of
insertions or deletions of characters, which
can make both the Patterns match.
• Using Jaro Winkler, find the Jaro Winkler
value and
• Using the Boyer Moore Horspool, find the
mismatched characters in the given token.
(5) Find the similarity of SequenceTokens using the
three Algorithms. (i.e.)
• Using Edit Distance, find the number of
insertions or deletions of characters, which
can make both the Patterns match.
• Using Jaro Winkler, find the Jaro Winkler
value and
• Using the Boyer Moore Horspool, find the
mismatched characters in the given token.
(6) If the average value of the number of matching
regular and sequence tokens is greater than 0.7
value, then we can assume both patterns match.
This 0.7 value is determined from the Training
Data.

3.2 Case Studies
A PLSQL Program is written to extract the Transactional
SQL statements including the SQLID, TimeTaken and
Explain Plan.
The data extracted from the database system will be like

PatternName|No.OfSQLStatements
|”SQL1HashValue”,”SQL1-TimeTaken”,”SQL1Plan”| ”SQL2HashValue”,”SQL2-TimeTaken”,”SQL2Plan”|
”SQL3HashValue”,”SQL3TimeTaken”,”SQL3Plan”| …..
Table 1 Transaction Data Input
From this data, only the SQL Hashvalue will be extracted
to feed as an input to the three algorithms.
PatternName|
SQL1HashValue|
SQL3HashValue|….

SQL2HashValue|

Table 2 Processed Transaction Data Input
Similar transactions are identified using the method given
in Section 3.2 using the three algorithms defined in Section
2.1, 2.2 and 2.3

3 Case Studies and Experiment Results

3.2.1 Case Study - Similar Transactions with multiple
two pairs of SQL statements.

3.1 Problem Description
Let’s take two transactions

To identify similar Transactions, Transactional data is
required. There are no direct methods to capture the
Transactions in a SQL statement, without affecting the
System Performance.

queries of
queries of

T1
T2

are

T1

and

T2

. Let’s say the SQL

s1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s5 , s 6 , s 7 , s8 and SQL

are

s1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s5 , s 4 , s5 , s 4 , s5 , s 4 , s 5 , s 4 , s5 , s 4 , s5 ,

Tracing features are available for capturing all SQL
statements occurring in a Database. But enabling this
Tracing feature will capture all SQL statements and also
will hinder the overall Performance of the System. Also
capturing all the SQL statements in a system will not help
in identifying the high concurrent transactions, long
running transactions, etc…

s 4 , s 5 , s 4 , s 5 , s 4 , s 5 , s 4 , s 5 , s 4 , s 5 , s 6 , s 7 , s8
The SQL statements in

T1

.

can be like

4275138295|1272033463|654733891|xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyy
yyy| 745409377|1688851807|2635386423
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and SQL statements in

T2

will be like

4275138295|1272033463|654733891|
xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyyyyy|xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyyyyy|
xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyyyyy|xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyyyyy|
xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyyyyy|xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyyyyy|
xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyyyyy|xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyyyyy|
xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyyyyy|745409377|1688851807|
2635386423

T

2
has executed more than two
The second Transaction
pairs
of
additional
SQL
statements

xxxxxxxxxxx|yyyyyyyyyy| when compared with

T1

Figure 2 Speed Comparison of EditDistance, JaroWinkler
and BMH

.

Pattern2|00000000000|999999999||00000000000|99999999
9||00000000000|999999999||00000000000|999999999|220
8092950|3705610144|745409377|1688851807|2635386423
Pattern3|2208092950|3705610144|745409377|1688851807|
2635386423|00000000000|999999999|00000000000|99999
9999|00000000000|999999999|00000000000|999999999
Pattern4|00000000000|999999999|00000000000|99999999
9|00000000000|999999999|00000000000|999999999|0000
0000000|999999999|00000000000|999999999|2208092950
|3705610144|745409377|1688851807|2635386423
Pattern5|00000000000|999999999|00000000000|99999999
9|00000000000|999999999|00000000000|999999999|2208
092950|3705610144|745409377|1688851807|2635386423
……………………………………………
Here 00000000 and 999999999 are repeated most.

For testing this scenario, 90 different Transactions were
captured. Out of which, 12 transactions had incorrect data
and was removed. The remaining 78 data were used for
testing. This data is split into three sets for testing. The
output file of the Transaction Trace, which is the input file
for the three algorithms is generated and is of the format
given in Table 1and will be processed to give output as in
Table 2.
(i.e.) the SQLtimetaken and SQLhashvalue is removed
before being processed by the Algorithms. However they
will be needed for performance analysis.
The three algorithms used to identify the similar
transactions are implemented using MATLAB.

Say 00000000 = SELECT EMPID,EMPNAME FROM
EMP WHERE EMPNAME = :BINDVAR

As shown in Figure 2, on Comparison of the given SQL
statements, Jaro Winkler algorithm worked faster than
EditDistance or BMH.

And Say 999999999 = SELECT SAL FROM SALARY
WHERE EMPID = :BINDVAR

The accuracy of the Pattern Classification was same for all
three algorithms.

Then this shows that a HR Representative is running a
Transaction to pull the salary of employees.

3.2.2 Case Study Conclusion:

When these kind of similar Transactions are performed and
extracted, then Jaro Winkler Algorithm is classifying the
data at a faster rate. All three algorithms classified the data
correctly.

In this Case study, we have taken Transactions with
multiple SQL statements of same type. This case study can
be treated as user performing a search and then clicking
Page 1, Page 2, etc… to view its contents or Human
Resources Manager searching for salary for each employee
and clicking each employee link to see his/her salary
details..

BoyerMooreHorspool algorithm scans the characters of the
pattern from right to left beginning with the rightmost one.
In case of a mismatch (or a complete match of the whole
pattern) it uses two pre-computed functions to shift the
window to the right. It has to compare a set of character
and move bit by bit from left to right. Two while loops are

In this Case, we have taken two SQL statements which get
repeated multiple times.
Pattern1|00000000000|999999999||00000000000|99999999
9||00000000000|999999999||00000000000|999999999|220
8092950|3705610144|745409377|1688851807|2635386423

created to compare each character in
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si with each

character in j , where i and j are loop iteration of SQL1
and SQL2. Since while loops are used, this process is
costly. But, If the comparisons of strings are lengthy, then
BoyerMooreHorspool Algorithm might work even more
efficiently, as it skips a set of characters in case of
mismatch. But in our example, there are no lengthy SQL
tokens.

(Edit Distance, Jaro Winkler and BoyerMooreHorspool
algorithm) are used to identify similar transactions.
Experimental studies to evaluate the performance of
algorithms using SQL String Tokens are performed. The
Jaro Winkler algorithm classified the data at a faster rate.
As similar transactions are identified in this paper, the
problem of automatic healing of Blocking locks and
deadlocks can be performed as future enhancement.

Edit Distance Algorithm uses a matrix array. For given two
strings, a and b:
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search results, the need to consider context is born, with the
objective of adapting information [13].

Abstract— This paper describes an application intended for a
hospital which validates and presents the benefits of establishing
NOMAD as a model for display adaptation. NOMAD is a model
oriented to nomadic final users that improves adaptation of
information on any device that can access several different
Information Systems (IS). NOMAD includes Ubiquitous
Computing characteristics that allow the interaction process
between a user and his/her environment to be a natural and
intuitive process. NOMAD is based on personalization, taking
into account a user’s preferences with regard to the display of
information and the restrictions imposed by the physical
characteristics of his/her HAD (acronym of Heterogeneous Access
Device, for example, laptop, desktop, PDA and cellular phone).

The objective of display adaptation is to offer information
in a way the user wants it (especially if he/she is a nomadic
user), considering three main aspects: i) the user profile, ii) the
device profile through which the user invokes services and
receives information, iii) localization and the moment in which
a query is executed. A user profile has a set of characteristics
such as tastes, interests, interactions and activities of a specific
user, with the purpose of representing him/her in the system.
According to Bouzeghoub et al. [5], a profile can be defined as
a personalized model considered in an information access
process, which allows it to be received and displayed according
to a user’s needs, his/her interests, history in the system and
preferences. According to Cannataro et al., [6], besides the
different kinds of users, there are diverse types of access
devices with different physical (e.g., hardware) and logical
(e.g., software) aspects. This difference between HAD,
indicates the need of considering their capabilities and
characteristics with the purpose of adjusting the presentation of
the information in each device. Belotti et al., [4] considers that
it is necessary that user preferences are taken into account,
since they can affect directly the interactions between the user
and the system.

Keywords- Display Adaptation, Ubiquitous Computing, Device
Features, Personalization and Session

I.

INTRODUCTION

Currently, the ability of a nomadic user to access different
Information Systems (IS) is evident. After receiving a great
amount of information and assuming it is adapted according to
user preferences, the next step is to identify methods that could
be used to display this information to the user. Due to the
progressive decentralization of computing an increase in what
is known today as mobile computing, has been generated.
According to the W3C [18], mobile/ubiquitous computing is a
new personal computer paradigm, which allows a nomadic user
to obtain required information regardless of where, when or the
device by which a user is connected. In concordance, it is
worth mentioning that a nomadic user can build a query with
great amounts of information that is beyond the display
capacity of the user’s HAD (acronym of Heterogeneous Access
Device, such as desktop, laptop, PDA and cellular phones) [1].
During the last decade there has been an increase in the use of
embedded devices such as the PDA [20] with the objective of
providing access to different IS. Such IS contain a lot of
information, including different kinds of multimedia data (e.g.,
images, audio and video) which may not be displayed on the
user’s access device due to its characteristics and physical
restrictions [20]. This way, it is clear there is a need to take into
account the access device (mobile or not) through which a user
executes a query and receives information.

In order to consider adaptation features with the objective
of improving the display of information on different kinds of
HAD, we have created NOMAD, a display model which
considers aspects such as context, a user profile and the
characteristics of the HAD in order to adapt the presentation of
information on a user’s HAD.
The structure of this paper is the following: Section II
presents related works. Section III defines the NOMAD
architecture. Section IV exemplifies, through a practical
application, the validity of the model and the benefits of
establishing NOMAD as a model to display adaptation. Finally,
Section V enumerates conclusions and future work.
II.

RELATED WORKS

The NOMAD architecture adds value to information
display by considering adaptation features. Table I presents a
comparison of related works with regard to the user profile
representation. The used annotation for all the tables in this
paper is: ‘+’ contemplates the aspect, ‘-‘ does not contemplate
the aspect and ‘?’ indicates there is not enough information for
this aspect.

Searching in different IS, a user might feel overwhelmed by
the amounts of information he/she can retrieve, as it may come
from multiple systems such as the Internet or a simple
organization database. The outcome of such a search can
generate great amounts of information; in some cases, the
information can be unnecessary according to the user’s needs
and situation [9]. From the need to improve the quality of
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TABLE I.

USER PROFILE.

Basic Data
Performance preferences
Time-Space
History

[5]

[7]

[13]

[15]

+
-

+
+
+
?

+
+
-

?
+
-

In Table I, it can be viewed that most of the mentioned
works consider the basic information of the user; with
exception of [7], [13] and [15]. None of them consider
performance preferences or time-space features at the same
time. It is important to clarify that not one of the mentioned
works considers the user’s history to enrich his/her profile.

Software

Hardware

TABLE II.

Figure 1. NOMAD Architecture.

The first layer corresponds to the Physical Layer. In this
layer, NOMAD proposes to generate a CC/PP [19] extension,
considering both physical and logical aspects of the HAD.
Certain characteristics are included like the capacity to execute
or not certain applications (e.g., JVM, video viewer), the
amount of applications that are being executed, the file
formats that HAD can display (e.g., text, image, video) and the
features of that format (e.g., size, file type).

HETEROGENEOUS ACCESS DEVICES

Memory
Battery
Screen
Proc. Speed
Network
OS
Browser

[17]
+
+
+
+
-

[19]
+
+
+

[18]
+
+
+
+
+

[11]
+
+
+

[2]
+
?
+

Application

-

-

?

-

-

The second layer (Network Layer) determines the capacity
of the device from the network connection’s point of view,
considering features such as connection type (wired or
wireless), connection protocol (e.g., IrDa, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi),
communication protocol, bandwidth, traffic type and
transmission media. This layer is responsible for detecting
changes that may occur in a connection, and of informing to
the Mobile Session Layer any change that has occurred in the
Physical Layer.

Table II presents a comparison of related works with
regard to the HAD features. It can be observed that it becomes
necessary to consider the characteristics of the HAD so the
best adaptation of display can be achieved, considering the
HAD’s restrictions. For example, an aspect that may change
performance in a considerable way are the available
applications in the HAD, because the display of certain
information may depend on the adequate execution and
availability of a program or an application.
TABLE III.

Location
Time
Sensors

The third layer corresponds to the Current Profile Layer.
In this layer, a user profile is defined, composed basically of
three types of preferences: display, performance and timespace context. These preferences allow the encapsulation of a
user’s needs aiming at displaying on his/her HAD, the
information as he/she wants. Each kind of preferences is
exemplified in [14]. Communication between this layer and
the User Session Layer is done through a protocol where the
Current Profile Layer sends information about the user’s
preferences. When it receives information, the User Session
Layer can understand it and then process it considering the
user profiles registered in a history.

CONTEXT

[3]

[8]

[16]

[13]

[10]

[15]

+
?
+

+
+

+
?
+

+
+
?

+
?
-

+
+
-

From Table III and the aspects taken into account in the
context, we can see that time is not considered in most of the
mentioned works, being this an important aspect to keep in
mind when receiving information. An example to highlight the
importance of this aspect is to consider the waiting time for a
clinical history, from the point of view of a physician, or a
fireman in the case of a fire alarm message because in these
two contexts delivery is different. In the case of the physician,
the elapsed time to download the clinical history is not
considered vital. In the second case, the delay of the message
could be considered serious.
III.

The fourth layer is the Filtering Layer. In this layer, there
are two important aspects to consider: the first one
corresponds to the current session (generated by the service
provided by the Current Profile Layer) and the second one
concerns a history where the previous sessions are saved.
The objective of the Mobile Session Layer (fifth layer) is to
capture information provided by the Physical Layer and the
Network Layer respectively, joining the different
characteristics and restrictions of the device and network, all
of this in real time.

NOMAD

The User Session Layer’s (sixth layer) main objective is to
capture user display preferences taking into account the
characteristics of the current session (e.g., user, formats,
response times, activities), considering its relevance and the

This section describes the components of NOMAD, a
model which personalizes the display of information on the
user’s HAD. The NOMAD architecture is composed of seven
layers, represented in the Figure 1. A detailed description of
NOMAD can be found in [14].
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where the session loses its profile attribute. However, in order
to get access to the IS, the user must select a profile. Figure 3
shows the basic components of a session on the system: i) the
user’s characteristics such as name, age and gender, ii) the
physical HAD features associated with the current session
user, iii) the group assigned to the user iv) the selected profile.

characteristics and preferences from the historical sessions,
which would avoid doing several iterations of user queries.
The Services Layer (seventh layer) has two general
objectives: i) the first one, is to capture information from the
entire current session in order to obtain both characteristics of
the device and the user, all of them from the services provided
by the 5th and 6th layers respectively. ii) The second objective
is to capture the needs/requirements demanded by the
requested service from the application executed on the HAD,
dynamically reviewing the characteristics of the device and the
user profile provided by NOMAD, in order to personalize the
display of information obtained as a result of the requested
service.
IV.

Figure 2.

We can define different HAD features maintaining the
same user preferences; in this way, the filter at the Physical
Layer is contemplated, and the display of the same
information is personalized according to the HAD. As can be
appreciated in Figure 4, depending on the features of the HAD
the display varies, on the left HAD, the display corresponds to
a video that represents the course the ambulance driver must
follow; however, on the right side of the image, this HAD does
not support video format, because of that the displayed
information is in text format.

AN APPLICATION FOR A HOSPITAL

Practical Application Environment: Hospital.

We have developed an application related to a physician
who at his work site depends on a direct way on his HAD for
the development of his daily activities. We have used Java
Micro Edition Technology (JME) in order to develop such an
application for PDA and cellular phones. We tested the
application by means of the emulation environment included
on the Sun Java Wireless Toolkit (WTK). All concepts related
to the application are represented in Figure 2. NOMAD defines
six groups of users: i) A default user; ii) the administrative
personal; iii) the group of surgeons; iv) the doctors; v) the
nurses group; vi) the ambulance drivers.

Figure 4. Display Example with different HAD features.

Figure 5. Information Display: same HAD, different information about
display preferences.

In Figure 5, two HAD with the same physical features are
showed, however the queries of the different IS associated to
the system, provide information of a cafeteria service through
images or text. Once the HAD features have been defined, the
filtering system verifies the user’s preferences, the user on the
left in Figure 5 prefers images while the user on the right
prefers text. It is worth mentioning that the features showed
could be from the same user that defines two profiles with
different preferences and the access to information will be

Figure 3. User Session.

A user must define his/her status so the other users know a
little bit more about his/her session besides general or personal
information. Status can be: Available, Busy, Away, Free time
and Meeting. The user session consists of one or more
profiles. During the entire session, there can be moments
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affected depending on the chosen profile for the current
session.
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interaction characteristics that allow users to get a richer
experience with the application.
Thus, it is necessary that applications are aware of available
resources to adjust themselves appropriately. Therefore, it is necessary
to these applications to be sensitive to the context in which they
operate. Context-Sensitive Systems (CSS) are able to automatically
adapt their behavior and content in order to fit the applications
features to the requirements of the context by using information
extracted from it, such as the device profile, the user preferences, the
characteristics of the access network, the user location, and so on [4].
In this light, context sensitivity is extremely useful, for instance, to
allow a Web application adapts its graphical user interface according
to the device profile retrieved from the interaction context.
Two strategies of code generation can be employed to carry out
the interface adaptation: at development time (static adaptation),
which means that a specific interface version is developed separately
for each target device; and at execution time (dynamic adaptation),
where the interface code is automatically generated from abstract
descriptions when user accesses the application [2], [5]. This paper
presents a hybrid approach for adapting rich interfaces of Web 2.0
applications. The approach combines static adaptation, by building a
few generic versions of the interface for some device groups, with
dynamic adaptation, through the adaptation of snippets of the code
already built using context information at runtime.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces the main concepts and techniques related to
developed work; Section 3 presents the proposed approach
showing the UbiCon framework built for allowing hybrid
interface adaptation, as well as its reuse in an application as case
study; Section 4 discusses some related works; and Section 5
presents concluding remarks and further work.

Abstract
Ubiquitous Computing has enabled users the easy access to
services and applications from anywhere, at anytime, and using
any device. In this scenario, software development presents a
number of challenges, among them the need for adapting
applications to different access devices. Each device has a set of
specific capabilities, which difficult to build and maintain
specialized versions of the application to run in each type of device
(static adaptation). Despite the heterogeneity, these applications
should operate in a compatible manner to the access device profile,
preserving its characteristics so that user interaction is not
compromised. From information taken out of context it is possible
to adapt applications at execution time according to characteristics
of the environment in which they operate (dynamic adaptation). In
this sense, this paper presents an approach that combines static
and dynamic code generation for adapting Web graphical user
interfaces using information retrieved from context. A case study
was developed to investigate the feasibility of the proposal.

1. Introduction
One of the purposes of Ubiquitous Computing is to expand
human activities with new services and applications that can adapt
to circumstances in which they are used. Among the challenges
that arise from this scope is the need of applications that offer
support for different devices in distinct contexts. A critical issue is
how to develop this kind of application. Each device has a specific
profile, which comprises its particular features like processing
power, graphics capabilities, screen size, support for a certain
markup language, among others. Besides, new platforms and new
devices are frequently released. Due to the wide range of available
devices and the discrepancies among their profiles, it is difficult to
build and maintain specific versions of the application for each
device and every platform [1], [2].
Web applications are examples of programs which can be
accessed from different types of devices. Today, for example, it is
possible to check emails, read news, shop, view the weather,
browse content, etc., using the Web browser of a cell phone or
smartphone. With the advent of Web 2.0, Web applications have
become more interactive, providing rich interfaces that resemble
desktop applications, allowing users a more meaningful
interaction with the application [3]. However, adapting these
applications to the heterogeneity of devices becomes a task even
more complex, due to the need to preserve their peculiar

2. Concepts and Techniques
The main concepts related to the proposed approach include Web
2.0, context-sensitive systems, and interface adaptation strategies.

2.1 Web 2.0
The term Web 2.0 has been adopted to refer to a new wave of
Web applications designed specially to support collaboration and the
sharing of user-generated content [6]. Besides harnessing collective
intelligence, Web 2.0 encompasses a number of other principles [3].
Among them, stands out the use of rich interfaces for affording
users a more meaningful experience with the applications. The socalled Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) have adopted technologies
that enable the creation of more attractive user interfaces, providing
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Web applications based on request/response. The adaptation
process can be a transformation between two markup languages
(e.g. XHTML into WML), or a code generation from definitions
in abstract interface models. During the adaptation process, CEs
such as the devices capabilities, the user profile, etc., can be used
in order to adapt the final presentation of the interface. Thus, the
development process is simplified because there is no need to
build and manage numerous interface versions. However, once
the interface definition should be generic enough to attend the
features of a variety of devices, this strategy restricts access to
specific functionalities of devices [2]. Furthermore, since all
interface code must be generated at execution time, the code
processing time can impact on application performance.

the sensitivity, features and functionalities that resemble desktop
applications. Features such as asynchronous communication with
the server using Assynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX), dragand-drop components, sliding panels, components for capture and
display videos, maps, online spreadsheets and text editors, are
examples of rich interface components which enable greater
interactivity and improve the overall users’ experience [7].

2.2 Context-Sensitive Systems (CSS)
Context sensitivity is related to the adaptation of application
according to its location of use, the nearby people or objects, as
well as the changes occurring in the environment over time. A
Context-Sensitive System (CSS) is able to adapt its operations
without explicit intervention of the users, providing information
and services that are relevant for users perform their tasks using
information taken out of the interaction context [4], [9].
Context guides the variations in CSS behavior, enriching the
user interaction either by influencing recommendations or by
enabling adaptations of any kind [10]. For example, among the
actions performed by a CSS one can mention the content
adaptation, in which an original content is converted into a series
of new formats compatible with the delivery context. This
adaptation may be, for instance, a transformation, where the
markup language of a Web interface is modified to fit more
appropriately to the device profile; and/or a transcoding, where
images are converted or resized [11].
Many definitions for context have been proposed to make it an
operational concept in computational terms. A recent definition
suggests a distinction between context and contextual element. This
definition states that a contextual element (CE) is any piece of data
or information that characterizes an entity in a domain; and the
context of an interaction between an agent (human or software) and
an application, with focus on a task, is the set of instantiated CEs that
are necessary to support the task to be performed [10].

3. Hybrid Approach for Adapting Web
Graphical User Interfaces
To overcome the shortcomings of each interface adaptation
strategy, the approach combines static and dynamic code
generation for adapting rich interfaces using context. In this case, a
few generic versions of the interfaces are built, each one suitable
for a certain group of devices (static adaptation). When accessing
the application, the version that best fits to the type of access
device is selected; the code snippets that need to be refined, such
as images, size of interface components, etc., are dynamically
adapted according to the device profile retrieved from the
interaction context (dynamic adaptation); and finally the interface
with modified content is delivered to the user’s device.
This way, there is a reduction in the complexity of development,
since the number of versions is reduced. Moreover, as only code
snippets are adapted instead of the entire code, the impact on
application performance is lower. Finally, since the versions are
further refined during the dynamic adaptation part to fit to the device
profile retrieved from context, there is greater use of available
resources on the device and a better interface adaptation.
To support the approach, it was developed a framework called
Ubiquitous Context Framework (UbiCon) which provides
services to manipulate context and adapt user interfaces in a
hybrid fashion according to the device profile retrieved from the
interaction context. Following UbiCon framework is presented.

2.3 Interface Adaptation Strategies
One of the critical aspects in the development of ubiquitous
applications is the premise that they should be able to execute and
adapt themselves to the heterogeneity of user’s computing devices and
to the environment in which he is immersed. In general, two strategies
of code generation for interface adaptation can be employed [2]:
 Generation at development time (static adaptation): Different
versions of the interface, each one with appropriate contents to a
particular device, are built during the development process (i.e.,
before the execution of the application). Thus, it is possible to
drive implementations that take maximum advantage of specific
features of a given device. However, this approach raises several
problems, such as: high costs and longer development time (due
to the need to build a specialized version of the interface for each
type of device); high maintenance costs (once a slight change in
interface requirements demands isolated changes in several
versions); endless development process (since as new devices are
released other versions should be built); among others [8].
 Generation at execution time (dynamic adaptation): The
interface code is generated during the execution of the
application. Generally, this approach is used for adaptation of

3.1 Ubiquitous Context Framework (UbiCon)
UbiCon is a framework that aims at facilitating the development
of Web-based CSS. UbiCon abstracts the functionalities related to
context manipulation and provides services for adapting user
interfaces to different devices that accesses applications. UbiCon was
implemented in Java. Figure 1 shows the component model of the
UbiCon, which was structured in four modules: Acquisiton,
Processing, Dissemination, and Content Adaptation, based on the
Context Architecture proposed in [10].
3.1.1 Acquisition Module
This module encompasses the components that access directly
the context sources (e.g. stored profiles, databases, camera and sensor
drivers) for acquiring the raw CEs, i.e., in the format delivered by
such sources. These components are called adapters [10], because
they encapsulate the details of access to context sources, connecting
the framework to several context sources and providing generic
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Figure 1. UbiCon component model.

methods for recovery the CEs through the ICtxSrcAdapter interface.
The context sources are, by nature, heterogeneous,
autonomous and dynamic, due to the fact that they exist
independently of the CSS [10]. Thus, in UbiCon there is an
appropriate adapter component for each context source. The
adapters use specific drivers and Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) of the corresponding context source for access
its internal features in order to retrieve the CEs available. This
granularity makes UbiCon more extensible, since it facilitates the
inclusion of new context sources or the removal of those that no
longer exist or have become deprecated.
In Figure 1, the adapter component named WURFLAdapter
accesses the XML database called Wireless Universal Resource File
(WURFL) [12], which stores the profiles of thousands1 of devices
from different brands and models. Being a public database, WURFL
receives updates on a daily basis by developers spread around the
world interested in contributing to the completeness and correctness of
the information contained therein. Therefore, WURFL was adopted
as main context source in UbiCon to acquire the devices profiles.
Figure 2 shows a code snippet of WURFLAdapter. For
retrieving device profiles stored into WURFL database it is used
the WURFL Java API. Context capture is based on User-Agent
field of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) request
originated by the current user’s access device. Through this
contextual information, it is possible to retrieve the other
contextual elements related to device profile stored into WURFL.
Due to the extensible nature by which UbiCon was designed,
other context sources such as User Agent Profile (UAProf) [13] and
profile databases can be added to the framework to complement the
acquisition of CEs associated to the device profile, which implies the
implementation of specific adapters for access these context sources,
as illustrated in Figure 1. In addition, context sources that provide CEs
related to the user (e.g. databases that stores the user profiles, video
cameras that capture the user current location), the access network
(e.g. software agents that monitor the network traffic), among others,
can also be incorporated into UbiCon to make it more comprehensive.

Figure 2. Code snippet of WURFLAdapter.

suitable for use in the systems. Furthermore, possible conflicts
among several values for the same CE obtained from different
context sources also is solved in this module.
Each aggregator hides the complexity inherent in handling the
various adapters of Acquisition Module and provides a single
interface, called IAggregator, for obtaining the CEs of a given
domain entity. For example, in Figure 1 the component
DeviceAggregator represents the access device and interacts
directly with all adapters that access the context sources which
provide the CEs related to the device profile.
As depicted in Figure 1, besides DeviceAggregator,
aggregators that represent other possible domain entities, such as
the user, the access network, etc., can be built to extend the
UbiCon as new context sources which provide CEs associated to
these entities are added to the framework.
3.1.3 Dissemination Module
This module is composed of a single component called
ContextManager that provides the CEs manipulated in Processing
Module to interested context consumers through the ICtxManager
interface. The task for determining from which aggregator to request
a given CE is encapsulated by ContextManager. Figure 3 shows a
code snippet of ContextManager. The getContextualElement
method selects the most appropriate aggregator for obtaining the
requested CE, which is identified through the item of enumeration
called ContextualElement passed as parameter to that method. In this
case, if the label of the CE starts with “DEVICE_”, then
DeviceAggregator is selected.

3.1.2 Processing Module
This module includes the aggregators [9] components that
process and group the CEs according to the domain entities that
they characterize. The processing involves the transformation, if
necessary, of raw CEs to a format or a level of abstraction most
1

In the last update of WURFL available in July, 26th, 2010, around 13,452
device profiles were accounted.

Figure 3. Code snippet of ContextManager.
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3.1.4 Content Adaptation Module
This module is responsible for user interface adaptation according
to access device, user and network profiles retrieved from the
interaction context. As depicted in Figure 1, it consists of a component
called ContentAdapter, whose content adaptation services are
provided through IContentAdapter interface. The dynamicAdapt
method performs the reading of the requested X/HTML document
and invokes appropriate methods for adapting the various interface
content such as images, input text fields, tables, among others.
To guide user interface adaptation, ContentAdapter component
consumes the CEs associated to the adopted profiles, which are
obtained through the services provided by ICtxManager interface of
Dissemination Module. To implement ContentAdapter it was used
the Document Object Model (DOM) API [14], which allows the
manipulation and transformation of XHTML and HTML
documents. DOM API allows for reading and writing these
documents into memory by structuring them in a DOM objects tree
(e.g. Node, Document). Thus, it is possible analyze and modify the
Web pages dynamically as needed. In order to work properly
ContentAdapter requires well-formed X/HTML files as input.
However, since many documents available on the Web do not satisfy
this requirement, it is used the TagSoup API [15] to correct missing
and mismatching tags before processing them using DOM API.
Figure 4, for instance, shows the code of adaptInput method
which adapts text input fields. This method receives as parameter a
DOM object of Node type that represents the <input> node of the
document to be adapted, which was pre-processed through
TagSoup API to make it a well-formed node. During adaptation it is
retrieved the columns number of the device screen via ICtxManager
interface. Then the “size” attribute value of the input node is
obtained. Finally, such attribute value is reduced if it is greater than
the columns number of the access device screen.
Once built, UbiCon is reused in the development of applications, as
shown in Figure 5. The content adaptation is done on a hybrid manner.
Thus, when a client accesses an application by sending an HTTP
request (1), the application Servlet invokes the dynamicAdapt method
of UbiCon (2). UbiCon retrieves the access device profile from

HTTP
request

Dynamic
adaptation

Response
1

8

dynamicAdapt() Servlet
2

WebContent
7

6
Mobile

5

4

UbiCon
3

Interface
version
selection

index.jsp

about.jsp

Desktop

Device profile
retrieval
index.jsp

about.jsp

Figure 5. Reuse of UbiCon.

WURFL (3) and selects the requested Web page from the most
appropriate interface version according to the device profile obtained
(4). Then a copy of the chosen page is created into memory, its illwritten excerpts are corrected, and the code snippets of interface
content that need to be refined to meet device profile are identified (5).
The necessary adjustments are applied (6), the copy of the adapted
page is written in the output stream of HTTP response (7) and finally
sent to the user's device through the application Servlet (8).
To determine the most appropriate interface version, UbiCon
reads a XML file, called context-rules.xml, which contains the
definitions of rules that determine the choice of a suitable generic
version to current access device. This file is prepared by the
application developer, who decides, at development time, the best
combination of access device characteristics (contextual elements)
that determines the choice of each interface version. As shown in
context-rules.xml file illustrated in Figure 6, the rules for choosing
an interface version are expressed in contextRule nodes, which
specify the CEs and their matching values that determine the choice
of the interface version related to context node in which they are
contained. For example, in Figure 6 the interface version for
desktops is associated with the context node whose interfaceID
attribute contains the value "Desktop". This node indicates that such
version will be selected only if the contextual element called
DEVICE_PRODUCT_INFO_IS_MOBILE_DEVICE retrieved
from interaction context matches the value "false".
It is also possible to observe in context-rules.xml file in
Figure 6 the dynamicAdaptation attribute of context node, which
indicates whether a certain interface version should be
dynamically adapted by UbiCon after its choice. The presence

Figure 4. Code of adaptInput method.

Figure 6. Reuse of UbiCon.
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triangulation execution by using the GSM terminal emulator
available with Android SDK. The signal intensities of the
antennas for the calculation of positioning have also been
obtained through simulation [16]. Figure 8 shows the results of
the ASPS Web module execution in three different devices.
Figure 8(a) and (b) show the ASPS administrative page viewed,
respectively, on the HTC G1 smartphone screen and on the
iPhone screen. In both cases, the interface version delivered was
the version built for mobile devices. To point out the difference
obtained with the dynamic content adaptation performed by
UbiCon, the adapted page and its corresponding page without
adaptation are shown. Figure 8(a) shows the top of the Web
page that contains the logo and the system name. It is possible to
note that, with the interface adaptation, the logo was resized to
fit the HTC G1 screen. Figure 8(b) shows the bottom of the
same page, which has a tabbed panel with a Google Maps
mashup. It can be noted that, with the interface adaptation, the
tabbed panel component has been adjusted, not to extrapolate the
width of the iPhone screen. Figure 8(c), in turn, shows the interface
viewed on a personal computer screen. In this case, the version of
the interface delivered was the version built for desktops.

of this attribute is justified by the possibility of building up
highly specialized interface versions for specific devices and
therefore does not require additional refinements.

3.2 Case Study
In order to investigate the feasibility of the proposal, an
application in the Emergency Healthcare domain was developed.
The UbiCon framework has been used to develop the Web
module of the Ambulance Space Positioning System (ASPS) [16]
so that it could be accessed from a desktop or smartphone. ASPS
emerged from an experimental study which aimed at investigating
the use of the signals from Global System for Mobile
Communication (GSM) antennas for the location of people or
objects, focusing on the location of emergency service vehicles
like ambulances. With this functionality the ASPS allows the fleet
management team to monitor the mobility of the ambulances and
to direct a given ambulance to an emergency care in a location
near the region in which the ambulance currently is.
Due to its ubiquitous nature, ASPS is composed of three parts.
The first one, which runs on the GSM terminal installed in the
ambulance, performs the calculation of the position through the
triangulation of the nearest cell phone antennas and transmits the
calculated position to a server via HTTP. The second one, which
runs on the server, processes the data transmitted by the GSM
terminal and stores them in a spatial database. The last one is the
Web module that includes the ASPS administrative page. This
module has a graphical interface to visualize the position of
ambulances on the city map. In short intervals, asynchronous
requests are sent to the server by using AJAX for retrieving and
updating the most recent position of ambulances on the map.
ASPS Web module was developed using Java Server Faces
(JSF) framework. Figure 7 shows the code of ASPS application
Servlet called ContextServlet, where the reuse of UbiCon is
accomplished. The doGet method, which intercepts HTTP
requests, invocates the dynamicAdapt method of UbiCon. From
there, UbiCon retrieves the device profile from the interaction
context, selects the most appropriate interface version according
to the recovered device profile (using the context-rules.xml file
presented in Figure 6) and adapts the application interface to fit
it to the peculiarities of the current access device.
To test the execution of the interfaces, the Web browsers of
HTC G1 and iPhone smartphones, as well as the Web browser
of a personal computer have been used. For test proposals, the
position data have been obtained by the simulation of the

4. Related Works
Several works related to context-sensitive applications
development have been proposed by the academic community,
including processes (e.g. [10]), tools (e.g. [2], [5]) and
frameworks (e.g. [9], [11], [17]).
Extended Internet Content Adaptation Framework (EICAF)
[11] is a framework for content adaptation of Web
applications. EICAF uses ontologies for describing the profiles
of the devices, users, and other entities, and employs Web
services for performing content adaptation by combining the
contextual information expressed in profiles. Although content
adaptation services provided by EICAF are similar to those of
UbiCon, in the latter the device profiles are retrieved from
WURFL, which is constantly updated by development
community as new devices are released in market, so that
content adaptation can be performed for a wider range of
devices. Besides, UbiCon focuses on rich interface adaptation.
Semantic Context-aware Ubiquitous Scout (SCOUT) [17] is a
framework for building context-sensitive applications for mobile
devices. SCOUT allows the mapping of real world entities (e.g.
people, places, objects) to virtual entities on the Web (“Web
presence”), so that resources/services provided by these entities
are specific of their location and are accessible when users are
close to them. UbiCon differs from SCOUT by providing content
adaptation services instead of location-based services. Moreover,
besides content adaptation, UbiCon allows for adding other
services types upon its generic Acquisition, Processing and
Dissemination modules, making it more comprehensive.
XMobile [2] is an environment for adaptive interfaces generation
of form-based mobile applications. It consists of a platformindependent user interface components framework, and a code
generation tool which maps models that describe the application into
executable code. Unlike UbiCon, the content adaptation in XMobile
is done at development time (static adaptation) by constructing
specific interface versions for each target platform with aid of the

Figure 7. ASPS application Servlet.
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(a) Visualization on HTC G1 screen:
with interface
adaptation

without interface
adaptation

(c) Visualization on desktop screen:

(b) Visualization on iPhone screen:
with interface
adaptation

without interface
adaptation

Figure 8. Execution of ASPS Web application in three distinct devices.

code generation tool. Moreover, XMobile does not use context at
runtime for performing adaptations.
Semantic Transformer [5] is a tool used for automatic
transformation of Web pages designed originally for desktop
platform into Web pages suitable for mobile devices. This tool
acts as a Proxy that detects HTTP requests originated from
mobile devices and processes the requested Web page by
placing it in a proper format for viewing on the mobile device.
Differently of UbiCon, which employs a hybrid approach for
content adaptation, the code generation for content adaptation in
Semantic Transformer is completely done at runtime.
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Abstract: In disaster situations there are a lot of
experts and decision makers involved and all of them
need to share information. It is strongly desirable that
everybody engaged is able to exchange applications with
other experts in order to gain an overview of the current
situation. That is where migratory applications would
be very helpful. In this paper we present a migration
tool for the disaster management domain that enables
the easy exchange of applications and provides task continuity when changing devices. Decision makers can
use the tool to analyze and overlay simulation data and
thus elaborate response activities in a faster and more
reliable manner.
Keywords: migratory applications, disaster management systems, agile user interfaces

1

Introduction

Typically, there are many different end terminals available in a user’s environment, but it is not yet possible to
seamlessly change devices and to continue performing
already begun tasks. Migratory services technology can
change this situation.
Especially in the domain of disaster management
such services would significantly improve the exchange
of information and the rapid and reliable elaboration
of response actions. When collaborating, experts from
different organizations need to compare and overlay
their results. The integration of these results is very
important for getting an overall idea of how the whole
emergency situation is eventually going to change. On
the basis of the aggregated picture important response
activity decisions can be taken, reducing the number of

mistakes due to oversight.
In order to effectively support the decision making
process in disaster situations, a migratory service that
provides enough flexibility for the end user is needed.
Furthermore, it needs to have reasonable response times,
since they are vital for seamless and smooth migration.
Novel methods are necessary in order to meet all of
these challenges. In recent years, research on migratory interfaces has started. An architectural framework
developed at the Carnegie Mellon University enables
device change, and looks for similar applications on the
new device so the user can continue the begun tasks
[1]. A programming model which supports developers
in building migratory applications has also been proposed [2]. Other solutions have been described in [3],
[4] but none of them fully suits the needs of the disaster
management domain.
In this paper we present our general purpose migration approach to disaster management that enables
the migration of application components or whole applications. The tool also builds aggregated views out
of different geo simulations migrated to the same target device. Furthermore, it supports on demand the
synchronization of source and target devices after completion of the migration process.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a motivating example with the help of which
we elicit requirements for a migratory application as
presented in Section 3. The architecture of the tool is
explained in Section 4. Section 5 gives insights into the
implementation and Section 6 summarizes the results
from the performed evaluation. Related work is discussed in Section 7, while Section 8 gives a summary of
the main results.
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2

Motivating Example

ones for migratory services.
1. There should exist the possibility to choose which
parts of an application are to be migrated - if
just several components are relevant to the current situation, only these should be selected and
migrated. The migration of whole applications
will be referred to as total migration, and the
migration of application components as partial
migration.

The Emergency Operations Center (EOC), situated in
Portland, is responsible for the coordination of the joint
civil protection forces in disaster situations. Recently,
the center has been busy because of the rainy weather
and the anticipated flooding of the Willamette River.
The managing director of the EOC, Mr. Smith, is coordinating the response planning activities. He has
contacted Professor Brown from the Center for Disaster Management in Seattle and asked him to forecast
the potential impact of the rising river. Mr. Smith
also needs information about the daily traffic situation
in Portland. In order to get it he has contacted Mr.
Thompson from the Urban Development Agency.

2. When more than one application is migrated to
the same target device, the geographical data of
these applications should be merged.
3. If an application is migrated to another device, it
should be possible to keep the source and the migrated applications synchronized. In this way all
changes made to the migrated application parts
would be also reflected on the source device.

As soon as Professor Brown prepares his flood simulation, he wants to send it to Mr. Smith. He starts his
simulation application and migrates its user interface
(UI) to the PC of Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith is now able to
follow the explanations of Professor Brown, because he
sees all the changes the professor makes to the simulation in real time. In that moment Mr. Thompson calls
to inform Mr. Smith that the traffic information is now
available. Since he has to go to an important meeting,
Mr. Thompson migrates not only the UI but his whole
application to the PC of Mr. Smith. There the UI of
the flood simulation and the traffic application merge
together.

4. For the synchronized mode there should be a clear
control policy, so that the users of both devices
are aware of who is in control of the application
or application component.
5. When migrating, the user should have the possibility to decide whether to quit the source application or leave it running.
6. Last, but not least, short response times for the
migration service are vital for a seamless and
smooth migration that does not disturb the ongoing discussions.

The EOC managing director now needs to closely
examine the results he got from both experts. He
asks Professor Brown to give him the control over the
flood simulation and shows him eventual routes for the
planned response activities. After the planning phase
is over, Mr. Smith migrates each simulation back to the
device of the respective expert.

The fulfillment of these general requirements provides migratory tools with the needed functionality to
support disaster managers and their co-workers.

3

4

Requirements

The motivating example just described incorporates the
challenges mentioned in the introduction - the need for
a flexible migratory service, synchronization, and fast
response times. The example also helps to filter out a
set of obligatory requirements for a migratory disaster
management tool, some of which can be seen as general

Agile User Interfaces

On the basis of the requirements elicited from the motivating example in Section 2, we developed a migratory disaster management tool. The current section
describes the agile user interfaces of the tool - its client
server architecture as well as the internal architecture
of the client itself.
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Figure 1: Client server architecture
The proposed client server architecture can be seen
in detail in Figure 1. On the left of the figure the client
that serves as migration source is depicted. The client
is a terminal (e.g. the PC of Professor Brown) which
hosts a simulation application, in this case the flood simulation, which is requested from an application server
(e.g. Application Server 1). All migration requests are
forwarded from the PC of Professor Brown (the source)
to the target client (the PC of Mr. Smith) through the
Open Server using the communication component. As
soon as Mr. Smith has accepted the request, the current
state of the selected flood application components or of
the whole application running on the source client is
sent to the target client.
When Mr. Thompson is ready with his traffic application, requested from Application Server 2, he also sends
it to the PC of Mr. Smith. There the flood application
is already running, so the migrated traffic components
are integrated into the flood application.
Figure 2 depicts in more detail the internal architecture of the disaster management client. It is composed
of application components and migration control; the
application components are completely independent
from the migration control, thus, any application that
provides the necessary interfaces can be migrated.
For the domain of disaster management, the first application component, is a map that contains geographical imagery (streets, topographic, satellite imagery). It
can receive incoming content and commands from the
flood and traffic control components through the com-

ponent communication bus. Due to its ability to display
different layers, the content received from each control
is represented by a separate layer. The map itself is
stateless and does not have a dependancy relationship
with other components.

Figure 2: Client side architecture
The flood and traffic components control the flood,
respectively, the traffic visualization. Both of them are
dependent on the map component that displays their
results visually when a content or a control command
has been forwarded to it. For example, the flood simulation of Professor Brown is shown on the map and its
visualization updates as the professor changes the map
scale. The state management is done by the components
themselves. Thus, the current state at migration time is
transferred together with the corresponding component.
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The migration control consists of a user interface
and a communication layer. The UI enables the user
to start a migration. The communication layer has a
component communication bus that is responsible for
the internal communication between the client application and the migration control, and a polling service
that frequently and periodically polls information from
the Open server. In such a way the polling service is
also the communicator between server and clients that
enables the synchronization of application components.
All incoming and outgoing connections regarding migration are routed via the communication layer. The
migration control is stateless and does not depend on
any other components. It is the first component instantiated during application start and is responsible
for instantiating all necessary additional components
during runtime.

5

Figure 3 shows the application with the flood simulation activated. After migration of the flood and traffic
component to one target device, both maps merge into
one, inside which a smaller map in the right corner
depicts an overview, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Application with activated flood component

Agile UIs Implemented

As a proof of concept, we implemented the proposed
architecture for a migratory disaster management tool
together with a map application as a rich internet application (RIA). As a RIA, the application delivers
desktop-like behaviour and interactivity. The implementation utilizes Microsoft Silverlight, because it offers a
wide range of animation and multimedia capabilities as
well as lean connectivity to the backend. The communication layer uses XML remote procedure calls for the
internal bus as well as for the communication with the
Open server. The migration tool we implemented facilitates total and partial migration as defined in Section
2. Each component can be selected for migration and
the component that currently is in focus on the map
is accordingly highlighted. In the migration settings
one can choose to delete the to-be-migrated component
from the source device after migration or to keep both
devices, source and target, in synchronization. In synchronization mode there is a clear control policy. There
is one synchronization master. At the beginning this
is the source device, but it can be easily changed on
request. The synchronization mode can be deactivated
at any point of time, which is communicated to each
participating side.

Figure 4: Merged traffic and flood components after
migration

6

Agile UIs Evaluated

To determine the degree of maturity of our migration
tool, we performed usability tests with 16 participants,
all of whom were SAP Research employees. The tests
were completed in pairs, so that a real emergency situation could be simulated, in which two participants,
in the roles of a flood and a traffic expert, collaborated with each other. We elaborated a task list for
the tests and used the System Usability Scale (SUS)
questionnaire to determine the overall usability of the
tool [5]. The SUS questionnaire was applied because it
is an effective, easy to use and reliable low-cost usability
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tool.
During the test sessions the screens of both participants were recorded and they were asked to think
aloud and comment on their activities. Furthermore, we
asked all participants to describe their understanding
of total and partial migration in the given context and
encouraged them to give us feedback.
The average result of the SUS questionnaire adds
up to 58.44 out of 100. According to [6] most products score around 70, and a result of 58 is within the
boundaries of “good” in the proposed adjective rating
scale. The result makes it clear that users can work well
with our tool, but there are some usability issues that
still have to be repaired - e.g. a user suggested that
“using the map it would be of assistance to have a zoom
in / zoom out scale”, a map annotation function was
also proposed. One of the main problems of the tool
reported in the comments was that users did not receive
any feedback whether the migration was successfully
executed or not. Half of all participants had a clear idea
of how total and partial migration should work. All
these issues give useful insights about potential future
improvements to the migratory tool. Ont the positive
side, 14 out of 16 participants said they would like to
use the tool frequently.

7

Related Work

Research on migratory interfaces has been done in different projects. ICrafter is a service framework for a class
of ubiquitous computing environments, also called interactive workspaces [3]. It aimed at allowing the users
to flexibly interact with these workspaces. It generated
UIs for services obtained by dynamic composition of
elementary ones. ICrafter does not provide any support
for migration or task continuity across different devices.
[7] presents an instant messaging infrastructure that
allows developers to easily add application functionality
that spans multiple personal devices. However, this
approach differs from ours, since we take into consideration a wider set of devices, not limited to the user’s
personal ones.
Sousa and Garlan from the Carnegie Mellon University proposed an architectural framework for mobile

users called Aura. It automatically reconfigures the
computing infrastructure so that users can continue
working on their tasks while moving to different platforms [1]. A drawback of that approach is the necessary
switch of the current application to a different one that
is supported by the new platform, but potentially does
not provide all features of the source application.
The programming model presented in [2] supports
developers in building migratory applications and has
been integrated into the programming environment VisualObliq. The transmission of applications is implemented with the help of agents hopping from host to
host. However, using VisualObliq, it is not possible
to create migratory multi-user applications and ensure
synchronization between target and source devices.
[8] describes solutions for total and partial migration, where Web applications are migrated using the
transformation-based environment TERESA. The Web
applications have to be developed using a model-based
approach, otherwise the application cannot adapt (but
can still migrate) to the new platform. However, this solution differs from our approach since it offers no merge
functionality that is necessary for map applications in
the disaster domain.
In general, migratory services address a complex set
of issues [2]. Work done in the areas of process migration [9], virtual machine monitors [10], mobile agents
[4], active networks [11], and dynamic reconfiguration
in distributed systems [12] can be leveraged for migratory services. The migration idea also starts to raise
industrial exploitation interest [13], even if the developed product is still in a preliminary stage in regard to
migration.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

Migratory applications can be very useful in the domain
of disaster management. They enable decision makers
and experts to easily gain an overview of the disaster
situation and share simulation results or forecasts. In
such a manner, a lot of time, which is precious in disaster situations, can be saved. At the same time mistakes
due to oversight can be more easily avoided.
In this paper we presented a general purpose migra-
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tion tool that supports decision makers and experts, as
it enables migration from one to another device, where
whole applications as well as application components
can be migrated. Migrated components merge with each
other and can be kept synchronized with the source
device.
Our evaluation results showed that the necessary
time for executing a migration operation is quite short,
and the response times of the migration tool itself lie
under 3 seconds. The migration control tool has an
average to high degree of maturity and future work will
include the remediation of the usability issues that have
arisen from the performed tests. Future work would
also be dedicated to expanding the migration functionality to devices other than PCs, e.g. mobile or vocal
devices.
The here tool proposed here provides disaster management experts with more flexibility in respect to analyzing and overlaying simulation data. In such a way,
they can make better and faster decisions for possible
response activities.

9
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on the forthcoming Sept. 30TH and Oct. 1ST, 2010. The
workshop will be the place for the scientific and
academic community to meet the participants, to share
their research and experience with the Eclipse developers,
and to meet the public institutions and industries that use,
or are interested in adopting, the Eclipse framework. The
main topic of the OTRE project is the creation of an
effective Computer Supported Collaborative System
(CSCL), to be used for higher education on team
cooperation, in software engineering classes for the
analysis, design, and development of software programs
along their lifecycle. The idea arises from the observation
that, in many cases, software engineering suffers from the
lack of a really full integration among different
development teams. The proposed solution is teaching to
work in team, together with languages and tools for
programming computers. Based on the novel
programming paradigms and tools specifically created for
supporting team-work, a specific didactic strategy based
on social constructionism and collaborativism is needed.
Moreover, a suited software platform that enable
effective working is also necessary, especially in order to
coordinate cooperation in developing for people that
usually work in remote sites, even in different countries,
and belonging to different Universities or Research
Institutes. Many systems already exist for the
coordination of work, but recent Integrated Development
Environments (IDEs) and the last research trends are
overcoming the idea lying behind them; more importance
is given to the remote developing and cooperation as the
way to cut time and money. Such a kind of environments
need to have something like an "orchestra Director" over
the process of developing. The orchestra Director is the
one who knows when and how, each instrument has to be
better used, when it has to spend its contribution, and
how to leverage the quality of all execution. A realization
of such an environment exists and it is named Jazz3. The

Abstract - In this paper the OTRE experience is
presented, as a case study in a larger project named
Enforcing Team Cooperation (ETC). Cooperation is one
of the keywords in education and in computer assisted
instruction, and thus e-learning platforms provide users
with specific tools, enabling them to collaborate and/or
to cooperate to reach a common objective. Collaboration
is considered as a teaching strategy but, in software
engineering classes, it has to be a learning outcome too,
since students must acquire ability in team working. A
specific working environment is needed and the authors
propose an experimental set-up based on the Eclipse and
Jazz technologies.
Keywords- Team Cooperation, E-learning, Knowledge
Management, Software Engineering, Eclipse-Jazz

Introduction
This paper deals with the problem of teaching software
engineering in higher education. The idea of team
cooperation is not part of the syllabus of software
courses, thus developing team cooperation skills in
students at University level is strongly needed. To this
aim, a specific project (OTRE) has been launched within
the Italian branch of the Eclipse Community, with the
objective of enforcing and enlarging cooperation
activities among the large number of students involved in
software engineering courses at the Universities of Italy.
OTRE1 is the acronym for "On The Road to Eclipse-IT
2010". The Eclipse-IT 20102 is the fifth workshop of the
Eclipse Italian community, to be held in Savona (Italy),
1

An otre, in Italy, is a leather bottle, more precisely a water-bag, in the
past used during travels; from an otre one can drink and in the otre one
can protect something precious like the water. In this respect, the
authors like to think that one of the aims of the OTRE Project is to
protect knowledge and experience and give access to others, sharing the
content.
2
See http://2010.Eclipse-IT.org

3
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See http://jazz.net

Jazz system is a complex development platform, released
by the brand rational of IBM, that is usually used in
developing by co-operating from the IBM researchers
themselves, in a large world-wide distributed
organization. Up to now, such a kind of complex
platform has been considered "professional" and it has
never been used before in a University educational
activity. For the present OTRE experience, the Eclipse
IDE, together with the Jazz environment, is the working
platform that has been chosen.
The reminder of the paper is the following: first the
OTRE project is presented, then CSCL is considered as a
general purpose learning strategy and applied to the case
of software engineering. Next, the Eclipse framework as
a learning environment is presented while giving some
more details about the OTRE project. Conclusions will
follow.

site. New services will be designed and developed, with
the objective of making the site itself the perfect place to
repeat the experimentation after this first group of
pioneers students and teachers. Future classes will
participate, adding further functionality to the system,
integrated with the ones already available. After the first
running phase, the OTRE will represent a repeatable
model so that new experiences can be done without the
start-up period and with quick set-up time and a smooth
learning curve. According to the specifications given by
the teachers, the newly realized Eclipse-IT portal will
have to integrate audio and video contents, paying
attention to accessibility and making multi-format
information available to the visitors. In this present
edition of the OTRE project, the activity will be centered
around a set of modular components that will be designed
and realized to manage events. Possible services will be:
a live-conference system (live streaming of the talks
given at the conference); news management; liveblogging; interactive boards supporting chat sessions and
live discussions; collaborative systems such as wiki for
the documentation management (user, developer, and
reference manual, documentation, etc.) as well for the
organization of the conference agenda and the topics in a
bar-camp style; discussion boards for exchanging
opinions; sharing systems; publication tools addressed to
different targets such as scientific community, developer
community, generic and specialist press; user data and
profiles management; mash-up tools for the data fusion
and aggregation; a ”chairman” system to manage
submissions and review of the papers for a conference; a
repository and indexing system for the archiving of the
work done and keeping track of interactions; content
management; advanced search capabilities; semantic
systems with specific handlers for software libraries and
the Eclipse plug-ins in particular.

The OTRE Project
The OTRE Project can be briefly described as an
experiment of realization of a collaborative project
centered around the Eclipse community and tools; at the
end, the results will be collected, published and shared, in
a workshop in which the teams that will have
collaborated remotely, finally will have the opportunity
of meeting themselves as well as comparing their work
and results with other teams involved in the same project.
Something like a peer-to-peer conference in the
conference, that wants to be much more then a student
contest. Each team of students will have to complete a
group of tasks whose outcome will be the realization of
an Eclipse plug-in that will have to be integrated with the
Eclipse plug-ins developed by the other teams. The
OTRE project is part of the program “Enforcing Team
Cooperation using rational software tools into software
engineering”, an innovative academic project sponsored
by the Italian branch of IBM, IBM-Italia. At the actual
stage, a restricted number of Universities in Italy have
been involved in the pilot project and the participants are
the following: Naples, Federico II Naples; Milan,
Bicocca; Alma Mater, Bologna; Bergamo; Genoa and his
Savona; Bari and his Taranto. The students involved, and
signed-up within the platform, are 263 and they all will
work in their initial first semester. Each University has
gone forming teams of students from different courses
such as: software engineering courses from the
Universities of Naples Federico II, Bologna and Milan
Bicocca; web design and development courses from the
Universities of Genoa and Bari; advanced programming
course from the University of Bergamo. Heterogeneous
and distributed teams will be composed, with students
from different cities and with one teacher tutor for each.
In addiction, for each University, a Champion Student
(usually a computer engineering or computer science,
PhD student) will support the corresponding teacher.
Moreover, the Champion Student is the responsible of the
local group. One only computer engineering PhD student
(administrator) has the technical direction for the overall
ETC platform, both software and hardware. The topics
addressed in the project will be directed to a reengineering of the actual Eclipse Italian Community web

Computer Supported Collaborative Learning
The adoption of a collaborative learning strategy can be
useful in many situations, and it can be realized with or
without the use of technology. In such a student-centered
model, learning is achieved through the interactions that
happen among peers, while cooperating to cope with a
given problem. It appears obvious that this approach may
have weaknesses and strengths [1], mainly connected to
the responsibility that, compared to a traditional model, is
shifted from the lecturers to the students themselves,
which play a more active role in their own learning
process. Summarizing, CSCL is a powerful didactic
strategy for both the learners and the teachers, when
communicating and sharing are considered added value
and where the social aspects go beyond the learning
activity itself. By means of the Information and
Communication Technology (ICT), communication,
collaboration, and thus the learning experience, can be
greatly enhanced so to achieve better results in education.
CSCL in Software Engineering
Traditional CSCL is based on the use of standard
collaboration tools integrated in Learning Management
Systems, (e.g., synchronous and/or asynchronous
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communication systems, discussion boards as well as
forum, blog, wiki, and social networking, resource
sharing systems such as teleconference tools and shared
whiteboards). A slightly different approach is needed
when students are supposed to work in a collaborative
environment where the collaboration is part of the task to
be achieved, not just a part of the learning process. That
is the case of software engineering in which code
development is a collaborative process and teams of
developers have to work together to design, solve
problems, and produce code as well. Team cooperation is
at the basis of the development of any software product
[2]. Moreover, recent trends are driving software
engineering towards the use of non-traditional
development methodology (e.g., agile programming,
eXtreme programming) [3] where computer-based
collaborative tools are needed to support coordination of
work as well as communication, both structured or
unstructured, and synchronous or asynchronous. In
complex projects, as well as in simpler ones, different
persons have to interact in a group (e.g. analysis, design,
development, graphics, documentation, user interface,
accessibility, interoperability, APIs) and the outcomes of
independent groups have to be integrated so that they can
work together in just one product. This can be achieved
by using the unified software development process [4]
and the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [5] so that
different groups, at different levels of detail, can use a
common language to give each other instructions as well
as to exchange information. At engineering schools, in
the field of the education of future software engineers,
collaboration has to be considered in terms of the
construction of collaborative parts in a collaborative
environment that can realize the spiral model used for
software development [6]. Software engineering and the
use of the CASE (Computer Aided Software
Engineering) model, make available specific tools (e.g.,
common versioning systems, source control, bug tracking
systems) and specific development environments offering
advanced collaboration functionalities. The process is
meant to be the collaborative construction of one "big
thing" for which objects are developed in a collaborative
way; moreover, the developed objects them-selves have
to be collaborative.
To this aim, the Eclipse framework offers to software
developers and designers a set of tools for empowering
collaboration and enforcing team cooperation.

seamless work, as if they were co-located, in order to:
improve communication; create a common context; share
information; notify events.

Eclipse as a Learning Environment
In this Section the Eclipse IDE is presented and it is
pointed out how it can be considered as a learning
framework. Eclipse is an open universal platform for tool
integration. It is an open and extensible Integrated
Development Environment, and, in the same time, an
open source community. The Eclipse community creates
royalty-free technology as a universal platform for tools
integration. The aim of Eclipse developers, and hence of
the Eclipse-based tools, is giving developers the freedom
of choice in a multi-language, multi-platform, multivendor environment supported by multiple vendors. The
operating system platforms that Eclipse has been targeted
to, include MS-Windows, Linux, Solaris, HP-UX, AIX,
and Mac OS. In addition, Eclipse provides a unique
environment for members of the academic community to
build new tools for teaching, research, and further growth
of the Eclipse community [7]. Collaboration is an integral
part of software development, occurring through tools
inside and outside the IDE. The Jazz project, which seeks
to integrate collaborative capabilities into the Eclipse
IDE, enables small teams of software developers to work
together more productively. A very clear image of the
Jazz philosophy is that “Jazz is based on the metaphor of
an open office approach to application development. [...]
Within the office, each developer will have his or her own
workstation, while elsewhere in the office will be space
for team meetings, shared whiteboards, schedule
information, etc. A key aspect of this setting is team
awareness. Even while focusing on their personal work,
all team members have a sense of what is going on
elsewhere in the room, who is talking to whom, what
others are working on, etc. Communication among team
members is also facilitated in this environment, whether
in the form of a question shouted out to the team in
general, or in calling a colleague over to consult on an
issue at a particular workstation” [8].

Communication in Collaboration
A good communication is the key-point in collaboration
and in cooperation. For software engineers the
development platform is expected to be the enabler for a
good communication to take place at different levels:
developers working on the same application; practitioners
across the life cycle; business analysts; architects;
developers; testers; project managers.
Also, communication takes place amongst many different
subjects: content (technology, business domain); project
(timelines, tasks, resources); process (sequences,
dependencies); organizations (responsibilities).
Collaboration in a workgroup is made possible by means
of technology enabling the people in that workgroup to a

Figure 1. The Jazz architecture

Team cooperation
Team cooperation is enabled by Jazz platform [9] as
shown in Figure 1. The Jazz platform is an Eclipse
application composed by other three tools: the Rational
Team Concert (RTC), the Rational Quality Manager
(RQM), and the Rational Requirement Composer (RRC).
The three tools assist different teams to co-operate in
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developing software specification respecting quality
constraints and realizing a hybrid between an
architecturally layered (three tiers) and a service oriented
architecture, based on the paradigm of development
cooperation projects, thus it has both the means for
conception of projects for its implementation and
verification of quality. The architecture of RTC is
innovative because it combines both the process of
developing the tools and the process needed to implement
them. Above all have built-in a number of process models
of development, between these agile ones. It is believed
that the latter may be the subject of the trial given the
limited time for completion of tasks (9 weeks). In
particular, we plan to take as SCRUM agile development
process.

mash-up activity that aims to manage conference data
(both video and audio) in order to extract and abstract
behavior of virtual communities and groups during both
the development of the project and the community
activities (conferences, sharing knowledge, etc.).
Classical conference managing tools include the ones that
manage the papers presented as the model of the
easychair conference system4. Finally, tools for archiving
and cataloging the plug-ins developed by students and
professionals submitting to the community in the annual
workshop will be available. These will own capabilities
of semantic content search and classification with plug-in
for document management and software libraries
management. The project will involve groups of students
with different roles predefined and geographically
distributed throughout Italy between universities that are
part of the experimentation.

Conclusions
In this paper, the outline of a running project has been
presented. Results from the activity of the students (and
involved teachers) will be soon available and will be able
to give a measure of the effectiveness of the chosen
approach. Besides, a more general framework for the
development of team-working skills is presented, based
on the Eclipse and Jazz framework and tools. Such a testbed can be considered as a learning tool itself and it can
be re-used in many different applications, even different
from the software engineering we have been referring to
along the whole paper. Especially in Public Institutions
and large Organizations, cooperating to reach a common
objective can be a critical point to achieve results and
meet the milestones. The availability of a framework
enabling users to cooperate through advanced software
systems can greatly empower such scenarios and
interesting perspectives can be considered in many other
fields.

Figure. 2 The OTRE Architecture

OTRE Software Architecture
A specific task in the project, involves the University of
Naples Federico II and the University of Genoa (and his
Savona), with the aim of creating web-services in order to
manage the Eclipse 2010 event. The system handling the
event will be composed of the following abstract
functions: control center with coordination role; media
center that aims to manage all media documents (voice,
video, streams, etc) including conferencing tools (live
presentation, Q&A, etc); report center able to extract
documents and whatever will be useful as documentation
of event; conference organization center aims to make
available such a useful tools from organization point of
view. For the sake of brevity the blocks shown in Figure
2 will be no further detailed; just some additional
information about some strategic components will be
given. Live-conferencing tools for streaming audio and
streaming video of the talk of the conference is a good
choice for a practice community that plans to grow; these
information will be accessible from both the companies
and the students. Connected to these tools there are other
cooperative tools such as live blogging, blackboard and
wiki, finalized to support live-narration during the
conference and post-conference discussion. It is
worthwhile to outline that wiki tools could be useful also
for collaborative construction of topics for the first call
for papers and agenda of the day after, by the program
Committee. For not-attending people, sharing tools,
browser for remote viewing of presentations by the
various channels through video streaming are available
for use. Also it is planned the inclusion of tools to
package and sharing web technical articles and essays in
order to extract data in order to publish them onto journal
or magazine. A more specific resource is represented by a
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achieve shared goals. Daily working by objective can be seen
as a practice of modern organizations and there is a lack of
models that help to determine knowledge requirements to
achieve the goals. The impact of the knowledge requirement
determination problem is higher in a knowledge network (KN)
that comprises a network of organizations working by
objectives. The KN comprises individuals and organizations
willing to cooperate with each other; this type of models should
provide a structure of KN available to organizations, it should
facilitate the dissemination of requirements related to
objectives, research and quantification of that knowledge in
inter/intra-organizational networks to feed the measurement
process.

Abstract—Many organizations that conceive their work in terms
of goal to pursue wish to determine the knowledge requirement
in order to assess resources, steps and necessary efforts to reach
the goal. It is indeed a complex process that can receive support
from other organizations available to share their know how with
other organizations participating to a network of cooperating
organizations. In this work we propose a distributed framework
oriented to the knowledge management within a network of
organizations that pursue similar or shared goals. Starting from
the goal identification, the assessment of knowledge requirements
to acquire is obtained using the Goal/Question/Metrics approach.
The organization that wants to acquire useful knowledge toward
the achievement of shared goals, evaluates the necessary effort
and provides to other organizations, in explicit form, its
experience for what concerns the aspects knowledge as objects
and knowledge as processes.
Two case studies show possible applications of the proposed
framework.

The paper offers a systemic approach that integrates various
levels to determine goals and Knowledge Management (KM)
for the assessment of knowledge-related requirements:
individual level, intra-organization level and inter-organization
level. As a matter of fact, to identify and assess the need of
knowledge useful to reach goals means:

Keywords- knowledge engineering; knowledge management;
knowledge sharing; cooperative organizations; knowledge sharing
assessment; Goal/Question/Metrics (GQM);E-learning.

I.

a) To identify a priori schema of goals and sub-goals
together with related activities and knowledge necessary to
reach the goals.

INTRODUCTION

The determination of knowledge requirement to achieve
goals is a perennial challenge in the activities of organizations
today as it impacts on the acquisition strategy of new resources,
on kind and level of competencies their members must have to
face activities and on which extent of collaboration and
cooperation they and/or their members must establish with the
outside world to fill needed competencies.

b) To assess efforts for knowledge acquisition.
c) To be aware that these goals may change over time as
a result of strategic changes.
d) To provide ways for the assessment of high order
knowledge-related requirements starting from low order
assessment data.
It might also happen that new targets emerge in the course
of activities (new goals linked to previous one, e.g. evolving
requirements in software development projects) eventually
augmenting or replacing those previously established and that
this scenario requires change management capabilities. The
impact of dynamism of objectives can be captured only by a
vision and a systems approach to their definition and
measurement. To support the achievement of these goals a

The determination is even more difficult in many cases, for
example when: 1) actors performing activities driven by
objectives are part of a set of cooperating organizations, 2) a
single organization is unable to entirely meet this demand of
knowledge and it needs to define how much of that knowledge
is available in "neighboring" organizations available for
cooperation, 3) a single network of organizations that needs to
use the knowledge in neighboring organization networks to
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We first discuss the elements of a Distributed Knowledge
Management Framework (DKMF) for a systemic approach to
KM able to represent common goals and knowledge. Then, we
will describe how the well known Goal Question Metrics
(GQM) approach can be integrated in the proposed DKMF in
order to assess Objects of Knowledge and Processes of
Knowledge. The integration of DKFM with GQM provides an
increased awareness level on the knowledge requirements
necessary to reach common goals in a network of goal oriented
organizations.

systems approach is at least useful, if not essential, in the
design and structuring KN too.
Through studies of recent decades on both the real concept
of the knowledge and on its management and distribution
inside organizations, a window has been opened on their
important role as a corporate asset. Groupware and
management information systems [7], [8] have made concrete
theories and processes of KM through the use of technology,
contributing to interoperability of organizations that work
together by exchanging knowledge. However they have not
sufficiently addressed the emerging nature of knowledge [16].
Indeed, the concept of knowledge involves implicitly emerging
properties and systemic characteristics that cannot be assessed
or collected in advance, since knowledge, unlike data or
information, emerges by human interpretation and by the
complex interactions between human beings [18].

In the following it will be discussed:
1) How the framework DKMF allows to take into account
the emergence of the knowledge within networks of goal
oriented organizations.
2) Which is its role in sharing and dissemination of
knowledge.
3) The elements of the model Goal / Question / Metrics
(GQM) [27] as a guideline to implement a process of
knowledge assessment.
4) How are integrated the framework and GQM into a
single systemic vision.

Although the accidental nature of knowledge is increasingly
seen as an issue in the management of organizational
knowledge, many studies indicate that the emerging issues and
self-organization of knowledge are a vital source of creative
ability and flexibility of the strategic organizations [21], [20],
[3], [18].
The assessment of knowledge requirements can be
approached considering two important points of view: "K = O"
where the dominant, typical of technological contexts, is
"knowledge as object", and the "K = P", which establishes the
dominance of a "knowledge as process”, typical of sociology
and other human sciences (which also contain the visions
"knowledge as interpretation" and "knowledge as
relationship"). These two points of view have to converge in a
single model which can assess both aspects "objective" and
“subjective" associated with the knowledge. A desired effect of
this model is the chance to design, predict, measure and control
the spread of new knowledge and the effects of change that it
induces in an organization.

The validation of the framework integrated starting from
DKMF and GQM has been pursued studying its application
first to the evaluation of an e-learning platform with major
emphasis on the K=O perspective and then to the process
devoted to the design and construction of plants for alternative
energy.
II.

The research results obtained in the last years in the science
of networks [2] and in the field of Knowledge Management
[24], encourage further efforts to cope with problems and
perspectives not yet addressed by the literature in the context of
distributed networks of goal oriented organizations.

Moreover, using the metaphor of complex systems, the
network of organizations may be perceived as a meta-virtual
organization (corresponding to the knowledge network), with
new properties emerging from interactions among the
organizations participating in the network. Some of the
emergent properties are useful to knowledge selection and
dissemination to achieve common goals in the network of
organizations or individuals [22], [23], [24], [14]:
•

increased total knowledge of the network,

•

growth of competencies of individuals who populate
organizations,

•

reduced time and work necessary to raise the level of
skills in the distributed network.

SHARING KNOWLEDGE IN A DISTRIBUTED NETWORK OF
GOAL O RIENTED ORGANIZATION

We believe that the above mentioned works are reference
points to start research on how KM can be better understood in
networks of cooperating organizations. In particular, the toplevel conceptual framework shown in [24] points out the
foundation of a KM discipline identifying its four pillars:
leadership, organization, technology, and learning that assure
the practicality of the KM life cycles usually expressed as
activities of generation, codification, use, and transfer.
In our previous works we explore some variant of the work
due to Stankosky [24]. In [34] a Distributed Knowledge
Management Framework (DKMF) that uses the top-level KM
framework as a building block in a distributed network of
cooperating organizations is proposed. In particular, aspects
that characterize the dimension of “social influence” are
expressed and characterized in terms of identity, negotiation
and trust. The common identity for a network of cooperating
organizations is evaluated as one of the enabling factors

In this paper we address the problem of how to assess the
knowledge requirement in a network of goal oriented
organization. To this end, an approach based on the paradigms
K=O e K=P is used to identify the Objects of Knowledge and
the Processes of Knowledge that must be measured.
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toward knowledge exchange and sharing. It become stable by
means of a negotiation activity pursued at several levels:
individual, organization, virtual meta-organization (referred as
Virtual Community or VC in the following) and creates the
humus for trust and cooperation between the organizations
participating to the VC.
Absorptive capacity has been defined as “the firm internal
ability to recognize, assimilate and utilize new information
and knowledge” [6]. The concept of absorptive capacity of a
DKMF is discussed in [35] where it is shown how the
exploitation of absorptive capacity and adaptive behavior in a
scale free network can enhance significantly the capability of a
social network to acquire new knowledge. Other contributions
in the direction of social network support in knowledge
sharing can be found in [28], [29].
The DKMF shown in “Fig. 1”, is an augmented version of
those presented in [34] as it considers the management of
shared goals. It is built starting from three fundamental
components:

Figure 1. The Distributed Knowledge Management Framework

In the following sections we discuss how the integration of
a DKMF together with a methodology for the measurement of
entities such as work products, activities and processes can
support the assessment of knowledge acquisition efforts in a
network of goal oriented cooperating organizations. First, we
outline the fundamental steps necessary to build a DKMF in a
given application domain as an instance of the general
framework, then we will turn to the knowledge assessment
problem.

1) Local Knowledge Managers (LKM): They are the
holder of local knowledge (i.e. an organization) that are
available to share their knowledge in a specific application
domain with other community participants in order to reach
common goals. A LKM is organized according to the top-level
conceptual framework for KM.
2) Virtual Community Supervisor (VCS): It is the entity of
fundamental importance during the start up phase in a KN;
apart from the usual functions assigned to LKMs, it can:
design a new network structure, assume the leadership for the
governance of a VC, construct the identity of a KN stating the
rules that allow the participation, collect from LKMs the goals
to be discussed as possible candidate for goal sharing.
3) Virtual Knowledge Repository (VR): Is the virtual place
that stores the shared knowledge; the VC participants usually
own “chunks of knowledge” tacit or explicit and are
encouraged to produce/consume knowledge from the VR
which is perceived as a centralized knowledge base although it
is really distributed in many virtual or physical places.

The practical use of DKMF in the process of construction
of a knowledge network requires the activation of four distinct
phases:
4) Planning: the four KM pillars (leadership, organization,
technology, e learning) are defined at the metalevel of virtual
community. This includes the social and communication
structures, the identification of protocols for the knowledge
transfer.
5) Tailoring: the application context as well as the
common goals is chosen. The models for the knowledge
representation are identified and the first artifact are produced
and shared.
6) Relationships: the identities of VC participants are first
acquired; then, trust relationships and negotiations modalities
are established.
The rules that allow LKM to
consume/produce knowledge from/to the VR are also
specified.
7) Use: a LKM share its knowledge with other VC
participants and receives available knowledge from the VR
according to the rules and to the transmission modalities (e.g.
on demand, planned transfer, asynchronous communication,
announcement, notification, etc.).

The VR is the structure that allows to store as well as to
communicate the knowledge software.
It represents a
particular instance of organized knowledge in a given
application domain, usually stored in many places, and is fed
by human being that participate to the Virtual Community.
If we consider the scenario of goal oriented cooperating
organizations, then remarkable chunks of goal oriented
knowledge to be shared are:
a) The structure of goals and subgoals that the
cooperating organizations try to reach.

III.

GOALS ASSESSMENT IN A KNOWLEDGE ORIENTED
PARADIGM

Real domains present a big challenge to quantification of
transferred knowledge due to their peculiarities. However, in
order to gather data on transferred knowledge, it is possible to
use best practices normally used to evaluate quality of internet
services. In fact, the process of knowledge transfer to increase
the qualitative level of network of organizations could be
compared to a service, each organization inside the VC can
supply or use it trough the DKMF.

b) The knowledge to acquire in order to reach the goals
(gap of knowledge).
c) The assessment of acquisition efforts.
d) The common strategies.
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Quality evaluation of this service is tightly related to an
expensive process of harvesting many data resulting from
assessments made to satisfy target objectives. There are not
general norms to standardize this process, but
Goal/Question/Metrics (GQM) [26], [27], [31], [32] is a good
guideline to implement an assessment process using a
systematic and top-down approach.

In the process of construction of a DKMN that supports the
achievement of common goals within a network of
organizations, the tailoring phase discussed in the previous
section is further specialized in order to handle goal
management and the assessment of knowledge needs. These
capabilities arise integrating the GQM approach within a
DKMF as follow:

GQM provides guidelines to develop a methodology to
define and to build an “ad hoc” measurement program. This
measurement program will complete the system that satisfies
the specific organizational needs. GQM helps to define: 1)
goals for which we wish to determine the achievement degree;
2) measurement process detailed through questions supporting
metrics, surveying modalities and scheduling of surveys and
operation.

1) tailoring the DKMF to the problem (include the first
three DKMF phases: Planning. Tailoring, Relationships)
2) goals identification, goals structure, goal sharing
(include the first three GQM steps: Prestudy goal
identification, GQM plan production )
3) Evaluation Effort necessary to overcome the knowledge
gap (include step 4 of GQM: production of the measurement
plan)
4) Performance Monitoring in order to reach the goals
(include step 4 of DKMF (Use) and the last three steps of
GQM: data collection, data analysis and packaging of
experiences).

The entire GQM process is shown in “Fig. 2”, it is a top
down approach that starts from the goals to the metrics used to
evaluate the degree of goals achievement. It is independent
from the application dominion and it allows you to get very
specific results for the context under test. GQM is based on the
following questions:
•

What do we want to measure? (Goals)

•

Which factors do they engrave? (Questions)

•

Which data have I to pick up and with which metrics
have it appraise them? (Metrics)

•

What are the points of view through which can I look
my measure activity? (Quality Focus)

IV. CASE STUDY 1: E-LEARNING PLATFORM EVALUATION
The real domain of E-learning platform evaluation concerns
several organizations (e.g. universities) that share their
knowledge (e.g. technical and user experiences) on e-learning
platforms and each of them try to find the best-fit solution for
its needs. This case shows how much the integration of DKMF
and GQM covers the approaches of KM represented by the
opposite paradigms "K=O" and "K=P". In the e-learning
platform evaluation problem the "knowledge as object" can be
considered the platform itself and is the primary focus of this
case study; whereas the "knowledge as process" can be referred
to: the process we use to produces the formative act, the
process we use to evaluate the contents, and the process we use
to check the achievement of educational goals. Note that the
GQM itself employed for the assessment of e-learning
platforms can be considered as a process that can be measured.
The evaluation of e-learning platforms requires an assessment
of the evaluation scenario. The scenario can be specified
clarifying some key points normally related to the
competencies and the knowledge of evaluators as well as to the
context of educational acts. For example, technical and
organizational impacts of implementing a software package in
a specific organization (or network of organizations) is a
critical factor that might undermine the successful introduction
of e-learning platforms into learning organizations. Keeping in
mind the scenario it is possible to identify several indicators to
measure and to quantify characteristics of e-learning platforms
to evaluate globally how much it fits the kind of formative
process we need.

Therefore, we must define the goals, get some questions or
hypothesis from each one, quantify the goal by collecting data
or simply answering questions and finally with the collected
data validate our hypothesis. It is important considering that the
questions must cover all the goals. Sometimes, in order to
answer questions, we must get measures (the Metrics). These
metrics, when compared with threshold values (if available),
gives you a measure of goals satisfaction. In [10] the concept of
cluster is introduced. A cluster is a macro goals assemble, a set
of goals about the same argument. For instance, in the cluster
Communication Tools all the goals about communication tools
(synchronous and asynchronous) are joined. A full GQM plan
example has been given in [9], [11], [12].

Table 1 exemplifies how the activities 2 and 3 for the
integration of GQM within a DKMF can be pursued. For each
goal, its description, the K=O characteristic, and who inserted it
are identified and published into the Virtual Knowledge
Repository of a DKMK instance.
Figure 2. The GQM Process
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by using as is the GQM process only adding the Quality Focus
they are interested in reducing the effort and the cost of the
process itself.

Then, the “evaluation effort to overcome the knowledge
gap”, in this case study the comparative evaluation of elearning platforms, is assessed and published in the Repository.
The state of the GQM process aiming at the evaluation of a
given characteristics is also shown (approved, proposed,
pending, etc). The columns “Measure details” and “Results”
have pointers to documents that describe, respectively: a) the
set of measures that are connected to the questions that, in their
turn are relied to goals; b) the results of their evaluation (see
table 2 for the results about the comparative evaluation of this
case study).
TABLE I.
Goa
l

Description

G

SCORM
compliance
General
SCORM
compliance

G1

K=O

Inserte
d by

K=P
Learning and/or Design
Effort

Process
state

Actor1

3 month/men prestudy
3 month/men identification
7 g/u GQM plan
7 g/u measurement plan
1 g/u collection data
3 g/u analysys data
1 h /u packaging

Approved

Actor2
Actor2

G12

compliance
details

G21

G31

SCORM
packages
managing
analysis
SCORM
creation
&
searching
utilities analysis

Moodle

Dokeos

A-Tutor

9.12

8.25

7.75

SCORM Compliance

4.07

9.17

7.98

General Characteristics

8.5

7.25

6.375

Content Management
Courses and Users
Management

7.11

7.2

7.33

6.33

6.14

5.83

Communication Tools

7.17

8.88

Used by

7.1

Learning Tools

8.33

4.66

4.83

Co-working tools

8.87

5.1

0

Tracking e Reports

8.02

8.5

4.5

Results

table 2
SCOR
M
standar
d

Benchmark
compliance

SCORM
packages
managing

Mea
sure
deta
ils

Proposal

mset
1,

Actor 6
Actor 7

mset
2

Actor 3
Actor 6

Actor4

mset
3

Actor5

mset
4

Help and Documentation

9.5

8

5.5

ISO 9216

9.18

8.17

8.17

GQM process can be conducted using iterative–
enhancement with respect to the whole process or the single
phase. As an example, during the definition phase for a metrics
we can refine the relative question using the packaging
experiences that the Knowledge Network can offer.

2 month/men prestudy
1 month/men identification
4 g/u GQM plan
9 g/u measurement plan
2 g/u collection data
5 g/u analysys data
2 h /u packaging

SCOR
M
worklo
ad
definiti
on

GOAL S CORES GOT BY THE PLATFORMS MOODLE, DOKEOS
AND A-T UTOR.

Installation and Standards
Compliance

GOAL STRUCTURE AND EFFORT ASSESSMENT FOR THE OF E LEARNING PLATFORM EVALUATION .

G11

G2

TABLE II.

V.

CASE STUDY 2: REDUCING DEPENDENCY FROM FOSSIL
FUEL

Many are the motivations behind the exchange,
dissemination and sharing of knowledge. The scientific
progress, the cooperation between public agencies involved in
the management of a common process, the temporary alliance
made of a set of enterprises that participate to a public
competition for the realization of a project are just examples of
such motivations.

…

It is worthwhile to observe that the “initial” information is
stored in the Virtual Knowledge Repository by the organization
that assumes the role of leader for the application domain.
However, when other organizations wish to contribute, they are
enabled to insert K=O and K=P in the repository repeating the
steps for goal identification, structuring and sharing above
mentioned. After the knowledge insertion in the Repository an
organizations relies its identity to the chunk of knowledge
inserted (column: Inserted by) other organizations can declare
the use of that knowledge (column: Used by) so that trust can
be placed on the published contents.

In this section we discuss a possible scenario in which some
universities cooperate in order to exchange knowledge
concerning the ideation, the design and realization of systems
whose purpose is the reduction of dependency from fossile
fuel.
We resume below a case study arising from the incentive
that are stated by Italian laws in the field of energy savings.
The focus of this case study is on K=P.

The results have been structured according to the cluster
concept, useful to “slice” the platform and focusing on a
specific part of it; this choice allows the comparison between
the analyzed platforms considering high level characteristics.

The law “DM 19 Feb. 2007” states the criteria and
modalities to incentivize the production of electrical energy
from photovoltaic systems can be interpreted as a K=O that is
available in the Virtual Repository. On the other side, the K=P
can be either prescribed because already appearing in, laws,
rules, ecc., or part of the “process experience” that a VC
participant is available to share with other participants.
Examples of K=P are:

Table 2 shows the scores got by the platform in each cluster
of goals including the SCORM cluster shown above. All the
data are normalized to 10.
Experiences are encouraging so far, mainly thanks to inthe-field data gathering campaigns, regardless the intrinsic
complexity of the target problem. The actual GQM plan for an
e-learning platform includes so far 48 goals, 79 quality focuses,
495 questions and 91 metrics. This experience can be shared in
a KN but also enriched from the others who are interested in
enlarge the GQM evaluation and don’t want reinvent the wheel

a) “access procedure to the incentive schema for energy
saving” (art.5 del d.lgs 19 feb. 2007);
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b) BPMN Models for the management of: proposal,
decision processes, public competitions, project monitoring,
ecc.

G3. What is the contribution, in terms of workload, of each
participant to the acquisition process?

c) Table 3 shows the output of activities 2 and 3 applied
during the integration of a GQM within a DKMF customized
to the case study.
TABLE III.
K=O

Inser
ted
by

Learning and/or
Design Effort

Photovoltaic

D.lgs
19/2/
2007
…

Actor1

3 d. legal aspects
7 d. building
integration:
architect
15 d. system
design: electrical
engineer

Realization of
1MW plant

desig
n
docu
ment

Go
al

Description

G

Reduction of
Energy needs

G1

G11

GOAL STRUCTURE AND EFFORT ASSESSMENT FOR THE
REDUCTION OF ENERGY NEEDS.

1 months

K=P
(Process
Models)

Process
duration

Meas
ure
detai
ls

Inserted by

Proposal

2 days: clerk

mset
1

Actor4

1/2 day:
director
3
months:
legal office

mset
2
mset
3

Actor4

8 months:
competition
winner

mset
4

Actor6

Approval
Competition
Managemen
t
Project
Realization

Actor5

…
G2

Microgenerati
on

…

Actor2

Green
building

…

Actor3

G21
…
G3
…

Figure 3. BPMN model for the “call for tender” process

The following measure can be adopted to find the
contribution of an activity to the execution of its enclosing
process. The measure could be, for example, be used to answer
the question G2.

The general goal is divided in other subgoals (Photovoltaic,
Microgeneration, ecc.) further divided in subgoals in their turn.
The advantage of the tailoring phase of a DKMF is twofold. On
the one hand, it circumscribes the context of activities such as
creation, exchange and knowledge sharing; on the other hand,
the models for the knowledge representation and the relied
artifact can be shared also in the preliminary ideation activity.
After the social network is built, all LKMs, including the
supervisor, can take advantage of experiences done by other
LKMs. For example, design and realization experiences can be
reused easing the reaching of common goals and the
assessment concerning the aspects K=O and K=P provide
useful references about the effort necessary to acquire
knowledge or the realize systems.

activityTimeContribution(activity, process) =

VI.

duration(activity)
*100
duration( process)

CONCLUSIONS

The motivation that drive modern organization to share their
knowledge are manifold. On the one hand, public research
agency have the mission to share, transfer, and disseminate
knowledge at the large extent possible in order to pursue social
growth and welfare. On the other hand, enterprises are
sometime interested to share knowledge either when a joint
project is designed and realized by an alliance of enterprises or
when open knowledge is perceived as a value that can lead to
new opportunities.
Since the distributed knowledge management can increases
the value of knowledge asset of organizations, we believe that
the demand for guidelines aiming at the assessment of quality
and quantity of knowledge within a network of organizations
will grow in the future.
The work presented here combines the DKMF with the GQM
model in order to provide an extended model and guidelines
useful to assess knowledge concerning the aspects K=O and
K=P in a distributed knowledge network. Although the
experience done so far is limited to universities contexts, the
results are encouraging. Besides the two case studies described
in the paper, a third experience has just begun by the authors

The model below shows how a BMPN process for the
procurement of goods and services can be used to assess a
process managed by a Public Agency.
For example, considering the goal of “acquisition of a new
photovoltaic system”, the “call for tender” process owner could
decide to measure the contribution of the activity “tender
evaluation” to the whole achievement process.
According to the GQM method, the following are
examples of meaningful question concerning the K=P
paradigm with respect to goals oriented to the reduction of
energy needs:
G1. What is the medium process duration for the realization of
a photovoltaic system of 1MW?
G2. What is the time contribution, in percentage terms, of the
design activity with respect to the whole acquisition process?
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Abstract - Due to the prolific growth in connectivity, the
development and implementation of distributed systems
receives a lot of attention. Several technologies and languages
exist for the development and implementation of such
distributed systems; however, teaching students in these new
technologies remains a challenge. Even though several
models for teaching computer programming and teaching
programming in a distance-based educational environment
(DEE) exist, limited literature is available on models for
teaching distributed computing in a DEE. Here our research
we examine how distributed computing should be taught in a
DEE in order to ensure effective and quality learning for
students, specifically by investigating both the specific
characteristics of distributed systems technologies and the
models used for teaching programming in DEE. The required
effectiveness and quality should be comparable to those for
students exposed to laboratories, as commonly found in
residential universities. This led to the identification of the
factors that contribute to the success of teaching distributed
computing and determine how these factors can be integrated
into a proposed distributed systems distance-based teaching
model we call the Independent Distributed Learning Model
(IDLM).

integrating components that can communicate across the
boundaries of a network, different operating systems and
different programming languages. Furthermore, legacy code
has to be wrapped so as to resemble components to ensure
that they can be integrated into new systems. These
components also have to be transferable to new environments
to ensure that they can be integrated into various applications.
Distributed computing focuses on the hardware, software
and middleware that allows for a collection of autonomous
hosts connected through a computer network to coordinate
their activities in such a way that users perceive the system as
a single, integrated computing facility. Distributed
programming and distributed computing frameworks assist in
and simplify the design and development of systems that
communicate across the boundaries of a network, running on
different operating systems and which were written in
different programming languages. These frameworks
(commonly referred to as middleware) offer flexibility and
new ways of integrating existing and new technology, as well
as new ways of facilitating communication between systems.
Distributed computing frameworks have raised expectations
that these highly functional systems can solve the majority of
computing problems. Experience, however, has shown that it
is challenging to build such distributed applications [5]. Apart
from the difficulties and challenges involved, distributed
computing is increasingly being used as a basis for the World
Wide Web and distributed network-related software
developments.
Furthermore, the use of distributed computing frameworks
is complex because the use of distributed computing
components (plug and play) presents various challenges.
Besides the embedded complexities of this subject, the
teaching thereof poses various problems to both student and
teacher. In a residential institution, students can be exposed to
the various elements of a distributed computing environment
under laboratory conditions. This might simplify some of the
complexity associated with the learning of distributed
computing. In a DEE, however, a different approach is
needed to ensure that students receive the same quality of
teaching and are able to experience the same degree of
learning as under laboratory conditions. Teaching distributed
computing without laboratory sessions is more challenging
and might fail completely if a set of clear guidelines is not
available to direct the teaching and learning process.
We are concerned with the question of how distributed
computing should be taught in a DEE to ensure effective

I. INTRODUCTION

The design and implementation of software is a difficult
and expensive process [1]. This process is also complex, even
in a homogeneous environment, that is, an environment
consisting of a single, stable platform, using a single
operating system and a single programming language, usually
from a single vendor. The complexity increases immensely if
software is developed in a heterogeneous environment in
which the vendors of the hardware and system software may
differ. Such an environment adds a number of additional
complexities to new software development [2, 3, 1, 4]. The
new software must run on a network of hosts, and these hosts
may run different operating systems. Furthermore,
components of the new software will probably have to be
integrated into legacy systems. Adding to the complexity is
the probable use of different programming languages for
different components of the new software system. All these
complexities generally cause an increase in the cost of
developing and maintaining software.
To address some of these complexities, [1] proposes that
new software needs to be designed and developed as a set of
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learning for students. The required effectiveness should be
comparable to those for students exposed to laboratory
conditions such as commonly found at residential universities.
Therefore, this paper focuses on determining the factors that
contribute to the success of teaching distributed computing
and subsequently how these factors can be integrated into a
proposed model for the teaching and learning of distributed
computing in a DEE. We call this model the Independent
Distributed Learning Model (IDLM). Section II provides the
background by motivating reasons for teaching an
undergraduate course of this nature, as well as discussing
existing systems and why there is a need for the proposed
IDLM. Section III addresses the approach and method
followed to define the IDLM. Sections IV and V discuss the
architecture, components, functionality and characteristics of
the IDLM. Section VI discusses a case study to validate the
proposed Independent Distributed Learning Model. A
discussion of experiences gained followed in section VII and
a conclusion in section VIII.

The available models for the teaching and learning of
programming languages are mainly aimed at contact or
laboratory sessions, as is the practice in residential
universities [7,8]. Typical problems and solutions are
identified. All research efforts and development of models
which aid in the teaching and learning of programming,
especially at introductory level, have one purpose: to ease the
learning of the programming language by eliminating all
complexities that do not directly contribute to the
achievement of the learning objectives [6,7]. For this we
developed a generic model consisting of two components: a
teaching module and a student module (see Figure 1). The
teaching module consists of an expertise module, which
presents the domain knowledge that the teacher intends to be
mastered by the student. The text that represents the
command of the computer programming languages to be
taught is maintained in the tutoring text, whereas the semantic
rules contain the structure of commands to be taught. The
student module comprises a GUI, the tutoring text, and the
student profile.

II. TEACHING DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING

The rationale for teaching distributed computing as a
university elective course is highlighted in the final report of
the Computing Curricula 2005 project 1 [6] and are twofold:
changes in the computing field and the need for advanced
programming courses.
Technical changes in computer science are both
evolutionary (exponential increase in available computing
power) and revolutionary (the rapid growth of networking
after the appearance of the World Wide Web). This rapid
evolution of the computer science discipline has had a
profound effect on computer science education, affecting both
content and pedagogy. Computing education is also affected
by changes in the cultural and sociological context in which it
occurs. The following changes, for example, have all had an
influence on the nature of the educational process: changes in
pedagogy enabled by new technologies, the dramatic growth
of computing throughout the world, the growing economic
influence of computing technology, greater acceptance of
computer science as an academic discipline and broadening of
the discipline.
Advanced courses in undergraduate studies serve three
purposes: to expose students to advanced material beyond the
core, to demonstrate applications of fundamental concepts
presented in the core courses, and to provide students with a
depth of knowledge in at least one subarea of computer
science. One of the advanced programming courses included
in the CC2005 is distributed computing.
To determine the components of a model that would
contribute to the success of teaching and learning distributed
computing in a DEE, we explored the state of affairs when
teaching and learning programming languages, programming
in DEE and distributed computing.

B. Teaching and Learning programming in Distance-based Educational
Environments

Systems used in the teaching of programming in a DEE are
classified as intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) [9,10]. An ITS
for effective teaching and learning in a DEE is built on the
client-server model. In its basic form, the client side consists
of a teaching agent or agents and student agents. The server
provides the content and infrastructure needed to present a
course. A tutoring agent and the Internet are added to the
generic model. The tutoring agent represents the knowledge
to be taught; it encompasses modelling of the knowledge, and
management and coordination of the learning activities. The
Internet serves as a vehicle for communication.

Figure 1. Generic Model for Teaching Programming Languages

1

CC2005 is a joint undertaking of the Computer Society of the Institute for
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE-CS) and the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM) to develop curricular guidelines for
undergraduate programmes in computing.
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Figure 3. Generic Model for Teaching Distributed Computing

Figure 2. Generic Model for Teaching in a DEE

III. METHOD

The student and teacher communicate with the tutoring
agent through the Internet, or WWW. Thus, the teaching
module is contained in a teaching agent, whereas the student
module is contained in a student agent. The student agent
retrieves the tutoring dialog that a student wants to learn
through the Internet. The teaching agent communicates with
the tutoring agent to maintain the knowledge to be taught.
Figure 2 depicts the updated generic model.

A three phase approach was used for identification of the
proposed distributed computing model. Phase 1 focused on
the identification of the elements of distributed computing in
order to compile a body of knowledge needed to be present in
a model for effective teaching and learning of distributed
computing to take place. Phase 2 included an investigation of
available models for the teaching of computer programming,
programming in a DEE and distributed computing in order to
identify success factors for teaching distributed computing in
a DEE. Lastly, Phase 3 was used to establish and verify a
model for the effective teaching and learning of distributed
computing in a DEE.
The research approach used was a qualitative research
method, which was developed in the social sciences to enable
researchers to study social and cultural phenomena; situations
in which people and different processes are involved. The
research approach employed was design research, where the
purpose was the creation of an artefact.
The artefact developed was in the form of the independent
distributed learning model (IDLM). For data collection and
verification of the IDLM, a case study approach was
followed. The selected case-study environment was a singlecase design. A survey was also used to gather perceptions on
the approach suggested and followed by the researchers.

C. Teaching and Learning Distributed Computing

Since distributed algorithms are difficult to grasp and also
to implement and debug, models that aid in the demonstration
of complex relationships and dynamic processes are identified
that have the potential to support teachers and learners [11].
Also, when the Internet is used, use of XML, Java applets,
etc. help to ease the complexities, since explicit installation is
not needed on the student side; only a Java-enabled browser
(available on most computers) is needed. The model consists
of two components, a teaching module and a student module,
but the content is presented in a distinctive way. This model is
depicted in Figure 3.
D. A Consolidated Approach

When the teaching and learning of distributed systems in a
DEE takes place, a number of additional requirements
become apparent: (i) a need for a system that is not
dependable on a laboratory environment, (ii) a system that
addresses the asynchronous and geographically dispersed
nature of DEE, and (iii) a system that addresses the economic
realities of students. Synchronous communication, broadband
and commercially available software may be out of reach for
an average student.
The focus is therefore on a model that has the
characteristics for effective and quality teaching and learning
to take place as well as addressing the above-mentioned
challenges and economic realities.

IV. INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTED LEARNING MODEL (IDLM)

In order for effective teaching and learning of distributed
computing to take place in a DEE, learners need a way to
create their own space, where distributed computing concepts
can be simulated and studied asynchronously as economic
realities do not always allow for synchronous
communications. Learners must also be able to work at their
own pace and time, with the ability to take full advantage of
the synchronous functionalities available in a DEE. These
requirements are depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 5. The Independent Distributed Model

Figure 4. Schematic representation how teaching and learning have to take
place in a DEE

A. The Resource Space

The significance of the resource space is that it combines
the different resources into an area in which technical support
is maintained. Although the infrastructure and the systems
within this space might be heterogeneous and distributed as
regards specific location, this space consists of the different
resource components. Preservation and, consequently,
maintenance of a well-defined and specialised space is less
complex than when these resources are conceptually scattered
throughout every space. The components of the resource
space are tutoring resources, assignment management and
communication, which includes the course webpage,
newsgroups, email and a discussion forum as depicted in
Figure 6.

Thus, the suggested IDLM consists of different spaces, the
resource space, broker space and the learning space (Figure
5). Firstly, the resource space (RS) acts as a server and
facilitates an environment in which all the resources and
functionality needed to accommodate the learning experience
reside. These resources are available to the learning space, in
which the student and the teacher reside, through the broker
space. The broker space (BS) acts as a middleman, which
pairs requests from the learning space with the resource
space. The learning space makes its functionality and needs
known to the broker space. The main responsibility of the
broker space is to identify and match these requests to the
resource space. Thus, the broker space is responsible for
communication between the resource space and the learning
space. The learning space (LS) facilitates an environment in
which the teacher and student can execute their respective
tasks.
Any learning environment requires support infrastructure;
so much more an e-learning environment. The infrastructure
needed to support e-learning includes inter alia, remote
servers, databases and software systems to create the learning
space in which teaching and learning can take place. This
environment might be synchronous, necessitating continuous
remote resource support, whereby the learner and teacher
interact in the same time frame with their respective learning
or teaching environments and with each other. The
environment might also be an asynchronous learning
environment in which remote resources are responsible for
initial set-up of the learning environment without continuous
monitoring and support of this environment. In an
asynchronous environment, students work offline for most of
their learning session, but might at any time choose to
reconnect to the resource space to interact with the resources
for tasks such as queries, assignment submission, etc.

B. The Broker Space

The broker space acts as a middleman, which pairs requests
from the learning space with the resource space. The learning
space makes its functionality and needs known to the broker
space. The main responsibility of the broker space is to
identify and match these requests to the resource space. Thus,
the broker space is responsible for communication between
the resource space and the learning space.
Resource Space (RS)
Tutoring
Resources

Newsgroups
Discussion forum

Communication
Email

Assignment
Management

Figure 6. Resource Space
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Module webpage

tools and providing detailed guidance and support for students
and their environments. The prescribed tools were the Mico
ORB, the Dev C++ editor, the minGW compiler and the make
facility. Communication with students took place in the form
of tutorial letters, the module webpage, the discussion forum
and the module email.
The student numbers varied from 125 to 2002, and two
lecturers were responsible for the module. The data were
collected via questionnaires and were delivered to the
students via email, a facility offered by the University’s
Administrative Department. The number of students
registered for the module in question was 247. Seventy-eight
(78) students cancelled their studies during the year, leaving a
total of 169 students. The number of students who received
the questionnaire via email was 151. Thirty (30) of the emails
were returned as undelivered mail, possibly because students
did not update their personal information via the existing
administration channels. Therefore the sample size that
received the questionnaire was 121. The number returned was
33, resulting in a response rate of 27%.
After the 1 year period, a survey was conducted on the
experiences of the implementation. Questions covered the
effectiveness of the teaching methods used, experiences on
the usefulness of the tools employed, the effectiveness of the
means of communication, suggestions for enhancements and
to what extend distributed computing was applicable in the
working environment of the student.
Feedback from the students indicated that the methods
described in the IDML were found to be helpful by 61%,
opposed to 18% of students who found the methods not to be
helpful. The number of students who did not have strong
feelings about whether the methods contributed to successful
learning was 21%.
The data gave strong evidence that the majority of the
students made use of the software provided, but found the
editor to be least helpful and made use of their own editor.
After an initial installation process, which some students
found to be cumbersome and difficult, the majority again
found the software easy to use.
The results indicated that the discussion forum was found to
be most helpful by 91% of students, whereas the module
email was found to be least helpful and was used by 24% of
students. Tutorial letters, as opposed to the module website,
remained the preferred means of communication.
The survey further indicated that the practical component of
the module needed more attention, both in respect of tutoring
text (additional exercises, more detailed discussions, etc.) and
software tools and most of the students did not work in an
environment in which the development of distributed systems
was applicable.

Figure 7. Learning Space
C. Learning Space

The learning space consists of both the student resource
and workspace and the teacher resource and workspace and
can be viewed as a facility that allows the student and teacher
to fulfil their tasks. The significance of the learning space is
that it localises the workspace and resources of both the
teacher and the student. The student resource and workspace
facilitates an environment in which the student can
communicate with the resource space, via a user interface,
through the Internet. The components of the student resource
and workspace are a user interface, tutoring material and a
student file-management system. The teacher resource and
workspace facilitates an environment in which the teacher can
communicate with the resource space through the Internet.
The components of the teacher resource and workspace
include an expertise space, semantic rule base, tutoring text
and assignment management. See Figure 7.
V.

IDLM DETAIL LEVEL

For each of the spaces on the IDLM, more detail is
available in [12]. In the specification of the IDLM, UML
diagrams were used, more specifically use-case diagrams,
which model the users and their interactions with the system
at a very high level of abstraction, and activity diagrams,
which are used to describe the workflow behaviour of a
system. One example of a use-case diagram of the resource
space is depicted in Figure 8.
VI. CASE STUDY: UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA

The IDLM was used in a distance educational environment
and as guideline in presenting the module to third-year
students at the University of South Africa (Unisa). The
module is offered by Unisa as part of the undergraduate
studies towards a Bachelor in Computer Science or
Information Systems. It is an advanced computer science
elective module called Advanced Programming.
Essentially the software used in the course consisted of a
C++ compiler and a CORBA environment. There were a
number of permutations of compilers, CORBA ORBs and
operating systems which could be used to achieve the
objectives of the practical part of the course. However, a
balance was struck between allowing students to work in their
preferred environment, providing a set of freely distributable

2
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Enrolment figures from 1997 to 2005.

the successful completion of distributed computing in a DEE
would not have been possible.
VIII. CONCLUSION

The IDLM presented enables teachers within the field of
distributed computing and specifically in distanced-based
education to present complex subject matter in such a way
that students can work asynchronously in their own space, at
their own time and pace. Therefore, use of IDLM in
presenting courses of this nature in this way enabled students
to master the complexity.
During use of the suggested model in a one-year
experiment, the challenges were the creation of a specialised
developing environment, provision of supportive material on
a regular basis, initial creation of the student’s working
environment and the significant value of the forum. All of the
above were addressed by the IDLM. Therefore, the use of the
proposed model in presenting distributed computing in a
distance-based educational environment contributed to the
mastering of a advanced and complex course in distributed
computing.

Figure 8. Use-case Diagram – Resource Space
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+RZGRDUFKDHRORJLVWVZRUN"
$PXOWLPHGLDGLJLWDOREMHFWWROHDUQWKHLU
LQYHVWLJDWLRQSURFHVV


&$UGLWR5/DQ]LORWWL
'LSDUWLPHQWRGL,QIRUPDWLFD8QLYHUVLWjGL%DUL,WDO\
^DUGLWRODQ]LORWWL`#GLXQLEDLW
7KHDERYHVFHQDULRVKRZVWKDWDUFKDHRORJLVWVVKRXOG
OHWSHRSOHNQRZWKHLUVFLHQWLILFZRUN7KLV QHHG FDPH
RXW GXULQJ WKH ZRUN FDUULHG RXW IRU WKH &+$7
³&XOWXUDO +HULWDJH IUXLWLRQ  HOHDUQLQJ DSSOLFDWLRQV
RI QHZ $GYDQFHG PXOWLPRGDO  7HFKQRORJLHV´ 
UHVHDUFK SURMHFW :H GHYHORSHG D VRIWZDUH
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH IRU SURYLGLQJ VHUYLFHV VXSSRUWLQJ DQG
HQKDQFLQJ YLVLWV WR FXOWXUDO VLWHV VXFK DV
DUFKDHRORJLFDO SDUNV :H DGRSWHG D SDUWLFLSDWRU\
GHVLJQ DSSURDFK LQYROYLQJ H[SHUWV LQ GLIIHUHQW
GRPDLQV FRPSXWHU VFLHQFH KLVWRU\ DUFKHRORJ\
FXOWXUDO KHULWDJH HWF ,Q SDUWLFXODU DUFKHRORJLVWV
KLJKOLJKWHG WKDW SHRSOH WHQG WR WKLQN WKDW WKHLU ZRUN
FRQVLVWV LQ WKH H[FDYDWLRQ DQG LQ WKH UHVHDUFK RI
YDOXDEOH HOHPHQWV ZLWKRXW DQ\ VFLHQWLILF ULJRU 7KH
H[FDYDWLRQ LV RQO\ RQH RI WKH SKDVHV RI D FRPSOH[
VFLHQWLILF SURFHVV FDOOHG DUFKDHRORJLFDO LQYHVWLJDWLRQ
ZKLFK VWDUWV ZLWK WKH DQDO\VLV RI KRZ DUFKDHRORJLFDO
UHPDLQV ZHUH IRUPHG DQG SUHVHUYHG DQG FRQFOXGHV
ZLWK D KLVWRULFDO LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI ZKDW KDV EHHQ
UHWULHYHG
,QWKLVSDSHUZHSUHVHQWDPXOWLPHGLDGLJLWDOREMHFW
WKDW WKURXJK LPDJHV YLGHRV ' UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV
VRXQGVLQIRUPVSHRSOHDERXWWKHVFLHQWLILFYDOXHRIWKH
DUFKDHRORJLFDOLQYHVWLJDWLRQDQGWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIWKH
RYHUDOO DUFKDHRORJLFDO UHVHDUFK SURFHVV 7KLV ZRUN LV
EDVHG RQWKH&+$7VRIWZDUHLQIUDVWUXFWXUH GHVFULEHG
LQWKHSDSHUSUHVHQWHGDWWKH'(7ZRUNVKRS>@
7KHSDSHUKDVWKHIROORZLQJRUJDQL]DWLRQ6HFWLRQ,,
VXPPDUL]HVWKH&+$7VRIWZDUHLQIUDVWUXFWXUH6HFWLRQ
,,, LOOXVWUDWHV WKH VFLHQWLILF ZRUN RI WKH DUFKDHRORJLVWV
GXULQJ WKH H[FDYDWLRQ SURFHVV RI D VLWH 6HFWLRQ ,9
SUHVHQWV WKH GLJLWDO REMHFW GHVFULELQJ WKH ZRUN RI WKH
DUFKDHRORJLVWV6HFWLRQ9FORVHVWKHSDSHU

$EVWUDFW  7KH DLP RI WKH &+$7 ³&XOWXUDO +HULWDJH
IUXLWLRQ  HOHDUQLQJ DSSOLFDWLRQV RI QHZ $GYDQFHG
PXOWLPRGDO  7HFKQRORJLHV´  UHVHDUFK SURMHFW ZDV WR
SURYLGH RQ VPDUWSKRQHV FRQWH[WVHQVLWLYH PXOWLPHGLD
VHUYLFHVDFFHVVLEOHWKURXJKVHYHUDOLQWHUDFWLRQPRGDOLWLHV
7KH PXOWLPHGLD FRQWHQW RI VXFK VHUYLFHV ZDV
LPSOHPHQWHG DV 'LJLWDO 2EMHFWV PDQDJHG E\ WKH )HGRUD
ZHE VHUYLFH ,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH SUHVHQW D PXOWLPHGLD
GLJLWDO REMHFW WKDW WKURXJK LPDJHV YLGHRV '
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV VRXQGV LQIRUPV SHRSOH DERXW WKH
VFLHQWLILF YDOXH RI WKH DUFKDHRORJLFDO LQYHVWLJDWLRQ DQG
DERXW WKH FRPSOH[LW\ RI WKH RYHUDOO DUFKDHRORJLFDO
UHVHDUFK SURFHVV $UFKDHRORJLVWV IROORZ D ULJRURXV
PHWKRG FDOOHG VWUDWLJUDSKLF H[FDYDWLRQ WR UHFRQVWUXFW
WKH SDVW FLYLOL]DWLRQV OLIHVW\OHV 3HRSOH WHQG WR WKLQN WKDW
WKHDUFKDHRORJLVWZRUNFRQVLVWVRQO\LQWKHH[FDYDWLRQDQG
UHVHDUFK RI YDOXDEOH HOHPHQWV ZKLOH LW KDV LWV VFLHQWLILF
ULJRU %\ H[SORLWLQJ WKH &+$7 LQIUDVWUXFWXUH WKH
PXOWLPHGLD GLJLWDO REMHFW DERXW WKH DUFKDHRORJLVW ZRUN
FDQEHDFFHVVHGLQGLIIHUHQWFRQWH[WRQVHYHUDOGHYLFHV



.H\ZRUGV²GLJLWDOREMHFWVFXOWXUDOKHULWDJH

, ,1752'8&7,21
³3DXO LV D FKLOG  \HDUV ROG 7KLV \HDU KLV VFKRRO
FXUULFXOXPLQFOXGHGWKHVWXG\RISUHKLVWRU\+HOHDUQHG
IURPWKHWHDFKHU)UDQFHVFDWKDWWKHGLVFRYHU\ RI2W]L
WKH PDQ ZKR FDPH IURP WKH LFH LV WKH ZRUN RI
DUFKDHRORJLVWV3DXOLQWULJXHGDVNHGKLVGDGLIQHDUE\
WKHUHLVDPXVHXPRUDQDUFKDHRORJLFDOSDUNOLNHZKDW
KH VDZ RQ WKH KLVWRU\ ERRN 7KXV ODVW 6XQGD\ KH
YLVLWHG ZLWK KLV GDG WKH $UFKDHRORJLFDO 3DUN RI
(JQDWKLD ,ODULD WKH SDUN JXLGH GXULQJ WKH SDWK
WKURXJK WKH DQFLHQW 5RPDQ FLW\ VKRZHG KLP WKH
DUFKDHRORJLFDOILQGVWKH)XUQDFHWKH)RUR%RDULRWKH
&LYLO%DVLOLFDDQGWKH(SLVFRSDOFKXUFKDQGVRRQ%XW
3DXOLVVWLOO FXULRXVKRZ GLG WKH\ XQGHUVWDQG WKDW WKH
&LYLO%DVLOLFDZDV QRWWKH (SLVFRSDOFKXUFK",WVHHPV
DOPRVW WKH VDPH $QG KRZ FDQ WKH\ GHFLGH ZKHUH WR
GLJ" :KHUH WR ORRN" ,Q WKH PXVHXP WKHUH DUH PDQ\
ILQGV EXW KRZ GLG WKH\ XQGHUVWDQG WKHLU RULJLQ DQG
XVH"´

,, 7+(&+$7,1)5$6758&785(
7KHVRIWZDUHLQIUDVWUXFWXUHGHYHORSHGIRUWKH&+$7
UHVHDUFK SURMHFW DLPV DW SURYLGLQJ WKURXJK D
FOLHQWVHUYHU DUFKLWHFWXUH FRQWH[WVHQVLWLYH DQG
SHUVRQDOL]HG VHUYLFHV DFFHVVLEOH WKURXJK WKLQ FOLHQWV
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)HGRUD REMHFW DOORZV PXOWLSOH YLHZV RI WKH REMHFW¶V
FRQWHQWDQGPHWDGDWD%HFDXVHRIWKLVLQKHUHQWVWUHQJWK
DQGIOH[LELOLW\LWLVVLPSOHWRDGGQHZYLHZVDQGGDWD
WUDQVIRUPDWLRQV RYHU WLPH DV WKH LPSOHPHQWHU¶V DQG
XVHU¶V UHTXLUHPHQWV FKDQJH $Q DGGLWLRQDO V\VWHP
FRPSRQHQWWKH$XWKRULQJ7RROKDVEHHQGHYHORSHGWR
DOORZ HQG XVHUV ODFNLQJ FRPSXWHU SURJUDPPLQJ
H[SHUWLVH WR GHYHORS PXOWLPHGLD FRQWHQWV IRU WKH
GLIIHUHQWVHUYLFHVSURYLGHG
$Q H[DPSOH RI VHUYLFH SURYLGHG E\ WKH &+$7
V\VWHP LV D JDPHEDVHG POHDUQLQJ VHUYLFH ZKLFK
VXSSRUWV WKH YLVLW RI PLGGOH VFKRRO VWXGHQWV WR
KLVWRULFDO VLWHV OLNH DQ DUFKDHRORJLFDO SDUN >@ 7KH
RYHUDOO LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKLV VHUYLFH LV VWRUHG LQ
)HGRUD WKURXJK ILYH GLJLWDO REMHFWV '2V  7KH ILUVW
WKUHH '2V QDPHO\ ³6,7(´ ³3/$&(´ DQG
³&217(;7´ FRQWDLQ LQIRUPDWLRQ GHVFULELQJ WKH
RYHUDOO VLWH LWV SODFHV RI LQWHUHVW DQG FRQWH[WXDO
LQIRUPDWLRQ HJ FRQWH[WXDO VRXQGV UHSURGXFLQJ UHDO
OLIH DFWLYLWLHV DW WKDW VLWH LQ DQFLHQW WLPHV  7KH RWKHU
WZR '2V ³6&+(0$´ DQG ³,17(5)$&(´ DUH XVHG
WRGHILQHWKHJDPHVWRU\ERDUGDQGVRPHXVHULQWHUIDFH
HOHPHQWV
,QWKHUHVWRIWKHSDSHUZHSUHVHQWDPXOWLPHGLD'2
WKDW KDV EHHQ UHFHQWO\ GHYHORSHG DQG DGGHG DV D QHZ
VHUYLFH LQ )HGRUD ,W LV LPSOHPHQWHG DV D XQLTXH '2
DYDLODEOHLQWKH&+$7UHSRVLWRU\PDQDJHGE\)HGRUD
7KLV '2 LV FDOOHG ³$UFKDHRORJLVWV¶ :RUN´ VLQFH LW
LOOXVWUDWHV WKH ZRUN RI DUFKDHRORJLVWV GXULQJ WKH
DUFKDHRORJLFDOLQYHVWLJDWLRQSURFHVV:KLOHWKH&+$7
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH FRQVLGHUHG VPDUWSKRQHV DV SUHVHQWDWLRQ
GHYLFHV SHRSOH FDQ QRZ DFFHVV WKH FRQWHQW RI WKH
PXOWLPHGLD '2 RQ GLIIHUHQW GHYLFHV SHUVRQDO
FRPSXWHU RU ODUJH GLVSOD\V LQVWDOOHG LQ WKH
DUFKDHRORJLFDO SDUN RQ D PRELOH GHYLFH GXULQJ WKH
YLVLWDWKRPHWKURXJKWKHSDUNRIILFLDOZHEVLWH

VXFKDVFHOOXODUSKRQHVRU3'$V>@7KHGLDORJXHZLWK
WKH XVHU LV DGDSWHG DFFRUGLQJ WR VHYHUDO IDFWRUV WKH
VHUYLFH SURYLGHG WKH FRQWH[W LQ ZKLFK WKH XVHU LV
DFWLQJ WKH WDVN EHLQJ H[HFXWHG WKH XVHU DQG KHUKLV
GHYLFH $OO WKHVH IDFWRUV DUH PDQDJHG E\ D VSHFLILF
VRIWZDUH FRPSRQHQW WKDW FRQVWLWXWHV WKH $GDSWLYH
'LDORJXH 0DQDJHU VHH )LJ   ZKLFK UHFHLYHV LQSXW
HYHQWV IURP GLIIHUHQW FKDQQHOV WDS RU VNHWFK RQ WKH
VFUHHQ YRLFH JHVWXUH 5),' RU YLVXDO WDJ VFDQ HWF 
WKURXJK WKH 0XOWL0RGDO 8VHU ,QWHUIDFH 008, 
0DQDJHU RI D FOLHQW 7KH VHUYHU FRPSRQHQWV
FRPPXQLFDWH ZLWK PRELOH WKLQ FOLHQWV WKURXJK +773
UHTXHVWV RYHU ZLUHOHVV QHWZRUNV >@ 7KH $GDSWLYH
'LDORJXH0DQDJHUFRPSRVHVWKHRXWSXWWREHGHOLYHUHG
WRWKH XVHU GHYLFH E\ UHWULHYLQJ RU JHQHUDWLQJ VXLWDEOH
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIWKH SRVVLEO\PXOWLPHGLD FRQWHQWDQG
WDNHV FDUHRI LWV GHOLYHU\ DQG V\QFKURQL]DWLRQ DVSHFWV
,QSDUWLFXODUWKH$GDSWLYH'LDORJXH0DQDJHUEXLOGVDQ
;0/OLNHILOHZKLFKGHVFULEHVWKHRYHUDOOLQWHUIDFHWR
EHGLVSOD\HGRQWKHXVHUGHYLFH
7KH FOLHQW DSSOLFDWLRQ GLVSOD\V WKH PXOWLPHGLD
FRQWHQWV VHQW E\ WKH VHUYHU DQG FDSWXUHV XVHU
LQWHUDFWLRQ DQG FRQWH[WXDO GDWD WKURXJK WKH PRELOH
GHYLFH FDUULHG E\ WKH XVHU DQGRU UHFHLYHG IURP RWKHU
VHQVRUVLQWKHVXUURXQGLQJHQYLURQPHQW




,,, 7+($5&+$(2/2*,676¶:25.

)LJ  $ VLPSOLILHG UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH &+$7 VRIWZDUH
LQIUDVWUXFWXUHGHSLFWLQJWKHFRPSRQHQWVRILQWHUHVWLQWKLVSDSHU

7KH LGHD WR FUHDWH WKH $UFKDHRORJLVWV¶ :RUN '2
FDPH ZKHQ ZH XVHG WKH POHDUQLQJ VHUYLFH GHVFULEHG
LQ >@ WR VXSSRUW WKH YLVLW RI VHYHUDO FODVVHV RI WKH
PLGGOH VFKRRO ³0LFKHODQJHOR´ LQ %DUL ,WDO\ WR WKH
DUFKDHRORJLFDOSDUNRI(JQDWKLDORFDWHGDERXW.P
6RXWKRI%DUL6WXGHQWVHQMR\HGDORWSOD\LQJZLWKWKH
V\VWHP ZKLFK ZDV DEOH WR VWLPXODWH YHU\ PXFK WKHLU
FXULRVLW\DERXWWKHSDUNDQGLWVSODFHVRILQWHUHVW7KH\
ZDQWHG WR NQRZ PRUH DERXW KRZ VXFK SODFHV ZHUH
LGHQWLILHG VLQFH LW LV YHU\ GLIILFXOW WR ILJXUH RXW WKHLU
RULJLQDO DVSHFW IURP WKH UXLQV LQ WKH SDUN
8QIRUWXQDWHO\ DUFKDHRORJLVWV ZHUH QRW SUHVHQWHG
GXULQJWKHVHYLVLWVVRWKDWLWZDVQRWSRVVLEOHWRDQVZHU
WRVWXGHQWV¶TXHVWLRQV$VDFRQVHTXHQFHZHWKRXJKWLW


7KH PXOWLPHGLD FRQWHQWV DUH VWRUHG LQ 'LJLWDO
2EMHFWV '2V  PDQDJHG E\ DQ RSHQVRXUFH FRQWHQW
PDQDJHPHQW VRIWZDUH FDOOHG )HGRUD )OH[LEOH
([WHQVLEOH'LJLWDO2EMHFW5HSRVLWRU\$UFKLWHFWXUH WKDW
UXQV DV D ZHE VHUYLFH ZLWKLQ DQ $SDFKH 7RPFDW ZHE
VHUYHU )HGRUD SURYLGHV WRROV DQG LQWHUIDFHV IRU WKH
FUHDWLRQ ³LQJHVW´ D )HGRUD VSHFLILF WHUP WR LQGLFDWH
WKH RSHUDWLRQ RI LQVHUWLQJ WKH '2 DQG LWV RZQ
FRPSRQHQWV LQ WKH UHSRVLWRU\  PDQDJHPHQW DQG
GLVVHPLQDWLRQ RI WKH FRQWHQW >@ $SSOLFDWLRQ RI
GLIIHUHQW VW\OHVKHHWV WR WKH GDWD DQG PHWDGDWD RI D
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ZRXOGEHXVHIXOWRLOOXVWUDWHWKHDUFKDHRORJLVWV¶ZRUN
7KH $UFKDHRORJ\ VWXGLHV SDVW KXPDQ FXOWXUHV DQG
FLYLOL]DWLRQV DQG WKHLU UHODWLRQVKLS ZLWK WKH
HQYLURQPHQW WKURXJK WKH FROOHFWLRQ GRFXPHQWDWLRQ
DQGDQDO\VLVRIWKHWUDFHVOHIWGXULQJWKHWLPH7KHJRDO
RI WKH DUFKDHRORJLVWV ZRUN LV WR UHFRQVWUXFW WKH SDVW
FLYLOL]DWLRQV OLIHVW\OHV WKURXJK D ULJRURXV PHWKRG
FDOOHG VWUDWLJUDSKLF H[FDYDWLRQ 7KH DUFKDHRORJLVW
DQDO\VHVZKDWLVIRXQGDQGGHWHUPLQHVWKHUHODWLRQVKLSV
DPRQJWKHILQGLQJV
,Q GHVLJQLQJ WKH VHUYLFHV SURSRVHG E\ WKH &+$7
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH ZH FROODERUDWHG ZLWK DUFKDHRORJLVWV RI
WKH'HSDUWPHQWRI$QFLHQW+LVWRU\RIWKH8QLYHUVLW\RI
%DUL 7KH\ WROG XV WKDW XVXDOO\ SHRSOH VHH WKH
DUFKDHRORJLVWVDVWKHOHJHQGDU\,QGLDQD-RQHVEXWLWLV
QRW DV DQ DUFKDHRORJLVW ZRUNV 7KXV ZH GHFLGHG WR
GHYHORSDPXOWLPHGLDGLJLWDOREMHFWDLPLQJDWOHDUQLQJ
SHRSOH HJ YLVLWRUV RI DUFKDHRORJLFDO SDUNV  KRZ
SODFHV DQG REMHFWV WKH\ ORRN GXULQJ WKHLU YLVLW KDYH
EHHQGLVFRYHUHG
,Q WKH HDUO\ SKDVH RI WKH GHVLJQ LQWHUYLHZV DQG
IRFXV JURXSV LQYROYLQJ WKH DUFKDHRORJLVWV DQG H[SHUWV
RIWKHDUFKDHRORJLFDOSDUNRI(JQDWKLDZHUHSHUIRUPHG
WRFDSWXUHLQIRUPDWLRQDERXWWKHRYHUDOODUFKDHRORJLFDO
LQYHVWLJDWLRQ SURFHVV 7KUHH PDLQ SKDVHV ZHUH
LGHQWLILHG   DUFKDHRORJLFDO VLWH LGHQWLILFDWLRQ  
H[FDYDWLRQ KLVWRULFDOLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ VHH)LJ 
7KH DUFKDHRORJLFDO VLWH LGHQWLILFDWLRQ SKDVH DLPV DW
ORFDWLQJ WKH DUHDV ZKHUH SDVW KXPDQ FLYLOL]DWLRQV OHIW
WKHLU WUDFNV %DVHG RQ DQFLHQW GRFXPHQWV DQG
SUHOLPLQDU\ HYLGHQFH LW LV SRVVLEOH WR GHILQH WKH DUHDV
WR ORRN IRU WUDFNV 7KH LGHQWLILFDWLRQ RI WKHVH DUHDV
UHTXLUHV WKH DGRSWLRQ RI DSSURSULDWH WHFKQLTXHV
WKURXJK ZKLFK WKH DUFKDHRORJLVWV DUH DEOH WR UHDG WKH
WUDFNV SUHVHUYHG LQ YDULRXV ZD\V LQ WKH FXUUHQW
ODQGVFDSHDQGWRIRUPXODWHK\SRWKHVHVDERXWWKHQDWXUH
DQGDSSHDUDQFHRIWKHVLWHLVJRLQJWRGLJ


XQHDUWKHG WUDFNV ,Q IXOO FRPSOLDQFH ZLWK WKH UXOHV RI
WKH VWUDWLJUDSKLF H[FDYDWLRQ WKLV WDVN UHTXLUHV WKH
GRFXPHQWDWLRQ RI ILQGLQJV DQG WKH SURGXFWLRQ RI D
VWUDWLJUDSKLF FKDUW ZKLFK JUDSKLFDOO\ VKRZV WKH
GHYHORSPHQW RI DQ DUFKHRORJLFDO VWUDWLILFDWLRQ ,W
KLJKOLJKWVHDFKVWUDWLJUDSKLFXQLWIRXQGLQWKHDUHDDQG
WKHUHODWLRQVKLSDPRQJGLIIHUHQWXQLWV
)LQDOO\ GXULQJ WKH KLVWRULFDO LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ SKDVH
DUFKDHRORJLVWV UHFRQVWUXFW WKH OLIH RI WKH VLWH %\
DGRSWLQJ VSHFLILF GDWLQJ PHWKRGV DUFKDHRORJLVWV FDQ
XQGHUVWDQGWKHKLVWRU\RIWKHILQGLQJVE\UHIHUULQJWKHP
WRWKHFXOWXUHDQGKDELWVRIWKHDQFLHQWFLYLOL]DWLRQVWKDW
KDYHSRSXODWHGVXFKVLWH
7KH ILUVW SURWRW\SH RI WKH PXOWLPHGLD GLJLWDO REMHFW
ZDV GHVLJQHG DV D VHW RI WKUHH GLVWLQFW YLGHR
GRFXPHQWDULHV HDFK RQH GHVFULELQJ D SKDVH RI WKH
DUFKDHRORJLFDO LQYHVWLJDWLRQ SURFHVV )LJ   $
QDUUDWRU H[SODLQV KRZ DQ DUFKDHRORJLVW ZRUNV E\
FRPPHQWLQJ WKH LPDJHV VKRZQ LQ WKH YLGHR 7KH NH\
FRQFHSWV DUH HPSKDVL]HG E\ WH[W WKLV FRPELQDWLRQ RI
PHGLD KHOSV XVHUV WR IRFXV RQ WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG WR
UHFRJQL]H YDULRXV REMHFWV ZKHQ WKH\ VHH LW LQ WKH UHDO
HQYLURQPHQW
7KH SURWRW\SH HYDOXDWLRQ KLJKOLJKWHG VRPH
GLVDGYDQWDJHV)LUVWWKHQDUUDWLYHIRUPRIGRFXPHQWDU\
PDNHV WKH SURGXFW XQDEOHWR FDSWXUH DQG PDLQWDLQ WKH
XVHUV¶ DWWHQWLRQ KLJK FRQYHUVHO\ WKH\ DUH GLVWUDFWHG
$QRWKHUSUREOHPHPHUJHGIURPWKHHYDOXDWLRQZDVWKDW
XVLQJ WKUHH YLGHRV WKH SKDVHV RI DUFKDHRORJLFDO
LQYHVWLJDWLRQSURFHVVDSSHDUGLVMRLQWHG
,Q RUGHU WR PDNH WKH SURGXFW PRUH LQWHUHVWLQJ DQG
DWWUDFWLYH D QHZ YHUVLRQ RI WKH PXOWLPHGLD GLJLWDO
REMHFWGHVFULEHGLQ6HFWLRQ,9ZDVLPSOHPHQWHG



)LJ  7KH WKUHH PDLQ SKDVHV RI WKH DUFKDHRORJLFDO LQYHVWLJDWLRQ
SURFHVV




7KH H[FDYDWLRQ SKDVH UHSUHVHQWV WKH FHQWUDO SKDVH
GXULQJ ZKLFK DUFKDHRORJLVWV FROOHFW DQG RUJDQL]H WKH

)LJ  $ YLGHR LOOXVWUDWLQJ DQ DFWLYLW\ SHUIRUPHG GXULQJ WKH
H[FDYDWLRQSKDVH
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0LUDQGD OHDGV *DLXV LQ WKH FLW\ WKURXJK YDULRXV
SODFHV 7KH FKDUDFWHUV PRYH RQ WKH YLUWXDO PDS RI
(JQDWKLD VKRZQ EHKLQG WKHP ,Q WKLV ZD\ WKH XVHU
IRFXVHVRQWKHSODFHVDQGUHPHPEHUV WKHLUQDPHVDQG
SK\VLFDOORFDWLRQV,Q)LJWKHFKDUDFWHUVDUHORFDWHG
QHDUWKH)XUQDFHZKRVHSODQLVKLJKOLJKWHGLQ\HOORZ
7KH GLDORJXH EHWZHHQ *DLXV DQG 0LUDQGD LV
LPSOHPHQWHGDVDQDQLPDWLRQVHTXHQFHGLYLGHGLQWRWHQ
VFHQHV LQ WKH DUFKDHRORJLFDO SDUN RI (JQDWKLD (DFK
VFHQH UHSUHVHQWV D SODFH WKH DUULYDO RI *DLXV WR
(JQDWKLD DQG WKH PHHWLQJ ZLWK 0LUDQGD WKH )XUQDFH
WKH 7UDMDQ :D\ WKH &LYLO %DVLOLFD WKH 7HPSOH WKH
)RUR %RDULR WKH VKRS WKH UHVLGHQWLDO DUHD WKH
(SLVFRSDO%DVLOLFDDQGWKHHQGLQJ


,9 7+(³$5&+$(2/2*,676¶:25.´',*,7$/2%-(&7
,W LV ZHOO DFNQRZOHGJHG WKH DGYDQWDJH RI WKH
DQLPDWHG FKDUDFWHUV LQ WKH OHDUQLQJ SURFHVV 
HVSHFLDOO\LIDWHDPRIFKDUDFWHUVDUHLQYROYHG>@WKXV
DGLDORJXHEHWZHHQWZRDYDWDUVKDVEHHQLPSOHPHQWHG
LQ RUGHU WR GHVFULEH WKH DUFKDHRORJLVWV¶ PRGXV
RSHUDQGL
7KHPXOWLPHGLDGLJLWDOREMHFWSURSRVHVWKHGLDORJXH
EHWZHHQ *DLXV DQG 0LUDQGD *DLXV HPERGLHV D
ILFWLRQDO FKDUDFWHU RI WKH H[FXUVLRQJDPH ([SORUH
WKURXJKZKLFKVWXGHQWVYLVLWWKHDUFKDHRORJLFDOSDUNRI
(JQDWKLD >@ >@ *DLXV LV D FLWL]HQ RI WKH 5RPDQ
(PSLUH ZKR OLYHG LQ (JQDWKLD LQ WKH VHFRQG FHQWXU\
$' ZKR LQ  FRPHV EDFN WR KLV FLW\ DQG PHHWV
0LUDQGD D \RXQJ DUFKDHRORJLVW LQYROYHG LQ WKH
(JQDWKLD H[FDYDWLRQV 0LUDQGD GULYHV *DLXV WKURXJK
WKH UXLQV RI WKH DQFLHQW 5RPDQ FLW\ VKRZLQJ ZKDW
DUFKDHRORJLVWVKDYHXQHDUWKHGDQGLOOXVWUDWLQJKRZWKH
SURFHVVKDVRFFXUUHG
7KH SXUSRVH RI 0LUDQGD LV WR GHVFULEH WKH
GLIILFXOWLHVRIWKHZRUNRIDUFKDHRORJLVWVDVNLQJ*DLXV
FRQILUPDWLRQRIFRQMHFWXUHVWKH\KDYHGRQHDQGKHOSHG
WKHPWRUHEXLOGWKHFLW\5RPDQOLIH*DLXVLVLQWHUHVWHG
LQ XQGHUVWDQGLQJ KRZ DUFKDHRORJLVWV ZRUN DQG
FRQILUPVRUGHFOLQHVLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVDQGUHFRQVWUXFWLRQV
RIWKHDUFKDHRORJLFDOILQGLQJVLOOXVWUDWHGE\0LUDQGD
7KH QDUUDWLYH GLDORJXH DLPV DW HPSKDVL]LQJ WKH
FRQFHSWVRIWKHGRPDLQIURPWZRGLIIHUHQWYLHZSRLQWV
WKDW RQH RI 0LUDQGD ZKR LV WKH H[SHUW LQ WKH
DUFKDHRORJLFDO ILHOG DQG WKDW RQH RI *DLXV ZKR
SHUVRQLILHV WKH XQDZDUH YLVLWRU RI WKHLU PRGXV
RSHUDQGL,QWKLVSHUVSHFWLYH0LUDQGDDFWVDVDWHDFKHU
DJXLGHWROHDUQLQJHPXODWLQJWKHUROHRI9LUJLOLQ7KH
'LYLQH&RPHG\



)LJ  0LUDQGD DQG *DLXV GLVFXVV DERXW WKH IXQFWLRQDOLWLHV RI WKH
SODFHVUHWULHYHGLQ(JQDWKLD



'XULQJHDFKVFHQHWKH FKDUDFWHUVSURYLGHKLVWRULFDO
QRWLRQV E\ LOOXVWUDWLQJ WKH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI WKH SODFHV
DQG WKHLU LQWHQGHG SXUSRVHV )LJ   0LUDQGD UHSRUWV
WKHGLVFRYHULHVWKHDUFKDHRORJLVWVKDYHGRQHDQG*DLXV
WHOOV WKH VWRULHV WKDW MRLQ KLP WR WKDW SODFHV WKXV
YDOLGDWLQJRUDGMXVWLQJ0LUDQGD¶VFRQMHFWXUHV
7KHQ EHKLQG WKH FKDUDFWHUV D ' UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI
WKH YLVLWHG SODFH LV VKRZQ )LJ   DQG FRQWH[WXDO
VRXQGV UHSURGXFLQJ WKH QRLVHV RI WKH DQFLHQW GDLO\
DFWLYLWLHV DUH SOD\HG HJ FDUWV UXQQLQJ RQ WKH SDYHG
7UDMDQ :D\ ODZVXLW DQQRXQFHPHQWV LQ WKH &LYLO
%DVLOLFDFRZVORZLQJLQWKH)RUR%RDULRHWF
:KHQ WKH GLDORJXH EHWZHHQ 0LUDQGD DQG *DLXV
DERXWDVSHFLILFSODFHLVRYHUWKH\UHDFKWKHQH[WRQH
$JDLQWKHLUPRYHPHQWLVVKRZQRQWKHPDS



)LJ0LUDQGDOHDGV*DLXVWKURXJK(JQDWKLD7KHLUFXUUHQWSRVLWLRQ
LVVKRZQRQWKHPDSRIWKHDQFLHQWFLW\
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DUFKDHRORJLVW ZRUNV $ ILUVW IRUPDWLYH HYDOXDWLRQ
KLJKOLJKWHG WKDW LW ZDV DOPRVW ERULQJ DQG QRW DEOH WR
FDSWXUH WKH XVHU DWWHQWLRQ IXUWKHUPRUH WKH SKDVHV RI
DUFKDHRORJLFDOLQYHVWLJDWLRQSURFHVVDSSHDUGLVMRLQWHG
7RPDNHWKHSURGXFWPRUHLQWHUHVWLQJDQGDWWUDFWLYHD
WKH QHZ YHUVLRQ RI WKH GLJLWDO REMHFW LPSOHPHQWHG D
GLDORJXHEHWZHHQWZRDYDWDUVKDVEHHQGHYHORSHG7KLV
DSSURDFKHPSKDVL]HGWKHSUHVHQWHGFRQFHSWVIURPWZR
GLIIHUHQW YLHZSRLQWV WKDW RQH RI 0LUDQGD ZKR LV WKH
H[SHUW LQ WKH DUFKDHRORJLFDO ILHOG DQG WKDW RQH RI
*DLXVZKRSHUVRQLILHVWKHXQDZDUHYLVLWRU
,Q WKH &+$7 LQIUDVWUXFWXUH WKH FRQWHQW RI WKH
YDULRXVVHUYLFHVLVRUJDQL]HGDV'2V7KLVDOORZVXVWR
UHXVHWKHPXOWLPHGLDUHVRXUFHVFUHDWHGIRURWKHU&+$7
VHUYLFHV ZLWKLQ WKH FXOWXUDO KHULWDJH GRPDLQ E\
FRPELQLQJ WKHP ZLWK QHZ FRQWHQW LQ RUGHU WR FUHDWH
QHZ '2V ,Q SDUWLFXODU LQ WKH $UFKDHRORJLVWV¶ :RUN
'2ZHKDYHUHXVHGWKHPDSRIWKHDUFKDHRORJLFDOSDUN
RI (JQDWKLD WKH ' UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV RI LPSRUWDQW
SODFHV WKH FRQWH[WXDO VRXQGV ZKLFK DUH WKH PRUH
H[SHQVLYHUHVRXUFHVWREHFUHDWHG


)LJ'XULQJWKHGLDORJEHWZHHQ0LUDQGDDQG*DLXVD'PRGHORI
WKHYLVLWHGSODFHLVGLVSOD\HGEHKLQGWKHP



'XULQJ WKH SDWK EHWZHHQ VRPH RI WKH SODFHV
0LUDQGD H[SODLQVWR *DLXVWKH DUFKDHRORJLVWV UHVHDUFK
PHWKRG ZKHQ VKH QHHGV WR LOOXVWUDWH PRUH FRPSOH[
FRQFHSWV VKH H[SORLWV VQLSSHWV RI WKH YLGHR
GRFXPHQWDULHVUHDOL]HGIRUWKHILUVWSURWRW\SH )LJ 


$&.12:/('*(0(176
3DUWLDO VXSSRUW IRU WKLV UHVHDUFK ZDV SURYLGHG E\
,WDOLDQ 0,85 JUDQWV &+$7 DQG /$//  :H DUH
LQGHEWHG ZLWK DOO SHRSOH WKDW ZHUH LQYROYHG LQ WKH
SDUWLFLSDWRU\GHVLJQRIWKHGHYHORSHG FXOWXUDOKHULWDJH
DSSOLFDWLRQV DQG LQ SDUWLFXODU WR DUFKDHRORJLVWV
5DIIDHOOD&DVVDQRDQG6LOYLR)LRULHOORDQGWKHGLUHFWRU
RI WKH (JQDWKLD $UFKHRORJLFDO 3DUN :H WKDQN
3URIHVVRU 0DULD )UDQFHVFD &RVWDELOH IRU KHU YDOXDEOH
JXLGDQFHLQRXUUHVHDUFK
5()(5(1&(6
>@ &$UGLWR3%XRQR0)&RVWDELOH5/DQ]LORWWL73HGHUVRQ
5HH[SHULHQFLQJ +LVWRU\ LQ $UFKDHRORJLFDO 3DUNV E\ 3OD\LQJ D
0RELOH $XJPHQWHG 5HDOLW\ *DPH ,Q /1&6   SS 
%HUOLQ6SULQJHU


)LJ  6KRUW GRFXPHQWDULHV KHOS 0LUDQGD LQ H[SODLQLQJ VRPH
FRQFHSWVUHODWHGWRKHUZRUN

>@ &$UGLWR3%XRQR0)&RVWDELOH5/DQ]LORWWL73HGHUVRQ
$3LFFLQQR([SHULHQFLQJWKHSDVWWKURXJKWKHVHQVHVDQPOHDUQLQJ
JDPHDWDUFKDHRORJLFDOSDUNV,(((0XOWL0HGLDSS

9 &21&/86,216

>@ & $UGLWR 5 /DQ]LORWWL 2UJDQL]LQJ WKH PXOWLPHGLD FRQWHQW RI
DQ POHDUQLQJ VHUYLFH WKURXJK )HGRUD GLJLWDO REMHFWV ,Q 3URF RI
'(7SS±

7KHZRUNSUHVHQWHGLQWKLVSDSHUFRQWLQXHGWKHZRUN
FDUULHG RXW GXULQJ WKH &+$7 UHVHDUFK SURMHFW
7RJHWKHUZLWKDUFKDHRORJLVWVZHFUHDWHGDQHZVHUYLFH
WR LOOXVWUDWH WKH VFLHQWLILF YDOXH RI WKH DUFKDHRORJLVWV¶
ZRUN 7KLV VHUYLFH LV LPSOHPHQWHG DV D GLJLWDO REMHFW
FDOOHG ³$UFKDHRORJLVWV¶ :RUN´ LW H[SORLWV VHYHUDO
W\SHV RIPXOWLPHGLDFRQWHQWV LHLPDJHVYLGHRV'
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQVVRXQGV 
7KLV PXOWLPHGLD GLJLWDO REMHFW ZDV ILUVWO\ GHVLJQHG
DVDVHWRIYLGHRVLQZKLFKDQDUUDWRUH[SODLQVKRZDQ

>@ *+ %RZHU HW DO +LHUDUFKLFDO UHWULHYDO VFKHPHV LQ UHFDOO RI
FDWHJRUL]HG ZRUG OLVWV -RXUQDO RI 9HUEDO /HDUQLQJ DQG 9HUEDO
%HKDYLRUSS±
>@ 0) &RVWDELOH $ 'H $QJHOL 5 /DQ]LORWWL & $UGLWR 3
%XRQR 3HGHUVRQ7([SORUH 3RVVLELOLWLHVDQGFKDOOHQJHVRI PRELOH
OHDUQLQJ,Q3URFRI&+,SS
>@ )HGRUDZHEVLWHKWWSZZZIHGRUDFRPPRQVRUJ
>@ 50RUHQR50D\HU-/HVWHU7KH&DVHIRU6RFLDO$JHQF\LQ
&RPSXWHU%DVHG 7HDFKLQJ 'R 6WXGHQWV /HDUQ 0RUH 'HHSO\ :KHQ
7KH\ ,QWHUDFW :LWK $QLPDWHG 3HGDJRJLFDO $JHQWV" &RJQLWLRQ DQG
,QVWUXFWLRQ  SS
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Abstract— Learning Objects differ from the usual digital
resources because they include both learning contents and
assessment.
In this paper we propose a methodology that can make an
adaptive assessment of the knowledge/ability level achieved by
the learner, and is thus less boring for primary school pupils than
most of those produced up to now. The methodology, based on
the ideas of Adaptive Systems, Computer Adaptive Test and,
Item Response Theory allow tests to be created that can adapt
the difficulty level of the questions to the individual learner.
The preliminary phase in building a test using the Item Response
Theory is the calibration of the items in the bank item. This
consists of assigning a level of difficulty to each item to be
proposed to the student. Different psychometric models are used
to scale the items. Usually, the IRT is employed because it uses
the same metric to measure both the item difficulty and the
student’s level of ability, so the two measures are comparable.
Usually, the main problem in building a quiz game is the choice
of what question to pose to the student. The CAT theory allows
automatic selection of the question to ask, according to both its
difficulty and the individual student’s abilities.
Keywords-component: Learning Objects; Game
Learning; Computer Adaptive Test; Item Response Theory.

I.

Based

INTRODUCTION

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has led
to a revolution in learning and teaching methods. Thanks to the
use of the Internet, nowadays it is possible to integrate
traditional educational processes with the newest technological
innovations. In this scenario Learning Objects (LOs) have
played an important role in the definition of digital resources.
Since 2000, e-learning research efforts have been focused on
the concept of Learning Objects. In depth discussion about
them has led to several definitions [2, 12]. The results of this
process have been identification of the main LO characteristics
(reusability, autoconsistency, interoperability, accessibility) [4,
9, 10] and the main LO components (learning content and
assessment). In the e-learning literature a lot of research has
been focused on the effectiveness of the learning content, and
some of the studies offer guidelines to build LOs. But there are
few works about the effectiveness of comprehension tests, that
are a key LO component. An interesting theory in the field of

testing is the Computerized Adaptive Testing theory (CAT),
that increases the statistical accuracy of test scoring by
selecting the best item (question) for the examinee’s ability
level [13].
Our research aims at building an adaptive test addressed to
pupils of primary schools. It is based on Game Based Learning
and the Item Response Theory. Both methodologies allow to
comprehension tests to be built that are less boring for the
learner thanks to selecting the question difficulty level
according to the learner’s abilities. The first phase of the IRT
process is the calibration of the bank item, that is the definition
of the difficulty level for each question. This paper presents the
calibration process of the bank items of the GreEnergy quiz.
The paper is structured as follows: section II illustrates the
background theory of the research work; section III describes
the Item Response Theory and the calibration process that is
used to build the adaptive test presented in the paper; section
IV describes the quiz and the construction of bank items.
Finally, some conclusions and future research directions are
proposed.
II.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The core issue of our research is to define a methodology to
build adaptive tests that can be included in LOs. Building an
effective test is a complicated process. Usually comprehension
tests are very boring for learners. The Game Based Learning
approach is based on the idea of using games in learning
processes. A quiz game could be a very interesting way to
propose an assessment test.
Moreover, the main difficulty for instructors is to define the
right level of questions, that allow the learner’s learning gain to
be accurately measured. Often, in fact, tests (or part of them)
can be very difficult for learners with low abilities or very easy
for learners with high abilities. A good compromise is to build
an adaptive test, using the CAT theory, that is able to choose
the right question for the individual learner’s ability, and thus
the right score for it.
A. Game based learning
Game Based Learning (GBL) aims at introducing the
benefits of playing games, especially video games, in
educational processes. The general idea of GBL software
applications, also named “Serious Games”, is to exploit the
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game properties to improve students’ learning outcomes in
educational environments. Nowadays, one of the most
commonly used approaches to build GBL applications is fully
immersive environments, or augmented reality (see [1] just to
make an example). These environments allow students to act in
a virtual world like they would in a real one, thanks to the 3D
graphics capabilities, thus enriching their learning experience.
Moreover, the use of GBL makes the learning process less
formal and more pleasant [7, 8] At the same time, simpler quiz
games are also widely used to support learning in higher and
further education contexts [11].
Therefore, the starting point of our work is to exploit the
potential of playing games to introduce a more engaging
evaluation in Los, that can increase the motivation of learners,
offer another way to interact, and make learning fun.
B. Computerized Adaptive Testing
Computerized Adaptive Tests (CATs) [3, 13] are tests that
are able to adapt the difficulty level of the questions to the
student’s ability level. In particular, a CAT selects the question
to be posed from a set of possible questions, according to the
answers provided by the student during the evaluation process.
Standard traditional fixed tests pose the same number of
questions to all users, but not all of these are necessary to
assess their learning; the questions may be too easy or, on the
contrary, too hard and so the test result may provide little
information about the student’s real learning gain.
Instead, a CAT selects only those questions that are
necessary to assess the student correctly, because it is able to
choose the level of the question according to the student’s level
of ability. In other words, a CAT poses easier questions to low
ability learners and harder questions to high ability learners.
The scoring is calculated on the basis of the learner’s ability
and the item difficulty. For example, if two students answer
the same number of questions, the one who answered the
hardest questions will have the highest score. Thanks to the use
of CATs it is possible both to reduce the time required to
answer the test, by dynamically selecting the question to be
posed, and to maximize the precision of the learner’s
evaluation. For these reasons a CAT could be less boring for
students, because high ability learners do not have to answer
useless questions (too easy for her/his ability) and, on the
contrary, low ability learners do not have to try to answer too
difficult ones.

number and difficulty of the questions is evaluated in run-time
and the test score is calculated on the basis of these parameters.
A. Main IRT models
The IRT methodology uses a statistical model to measure
the learner’s ability level and some item characteristics. In
particular, it computes the test score on the basis of latent traits
(denoted by ) that represent the learner’s ability, and some
item parameters such as difficulty (denoted by b),
discrimination (denoted by a), and guessing (denoted by c).
There are several IRT models, that differ in terms of the type
of mathematical function and the number of parameters
considered: 1PL models that employ only one parameter
(difficulty), 2PL models that employ two parameters (difficulty
and discrimination), and 3PL models that use three (difficulty,
discrimination and guessing). During the design phase of
GreEnergy we used this last one because it is more complete.
B. 3-parameter logistic model
In the 3-parameter model the relation between the user’s
ability and the likelihood that s/he will give the right answer is
expressed by means of a function, defined for each item rather
than for the whole test. In other words, the 3PL model
measures, for each item, the probability that a user will give the
correct answer. The probability varies according to the user’s
ability  as follows:

where parameters ai, bi and ci are the discrimination,
difficulty and level of guessing of item i, respectively. In order
to build an Item bank from which the CAT can select the
questions to be posed, it is necessary to evaluate the actual
relation between the item difficulty and user’s ability. For this
reason a calibration phase is necessary to define the right b
parameter for each item.
The values of the item parameters are calculated using
statistical software that, according to a set of answers given by
a sample of examinees, calculates the a, b, and c parameters of
each single item. The Pi () values computed for each item i,
with changing , represent the Item Characteristic Curve (ICC)
that allows the relation between the user’s latent ability and the
item difficulty level to be defined.

To build a CAT requires a prior classification of the items
and the learner abilities. The psychometric literature proposes
different approaches, the most widely used of which is the Item
Response Theory (IRT).
III. ITEM RESPONSE THEORY
Item Response Theory (IRT) [6] is a paradigm adopted to
build a CAT, that measures the student’s ability level, the
difficulty level of items, the test score, etc. It overcomes the
Classical Test Theory (CTT) limits. In a CTT test there is a set
number of questions and the final score is computed on the
basis of the correct answers given. Instead, in the IRT test the

Figure 1. The Item Characteristic Curve

Usually, it is assumed that the user ability range is [-4, 4].
In figure 1 the ICC for the item shows that an examinee with a
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very low ability (-4) has a 20% likelihood of giving the correct
answer because of the guessing parameter, while for an
examinee with a high level of ability (>2) the probability that
s/he will give the right answer is about 90%. This means that
for users with a low ability the item is too difficult, on the
contrary for users with a high ability the item is too easy. The
difficulty of item i is the point where Pi () is equal to (1+c)/2.
In this case b=0.0, that is the value of  where Pi ()=
(1+0.20)/2=0.60.
After defining the item parameters, it is possible to define
the Item Informative Functions (IIF). This expresses the
precision according to which the item measures the learner’s
latent ability, in other words the IIF allows measurement of the
item quantity of information for each user’s ability. Formally,
the function of IIF is:

where Ii() is the IIF value of item i, ai is the discrimination
value of item i and c is the guessing parameter, Qi () is the
probability that a user with  level of ability will give the
wrong answer to item i.
Figure 2 shows the IIF graph for three different items. Item
1 is meaningful for a wide range of user abilities (from -2.5 to
2.5) and the maximum is reached at  = 0.5. The IIF values are
used to create the item bank. The IIF values that have too high
maximum  values (around +4) or too low (around -4) are
discarded because these items are too difficult or too easy.

student feel more relaxed and even more concentrated on the
questions.
A. The Domain
The learning purpose of GreEnergy Quiz is to foster
cultural renewal based on the principles of sustainability and to
induce the changes in young people’s behavior needed to face
the challenges posed by the global era. Environmental
education is one of the most recent areas of educational studies
and practices. It has been introduced as a result of the increase
in phenomena causing environmental disasters (the latest one
was the Gulf of Mexico oil spill - 29th April 2010). For this
reason, environmental education has been focused for many
years on ways to defend the natural environment or endangered
species. The introduction of this subject in primary schools
aims at improving young people’s sensitivity to the Earth
problems and helping them to learn to live and act more
responsibly than their forebears.
B. Users and Questions
The Greenergy Quiz is addressed to pupils attending
third/fourth-grade at the primary school. In order to ensure that
the questions, as well as the terminology, were suitable for the
pupils’ scholastic level, a primary school teacher and a domain
expert helped us to define the quiz content. In accordance with
their suggestions three tests were defined: how to save energy;
photovoltaic, solar and thermal power; and wind power. Each
test was composed of multiple choice items each offering three
possible answers.
In CATs the number of questions is not usually predefined. It depends on the user’s answers and interaction.
Moreover, the adaptation algorithm allows the system to
choose the question to pose according to the student’s level of
ability and the level of difficulty of the question. For this
reason, CAT requires fewer items to assess a student than a
traditional multiple choice test.
The GreEnergy quiz described in this paper is a
preliminary, non-adaptive version realised in order to support
the calibration process. For this reason the number (15) of
items proposed in each test was pre-defined as well as the type
(difficulty).

Figure 2. The Item Information Function in a 3 parameter model

The IIF values are used to compute the test score, that is
very different from a traditional score. It will be a weighted
score obtained using the IIF and the discrimination parameters.
In each CAT the scoring is defined according to the specific
goals.
IV.

THE GREENERGY QUIZ

The GreEnergy Quiz is based on the idea of integrating
Game Based Learning (GBL) and Computerized Adaptive
Testing (CAT) theories. All primary school teachers know that
quiz game activities are good tools for measuring students’
learning gain. The interaction with a computer allows the

Figure 3. Screenshot of GreEnergy Quiz: a) the welcome/login screen, b) a
test page

C. User Interaction
The interaction has been designed to be as simple as
possible and, at the same time, attractive to young users. The
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first interaction requires the user to insert Name and Surname,
in order to keep track of the results (Figure 3 – a). Then the
user can start the test. For each question the system presents
three possible answers and the related buttons to submit the
answer (Figure 3 - b), after which feedback is supplied. The
feedback contains information about the good or bad answer
and some clues to the question topic. After the test an overall
feedback is presented to the user.
D. Technology issues
In order to build an attractive quiz for young users, Adobe
Flash ® was used to build the interface. Moreover, in order to
make the quiz scalable and adaptable to any domain the xml
was used to memorise the item bank. The data organisation is
depicted in figure 4. Each question is defined using the tag
<Item> and is identified by an id attribute; the child
<Domanda> contains the text of the question to be posed; the
tags <RispostaN> contain the three answers, for each of
them the attribute id defines whether the answer is right or
wrong; the tag <Sfondo> defines the image to use as screen
background. In this way, it is possible to adapt the screen
layout according to the domain question; the tag
<Difficolta> contains the difficulty of the question, in our
case the range is 1 (easy) to 3 (difficult); the tag
<Approfondimento> contains the feedback text to be
presented after the user’s answer.

The three tests were submitted in three different sessions. In
each session the pupils had to attend some lessons on a specific
topic, and then they had to assess the knowledge acquired
using Greenergy quiz. No time limit was defined.
The results obtained for each test were memorized in a
database and used for the item calibration. First of all, the three
parameters – Discrimination (a), Difficulty (b) and Guessing
(c) – were calculated and then starting from these, the Item
Information Function (IIF). Finally, the IIF was used to assign
the difficulty level to each item. The freeware tool used for the
item calibration was the PARAM-3PL (Calibration Software
for the 3 Parameter Logistic IRT Model) [5].
B. Sample
The sample consisted of 75 pupils attending the third grade
at the primary school “XXVIII Circolo Didattico G. Rodari –
Japigia 2” in Bari. Although very young, all the pupils have a
good familiarity with information technology, because they
often use the computer labs and the Interactive Whiteboard.
C. Results
The data collected were 75 strings of 15 values each. For
each pupil and for each test the information recorded in the db
were strings such as: 111101100110100, where 0 means
“wrong answer”, and 1 the opposite. The strings were the input
for the PARAM-3PL software. For each test, it calculates the
three parameters. Table I reports the data calculated for the first
test.
TABLE I.

Parameter a
Parameter b
Parameter c
Item (Discrimination) (Difficulty)
(Guessing)
1
2
0.054
2
0.361
-3.092
3
0.34
-2.975
4
2
1.076
5
1.028
-0.347
6
2
0.348
7
0.249
-3.897
8
2
-2.273
9
2
1.784
10
2
0.856
11
2
-0.893
12
0.698
-0.17
13
2
-0.476
14
2
1.277
15
0.356
-2.405

Figure 4. XML structure for the questions (Item)

V.

ITEM CALIBRATION

As stated above, one of the main steps in Item Response
Theory is the scaling of items. The purpose of this process is to
scale the difficulty of the items and the learner’s ability on the
same metric, using different IRT models,. In this way the
difficulty of an item and the ability of a person can be
meaningfully compared. In designing and implementing an
adaptive test, therefore, it is important to measure the difficulty
of the items, scaling them in order to choose the right question
for the user’s ability. This section describes the method used
for item calibration of the GreEnergy quiz.
A. Procedure
The item calibration aims at measuring the difficulty of a
set of items in order to build the bank item from which the
adaptation algorithm will select the item to be proposed. The
approach used is the IRT and, in particular, the 3-parameter
logistic model is used. There were 45 items to be calibrated. In
order to avoid boring users, we subdivided the items into three
different tests of 15 questions each. Each test contains only
questions related to a single topic, as defined previously
(section III-B).

ITEM PARAMETERS ESTIMATED USING PARAM 3PL IN
THE FIRST TEST

0.7
0.4
0
0.8
0.2
0.6
0
0
0.2
0.6
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.3
0

For each item, the three parameters calculated allow to
calculate the IIF values (Table II).
The maximum value of the IIF is the basis on which to
calculate the user’s latent ability, that an item is able to
measure. On the basis of the IIF, it is possible to assign the
difficulty level to each item. In our item bank we chose three
levels: easy, medium, and hard. The easy range was [-2.5; 0.5[; the medium range was [-0.5; + 0.5], and the hard range
was ]+0.5; +2.5].
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TABLE II.

IIF MAXIMUM VALUES AND RELATED ABILITY LEVEL
IN WHICH THE IIF HAS THE HIGHEST QUANTITY OF INFORMATION
(FIRST TEST)
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Max(IIF)

Ability level
of Max (IIF)

0.19
0.018
0.22
0.03
0.95
0.53
0.81
0.18
0.05
0.19
0.27
0.27
0.12
0.55
0.67

-4
-2.5
-3.5
-2.5
-2.5
-0.5
-0.5
0
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1.5
1.5
2

[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

All items with an IIF value less than the minimum value (2.5) are too easy and were discarded. Similarly, all items with
an IIF greater than the maximum value (+2.5) were discarded
because of being too hard.
On the basis of this classification the adaptation algorithm
chooses the question to ask to the user, and the test score is
calculated to assess the knowledge or skills the pupil has
acquired.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The introduction of the newest technologies in learning
environments has led to the construction of more accurate and
meaningful assessment systems. The CAT theory allows
shorter, less boring, and more accurate assessment tests to be
built. One of the mainly used psychometric approaches to build
the item bank is the IRT, that requires a item calibration phase.
The paper presents the calibration of a bank item for a quiz
game createdf for use with pupils attending primary school. In
this case, more than in others, it is important to build a test
which does not cause either boredom, if for example the
questions are too easy or the test is too long, or frustration if
the questions are too difficult.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

The future directions of our research will be to define the
adaptation algorithm to select the question to be posed and then
to test the quiz with larger samples.
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Abstract - Browsers and search engines are essential tools
for retrieving information in distance learning but this
technology is still a challenge for blind and visually impaired
persons. Deciding to read or not read a page often requires
the listening to an abundance of undesired information. While
sighted people have the ability to filter information in a fast
and non sequential way, blind persons rely on tools that
process the information in a sequential way. Learning is
slowed down by screen readers which do not interact well
with web pages. In this paper we introduce WAVES, a tool for
the fast retrieval of information in a web page for blind and
visually impaired people. WAVES uses visual cues and query
content to scan web pages and to produce an excerpt of
information that helps the blind user to decide if a page is
worth reading. Data from the webpage are presented to the
reader in a concise and sorted-by-weight format.
Keywords – Assistive technology for distance learning,
blind, visually impaired, web accessibility.

1. INTRODUCTION
Searching for relevant information on the web is an
important aspect of distance learning. This activity is a
challenge for visually impaired distance learners. The number
of visually impaired distance learners is large and is going to
increase. According to the Center for Disease Control, more
than 3.4 million (3%) Americans 40 years and older are either
blind or are visually impaired and millions more are at risk for
developing vision impairment and blindness. By 2030, the
number of blind and visually impaired people is predicted to
double [16].
Many of these individuals are now or will become users of
computers in one form or another. For these persons, the
computer is a tool and a bane. For the blind and visually
impaired, learning with computers can be frustrating and
intimidating. While the sighted use mouse driven GUI
(graphical user interfaces), visually impaired must rely on
command line, keyboard shortcuts and screen readers (i.e.

JAWS 1 , Windows-Eyes 2 , VoiceOver 3 , IBM Easy Web
Browsing4) for interface with their computers. Many screen
readers claim to have ways to untangle web pages for ease of
use, but even with the latest innovations, major problems with
websites arise quickly and consequently learning is slowed
down [19]. The problem is that most sites do best when they
are mouse controlled. The 2 dimensional page layout and the
use of frames are sometimes confusing to screen readers and
it may be meaningless to a person who is blind from birth.
Colors are used to show pertinent data. Popup windows
redirect the page and cause confusion. Forms that are to be
filled out can timeout or refresh themselves before the persons
have time to fill them in. All these situations raise barriers
that make it difficult for a blind user to decide if a page is
worth reading.
In distance learning where much information is conveyed
through web pages and/or applications that are shown via a
web browser the speed and the accuracy of deciding if a page
is worth reading constitutes an important step in the speed up
of the learning process.
In this paper we introduce WAVES (Web Accessible for
Visually-impaired Extraction System), a system designed for
visually impaired and blind users that provides faster web
navigation. WAVES is a tool for the fast retrieval of
information in a web page which uses visual cues to filter web
pages and produces an excerpt of information that helps the
user to decide if a page is worth reading. Data from the
webpage are presented to the reader in a concise and sortedby-weight format which reduces the access time of the screen
reader to specific information.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we present a
state of art of the existing tools and technologies for blind
users. In section III we give the rational for our approach and
in section IV we introduce the WAVES system while in
section V we describe the methodology used for the data
extraction. In section VI we discuss the experimental results
obtained from the system. Finally, conclusion and future
research topics are presented in section VII.
1

http://www.freedomscientific.com/products/fs/jaws-product-page.asp
http://www.gwmicro.com/
http://www.apple.com/accessibility/voiceover/
4
http://www-03.ibm.com/able/accessibility_services/EasyWebBrowsing-accessible.pdf
2
3
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2. ACCESSIBILITY AND ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
The problem of web accessibility is well known and many
recommendations and much legislation [1] has been produced
to support the needs of blind and visually impaired persons.
The American Foundation for the Blind, the National
Federation for the Blind, and the Web Access Initiative
(WAI) [25] part of the World Wide Web Consortium, have
recommendations that spell out what a blind user of a web site
needs for a site to be perceivable, operable, understandable
and robust but leave the actual strategy to accomplish this to
the web developer.
In spite of the many existing recommendations, a jungle of
difficult to navigate pages that raises barriers still exists [2, 5,
10, 13, 23]. In distance learning, assistive technology is
necessary for blind and visually impaired people since it
attempts to overcome the barriers and issues in the use of
computer-based technology. This technology includes screen
enlargers and magnifiers, screen readers, text scanners,
speech synthesizers, Braille displays, Braille digital converter
[9], and speech browsers. Other software solutions include
Adaptive Browsing Shortcuts [17] which offer streamlined
adaptive interaction with web sites. This approach, however,
requires a full set of different keyboard shortcuts added to the
ones already used by the screen readers and other existing
web browsing software.
Research in voice-based web services accessible through
web browser has produced software such as WebAnywhere
[4] an online software for reading of web pages. This research
does not add anything to the ability of the existing screen
reader except their online availability. Also Content
Management System has been used [22] to support the
creation of fully accessible websites.
In spite of the many existing solutions the problem of
accessing web services for blind and visually impaired users
is still a reality. Blind users actually interact with websites in
a completely different way than visual users [11, 14].
Creating the web page specifically for aural delivery [6] may
eliminate many of the glitches that appear in and plague the
more visual sites.
3. BROWSING AND SUMMARIZING
In this section we explain our rationale for designing and
creating WAVES.
There is a difference between how sighted people read and
how visually impaired people “read”. We know that sighted
people produce ad-hoc summarization of a page by scanning
the page with the irregular motion of their eyes. When a
sighted person opens a book, the process of browsing and
scanning begins. Sighted persons do not look at each and
every letter, word, picture, or paragraph. Often one look can
push a sighted person immediately away from a site. Blind
people, in contrast, because of Braille or audio files, must
read every single word on any page before getting some
feelings of what the page contains [20].
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When the transition is made to the computer, the
differences become even more drastic. Sighted people scan a
web page looking for visual clues to determine the content at
a glance. Synopsis, large print, placement on the page, and
even color can be visual clues used to indicate that the content
deserves to be read in more detail. For blind and visually
impaired people, this aspect is lacking. No visual clues are
readily available, and the screen reader that helps them to
peruse the pages reads one word at a time. Web pages which
are poorly developed can leave the visually impaired
frustrated, discouraged, or just defeated in their searches. We
believe that for visually impaired and blind users, additional
software can be beneficial to simulate such a browsing
process in order to speed up the decision point. Summaries
designed with blind persons in mind can be very useful to
reduce the amount of time required to read the data in the
page. In general summaries have been considered good
decision tools to determine whether to access a page or not
[15].
Browsing: Browsing is an essential activity to speed up the
reading process. Many researchers agree on the fact that
browsing is fundamentally scanning, examining, and
sampling and that this action is based on the experience of
environmental perception and cognition [7]. How do blind
users experience that perception and cognition to perform an
effective browsing? How can a non-linear world be
effectively communicated to a linear experienced user? While
we understand that there is not a unique answer to such a
question, we believe that small and simple summaries can be
the best way to quickly decide whether something is relevant
to the topic being researched.
Our goal is to provide a similar opportunity to our blind and
visually impaired users.
Summarization: There are many ways to summarize, some
more helpful than others. Boiling down the entire contents of
a website into a small and coherent set of words is not an easy
task. Many automatic techniques exist [3], and some work
better than others. Some methods provide deep
summarization by using techniques that incorporate
knowledge-based methods with cues from natural language
processing. These summarizations are more accurate, require
heavy processing and return a larger amount of information to
the user than shallow techniques [12, 15, 21]. Therefore they
are not appropriate for a fast decision process.
Shallow techniques are faster to achieve and to select the
content. They are typically based on the query content [18,
24, 26], or on links [8, 27]. Some shallow techniques are
hyperlink based and use hyperlinks to extract the context from
related pages rather than just examining the single page
content. With this type of approach the quality of the
summary depends on the amount of the referential links.
While we think that adding more to the page can facilitate the
decision process it also adds to the information overload and
then slows the decision. In the attempt to keep the information

overload at a minimum we believe that the summary should
be built without crawling, i.e. simply with the most essential
data of the page.
In query based summaries query-biased sentence extraction
methods are indentified [26], then a composition phase builds
a summarization of the appropriate sentences. In [18], querybiased summaries that use machine learning techniques have
been used for training and ranking data for sentence
extraction. This approach has the disadvantage that it is often
difficult or expensive to obtain training data. And again, if not
appropriately skimmed, tends to produce heavier data than
desired.
We believe that summarizations are a great support to
overcome information overload. Whether sighted or visually
impaired, there is a tendency to be overwhelmed by the sheer
volume of data that is contained in a web page. Sighted
people select relevant information while browsing, however
none will deny that the large amount of superfluous
information makes this process harder and longer even for a
sighted person. For the visually impaired and blind people
the problem becomes huge since the screen reading
technology tends to defeat browsing or scanning the text and
the user has to fight back the screen reader by manually
discarding information via shortcuts.
We believe that automatic data extraction specifically
designed with visually impaired and blind users in mind, can
assist these users in deciding if the page is worth reading. As
a consequence it is our desire to produce a minimal and
effective set of information that could help the user in the
initial approach to the navigation. Further perusal of the page
can be obtained from the summary via the links.

not translated by the screen reader since they are meaningless
for blind users however they offer valuable cues to predict the
importance of the information on the website.
Links are considered elements of interest since they delve
into deeper levels of information. Some links should be
ignored in the summary, wherever possible. For example,
navigational bar links are meant to move the reader out of the
page rather than providing additional insight into the content.
Such links are typically located at the very top or at the left
hand side of the page however are very hard to identify
without some heuristic and knowledge-based approach.
When all the elements of interest within the page are
identified and ranked by level of importance, they are
extracted and sorted for presentation. The good features about
the static summary are they are fast to produce and if the page
does not change the static summary does not change. This
offers the opportunity to produce such summaries offline and
to cache them for fast access.
The query-biased summary adds to the technique used to
produce the static summary the use of a specific query as
additional parameter for the summary generation. This
summary is more refined with respect to the static one and
must be dynamically generated and constructed at query time.
The element of interests within the page are identified and
ranked according to both the visual cues and the query
content. Finally sorting-by-weight is used to create the final
excerpt.
The customized summary is currently obtained by adding
aural features to the excerpt. Specifically, elementary sounds
selected by the user are added to specific elements, such as
links, buttons, etc. for the screen reader to voice. Other
customization will be considered in the future.

4. THE “WAVES” SYSTEM
Offering to a blind or a visually impaired person an excerpt
of a web page that is similar to what would be produced by
the browsing and scanning activity of a sighted person is our
goal. Our system, called WAVES, produces three different
types of “summarizations” of the page according to the user’s
request: the first, called the static summary, uses only the
intrinsic content of the page; the second, called the queryspecific summary uses the query content together with the
retrieved page content; the third, called the customized
summary, utilizes a user’s preferences to tailor the viewing
experience of the page for the specific user.
The static summary is responsible for the drastic reduction
in the information overload by eliminating any information
that is not essential or useful for a blind user. For example,
web sites that have pictures (poorly named or as links to
elsewhere) are a problem for visually impaired users. One of
the purposes of the summary is the elimination of such
elements. If pictures are hyperlinked to some URL address,
the hyperlink is retained while the actual image is discarded.
The static summaries is responsible for identifying visual cues
such as colors and font size and for retaining sentences that
stand out in the page. In web pages colors and font size are
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5. THE STRATEGY
In this section we describe the strategies for automatically
identifying the elements, extracting these elements and
constructing the final summary.
Identification of Elements: The process of summary
generation starts with the preprocessing of the web page and
the scanning of the file (.htm, .html). The WAVES system
searches through the Cascading Style Sheets internally or
externally attached to the page and it ranks each class, id or
other meta-elements or tags. Specifically, fonts with their
attributes of size, weight and color as well as headers are used
to identify visual cues and titles within the page, respectively.
Ranking is obtained by giving positive increasing values to
larger fonts and negative decreasing values to smaller fonts in
a range that goes from +5 to -5. Similarly font weight assigns
negative value to lighter fonts and positive value to darker,
bold fonts. Colors are ranked with respect to the distance from
the background color and their frequency of use. If we
consider the most frequently used color as the default color of
the page, colors that differ are considered elements of
attraction and therefore are scored higher. This scoring

technique is to identify and rank elements within all three
types of summaries.
Extraction of Elements: When score values have been
assigned to identified elements, the source is scanned for
identification and the scoring of the page content is produced.
In query-biased summary, additional weight is given to
elements such as links, titles or sentences that contain the
query.
During the extraction WAVES discards pictures or video,
but retains their links where available. Hyperlinks are all
retained since they are considered important elements of
navigation however they are classified according to visual
cues. In general hyperlinks, which are rendered with larger
font size, darker font weight, or font color which differs from
the background, are considered more important and,
therefore, should be scored higher than other elements during
the browsing action. Additional heuristics can be used to
eliminate links that are not significant for the relevance
judgment, but this has not been currently implemented in our
system. Titles are retained while other textual information is
retained only in query biased or customized summaries.
Optional sound is associated with specific website tags as
an auditory cue for the blind user. An initial set up of the
system that associates a sound to each web element, such as
links, anchors, buttons, text, etc. is required for the production
of the desired associated sound.
Finally the extracted elements are freed from possible
duplications and presented to the user in a sorted-by-weight
fashion that gives higher priority to the elements that scored
high and lower priority to the elements that scored low. In the
cases of identical values the order of the elements in the page
prevails.
Figure 5.1 describes the architecture of the current
prototype of the WAVES system. Currently the prototype has
been implemented in C++ under Visual Studio 2008. The
current software interacts with the JAWS screen reader.

Figure 5.1- The architecture of WAVES prototype
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to prove the ability and the quality of the products
of our system an evaluation test has been performed. While
informal, we tried to maintain all the features of a formal
evaluation wherever possible. The aim of our testing was to
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establish if, given a list of retrieved web pages, our system
would speed up the decision making process and still produce
a correct result. In other words, if the user is making a
decision faster while using our excerpts, is it an effective
decision?
In [24], query-biased summaries are proved to be more
accurate types of summaries than predefined static ones.
Since we expect to obtain more effective decisions from them
with respect to the simpler static summary, we have tested
only the static summary. Static summaries are faster to
produce and therefore a more attractive decision tool if we
prove that the percentage of correctness is still very high. We
did not test the customized summary since it is not our
intention to prove that the addition of sounds or other features
can make a significant difference in the outcome.
The Experiment: In the experiment a group of 14 subjects
were used which included sighted, blind and visually
impaired persons. The JAWS screen reader was used to read
the page for all subjects. Sighted subjects were exposed to the
screen reader before the test for familiarity. Environmental
conditions, such as experimenter’s behavior, noise
background, lighting conditions, etc, have been maintained as
similar as possible during the experiment.
A list of retrieved web pages typical of those encountered
in a distance learning course was generated from a group of 5
randomly selected queries. The list was given to the subject
together with only 1 randomly chosen query from the selected
set of 5 queries. The subject received all the required
instructions to perform the experiment from the test
administrator. In no case were the subjects informed of the
hypothesis we were trying to prove before starting the
experiment. Two groups were formed. The first group was
allowed to listen only to the full text web pages from the
retrieved list while the second group was allowed to listen
only to the static summary of the pages generated by our
system from the retrieved list.
Both groups were asked to mark on an answer sheet if the
page had to be rejected or accepted based on their assigned
query. For blind and visually impaired people the answer
sheet was filled out by the test administrator. A maximum of
10 minutes was given to each subject to identify as many
pages as possible in the list that related to their query. If the
subject completed the task before the end of the time limit,
the time of completion was retained by the test administrator
and written on the answer sheet. All the answer sheets were
collected immediately after the time limit. After the sheets
were collected, the test administrator shared the purpose of
the experiment and encouraged the subjects to express their
opinion about the experiment.
The Results: The accuracy of the decision was measured
by counting the number of pages correctly identified by the
subject with respect to the total number of relevant pages the
subject was able to process from the retrieved list within the
time limit. The speed was determined by the total number of

web pages examined by the subject in the given amount of
time with respect to the entire list.
Comparison of
Accuracy

Comparison of
Speed

100%

100%

95%

80%

90%

60%

85%

40%

80%

20%

75%

0%

Full Web Page
WAVES Summary

made accessible to blind and sighted as well. Even though we
did not separately test blind persons from sighted persons the
informal feedback that was recovered after the test, shows
that this excerpt is also very beneficial for sighted people. In
the next version of the system, more attention should be given
to pop-ups, buttons and forms. We also intend to use the
features of the Semantic Web for better solutions.
8. REFERENCES

Full Web Page
WAVES Summary

Figure 6.1- Comparison of accuracy and speed
The results of the test are shown in Figure 6.1. As expected
the speed of using the static summary is higher than that of
browsing with full web pages (68.06% vs. 96.8%). This
confirms our hypothesis and was expected since the excerpts
produce a reduced amount of data to be read compared to the
full webpage. More interesting is the result of the accuracy
which highlights that there is a dramatic difference between
the two methods. The level of accuracy in the use of the
summary was much higher (85.19% vs. 96.88%). We believe
that this is due both to the quality of the summary, which
filters and sorts significant information, as well as to the fact
that in the case of full web pages, elements that indentify the
page relevance are often embedded in volumes of unrelated
information, such as advertisements, buttons, reading of
frames and graphics which can discourage the user from
processing the entire page. In fact, we observed that in the
case of full text web page reading often the subject was
frustrated by the length of the page, the amount of extraneous
data, and the process in general. The ability of identifying and
relocating relevant information towards the top of the page
made the summary very attractive and it facilitated the
identification process as the results show.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Searching for relevant information on the web is an
important aspect of distance learning. This activity is a
challenge for visually impaired distance learners. Learning is
slowed down in blind and visually impaired people by
barriers raised by web accessibility. In this paper we have
introduced a system for the creation of page excerpts that are
effective for browsing of web pages for blind and visually
impaired users. The system effectively identifies a minimal
set of relevant information that speeds up the decision process
if a page is worth reading. The prototype has been designed
and tested and the results are very encouraging. It is our
intention to create a plug-in for Mozilla Firefox that can be
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Abstract
This study presents new approaches for the detection and
treatment of the attention of a student by an e-learning system through the use of the information given by the implicit
interaction of the student with the system and the data coming from non-invasive devices such as webcams.
Furthermore, the paper proposes two models for the
treatment of the attention of students to be applied to an
existing e-learning environment, in order to provide personalized content to the students and thus improving their
learning experience.

1. Introduction
Over the past ten years e-learning has evolved from
early systems to Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), Smart
Classrooms and Mobile Learning (e-Learning with mobile
devices). Today, e-learning aims to be strongly studentcentered, in order to provide a personalized learning experience. Its principal objectives are then not only to foster
successful learning but also to involve students in the learning process and maximize their interest [15].
An expert teacher easily captures the emotional state of
students and adapts lessons accordingly, in order to maximize their interest and participation. An e-learning system
in order to provide a quality educational experience should
be able to behave similarly [2].
This need is reflected in the development of systems
capable of detecting the attention of a student during elearning sessions. The use of biometric sensors can provide good information on the student’s emotional state [7],
but at the same time it can create physical discomfort to the
student in addition to possible hardware costs and logistic
problems. It is therefore advisable to use non-invasive systems such as log analysis [6] and cheap hardware already
present on computers [18] such as a webcam [3, 4].
This document briefly describes the e-learning system
IWT (Intelligent Web Teacher) [9, 5, 14], an ITS that provides personalized content to the student, and WiSe, a system that detects the attention of a student through the anal-
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ysis of the IWT interaction log and of the webcam video of
the student during the e-learning sessions.
Finally we present a basic and an extended model for the
integration of the student attention detection module with
the e-leaning environment, in order to customize the learning content and improve the learning experience.
The contribution of the research presented in this paper
lies in the definition of novel models for the application of
automatic detection of student attention to e-learning intelligent tutoring systems, and in particular to the IWT system.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the state of the art of attention detection and its use in elearning environments. Sections 3 and 4 briefly describe the
characteristics of IWT and WiSe. Sections 5 and 6 present
the two alternative models for managing the attention in the
IWT e-learning environment. Finally, section 7 offers our
conclusions and describes further work.

2. Related Work
In literature there are several studies dealing with the
detection of the emotional state of computer system users.
Only some of them focus on the detection of the user’s attention.
In [8] the authors postulated the existence of a direct link
between the user’s comfort and emotional state. A research
team at Purdue University has instead developed a system
for the perception of posture [17, 19] through the analysis of the pressure exerted by the body on the chair. For
this purpose they used a chair properly equipped with pressure sensors. The system performs real-time analysis using
computer vision techniques to map pressure distribution obtained from sensors located on the seat and backrest.
An interesting conceptual study in [11] theorizes that
some macro movements on the chair are indicators of the
emotion and therefore suggests the possibility of creating
an office chair that can adapt itself to the user’s emotional
state.
The Affective Computing Group of the MIT Media Labs,
has carried out an interesting project concerning the perception of the state of interest (high, medium, low, bored,
taking a break) in children analyzing their sitting position
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[12]. Starting from the results of [17], they exploit a neural
network for classification of posture and a Hidden Markov
Model for recognizing the state of interest. Through the use
of the pressure maps they claim they can obtain an accuracy
of 82% for known subjects and 76% for unknown subjects.
In [10] the authors deal with the creation of computing
and communication systems that can detect and reason on
the human attention by fusing the information received from
multiple sources. A probabilistic model combines data from
sensors, from user interaction with the system, from the previous pattern of activity and attention in order to estimate
the user’s attention and then to adapt the system behavior.
In [3] the authors present a neuro-fuzzy approach to infer
the attention level of a user in front of a monitor using a
simple camera.
In [4] the authors estimate the level of attention/interest
of a user who reads the text on the computer using a camera to detect the position and movement of certain points
around the eyes and the position of the iris. The system
analyzes user behavior and provides a model of six general
learners’ states (Frustrated/Struggling to read, Tired/Sleepy,
Not paying attention, Distracted, Attentive, Full of interest).
The authors present a case study where an e-learning system provides modifications to the presentation of the text
according to the level of attention detected in children with
dyslexia.
In [13], the authors describe the use of physiological signals to improve student interactions with character-based
interfaces that adapt themselves to reflect the user’s affective state. The paper presents “Emotion Mirror”, an example of a system where emotions are sent back to the user
and its evolution “Emphatic Companion”, an agent (represented by a character) that adapts its behavior according to
the emotional state of the user, e.g. giving support and encouragement.
As a part of a learning content recommendation system,
the work presented in [15] uses biometric sensors to detect
the emotional state of the student in order to adjust the content offered by the system. By comparing sessions implementing emotion detections to sessions without detections,
they see that the manual interventions of the student (required when the system does not automatically provide the
content that the student needs) are reduced by 91% in the
first case.
From the literature we can note that even though there
exist studies that treat the automatic detection of attentional/emotional states in e-learning, however they do not
show how to apply it to existing e-learning intelligent tutoring systems.

3. Background: The IWT Platform
IWT, [9, 5, 14], is an e-learning intelligent tutoring system whose aim is to customize the learning experience to
the real needs and preferences of the student. The innova-

tive features of IWT compared to other e-learning solutions
can be summarized as follows:
• possibility of automatic or assisted generation of learning paths from the learning objectives;
• ability of automatically customize courses based on
previous knowledge of the individual students and
their learning preferences;
• possibility of content management at a high level of
abstraction using ontologies;
IWT models the knowledge through Learning Objects
(LOs), Metadata and Ontologies. The LOs are the basic
teaching modules that can be used during learning. The
Metadata formally describe the LOs through a standard set
of attributes. In particular, IWT adopts the IEEE LOM [1]
standard that specifies the description of the LO through
47 items grouped into 9 categories. Ontologies represent
the teaching domains and offer knowledge management
concept-oriented support at a higher abstraction level.
IWT is able to (automatically) capture the learning preferences and student acquired knowledge during their educational experience. IWT manages this informations using
three elements: a Cognitive State, that represents the knowledge possessed by the student by concept-vote pairs, a set of
Learning Preferences that refer to fields of the Educational
category defined by the IEEE LOM metadata and a set of
Evolution Rules used for updating the student’s cognitive
state at the end of each verification test. In particular, the
Educational category fields correspond, among the others,
to Interactivity Type, Learning Resource Type, Interactivity
Level, Semantic Density.
In IWT a course is generated by a set of Objective Concepts defined by the teacher or by the student him/herself.
It first builds the best learning path for a given student considering his/her Cognitive State (eliminating already known
concepts and adding any missing pre-requisites). From the
learning path so constructed, it generates the best presentation for a given student by considering his/her Learning
Preferences and choosing, therefore, the LO more congenial to him/her.
In the course, in general, the fruition begins with the first
LO and continues until it reaches a verification test (Milestone). When the test ends, adjustments are made to the
learning path portion not yet viewed by the student to respond to any weaknesses identified through the insertion of
recovery LOs.

4. WiSe attention detection system
In order to obtain information about the student attention, IWT uses the WiSe platform services. The communication between IWT and WiSe follows the request-reply
model (IWT requests the student attention when it needs
and WiSe replies with the attention level detected in that
moment).
WiSe monitors students during learning sessions and es-
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timates their attention level by considering:
• the capture of half-length figure of the student with a
webcam (video tracking);
• the capture of the computer screen and of keyboard and
mouse generated input (input tracking);
• the capture of information about the tasks simultaneously active on the user computer (activity tracking).
Basing on these measurements, WiSe calculates a current attention level that can be one of the following 4 discrete values: high, medium, low, distracted. This value is
calculated by combining the results of three types of analysis on available measurements: posture analysis, implicit
interaction analysis and concurrent activities analysis.
The fusion is performed through a statistical model. Details about the three types of analysis are given below.
Posture
analysis
Video tracking
Implicit
interaction
analysis

Attention
Level
Information
fusion

Input tracking
Concurrent
activities
analysis
Activity tracking

Figure 1. Elaboration process for the calculation of the attention level

4.1. Posture analysis
WiSe determines a first approximation of the attention
level through the detection and the analysis of the user sitting posture in front of the monitor. The posture is deduced
by analyzing the sequence of images taken by a frontal webcam through head tracking algorithms capable of detecting
the position and the orientation of the head in six degrees of
freedom.
Through classification algorithms, values representing
the position and the orientation of the head are mapped on
9 major and 9 minor poses. Information about the gaze direction (to the screen or elsewhere) is added to the detected
pose in order to infer the visual attention focus. The obtained information, in accordance with [12], is analyzed using pattern recognition techniques able to extract an indication of the perceived attention level.

4.2. Implicit interaction analysis
Implicit interactions between the user and the system are
a useful indicator of the user’s attentional state. WiSe, in
particular, measures and processes the following parameters: the TSR (Time Spent for Reading), the TSS (Time
Spent for Scrolling), the link clicking/link following time,
the downtime, the time spent moving the mouse, the number
of clicks, the page resize events and the keyboard typing.
WiSe is able to track and process these parameters, applying a statistical model that relates the implicit interaction

events with the attention level. In the elaboration process,
the collected data are related to the context information
reflecting the specific content received, the environmental
conditions and the characteristics of the user obtained from
the student model.

4.3. Concurrent activities analysis
For the measurement of attention WiSe also uses an evaluation of the load required by tasks simultaneously active
on the user computer. In fact it is widely acknowledged that
the voluntary attention, involving cognitive processes, has
a finite capacity. The WiSe analysis currently focuses on
only two types of events: messages exchanged by e-mail
and instant messaging tools.
Through automatic text analysis techniques, WiSe evaluates the marginal significance of information compared to
the cost of the interruption to determine whether it is useful
information or noise. In particular, incoming messages are
classified by measuring the relevance of their content with
the content of active LOs and the membership of senders
to the same educational context of the user (e.g. teachers,
tutors, fellow students).

5. The attention management: the basic model
Depending on the level of attention estimated by WiSe
the IWT e-learning platform performs actions aimed at improving student learning.
This section describes our basic model for the management of attention by IWT. In this model, given the current level of attention (as received by WiSe) and the latest recorded levels of attention, IWT decides whether to
present the student with a set of seven possible actions in
order to raise his/her attention. This model does not require
to change the WiSe attention detection system and allows
the student to choose how to proceed. This prevents IWT
from producing “wrong” actions. Furthermore, since alerts
may distract/bother the student (as indicated in [10]), the
model tends to minimize its occurrences.

5.1. The attention analysis
In this section we show how to calculate two indices, the
weighted average attention (waa) and the attention trend
(at) to represent the attention profile of the students during
their learning session. Both of them are calculated taking
into account the attention levels returned by WiSe every 20
seconds. This time interval has been defined by analyzing
the data of the IWT learning sessions of 37 students. In
fact, we observed that the attention used to change every
43.8 seconds on average with a standard deviation of 41.7.
Furthermore, we noted that the total time of the attention
states with a duration greater than 20 seconds accounted for
the 92% of the total duration of the sessions.
The indices are calculated by taking into account the last
15 attention levels and by assigning a numerical value to
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shown in the following:

each possible attention level, as follows:
distracted
0

waa
Value:

0 ≤ waa < t1
low

t1 ≤ waa < t2
medium

For each of the 15 observations (from the oldest
attention level to the newest) we assign an increasing
weight calculated according to the function f (x) = nx
P15
(n = i=1 i = 120), as shown in the following:

at
Value:

−0.08 < at < r1
decreasing

r1 ≤ at ≤ r2
stable

high
1

average
0.67

low
0.33

Observation no.
Weight
Observation no.
Weight
Observation no.
Weight

1
0.008
6
0.050
11
0.092

2
0.017
7
0.058
12
0.100

3
0.025
8
0.067
13
0.108

4
0.033
9
0.075
14
0.117

5
0.042
10
0.083
15
0.125

Note that this weight assignment gives more importance
to the latest observations.
We then calculate the first index by the formula waa =
P15
P15
i=1 atti ×weighti
where k =
i=1 weighti , atti is the
k
attention value in the i-th observation, and weighti is the
weight assigned to the P
i-th observation in the table. Since
15
k = 1, we have waa = i=1 atti ×weighti . The left chart
in Figure 2 shows an example with some sample data.
In order to calculate the attention trend, for each observation, we calculate the difference between the value of the
attention and the weighted average attention and then multiply it by the observation weight, that is ai = (atti −waa)×
weighti .
Finally, on the values (i, ai ), we first draw the line corresponding to the linear regression (see the right chart in
Figure 2) and then we calculate the difference between the
y values of the line for i = 15 and for i = 1. It is possible
to prove that this difference ranges between approximately
−0.08 and +0.08 where a positive value indicates a growing trend of attention, while a negative value a decreasing
trend.
In order to have discrete values for the two indices
we define two thresholds 0 < t1 < t2 < 1 for the
weighted average attention and two more thresholds
−0.08 < r1 < 0 < r2 < +0.08 for the attention trend.
The thresholds allow us to define the discrete values as
1.0

0.03
AttentionValue
WeightedAverageAttention
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0.6

a

AttentionValue

a
Linear Regression for a
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Figure 2. Weighted average of the attention
and the attention trend on sample data

t2 ≤ waa < 1
high
r2 < at < +0.08
increasing

5.2. The use of the Attention Profile
Once IWT has calculated the student attention profile it
needs to decide how to react in order to improve the student
learning experience. In this model IWT will have to decide
whether to present the student with a set of possible actions,
without being too annoying. The decision is based on the
two following conditions:
• the pair weighted average attention/attention trend
has value medium/decreasing or low/stable or
low/decreasing, and
• at least two minutes have passed since IWT has presented the list of actions for the last time.
In the case the student has lately chosen not to do any action
then the minutes of waiting will be doubled.
These choices are motivated by the fact that if the attention trend is increasing we do not need to operate, if it is
stable we need to operate a change only if the attention is
low, and if it is decreasing then we do not need to operate
only when the attention is high. Please note that the system will act only in three cases out of nine and only when
the student has not been recently helped, and this is done in
order to be as less invasive as possible.
In the following we give the list of the IWT possible actions to be selected by the inattentive student:
1. calculate a new learning path to start after the current
LO, using different parameters from the original one
(the student indicates if the current LO type of interaction is pleasant/unpleasant, if the level of interactivity
is too low or too high, if the LO is too easy/difficult,
if the semantic density is too high or too low; according to these data, the system obtains new values for
the interaction type, interaction level, difficulty level,
semantic density);
2. show a LO on the same subject but with different metadata (the student chooses from a list showing the other
LOs available and their interactivity type, interactivity
level, difficulty, semantic density);
3. insert a test in the learning path after the current LO;
4. display a LO on a correlated topic selected by the system based on its ontology:
5. provide a moment of relax/pause at the end of the current LO;
6. change the LO presentation mode (font size, etc.);
7. do nothing (the student can also indicate whether he
was really distracted and why).
The actions will be presented to the student in the form of a
simple questionnaire.
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6. The attention management: the extended
model
As in the basic model the e-learning platform IWT, depending on the level of attention estimated by WiSe, performs actions aimed at improving student learning.
This section describes our extended model for the management of the attention by IWT. Differently from the basic
model, in this extension IWT does not always present the
student with a list of actions, but it has to perform most of
the actions (in order to raise his/her attention) without user
interaction, according to the present and past levels of the
student’s attention. This avoids the risk of distract/bother
the student.
This model also requires an extension of the WiSe attention detection system in order not only to discover the
attention level but also to detect its cause. This gives more
information when choosing the next action to take. The extension requires that the attention state is represented by a
pair of values:
• the attention level: a real value between 0 (low) and 1
(high);
• reason of attention: a justification value for an attention level (bored, distracted, sleepy, frustrated (too difficult topic), search on Internet for information related
to the course, chat about topics of the course, perform
actions not related to the current topics, disturbed by
someone in the classroom, idle, absent).
Note that this model involves the risk of performing
“wrong” actions, risk that IWT decreases using a statistical analysis on students’ previous interactions.

6.1. The attention analysis
As in the basic model IWT requests the attention value
every 20 seconds. The attention profile includes the
weighted average attention, the attention trend (calculated
similarly to the basic model) and the most relevant reason
of attention. We also calculate and store the attention trend
after the execution of each action, in order to provide useful
information to IWT to choose the next actions.

6.2. The use of the Attention Profile
Once IWT has calculated the student attention profile it
needs to decide how to react in order to improve the student
learning experience. In this model IWT will have to decide
whether to perform actions and, if so, which ones by taking
into account the logged data from previous IWT decisions.
After an initial training phase aimed at initializing the
log, IWT executes the algorithm in figure 3 to calculate the
weighted average attention trend for each action. The algorithm takes as input the current LO, the current student, the
current attention profile and the set of log entries defined by
the tuple (executed action, student, LO, attention profile before the action, attention trend after the action). Moreover
it makes use of the two functions attentionProfileSimilarity

for all action a from actionList do
i ⇐ 1;
for all log entry le where le.executedAction = a and
le.student = currentStudent do
w[i] ⇐ (LOSimilarity(currentLO, le.LO)+
attentionProfileSimilarity(currentAttentionP rof ile,
le.attentionP rof ileBef oreT heAction))/2;
at[i] ⇐ le.attentionT rendAf terT heAction;
i ⇐ i + 1;
end for P
av1 ⇐

i−1
n=1 w[n]×at[n]
Pi−1
n=1 w[i]

;

i−1
n=1 w[n]×at[n]
Pi−1
n=1 w[i]

;

i ⇐ 1;
for all log entry le where le.executedAction = a and
le.LO = currentLO do
w[i] ⇐ attentionProfileSimilarity(currentAttentionP rof ile,
le.attentionP rof ileBef oreT heAction);
at[i] ⇐ le.attentionT rendAf terT heAction;
i ⇐ i + 1;
end for P
av2 ⇐

weightedAverageAttentionT rend[a] ⇐
end for

av1+av2
;
2

Figure 3. Algorithm that calculates the past
attention trend for each possible action

and LOSimilarity. Both functions return a value between 0
and 1 but while LOSimilarity calculates the similarity between the metadata of two LOs, attentionProfileSimilarity
calculates the similarity between two attention profiles.
The algorithm takes into account for each type of action:
• the logs entries related to the current student;
• the logs entries related to the current LO.
In the former case the weighted average of the logged attention trend (av1) after an action execution is calculated
using as weights the similarity between the current LO and
the LO indicated in the log and the similarity between the
current attention profile and the attention profile stored in
the log. In the latter case av2 is calculated using as weights
only the similarity between the current attention profile and
the attention profile stored in the log.
The first value provides information on the attention
trend observed in the past for the current student with similar attention profile/LO, while the second provide informations on the attention trend observed in the past for other
students with similar attention profile on the current LO.
IWT then executes the action with the highest calculated
weighted average attention trend if at least two minutes have
passed since the latest executed action. It can be noted that
the system dynamically adapts itself to the student needs
and to the current LO in order to maximize the future attention trend.
In this extended model the possible actions are both selected and executed by IWT. The list of actions are as follows:
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• calculate a new learning path to start after the current
LO, using different parameters from the original one
(e.g. different values for interaction type, interaction
level, difficulty level, semantic density);
• insert a test in the learning path after the current LO
(e.g. for doubtful cases);
• provide a moment of relaxation/pause at the end of the
current LO (e.g. if too tired);
• show an alert message to call a distracted user;
• show an alert message that asks the user whether s/he
wants to take a LO on another topic selected by the
system (e.g. when the user uses a search engine to
search for something on the basic topics of the LO);
• show an alert message that asks the user whether s/he
wants to see a LO with different metadata on the same
topic instead of the current LO (selectable from a list);
• change the LO presentation mode (font size, etc.);
• do nothing.

7. Conclusions and future research
In this study we described the IWT e-learning environment, an ITS that can customize the learning content according to the profile of the student. We then described the
WiSe system for the attention detection of the IWT students
inferred from the information granted by the implicit interaction of the student with the system and data coming from
non-invasive devices (webcam).
Finally we presented two alternative models for the management of the attention by IWT, in order to dynamically
adapt the content presented to the students thus improving
the learning experience.
Future research will aim at a more formal validation of
the presented models, by organizing e-learning sessions of
tests on IWT/WiSe with students from the University of
Salerno.
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Abstract
The attention on the use of computer games in education (educational gaming) is quickly growing. By investigating the impact of video games in school, researchers have
shown a remarkable improvement in student engagement
and motivation. Nevertheless, the effects of educational
gaming have rarely been considered on a long running application and, most important, they have never been considered in the whole teaching process as a means for teachers
to real-time monitor students’ learning. In this paper, we
investigate the use of video games associated with formative assessment to pursue the above objective. In particular, we have conceived and implemented a portal, named
PlayLearn, aimed at administering online tests based on
multiple-choice quizzes, by means of video games. By letting the students play, the portal helps students to learn, it
evaluates them and, finally stores their learning parameters
which can be used by the teachers to improve in real-time
the learning process, all in a virtuous circle.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, the education community is facing a new
generation of students: the “Digital Natives”: born into a
world of pervasive digital technologies, they behave differently from the “Digital Immigrants” who are teaching them.
This difference has led to a very crucial debate on whether
it is possible to create a more effective learning process by
using these technologies.
Even though, as reported by Bennett et al. [2], claims
made on the digital natives are often not supported by a scientific evidence, it cannot be denied that the actual generation of students has grown up in a closer contact with digital technologies such as computers, Internet, mobile phones
and MP3s, etc., than the past generations. One of the activities in which the new generation is much more involved
is playing with video games. As stated by Prensky [6], ”today’s average college graduate students have spent less than
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5,000 hours of their lives reading, but over 10,000 hours
playing video games”. This aspect was also observed by
the authors in a Project (Innovambiente) funded by the Italian Ministry of Innovation based on new technologies. In
[5] it is shown that in the Innovambiente Project, implemented in a secondary first level Italian schools, interactive whiteboard and educational-based games can be used
by teachers as useful tools in order to improve the students
“emotional intelligence”. Many educators think that this attitude to “play” with technologies could be fruitfully used
for learning. Indeed, the attention on the use of computer
games in education is growing [4, 7, 8, 9]. By investigating the impact of video games on high school students, researchers have shown a remarkable improvement in student
engagement and motivation [1]. Nevertheless, the effects of
educational gaming have rarely been considered on a long
running application and, most important, they have never
been considered in the whole teaching process as a means
for teachers to real-time monitor students’ learning.
In this paper, we investigate the use of video games associated with formative assessment to pursue the above objective: we have designed and implemented a portal, named
PlayLearn, which allows the students to access formative
online tests while playing an enthralling video game. Formative assessment distinguishes itself from summative assessment since it occurs during the learning process, gives
information on the learning state of the class and allows
the teacher to decide the most suitable learning path [3].
Following this principle, the teacher can access the report
section of our portal and real time monitor the state of the
class. Thus deciding the most appropriate action to improve
his/her teaching.
PleayLearn is a web application equipped with a
database. Each student has its own credentials to access the
system. At any lesson PleayLearn works as follows. The
teacher generates a test, by randomly selecting the questions
from a common base for that lesson. Clearly, each question
can be edited by the teacher. Then, the teacher validates the
test and opens the game session. Now, the student can log
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in PlayLearn, play a video game and answer the questions
in order to obtain a high score on the game. Each given
response will be stored in the database. After giving a response, the student will know the right answer and get a
reward only if s/he is right. At any moment, the teacher can
access the system and check the number of students who
have already played the game, the overall knowledge level
of each student on that unit, the most common errors of
each student as well as those of the whole class, etc. All
these data will help him/her to recover at the next meeting
in class the arguments on which most of the students have
failed, as well as to better set up the lesson for the future.
Also, the system will allow the teacher to access several automatically generated learning indicators on each student as
well as on the whole class. Last but not least, the students
can access a wiki maintained by the teachers to recover the
questions they failed, in order to have a sharper recover of
the missing information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next
section contains a brief literature survey on educational
gaming in formative assessment; section 3 describes the online testing system’s architecture and interface; lastly, some
final remarks and a brief discussion on future work conclude
the paper.

2

Related Work

Even though educational gaming has been frequently associated to assessment activities, we have not found any
work in literature which uses the feedback obtained from
the games to improve teaching quality. Rich data collection
during game activities is performed in the system presented
by Wideman et al. [9]. To elaborate, it can remotely and
unobtrusively record screen activity during game play together with synchronized audio of player discussion. The
system has been used to gain useful insights concerning the
students’ behavior during the playing activities, in order to
better comprehend their level of engagement and their capacity of cooperating.
By surveying the current literature, we found examples
of software games or experiments aimed at evaluating learners or making them learn through online tests. Wang [8]
has compared the impact of formative assessment through
a quiz-like game and through the classical web-based online testing interfaces, obtaining as a result that the game
enhances the participation of the students to the learning
activities.
Ramani et al. [7] describe a system to administer online tests clothed as computer games. Following the principle that users engage not only in playing, but also in the
design of games (in fact video game companies encourage
modders, those users who modify the games), they also allow students to create questions. In this case, their performance is measured through Item Analysis and best score is
assigned to the authors of the best discriminating items).

Figure 1. The PlayLearn’s system three-tier architecture.

Educational gaming is also spreading in the field of mobile learning. An example of educational video game using test activities accessible through mobile devices is described in [4].

3

The System

PlayLearn is a portal containing a game-based testing
system which can be used for training students by creating (the tutor) and taking (the student) online formative
assessment tests based on multiple choice question items.
The system adopts the classical three-tier architecture of the
most common PHP-based web applications.

3.1

Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, PlayLearn has a tiered architecture. In particular, it is composed of the following three
tiers:
• Client Tier: this tier is composed of the front-end
pages of the teacher’s and the student’s interfaces.
These interfaces are described in detail in the next subsections;
• Application Tier: this tier is composed of the PHP
modules implementing the business logic of the application. Most of these modules are responsible for
processing the user input from the lower tier and for
loading and storing data in the upper tier;
• Data Tier: this tier is based on a relational database,
deployed on a MySql database server. Test and Question entities have a many-to-many relationship, meaning that a test is obviously composed of more questions and a question can be presented in more tests.
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Macrotags and Microtags identify the generic subject
of a Test and the specific subject of a Question, respectively.
The application is fully accessible with a Web Browser.
Navigation is facilitated across the simple interfaces based
on menus and navigation bars. No browser plug-in installations are needed, except for the Java runtime to run applets.
It is worth noting that the system has been tested on recent
versions of the most common browsers (i.e., Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome).

3.2

The Student’s Front-End

The student’s interface has the purpose of administering
the formative tests to the student through a simple and captivating video game. After a login interface, the student can
directly access the game.
The video game interface requires the student to personify a character, whose objective is to reach a destination located at the end of the game stage. In order to do this, the
character has to run and jump through the game stages. Several diamonds are placed on the path to the destination. A
diamond can be caught by the student only by answering a
question. Once the destination has been reached, the final
score obtained by the student is given by the number of the
diamonds gathered on the path.
In order to be formative, the questions administered to
the student during the progress of the game adopt the following strategies:
• Options pruning: if a student gives a wrong response
to a question, a second chance to correctly answer the
question is given. The previously selected distractor
cannot be selected anymore. Half the score for the correct response is given in case of right response given at
the second chance.
• Revising: at the end of the game, a summary of the
performance is given. Besides the score and the time
needed to complete the game, all of the questions with
the given response and the indication of the right option are shown. In the case of a wrong response, a link
to the section of the learning material related to the
question is shown too.
The difficulty level of the game has been set in order to
allow every student to reach the destination without shouldering his/her cognitive and articulatory skills too much.
Several game stages have been designed in order to avoid
boring repetitive tasks across subsequent game sessions. A
screenshot of the interface of the video game is shown in
Figure 2. The screenshot shows the game interface while a
question is being answered by the student.
At the end of the game, a list of the best five performances is shown, in order to stimulate the learners to improve their outcomes. The limited number of results is due

Figure 2. A Screenshot of the PlayLearn’s
video game interface.

to the will of not discouraging the less trained students from
playing again. Furthermore, a complete history the student’s performances, reporting all of the given responses,
on his/her previous tests is available, in order to allow the
student to revise anytime his/her gaps.

3.3

The Teacher’s Front-End

Among other functionalities, the teacher’s interface enables the operations of creating questions and tests and of
visualizing the reports.
The teacher can manage the lecture material, which is organized in a wiki-based portal. The contents are developed
by teachers expert in a given subject, who collaborate to the
editing of the articles, basing the content on the textbook.
The benefit of using a wiki is twofold: on one hand, the notions to convey to the students are kept down to the strictly
necessary to achieve the target for which they have been
conceived; On the other hand, it is easy to refer to specific
sections of the subjects on which the questions are based,
thus correctly advising the students in case of a wrong response.
The report section is rich with information and fit out
of charts (see Figure 3) and tables. The teacher can have
a complete and deep control over the performance of the
class and the learners even on a single subject, and over the
effectiveness of the authored resources. To elaborate, the
following data are available:
• performance and progress over time of the whole class;
• performance and progress over time of a single student;
• performance and progress over time of the whole class
and of a single student on a given subject;
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4

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented PlayLearn, a portal intended to exploit educational gaming on the long-run as a
means for teachers to real-time monitor students’ learning,
in order to improve the learning process. The usefulness of
the system is intrinsic in the necessity of the tutors of checking the effectiveness of their teaching. Unfortunately, this is
not possible in the traditional teaching, since the teacher has
to wait for the results of a test to have an insight on the level
of learning of single students and of the whole class. By
exploiting the high level of engagement of the students in
educational gaming activities, PlayLearn allows the tutor
to have this kind of feedback in real-time, thus immediately
deciding the most appropriate action to improve learning
process, all in a virtuous circle.
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subjects (down).

In formative assessment, the main steps of the teaching
process are the following:
1. The teacher delivers a lesson on a given topic and
schedules a test;
2. the students practice with the formative test;
3. the teacher checks the results and decides the most
suitable learning path.
The above methodology requires a relatively long time in
monitoring the effectiveness of the teaching due to the large
amount of time spent on test preparation, and the correction of its outcomes. PlayLearn enables the bringing of the
above steps in a real-time continuous process. The benefits
are in the following points:
• the tests can be prepared in a relatively short time,
since the questions to select for a test are already available in the database;
• test outcomes are immediately available;
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• the tests are continuously and regularly taken by the
students, since they are motivated by the pleasure of
the game.
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Executive Summary
Since its formation in 2007, Opencast has developed to become a truly global community
around academic video and all areas of interest related to it. The major endeavour to have
emerged from this community is the Opencast Matterhorn Project to be presented here.
Matterhorn is a community-driven collaboration to develop an end-to-end, Open Source solution
that supports the scheduling, capture, managing, encoding and delivery of educational audio
and video content and the engagement of users with that content.
1.

Background

Spurred by the development of "podcasting" technology, the increased quantity, quality and use
of lecture recording have highlighted video management as a strategic imperative for
universities in years to come. Founded in 2007, the Opencast Community is a global community
addressing all facets of this domain, thus providing a framework for institutions to look for
guidance, best practice and exchange of experience. The Opencast Community also supports a
number of projects with the overall goal of facilitating the exchange of audiovisual content.
2.

Opencast and the Opencast Community

In 2007, UC Berkeley's Educational Technology Services (ETS) initiated talks with various
American and European universities about the status quo in lecture recording. The group soon
called itself the Opencast Community to promote the idea of open video in academia - with
openness referring to the technology used and the content being created. Today, the
community ties approximately 250 institutions and more than 400 individuals.
The exchange of the audiovisual content created at academic institutions is an overall goal the
community shares. The community also provides a framework for institutions, individuals, and
companies to discuss matters relevant in the context of video production and dissemination,
with a focus on lecture recording. Topics typically discussed on the Opencast mailing list are
technical issues, organizational approaches and policies, legal questions or didactical aspects
of the matter at hand. The project website provides resources for institutions looking to set up or
adjust their policy with respect to the management of educational video by displaying best
practices and providing a forum for institutions to describe their approach to lecture recording.
The Opencast Community also gave rise to a number of projects: The metadata group
discusses ways of harmonizing various metadata schemes in order to increase the searchability
of video resources and to foster the exchange of content. However, among these projects, the
most important cooperation is certainly the Opencast Matterhorn (Build) Project, a community
source project funded by the Mellon foundation and the Hewlett foundation which started in July
2009. Opencast Matterhorn is the system that includes all the components needed to support
the full content lifecycle.
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3.

Opencast Matterhorn – The Build Project

In 2008, the core of the Opencast Community consisted mainly of universities who had already
developed solutions for the management of lecture recordings and other audiovisual objects.
However, the evaluation of these programs had shown that none of the systems provided by
itself the range of functions that the universities required. Some of them incorporated proprietary
technology (Podcast Producer), some were limited with respect to the ability to capture and
recording technologies, some were unable to scale due to manual intervention needed.
To fill the gap with requirements the community had collected at the same time for a video
management and lecture recording system, Opencast Matterhorn was launched out of the
Opencast Community as a community source project. Matterhorn is to become an open source
management system for academic video, mainly to organize, record, handle and distribute
lecture recordings, providing users with tools to engage with the resulting rich medium beyond
the mere consumption.

Figure 1: Opencast Matterhorn Architecture

Matterhorn considers the lecture hall as the main source of video. The project partners therefore
developed capture agent technology to be integrated into the classroom to record audio, video,
and the presenter’s VGA signal. These capture agents will be controlled with a scheduler for reoccurring events especially. However, Matterhorn can also ingest video from other sources
(customized recordings, films, user-generated content). The processing services allow for
branding of videos, generating or adding closed captions with respect to accessibility
regulations and of course encoding the video in accordance with the distribution channels
selected. In addition, the media from the presentation (VGA) is analyzed and indexed for
isochronic metadata. Organized along the video timeline, this allows for pin-point access to the
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video based on slide content: For example, students can search that part of the video where
"exam" was mentioned on the slide.
Distribution can take many forms with Matterhorn: For certain, the popular channels like
YouTube EDU and iTunes (and iTunes U) can be served (or restricted), just like local or
institutional portals and repositories. In addition, services are planned to distribute to popular
Learning Management Systems (LMS) / Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) with the intention
of providing full integration (exchange of metadata, authorization) with these if they prove
popular.
Finally, the distributive end also comprises the engage tools. Their function is to engage the
user with the video for a more interactive learning experience in an accessible way.
The overall architecture of Matterhorn is service-oriented, allowing users to take advantage of
selected features only, should they so wish, thus customizing the product for their needs. Also,
the structure allows for easy integration of other services, enabling integration with existing
campus infrastructure.
4.

International cooperation, inclusiveness and commitment

The Opencast Community, just like Opencast Matterhorn, are inclusive in that we welcome
contributions and support from any institution or individual dealing with academic video. These
contributions can take many forms, from testing to reviewing code or actually contributing
towards the further development of Opencast Matterhorn by aligning existing technologies. The
community website at http://www.opencastproject.org/ has all the information on this.
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Abstract— The Sakai Community is on the cusp of a new generation of product, Sakai
3. The first early adopter institutions will begin to deploy Sakai 3 as soon as July of
2010, and the first full-featured community release is expected in the middle of 2011.
The changes involved are not just new features; rathey, they have broad implications
for how the Sakai community will grow and organize itself in the delivery of its
collaborative software.
Keywords—Sakai, E-Learning, Distance Learning.

Introduction

Sakai 3 has been written from the ground up over the course of the last 18 months, and it
clearly represents a number of significant changes for the software. To list just a
few: breaking down the boundaries of the course site, the exploration of social networking
in academic settings, the core 'everything is content' concept, and a new priority placed on
the user experience and front-end technologies. At the same time Sakai 3 represents a set of
deep changes to how the community of contributors organize to get their work done. Sakai
has long insisted that it is not simply a product; it is also a community of practice. In this
spirit, it's worth examining Sakai 3 as a co-evolution of product and community.

The Primacy of the User Experience

Among the more striking changes in web applications in recent years has been the
explosion of richer and more fluid interfaces, enabled in large part by AJAX technologies.
An architectural theme of these technologies is the offloading of much of the processing
onto the client (the computer running the browser). A fringe benefit for productivity is that
the "front end" (the user interface) can be coded and function almost independently of the
"back end" services. By embracing these technologies in Sakai 3 productive work can be
accomplished without needing to know the Java programming language. Those with sound
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HTML and CSS experience can work effectively, and thus the technical difficulty for doing
Sakai work is significantly reduced. This in turn represents an opportunity to open doors
onto a wider developer community which has its energies focused on an improved user
experience.
The leading contributors to Sakai 3 have explicitly committed themselves to a design-led
pattern of software development. It's only with such a process, where a coherent user
experience is the driving force for all that supports it, that we can achieve a fully satisfying
result. The technical architecture brings in the power to implement sophisticated designs,
while also allowing us to mock up, prototype, discard and reinvent new interfaces all the
more quickly. Put simply, interfaces are lighter-weight things, as measured by raw effort.
The end result should be that the arena of interaction design and front end development
should come to rival in the Sakai community the prominence of developing Java services,
and by extension we should be more often focused on the user's needs and not just the
software engineering problems behind them.

Openness

Openness has long been a strong theme in the Sakai community, but Sakai has nevertheless
at times been more focused internally. Most of Sakai's functionality, for example, was
written specifically for Sakai 2, partly because there weren't other mature open source
offerings that could satisfy our needs at the time: we were froced to make our own. That's
no longer the case, and one of the striking things about Sakai 3 is how strongly it depends
upon (and participates with) a set of external open source communities - many of which are
not in higher education.
This broader partnership with the open source world is not accidental. We've long
recognized that many of our needs have a large degree of overlap with more generic
functionality (eg. file-sharing, communication, content management), and academic
contexts often simply supply them with an extra twist or additional feature. It makes sense
for our community to focus its resources on the narrow slice of the problem space that
really is specific to academia, our core mission. The Sakai 3 effort makes this focus on our
core mission manifest in the code: the Sakai-specific code is a lean fraction of the overall
codebase, far less than there is in Sakai 2. The resulting expectation is that we can spend
more of our time on what we know best.
Using code from elsewhere (and participating in other open source communities) is one
thing, but Sakai 3 also aims for greater openness as a product through interoperation with
external systems and services. Widgets backed by services from elsewhere should plug into
the same framework, and vice-versa - Sakai data and widgets should be easily represented
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in other portals and containers. Our adoption of standards like OpenSocial and IMS LTI
encourage and promote this permeability of the application.
Finally, we believe we are opening the doors onto an entire new arena of development.
Lowering the difficulty for front end developers is a laudable goal already, but we expect
the impact to include the potential to greatly increase the size of our development
community. The lower level of required technical skill should allow more of our end-users
themselves - teachers and students - to create and use their own widgets that may work
against published Sakai services in novel ways. The promise is nothing less than the
crowdsourcing of Sakai development.
Innovation as Infrastructure

There have been many innovative educators who have bemoaned the lack of flexibility in
LMS offerings, Sakai included. They want the freedom to tailor the functionality to a
practice which may vary with the discipline and style of teaching. At the same time a
majority of instructors have simple, stock needs, and the technology should not force them
to paint each course experience anew from a blank canvas. How can we accommodate
innovation without introducing new difficulties and disruption? Even more, how can we
capture the successes of innovators and fold them back into an infrastructure everyone can
benefit from?

Sakai 3 finds a resolution to this tension in the template. Sakai 3 has a very freeform editing
environment that allows for embeddable regions of functionality (widgets) as well as text
and embedded media. But it also allows you to save a snapshot of a page or an entire site
for later revision or reuse. New forms of workspace, as they prove successful, can be
captured.
The community implications for this functionality can be found in the simple but powerful
ability to share templates. Templates themselves, like most everything in Sakai 3, are a
form of content, and so can be revised, shared and collected to such an extent that patterns
for the most successful pages and workspaces can serve as a library of best practice that
anyone can use. You don't have to create your own brilliant course site from scratch when
you can just use a successful pattern from a colleague. Over time we expect the cream will
rise to the top, and today's innovations will organically become tomorrow's infrastructure.
Sakai might quite literally become a community of shared practice.
The Sociality of Knowing
The recent advent of social networking software is not best understood as a recent trend. It
is in fact technology catching up to where people have always been: interpersonal
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relationships are a powerful shaping force in how we discover and understand the world.
This is as apparent in academia as elsewhere, and it's been built into practices of
mentorship, peer review, and scholarly communities from the beginning. Our users are
already networked before we give them a web application to support it. Even more: if social
networking weren't already a success on the web, we should be trying to invent it.
But just as there was social networking long before there was a social networking app, so
also do we need to pay close attention to the society we're trying to support, and not simply
repeat the patterns of a Facebook or Ning uncritically. Academic cultures involve different
kinds of relationships and roles, often organized around some shared work rather than the
relationship for its own sake, and so there is good reason to go back to basics and design for
the fundamental user need in academic contexts.
This return to the user-centered fundamentals of the need we're trying to serve also
represents a shift for how the Sakai community pursues its work. It was at one time enough
of an advance to cobble together generic file-sharing tools, discussion boards, wikis, etc.
under an umbrella of institutional administrative data. We are now at a stage where we need
to more often step back from the latest tools on the wider web, think deeply about the
relevance to our academic users, design around the demonstrated user need, and the
technology should be shaped by all this. That is 'design-led' in a nutshell.
Summary
Dan Behlendorf of the Apache Foundation shared a pithy phrase during his keynote address
at an earlier Sakai conference: "good software is an emergent property of a healthy
community." In that spirit, we can also view the changes in the Sakai 3 product through the
lens of the community.
In fact, we might say that the full implications of Sakai 3 won't be fully understood by
looking at the product alone.I'm happy to report that the Sakai community is maturing
along with its product, working to support its core mission in a simpler yet deeper and more
focused way, while at the same time opening itself up for growth and a wider set of
partnerships that an open source license facilitates.
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demand to CMS not only users of a particular class
but also several users from different classes accessing
simultaneously.

Abstract—This paper describes an integration of different
Relational Data Base System (RDBMS) of two Course
Management Systems (CMS) called Sakai and CFIVE.
First, we consider problems in the support of CMS campuswide, and then two CMSs are reviewed. As a result, these CMS
are possible to solve our issues. Furthermore, the integration of
different RDBMS on two CMSs is discussed, and the
modifications modules for integration are described.

!

Interoperability
The authentification check of CMS needs to work
together with the authentification system constructed
by HOSEI University.
Also when a course is registered in the CMS, courseIDs are imported from the system of academic affairs.
Moreover, the data of the attendance management
system relate to the CMS. For example, the data of
the attendance management system is not only
displayed on the CMS but also attendance in the
initial class is used to register learners to a course on
CMS before determinate registration.

!

Customization
The function of CMS should be redesigned according
to a variety of practice in the university. A
Functionality requirements for the CMS varies from
class to class. For example, required function for
Bulletin Board System (BBS) might be the difference
to learn either individually or in groups.

!

User Support
To support all users (Lecturers, Learners and Staff), it
is preferable that the CMS has a better minimal
function than an improperly-matured function. To
support thousands of users, our CMS should be kept
as simple as possible.
However even if the functions of CMSs are
appropriate, it is difficult to fulfill the needs of
faculty staff. Therefore we have to develop tools to
satisfy this need. This means that the Application
Programming Interface (API) of the CMS should be
open. Moreover, it is preferable if the source code of
the CMS is also opened.

Keywords— Contents Management System (CMS), Learning
Management System (LMS), RDBMS, CFIVE,
Sakai.

I. INTRODUCTION
Needless to say, CMS and Learning Management
System (LMS) are used extensively by higher education in
Japan. In Hosei University, CMS has been used since 2007
by users campus-wide. We have been operating and
supporting the CMS for users campus-wide. Currently
twelve thousand courses are registered with the CMS. The
CMS are used by almost 90 percent of all students and
teachers in HOSEI University. Various issues need to be
considered from past experience.
!

Large-scale Application
In HOSEI University, there are many classes that
register hundreds of students. In such classes,
utilizing CMS is especially effective. Thus, CMS
needs a lot of hardware capability and efficiencyenhancing architecture. For example, In order to
avoid problem running the CMS using several
Application Servers, we have to consider problems
such as: - avoid storing a data in a program or decide
whether or not to use Session Replication.

!

Sudden/ Short-term High-user Demand on CMS
As deadline approaches, if a lecturer put a time limit
on the report, many users simultaneously log in to
CMS to submit reports. During the period of
examinations, deadlines for submission of reports
tend to be concentrated on specific dates. Another
problem is simultaneously use students the function
of self-registration to register for a course CMS at the
beginning of a new term. Therefore, it is essential to
consider the problem of sudden short-term high-user

The current CMS is difficult to redesign due to license
and technical restriction because a commercial off-the-shelf
system (COTS) CMS is used. It is well known that vendors
of COTS try to meet the needs of the marketplace instead of
satisfying the requirements of a particular organization [1].
Therefore, to solve these problems, we reviewed a number
of open-source CMSs. Consequently, we consider that two
open-source CMSs, Sakai [6] and The Common Factory for
Inspiration and Value in Education (CFIVE) [5] are the best
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for our university. In this paper, in order to use the data of
Sakai and CFIVE seamlessly, we will try to integrate
different RDBMS on these CMSs.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines
the candidate CMSs, Sakai and CFIVE. We discuss why we
consider it is necessary to combine Sakai and CFIVE.
Section 3 describes the developed module for integration of
different RDBMSs. In section 4 concludes this work.

school year of most Japanese universities is different
from that assumed in Sakai. For example, in Sakai,
academic terms such as ‘SPRING 2010’, SPRING
SUMMER 2010’, ‘SUMMER 2010’ are automatically
set up. Unfortunately, the school year of most Japanese
universities is divided into two semesters.
Moreover, names can be tricky, especially when
two different cultures come together. In Japan, family
names usually come first, but in Europe and the United
States, it is the opposite. Unfortunately, these problems
remain unsolved [7].
To avoid these problems, we have to look at the
availability of CMSs developed in Japan. An open-source
CMS has been developed by several Japanese universities.
In terms of past results and licensing, CFIVE is the best for
our university to complement the issue to adapt Sakai as the
campus-wide CMS.

II. Candidate CMS
Since the early 2000s, against COTS CMS, open-source
CMSs have been developed. In Europe and the United
States, obviously, Sakai is one of the leading CMSs.
A. Sakai
Sakai consolidated past practices of systems for education
and learning such as Open Knowledge Initiative (O.K.I.) by
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and
CompreHensive collaborativE Framework (CHEF) by the
University of Michigan. Sakai is licensed under the terms of
the Educational Community License (ECL). The ECL is a
minor variant of the Apache License. Sakai uses existing
open-source software such as MySQL, Tomcat, and
Hibernate. The major running environment of Sakai is
shown in Table1.
Several universities in Europe and the United States are
involved in the Sakai community. Thus, we know about
educational practice in European and American universities.
We need to properly reflect international trends for
learning environment. However, Sakai is not a perfect
learning environment when Sakai supports Japanese specific
educational practice because Sakai was developed mainly in
Europe and the United States.

TABLE I
Major running environment of Sakai
Item

OSS

Java
Servlet

Java (jdk) 1.5
Tomcat 5.5.X

RDBMS

MySQL 5.1 or Oracle
etc.
Maven 2.1.0 or later

Software Project Management Tool

TABLE II
Major running environment of CFIVE

!

Japan Specific Educational Practice
In Japan, a smart card is used to provide the service
appropriate to the occasion not for only the purpose of
management. For example, the data of the attendance
management system is used for interactive lectures. The
learners in the classroom are displayed on the profile
function of the CMS, and then the lecturer asks learners
by name. If the learner has filled out the profile function
with his personal information, the lecturer may be give
the information related to the learner's profile. This
practice via smart card is becoming popular in Japan
[2]. There is not an attendance display system among
the tools of Sakai, such as one where learners in the
classroom are displayed on the CMS using a smart
card.
!

The Problems of School Year and Order of Names
Sakai is internationalized in the sense that messages
in local languages including Japanese can be shown.
However, the FAQs of Sakai are not enough, for
beginners to learn how to use Sakai. In addition, the
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Item

OSS

Java
Servlet
RDBMS
Software Project Management Tool

Java (jdk) 1.6
Tomcat 5.5.X
PostgreSQL 8.3
Maven 2.0.9 or later

B. CFIVE
CFIVE was developed by the University of Tokyo [3].
Everybody can download source code from the website of
CFIVE under the license of General Public License (GPL
version 2). CFIVE uses existing open-source software such
as PostgreSQL, Tomcat, and Maven. CFIVE is designed
with a simplified core, pluggable and extendable
architecture. These keep the code proper of CFIVE as small
as possible, and the maintenance is made easier. The major
running environment of CFIVE is shown in Table 2.
CFIVE has been providing a service to the University of
Tokyo campus-wide since 2004. CFIVE provides modules
for the system of academic affairs and a smart card reader
system [4]. Also, the CFIVE project continues to improve

operationally and is becoming more convenient based on
users' requirements. It is thought CFIVE solves the issue of
Japan’s specific educational practice, school year and other
issues. Therefore, to solve the problem of Section 1 and
Section 2, we decided to build Sakai and CFIVE as the
teaching, learning and academic collaboration platform.

changes were applied to saka-kernel, sakai-entitybroker and
sakai-2.7.x. The list of modified files is shown in figure 1.
C. Data Definitions
PostgreSQL does not have data types, such as tinyint,
mediumtext, longtext, datetime and longblob of MySQL.
They should be mapped to available types in data definition
files. PostgreSQL has different syntaxes of SQL such as an
auto increment feature or alter table from other RDBMSs.
They also should be suit data definition files. The data type
mappings (MySQL to PostgreSQL) are as follows: -

III. Towards Integration of Different RDBMSs
When these CMSs are implemented, the problem of
integrity of different RDBMSs is addressed.
As shown by Table 1 and Table 2, Sakai and CFIVE use
different RDBMSs. In order to make maintenance easy and
to leverage data between Sakai and CFIVE, we decided to
integrate the RDBMSs of Sakai and CFIVE.

tinyint -> smallint
mediumtext -> text
longtext -> text
datetime -> date
longblob -> blob

A. CFIVE-Sakai Integration
A unified running environment is ideal, in order to
make maintenance easy. The term “running environment”
includes application-container, RDBMS, programming
languages and development tools. CFIVE requires Java
(jdk) 1.6, Maven 2.0.9 or later, Tomcat5.5.X and
PostgreSQL8.3. Sakai requires Java (jdk) 1.5, Maven 2.1.0
or later, Tomcat 5.5.X and multiple RDBMSs. Sakai
supports MySQL5.1, Oracle and DB2. We decided to use
the environment of CFIVE, and made Sakai integrate with
that. Sakai requires jdk1.5. Some of the JSF codes cannot be
compiled using jdk1.6. Moreover, jdk1.5 is already obsolete;
and Sakai on jdk1.6 is mostly working; so, we ignored the
problem in this work.

There are differences between the syntaxes of MySQL
and PostgreSQL. In order to implement the syntaxes of
PostgreSQL in Sakai, the following changes are needed: INTEGER AUTO_INCREMENT -> serial
CREATE INDEX ... ASC/DESC -> remove ASC/DESC
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP () ->
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP

D. Classes to Absorb Differences among RDBMSs
Classes that implement *ServiceSql interfaces should be
created in concert with an RDBMS. They indicate RDBMS
specific values such as error codes or notation of Boolean.
They also provide SQL statements for accessing Legacy
Tables.
Some
additional
classes
such
as
PgSqlSharedPersistenceManager should be created, for
same reason.

B. Sakai- PostgreSQL Integration
In order to make Sakai work with a non-supported
RDBMS it is necessary to make several modifications: 1.
2.
3.
4.

Add data definition files (e.g. create table/index
SQL statements),
Add classes to absorb differences among RDBMSs,
Modify classes that have mapping between vendor
names and classes above,
Modify configuration files.

E. Classes that Have Mapping between Vendor Names and
Classes
RepositoryBuilder and BaseDb* classes have a mapping
that is an example of a java.util.HashMap class. The keys
are vendor names that are used in sakai.properties, and the
values are concrete classes.
New mapping entries
corresponding to PostgerSQL should be added, in order to
use the RDBMS specific classes above. Also, the definition
files of the Dynamic Injection Container (Spring) should be
modified.

Sakai consists of two types of components. One is a
core that is a common framework; the other consists of tools
that provide concrete functions. The core components such
as sakai-kernel and sakai-entitybroker, are shared in a
container, and used by tool components. The tool
components are provided as sakai-2.7.x. Sakai mostly
accesses database tables using an Object Relational Mapper
(Hibernate), and the data definitions are generated by a
Hibernate auto-ddl function. However, some foundation
parts use a Vanilla JDBC Driver, and the data definitions
were written by hand (we call them Legacy Tables). Thus,
the access logic and the data definitions should be rewritten
in concert with each RDBMS. These previously expressed

F. Configuration Files
The PostgreSQL configuration should be put into a
global configuration named sakai.properties that is located
in the sakai directory in the application container's root
directory (e.g. /usr/java/tomcat/sakai).
## PostgreSQL settings – make sure to alter as appropriate
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vendor@org.sakaiproject.db.api.SqlService=pgsql
driverClassName@javax.sql.BaseDataSource=org.postgres
ql.Driver
hibernate.dialect=org.hibernate.dialect.PostgreSQLDialect
url@javax.sql.BaseDataSource=jdbc:postgresql://127.0.0.1
:5432/sakai
validationQuery@javax.sql.BaseDataSource=select 1
defaultTransactionIsolationString@javax.sql.BaseDataSour
ce=TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED

selected PostgreSQL (the percentage of people who chose
MySQL was 45.2%). This survey shows that many
engineers use PostgreSQL in Japan. A lot of engineers in
Japan are familiar with the SQL statement of PostgreSQL. If
PostgreSQL is supported by Sakai, users in Japan will feel
more comfortable with Sakai.
In addition, when we modified program files in Sakai,
there seems to have been some attempt to support
PostgreSQL in some of the program files. The Sakai
community also hopes to use PostgreSQL. Our study will
bring advantages not only to our university but also the
Sakai community.

At this stage, the modifications are still experimental.
Thus, they are not ready for real operations. We will
improve them, and contribute them to the Sakai community
in the future.
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Ⅳ. CONCLUSION
In this work, based on past experience, we explained
what we require of future CMSs. Moreover, we introduced
the candidate CMSs, Sakai and CFIVE. Originally, CFIVE
was developed using PostgreSQL. Thus, in order to use data
of CFIVE under Sakai seamlessly and to make maintenance
easy, we tried to implement Sakai using PostgreSQL.
Currently, Sakai supports multiple RDBMSs such as
MySQL, Oracle and DB2 but PostgreSQL is not supported
by Sakai.
The share of open source RDBMSs is as follows; MySQL
had 33% and, PostgreSQL had 9% in 2004. These were the
global figures. However, in a survey done in Japan in 2008
[8], the share of RDBMS was PostgreSQL - 53.0%, MySQL
- 51.4%. Moreover, when the RDBMS was switched from
commercial to open-source, in Japan 76.2% of users
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Abstract㸸Although e-Learning has been in active use as a tool that offers diverse opportunity to
study in recent years, conventional face-to-face lecture still has some edge on it in stimulating
students’ appetite for study or in offering an environment for collaborative study. This paper
introduces our study on 3Di as SNS in a broad sense to establish a new way of supporting research
and educational activities.
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1. Introduction
Hosei University Information Technology (IT) Research
Center (hereinafter referred to as “IT Research Center”),
in cooperation with several overseas research
organizations 1 such as Hosei University Research
Institute, California, have successfully realized real-time
interactive distance lectures by connecting each overseas
base through the Internet, and been working on the
development of e-Learning educational tools and
study-support systems etc. which aims to design and
construct
borderless
educational
and
research
environment(1).
 In this paper, we would like to first introduce the past
projects which the IT Research Center has taken on, and
then talk about how we built and are utilizing the
collaborative study environment as a new educational
form, which utilizes 3D virtual space such as ‘Second Life’
(hereinafter referred to as ‘SL’) etc. as well as our future
vision㸬


(3) Holding international conferences
(4) Organizing and carrying out other open courses and
symposia
As for system development, we have been making
efforts to develop various systems such as an automatic
generation system of digital contents (4) or an automatic
captioning system in order to improve the understanding
of learners whose mother tongue is not English. It has also
participated in “Sakai” (5) which is involved in
international cooperative development activities with
many top universities in the U.S and other countries. and
worked on development activities as well. We have put
into practice education making use of the Course
Management System (hereinafter referred to as ‘CMS’)
which utilizes the module developed by Sakai and
e-Learning course materials (Figure 1).

2. Past major projects
2.1 IT Research Center
 The IT Research Center has carried out internationally
distinctive education and research programs such as
offering real-time interactive distance lectures connecting
several overseas bases or organizing international
conferences etc., and worked on the development of
e-Learning educational tools and study-support systems
which aim to design and construct borderless educational
and research environments(2) (3). The practical operation of
various educational and research projects has also been
carried out in cooperation with several overseas research
bases such as Hosei University Research Institute,
California.
We have been carrying out the following programs.
(1) Distance classes connecting overseas bases
(2) Development of base system, multilingual system etc.
1. Hosei University currently has three overseas bases in the
U.S, U.K and Switzerland.

Figure 1

e-Learning video on Sakai

2.2 Approach toward e-Learning
(1) International Distance Courses
Since the establishment of Hosei University Research
Institute, California in 2000, a wide range of international
distance courses have been offered connecting two bases
(Tokyo, Japan and California, USA). And after
establishing two more bases in London (UK) and Zurich
(Switzerland) in 2007, many distance courses connecting
Japan and Europe have also been offered.
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(2) Developing on-demand educational tools
As previously described, we have been working on the
development of educational tools and e-Learning materials
to realize ubiquitous study environment which was
previously difficult to offer due to ‘the time difference and
limitation of learning spaces to participate in the courses’.
However, it is quite impossible to achieve high
educational effects on all students simply by providing
such an environment. In order words, the prerequisite for
achieving high educational effects in self-learning by
on-demand education is that all students must have the
same degree of enthusiasm for learning. A strong sense of
purpose and self-discipline is required for continuing to
study with keeping their motivation for learning
throughout the learning period. Without these, the benefit
of being able to study at ‘any time and any place’ will not
be appreciated and could end up as “NOT”-studying at
‘any time and any place’. In order to prevent this, we have
tried to develop so-called hybrid-type courses which
combine the utilization of CMS, real-time face-to-face
classes and on-demand classes which will be explained in
the next section. (Table 1)
㻰 㼍 㼠㼑

㻯 㼘㼍 㼟 㼟

㻾㼑 㼍 㼘㻙 㼀 㼕㼙 㼑 㻌 㻯 㼘㼍㼟 㼟 㻌 㼙 㼑 㼑 㼠㼕㼚 㼓 㼟
㼀 㼛 㼜㼕㼏
㻸㼑 㼏 㼠㼡 㼞㼑 㼞
Co urse o verview
Chapter 1,2

25-Sep

1

2-Oct

2

Chapter 1,2 w rap-up
Quiz z

9-Oct

3

16-Oct

4

㼏 㼘㼍㼟 㼟

Hisato Ko bayashi

1

Hisato Ko bayashi

2

Chapter 3,4 Quiz z

Hisato Ko bayashi

3

Guest Speaker

Guest Speaker

23-Oct

4
5

30-Oct

5

Chapter 5,6
Quiz z

Hisato Ko bayashi

6-No v

6

Chapter 3-6 w rap-up

Machiel Van der
Lo o s

13-No v

6

7

20-No v

7

Chapter 7,8
Quiz z

Hisato Ko bayashi

27-No v

8

9

8

Chapter 9,10
Quiz z

18-Dec

9

Chapter 7-10 w rap-up
Z. Zenn Bien
Q&A Sessio n

11

25-Dec

10

Chapter 11,12
Quiz z

12

4-Dec

Hisato Ko bayashi

10

㻻 㼚 㻙 㻰 㼑 㼙 㼍㼚 㼐㻌 㻸㼑 㼍 㼞㼚 㼕㼚 㼓
㼀 㼛 㼜㼕㼏
㻸 㼑 㼏 㼠㼡 㼞㼑 㼞
Assistive Techno lo gies:
Cutting-edge
Hisato
Techno lo gies in nurse,
Ko bayashi
care, rehabilitatio n Part
1
Assistive Techno lo gies:
Cutting-edge
Hisato
Techno lo gies in nurse,
Ko bayashi
care, rehabilitatio n Part
2
Assistive Rehabilitatio n Machiel Van der
Ro bo ts
Lo o s
Therapy Rehabilitatio n
Machiel Van der
Ro bo ts
Lo o s
Clinical-Use
Machiel Van der
Rehabilitatio n Ro bo ts
Lo o s
Virtual Reality in
Machiel Van der
Rehabilitatio n
Lo o s

Service Ro bo tic
Systems fo r the
needed: Overview
Wheelchair-based
Ro bo t System
Hum an-Ro bo t
Interactio n Technique
w ith special attentio n to
Hand Gesture
Smart High-tech Ho use
as a Large-scale Care
Ro bo t

We won’t go into details of the “Sakai” development as
it is not the main theme of this paper, but the main reason
the IT Research Center has adapted “Sakai” is that using
an open-source CMS by object oriented scripting language,
Java, is desirable from the viewpoint of scalability with
the prospect of using it for the entire school in the future.
However, as the members of the community are mainly
from Europe and North America, their purpose of the
system development does not necessarily match the needs
of Japanese Universities. So to apply for our use,
customization of the system or development of individual
tools were needed. More specifically, in order to achieve
high educational effects through e-Learning education in
today’s Japanese universities, more detailed study
management and precise analysis are important. Also,
attendance management of students who take classes at
remote sites where there are no teachers and interaction
with those students cannot be neglected. The IT Research
Center has developed such study management and support
tools, and conducted demonstrative experiments. And with
the feedback received from teachers and students, it has
been carrying out educational and research activities with
the aim to improve educational effects (6).
(4) Class assessment
 A part of class assessment results done for the subject
(Welfare Engineering) offered in the academic year 2008
are shown below. (Figure 2)

About real-time class:
Q.  What was your general impression - ambience
toward the class where a teacher was giving a lecture
from a distant location?
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Figure 2.1

Hisato Ko bayashi
Andreas Larsso n

Hybrid-type class schedule of Welfare Engineering

Q. Did you get any sense of uneasiness from the class
offered in a distance-lecture style?

(3) Utilization of ͆Sakai͇
Since 2006, the Hosei University has introduced
commercial CMS and been using it throughout the school.
Along with this, the IT Research Center has participated in
“Sakai Project” as a part of its research projects in order to
contribute to communities in the field of
internationalization and development of educational tools.
At the same time, the IT Research Center has adapted the
Sakai CMS which were customized for and by the IT
Research Center and conducted demonstration
experiments by using it for its supporting courses, and
then used the experiment results as feedback for further
development activities.
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“real-time” and “on-demand” classes is just about right,
which
is the result of having greatly increased the number
Q. What was your impression of hybrid-type class which
of
real-time
classes (about two times of what was offered
combined real-time class and contents class?
in 2006) based on the survey result.
As previously described, the IT Research Center has
2.4%
It'sbettertohave onlyrealtime
4.8%
been
engaged not only in the development of
classes.
1
2
study-support tools and methods but also in actual
19.0%
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educational application. We believe that the success was
timeclasses.
8
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Thebalancebetweenrealtimeand
educational effect by blending these IT technologies into
contentsclassesisjustright.
16.7%
the field of education.

About hybrid-type class:

7
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24
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classes.

3. Utilizing 3-D virtual space in educational field
3.1 Background of using 3-D virtual space
 Although e-Learning environment has been developed
through the introduction of study-support tools and
improvement of class style etc. as explained, when
compared to conventional face-to-face classes, the
improvement of collaborative study such as maintaining
an individual learner’s enthusiasm for learning or
improving interactivity is not yet sufficient. At present,
this insufficient area is compensated by increasing the
number of face-to-face lectures in hybrid-type courses, but
from the viewpoints of original e-Learning or on-demand
education, this problem cannot be considered yet as solved.
In light of this fact we have focused attention on the
utilization of 3-D virtual space such as SL. as a new
educational tool to resolve these situations.
 We consider the advantage of using 3-D virtual space in
the educational field with the following two main points:

Idon'twanttotakeanyclassesunless
theyarefacetofaceclassesinregular
classroom.

Figure 2.3

About the class in general:
Q. Do you think this class will increase your
understanding more compared with regular classroom
lessons you have taken before?
Veryeasytounderstand

12.5%
5

22.5%
9

20.0%
8

Relativelyeasytounderstand
Same
Alittledifficulttounderstand

45.0%
18

Verydifficulttounderstand

(1) Multiple styles of conversation such as one-to-one,
one-to-many, become possible, hence interactivity
improves.
(2) It is not necessary for learners to gather in a
classroom equipped with a large-scale distance
lecture facility. Hence, where to take classes is not
restricted. And even under this condition, learners
can share the learning experience in the same
virtual space, which will promote their sense of
solidarity and enthusiasm for learning.

Figure 2.4
Q. Do you think you have enough opportunity for
one-to-one Q&A with a teacher compared with regular
classroom lessons you have taken before?

7.3%
3

Verysufficient

36.0%
14

30.9%
12

Relativelysufficient

3.2 3-D virtual space as SNS
The more activities or mutual communications of
participants there are, the more effects can be expected in
the 3-D virtual space. As this is nothing but a concept of
the Social Networking Service (SNS) which is ‘a
community-based service to promote and support humane
connections’, in a broad sense we can interpret 3-D virtual
space as SNS. Regarding 3-D virtual space as SNS will
open up more efficient methods in e-Learning, which are
different form existing study-support tools such as CMS.

Same
Ratherinsufficient

25.7%
10

Veryinsufficient

Figure 2.5

The assessment result shows that the hybrid-type
classes which combine real-time distance classes and
on-demand study have been highly assessed as a whole.
This is the result of our repeated trial, error and
improvement after conducting numerous numbers of the
same style courses since 2005. The assessment result of
the survey done in 2008 shows that the balance between

3.3 3-D virtual space as CMS and SNS
 As for the study-support features of CMS and SNS, it is
considered that ‘CMS is suitable for formal and direct
support, while SNS is for informal and indirect support’.(7)
CMS has been used in e-Learning for stimulating the
enthusiasm of learners by precisely managing the learning
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attitude or progress of their study, but in practical
application of education in 3-D virtual space like SL,
some facilitation functions such as promoting
communication among participants (learners) and
constructing collaborative study environment become
essential in addition to the above-mentioned management.
Many universities have been openly offering courses to
public originally through OCW and recently using
YouTube EDU or iTunes U. As a result, formal classes
which used to be held at a university campus have become
open to the public and lessons which used to be available
only to students who paid tuitions have become accessible
to those who are not formal students. In this case, the
difference between formal students who pay tuitions and
other participants are; (1) formal credit earning, and (2)
formal guidance given by instructors either directly or
through CMS. It is possible to think that universities, by
letting external students observe their formal classes in an
informal manner, actively disclose the high-quality
education they offer and use this opportunity for recruiting
future formal students. Similar approaches can be seen
with SL. For example, the Harvard Law School offered its
formal course subjects on SL. Formal students can take
those classes either in real regular classrooms or
classrooms on SL. External students can take classes
offered on SL together with formal students, but cannot
earn credits. Opening formal classes outside of the school
with certain restrictions can lead to gaining recognition
outside the school and possibly result in indirectly
improving educational quality.
We assume the transmission of open knowledge by
universities will increase more and more in the future and
in such cases, use of CMS and SNS in combination
according to the purpose is most important.

more naturally. This is similar to what we have
experienced in the distance lectures previously conducted
using a video conferencing system. In other words, by
directly speaking or asking questions to students in
remote sites instead of one-way lectures, actual interaction
can be achieved, which leads to the stimulation of
students’ enthusiasm for participating in classes and
finally to increasing the level of proficiency.
Previously SL has been mainly used as our
demonstration experiment site in 3-D virtual space, but
due to the reasons of special viewers being required or of
its difficult operation method etc., SL was tough to handle
for many people except for existing SL users, hence
resulting in a rather low SL use rate. So in 2009, we have
tied up with a company to develop a new viewer which
merges 2-D and 3-D, aiming to encourage the use of 3-D
virtual space in a more natural manner (Figure 3). Thanks
to this development, the participants who are only
interested in viewing the lecture in a real site can view a
2D Webcasting screen, while those who wish to interact
with lecturers or other participants in a virtual site can
achieve these interactions through the use of avatars.

4.2 Extending to educational field & transmission of
knowledge
(1) Extending to the educational field
In the academic year 2008, experimental use of SL was
tried in one of our graduate-course subjects. In this subject
we had been using relatively expensive simulation
software to reproduce the movement of robot arms, but in
ac

4. Previous projects and future views

Figure 3 Viewer merging 2-D and 3-D

4.1 Previous projects on 3-D virtual space
In 2007 the IT Research Center built its own campus on
SL and has conducted various demonstration experiments
towards the possibility of starting courses on the virtual
campus in the future.
 Since then, the IT Research Center carried out a project
which was a further development of the previous projects
and which focused more strongly on interaction with the
real world. For example the “IEEE RO-MAN 2008” was
held in August 2008, with avatars resembling keynote
speakers placed in the virtual site on SL and with the
audience on SL site communicating interactively with
keynote speakers in the real site through text chat and
voice chat.
Thanks to the introduction of the avatars, the merging
of real and virtual sites and the interactive proceedings of
the meeting was made possible (8). Even so there were still
a few problems. When lectures are given to audiences who
assemble both in real and virtual sites, the attention of
speakers tends to focus more on the audience in the real
site. So it is important to have facilitators who connect
real sites and virtual sites so that the audience in the
virtual site can establish interaction with real-site speakers

In 2008, we also conducted a project based learning
(PBL) course on SL where students simulated the
movement of robot arms using a scripting language.
Apart from some technical problems, if we give the
assessment of the course which used SL as SNS, the
biggest merit of conducting classes on SL can be said that
‘informal and indirect’ support (instruction) was able to be
given as described in 3.3. That is, students can login on SL
at anytime and from anywhere they like just like
on-demand study and work on their assignments. But the
biggest difference from self-learning by the use of
one-demand educational tools was that students could
consult with a teacher or other students who “happen to”
appear on SL and receive advice from them while they
were working. We believe that this was highly effective to
maintain and improve the motivation of students.
The other noteworthy experimental trial course was the
Shanghai Lectures (9) which was lead by Rolf Pfeifer, a
Professor of University of Zurich. This is truly a
world-scale educational project which utilizes existing
distance class style as well as collaborative study
environment in 3-D virtual space, with participation by
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many universities around the globe.
The IT Research Center hoped to use this participation
experience;
࣭to construct our school’s own virtual educational and
research environment using open-source 3-D virtual
space,
࣭to build collaborative study environments in
international distance education, in the future.

viewing the picture scroll. Also after finishing the tour ride,
one can exchange opinions with different visitors at the
lounge space set up along the exhibition space (Figure 5).

In the ShanghAI Lectures, we utilized 3-D virtual space
called ‘Project Wonderland’ developed by Sun
Microsystems, Inc. Open-source 3-D virtual space such as
‘Project Wonderland’ or ‘Open-SIM’ has recently
prevailed and these 3-D virtual spaces make us possible
to;
࣭ build closed environment.
࣭ customize to fit one’s needs

Figure 4

Tour Ride display

The IT Research Center will make use of SL in a more
open scenario while working on the virtualization of more
closed educational and research environments which is
limited to people inside the school.
(2) Transmission of knowledge
In addition, we have also publicly exhibited the
precious assets which Hosei University owns and worked
on the transmission of information with the use of SL.
The IT Research Center has been actively and widely
disclosing to the public the contents of lectures or
symposia which they hosted, and recently has been
working in cooperation with Hosei University Nogami
Memorial Noh Theatre Research Institute on the
digitalization of precious informational materials and
picture images owned by the Institute, and opened them to
the public. In 2008, these projects were further developed
to open 3-D virtual museum on SL. The purpose is to
further promote Noh Theatre (Noh & Kyogen) by making
them accessible to a lot more people in an easier and more
friendly manner. As a first stage, we have worked on 3-D
virtualization of Kokakanjin Noh Emaki. 2 More
specifically, a huge picture scroll was created on 3-D
virtual space, and people slip back in time to the world of
picture scroll by getting on the “tour ride” attraction.
Also we tried to show the contents in a more
easy-to-understand way by displaying 3-D objects, sound,
moving images, texts, picture images etc. at specific
viewing points. (Figure 4)
With consideration for the fact that most of the residents
of SL are English Speakers, this 3-D virtual museum can
be appreciated with English explanation in addition to that
in Japanese.
 One of the important features of the “tour ride” from
the viewpoint of SNS is that multiple people can enjoy
viewing at the same time. One tour ride accommodates
two people and one can talk to the other rider while

2

A picture scroll drawing Kanjinn Noh which was performed in
Koka 5 (1848) by HOSHO, dayu around Edo Kanda Sujichigai
bridge. The writer is presumed to be Gesshin Saito. Original
work doesn’t exist and only several kinds of copies exist.

Figure 5

Lounge space set up in the Museum



As described above, construction of these facilities was
carefully planned so that informal interactions can occur
naturally. Those interactions have been recorded, analyzed,
and utilized for the creation of other educational
environment in 3-D virtual space.

4.3 Future projects
From the results of many demonstration
experiments carried out previously, we have been
convinced that 3-D virtual space can be well utilized in
various educational activities. However, replacing all the
distance learning or all the e-Learning courses offered at
present with this kind (which uses 3-D virtual space)
would be unrealistic. As we explained in the previous
section, we consider it important to create an
environment which seamlessly works together with
existing systems or study-support tools on 3-D virtual
space and to maintain an environment which guarantees
interactivity. We could find a proceeding research on the
integration of SL and Moodle to create a 3D virtual
learning environment (10) (11) (12).
At present we have been working on the development
of a tool which links attendance records or study
histories of students on 3-D virtual space with existing
CMS database (Figure 6).
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(3) Ivan HO, Hajime KIYOHARA, Akira SUGIMOTO and
Kazuo YANA, “Enhancing Global and Synchronous
Distance Learning and Teaching by Using Instant
Transcript and Translation,” Proc. 2005IEEE International
Conference on Cyberworlds, pp. 373-377, 2006
(4) Masami IWATSUKI, Norio TAKEUCHI, Hisato

KOBAYASHI, Kazuo YANA, Hiroshi TAKEDA,
Hisashi YAGINUMA, Hajime KIYOHARA,
“Automatic Digital Content Generation System for
Real-Time Distance Lectures”, Methods and
Applications for Advancing Distance Education
Technologies, IGI Global, pp. 1-8, 2009

Figure 6 A prototype of CMS linked attendance management
tool

(5) http://sakaiproject.org/portal

Hosei University plans to continue offering
international collaborative distance courses with even
greater enthusiasm in the future. We also expect that in the
future students scattered all over the world will participate
in classes which are offered on various platforms. To make
it possible, we must further develop the tools and create an
environment where integrated management of attendance
and study situations of those students is possible. In this
way, we would like to pursue the goal where can offer
opportunities for study not influenced by where and how
the lectures are being taken. In addition, by creating such
environments where students participating from a remote
site can interactively mingle with lecturers and other
students, we would like to stimulate their desire for
participation in classes as well as their motivation to study.

5. Conclusion
With technologies rapidly advancing, offering
e-Learning education will become easier and easier in the
future. But when developing tools or creating the
collaborative environment, we should never neglect the
importance of promoting communications between
lecturers and students. We would like to continue our
approach in harmony with total education to enhance the
quality of educational services without losing sight of
these viewpoints and without excessively depending on
technologies.
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Abstract—In this paper we present an information visualization approach for visualizing the intersection between multiple
feature hierarchies. In cases where a dataset has multiple complex
features of interest, especially ones that have been hierarchically
clustered, it is often very difficult to grasp the commonalities
between them. Understanding the overlap between features can
help researchers discover correlations or hot spots in their data.
Our method steps back from actual data features, simplifying
their representation, and presenting them in a fashion which
facilitates interpretation of their inter-feature relationships. We
call this new representation a knowledge graph, and we show how
it can be used to investigate the overlap of multiple features in
a photo database and a social network dataset.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As data continues to increase in both size and complexity,
extracting a single feature from an entire collection of information becomes a useful path on the road toward discovery.
Smaller subsets of data are easier to understand and process,
using methods such as numerical analysis, hierarchical clustering or direct visualization. Instances arise, however, where
several different features are required to adequately study a
problem. Besides their individual importance, the separate
features of information could potentially contain correlating
values that help support or deny a hypothesis. Exploring and
understanding feature correlations is a task that can benefit
greatly from interactive visualizations.
What a feature represents depends on the underlying data
and how the feature is extracted. For social networks, a data
query might return communities of friends with a common
interest, but for an image database, a feature could be a
collection of photos sharing a specific tag. Individually, each
query may result in thousands of data items being returned,
so when the filtered data becomes overwhelmingly complex,
a common approach is to hierarchically cluster results into
separate categories that show more detail as one expands each
level. Once all the results are collected and processed, a researcher may then want to see how the various resulting feature
hierarchies are related. In order to assist in the exploration
process and provide a meaningful basis for feature comparison,
we propose a representation that can be applied to all types
of problem sets
Our approach creates a high-level abstraction of feature
information in the form of a knowledge graph visualization. In
a knowledge graph, hierarchically structured features and their
intersections are shown in a multi-level compound hypergraph,

allowing researchers to focus on higher level connections
between features and providing interactive ways for hiding and
revealing details. Unlike recent work in the area of a set visualization, we focus on visualizing sets that are clustered into
one or more levels of abstraction using interactive techniques
provided by node-link diagrams. The classification of features
within a feature hierarchy provides new ways of understanding
how different features correlate on multiple levels.
II. BACKGROUND
The term knowledge graph is chosen for this feature-space
visualization approach because the final graph represents the
intersection of the user’s results that were generated during the
exploration process. The knowledge graph is a collection of
what the user has discovered and how those features overlap.
Our approach is built from areas of visualization meant to
show relationships and correlations between result sets.
A. Visualization of Set Relations
The visualization of overlapping features can be traced all
the way back to the 19th century when John Venn invented his
set diagrams. Euler and Venn diagrams are the most common
ways of visualizing the overlap of multiple sets, and they
effectively show regions representing inclusion, exclusion, and
containment relationships. The simplest representation utilizes
overlapping circles. However, this approach is limited by the
fact that it cannot accurately show intersections of four or
more sets. To solve this problem, there has been considerable
research to expand Venn diagrams to handle more possible set
intersections [7], [17]. Recently, many algorithms have been
developed to generate such diagrams automatically [16], [4].
Verroust and Viaud provided a new constructive method for
creating extended Euler diagrams, which relax and extend the
strict conditions on the traditional form of the diagrams [21].
With this new method, up to 8 sets can be visualized simultaneously. Using a planar intersection graph as the underlying
layout, extended Euler diagrams do not require that regions
be convex or completely filled, which allows for more control
over the drawing procedure. A visualization system called
VennMaster was developed by Kestler et al. to show multiple
overlapping sets of results from genetic databases [12]. The
authors provide a genetic algorithm to generate and position
area-proportional sets and their overlap. The inconsistencies
are listed in a separate table that is linked to the visualization.
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lap are not a problem in a hypergraph as intersections are
discreet edges, and the overwhelming amount of information
can be handled in an interactive focus+context manner.
B. Graph-Based Relational Visualization

Fig. 1. Each set of data items is hierarchically structured. On every level of
the hierarchy, there are adjacency (hyper)edges, shown here with dotted lines,
connecting nodes containing items in common. For simplification purposes,
only the lowest level adjacency edges are shown in this example.

Since not all set relationships must be visualized using
standard Euler diagrams, other techniques have been introduced to extend or complement traditional methods. One such
approach, developed by Simonetto and Auber, relies on the
underlying intersection graphs for drawing Euler-like diagrams
as flexible wrappers [18]. In an intersection graph, all nodes
represent regions to be drawn and edges represent zones that
are adjacent. The boundary of the sets are then drawn with
the intersection graph as a guide, creating blob like structures
that overlap where appropriate. The InfoCrystal layout, created
by Anselm Spoerri, uses a specialized arrangement of shaped
nodes to show every possible set relationship at once [19].
Every data item is assigned to the node that represents the
region it belongs to, such as the intersection of sets A and
B. Chiara and Fish developed a system called EulerView to
replace certain tasks that usually rely on tree views to control
and navigate hierarchies [2]. It utilizes a look and feel similar
to tree views so users can build and manage their own set
relationships. Other systems, such as Mirage [8], leave the
data correlation task to the user by providing a suite of various
information visualization tools.
Our graph representation shares commonalities with different portions of the previous work in the field. However, we
focus on an edge-standard hypergraph representation, which
is rarely used for directly visualizing set relations. Unlike
a standard binary graph, hypergraphs allow edges that can
connect any number of nodes together using a hyperedge.
Johnson and Pollack were the first to utilize the commonality
between Venn diagrams and hypergraphs, and they showed that
determining the planarity of a hypergraph is NP-complete [11].
Harel used a combination of Venn diagrams and hypergraphs
to create higraphs, which have been widely used for diagramming concurrent states [6].
Hypergraphs offer many advantages when dealing with the
overlap of hierarchically structured sets due to their flexibility
and interactivity. Ambiguities resulting from misleading over-

Graphs are classified into a wide-array of types depending
on the kind of relational information being conveyed [14]. The
most relevant type of graph for our research is the compound
graph, which combines an intersection graph for visualizing
graph hierarchy and an undirected or directed graph for showing adjacency relations. Visualizations that show adjacency relations on top of hierarchies include TreeMaps, ArcTrees [13],
polyarchies [15], compound digraphs [20], and balloon graphs.
Holten and van Wijk improved on these visualizations by
introducing hierarchical edge bundling [9]. These represent
the common basis for creating visualizations that can represent
intersections between two or more distinct hierarchical graphs.
To solve the problem of visualizing node correlation between independent graphs, VisLink expands on the idea of
coordinated multiple views by connecting the views with
adjacency edges, essentially creating heterogeneous compound
graphs [1]. While the visualization only deals with binary
connections, it does an efficient job of revealing connections
between pairs of visualization results. Along a similar line,
Holten and van Wijk created a visualization for showing the
relations between a pair of distinct hierarchies [10]. Each
hierarchy is laid out separately, and edges are used to connect
hierarchies that are related, similar to the way VisLinks
connects related nodes between views.
The flexibility and interactivity of these visualizations is
what led us to explore the possibility of representing complex
set correlations using hypergraphs. We utilize many of the
principles found in the compound graph visualizations discussed here and make our own adjustments and additions to
meet the needs of the problem.
III. K NOWLEDGE G RAPHS
Our system, KnowHow, utilizes a knowledge graph to
represent the feature hierarchies generated from a collection
of data. In the following sections we will describe the basic
concepts that KnowHow is built from and then cover the visual
representation and our implementation.
A. Feature Hierarchy
One important part of data analysis and exploration is separating meaningful subsets of data from the entire collection.
This process can result in numerous features, depending on
the type of data and the extraction method. We define a set
to be a collection of data that results from some type of
search query, such as an SQL select statement. Unlike previous
set visualizations, we focus on sets that are hierarchically
categorized.
We define a feature to be a collection of data items, and a
feature hierarchy is defined as a tree where features are divided
into smaller and smaller groups. The root level is a single
feature that combines all of the data from all search queries,
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Fig. 2. The nodes of the knowledge graph represent features are colored according to the parent set. A regular feature node is shown in (a) and a specialized
noise node is shown in (b). The noise node aggregates small features together. Together, nodes from the same level in the hierarchy form a feature set (c).
The nodes of the feature set are positioned with a force directed layout and are influenced by its movable feature magnet, which is the center icon of (d).

the first level represents the original high level features, where
each query has a single node. The leaves represent degenerate
features, where only a single data item is represented by
that node. The middle levels contain features generated by
hierarchically categorizing the resulting data. We refer to each
collection of features on a given hierarchy level as a feature set.
Figure 1 shows three query sets that each have one hierarchical
level of division.
The basis of our knowledge graph representation, however,
is to show the overlap between features from multiple search
queries. Since degenerate features, or the leaves, may be found
in more than one search query, we connect duplicate leaves
with an adjacency edge or hyperedge, which are shown as
dotted lines at the bottom of Figure 1. These adjacency edges
are propagated up the tree so that each feature in the tree is
connected to other features with shared items. The structure is
similar to the one visualized by Holten with hierarchical edge
bundles [9], with the addition of hyperedges.
The grouping of data items into feature hierarchies depends
on the what the user deems important, and each type of data
can have different attributes used for dividing up the results.
For a social network, a set would contain a collection of
individuals who fall into a certain search query, such as users
from the same university. Calculating community structure
is a common method for dividing the results into a feature
set. In such an example, an overlap of features exists if two
community clusters contain the same person. Other types
of simple categorization could hierarchically divide data by
geographical location or by date and time.
B. Hypergraph Representation
Given that each feature hierarchy constitutes a collection
of clustered results, the relationships between those results
at a given tree level can be represented by a hypergraph. In
a knowledge graph, each node represents a clustered feature
and the edges convey the intersections that exists between the
features.

1) Nodes: At the first level of a feature hierarchy, each
result subset is represented by a single node. We assign an
individual color to each of these nodes, such that all features
originating from it will share that color. This high level node
is split into multiple feature nodes as the user descends the
tree, revealing new feature sets at each level. In addition to
coloring, we collect a family of features from the same result
subset into a cohesive magnet cloud. The size of a node is
proportional to number of data items contained within that
clustered feature.
We also allow for a special type of node, called a noise
node, to help reduce clutter in the graph. A noise node, shown
in Figure 2(b), is an aggregate of features that contain only
a small number of data items. The noise node aggregation is
performed on a per feature set basis and is colored by the
parent feature set. The noise nodes are given a special type of
rendering so the user does not mistake it for a normal feature.
2) Edges: The edges of the knowledge graph represent the
intersection of data items between features. In terms of two
different photo database searches, intersection means that the
features contain at least one photo in common. For standard
partial intersection, i.e. where A ∩ B 6= 0/ and A ∩ B 6= A for
|A| ≤ |B|, we use a straight edge between nodes, as shown in
in Figure 3(a). The edge size describes the number of items
in the intersection and the color and brightness describe what
percentage of each node is contained in that intersection.
Since part of the knowledge graph’s power is the ability
to correlate multiple result subsets simultaneously, we also
generate hyperedges, such as the one shown in Figure 3(c).
A hyperedge shows the multi-intersection among a group of
nodes in the same fashion as a binary edge. Whenever a group
of three or more feature nodes share data items then there
exists a subset of data contained in all those features. If this
exists, then a hyperedge can be drawn as a star structure by
having an outgoing edge from every node meet at a centralized
crux, which we define as the centroid of the intersecting nodes.
The same color scheme is used here as with binary edges, and
thus, the hyperedge shows the overlap of many sets at a time.
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Fig. 3. When intersecting multiple features (a), partial intersections are shown as straight edges, (b) where the color shows the percentage of containment
for each node. The brighter the color, the more of that node is contained in that intersection. When multiple features simultaneously share data, a multi-edge
is used as in (c). When features are subsets of another feature, they are aggregated into a one-way bubble edge (d).

In the case of total containment, i.e. where A ∩ B = A for
|A| ≤ |B|, we use a specialized type of edge, called an edge
bubble, that groups all such nodes into a single collection of
contained nodes. This helps to reduce visual edge clutter in the
knowledge graph by aggregating nodes with a commonality
and eliminating unnecessary edge rendering. For every node
Ai that is completely contained in a node B, the nodes Ai are
clustered together and surrounded by a polygonal boundary, as
shown in in Figure 3(d). This polygon boundary then connects
to the node B just like an edge and is filled with the color of
node B’s set.
3) Hypergraph Layout: In order to better utilize screen
space, the graph is positioned using a force directed layout [5].
During the layout phase of the visualization, however, the
algorithm takes certain hidden forces into consideration. To
properly handle the contents of an edge bubble, the nodes
inside the bubble are conceptually tied together and attached to
the larger feature node. This keeps the bubble tightly bundled,
which reduces clutter and improves visual appeal. Hyperedges
do not influence the layout of nodes in the graph; only the
the binary edges, or simple intersections, are used. Since a
complete binary subgraph exists for every hyperedge’s incident
nodes, it is unnecessary to use the hyperedge in the force
calculations, regardless of its visibility.
A significant modification to the force directed layout is
the addition of interactive magnets, which is similar to a
technique that has been applied to multivariate data [22]. The
purpose of magnets is to organize a scattered collection of
nodes and edges into more meaningful sectors. A magnet
exists for each result subset, i.e. for every search query, and
can be repositioned by the user. The magnet stays anchored
to its set location and attracts all of its corresponding feature
nodes toward it, as is shown in Figure 2(d). Since all magnets
pull on their respective nodes, the end result is a separation
of connection types, e.g. unconnected nodes float around the
magnet while nodes with a standard edge to another node will
be positioned in the middle of the two feature magnets.

C. Interactive Exploration and Modification
While the force directed, magnet layout reduces overlap,
other tools are required for exploring the graph in detail and
reducing clutter. One of the simplest ways of modifying the
knowledge graph is by moving through the hierarchy levels,
revealing more detailed feature sets at lower and lower levels.
In order to help the user keep track of information between
transitions, such as adding a new result set or changing the
hierarchy level, we provide animations that lead the user from
one stage to the next. When adding a new set, the nodes are
faded into the existing knowledge graph gradually with the
layout only being modified slightly from the previous one.
These types of animated transitions are used throughout to
provide visual feedback of changes being made, similar to the
work done by [3].
Besides being able to move from one hierarchy level to
another to see each feature set, it is occasionally advantageous
for a user to see a single node’s children without completely
changing the view. In this case, a user may select a node from
the current feature set and expand its contents much like a
balloon graph. The children nodes become surrounded by an
expanded circle to show that they are on a lower level than
the rest of the feature set. The edges of the children become
visible as they connect to higher level nodes outside of the
balloon.
Additional interface options are provided for filtering nodes
and edges. Cardinality sliders can hide nodes or edges that
do not fall within the specified range. The layout updates
interactively as items are hidden. We also allow individual
edge types to be selectively made invisible without disrupting
the layout positioning. For example, the user may select only
tri-edges, which represent the intersection of three sets, or
quad-edges to be rendered while hiding all others. This allows
some fine grain control to generate the exact image the user
would like to see.
A more powerful interactive tool is the edge toggler. When
viewing the knowledge graph, it may not be useful to see
intersections between certain features sets and not others.
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Thus, we provide a simple user interface that allows the user
to turn on or off edges between any pair of feature sets.
The unwanted edges become invisible, and the force directed
layout will adjust node positions accordingly, as if those nodes
no longer attract. This would be analogous to a Euler diagram
choosing not to overlap circles between certain sets.
The system also allows a user to see the original data
represented by each feature node through mouse selection.
When a node or edge is picked, the original data is displayed
in a side window. The default view is a table of entries and
specialized views, such as a photo viewer for flickr data, can
be written for specific types of data.
IV. R ESULTS
Now we will show the overlap of search results from Flickr
data and social network data. While the method of obtaining
and clustering the results is not a topic of this paper, we created
a simple test application that uses a SQL database for queries
and simple categorization that is coded specifically for each
different dataset. It is possible to find all possible types of intersections manually using SQL queries, but knowledge graphs
present a complete view of all intersections simultaneously and
provide a suite of interactive methods that let the user explore
the hierarchy in context while creating a custom view of the
data.
A. Flickr
Our Flickr database contains over 13 million photo details
pulled from Flickr prior to 2009. Each photo entry contains 31
values, including user, timestamp, view count, location, title,
and technical specifications, plus any number of possible tags.
Since the last images we collected were at the end of the
2008 U.S. presidential elections, we performed our case study
to examine the popularity of the candidates over time based
on their appearance in photo tags.
In Figure 4 we begin with five tag searches, which include
the president and vice-president candidates and the tag ’election’. The first level is, of course, one node per result. We
then create the feature hierarchy by dividing nodes by date
of photo, with the second level being year, the third level
being month, etc. Level 1 of Figure 4 shows how some of the
interactive tools are used to discover high-level aspects of the
data. First, the nodes appear fully connected, and with edge
hiding, we show a hyperedge representing photos containing
all five tags. Second, by ballooning out the nodes and using
the edge toggler, we can see just how the tag ’election’ relates
to every other tag based on year. In this example, 2008 is the
largest year for all of the feature sets, and it is the only year
that the the vice-president candidates appear with the tag. In
addition, there are some photos from the years 2006 and 2007
that reference either John McCain or Barack Obama.
We transition to the next hierarchy level, which reveals
features sets separated by year. We remove the ’election’ tag
to focus on just the candidates. In 2008, Barack Obama is
the most popular tag of the group, which can be seen by
comparing feature node sizes, so we decide to expand that

Fig. 4. The above example shows feature hierarchies from a Flickr database.
Each hierarchy represents a tag pertaining to the 2008 US presidential
elections clustered by time. Using several interaction techniques, the first
level reveals 2008 was the most popular for photographing all candidates, and
the second level shows how Barack Obama became more prominent as the
November election approached. A detailed view of one of the edges between
Obama and McCain is shown at the bottom.

node to reveal it’s sub-hierarchy. If we mouse over the nodes
to reveal the cluster labels, we see that the most popular
month is November, the same month as the election. Also,
Obama and McCain began appearing together before either of
the vice-president candidates came into the picture. A detail
view of images is seen below the graph by selecting the edge
connecting Obama and McCain during the month of October.
Overall, this exploration of the knowledge graph reveals the
rise of important figures in the media during the long election
process. Without knowledge graphs, the same conclusions
might require multiple searches or visualizations of the data
in order the represent the same hierarchy and overlaps.
B. Orkut Network
Our social network dataset, which comes from the Orkut
network (a Google product), contains over 15,000 anonymized
user profiles and over 60,000 friend connections. The feature
hierarchies in this case are generated using community structure clustering methods commonly found in social network
studies. Therefore, each node represents a cluster of closely
connected friends. In the example shown in Figure 5, instead of
taking queries intended to generate highly correlated groups of
people, the queries were chosen randomly, without considering
the others. The feature hierarchies are as follows: people
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user to become familiar with the new abstract view of their
features. Linking the feature nodes directly to the original
data helps in this regard, though, as it maps the abstract
features back to the actual features. As our work on feature
space visualization continues, we are prepared to perform user
studies to test the ability of users in using knowledge graphs
to answer questions about features and its effectiveness as an
interface for exploring the original data. In addition, we plan
to study enhanced visual representations that may be more
intuitive at conveying the same information or are capable of
simplifying the information.
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Abstract—In-lined Reference Monitoring frameworks are an
emerging technology for enforcing security policies over untrusted, mobile, binary code. However, formulating correct policy
specifications for such frameworks to enforce remains a daunting
undertaking with few supporting tools. A visualization approach
is proposed to aid in this task; preliminary results are presented
in this short paper. In contrast to existing approaches, which
typically involve tedious and error-prone manual inspection of
complex binary code, the proposed framework provides automatically generated, security-aware visual models that follow
the UML specification. This facilitates formulation and testing
of prototype security policy specifications in a faster and more
reliable manner than is possible with existing manual approaches.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software security is becoming increasingly important with
the growth of the Internet and mobile code technologies like
Java. Mobile code technologies generate software components
for environments in which code-consumers receive code from
separate code-producers. These components are mainly distributed as binary executable files that are downloaded from
web pages or as email attachments. In many realistic settings,
not all code-producers are fully trusted; for example, web
pages may be served from untrusted servers or emails may
arrive from untrusted senders. Security is an obvious concern
in such an environment. Violations can range from information
leakage to access control violations and data corruption.
Secure mobile code environments constrain the behavior
of untrusted code by enforcing liveness or safety properties.
Many practical policies can be formulated as safety policies.
A classic example is the confidentiality policy that prohibits
network-send operations after the process has read from a
confidential file. This prevents the untrusted process from
divulging the file’s content over the network. These historybased (i.e., stateful) safety policies can be encoded formally
as security automata [1]. A security automaton is a finite state
automaton that accepts policy-permitted sequences of securityrelevant events. Bisimulation of the security automaton with
the untrusted program is used as a mechanism to enforce the
underlying security policies. When an impending violation is
detected by the automaton, the offending process is terminated.
In-lined reference monitors (IRM’s) [1] have been proposed
as a mechanism to insert security automata into untrusted
binary code by modifying it (e.g., [2]–[4]) prior to execution.
This results in self-monitoring code that is guaranteed to self-

terminate before policy violations occur. IRM’s provide a powerful means to enforce application-specific security policies,
but identifying and defining a good security policy, particularly
at the bytecode level, is challenging. For example, to prohibit
network-send operations, one must be able to rigorously define
what constitutes a network-send operation. This may involve
considering hundreds of primitive instructions that constitute
potentially security-relevant operations, each of which must be
identified in a complete, correct specification of the policy. In
general, much manual analysis and inspection of malicious
and non-malicious binary code may be required in order
to formulate a policy that prohibits all undesired program
behaviors without curtailing desired behaviors.
A visualization approach, with tool support, is needed to aid
the analysis of the untrusted binary code and to facilitate faster
and more reliable discovery and prototyping of applicationspecific security policies. In this short paper, we present a visualization framework that generates security-aware UML-based
visual models for the low-level Java bytecode; preliminary results are reported. The framework supports static and dynamic
models. The static visual model represents the underlying class
structures; the dynamic visual model represents the possible
execution sequences (control-flows) in the application. Each
execution sequence is mapped to the set of corresponding state
transitions of the security automaton (given by the security
policy); a user-defined color code is provided to visually
map the control-flow blocks to the corresponding security
automaton states and indicate possible security violations. The
approach and tool support have been validated using a classic
confidentiality policy and two test applications that violate this
policy by leaking information over the network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the existing tool support for analysis of
bytecode and other related work. Section III describes our
visualization framework proposed for the security analysis,
and the prototype proof of concept that we have developed.
Section IV summarizes and proposes future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Practical IRM systems constitute a growing body of past
work (c.f., [5]). The Java-MOP system [3] combines runtime
monitoring with aspect-oriented programming. It specifies the
desired security properties, along with the code to execute
if a security violation is detected. The specification is then
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translated to AspectJ code and integrated into the application program using an aspect weaver. The SPoX (Security
Policy XML) system [4] provides a purely declarative policy
specification language in which security-relevant events are
designated via AspectJ pointcuts, and policies over these
events are specified as security state transitions. We developed
our visualization tool based in part on bytecode analysis
libraries provided by the SPoX toolkit.
Traditional text-based, code-level visualization is supported
by many established tools including decompilers (e.g., [6],
[7]), debuggers, and various low-level libraries for static code
analysis. Eclipse [8] provides an integrated debugger for
Java source code that allows execution of the source code
interactively by stepping through each line of code. Some open
source byte code debuggers are also available for finding the
trace of execution at a binary code level. Reverse engineering
tools (e.g., [9], [10]) and context-independent analyses (e.g.,
[11]) augment such analyses with support for abstraction
visualization and binary format discovery.
However, all of these tools are general purpose; they do not
provide specialized support for security. For example, policyviolating control-flows are not automatically identified for the
user; they must be manually discovered and extracted. The
modeling tools (e.g., [9]) use UML as the modeling notation,
which is a powerful and established standard for the graphical
modeling of object oriented software design and analysis. We
take the approach of catering to security-specific requirements
while utilizing the powerful features of a visual modeling
notation like UML and using the concept of abstraction for
a better representation of the underlying bytecode.
The BCEL API (Byte Code Engineering Library) [12] provides a programmatic foundation for analyzing Java bytecode.
Our visualization framework uses this API to extract low-level
Java bytecode information.
Graphical models of low-level code provide easier, faster,
and more reliable analysis of an application’s structure and
its possible control-flows than their text-only counterparts.
We therefore adopt a graphical approach. Desirable quality
attributes and functional requirements for general-purpose
code visualization tools have been well-studied [13], but there
has been no similar study of security-aware tool functionality
to our knowledge.

Figure 1 depicts the structure of our visualization framework, which transforms low-level bytecode into UML-based
visual models [14], [15]. It is composed of a controller
and separate view engines for the generation of static and
dynamic visual models. The static views engine generates the
view for the static structure of the application modeled as
a UML class diagram. The dynamic views engine generates
the dynamic views for the detailed control-flow diagrams for
each class method within the application code, modeled as
a UML activity diagram. These UML specifications are used
to provide the security-aware views of the application. We
choose the Unified Modeling Language (UML) specification
for our visual model, as it has become the de facto standard
for visual modeling of software applications. We represent
the class structures and their relationships using UML class
diagrams, and the control-flows using UML activity diagrams.
The UML class diagrams can be used to compare the
untrusted bytecode with the self-monitoring, rewritten code
obtained from an IRM framework. The UML activity diagrams
can be used to map the prototype security policy to the underlying control structure and to visually identify the security
events in the control-flows.
Our visualization framework is built atop the Eclipse plugin architecture [8]. It can be launched within the Eclipse
environment or used as a standalone rich client desktop
application. The plug-in architecture allows for easy extensibility to add further custom diagrams related to the security
specifications. Further, it does not require any special setup;
the only main requirement is a standard Java runtime environment. The prototype tool developed is available at the URL
http://utdallas.edu/∼aap085000/VisualizationTool.
A. Security-Aware Static View
To effectively prototype and analyze real IRM’s and the
policies they enforce, it is important to be able to easily
visualize and compare the class structure of original and IRMmodified Java bytecode applications. For example, most practical policies constrain usage of certain security-relevant system
classes by untrusted applications. The IRM must therefore
track the security state of these security-relevant objects at
runtime to enforce the policy. The IRM typically accomplishes
this by injecting new wrapper classes that inherit from and
extend the system classes with extra security state fields
maintained by the IRM [3], [4]. Thus, visualizing the class
structure of original and IRM-modified applications reveals
much about the potential effects of the policy-enforcement
upon the untrusted application, including undesired sideeffects and potential runtime overhead.
The UML class diagrams [14] represent the static structure
of the original and/or IRM-modified system as a structure of
classes and relationships between them. They are generated
via four pipelined components: a bytecode parser, UML class
diagram creator, UML class diagram layout, and securityaware view generator.
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The bytecode parser identifies the classes, their data attributes and methods, the visibility options of the data attributes and methods, and the relationships between the
classes. The UML relationships supported include generalization (based on class inheritance) and association (based on
class object reference).
The diagram creator generates the entities of the UML class
diagram that represent the information extracted by the parser.
Classes are mapped to UML class elements, and class relationships are mapped as generalization or association relationships
of the UML class diagram. Supported UML class diagram
elements include classes, data attributes, operations, visibility
attributes, generalization relationships, and association relationships. We construct the class diagram with inheritance
relationships up to one level into the system libraries. Since
the class hierarchy is a tree rooted at java.lang.Object,
this yields a strong inheritance-based structure.
These UML diagram entities are then input as graph elements to the layout algorithm to generate the visual diagram.
We use an inheritance-based structure similar to the one
in [16] for the automatic layout generation of the class diagram
with minimal edge cross-overs. The visualizer allows users to
manually adjust the generated layout via a select, drag, and
drop functionality for the class elements of the diagram.
The framework can additionally render a visual comparison
between the original and the rewritten, IRM-modified application bytecode. This is extremely useful for analyzing changes
in the static structure that result from enforcement of a given
policy by an IRM. Separate UML class diagrams are generated
for the original and IRM-modified application bytecode. Visual
color-coded cues are provided to the changes made to the
original bytecode during the rewriting process for enforcing
the policy. Currently our prototype supports this at the class
level granularity; any new classes added to the bytecode by
the IRM are highlighted in the class diagram.
The framework’s static model visualization has been validated using a test application that divulges a confidential
file by sending its content over the network. We used the
SPoX IRM system [4] to enforce a policy that prohibits
write-access to the Java Socket library once a confidential
file has been accessed. The class structures of the original,
unsafe application bytecode and the SPoX-modified bytecode
were then compared using the visualization framework. The
new security class injected by the IRM was identified and
highlighted in the visual model. Due to space constraints, the
screen shots for the before and after class diagrams are not
included here; they are available in [17].
B. Security-Aware Dynamic View
UML activity diagrams are used to illustrate the controlflows in a system [14], [15]. Activities typically consist of
a network of nodes and edges that represent the flow within
the activity; we therefore use them to represent the controlflows. The dynamic views engine consists of four pipelined
components: a bytecode parser, a UML activity diagram

creator, a UML activity diagram layout and a security-aware
view generator.
The bytecode parser extracts instruction sequences that are
partitioned into basic blocks—subsequences of consecutive
instructions for which all control-flows (other than exception
flows) enter at the beginning and leave at the end without
intermediate branching. (Exceptions may result in premature
exit from a basic block, and therefore receive special treatment
described below.)
The UML activity diagram creator maps these basic blocks
as the call action nodes of the activity diagrams. Call action
nodes define the units of work that are atomic within the
activity [15], and are therefore well-suited to basic blocks.
Each basic block that ends in a conditional branch introduces
a decision node to the diagram. Basic blocks that could throw
exceptions caught by a local handler are visualized via controlflow edges from the basic block to the entry-point of the local
exception handler. For visual clarity, the control-flow edges
to exception handler blocks are shown as dashed arrows to
differentiate from the normal control-flow edges.
The UML activity diagram constructs include call action
nodes, control-flow edges, and control nodes, including an
initial node, final nodes, and decision nodes. We use a dataflow
analysis technique to identify all possible control-flows in the
control structure of the activity diagram by traversing them
statically. The UML diagram layout generates a flowchart-like
layout that contains call action nodes ordered by underlying
bytecode offsets, and the control-flows between them.
The security-aware view generator further provides securityaware views of the activity diagram generated. It takes an
input security policy from the user and maps the policy to the
control-flows depicted by the activity diagram. We detect all
possible policy violations in the control-flows by computing
a function f : Q → 2S that maps each node q ∈ Q in the
control-flow graph to a conservative approximation of the set
of security automaton states s ∈ S that the node could assume
at runtime. The computation involves obtaining the least fixed
point of the functional F : (Q × S) → (Q × S) defined by
F (g) = g ∪ {(q0 , s0 )} ∪ {(q 0 , δ(q, s)) | (q, q 0 ) ∈ E, s ∈ g(q)}
where q0 and s0 are the start states of the control-flow graph
and security automaton (respectively), E ⊆ Q×Q is the transition relation for the control flow graph, and δ : (Q × S) * S
is the transition function for the security automaton, which
defines how each basic block modifies the security state when
executed. Our current implementation is intra-procedural; an
inter-procedural extension is left for future work.
The visualizer then identifies sites of potential policy violations by identifying the control-flow graph nodes q ∈ Q
for which there exists a security state s ∈ (fix (F ))(q) such
that (q, s) 6∈ δ ← . These are the states for which the security
automaton has no transition, and that therefore might exhibit
a policy violation at runtime. These nodes q are therefore
the sites where an IRM will typically in-line runtime security
checks to detect and prevent potential violations. The visualizer renders these nodes in a unique, user-specified color to
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UML Diagram Visualizer
File Help
JarFiles

ClientServer

Client.main

ClientServer
java.lang.Object
Client
<init>
main
Client.main
ClientSocket

0: new <ClientS...
3: dup
4: invokespecial...
.....

Server

21: aload 1
22: new <java.la...
25: dup
.....
69: iload 2
70: ifgt #21

73: aload 1
74: invokevirtual...
77: return

Fig. 2. A UML activity diagram with control-flow nodes color-coded by
possible security state

bring them to the attention of the user.
We take a conservative approach in which the detection
of policy violations may include some false positives. For
example, a potential violation might be identified within an
execution branch that is never actually traversed at runtime
due to the value of some trusted input variable. However,
false negatives will not occur; all potential violations are
conservatively identified.
The framework’s dynamic model visualization has been
validated using a test client-server application (Figure 2). The
screen shot illustrates the main method of the client, which
contains a loop with a send and a read operation. The security
policy prohibits sends after reads. The visualizer detects that
this could result in a policy violation for control-flows that
exhibit two or more iterations of the loop body. The generated
high-level view of the control structure maps the possible
security states of the automaton that each basic block could
enter, thereby identifying those where a security violation
could result. In this case the white node indicates that the
security automaton is in an initial state, the striped nodes
indicate that the security automaton may be in various different
policy-adherent states on various different runs, and the filled
node indicates a possible policy violation.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have introduced a security-aware, bytecode visualization framework that facilitates fast and easy prototyping and
analysis of IRM security policies and their implementations.
This is the first approach to address this concern. Experiments
show that the framework, implemented as a prototype tool,
can generate visual diagrams and identify code points where
possible security violations could occur at runtime. Without
an automated tool, such analyses are extremely difficult and
time-consuming even for experts, since they involve manually
understanding an application’s binary structure, its possible
control-flows, and its potentially security-relevant operations.

Rapid development and prototyping of candidate security
policies is therefore typically impractical without such a tool.
A number of limitations have been identified in the visualization framework. With respect to the UML diagrams
created, for example, the framework does not support reverse
engineering to the complete, standard definitions of UML class
and activity diagrams. The current subset has been adequate
for the example applications used in the validation, but may
need to be extended in the future. In addition, the securityaware color coding scheme used has not been rigorously
defined as a UML extension, such as a profile or a stereotype.
The graph based algorithms to create the diagrams also need
to be systematically defined and analyzed.
The approach taken to identify the possible security violations may include false positives, wherein some unreachable
control-flows are identified as possible sources of policy
violations. However, the approach does not suffer from false
negatives; it conservatively identifies all violations.
The framework can be easily extended to provide further
support for visualization with respect to security, including
extended debugging functionality and support for visual modeling. These are avenues we intend to explore in future work.
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combine a small set of simple (user-wise) one hand and
two-hand gestures with a context adaptive virtual interface
to intuitively and accurately perform tasks like 3D
navigation and features selection. According to this aim,
geographic data are visualized in immersive modality via a
stereoscopic see-through Head Mounted Display (HMD,
while the interface’s layout is overlayed close-at-hand
within the user’s field of view. The HMD's binocular design
is exploited to provide the user with a stereoscopic
visualization of the 3D geographic data while minimizing
the confusion between the user interface plane and the
background thanks to the depth perception enabled. As the
HMD orientation/position are tracked, the user is able to
see a much greater amount of geographic data by simply
turning its head. The interaction paradigm proposed,
concurrently exploits both hands to perform precise
manipulation of geographic data reducing the interaction
effort, allowing both complex actions on 3D features or
even more conventional operations (i.e. a keyboard can be
visualized within the virtual space and finger tracking
allows virtual typing).

ABSTRACT - This paper presents a framework providing a
collection of techniques to enhance reliability, accuracy
and overall effectiveness of gesture-based interaction
applied to the Geographic Information Systems context. We
propose, indeed, an interaction framework featuring a
gestural interface, operated by two-hand gestures, for an
enhanced manipulation of 3D geographic data immersively
visualized by means of a Head Mounted Display (HMD).
The interaction paradigm, exploits one-hand, two-hand and
time-dependent gesture patterns to allow the user to
perform inherently 3D tasks, like arbitrary object selection
and manipulation, or measurements of relevant features, in
a more intuitive yet accurate way. As the HMD orientation
is tracked, the user is able to see a much greater amount of
geographic information by simply turning its head. The
preliminary experiments conducted so far shows a
measurable and user-wise perceptible improvement in
performing 3D interactive tasks, like the selection of
particular geographic locations even on a complex 3D
surface or the distance measurement between two
geographic features.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Gesture based interfaces have been often regarded by
human-computer-interaction literature as a very natural way
to navigate through and interact with virtual reality
environments [1]. Thanks to more recent progress and to
the overall cost reduction of related hardware, a broader
and growing spectrum of applicative fields, like
geovisualization may benefit of this technologies [2, 3].
Today, sophisticated Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) have
replaced basic commands of first GIS applications, while
the rapid growth of computer graphics tools enables the
visualization of complex 3D datasets [4], as witnessed by
many research works combining GIS and VR particularly
in the field of urban/environmental planning [5]. The
convergence of various fields, such as computer science,
HCI and geovisualization may indeed result in an important
progress in GIS interfaces. In this study, we propose a
framework aimed to enhance reliability, accuracy and
overall effectiveness of gesture-based interaction applied to
the interactive manipulation of 3D geographic data within a
GIS context. The main goal pursued is to effectively

Figure 1. Schematic view of system's architecture.
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2.

standard finite-state automaton extended with a finite
collection of real-valued clocks. The transitions of a timed
automaton are labelled with a guard (a condition on clocks),
an action, and a clock reset (a subset of clocks to be reset).
Intuitively, a timed automaton starts execution with all
clocks set to zero. Clocks increase uniformly with time
while the automaton is within a node. A transition can be
executed if the clocks fulfill the guard. By carrying out the
transition, all clocks in the clock reset will be set to zero,
while the remaining keep their values. Thus transitions
occur instantaneously. Semantically, a state of an automaton
is a pair composed by a control node and a clock
assignment, i.e. the current setting of the clocks. Transitions
are either labeled with an action (if it is an instantaneous
switch from the current node to another) or a positive real
number, i.e. a time delay (if the automaton stays within a
node letting time pass). A timed automaton accepts timed
words, i.e. infinite sequences in which a real-valued time of
occurrence is associated with each symbol. In this way,
timed automata provide a feature that classical finite
automata do not address in any way, namely timing.
Embedding time allows to change the status of involved
entities according to time-based events; this enhances the
quality of user-system interaction when a feedback is
required in a reasonable time, or when the time elapsed
between elementary actions can influence the interpretation
of their composition. The aim here is to augment the basic
one-hand postures through timed patterns, or via a
combination of left and right hands for a simple yet more
powerful interaction. The use of timed automata offers a
further key benefit for the proposed architecture, as it
enables the framework designer to formally verify the
interaction model by means of well established model
checking procedures. In our framework, eight gestures are
used as shown in Fig. 2. Four of them are defined as basic
postures (Fig.2a), two are defined through a two hand
combination of basic postures (Fig. 2b), while the last two
(Fig. 2c) are defined by a timed sequence of basic postures
(for instance, fist-flat_hand-fist, or double pointing).
Recognized gestures are represented by a vector including
gesture index, first hand x-y-z spatial coordinates, first hand
yaw-pitch-roll angles, second hand x-y-z spatial
coordinates, second hand yaw-pitch-roll angles.

SYSTEM'S ARCHITECTURE

The suggested framework exploits head/wrists tracking plus
gesture recognition, in order to provide a more intuitive
way of managing visual data and features. This kind of
(virtual) direct manipulation, is expected to improve global
user performance and increase applications effectiveness.
Of course, a careful design is required to obtain this goal. A
schema of the overall architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The
main hardware and software components of system
architecture are described in the following subsections.
2.1
Hands and Head motion capture
The user's wrists/head tracking is performed by means of a
wireless ultrasonic solution combined with instrumented
gloves for gesture capturing. Such choice provides almost
unconstrained hands movements and simplifies the gesture
recognition stage respect to an image based system, since in
this case inter-hands and inter-fingers occlusions are not an
issue: each single finger has individual sensors for flexion
and abduction, which are unaffected by any other finger. In
our case, four fingers are considered excluding the thumb.
Gesture acquisition is performed via a couple of wireless
5DT Data-glove 14 ultra, featuring fourteen channels for
finger flexion and abduction measurement each with 12 bit
(0 to 4095) of sampling resolution. Additionally a binary
(open/closed finger) value, resulting from the comparison
of normalized joint flexion values to a threshold, leads to 24
different combinations or gestures of the four tracked
fingers. It would be possible to access an even much more
accurate finger status representation via each sensor’s raw
values. However, the adopted classification is more
appropriate for the addressed settings, as it simplifies both
user training (partially flexed fingers do not compromise
gesture recognition) and the design of the GRE module.
The four hand gestures used in this study (fist, index finger
point, not index finger point and flat hand) are shown in
Fig. 3a. They have been selected as they are the simplest to
perform for most users, and among the most used in natural
interaction. As data-gloves do not provide any spatial
information, the system relies on Intersense IS-900/VET
ultrasonic motion tracking hardware with six degrees-offreedom, to detect head and wrists position in 3D space, as
well as their rotation on three axes (yaw, pitch and roll).
2.2
Gesture Recognition Engine (GRE)
GRE checks for particular predefined posture tokens, which
trigger associated interaction activities. The performed
analysis is based on timed automata, able to detect onehand and two-hand timed posture patterns, which are
associated to manipulation functions. Timed automata are
labeled transition systems used to model the behavior over
time of single components in real-time systems. Classical
state-transition graphs are further annotated with timing
constraints. Accordingly, a timed automaton performs timepassage actions, in addition to ordinary input, output and
internal actions. In more detail, a timed automaton is a

2.3
Interaction Engine (IE)
Each time a valid gesture is fully recognized by the GRE,
the corresponding vector is provided to the Interaction
Engine (IE), which deploys a similar architecture. It is also
based on timed automata and is responsible for any visual
interaction allowed by the system, by translating gestures
into actions. Gestures are evaluated according to the current
interaction status, so that the same gesture may trigger
different actions in different operative contexts (rotation,
zoom, pan, measurements, features selection, etc).
Operational modes and data management functions are
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achieved with any of the two hands. Data rotations in 3D
space are the actions that fully highlight the advantage of
two-hand gestures. They are addressed by associating
dataset rotation over three axes (though a user may lock one
or two of them) with the rotation of a vector connecting the
two points of contact between index finger and thumb on
each hand (see gesture #5 in Fig. 2). This approach is much
more precise than the typical one-hand based interaction
often seen, for instance, in other typical VR applications.
As a matter of fact, it allows a greater control of rotation
(two hands better visualize the overall rotation), a more
comfortable operation (it does not matter how each wrist
rotates during interaction, as only the vector connecting the
two hands is relevant), and a less jerky interaction, yet
without losing responsiveness (a weighted average of both
hands spatial information improves tracking). Once the
rotation operation has been selected, the user can set the
rotation handle for each hand (the anchor points used to
interact with the model) by gesture #3 in Fig. 2 by simply
moving the fingers along the dataset surface. A valid handle
location, i.e. one that lies within a valid region, is
highlighted by a colored spot. If the gesture #5 (Fig. 2) is
recognized, then the vector connecting the two handles is
visualized and the interactive rotation is performed until
this condition is true. Feature selection may be
accomplished according to two different operation patterns.
In the first case, a rotation of the dataset is performed as
explained before, to expose the location of interest, and
then a feature is selected by double hitting (gesture #8 in
Fig. 2). A more intuitive, though less precise, operation
pattern requires to perform the rotation of the object by a
single hand, grasping the object (see gesture #1 in Fig. 2) in
a position which acts as the pivot point, and double
pointing the location on which the landmark is to be
assigned. For any task involving positioning in 3D space, a
precise calculation of the actual finger positions is
performed through a combination of a forward-kinematics
approach applied to a 3D parametric hand model, which is
adapted to the real user’s hand measures during a
calibration session. In this case the raw flexion values are
exploited for each finger. This setup is performed only
once, and may be saved and retrieved during system start
up. In some situations the need arises to perform classical
keyboard-and-mouse supported operations, such as
selecting an object from a menu of models or entering
parameters for a complex operation. On one hand,
switching to a “real” device would break off the interaction
flow in a disturbing way. In other words, the user might
need to move or change position to reach a different place
or equipment, so interrupting the task operation flow. On
the other hand, we must consider the way the user is
accustomed to perform such operations. Consistency with
familiar interaction patterns is a very important guideline,
aiming at reducing the time and mental efforts needed to
learn a new application. For this reason, a virtual keyboard
is projected onto the actual environment, so that the user

Figure 2. One-hand (a), two-hands (b) and (c) time-based
gestures.

selected via a virtual interface. The virtual interface's is
superimposed to the 3D geographic data, and may include
both graphics and textual information related to the ongoing
operations (numerical values for coordinates and angles,
distances, etc.). Thanks to the stereoscopic rendering, the
interface is visually perceived as a floating object, separated
from the actual data. It is displayed in a close-at-hand
position along the depth of the visual field, in agreement
with the results of a calibration procedure. During such
procedure, the user touches with the finger a sequence of
small targets positioned at various depths, thus allowing an
adaptation of the parameters that regulate the stereo effect.
One of the main aims of the interface design is to minimize
the number of gestures required to operate it. For this
reason a gesture adaptation of the classical point-and-click
interaction paradigm is adopted: selection is triggered
hitting an active area by index fingertip (see Fig. 2, gesture
#2), an action or a confirmation is triggered by double
hitting (see Fig. 2, gesture #8), a cancel/escape command is
triggered by a fist-flat_hand-fist sequence (see Fig. 2,
gesture #7). Though only one-hand gestures are used to
operate the interface, the design would allow an
experienced user to exploit both hands to operate in a faster
and more comfortable way (for instance, typing characters
in a text field by both hands results in a much faster
operation than via a mouse-like character-by-character
selection, and would not require a physical keyboard).
Visual and acoustical feedbacks are provided to confirm the
“pressure” of a key or the acknowledgment of a particular
command, thus reducing wrong operations. If required,
interface layout can be hidden at any time via a gesture
toggle. At present, only a basic set of 3D actions has been
implemented, allowing to pan/rotate the geographic data
displayed, to select features
and to take distance
measurements between them. Panning is conventionally
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can comfortably switch from manipulation operations to
system interaction operations without physically shifting
his/her locus of attention/operation. Moreover, the familiar
point-and-click pattern is re-proposed through fingers
movements, to extend the range of available functions
while keeping the number of basic gestures to a minimum.

The test-bed hardware used for system's evaluation is based
on a workstation including two quad-core Xeon Processors
coupled with a Nvidia Quadro FX-5600 graphics board
featuring 128 parallel cores and 1,5 GB of VRAM and
outputting to a Cybermind Visette HMD. During
experiments, this hardware setup has been capable to render
in stereo complex 3D dataset at an output resolution of
2x1280x1024 pixels, with a frame rate always above 30 fps.
As user testing is crucial to evaluate the performance of the
proposed system, we prepared a user questionnaire to asses
the perceived quality of the interaction after performing a
number of tasks. The first evaluation sessions involved
eleven users, nevertheless the obtained results are
encouraging. All subjects reported an advantage in either
achieving the right landmark placement, or in the features
selection, with an overall good confidence feeling during
interaction.

2.4
Visualization Engine (VE)
3D objects, as well as the virtual interface, are processed by
the Visualization Engine (VE), which is responsible for real
time transformation and stereo rendering of 3D scenes. It
manages all the graphic tasks typically required to convert
3D data in a sequence of rendered frames. Similarly to the
previously described engines in subsections 3.2 and 3.3, the
VE is built on the Quest3D graphics programming
environment and on the underlying DirectX API. Quest3D
is a commercial well known and very flexible authoring
environment for real-time 3D applications. Its most peculiar
features are the graphical nature of the software
environment and the “edit-while-executing” philosophy.
The main advantage is that no compilation step or script
interpretation is necessary, because the channels consist of
compiled code which is therefore performance-wise
comparable to conventional compiled programs, as opposed
to interpreted scripts or to applications executed on a virtual
machine.

3.

4.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we presented a framework for gesture-based
interaction aimed at 3D geographic data manipulation in a
virtual reality environment. The proposed architecture
exploits easy to perform one-hand, two-hand and timed
interaction patterns, combined with a virtual floating
interface, enabling a wider set of commands and functions.
The obtained results, although on a small group of users,
are encouraging. All subjects reported an advantage in
either achieving the right feature selection, or in navigating
the 3D dataset, with an overall good confidence during
interaction. As we are still in an early stage of this research,
we are working on an extension of the basic gesture
operated functions implemented so far, as well as on a more
objective and in depth interface evaluation.

FIRST EXPERIMENTS

In order to validate the visualization/interaction approach
proposed, a first experiment has been conducted by
integrating the framework described in the previous section
with a real world GIS application concerning environmental
protection issues. The resulting prototype application has
been developed on the base of the Geographic Resources
Analysis Support System (Grass) [6], an open source GIS.
Figure 3 shows a sample screen of the application.

5.
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frames to provide hints about off-screen objects [6-7]. The idea
is to visualize a frame along the border of the device screen,
where the color intensity of each frame portion represents a
visual summary of data located besides the visualized map
area. With Framy an appropriate tradeoff is achieved between
the zoom level needed to visualize the required features on a
map and the amount of information which can be provided
through a mobile application.

Abstract— In this paper we present Framy-AR, an integrated
solution for mobile devices which combines the potential of
augmented reality with the Framy ability to visually analyze and
present spatial data. The rationale behind Framy-AR is to
enhance mobile users’ capabilities by providing them with
information about the surrounding environment in terms of
features distribution and pathways. In particular, Framy-AR
improves map contextual information by taking into account
user’s preferences. Moreover, it constantly guides the user during
navigation by linking static and dynamic data presented through
an advanced multimodal interface. The resulting prototype
reveal enhanced properties also in terms of support for visual or
motor impaired people, who can benefit from both the
customized calculation of the best route and the way such
information is delivered through the mobile device, e.g. audio,
visual and tactile modality.

The system we present here, Framy-AugmentedReality
(Framy-AR, for short), suitably combines the benefits of the
Framy visualization technique with those of augmented reality
(AR) to enhance user’s navigation activities with mobile
devices. In the new combined visualization method a semitransparent colored strip is used to summarize information on
the points of interest located inside the camera’s visive cone,
and augmented reality techniques are used to emphasize those
points in the current field-of-view. A customizable interface
characterizes the system, thanks to the definition of a new
technique for computing the best user-adaptive pedestrian
route. In fact, the support to the pedestrian navigation is
achieved by considering specific features of the pathway under
exploration weighting them against user’s profile. Moreover,
in order to fully exploit the communication potentials of
current mobile technology, we have designed a multimodal
interface, including visual, audio and tactile interaction modes.
Previous experience in the area of mobile services by
social networks as proven the efficacy of the adopted
technological solution. In [1] we present an integrated system
for mobile devices, Link2U, which combines the benefits
coming from augmented reality with the ability to
“communicate” of social networks.
The main advantage that users may gain from Framy-AR is
that they can immediately obtain hints about objects located
around them. Moreover, weighting elements along a pathway
allows to detect the routes which best satisfy requirements
derived from user’s profile. This latter characteristics makes
the resulting application suitable also for impaired people, who
may benefit from the customized calculation of the best route
and from the way such information is delivered through the
mobile device, i.e., audio, visual and tactile modalities.

Keywords: Geovisualization; mobile devices; geographic data;
geographic information systems;

I.

INTRODUCTION

The pervasive nature of mobile devices has stimulated
developers to realize applications useful for human daily
activities, whose interests are focused on supporting users and
improving their life style through immediate and light
solutions. In particular, the availability of pervasive integrated
tools capable to send, receive and handle information has
encouraged the development of advanced solutions in several
application domains, ranging from cultural heritage to
environmental protection, to emergency management to
entertainment and edutainment.
The interest towards such a wide collection of applications
is leading researchers towards new challenges, embracing the
adoption of suitable technology, the identification of efficient
and effective algorithmic solutions and the design of usable
and powerful user interfaces.
Within this scenario, the goal of the research we are
carrying out is meant to design and develop advanced user
interfaces to support users’ exploration activities. In particular,
we aim at providing users with services where mobility comes
into play. This is the case for user’s navigation services, where
advanced functionalities are devoted to capture a qualitative
global view of a scenario, by simplifying the detection of
relevant elements.
In previous work in the area of mobile interaction we have
introduced an innovative visualization technique, named
Framy, which exploits an interaction metaphor for picture

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 some related work is discussed. Section 3 briefly
recalls salient aspects of the original Framy visualization
technique and shows the new Framy-AR multimodal
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triangulation technique for indoor areas. Finally, the system is
smart-phone based.

technique. In Section 4 the customization model of Framy-AR
is described. Section 5 presents a working example which
illustrates the new Framy-AR functionality. Some final
remarks are made in Section 6.
II.

Also inspired to the benefits of augmented reality, it is
worth mentioning the system presented in [4]. The authors
propose a walking guide on mobile devices presented as a
sequence of “augmented photographs”. Geotagged photographs
are retrieved from a database and are automatically augmented
with navigational instructions.

RELATED WORK

A valuable work in the area of mobile GIS accessibility has
been carried out by Yairi and Igi, who followed a universal
design approach to develop their Mobility Support GIS meant
for a variety of pedestrians including elderly, disabled,
pregnant, and infant users [11]. The routes in their system are
represented by lines and nodes. Lines are associated with
attribute data of barrier/barrier-free features often found on the
sidewalks while nodes are points indicating a nexus with lines
carrying different attributes. The gained know-how is proposed
in the form of useful guidelines for the development of
pedestrian oriented accessible GIS.

Finally, a domain-specific augmented reality application is
described in [3]. The authors propose a software for mobile
devices capable of recognizing cataloged objects in a museum.
The technique is based on user's position and on image
recognition algorithms.

III.

An interesting application targeted at physically disabled
users was presented in [10]. The authors describe a Web-GIS
providing impaired people with pedestrian routes. Each route is
divided into segments, so that each segment has homogeneous
characteristics. The overall characteristics of a route are
determined taking into account the difficulties of each obstacle
as well as psychological factors related to the specific user.
Obstacles are mapped onto a database and a weight is assigned
to each of them, so that users can plan the route and analyze the
obstacles carefully. We found this very appropriate for a
mobility support GIS and decided to apply a similar technique
also in the customization model of Framy-AR. Also, the
distinction between discrete and continuous obstacles has been
retained in the model. However, in Framy-AR weights not only
depend on user’s ability, but also on user’s interest in the target
destination and on user’s degree of disability. Furthermore, the
addition of the tactile and auditory interaction modalities makes
our system also suitable for visually impaired users.

THE FRAMY-AR MULTIMODAL TECHNIQUE

The Framy visualization approach is explicitly targeted to
enhance geographic information visualization on small-sized
displays. The rationale behind Framy is to display a semitransparent colored frame along the border of the device screen
to provide information clues about different sectors inside or
outside the screen. For a given POI distribution, the color
intensity of each frame portion is proportional to the number of
resulting objects located in the corresponding map. Thus, the
frame may indicate both the distance and the direction of
specific Point Of Interests (POIs). It may also represent the
amount of POIs located towards a specific direction. In general,
the frame portion color intensity represents a summary of data
located besides the screen border. Moreover, the number of
frame portions can be interactively increased for better
indicating, e.g., the direction where certain objects can be
found. A further improvement is to visualize numerical values
over each portion of the strip so as users may have a
quantitative view of the distribution. In the following of this
paper, we avoid to use this increased view in order to highlight
the usability of the visual strip.

Recently, growing attention is being devoted by researchers
to the adoption of augmented reality techniques for mobile
devices, as a means to guide users or to assist them in the
recognition of objects [2,8,4,3].

Without providing more details about Framy, which is
largely discussed in some previous work [6], in the following
of this section we focus our attention on the new augmented
modality of Framy-AR.

The AR technique we present here is based on user's
position and on sensors providing orientation on the mobile
device. It was partially inspired by the pedestrian navigation
system presented in [2]. Based on augmented reality
techniques, the user is capable to see the POIs superimposed on
the captured video image, he can recognize their location
outside the view limits of the camera. The same technique is
adopted in Framy-AR, better targeting the use of the original
Framy orientation technique to all kind of mobile pedestrian
users.

Framy-AR consists in a project which merges the concepts
introduced with Framy into an augmented reality environment
to improve the perception of the objects or objects properties
on a mobile application characterized by a strong geographic
component.
Recent advances in technology have been urging IT
researchers to investigate innovative multimodal interfaces and
interaction paradigms, able to exploit the increased
technological power as explained in [9]. In Framy-AR, users
may benefit from two different visualization modalities,
namely Basic and Augmented. The former corresponds to the
basic two-dimensional Framy view while the latter exploits
augmented reality features to improve users’ sensory
perception of the context. Users can switch between the Basic
mode and the Augmented mode by laying down and drawing
up the device.(see Fig.1)

In [8] the authors exploit technologies related to augmented
reality and geo-localization to provide visually impaired users
with pedestrian routes. The equipment used for the purpose
consists of a wearable computer, a microphone and a
headphone. Outdoor user's position is provided by a GPS
receiver. Indoor position, instead, is retrieved through the
ultrasonic receivers. Similarly, our prototype uses a GPS
receiver in outdoor areas but it uses a wi-fi hotspot
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etc., applied on a property of the objects located in Si. Thus, the
color intensity may be expressed as
intensity(Ci) = f(g((Si)) for each i  {1, …, n}

(1)

where f is a monotonic function and g is a function which
aggregates a numeric value starting from a set of spatial data.
Figure 1. Device positions for Basic Mode and Augmented Mode

With respect to the Basic mode where information is
presented by physically inscribing a colored frame all around
the border of the screen, in the Augmented mode information is
described and visualized by means of a strip which is depicted
on the bottom of the display (see Fig.2).

Figure 3. An example of screen subdivision accomplished by Framy and
visual cone of user

When in Augmented mode, users will see only the sectors
of the surrounding environment which are being captured
within the camera visual cone, and the projections of the
corresponding strip portions on the vertical plane of the
display, to convey information about objects lying in the
focused sectors. His view will dynamically change as he turns
the camera around.
In Figure 2.a, we applied the sum aggregate function on the
POIs located in the University of Salerno (Italy). It is possible
to notice that most POIs are located on the front right hand side
of the user.

(a)

When different aggregates of POIs are needed (e.g., hotels
and monuments), Framy-AR can visualize the colored strips
representing each of them separately so that the user may
summarize information from the displayed strips and make
suitable decisions, e.g., about the best direction to the target
destination. As an example, in Fig. 2.b the aggregates of hotels
and of monuments are considered. Besides taking a glance at
the map, the user may want to understand in which direction he
should go in order to find the easiest-to-reach area where both
hotels and monuments lie. In order to derive this summary
information, two strips are visualized – red for monuments and
blue for hotels, respectively. The user will notice that the lower
red strip has the highest color intensity on the right-hand side
of the map, and that the upper blue strip has the highest
intensity on the same side. This indicates that, in response to
the request, the user may expect many POIs moving the map
focus to the right.

(b)
Figure 2. Framy-AR in Augmented Mode.

The idea behind Framy-AR is to divide the space around
the user into n sectors S1,…, Sn of equal width, 360°/n. Figure
3 gives an idea of this subdivision using n = 16. The
surrounding physical environment is augmented by a semitransparent colored strip which is divided into the
corresponding n portions C1,…, Cn. Once the user has a POI
distribution, the color intensity1 of each Ci, is modified on the
basis of the value of an aggregate function such as sum, count,

In order to extend the capability of Framy-AR to transmit
information about the surrounding spatial data, the
semitransparent strip can be used to convey information clues
both about POIs lying inside the camera’s field-of-view cone
and those outside it.
As an example, in order to enable a comprehensive view of
all surrounding objects, the whole surrounding strip may be
visualized on a logarithmic scale (see Fig.4). The scale was
chosen to give a priority to the elements inside the camera’s

1

the intensity corresponds to the saturation index in the HueSaturation-Brightness (HSB) model.
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respond to user’s accessibility needs and preferences. To this
aim, we take into account the accessibility score of each POI a
belonging to a sector S computed on the basis of the conditions
of the roads conducting the user u to that POI and the
parameters characterizing u. Formally,

cone. So, a scale of measurement that uses the logarithm of a
physical quantity instead of the quantity itself is visualized.

Figure 4. Logarithmic scale for 360° view

As shown in Figure 4, degrees are displayed on a
logarithmic scale from 0 to 180, both right and left,
summarizing the most significant information coming from the
front by more extended intervals.

where Score(a, u) is the score that the model computes for a
POI a. Basically, our customization model measures the
minimum effort that any user has to experience for reaching a
given destination. The basis of this model is the length of the
paths leading from the user’s location to the destination. These
values are successively increased on the basis of the path
conditions or decreased on the basis of the user’s preferences:

The trend of intervals can be customized by the user
changing the base of the logarithm that modifies the layout and
size of intervals. In the figure the default value 10 was left for
of logarithm base. A user may choose either to represent the
intervals using a logarithmic scale, or to display only equally
sized portions of the circular strip that correspond to the
captured sectors.



we penalize a path in a way proportional to the difficulties
that users would face by walking along it, while



we reward the path on the basis of the specific interests of
the user in the destination POI.

From a general point of view, penalizations are specifically
due to the presence of obstacles that users find along the paths
while rewards are special motivations for the POIs to be
reached.
Thus, the score of each POI may be expressed as the
difference of two components:

where P(a,u) is the least penalization to reach a, R(a,u) is
the total rewards, while w1 and w2 are the corresponding
weights whose values belong to [0, 1] summing up to 1. Each
weight specifies the importance of a component in the formula.
Basically, if either wi is set to 0 or 1 the corresponding
component should be not considered or it is the only feature
considered for the final score computation. In order to balance
the significance of P(a) and R(a), weights may be set to 0,5.

Figure 5. Augmented Mode with Logarithmic scale

In order to allow the adoption of Framy-AR by individuals
with hearing or sight impairments, we decided to associate
sounds and vibrations as additional tips of the device. The idea
is that a user can use a device as a detector that identifies
objects. When a user directs the device in the suggested
direction, he will perceive an increasing frequency of a beep or
of the vibration.

In particular,
formula:

Given a data distribution, users can direct the device
towards the suggested direction and hear a sound or feel a
vibration whose pitch is synchronized with the color intensity
of the corresponding frame portion. Each frame is mapped onto
a different signal (sound or vibration) and each frame portion
onto a different signal intensity, computed on the basis of the
corresponding color intensity thus conveying the same
information as the visual counterpart.

IV.

may be calculated by the following

where {p1, p2, …, pt} are the paths the user may use to
reach the POI a starting from the his location, P(pi,u) are the
total penalization along the path pi and d(pi) is its length.
The final computation of the penalization may be, in turn,
divided into two components on the basis of the obstacles
typologies that users have to face. From now on, we will
distinguish between discrete and continuous obstacles. The
former represent obstacles whose degree of difficulty is not
dependent on the path length (e.g., stairs or holes) while the
latter are dependent on the path lengths (e.g., dirty or steep
roads). In general, we defined a pair of matrices (Disability x
Obstacle) where the weight associated to each cell corresponds
to the total penalty in case of a discrete obstacle and the unitary
penalty in case of a continuous obstacle. Generally, these
values may be extracted by exploiting a learning step where the
difficulty to overcome the different obstacles are registered by
the system when faced.

THE CUSTOMIZATION MODEL

In the area of pedestrian routes calculation, differently from
car route, in order to reconstruct a good pedestrian route it is
necessary to take into account possible obstacles to the user
based on his physical abilities [8, 10, 11]. Thus, in order to
adapt the system to the specific requirements of possibly
impaired users, we enriched the system with a customization
model which allows to highlight those sectors which better
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TABLE I. Weights associated to (a) discrete obstacles, and (b) continuous
obstacles.

D1

D2

…

Dn

O1

W11

W12

…

W1n

O2

W21

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Op

Wp1

…

…

Wpn

interests assigned by user to the categories and their specific
item subcategories are stored as vectors, as shown in Table II.
TABLE II. User-specified interests for the (a) categories, and for (b,c)
their subcategories.

Cats
u
C1
u

(a)
D1

D2

…

Dn

O’1

W’11

W’12

…

W’1n

O’2

W’21

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

O’s

W’s1

…

…

W’sn

…Cm
u

More formally, let us suppose that:

the lengths of the segments containing continuous
obstacles are {d’1, d’2, …, d’l}



the weights of the obstacles along the path, as defined in
Table I, are {w1,w2, …, wk} and {w’1, w’2, …, w’l}, and



the disabilities percentages of the user u are {u1,u2, …, uk}
for the discrete obstacles and {u’1, u’2, …, u’l} for the
continuous obstacles, then

S1,n1
i1,n1
Sm,nm
im,nm

I(a,u) = Si,j(u)

the path p is divided into m segments {s1, s2, …, sm} so
that each segment contains an instance of either only
discrete {o1, o2, …, ok} or only continuous {o’1, o’2, …,
o’l} obstacles, with m= l+k.



Cm
im

As each POI has a pre-assigned subcategory, selection with
respect to this reference is immediate. Each POI a is assigned
the score associated with the corresponding specific category in
the corresponding user profile. Thus, the interest in a POI a of a
user u, classified as belonging to subcategory Si,j, corresponds
to the interest assigned to the subcategory Si,j by the user u,
namely:

(b)


C1 …
i1
…
(a)
S1,1 …
i1,1 …
(b)
Sm,1 …
im,1 …
(c)

In order to calculate the second part of the reward formula,
a similarity value sim(a, Ci) is then computed between the
description of the POI a and the general categories Ci, by
exploiting the cosine similarity formula for the vector space
model. In particular, in this work we used a simple approach
where each term weight of the POI description is set to 1 if the
normalized term frequency is higher than a given threshold.
Consequently, the relevance between a POI a and all the
general categories of a user model u is computed using the
following formula:


Is(a,u) =

On the other hand, the interest in POI a could be considered
as a further motivation for reaching it. Basically, it could be
seen as a reward which should be set against the penalties.
Rewards are based on two values, which consider a
classification of the POI domain I(a,u) and the POI
characteristics mapped onto user’s general interests Is(a,u),
respectively:

V.

7
i 1

sim(a, Ci )i i (u )



7
i 1

i i (u )

A WORKING EXAMPLE

Let us suppose that two users u1 and u2 have to reach the
city town hall from the train station. User u1 has a partial visual
impairment while u2 has a motor impairment and uses a
wheelchair.(Table III) Basically, three paths, p1, p2 and p3, are
available from the starting point, the length of p1 is 100m, p2 is
160m and p3 is 200m (Figure 6). Two discrete obstacles are
located along path p1, a continuous obstacle is located along p2
for the entire length and, finally, there is no obstacle in p3.

Initially, when building a user profile, the system stores the
score the user assigns to each domain as well as to its derived
subcategories. For our purpose, we have considered a
classification of 7 POI categories. As an example, the domain
museum has the item subcategories archaeology, sculpture,
painting, etc. Each category is then described by means of a set
of terms which are successively used for calculating the
similarity with the POI description. When a user u initially
registers to the services, she/he is asked to assign an interest
value to each general category, and an interest value to each of
its subcategories. For every domain, information concerning

TABLE III. Visual impairments for u1 and u2.
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O1

O2

O3

%u1

%u2

visual

30

40

0.2

1

0

motor

50

60

0.5

0.1

0.7

impaired people. In [7] some interactive “sonification”
capabilities were exploited in order to make the solely-visual
version of Framy, useful when users are in awkward visibility
situations, such as strong reflection in the screen. The achieved
evolution of the initial prototype has laid the basis for the
design of the system presented in this paper, Framy-AR. The
further enhanced multimodal interface allows to provide
support also to visually impaired users, and to enhance their
interaction with mobile devices, especially in disadvantaged
circumstances. Finally, the adoption of a customization model
extends the use of the system to all kinds of disabilities.

Figure 6 A schematic example of the obstacles located along the paths for
reaching the town hall from the train station.

As future work, we plan to analyze the results of a
longitudinal study we are carrying out with different categories
of users (including elderly people, children, impaired people,
etc.), meant to evaluate Framy-AR against usability and
accessibility factors. Moreover, we plan to extend the system
functionalities so that expert users may formulate appropriate
requests to the underlying geographic information system and
receive rapid feedback from the multimodal augmented
interface characterizing Framy-AR .

Then,

P(p2, u1) = 0.2*50 + 1* 0.2 = 11

and,
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application by combining diagrams, whose nodes are
containers for components and whose edges represent the
interaction paths from a component to another. Consequently,
the application interface is describes in terms of a set of
interactive scenes and a set of interaction paths.
GIS systems are an application field where the need of
guidelines to develop usable interfaces is very relevant.
Several application domains, related to the study and the
management of the territory, find in the GIS the possibility to
integrate data represented in very different format, scale and
system of reference and to elaborate and to analyze them
according to determined cognitive objectives [16].
The evolution of technology and the consequent
availability of powerful and inexpensive personal computer
have widely contributed to the dissemination of GISs.
Recently, Internet has contributed to it, thanks to its capillary
ramification and its facility in the use. In fact, geographical
data distribution (Geo-Data Server), maps visualization (Map
Server) and also Web GIS processing applications are largely
available [2]. The wide range of different devices with varying
capabilities and interaction modalities as well as changing user
context in nomadic applications, poses critical challenges to
the design of user interfaces.
Examples of GIS applications are: management of the
architectural, rural, historical, artistic, archaeological
properties. GIS allow to address in an effective and innovative
way the strategies of management of the Cultural Properties in
the context of the territorial planning. It allows to monitor
zootechnical companies and to realize GIService to establish
buffer zones related to the spread of specific diseases [15]. In
this perspective, the present research concerns the
development of the elaboration environments characterized by
a user-friendly interface that allows an expert users of the
domain to perform and/or customize applications and geoprocessing tasks. The advantages are the possibility to follow
the several phases of the development process of the GIS
application and to easily modify them by reusing components
previously realized. The use of open source software to
implement several functionalities (Java, MySQL, MapServer,
ecc…) reduces the licence costs both for the use and the
development.
In this paper, we present a system to support a (nonprogrammer) domain-expert user in modeling an interactive
application in a guided and a totally visual manner. As a
designer, the user is in charge of defining objectives, analysing

Abstract— The interest in new methods to easily and efficiently
design and implement graphical user interfaces is increasing due
to a growing need of rapid prototyping tools to construct quality
computer-based application systems quickly. In the GIS domain
the evolution of technology and the consequent availability of
powerful and inexpensive personal and mobile computers poses a
series of new challenges for user interface design and
development: user interfaces have to exploit the capabilities of
various access devices and be suitable for different contexts of
use, while preserving consistency and usability. In this paper, we
present a methodology to design and implement graphical user
interfaces for GIS environments in a guided and totally visual
manner. We also describe a system prototype that implements
the proposed approach. It derives from the customization of
TAGIVE, a visual toolkit to design and develop general purpose
interactive visual applications [1].
Keywords - GUI development tool; GIS interfaces.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of tools to support the development of
interactive visual applications enables software systems to
manage larger and larger amounts of information and
relationships among data, models and documents. The
availability of large amounts of information does not
guarantee that all the information is effectively accessible and
usable to the user, which must often face with not
homogeneous environments and useless complexity of data.
To experiment a new form of modeling and implementing
multimodal visual applications, in this work we propose a
methodology that integrates the advantages of a diagram
design technique with a visual construction of applications
using a component assembly mechanisms. We describe the
approach using GIS interfaces development as an example of
interactive visual application domain.
In literature there are several graphical toolkits to
implement graphical user interfaces [3, 4]. These systems have
become popular with programmers, but they provide only
partial support for consistency. Often the specification of the
interactive runtime behavior of the system is a cumbersome
and tedious task. As a matter of fact, programming language
fragments have to be associated with the GUI interactive
components, to handle the occurrence of related events.
The proposed approach overcomes these limitations
allowing a designer to define the GUI of a software
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data and functionalities, specifying the features of the
graphical interface in terms of objects, tasks and visual
interactions.
The tool derives from an extension and customization of
the TAGIVE system, an environment to specify, design, and
implement two-dimensional interactive visual applications [1].
In particular, starting from a top-level design of the visual
environment, a usable form-based interface of the tool allows
detailing the graphics aspects of each component. A similar
visual technique allows designers to manage the interactive
mechanisms, so that all the features related to an event (i.e.,
the source object, the action performed on it, and its effect on
the application itself) can be easily specified.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we introduce the features of a GIS system and the importance
of the development of a usable interface to interact with it.
Section 3 describes some existing tools and methodologies to
develop GIS interfaces. In section 4 we present the proposed
methodology to design and implement GIS interfaces in a
guided and totally visual manner. In section 5 we briefly
describe an example of using the implemented prototype to
develop a map viewer. Section 6 presents some conclusions
and further researches.
II. GIS SYSTEMS
Geographical Information Systems are suitable tools to
manage geographical and georeferential data. GISs offer a
better comprehension of the process and the factor related to
an area connecting several information levels of it. The
number of levels depends on the purpose of the application.
There are many application domains where GISs are applied,
for example environmental management, safeguard of cultural
patrimony, technological nets management, satellitar
navigators, GPS software, interactive map gateway etc...
Cartography plays a fundamental role in every GIS
application; as a matter of fact the nature of maps influences
notably the quality of a system. The map is the fundamental
tool to represent territorial information. Using a system of
symbols, it is possible to represent a model of the real world
(basic information) and the phenomena located (thematic
information). On the base of this classification we define basic
or thematic maps [2]. The map is not only a possible input, but
it is often also the output of an informative geographical
system. The system of reference is an important characteristic
of a map. It allows to individualize a univocal correspondence
between the geographical and the planar coordinates. The
datum defines the system of reference. It identifies the
mathematic model used to compute the geographical
coordinates of the single point [10].
The datum and the type of projection are the main
properties to define a map. In fact, to visualize geographical
objects in a map involves representing the three-dimensional
features of the terrestrial surface in a bi-dimensional view.
This operation takes the name of projection, that is a
conversion from a system of geographical reference to a
Cartesian one. Each projection involves an inevitable
distortion, then, on the base of the preserved properties of the
elements, we have the following classification of projections:
- Equivalent: the area of the represented objects remains
unmodified.

-

Equidistant: the distance between objects remains
unmodified.
- Conform: the shape remains unmodified.
The actual projections, obtained by algorithmical
procedures, are classified on the base of the light position, of
the location and shape of the plane and of the center size [2].
The GIS functionalities could not be used without an easy
and adequate human-computer interaction system. There are
several GIS platforms with procedures accessible using
interfaces related to the specific systems and to the mental
model of the end user that uses them. Nevertheless, in the GIS
development process an expert user of the domain may not
have knowledge about design and implementation; again a
designer could not be experienced of the application to realize.
Besides, the main GIS platforms are characterized by
commercial tools that involve expensive resources and not
customizable functionalities.
In this perspective, in this work we present an approach
that intends to support novice programmers in the
development of GIS applications while reducing expert
designers’ workload. The GIS are developed using open
source technologies so to adapt the systems to the different
contexts. The approach integrates the advantages of diagram
design with a visual construction of software applications
using a component assembly mechanism. In particular,
starting from a top-level design of the visual environment, a
usable form-based interface of the tool allows detailing the
graphic aspects of each scene. A similar visual technique
allows the designer to manage the interactive mechanisms, so
that all the features related to an event (i.e., the source object,
the action performed on it, and its effect on the application
itself) can be easily specified.
We have exploited such technique enhancing the visual
approach to develop the graphic and interactive features of an
application interface presented in TAGIVE (Tool for the Aided
Generation of Interactive Visual Environments) [1]. The topdown development approach prevents possible incorrectness
and incompleteness errors. The modularity of the realized
environments guarantees reusability of software components.
The visual development model for both static and dynamic
aspects makes more intuitive the design and the
implementation.
III. THE PROPOSED VISUAL DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
The proposed development methodology is based on the
definition of an interactive visual application in terms of a set
of scenes and a set of external components, related to each
other on the basis of the kind of interactions performed. A
scene is made up of elementary components representing
interface widgets and arranged on the scene according to a
certain layout. Each elementary component appearing in a
scene is said to be dynamic, if some event is associated with it
or static otherwise. External components are instead any file
that can be invoked by some dynamic component of a scene
(e.g., image files, text files, video clips, etc…). This model
allows a two-level approach in the construction of an
application. The former level is focused on the individuation of
the main elements of the application and on the interactions
between scenes or between scene-to-external components. For
each scene, the latter level details its graphical properties and
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allows to implement actions and events related to its dynamic
components, with the possibility to switch from one level to the
other at any time during the development process. Then, the
proposed design methodology integrates the advantages of a
diagram design with the benefits coming from a visual
construction of applications using a component assembly
mechanism. The integration supports the development of
interactive visual environments by directly relating the design
phase to the implementation phase. In fact, a diagram design
approach is used to build the “application map”, in terms of a
top-level transition diagram representing all the possible
interaction paths. Indeed, oriented and connected graphs are a
very good means to design and examine the number of scenes
or external files and the actions performing on an interactive
visual application. The idea is that the application map directly
guides the development of the interactive environment. A
connected component assembly technique characterizes the
implementation phase of different scenes and a visual eventhandling mechanism is used to implement interaction
processes.
A. GIS interface design
A GIS design is articulated according to a logical model
divided in several levels [16]:
- Definition of objectives.
- Database implementation.
- Data analysis.
- Presentation of results.
The definition of objectives guides the modelling of the
system. In this perspective, at first it is necessary to understand
the problem to solve and the type of application that should be
released. Then, it is necessary to understand the typology of
the end user which will use these systems and if the solution is
realizable using general purpose tools or if GIS functionalities
are needed. Later, the possibility to reuse application
components to realize the desired systems should be
considered.
The structuring of the database follows the definition of
the requirements and it is a fundamental point in the creation
of the GIS. As a matter of fact, the quality of the analysis
process and of the query results depend on the content and the
conceptual organization of the database. In this phase it is
necessary to identify the spatial data to solve the problem, to
perform quality controls of the data, to define the data
insertion way in the GIS, to identify the alphanumeric
properties to link to the spatial data and to arrange the tables,
to organize the data on the several thematic layers.
The maps can be connected to the tables, graphics,
multimedia representations, animations or other type of
external files.
A GIS shows all its potentiality by the spatial analysis
functionalities. “Find” or “Info” queries can be performed on
the textual or geographic data also in integrated way, on a
single layer or on a combination of several layers so to obtain
additional informative layers.
On the base of maps, the spatial data and the database
produced by the experts of the domain, in the present work we
propose an approach and then a system to support the
developer to design and implement GIS systems in a guided
and totally visual manner.

The released environment integrates the analysis spatial
tasks typical of the GIS systems with external components
connected to the main application if necessary. An user
friendly interface allows to the designer to reuse and then to
customize the design and/or the several components of other
applications previously realized and to visual implement
several GIS functionalities. The functions that can be managed
are:
- Map visualization actions. Actions to expand (Zoom in) or
to reduce (Zoom out) an image or part of it on the base of a
factor. Panning function allows to visualize not visible
section of an image selecting a change of position.
- Layers actions. The functionality allows to manage the
layers which compose the map (it is possible to insert or to
remove a layer, change the order of their visualization).
- Geo data actions. They include all the function to retrieve
the information stored in the database connected to the
map.
- Spatial Analysis actions. These actions are related to the
management of the buffering and overlay functionalities
that involve the creation of a zone around of a specified
point, line or polygonal area. The result is a new layer,
which can be used in any query to determine which entities
occur either within or outside the specified buffer zone.
Easy-to-use tools and forms allow a designer to define the
graphical features of the GIS scenes to show the results of the
queries and of the spatial analysis processes.
In the next section we give details of the proposed
development process by the implementation of a simple map
viewer. In particular, in the proposed approach we consider
ESRI shape files as spatial data format [12]. A shape file
consists in a main file (with .shp extension), an index file
(with .shx extension) and a dBase table (a file .dbf). The main
file is to direct access and it contains records of variable
dimension, each record describes a shape with a list of its
vertices. In the index file, each record contains the offset of
the corresponding main file record from the beginning of the
main file. The dBASE table contains feature attributes with
one record. The one-to-one relationship between geometry and
attributes is based on record number. Attribute records in the
dBASE file must be in the same order as records in the main
file [12]. As described in the next section, in the proposed
system the layer handler involves the designer at development
phases and the end user (if the possibility to insert new layers
is allowed) selects only the path of the main file, instead the
index file and the dBASE table are loaded automatically.
To manage spatial data we have extended the original tool
TAGIVE with the OpenMap Java OpenSource library. The
package presents several useful components to implement
applications witch manage geographical information.
OpenMap was created in the half of the years 80s [8].
Demonstrations of his validity derives from the fact that it is
inside of the Open GIS Consortium from the 1995, and
because it is currently used in numerous universities around
the world, but also in many important firms and institutes, as
well the Department of the Defense of the USA and of
Australia.
In particular, we have used the OpenMap libraries to
perform the following functionalities:
- zoom and pan management;
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-

layers management;
buffer management.
In the following section we describe the architecture of the
tool that implements the proposed methodology to design and
implement GIS environments.
IV.

represents a vertex of an recursive partition. Each “sub
diagram” is a cluster. The purpose is to preserve the global
structure of the underlying graph, clustering more and more
large sub-graphs and designs them like single nodes or regions
(see figure 2). The advantage to group the vertexes in clusters
is that the graph can be divided in levels of decreasing details
that could be visited in top-down manner [3].

THE IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM

In this section, we describe the adopted strategies to
customize the design and the implementation technique of the
standard interactive visual environments so to realize GIS
applications maintaining a homogeneous visual development
process.

Figure 2. A multilevel drawing.

In fact, in our approach we implement the ability to
manage the modeling of an application by navigation, and we
are developing capabilities to design the map application
gradually according to the methodology of graphical
clustering.
In the proposed system the edges of the application graph
are labelled with the possible actions that allow to perform an
interaction. The considered actions are: mouse single left
click, mouse double left click, mouse right click, map actions,
geo data actions, layers actions, spatial analysis actions. The
last four actions are typical of GIS events. In particular, a map
action labels a loop transition on a GIS frame because it can
define an interaction on the GIS map so to perform zooming
and unzooming (it is possible to customize the zoom or
unzoom level), previous or next visualization, navigation (to
move by the arrows) and panning (to move by map dragging).
A geo data action can perform the opening of the global
database table related to the GIS map, the table with the
textual information related to a “find”, “selection” or “info”
query. The interaction to retrieve the data of a particular site
on the map is implemented by a “find” action; by a “selection”
action the information of a selected area; by an “info” action
the end user inserts a textual query key in a defined visual
form, than, the GIS highlights the corresponding point on the
map. A layer action opens the defined frame to visualize the
layers available of the GIS map. A spatial analysis action can
open a defined frame to manage the buffer operations, the
retrieve of point at a certain required distance.
The Application Map is the output released by the Map
Editor.

Figure 1. Schema of the implemented system1.

We have improved the TAGIVE tool [1] by means of the
Open Map package. Figure 1 presents the structure of the
TAGIVE to develop GIS interfaces.
A. The Map Editor
The Map Editor module represents the top level of the
development process. In this subsystem, a Work Area contains
the diagram that represents the application map. The nodes
identify the components expected in the environment (i.e.,
frames, panels, .bmp, .txt and web or multimedia files). The
edges represent the possible interactions paths that the enduser can to perform in the visual environment.
It is well known that the efficiency of a diagram approach
to software design may decrease when the number of nodes
rises, as the diagrams become too complex to manage.
A proper navigation technique is useful to manage maps
with a limited number of nodes [4], while clustering is suitable
to model more complex applications [3]. As a matter of fact,
by the navigation technique the designer can only manage a
small subsystem of nodes and edges at a time. On the other
hand, a clustered diagram is a diagram G where each node
1

B. The Scene Editor
The Scene Editor implements the next step of the
development process. The module provides the designer with
tools to visually implement any scene of the application to
realize. In particular, it provides Containers, Elementary
Components and GIS Components Palettes. The Containers
palette allows to select a general frame or panel that represents
a scene, and in this context it is extended by the introduction
of a GIS frame, a layers frame and a buffer frame. A GIS
frame is a customizable frame where the GIS map loads at
runtime and where the design specifies and arranges

The shape
indicates a tool module. The shape
indicates a graphical
visualization unit of an interactive visual application. The arrow → denotes
the interconnection between tool modules whereas the arrow
denotes the production of an output.
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elementary components and/or buttons related to several
actions. The layers frame represents the layers legenda where
the designer defines the layers available and the eventual
buttons that allow to the end user to move a location of the
layer label in the list and/or to add or to remove any layer.
Similarly, the buffer frame is a customizable frame where the
designer defines how the end user can manage each buffer
functionality.
The Elementary Components palette contains the widgets
related to several objects (i.e., label, text field, button, text
area, password field, radio button, toggle button, ecc…), that
the designer can insert in a panel. Similarly, the GIS
Components palette contains objects specific of the GIS
environment. They are: map button, geo data button, layers
button and spatial analysis button. These components allows
to perform the related action specified in the Action List
(section 5 presents a detailed description of these aspects).
In the Scene Editor the Property Handler module allows to
the designer to define the graphics properties of a scene in
totally visual manner. Similarly, the Event Handler offers
visual forms to specify the events related to the actions
expected in the map application, without the need to write
source code manually.
In the following section we briefly illustrate the described
characteristics by an example of using the proposed system to
develop a simple map viewer application.
The integration of the TAGIVE with the Open Map
libraries and its extension is necessary to manage the
geographic information related to the GIS applications.

can be added to a Java window hierarchy like any other Swing
windowing component. MapBean manages a hierarchy of
layers which can paint themselves to the canvas and a
projection object to manage the view.

Figure 4. The MapBean class.

BufferedMapBean extends MapBean by forcing its layers
to paint their graphics into a buffer. This drawing buffer is
then rendered whenever the AWT causes a redraw. This
dramatically increases the performance of window showing
since it avoids the (potentially expensive) layer painting
process. Of course, if a layer causes a redraw, we regenerate
the drawing buffer with the graphics and render the new
image. Therefore, an OpenMap Viewer application uses
BufferedMapBean instead of MapBean precisely to increase
the performances.
Layers are components that get added to MapBean in a
hierarchical stacking order. The map is drawn by painting the
graphics of each layer starting from the bottom one and
proceeding up in the hierarchy. Successive layers render their
graphics on the top of the graphics of lower ones.
PlugIns are components that are used by PlugInLayer to
fetch data and to prepare graphics for the map.
Layers and PlugIns are responsible for acquiring,
constructing, and rendering their own graphical data. The
OMGraphics package provides a simple way to construct
vector and raster graphics out of geo-spatial and XY data.
They can also be interactive, by reGIStering for mouse events
and constructing their very own GUI widget controls. When a
layer is added to MapBean, it automatically becomes a
ProjectionListener of MapBean. This means that the layer
receives notification when the Projection (or view) of the map
changes. To reiterate, the standard capabilities of a Layer are:
- Create, manage, and render graphical objects.
- Receive and respond to mouse events over the map.
- Create GUI controls for additional configuration.

C. The Open Map subsystem
OpenMap [8] allows to integrate different data sources to
compose a traditional overlay-based GIS where the map
visualization is based on the overlapping of many layers (see
figure 3).

Figure 3. OpenMap data interfacing.

The OpenMap Java Toolkit is made up of Java Bean
components, of which the MapHandler, MapBean, and
Layer/PlugIn components play a central role.
MapHandler is the basic component that manages and
connects OpenMap components in a very flexible manner.
MapHandler can be thought of as a conceptual map, which can
contain the MapBean and other components that manage the
layers, mouse events, and projection controls (see figure 4).
MapBean is a drawing canvas that derives from the Swing
JComponent class. Since MapBean is a Swing component, it

Using these functionalities we have customized the
TAGIVE tool so the design and implement a simple map
viewer.
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V.

the visual environment, a usable form-based interface of the
tool allows detailing the graphic aspects of each scene. A
similar visual technique allows the designer to manage the
interactive mechanisms, so that all the features related to an
event (i.e., the source object, the action performed on it, and
its effect on the application itself) can be easily specified. We
have exploited such technique enhancing the visual approach
to develop the graphic and interactive features of an
application interface presented in TAGIVE (Tool for the
Aided Generation of Interactive Visual Environments) [1].
The top-down development approach prevents possible
incorrectness and incompleteness errors. In particular, the first
level of the development provides an overview of a complex
application allowing a structural analysis and a rapid
prototyping.
The modularity of the realized environments guarantees
reusability of software components. The visual development
model for both static and dynamic aspects makes design and
implementation more intuitive.
We are currently implementing the system ability to
visually define other spatial analysis tasks and we are testing
the system to develop GIS applications related to several
domains, as well as geology, natural resource management,
archaeology.
Further works concerns the improvement of the tool to
design Web-GIS interfaces and to implement a SVG markup
language supported by several communication devices.

MAP VIEWER IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present an example of the realization of
a map viewer by the proposed approach. For short, we omit
the screenshots of the tool, a demo of this is visible at link
http://lab8.dmi.unisa.it/video/
The first stage of the development process is the modelling
of the application map in terms of a graph. In the map the
nodes labelled “Scene1”, “Scene2”, “Scene3” represent frames
of the application opened to show respectively the main panel
which contains the GIS map, the legend of the available layers
and the frame to perform buffer functionalities. The
“Database” icon represents the opening of a table which
contains the textual data related to the pictorial information on
the GIS map. The labels on the edges identify the actions by
which to perform an interaction. In particular, the loop
transition labelled “Map Action” highlight a possible event on
the GIS map as a zoom in, zoom out or panning visualization.
The “GeoDataAction” outgoing from a GIS frame indicates an
event that presents the textual information related to the points
on the GIS map. The “Layers Action” leads to the opening of
a new scene related to the legenda of the layers that the end
user can to visualize on the GIS map; similarly, the “Spatial
Analysis Action” leads at the opening of a new scene related
to the buffering functionalities. The “Single_Left_Click”
outgoing from the “Scene2” and from the “Scene3” indicate
that on these frames will be there dynamic components related
to an event witch modifies the GIS map visualization on the
“Scene1”. At the lower level of the development, the Scene
Editor is used to visual implement each scene and the several
events related to the foreseen actions in the application map. It
is a main frame of the application containing the application
GIS map. As a matter of fact, the designer selects the
GISFrame widget from the Containers palette and then, he/she
details the several layout features by the related Property
Handler module and he/she inserts the desired GIS
Components from the corresponding palette (i.e., MapButton,
GeoDataButton, LayersButton, SpAnalysisButton). The
designer defines the “Scene2”, related to the frame which will
contain the layers legend and the eventually buttons by witch
the end user can to manage their visualization (i.e., “Add New
Layer”, “Remove Layer”, etc…). By the BufferFrame widget
from the Containers palette and selecting the Elementary
Components, the designer defines the visual forms which will
guide the end user in the management of the buffer operations.
For each scene the Event Handler module allows to visual
describe the events related to the inserted dynamic
components.
VI.
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Abstract—The ability to perform qualitative spatial reasoning
over a collection of 3D objects would be useful for a variety of
problem domains, including biomedical analyses, geographic
information systems, and mechanical modeling. In addition to
the logical consistency checking that would be required for
such a system, clearly there would be a need for a graphical
interface that would allow the user to view and manipulate the
objects and the corresponding spatial relationships.
Additionally, consideration should be given to representing
how those spatial relations can change over time. Herein we
present a visual programming environment that facilitates
spatio-temporal representation of and reasoning over a
collection of 3D objects. This system effectively allows the user
to create visual “programs”, utilizing a region connection
calculus to identify and enforce the spatial constraints that
logically must hold between the objects over a series of abstract
time periods.
Keywords-qualitative spatial reasoning;
programming; region connection calculus

I.

constraint

Figure 1. VRCC-3D Interface Example

and enforce spatial constraints that logically must hold
between the objects over a series of successive time periods.
As shown in Fig. 1, the VRCC-3D user interface has two
panes: on the left hand side is a graphical representation of a
collection of 3D objects, and on the right hand side is a
textual representation of the RCC-3D relations that hold
between the various objects. Any changes made to the
textual representation will be reflected in the graphical
representation, and vice versa. The initial display can be
created in two different ways. A file containing the 3D object
data can be loaded, and the RCC-3D spatial relations
determined [1] and displayed textually. Alternately, a file
specifying RCC-3D relations can be loaded, and the system
will display a graphical representation of a corresponding
collection of objects, produced by prompting the user with a
series of questions about each object (e.g., to select from a
standard set of shapes like cubes and spheres, to choose the
size and orientation, etc.).

logic

INTRODUCTION

Spatial reasoning is an important human skill that is
employed in many tasks such as biomedical diagnostics, and
architectural and mechanical design. In such applications, a
collection of 3D objects may be available for the analysis,
possibly organized as a time series, wherein the spatial
changes that occur from one time period to the next are of
particular interest.
Automated spatial reasoning systems typically use logical
consistency checking to detect inconsistencies and enforce
constraints. Given the graphical nature of spatial data,
clearly a visual user interface to such a reasoning system
would be beneficial. To a certain degree, CAD/CAM
applications have addressed this need. However, the
reasoning capabilities of such systems are very limited. The
constraints that are enforced are often domain-specific and
there is no underlying support for knowledge discovery.

Both of these “scene initialization” modes further allow
the user to specify an abstract time period (e.g., t1, t2, t3, …)
to be associated with a particular set of objects and spatial
relations. These different “states” then can be analyzed to
determine if there exist RCC-3D relations that could hold
between the objects at successive time periods, effectively
supporting (or refuting) a spatial transformation of the
objects from one state to another state.

Herein we introduce a visual programming environment,
VRCC-3D, which allows the user to create visual
“programs” that represent a collection of 3D objects and the
(generalized) spatial relations that hold between the objects.
A region connection calculus, RCC-3D, is utilized to identify

In the next section, we provide a very brief overview of
related work in qualitative spatial reasoning, and visual
constraint logic and spatio-temporal programming systems.
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We then discuss how VRCC-3D utilizes a conceptual
neighborhood and a composition table to facilitate
consistency
checking
and
spatial
transformation
determination based on RCC-3D.
II.

A. RCC-3D Overview
The fundamental axioms of RCC-3D are Parthood and
Connectivity. For two distinct objects A and B, we use AŀB
to represent everything common to both A and B; A~B is
used to denote everything that is in A, but not in B. The
boundary of A is represented as A. The closure of A is
denoted by ⎯A; it encompasses everything in A and A.
A°denotes the interior of A, which is everything that is in the
closure of A, but does not include the boundary of A. Ac is
the complement of A; that is, Ac is everything that is not in
c
e
A. A (or ⎯A ) is the exterior of A; it represents everything
that is not in⎯A. The interior, boundary, and exterior of an
object are disjoint, and their union is the universe. P(A,B) is
defined as A is part of B if A is a subset of B; specifically, A
is part of B if AŀBc=. A is connected to B, denoted by
C(A,B), if ⎯A∩⎯B φ. Additionally, we define a predicate
Proper Part (PP) as follows:

RELATED WORK

A. Constraint Logic Programming
Logic programs which have constraints in the clauses are
known as constraint logic programs (CLP). Constraints
(specified statically or generated dynamically) are tested in
order to control execution of the program. A survey
introduction to CLP is provided by Jaffer and Maher [10].
VRCC-3D employs a similar approach, whereby each
program “state” represents a set of constraints on the spatial
arrangement of the objects at an abstract time period. A
number of visual logic programming systems ([11], [12], and
[16]) and visual constraint programming systems ([2] and
[15]) have been proposed. However, no system has
previously been developed to support visual constraint logic
programming based on a formal region connection calculus.

PP(A,B)Ł P(A,B)¬ P(B,A)

(1)

The eight base relations for RCC-3D (the entire set of
relations for RCC-8 [17]) can be defined in terms of P, C,
and PP as listed below.

B. Spatio-Temporal Programming
In general, spatio-temporal programming facilitates the
specification of spatial relationships that must hold at
particular time periods. Related work includes spatiotemporal reasoning [6], spatio-temporal constraint logic
programming [13], and spatio-temporal simulation [7].
VRCC-3D would best be categorized as spatio-temporal
visual constraint logic programming. However, as will be
discussed later in this paper, VRCC-3D surpasses the
capabilities of many spatio-temporal programming
languages; namely, it allows the user to not only specify, but
also to discover, spatio-temporal knowledge.
C. Qualitative Spatial Reasoning
Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) concerns the issues
related to automating human spatial analytical processes [8].
A region connection calculus was introduced in [14], and has
been one of the foundational theories for QSR.
One focus of QSR is the modeling of and reasoning about
changes in topological relationships. For example, Egenhofer
and Al-Taha introduced the concept of topological distance,
and used it to create a conceptual neighborhood graph [5], a
visual representation of the changes that transform the spatial
relation between a pair of objects into another relation. A
similar approach is employed in VRCC-3D to effectively
answer questions such as “is object B a possible topological
transformation of object A.”
III.

To facilitate automated reasoning, each of the relations
must have a converse. For example TPPc and NTPPc are the
converses of TPP and NTPP, respectively. The converse of a
relation is denoted with a c at the end of the relation name.
However, this convention is not necessary for the symmetric
relations PO(A,B), EQ(A,B), EC(A,B), and DC(A,B).
For some types of spatial reasoning it is necessary to
consider the obscuration that can occur when the objects are
seen through orthographic projection on any of the principal

RCC-3D

Before discussing the specific functionality of VRCC3D, we provide details about the underlying region
connection calculus, RCC-3D, and two associated tools (i.e.,
a composition table and a conceptual neighborhood) that can
be used to solve spatial reasoning tasks.

planes in R3. When considering that object A obscures object
B, it is implied that object A is closer than object B to the
perspective reference point. For our discussion, we assume
that the direction of the projection (i.e., the line of sight) is
orthogonal to the plane of projection, and that the plane of
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projection is one of the principal planes (xy, yz, or zx). The
obscuration of objects is determined by projecting the objects
on a plane P.

are possible considering reality constraints; for example,
unless one of the objects is the universe (in which case it has
no exterior), the intersection of the exteriors cannot be
empty. So only 3-Intersections actually are needed for
bounded objects. The four relations of the 3-Intersection are
as follows, each specified as the triple of intersections (AP°ŀ
BP°, AP° ŀ BPe, APe ŀ BP°): NOBSP=( ¬, ¬),
POBSP=(¬, ¬, ¬), COBSP=(¬, , ¬), and
CCOBSP=(¬, ¬, ).

Unlike other region connection calculi such as RCC-8,
RCC-3D also differentiates between complete and partial
obscuration. Partial or complete obscuration is indicated by
the inclusion of POBSP or COBSP, respectively, in the
relation name. For example, EC_POBSP(A,B) is true if
objects A and B are externally connected and object A
partially obscures object B; EC_COBSP(A,B) is true if
objects A and B externally connect, and object A completely
obscures object B. Again, the converse is denoted by
including a C in the relation name (e.g., EC_CCOBSP(A,B) is
the converse of EC_COBSP(A,B), and EC_CPOBSP(A,B) is
the converse of EC_POBSP(A,B)). The case of no
obscuration is represented by including NOBS in the relation
name; for example, when A and B externally connect, but
there is no obscuration, EC-NOBSP(A,B) is true. The
complete set of RCC-3D relations (considering the extent of
obscuration) are given in equations (10)-(28); AP and BP
represent the respective projections of A and B on the plane
P, where P is xy, yz, or zx. Note that PO (previously defined
in equation (2)) now has been augmented with PO_POBSP,
PO_COBSP, and PO_CCOBSP; EQ, EC, and DC have been
augmented similarly. Not every xOBSP descriptor applies to
every relation; for example, for TPP, NOBSP and POBSP do
not apply.

B. The Compositon Table
A composition table is used to answer questions such as,
“given three objects, A, B, and C, and knowledge of relations
R1(A,B), and R2(B,C), what can be said about the relation
between A and C” [4]. The composition operator is an
important function for any relation algebra [17]; by creating
a composition table, calculating the composition of two
relations becomes a simple table look-up.
In [4], the author shows a method to generate all the
relations from the composition of two existing topological
relations. Key to this approach is the 9-Intersection model
[3], which considers each of the nine intersections of object
A’s interior, boundary, and exterior with object B’s interior,
boundary, and exterior. A similar approach was used to
generate the composition table for the RCC-3D relations (for
brevity, that table is not included in this paper).
C. The Conceptual Neighborhood Graph
The conceptual neighborhood graph was first introduced
in [9] to find those transitions that can occur when we
gradually change the geometry of one object in a pair. The
authors of [5] introduced the idea of a topological distance,
building upon the 9-Intersection calculus. The topological
distance is the number of intersections that have changed
from empty to not empty (or vice versa), from one relation to
another. Consider the 9-Intersection matrices for DC and
TPP, as shown in Tables II and III, respectively. In this
example, the topological distance between DC and TPP is
five because the values for five intersections have changed;
namely, the values have changed for (Ao∩Bo), (A°ŀBe), (A
ŀB°), (∂A∩∂B), and (AŀBe).
TABLE II.

Obscuration can be described using a 4-Intersection that
considers the intersections of object AP’s interior and
exterior with object BP’s interior and exterior; it should be
noted that the boundaries are not relevant in this context. A
2×2 matrix, M, is used to represent these intersections as
shown in Table I.
TABLE I.
APo∩BPo
APe∩BPo

Ao
A
Ae
TABLE III.

MATRIX M

o

APo∩BPe
APe∩BPe

There are 16 combinations for M using the values of
empty and not-empty. Of those 16 combinations, only four
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9-INTERSECTION FOR DC
Bo

B

Be





¬





¬

¬

¬

¬

9-INTERSECTION FOR TPP
Bo

B

Be

A

¬

A





¬

¬



Ae

¬

¬

¬

As discussed previously, here also, only 8 out of 9Intersections actually are needed for bounded objects. The
conceptual neighborhood graph is created by considering the
closest topological distance (as calculated for each pair of
relations), as well as possible deformations of scaling,
translation, and rotation. The neighborhood of an object is an
equivalence class of all objects that are topologically
transformable into each other; that is, it is the equivalence
class of all objects that are topologically transformable into it
with the least number of transformations.

IV.

VRCC-3D

The composition table and the conceptual neighborhood
play an important role in the VRCC-3D system’s consistency
checking and determination of spatial transformations across
abstract time periods. This functionality can be illustrated

Expanding on this approach for RCC-3D, we combined
the 8-Intersection for the RCC-8 base relations with a 3Intersection for the projections onto the specified plane. The
3-Intersections are applied to 2D projections of 3D objects to
represent obscurations of the objects. The results of applying
these intersections to the RCC-3D relations (in terms of the
8- and 3-Intersections, where applicable) are shown in Table
IV.

Figure 2. Conceptual Neighborhood Graph for RCC-3D

The 8-Intersection can be used to determine interrelation topological distance, and the 3-Intersection can be
used for the determination of the intra-relation topological
distance. Here intra-relation means within the same (base)
relation (e.g., DC_POBSP to DC_COBSP, or from
EC_COBSP to EC_POBSP), whereas inter-relation means
between (base) relations (e.g., from EC_POBSP to
DC_POBSP, or PO_COBSP to TPPc_NOBSP). It is
important to distinguish between these two types of
distances. A total topological distance of (8-Intersection + 3Intersection = Total) 0+2=2 is different from a distance of
2+0=2. This also is significant when we consider that a
change in the 8-Intersection often implies a change in the 3Intersection.

with two possible use cases.
A. An Example of Inconsistency Checking
When changes are made to the graphical representation
of the collection of objects (in the left hand pane of the
VRCC-3D interface), the system must update the
corresponding textual display of RCC-3D relations in the
right hand pane. Because the change was made directly to the
graphical representation, we know that the resulting spatial
arrangement of the objects (and associated RCC-3D
relations) will be consistent. Updates to the matrix of RCC3D relations will take place in both the entire column and
row associated with the object that has been altered.
Specifically, the All-Pairs-Relation-Detection Algorithm [1]
is applied to recalculate the affected relations; this algorithm
uses the composition table to narrow down the possible
relations that could hold, in the process of determining the
single relation that does hold between a pair of objects.

The computed topological distances for the RCC-3D
relations are shown in Table V, where the first number is the
topological distance in the 8-Intersection and, where
applicable, the second number (y in the expression x+y) is
the topological distance in the 3-Intersection.

A simple example of this use case is illustrated in Fig. 3,
wherein the user has altered the scene depicted earlier in Fig.
1 by moving object A. Clearly this requires recalculation of
the RCC-3D relations in row A and column A (which are
highlighted in the RCC-3D relation matrix that is also
displayed in Fig. 3). The relation for (A,B) changes from
PO_POBSP(A,B) to DC_POBSP(A,B). The relations for (A,C)
and (A,D) do not change in this particular case, but still are
recalculated; in future work, we will investigate ways to
detect and avoid such unnecessary computational efforts.

The entries in Table V are important for building the
RCC-3D conceptual neighborhood graph. The inter-relation
distance between two base relations is the number of entries
that differ between their 8-Intersection representations. For
determining obscuration, objects are projected on a plane and
the additional 3-Intersection representation on the projections
is considered. The intra-relation distance between two
relations is then the number of entries that differ between
their 3-Intersection representations. In general, the distance
between a relation and another relation R is represented by
xinter + yintra . If xinter =0 and yintra =0, then the neighbor is the
relation R itself. If xinter = 0 and yintra 0, then the neighbor
is from the same base relation (e.g., DC_NOBSP and
DC_COBSP are neighbors, as are PO_COBSP, and
PO_POBSP). If xinter 0, then the neighbors are from
different base relations (e.g., PO_POBSP and EC_COBSP are
neighbors). The complete conceptual neighborhood graph for
RCC-3D is depicted in Fig. 2 as a minimum spanning tree.

Suppose that the user instead directly updates entries in
the RCC-3D relation matrix (in the right hand pane of the
VRCC-3D interface). All object pairs which have been
changed are then added to an “updated list.” We use the
Dynamic Path Consistency Algorithm [1], which in turn uses
the composition table, to check whether those changes have
introduced any inconsistencies in the associated spatial
relations. If any inconsistencies are detected, the VRCC-3D
system displays an error message, and gives the user an
opportunity to make corrections. In no inconsistencies are
found, the graphical display needs to be updated; an efficient
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implementation of this particular functionality is currently
under development.

locations of objects, and using quantitative methods to
efficiently determine if the move necessitates a recalculation
of the spatial relations; similarly, the effects of resizing of
objects will be considered.

B. An Example of Constraint Determination over Time

VI.

Figure 3. VRCC-3D System After Moving Object A

If the user has created two or more states that represent
arrangements of the objects at different abstract time periods,
the VRCC-3D system can be asked to determine if state ti is
one deformation removed from state tj where i > j. This is
accomplished by finding all object pairs that are one
deformation from their current relation. We use the
conceptual neighborhood graph to determine if there is a path
of length one in the neighborhood graph from the relation at
ti to the relation at tj. After finding all object pairs with such a
path, we determine if that change creates a spatial
arrangement that is equivalent to the arrangement at time tj.
This can easily be done by making that change, and using the
All-Pairs-Relation-Detection Algorithm to recalculate the
relations that could have changed. The Dynamic-PathConsistency Algorithm can then be used to find
inconsistencies. After the Dynamic-Path-Consistency
Algorithm is completed, we compare the resulting
arrangement to state tj; if they match, state tj is a deformation
of state ti. For example, suppose that the configuration of
objects shown in Fig. 1 has been designated as state 1, and
the arrangement shown in Fig. 3 represents state 2. Since
state 2 is determined to be a valid deformation of state 1, a
notification message to that effect is displayed.

With the explosion in he availability of 3D image data,
practical applications for this work lie in many areas,
including the studies of organism development and
evolution. To examine (or even hypothesize) changes that
occur in a species from one development stage to another, or
from the anatomy of one species to the anatomy of another
potentially related species over time, VRCC-3D can be used
to determine and display the topological relations that hold in
associated collections of images. The user can then ask the
system to verify the consistency of the physical
transformations between the images; if inconsistencies are
found, the system can suggest possible transformation
scenarios. This could aid in the identification of previously
undetermined development patterns within a single species,
or could lead to the description of other species that had to
have existed as an “intermediate step” in the evolution of the
species under consideration. Given that such images are
comprised of hundreds of objects, with thousands of data
points, automation of this analysis, combined with a visual
display that associates the formal topological descriptions
with the images, hopefully will facilitate such research
advances.

If the two arrangements (resulting from application of the
Dynamic-Path-Consistency Algorithm) are not the same, the
next pair is chosen and the same process is applied. If no pair
of relations is found that results in a match with tj, the system
will ask the user to create another state tx, where ti < tx < tj, or
the system can be asked to generate a new possible
intermediate state tx. The user may pick from the systemgenerated possible states that are created by interpolating the
8-Intersection and 3-Intersection of the configurations at
times ti and tj. This amounts to discovering new states (and
hence knowledge) interactively.
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THE 8+ 3-INTERSECTIONS FOR RCC-3D

TABLE IV.
A ŀB
o

o

A ŀB
o

A ŀB
o

e

AŀB

o

AŀBe

∂A∩∂
∩∂B
∩∂

AeŀBo

AeŀB

AopŀBoP

AopŀBeP

AepŀBoP

DC_NOBS





¬





¬

¬

¬



¬

¬

DC_POBSp





¬





¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬


DC_CCOBSp 
EC_NOBS 



¬





¬

¬

¬

¬

¬





¬





¬

¬

¬

¬



¬
¬

DC_COBSp



¬



¬

¬

¬

¬



¬

EC_POBSP





¬



¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

EC_COBSP





¬



¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬





¬



¬

¬

¬

¬

¬



¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬



EC_CCOBSP 
PO_POBSP ¬
PO_COBSP

¬

PO_CCOBSP ¬
TPP_CCOBSP ¬
TPPc_COBSP ¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬



¬





¬

¬



¬

¬

¬



¬

¬

¬



¬

¬





¬

¬



¬







¬







¬





NTPP_CCOBSP ¬





¬





¬

¬

¬



¬

NTPPc_COBSP ¬

¬

¬





¬





¬

¬



EQ_COBSP

TABLE V.
DC_
NOBS
DC_NOBS 0
DC_POBSp 0+1
DC_COBSp 0+2.5
DC_CCOBSp 0+2.5
EC_NOBS 1+0
EC_POBSP 1+1
EC_COBSP 1+2.5
EC_CCOBSP 1+2.5
PO_POBSP 4+1
PO_COBSP 4+2.5
PO_CCOBSP 4+2.5
TPP_CCOBSP 5+2.5
TPPc_COBSP 5+2.5
EQ_COBSP 6+3
NTPP_CCOBSP 4+2
NTPPc_COBSP 4+2

DC_
POBSp
0+1
0
0+1.5
0+1.5
1+1
1+0
1+1.5
1+1.5
4+0
4+1.5
4+1.5
5+1.5
5+1.5
6+2
4+1
4+1

THE TOPOLOGICAL DISTANCES FOR THE RCC-3D CALCULUS

DC_
DC_
EC_
EC_
COBSp CCOBSp NOBS POBSP
0+2.5 0+2.5
1+0
1+1
0+1.5 0+1.5
1+1
1+0
0
0+1
1+2.5 1+2.5
0+1
0
1+2.5 1+1.5
1+2.5 1+2.5
0
0+1
1+2.5 1+1.5
0+1
0
1+0
1+1
0+2.5 0+1.5
1+1
1+0
0+2.5 0+1.5
4+1.5 4+1.5
3+1
3+0
4+0
4+1
3+2.5 3+1.5
4+1
4+0
3+2.5 3+1.5
5+1
5+0
4+2.5 4+1.5
5+0
5+1
4+2.5 4+1.5
6+0.5 6+0.5
5+3
5+2
4+1.5 4+0.5
5+2
5+1
4+0.5 4+1.5
5+2
5+1

EC_
COBSP
1+2.5
1+1.5
1+0
1+1
0+2.5
0+1.5
0
0+1
3+1.5
3+0
3+1
4+1
4+0
5+0.5
5+1.5
5+0.5

EC_
PO_
CCOBSP POBSP
1+2.5
4+1
1+1.5
4+0
1+1
4+1.5
1+0
4+1.5
0+2.5
3+1
0+1.5
3+0
0+1
3+1.5
0
3+1.5
3+1.5
0
3+1
0+1.5
3+0
0+1.5
4+0
3+1.5
4+1
3+1.5
5+0.5
6+2
5+0.5
4+1
5+1.5
4+1
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PO_
PO_
TPP_ TPPc_ EQ_
COBSP CCOBSP CCOBSP COBSP COBSP
4+2.5 4+2.5
5+2.5
5+2.5 6+3
4+1.5 4+1.5
5+1.5
5+1.5 6+2
4+0
4+1
5+1
5+0
6+0.5
4+1
4+0
5+0
5+1
6+0.5
3+2.5 3+2.5
4+2.5
4+2.5 5+3
3+1.5 3+1.5
4+1.5
4+1.5 5+2
3+0
3+1
4+1
4+0
5+0.5
3+1
3+0
4+0
4+1
5+0.5
0+1.5 0+1.5
3+1.5
3+1.5 6+2
0
0+1
3+1
3+0
6+0.5
0+1
0
3+0
3+1
6+0.5
3+1
3+0
0
6+1
3+0.5
3+0
3+1
6+1
0
3+0.5
6+0.5 6+0.5
3+0.5
3+0.5 0
4+1.5 4+0.5
1+0.5
7+1.5 4+1
4+0.5 4+1.5
7+1.5
1+0.5 4+1

NTPP_ NTPPc_
CCOBSP COBSP
4+2
4+2
4+1
4+1
4+1.5
4+0.5
4+0.5
4+1.5
5+2
5+2
5+1
5+1
5+1.5
5+0.5
5+0.5
5+1.5
4+1
4+1
4+1.5
4+0.5
4+0.5
4+1.5
1+0.5
7+1.5
7+1.5
1+0.5
4+1
4+1
0
6+2
6+2
0
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Abstract

producing a sound and complete diagrammatic logic. Substantial advances have now been made in terms of our understanding of how to formalise the syntax and semantics
diagrammatic logics, what constitutes an effective diagram,
and how to develop diagrammatic inference rules. Recent
examples include Swoboda and Allwein’s Euler/Venn logic,
which augments Euler diagrams with named individuals to
represent particular elements [12]. For example, in ﬁgure 2, the Euler/Venn diagram d3 expresses that John is
a Lecturer and a Person. In fact, the diagram expresses
that all lecturers are people.

This paper is about spider diagrams, an extension of Euler diagrams that includes syntax to make assertions about
set cardinalities. Like many diagrammatic logics, spider diagrams are a monadic and ﬁrst-order, so they are inexpressive. The limitation to ﬁrst-order precludes the formalisation of many fundamental concepts such as the cardinality
of a set being even. To this end, second-order spider diagrams have recently been proposed. In this paper, we establish their expressiveness relative to that of regular expressions, advancing novel research connecting diagrammatic
logics with formal languages. In particular, we establish
that every regular language is deﬁnable by a second-order
spider diagram, demonstrating a substantial increase in expressiveness over spider diagrams.

Figure 2. Extending Euler diagrams.

1. Introduction

Spider diagrams [6] use trees, called spiders, to represent
the existence of elements. To illustrate, the spider diagram
d4 in ﬁgure 2 expresses that there is a lecturer and that all
lecturers are people. Recently, spider diagrams have been
extended to spider diagrams of order allowing properties
of an ordered universe to be speciﬁed [2]. The motivation
for this extension derived from the realisation that spider
diagrams could deﬁne some regular languages, but could
not specify ordering constraints on the letters in those languages; we give examples later in the paper demonstrating
how diagrams deﬁne languages. Spider diagrams of order
can deﬁne precisely the star-free regular languages [4] and
spider diagrams can deﬁne precisely the commutative starfree regular languages [3]; a language is star-free if it can be
deﬁned without the use of the Kleene star, such as a|b but
not (aa)∗ , and is commutative if it is closed under permutation. The primary result of this paper is that second-order
spider diagrams [1], can deﬁne all regular languages.
Section 2 presents the syntax and semantics of secondorder spider diagrams and section 3 provides a formal deﬁnition of the language of such a diagram. Moreover, we informally describe a translation process that converts a reg-

Diagrams are widely used in application areas such as
software engineering and information visualization, since
they can be more readily accessible to users than their symbolic counterparts. Examples of diagrammatic logics include Euler diagrams. Hammer developed a simple sound
and complete Euler diagram logic which had just three inference rules [7]. An example can be seen in ﬁgure 1 where,
from the premise diagram d1 we deduce d2 by erasing a
curve. The diagram d1 tells us that B is disjoint from both
A and C; erasing B loses this information.

Figure 1. Euler diagram reasoning.
A logic based on Venn diagrams was formalised by
Shin [11], building on work by Peirce [9]. Shin’s work is regarded as seminal, since this was the ﬁrst serious attempt at
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ular expression, r, into a second-order spider diagram, d,
such that r and d deﬁne the same language. This conversion
shows that every regular language is deﬁnable by a secondorder spider diagram. Consequently, we have established a
substantial increase in expressiveness over spider diagrams
of order, which can only deﬁne the star-free regular languages. We conclude in section 4.

presses that the universe can be partitioned into two disjoint
sets where the successors of one set are all in the other set.
That is, the diagram expresses that the universe has even
cardinality. Negating this diagram would, therefore, express
that the universe has odd cardinality; negation is depicted
using a line above the diagram, shown as d3 .

2. Second-Order Spider Diagrams
Spider diagrams use closed curves to represent sets and
assert relationships between those sets. For instance, the enclosure of one curve by another curve corresponds to a subset/superset relationship between the represented sets. In
addition, as shown in d4 of ﬁgure 2, they use existential spiders to assert the existence of elements; the existential spiders place lower bounds on set cardinalities. Shading places
upper bounds on set cardinality: in a shaded region, all elements are represented by spiders. The diagrams described
so far are called unitary spider diagrams. Spider diagrams
can be negated and joined with binary connectives: ∧ to denote ‘and’, ∨ to denote ‘or’, ⇒ to denote ‘implies’ and, in
the case of spider diagrams of order, joined with  (read as
‘product’) to specify ordering information. The spider diagram of order d1  d2 in ﬁgure 3 expresses that there is an
element in A ordered before an element in B.

Figure 4. Second-order spider diagrams.
We now provide an overview of the syntax and semantics. We have a ﬁnite set of ﬁxed contours, FC, and a countably inﬁnite set of existential contours, EC. Each contour in
FC corresponds to a labelled curve in a diagram, whereas
the contours in EC correspond to unlabelled curves. A zone
is a pair of ﬁnite, disjoint sets of contours. Given a diagram,
d, with a ﬁnite set of contours C ⊂ FC ∪ EC, one deﬁnes
the possible zones of d as pairs of sets of contours (in, out),
such that in ∪ out = C; a diagram’s zone set, Z, is a subset
of its possible zones. Intuitively, the zone thus deﬁned is
inside every contour of in, and outside every contour of out.
The set of all zones is Z. Zones may be shaded: the set of
shaded zones of a diagram is denoted Sh, where Sh ⊆ Z.
An existential spider is an element the set ES. Spiders are
placed in a set of zones in a unitary diagram. The set of
such zones is called the spider’s habitat. It is assumed that
the sets FC, EC and ES are pairwise disjoint. Properties of
the successor function will be denoted by arrows, formally
deﬁned as a set of pairs, (source, target) with the set of arrows in a unitary diagram denoted A. The source and target
for each arrow in A are drawn from C ∪ES. In addition, ⊥
is a unitary diagram which denotes ‘false’. As stated above,
we incorporate negation, depicted as a line above the diagram, along with ∧, ∨, ⇒ and .
At the semantic level, an interpretation, I, is a universal
set, U , together with an assignment, Ψ, of a subset of U to
each ﬁxed contours, and a strict, total order, <, on U . We
write I = (U, Ψ, <). An extended interpretation is an extension of Ψ to interpret existential contours, zones, regions
and existential spiders. A zone, (in, out), represents the set


Ψ(l) ∩
(U − Ψ(l))
Ψ(in, out) =

Figure 3. Compound diagrams.
In [1], spider diagrams of order were extended by incorporating additional syntax to make second-order statements. Perhaps the simplest form of second-order quantiﬁcation is over subsets of the universal set. Extending spider diagrams to incorporate such quantiﬁcation results in a
monadic second-order logic with an order relation. Such an
extension is achieved by using unlabelled curves to assert
the existence of a set. Negating diagrams, therefore, brings
in universal quantiﬁcation over subsets. Here, we note that
the free-rides [10] that occur in the underlying Euler diagram notation also occur when we incorporate unlabelled
curves. Since we are concerned with ordering information,
second-order spider diagrams also extend the syntax to allow the use of arrows to talk about successors.
In ﬁgure 4, d1 expresses that there are two disjoint, nonempty subsets of A that have sets of successors that are disjoint from A. These sets of successors are also disjoint and,
in fact, disjoint sets always have disjoint sets of successors,
since successor functions are injective. The diagram d2 ex-

l∈in

l∈in

where Ψ(l) is the set assigned to contour l. A region represents the set which is the union of the sets represented by
the region’s constituent zones. Brieﬂy, we say that an interpretation, I = (U, Ψ, <), is a model for unitary diagram d
if d =⊥ and there exists an extension of I that ensures
1. the union of the sets represented by d’s zones is U ,
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l(in, out) =

2. each spider in d maps to a singleton set that is a subset
of the set represented by the spider’s habitat,
3. no two spiders map to the same set,
4. in a shaded region, r, all of the elements in the represented set, Ψ(r), are in sets mapped to by spiders of d,
and
5. for each arrow in d, there exists a bijection, s, between
the sets denoted by the arrow’s source and target such
that s is the successor function induced by <.
The semantics extend to compound diagrams in the obvious way with, perhaps,  being the exception. In this
case, an interpretation, I, is a model for d1  d2 if there exist two interpretations, I1 that models d1 and I2 that models
d2 , whose ordered sum is I [5].


c∈in∩F C

l(c)



(Σ − l(c)).

c∈out∩F C

To illustrate, consider the alphabet Σ = {a, b}, ﬁxed
contour set FC = {A} and letter assignment l(A) = {a}.
In ﬁgure 4, d1 contains four zones that are inside existential contours. The letters assigned to these zones are derived
from the ‘underlying’ zone in which the existential contours
are placed. The three zones inside the contour A all contain
the letter a under l whereas the three zones outside of A all
contain the letter b under l. Using l, we are able to associate
letters with zones. First, we deﬁne for each letter a ∈ Σ,
the set of ﬁxed contours (fc) that ‘contain’ that letter:
fc(a) = {c ∈ FC : a ∈ l(c)}.
We can think of the zone (fc(a), FC − fc(a)) as containing
a. For instance, if we take the mapping l(A) = {a, b} and
l(B) = {b, c} over the alphabet Σ = {a, b, c} and with
FC = {A, B} then the letter a has fc(a) = {A} and is
contained by the zone ({A}, {B}). Thus, a unitary diagram
containing the zone ({A}, {B}) with a spider placed in that
zone would assert the existence of a letter a in each word
of the language it deﬁnes. A unitary diagram containing
the zone ({A}, ∅) with a spider placed in that zone would
assert the existence of a letter a or a letter b in each word of
the language it deﬁnes; see ﬁgure 6, where the diagram d1
deﬁnes (a|b|c)∗ (a|b)(a|b|c)∗ with the sub-expression (a|b)
arising from the spider. By contrast, a diagram such as d2
containing both the ﬁxed contours A and B can distinguish
the letters a and b. Here, d2 tells us that there is at least one
a, using the spider, and no bs, using shading.

3. Connections with Regular Languages
Recall a (not necessarily regular) language over an alphabet Σ is a subset of Σ∗ (all the words formed from letters in Σ). A language is regular if it can be deﬁned by a
regular expression [8]. Regular expressions are formed using letters in Σ, λ to denote the empty word, disjunction,
denoted |, concatenation, denoted ·, and the Kleene star, denoted ∗ . In addition, we allow the use of the + operator,
where r+ = r · r∗ .
To deﬁne regular languages using logic, one assigns letters to predicate symbols and then uses logical statements,
in our case diagrams, to make assertions about the letters [13]. In second-order spider diagrams, the ﬁxed contour labels act as predicate symbols. In d1 of ﬁgure 5, there
is one spider in the contour A, and one spider outside the
contour A. Suppose we assign the letter a to the contour A,
and the letter b to the rest of the diagram. Because there is
no shading in the diagram, the number of letters in a word is
not restricted. However, the spiders and the successor arrow
means any word in the language of d1 must contain the subword ab. The shading in d2 means that there is exactly one
element in the contour A, so every word contains exactly
one a. In terms of regular expressions, d2 deﬁnes b∗ (ab)b∗
whereas d1 deﬁnes (a|b)∗ (ab)(a|b)∗ .

Figure 6. Distinguishing the letters a and b.
If two letters, a and b say, have the same image under
fc then no diagram can deﬁne the language a∗ for example.
We require that no two letters are placed in any zone that
arises from the function fc. Given FC, Σ and a letter assignment l, we say that l is valid if the induced function fc
is injective. From this point forward, we are assuming that
a valid letter assignment, l, has been speciﬁed.
The language of a diagram, d, is deﬁned by appealing to
its semantics. In particular, we deﬁne when an interpretation models a word. A word, w, is in the language of d if
all of the models of w are models for d. For example, in
ﬁgure 6, d1 has a model where U = {1, 2}, Ψ(A) = {1},
Ψ(B) = {1, 2} and < is the natural order over U . This interpretation models bc since there exists a bijection, f , from
its letters to U (f (b) = 1 and f (c) = 2) such that

Figure 5. Deﬁning languages using diagrams.
To formalise the language of a diagram, we assume that
the sets FC and Σ are ﬁxed and, moreover, that a ﬁxed function l : FC → PΣ is given; we call l a letter assignment. We
extend l to interpret zones, such that for each zone (in, out)
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2. for each letter, wi , in bc, the element to which it maps
is in the set denoted by the zone which contains it.

It is relatively easy to show that distinct zones, (in1 , out1 )
and (in2 , out2 ) where in1 ∪ out1 = in2 ∪ out2 represent
disjoint sets in any interpretations. Thus, from (1) and (2) it
cannot be the case that

We now deﬁne word models, extending and adapting [13].
Let I = (U, Ψ, <) be an interpretation and let w =
w1 ...wn be a word drawn from Σ∗ . Then I is a model for w
iff there exists a bijection f , from the multi-set {w1 , ..., wn }
to U such that for each wi :

We reach a contradiction and, hence, the supposition that I
models w is false. Therefore, d has a model that does not
model any word. Thus, under l, no language has the same
model set as d, so d does not deﬁne any language.

1. the order of the letters in bc agrees with the order of
the elements under f and <, and

2 = f (w2 ) ∈ Ψ(∅, {A, B}) = {2}.

1. f (wi ) is the ith element of the total ordering induced
by <

3.1

2. f (wi ) ∈ Ψ(fc(wi ), FC − fc(wi )).

To establish that all regular languages, r, are deﬁnable by
second-order spider diagrams our approach is to provide a
construction of a diagram, d given r and show that d deﬁnes
r. However, there are some technical difﬁculties for which
we need to account. In particular, these difﬁculties center
around four factors: the presence of λ (which denotes the
empty word), the presence of ∅, the presence of ∗ , and disjunctive expressions involving single letters that are nested
within the + operator (e.g. in (a|bc)+ , the single letter a
is nested within +). To overcome the ﬁrst three issues, we
eliminate the use of these symbols where ever possible.
In particular, it can be shown that for every regular expression, r1 , there exists a regular expression, r2 , such that
r2 does not contain the symbols ∅, λ, or ∗ , but may include
·, | and +, and either
1. r2 deﬁnes the same language as r1 ,
2. λ|r2 deﬁnes the same language as r1 ,
3. λ deﬁnes the same language as r1 , or
4. ∅ deﬁnes the same language as r1 .
Thus, we only need to consider expressions like r2 , ∅ and
λ. We give an example in the next section concerning the
issues around expressions like a+ . In the expression a+ ,
we have a trivial disjunction involving just a; more complex
regular expressions where problems arise include those like
(a|ab|c)+ .

Furthermore, I is a model for language L iff there exists a
word, w, in L such that I models w.
Let d be a second-order spider diagram and let L be a
language. We say that L is the language of d, denoted L(d),
iff the models of d are the same as the models of L. If L is
the language of d then we say that d deﬁnes L [1].
For example, under the just deﬁned function l with alphabet Σ = {a, b, c}, the diagram d1 d2 in ﬁgure 7 deﬁnes
the same language as the regular expression r1 · r2 where



r1 = (a|b|c)∗ a(a|b|c)∗ b(a|b|c)∗ | (a|b|c)∗ b(a|b|c)∗ a(a|b|c)∗

and r2 = cc∗ . For r1 , each disjunct arises from an ordering
of the letters arising from the spiders.

Figure 7. Deﬁning regular languages.
Under the same l, the diagram d3 in ﬁgure 7 does not
deﬁne any language. This is because the zone (∅, {A, B})
is (a) not shaded, and (b) is not assigned any letters under
l. More formally, d3 has models that are not models for any
words and, therefore, not models for any language. Such a
model for d3 is given by I = (U, Ψ, <) where U = {1, 2},
Ψ(A) = {1}, Ψ(B) = ∅ and < is the natural order over
U ; here, we have Ψ(∅, {A, B}) = {2}. Any word, w =
w1 w2 that is modelled by I would need to have exactly two
letters, in order that a bijection, f , exists from {w1 , w2 } to
U . Suppose that I does indeed model w. For the ordering
of letters in w to respect <, we therefore have f (w1 ) = 1
and f (w2 ) = 2. Since I models w,
f (w2 ) ∈ Ψ(fc(w2 ), FC − fc(w2 )).

3.2

Deﬁning Regular Languages

Our construction of a diagram, given a regular expression, is inductive mirroring the inductive construction of
regular expressions and taking account of the observations
in section 3.1. First, we describe how to construct diagrams
for the expressions ∅ and λ. Then, we can focus on expressions that do not involve ∅, λ or ∗ (i.e as described in
section 3.1, namely expressions like r2 ). Expressions like
r2 follow an inductive construction, starting with letters and
joining them using | and ·, and using +. Throughout most of
this section, we take an example alphabet to be Σ = {a, b}
and ﬁxed contour set to be FC = {A}. A valid letter assignment is given by l(A) = {a}.

(1)

Noting that, for any letter, wj , in Σ we have fc(wj ) = ∅,
(fc(w2 ), FC − fc(w2 )) = (∅, {A, B}).

Properties of Regular Expressions

(2)
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expression (ab)+ . Again, this example illustrates the general idea behind our construction of a diagram for regular
expressions of the form r+ .

When r = ∅, the diagram we construct is ⊥, the unsatisﬁable unitary diagram. Clearly, r deﬁnes the empty language in this case and, since ⊥ has no models it too deﬁnes
the empty language. For r = λ, we take a unitary diagram,
d, that contains all ﬁxed contours and is entirely shaded.
Here, r deﬁnes the language containing precisely the empty
word. This word is satisﬁed by the interpretation, I∅ , with
empty universal set. Clearly, I∅ is the only model for d,
since it is entirely shaded and contains no spiders. Thus, d
deﬁnes the language containing precisely the empty word.
We refer to d as d + λ, which can be seen in ﬁgure 8.




Figure 9. Constructing r = (ab)+ .




Regarding |, consider r = (a|b). Here, we construct d +
a + b, as shown in ﬁgure 10, clearly following the inductive
construction (a and b are base cases). Next, we join the two
spiders, creating a single spider that denotes the existence
of an a or a b.

Figure 8. Constructing d + λ and d + a.
For expressions like r2 , as a base case we have r = wi
for some letter in Σ. We start with unitary diagram d that
contains all ﬁxed contours and is entirely shaded (i.e. d+λ).
We add a single existential contour, placed inside the zone
(fc(wi ), FC −fc(wi )), and a single existential spider whose
habitat is the single zone inside the new existential contour.
The diagram remains entirely shaded. We refer to this diagram as d + wi and it deﬁnes the same language as wi . An
example is shown in ﬁgure 8, where we have constructed
d + a. At this stage in the construction, the existential contour is redundant. However, we are interested in providing
an inductive construction and this will, depending on the
regular expression, make use of the existential contour later
in the process.
Our next example can be seen in ﬁgure 9, where the letter a has fc(a) = {A} and b has fc(b) = ∅. Here, d2 is the
diagram d + a. To construct d + ab we take d2 = d + a,
add a further existential contour, for the letter b, and place
an arrow sourced on the existential contour for a and targeting the existential contour for b; this arrow asserts b is the
successor of a. Thus, d3 = d + ab. We can think of d3
as being d + a + b, together with an arrow arising from the
use of · (recall ab is really a · b). Thus, this example gives
an indication of how use use the inductive construction to
build a diagram for a regular expression of the form r1 · r2 .
To create d + (ab)+ , we need to add some further syntax to d3 , accounting from the presence of +. In this case,
the syntax is a pair of fresh existential contours with an arrow between them, as shown in d4 . Together, these contours and the arrow tell us that the only successors of bs
are as. The original arrow, together with the alteration to
the shading, now tells us that the only successors of the as
are bs. It should be apparent that the language deﬁned by
d4 = d + (ab)+ is the same as that deﬁned by the regular









Figure 10. Constructing r = a|b and r = ab|a.
Some technical difﬁculties arise from the presence of expressions like a+ . When we use a successor arrow between
two existential contours, we are forcing every element in
the source set to have a successor. Intuitively, this type of
construction places a constraint on the relative numbers of
elements in the source and elements in the target: the cardinalities of the source set and target set must be the same. In
the case of (ab)+ above, this causes no problem, since we
require the same number of as and bs. However, in the case
of a+ , the language deﬁned using this type of approach is
not {a, aa, aaa, aaaa, ...}.
A diagram like d in ﬁgure 11 does not deﬁne a+ but instead deﬁnes (aa)+ . The righthand diagram d + a+ , with
existential contours EC1 , EC2 and EC3 , deﬁnes a+ . To
justify this, consider the letter that arises from the presence
of the spider. This letter must be an a due to the location
of the spider. Clearly, because of the shading, all words in
the language deﬁned by d + a+ contain only as. Moreover,
because of the spider, the language deﬁned by d + a+ does
not include the empty word. In summary, the language deﬁned must be a subset of {a, aa, aaa, ...} = a+ . Finally, we
must justify that given any word containing only as, except
the empty word, is in the language of d + a+ . To do so, it
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is sufﬁcient to argue that d + a+ has models with any nonzero cardinality (where the cardinality of a model is taken to
be the cardinality of its universal set). Clearly, d + a+ has
a model with cardinality 1. Suppose d + a+ has a model
I = (U, Ψ, <) with cardinality n; without loss of generality, we take U = {1, 2, ..., n}. Create a new interpretation
I  = (U ∪ {n + 1}, Ψ , < ) where n + 1 is in the set Ψ (A)
and < agrees with < but with n+1 ordered last. It can then
be shown that, taking Ψ(s) = {1}, Ψ(EC1 ) = {n + 1},
Ψ(EC2 ) = U − {n + 1} and Ψ(EC3 ) = {1, n + 1}, I 
is a model for d + a+ . By induction, d + a+ has models
of every cardinality and, thus, deﬁnes the same language as
a+ , as required.



power. Indeed, this also demonstrates that second-order spider diagrams are substantially more expressive than all of
the other monadic ﬁrst-order diagrammatic logics that have
been developed to date (such as Shin’s Venn-II system and
Swoboda and Allwein’s Euler/Venn system). This increase
in expressiveness has been achieved with relative small additions to the syntax (existential contours and arrows).
There are various avenues for future work. First, we aim
to characterise the expressiveness of the new logic with respect to symbolic logics. It is known that monadic secondorder (symbolic) logic with an ordered universal set can
deﬁne the regular languages. However, the exact relationship between second-order spider diagrams and monadic
second-order symbolic logic is unclear. This paper also lays
the foundations for devising more expressive, yet intuitive,
visual logics. The restriction to a monadic second-order
logic with an order relation still precludes the formalisation of many higher-order concepts, such as constructing
the transitive closure of a relation.
Acknowledgement This research is supported by EPSRC
grants EP/H012311/1 and EP/H048480/1.











Figure 11. Difﬁculties constructing a+
Finally, as a more complex example, we take Σ =
{a, b, c, d}, FC = {A, B}, l(A) = {a, c} and l(B) =
{b, c}. Then the lefthand diagram in ﬁgure 12 deﬁnes (ab)+ cd, whereas the righthand diagrams deﬁnes
((ab)+ cd)+ .



Figure 12.
((ab)+ cd)+





Constructing
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(ab)+ cd

and

For space reasons, we are unable to elucidate on all of
the details and omit discussion on various technical issues
that arise. However, we give our primary result:
Theorem 1. Given any regular expression, r, there exists a
diagram that deﬁnes the same language as r.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a second-order diagrammatic logic for expressing constraints over an ordered universe. We have established that second-order spider diagrams can deﬁne all regular languages. Since spider diagrams of order can only deﬁne the star-free regular languages (being a monadic ﬁrst-order logic with an order relation) this constitutes a substantial increase in expressive
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images, and henceforth recommend tags for their
images [10]. Some World Wide Web image search
engines attempt to automate annotation by using text
from the image filename and text near the image on a
webpage. However, search results using this method
usually contain many irrelevant images. Most of the real
world systems just rely on the textual features that are
present with the image such as the title, the text present
around an image on the webpage from where it is
uploaded [11]. Also Google has made attempts towards
this by involving the user in understanding the
semantics of the images by developing an Image-Tag
game Image Labeler [11]. However they have not come
up with an Image tag recommendation system yet.
Efforts have been devoted also for more
computer-aided automatic annotation based on image
features. To annotate an image, different visual features,
for example, color, texture, and shape are extracted.
Then, using some classification algorithm, an automated
system will be able to annotate the image. An image
annotation system is very closely related to image
retrieval system. An image retrieval system can retrieve
images using the text in the annotated images which is
more naturally represented in comparison to nonannotated images. There are three basic image
annotation approaches: free text annotation, keywords
and ontologies [1]. Keywords annotation is the use of
arbitrarily chosen keywords or keywords from
controlled vocabularies and is the most widely used.
Free text annotation does not have any restriction on
how to use text to annotate image. Ontologies are the
use of a large classification system that classifies
different aspects of life into hierarchical categories [23].
ImageCLEF provides the visual concept detection task
[25] and medical image annotation task [24] for this
area. Both task aims to annotate images using
ontologies. There have also been many efforts to reduce
the annotation retrieval gap [1],[2],[3],[4],[7] which
refers to the difference in metadata generated by the
human experts and those by systems for the same
image. Automatic annotation of images using Statistical
Learning Approach [5] and hidden Markov models [6]
has also been studied. However reliable automatic
image annotation still remains an open problem.
We present in this paper an automated Image
Annotation system called I-Tag which uses both visual
and textual information in the title of the images and
recommends relevant tags for them. We believe that

Abstract
We present an automated Image Annotation
system called I-Tag which uses both visual and textual
information of the images and recommends relevant
tags for them. The automatic generation of metadata
would allow image searches and content-based image
retrieval (CBIR) to be more effective. We use state of
the art tools on text based retrieval and image content
based retrieval to retrieve similar images. We use an
open source image retrieval engine called FIRE [8], to
perform content based image search. We use the
visual features as well as the title of the image to
recommend tags for the image with high relevance.
Experiments are conducted on approximately 5000
images downloaded from FLICKR to compare the
accuracy of the recommended tags. Our experiments
show that the mean average precision of the
recommended tags is 69%.
Index terms: image annotation, tagging, image
retrieval, content-based image retrieval.

1. Introduction
Image annotation also known as image tagging
is the process of assigning metadata in the form of
captions and keywords to digital images. Developing
effective methods for automated annotation of images
and the consequent retrieval of images aided by such
annotations is a relatively new and highly active area
due to its wide importance in the internet, and still an
open research area [1]–[35]. Major search engines, such
as Google, MSN, and Yahoo! that provide image search
depend heavily on the name of the images, their textual
description and the text surrounding the images, found
on the Web pages containing these images. Hence
computer assisted annotation of images would
guarantee their visibility as search engine result.
Manual image annotation has been in existence
for quite a while. Image sharing websites such as
Picasa[34], Flickr[13], etc. give their users the ability to
annotate the images while uploading them. These
annotations are generally one or two words describing
the image. However the major drawback of this
technique is that the tags are user specific. Various
attempts have been made towards automating this
manual process [1]. Some analyze the information
generally present in the tags that people give to their
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by accounting for both visual as well as such textual
features of images it is possible to reduce the annotation
retrieval/semantic gap and provide highly relevant tags
for them. [35] tries to utilize both visual and textual
features, but therein the textual features refer to the text
surrounding the image on the webpage from where it is
taken, and this would lead to the semantic gap problem.

3. Image annotation system and implementation
In this section, we describe the image
annotation system I-TAG that we have built, the
components of the system and their implementation,
and content-based image retrieval system highlights.

3.1 Overview

2. Dataset

The objective of the textual and content based
image annotation system is to allow the users to give
images to the I-TAG tool and get back relevant tags for
them as the result. Fig. 1 shows a high level block
diagram illustrating our system. There are three main
tasks involved in building an annotation system for
images. The first task is to build a dataset for the
annotation system, comprising of images from Flickr.
This is done by the administrator of the system. The
images for the dataset are downloaded from Flickr
along with their respective title and tags. Then the user
of the system gives an image to the system as input,
which is to be annotated automatically by the system,
referred to as the Query Image X. The next task for the
administrator is to find images in the downloaded
dataset, that are visually similar to the query image X.
To perform this task state of the art content-based image
retrieval engine is used that can extract visual features
of a given image and return images that are visually
similar to it. Also along with each of these similar
images it generates a similarity score ranging from 0 to
1. Higher similarity score implies that the image is more
similar to the original query image. The administrator
orders these images based on this similarity score. Then
the administrator extracts textual features (tags and/or
titles) of all these similar images and the query image
itself and forms a list of all the keywords. Finally the
administrator finds the most frequently occurring
keywords in this list and recommends it as the tags for
the query image X.

The dataset consists of 5000 images
downloaded from Flickr [13]. Flickr is a website that
allows users to upload images to it and provides online
image management. Through Flickr, users can share
their images with other Flickr users as well as other
people in the world.
There are several reasons for choosing to work
with Flickr. Firstly, they have a large number of images
available for download since they have a lot of users
uploading images to their website every day. This
makes it easier to build our data set. Also along with the
images the metadata associated with them is also
available. Flickr provides an API for developers to
easily access its information, such as the images, user
information, and image information. Flickrj is an API
kit developed for Java to access the Flickr API and is a
Java API which wraps the REST-based Flickr API. It
covers most of the functionality that Flickr API
provides. Images in the interesting photo section, along
with their titles, tags, and number of favorite, are
downloaded directly using Flickrj.
The downloaded images are chosen such that at
least one of the following words, “Clouds”, “Flower”,
“Tree”, “Beach” , “Sunset”, “Winter”, “Night”,
“Grass”, “Dog”, and “Water”, in their title or tags are
chosen to build up the Flickr data set to be used in the
experiment. We also downloaded images having two of
these keywords occurring together in their title or tags
such as, “Beach” and “Water” or “Winter” and “Night”
etc. Similarly we also had in our dataset images with
triplets of these keywords and images with quadruples
of these keywords occurring together in their title or
tags. We conducted separate experiments on these sets
of images and observed the variation of results. We do
not use more than quadruples of keywords as there was
no significant improvement in our results after that.
Using interesting photos and restricting the images to
have certain keywords ensured the quality of the photos
and reduced the noise of the dataset. The reason for
using these keywords is because they appear more
frequently in the title or the tag of an image and
therefore, the data set is easier to build. However, our
system should work well with other less popular terms
and image data sets – depending of course in the quality
of tags assigned by the public to those images.

3.2 Image Database
First we download images along with their tags
from Flickr and build up our dataset as mentioned
earlier. Obtaining this information is relatively easy
since Flickr provides an API for developers. Flickrj [14]
is an API kit developed for Java to access the Flickr
API. It is a Java API which wraps the REST-based
Flickr API. We store the image id, image title and the
image tags in a MySQL database [9]. Next we divide
the dataset into testdata (for which to generate its tags)
and traindata i.e. we store them as two different MySQL
tables. The testdata table has the following columns:
image id, image title and tags that are to generated. The
traindata table has the following columns: image id,
image title, original tags (tags that are downloaded
along with the image from flickr) and recommended
tags (this column would be empty initially). The images
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in the traindata form the dataset to submit to the image
retrieval engine FIRE. The images in the testdata form
the set of query images X, i.e. those images for which
our tool has to recommend tags. The tags that have been
downloaded along with these test-data images from
Flickr are the Original or the „Ideal‟ tags and serve as
the comparison base in the evaluation of the tags
recommend by I-TAG for these images.

We have also manipulated the code of FIRE
such that it returns the name of the similar images as
well in the final result. This is required specifically for
our tool, as once we get the name of these similar
images then only can we retrieve their textual
information (title and tags) from our database.

3.4 Tag Recommendation
Now we can recommend tags for the query
images X s. Using FIRE we got the most similar images
(from the train dataset) to the query image. We use the
image titles of these similar images to form a list of all
the tags that have been associated with these similar
images. We then find the most popular tags among this
list and add them to the recommended tags column in
the test dataset for that particular query image.
To improve our results we have also added the
title of the similar images as well as the title of the
query image to the list that we formed of all the
associated tags. This helps as follows: for example the
query image has title „beach volleyball‟, but due to
some reason the tag „volleyball‟ is not a part of the most
popular tags list and hence is not recommended. Thus
by adding the title of the query image we are increasing
the chances of the tag „volleyball‟ to be returned as one
of the recommended tags. The same reason holds good
for why we are adding the titles of the similar images to
our list. To summarize the tool should use all the data
that is available to it for the task of recommending tags.

3.3 Content Based Image Retrieval
The Flexible Image Retrieve Engine (FIRE)[8]
is used as a “black box” to perform content-based image
search in our I-TAG system. FIRE has participated in
the ImageCLEF since and has shown to be one of the
best among other content based image retrieval system
(CBIR) participants in both photo and medical retrieval
tasks. It is available for download on the FIRE website.
The initial screen of FIRE shows several randomly
chosen from the database to present to the user. The
user can choose one of the images to start a query, ask
the system to present more random images or upload
one‟s own image as a query image. Unique to FIRE, but
not to most of the several available CBIR systems, is
the flexibility for a user to upload an arbitrary set or
database of images and then obtain from FIRE the
images in it most similar to an arbitrary query image or
images provided by the user.
After getting back the result from FIRE, the
user can start a new query by choosing other random
images or uploading his own image. The user can refine
the retrieval result by giving feedback to FIRE using
three buttons below the image, the user can tell FIRE if
the image is relevant or not: the green plus sign means
the image is relevant, the red minus sign means the
image is not relevant and the grey sign is chosen by
default and means that the user does not have any
opinions on that image. The user can look at the
information of a particular image in the retrieval result,
the full size image and the information of the visual
features extracted.

4. Experiments and Results
This section explains the four experiments
performed over our dataset. The images in the test
dataset act as the query images for our system. Similar
images for these query images are searched from the
images in the train dataset. The experiments compare
the tags that are recommended for the query images by
our system, with the “Ideal Tags” of these images or the
tags that were associated with the Image on Flickr. Our
goal is to show that the tags recommended by our
system are accurate and relevant.
We have four different sets of images in our
dataset. The first one comprises the images that have at
least one of the following words, “Clouds”, “Flower”,
“Tree”, “Beach” , “Sunset”, “Winter”, “Night”, “Grass”,
“Dog”, and “Water”, in their title or tags. The second has
images with two of these keywords occurring together in
their title or tags such as, “Beach” and “Water”,
“Winter” and “Night” etc. Similarly third and fourth
datasets have images with triplets of these keywords and
images with quadruples of these keywords occurring
together in their title or tags. We refer to these sets of
images as „One-Word queried images‟, „Two-Word
queried images‟, „Three–Word queried images‟ and
„Four-Word queried images‟ respectively. We have

Feature Extraction and Image Retrieval
For each image, FIRE extracts five visual
features: color histogram, Tamura features, global
texture descriptor, invariant feature histograms, and
sparse patch histograms. Invariant feature refers to a
feature that does not change when transformations are
applied to an image. The transformations considered are
translation, rotation, and scaling [30]. The invariant
feature histogram is used in FIRE.
To decide which image in the database should
be retrieved for an image query X, the distance score
between the query image and each image I in the
database is calculated. Each feature is assigned a weight
and the distance score is the weighted sum of all the
features.
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conducted separate experiments on these sets of images
and observed the variation of results.
For each of these sets of images we divide them
into test-dataset and train-dataset. Test-dataset has the
images that are uploaded to our system one by one for
annotation i.e., they contain all the Query images. Each
query image is then uploaded to our system. Next the
administrator of the system finds images in the train
dataset that are visually similar to the query image using
FIRE. FIRE retrieves the ten most similar images to the
query image, based upon a similarity score. After
retrieving the ten most similar images to the query
image, the administrator passes the titles of all these
similar images to our database which has the textual
information of all these images. Next using the titles of
these similar images the administrator finds the tags that
are associated with these images in the traindata table
and forms a list that contains the titles and tags of the
similar images. To the list we also add the title of the
query image. This is done to improve the accuracy of
recommended tags. Now from this list thus formed, we
find out the most frequently occurring keywords and
recommend them as tags for the query image. Finally we
store these recommended tags in the “recommended
tags” column of the testdata table for the respective
query image. We repeat these steps for each of the query
images in the four different sets of images we have. The
following example illustrates all this visually:

train dataset of our system. FIRE returns the following
images are the four most similar images in the train
dataset to the query image X.

Title:

Volleyball

123X104

Game

Volleyball Match

Next the titles of these similar images are sent to the train
dataset table, to get the Tags associated with the
respective images. Table 2 shows a snapshot of the Train
Dataset table.

Suppose the user gives the following image as input to
the system.
Title: Beach Volleyball
Ideal/Original Tags: Beach, Volleyball, Sport, Sand
Recommended Tags:
To be recommended by the
annotation system

Image
Id
1

Image
Ideal Tags
Recom.
Title
Tags
Beach
Beach,Volleyball,
Volleyball Sport,Sand
Table 1: Snapshot of Test Dataset Table before the
recommendation process

Image
Id
1
2
3
4

This image becomes our Query image X and
has been selected from the test dataset. Table 1 shows a
snapshot of the test dataset (before the annotation of the
image). The tags that have been downloaded along with
these test-data images from Flickr are the Original or the
„Ideal‟ tags. It is clearly visible that this image is a part
of the One-Word queried images set, as it contains only
one keyword „Beach‟, out of our list of ten keywords, in
either its title or tags.
Then our system extracts the visual features of
the query image X and using the CBIR FIRE system
finds visually similar images to it, in the images in the

Image Title

Tags

Volleyball
Players,Shot,Ball,Sport
123X104
Beach,Net,Volleyball
Game
Sand,Volleyball,Jump,Sport
Volleyball
Sport, Net, Beach, Shot
Match
Table 2: Snapshot of Train Dataset Table

Now the administrator forms a list of Tags and titles of
the similar images and also including the title of the
query image. Hence the list is now:
Beach Volleyball, Volleyball, 123X104, Game,
Volleyball Match, Players, Shot, Ball, Sport, Beach, Net,
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Recall = (Number of recommended tags) ∩
(Number of original/‟Ideal‟ Tags) / (Number of
original/‟Ideal‟ Tags)

Volleyball, Sand, Volleyball, Jump, Sport, Sport, Net,
Beach, Shot.
Finally from the list thus formed, the administrator
finds out the most frequently keywords and recommends
them as tags for the query image to the user, as shown
below.

Fβ = (1 + β2) (Precision x Recall) / (β2 Precision +
Recall)
The number of original/Ideal tags that any testimage has, is totally dependent on the user who has
uploaded that image (thus is quite variable). As recall is
significantly dependent on the number of original/ideal
tags, its value does not us tell much about the efficiency
of our system. Also F-score is dependent on recall, hence
it is also not a useful measure of the efficiency of our
system.

Query/Input Image
Title: Beach Volleyball

Precision results
The following table shows the results for Threeword query images, i.e. images that have any three of
the following keywords “Clouds”, “Flower”, “Tree”,
“Beach” , “Sunset”, “Winter”, “Night”, “Grass”, “Dog”,
and “Water” occurring together in their title or tags. We
have approximately 1200 Three-Word query images
(divided into testdata and traindata) in our dataset.

Output, recommended tags:
1) Volleyball, 2) Beach, 3)Shot, 4) Sport
The test dataset after this is:
Image
ID

Image
Title
Beach
Volleyball

Ideal
Recom.
Tags
Tags
1
Beach,
Volleyball,
Volleyball,
Beach, Shot,
Sport, Sand
Sport
Table 3: Snapshot of Test Dataset Table after the
recommendation process
Result evaluation
The results are evaluated using precision, average
precision and mean average precision (MAP)
Precision = (Number of recommended tags) ∩
(Number of original/‟Ideal‟ Tags) / (Number of
recommended tags)

Query Image having
keywords:

Average Precision (%)

Winter,Night,Tree

67

Beach,Sunset,Water

68

Flower,Tree,Grass

68

Table 4: Results of Three-Word Query Images
Thus the Mean Average Precision for the Three-Word
query images is Sum of all Precisions/3= 67.6%.
The comparison of results for One-word, Twoword, Three-word and Four-Word query images are
shown below in Fig. 2. We observe good precision
values in recommending tags for the images. We can
easily see that the precision value for Four-Word query
images is as high as 69%. Our remarks are qualitative
opinions because there is no comparable data set in the
literature for comparison.
Thus it is clearly visible that as the number of
keywords increase in the query images, the precision
values for the annotations also improve as our results
show in Fig. 2. This can be accounted for the fact, that as
the number of keywords increase in the query image, the
image becomes more specific and users ought to tag it
with similar keywords and hence our system gets better
results

Average precision refers to the average of the
precision for the five query images of the same word.
Here is the definition of average precision:
Average Precision = Sum of Precision / Number of
Query images
MAP is the average of all the average precisions. It
is calculated for each sets of images, i.e. One-Word
Images, Two-word Images, Three-word images and
Four-word Images.
MAP = Sum of Average Precision of all query
images / Number of Query images
Usually, recall and F-score are also used to evaluate
the result of retrieval systems. However, they are not
used here as they do not have much applicability.
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should be done in the future. We have tested four kinds
of image sets: One-word query images, two-word query
images, three-word query images and four-word query
images. Experiments are performed separately on these
four sets of images. Our results based on average
precision and mean average precision are shown in Fig.
2, indicating maximum accuracy for four-word query
images.

During the course of the experiments another
important observation was made. Until now we were
assuming the tags for the query images given by the
users on Flickr as „ideal tags‟, and we were trying to
compare the tags recommended by our system for that
image with its „ideal tags‟ and calculate the precision.
However it might be that these ideal tags originally given
by the user(s) are not very accurate. Hence we manually
tried to observe the relevancy of tags (as a neutral user)
recommended by our system for a sample set of 100
images. We found out that for every 1 in 10 images the
precision of tags was actually better than the precision
calculated based upon the „ideal tags‟. Hence the
precision goes up by 1.1% incrementally, and to a total
level of 70.1% (for Four-word queried images).
Comparison to other annotation approaches is
very difficult because their image test data sets and
experiments details are not published.
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Fig 1: I-Tag system overview
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visual design models. In other words, the models created
are correct, complete, understandable, and so on. The
event triggering the activity is a request to create the
visual design model. The input is the code base; the
output is the presentation of one or more design models.
Issues related to processing the input to create the output,
including abstraction constraints, are listed under the
transformation.

Abstract
Model-driven development addresses forward and reverse
software engineering issues. Forward engineering issues
have received a great deal of attention (model
representations, transformations); however reverse
engineering has received little attention. This short paper
presents a preliminary list of issues in reverse engineering
code into design models that researchers may use to help
characterize and refine their problem statements. It
highlights the extensive scope of the problem and the
need for inter-disciplinary research to address the issues.
1

Create “good” visual models
(correct, complete, understandable)
Code

INTRODUCTION

Model-driven development addresses forward and reverse
software engineering issues [1]. Forward engineering
issues have received a great deal of attention. Modeling
notations, specification, verification, and transformation
approaches to systematically refine requirements to code
have been proposed. In contrast, reverse engineering has
received little attention. The ability to create a more
abstract, visual design model on demand that accurately
reflects (is consistent with) the code would be of great
value, as it addresses two key issues. In plan-driven
environments, the code and the design models may drift
and become inconsistent over time, which reduces the
value of the models. In agile environments, the design
models are often not available and developers need to
understand a (potentially large) code base to add a feature
or correct a defect.

Create
Models
on
Demand

Design
Models

Figure 1. Reverse Engineering Code to Visual Design Models

2.1

Input

For the code to design reverse engineering activity, the
input is the code base. The code base may be available as
source code, byte code, or an executable. The code base
may be a version of a large number of programming
languages (currently popular or legacy). The software
engineering research problem can be narrowed here by
considering which language(s) to support and their form.
From a long term perspective, a general solution based in
programming language theory may be considered.

This short paper outlines key issues in reverse engineering
code to design models. This paper is expected to a)
motivate research, which would significantly impact the
ability to abstract, understand, verify, and modify code; b)
provide a framework for comparing reverse engineering
approaches.
2

Automatically
Reverse Engineer
Visual Models

2.2

Transformation: Code to Design.

Abstraction Constraints. In addition to established
object-oriented paradigm, numerous alternatives have
recently emerged: component based, aspect-oriented,
product-line, service-oriented, and agent-oriented [2]. As
some (not all) of these paradigms have proposed new
languages and there is no common re-use meta-model
uniting the alternatives, software engineering researchers
need to consider which paradigm(s) to support in the

ISSUES

The reverse engineering issues are organized around the
fundamentals of the activity: input, transformation, output
(Figure 1). The goal of the activity is to create “good”
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Quality of the Design Models. When reverse engineering
code to a design model, there may be more than one
solution that is consistent. If so, then the alternatives need
to be quantitatively, automatically evaluated using
metrics. Metrics to support this evaluation are established
for the object-oriented paradigm [5], but little is available
for the more recent paradigms.

shorter term; a re-use meta-model is needed to provide a
theoretical foundation that spans paradigms.
Architectural styles and design patterns also provide
abstraction constraints [3][4]. These collections continue
to evolve; on-going research is needed to recognize styles
and patterns in the code (unmodified and tailored), and
how to support up to date collections. Code analysis and
data mining techniques may be considered here.

2.2

Output

The notations used to present the design models (forward
or reverse engineering) may be informal, semi-formal, or
formal. Informal box and arrow diagrams are useful for
communicating design concepts at a high level. UML is a
semi-formal, standardized, visual modeling language that
has been widely adopted and extended to support
alternative paradigms. Formal alternatives specifically for
architecture level designs include Architecture
Description Languages (ADLs) [10]. Given the extensive
number of possibilities (current and future) a general all
encompassing solution is a long term research endeavor.

Choice of Design Models. The design activity has
evolved to include a collection of models. Multiple levels
of design abstraction (analysis, architecture, detailed
design) and multiple views of the models (structural,
behavioral, process allocation, …) are established [6].
Capabilities to automatically reverse engineer code to the
detailed design static model (e.g., class diagram) for the
object-oriented paradigm model are available in
commercial tool support; semi-automated capabilities are
available to reverse engineering to the detailed design
behavioral model (e.g., sequence diagram) [7]. A
framework has been recently been presented to support
the visualization of object-oriented designs at multiple
levels of abstraction [8].

3

CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary list of issues presented here indicates the
large scope of the reverse engineering problem. This list
can be refined and used as a framework to structure much
needed research in the area. A survey of existing
approaches in the literature, organized around the list of
issues, is underway. We are applying this list to
characterize a reverse engineering visualization problem
for the aspect-oriented paradigm under investigation
(Java/AspectJ code reverse engineered to multiple views
of the architecture in a UML-based notation).

Consistency of the Design Models. The consistency of
the models at multiple levels of abstraction and across
multiple views is a key issue, as is the ability to support
traceability relationships across models. The models and
their relationships need to be rigorously defined; a survey
of model transformation approaches in [9] presents a
classification with five categories: direct-manipulation
approaches, structure driven approaches, relational
approaches, graph-transformation-based approaches, and
hybrid approaches. A graph based framework has been
recently been presented to support the consistent
visualization of object-oriented designs [8]; little work is
available to support other paradigms such as the aspectoriented, agent-oriented, or service-oriented or productlines.

The broad range of issues highlights the need for
fundamental, interdisciplinary research; they require
expertise from communities such as programming
languages, graph theory, artificial intelligence, data
mining, and software engineering.

Behavioral Design Models. The behavioral models
reflect the system when it is executing. In forward
engineering, the requirements for the system (e.g., use
cases) can be used to select the execution(s) included in
the behavioral design models (e.g., activity diagrams,
sequence diagrams). The design models can be considered
complete when all the requirements have been realized.
When reverse engineering, key issues are how to create
and select the executions to include in the design models.
Code analysis and test case generation techniques from
the software testing literature in combination with multicriteria decision making techniques from the artificial
intelligence community may yield useful, automated
solutions to this problem.
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Abstract — Command-and-control training scenarios represent
interactive exercises in efficient and timely decision making.
Most often, maximizing the realism and impact of these
scenarios requires the commanders be presented with as much
relevant information as possible. While 2-D media are quite
capable of presenting scenario information, 3-D media are able
to present and relate that information in greater quantity and
more meaningfully. Towards this end, we have created
CAVEMANDER – a framework, API, and set of tools for
developing immersive 3-D command-and-control scenarios in
the Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE). This paper
presents the main features of CAVEMANDER, focusing on the
application of a software engineering process to develop
artifacts (i.e., simulation scenarios) under our design-buildexecute approach. This development sequence is illustrated
using software engineering diagrams, a graphical user
interface wizard developed as a part of CAVEMANDER to
simplify use, and actual generated artifact file contents.

Several software tools and libraries are currently
available to create virtual reality applications. CAVELib [8],
for example, is a cross-platform application programming
interface (API), used to develop virtual reality applications
for various systems, including the CAVE. Originally
developed at the University of Illinois in Chicago, CAVELib
is now commercially owned by Mechdyne Corporation.

Keywords — CAVE; CAVEMANDER; Command-and-Control;
GUI Wizard; Software Engineering; Visual Design; VR.

Quest3D [12] is a real-time 3-D engine and development
platform that is intended to be used for developing software,
3-D web pages, and virtual reality simulators through visual
interfaces. Equalizer [13] is a cross-platform toolkit designed
to optimize parallel rendering while remaining sufficiently
scalable to execute on various system configurations.
Equalizer allows an application to dynamically adjust
configuration at runtime, adapting to multiple processors or
graphics cards, or utilizing computing cluster resources
without any modification to the core code. Avango [14] is a
scene graph based framework for developing virtual reality
applications, where the node functionality is extended to
provide additional dataflow and network communication.

FreeVR [9] is an API that is used, primarily, to develop
CAVE-based applications. This system provides an interface
to utilize multiple devices available in virtual reality
environments. VR Juggler [10] is a virtual reality application
API that supports the execution of a virtual reality
application on any display device using various input devices
without the need to change or recompile the source code.
CoVE [11] is a cross-platform toolkit built on Open Scene
Graph that supports multi-user collaboration and multitasking efforts.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Command-and-control – or C&C – is an interactive
exercise in which commanders must interpret all information
for a given scenario and, based upon that information, reach
reasonable conclusions in an efficient, effective, and timely
manner [1]. Computers are increasingly taking on a central
role in these scenarios, replacing large tactical glass boards
or vertical paper charts to more effectively represent and
convey the situation to the commander [2]. 2-D media (e.g.
wall projectors and/or monitors), however, remain the
predominant conveyances of scenario information [3] [4].
These computer-assisted representations of information still
suffer from some inherent limitations, including: difficulties
understanding, assessing, and relating geometrical
parameters, delays in interpreting various data visualizations,
and reduced awareness of the C&C situations [5] [3]. To
improve C&C scenarios and address these issues, the Cave
Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE) was selected to
represent the scenario information [1] – the advantages of
using a third dimension in data visualization [6], combined
with the rewards introduced by the immersive element of
virtual environments [7], make the CAVE an excellent
choice for representing C&C scenario information.

CaveUT [15] is a modification of the Unreal Tournament
2004 game engine, adapted to run on CAVE-like systems.
Unreal Tournament 2004 is a network-based game engine
wherein the server maintains the master copy of the virtual
world and each user is considered a client connected to the
server, each with a different view. Each user’s view is based
on the position of their head, allowing realistic view shifting.
Utilization of the game engine as the basis of the virtual
world allows the production and rendering of realistic
models of avatars and objects in the scene, as well as realtime interaction amongst users in the virtual world.
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four primary activities are: 1) scene definition, 2) simulation
build up, 3) scenario creation, and 4) scenario execution.

The above systems, as well as others [16], naturally have
both common and distinguishing features; each focuses on
developing virtual reality applications, yet each adds its own
unique set of features and functionality. CAVEMANDER is
similar to these systems in that it provides tools and
functionality to create virtual environment applications.
However, compared with other approaches (mostly focused
on offering comprehensive API support), CAVEMANDER
also applies a software engineering methodology and
provides a set of tools to create a structured, easily extensible
development system. Furthermore, besides a specialized API
built on top of FreeVR [9], CAVEMANDER’s set of
available resources include a graphical user interface wizard,
which simplifies the creation of C&C scenarios that enable
immersion in the virtual environment of the CAVE.

A scene is a collection of mobile and/or fixed unit types
(e.g. tanks, supply bases, vehicles) and environmental factors
(e.g. visibility and weather) related to a C&C scenario. A
scene is defined by specifying the units and/or environmental
factors involved, as well as any parameters or commands
related to them. A simulation adds the software
implementation of items involved in a scene. Specifically, it
is a set of classes associated with the unit types included in a
scene, such as the ClassTank or the ClassSupplyBase.
Finally, a scenario is a customized instance of a simulation.
Here, the concrete types provided by the simulation are
combined with specific values that are applied to the
environment and units. In other words, instances of the unit
types, along with specific parameters and environment
variables, are defined to create the scenario. For example, a
specific scenario might include three tanks and two supply
units, each having specific parameters, all working in an
environment in which the visibility is no more than five
miles.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the motivations behind CAVEMANDER,
including a brief overview of its main components. Section 3
describes, in detail, the CAVEMANDER software
development methodology. Section 4 demonstrates the
system using the included graphical wizard interface to
quickly create a C&C scenario. Section 5 indicates several
potential directions for future work, concluding with a
summary of developments in the CAVEMANDER system.
II. CAVEMANDER
CAVEMANDER has been developed to achieve several
goals. Firstly, CAVEMANDER is targeted toward advancing
the state-of-art in the development of C&C simulations by
utilizing the CAVE – one of the most modern environments
for experiencing and integrating new software engineering
and human-computer interaction solutions. CAVE and
associated technologies have been, and continue to be, in a
state of rapid research and development [17]. Second,
CAVEMANDER is intended to fill the gap between software
development methods and software designed specifically to
build CAVE-based applications. Third, CAVEMANDER
seeks to contribute to the limited pool of CAVE-supporting
resources, adding tools and reusable code to advance CAVE
software
development
efforts
worldwide.
Lastly,
CAVEMANDER provides a structured methodology and
toolset-based foundation for future research and development
of C&C simulation scenarios using the CAVE.
The CAVEMANDER approach consists primarily of a
systematic software engineering method for a specialized
software platform that includes a set of software resources
[1]. The following sections focus on CAVEMANDER’s
software architecture, scenario development methodology,
software artifacts, and GUI-based wizard.
III. METHOD ACTIVITIES AND ARTIFACTS
An overview of the activities involved in using
CAVEMANDER is presented in Figure 1 in the form of a
UML activity diagram [18], indicating both activities and the
artifacts generated by those activities. The activity flow
illustrates the steps required to generate a scenario using
CAVEMANDER; the artifacts generated and passed
amongst each step show the flow of those objects [19]. The

Figure 1. Overview of CAVEMANDER main activities and artifacts
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simply their types), their values (IDs), and their initial
locations are specified. Third, the initial environment
property values are specified. Fourth, the scenario is loaded
on the client (CAVE) for later execution. The result of this
step is an XML file containing the necessary property
settings for all elements that make up the scenario.

In terms of the software development process, Scene
Definition is a high-level design activity; Simulation BuildUp, however, is an implementation / coding, activity. In this
step, existing/reusable code is integrated with new,
customized code, to produce an executable software
package: SimScene. Scenario Creation and Execution,
however, are considered both design artifacts (in terms of
describing the C&C situation) and implementation artifacts
(as it executes in the CAVE).

D. Scenario Execution
In this activity, the resources required or generated for
the simulation are loaded on the server and the client
(CAVE) for execution. The user has the option to slow
down, speed up, pause, resume, and stop the simulation.
Support for a playback feature that allows reversing the
progression of a scenario is included in the design of
CAVEMANDER, however, the implementation of this
feature is part of our future work plans.

A. Scene Defintion
Scene Definition is the first step in creating an
executable scenario application. Users must either utilize an
existing scene (optionally modifying it) or create a new
scene. The scene definition activity is composed of three
sub-activities:
Scene
Concept
Definition,
Unit
Specification, and Environment Specification. Scene
Concept Definition involves providing a text description of
the scene (e.g. “A land C&C simulation” or “Naval
operations”).

IV. USER INTERFACE WIZARD
ServGUI – the CAVEMANDER Wizard – is intended for
novice users [17]. Using this wizard, ServGUI enables
graphical scene definition, scenario creation, and scenario
execution. In other words, ServGUI provides a visual tool
that gives the user the ability to create software artifacts
without the need to write code.

The remaining two activities can be carried out inparallel. Unit Specification entails defining the available
models, properties, and commands for each unit type.
Similarly, Environment Specification embodies the
declaration of environmental factors and their properties. The
result of this activity is the creation of an XML scene file,
which contains the description of all elements that make up
the scene (i.e. unit types and environmental factors).

The user can interact with the ServGUI wizard by
creating a scene or a scenario and running a simulation
scene, playback, or communication hub. Figure 2 shows the
type tab of the ServGUI wizard during the creation of a
military scene. Here, the user is a adding a Hummer vehicle
to the scene. They will then be able to define several
properties and commands for the Hummer using the prop
and cmd tabs, respectively. Figure 3 shows the user adding
an attack command to the hummer using the cmd tab. Using
the env tab, the user is able to provide several environmental
factors for the scene.

B. Simulation Build-Up
During Simulation Build-Up, executable code is
generated for the scenario - this code is contained in the
package SimScene. As with the Scene Definition step, users
must either use an existing simulation code package
available from the CAVEMANDER system (optionally
modifying it) or create a new one. Both cases involve code
generation, requiring knowledge of a programming language.
Simulation Build-Up is divided into six sub-activities.
First, an XML scene file – generated in the previous step –
must be selected. Second, the classes needed to implement
the unit types in the scene are either written or retrieved from
the exiting CAVEMANDER library. Third, the classes
needed to implement the environmental factors of the scene
are either written or retrieved from the existing
CAVEMANDER library. Fourth, the programmer includes
all these implementation classes in the main simulation
package: SimScene. Fifth, the programmer provides an
update function for each time-step of the simulation. Finally,
the code created in this activity is compiled and linked to the
CAVEMANDER library, resulting in an executable file
consisting of all elements that make up the scene.
C. Scenario Creation
Scenario Creation is the specification of the initial states
and property values of the units and environmental properties
of a specific scenario. As with the prior steps, users must
either use an existing scenario (optionally modifying it) or
create a new one. First, the concept of the scenario is
specified as a text string (e.g. “Transporting supplies to front
line units”). Second, the individual units in the scenario (not

Figure 2. The type tab of the ServGUI wizard during the Scene Defnition
activity

Once the scene is defined, it is saved as an XML file for use
in simulation building, as shown in Figure 4.
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provide different values for environmental factors (e.g.
visibility, temperature, wind speed, etc.).

Figure 3. The cmd tab of the ServGUI wizard during the Scene Definition
activity
Figure 5. The unit tab of the ServGUI wizard during the Simulation
Build-Up activity

In addition, the ServGUI wizard provides a tool that
allows the user to visualize and interact with a simulation
scenario during execution. This can be seen in Figure 6
where the user loads a scenario, executes it, and observes the
values of the simulation elements and commands.

Figure 6. CAVEMANDER GUI for running scenarios

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show an example of a running
simulation scenario built using CAVEMANDER. Figure 7
shows the scenario running in the FreeVR CAVE simulator
[9], whereas Figure 8 shows the running scenario inside a 4wall CAVE at the Desert Research Institute in Reno,
Nevada.

Figure 4. Example of a scene artifact (XML file)from the Scene
Definition activity

In the simulation build up software activity, the user
assigns specific properties to each element of the scene.
Figure 5 depicts the unit tab of the ServGUI wizard while the
user is applying a different value for each of the Hummer
properties. The specified values will be added to the
simulation tree, which can be easily visualized by the user in
the right-hand side of the user interface tab. Using this
activity and the supported GUI, the user is also able to

V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
CAVEMANDER has shown promising results during
development, with significant potential for use by
researchers, application developers, and other CAVE users
[1]. It introduces a state-of-the-art software engineering
approach to build C&C applications in the CAVE through
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the use of a visual GUI wizard that can effectively produce
several software artifacts in the construction phase of such
applications.
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We have identified several potential directions for future
work that could enhance the current CAVEMANDER
system and related tools. First, new and more complex
military and non-military simulations / application scenarios
need to be developed. Second, several additional, enhanced,
and well-tested sets of software resources should be
provided. Third, we plan to conduct usability studies with
focus on creating immersive C&C training scenarios. Finally,
we intend to further investigate other potential process and
architectural improvements. More details about the
CAVEMANDER approach, related tools and applications,
including a complete C&C scenario, can be found in [1].
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Abstract

natural and convenient interface because the point-by-point
speciﬁcation of the diagrams’ curves is slow (compared to
sketching) and the act of sketching is simple in comparison to using a diagram editor, such as those found in Microsoft’s Word or Visio packages. Sketching the diagram
has the further advantage that it allows the user to focus on
the actual diagram creation rather than the interface of the
editing tools.

Euler diagrams form the basis of a number of visual languages. However, the existing tool support for creating Euler diagrams is limited to generic diagram editing software
that uses mouse and keyboard interfaces. A more natural
and convenient mode of entry is via a sketching interface.
In addition, it is known that sketching, as opposed to using an editing package, facilitates greater cognitive focus
on the task of diagram creation. This paper presents the
ﬁrst sketch tool for Euler diagrams. In particular, we describe the recognition mechanism and conversion that takes
a sketched Euler diagram and converts it into a formal diagram drawn with ellipses and circles. The semantics of the
sketch is computed.

1. Introduction

↓

Euler diagrams are a popular and widely used tool for information visualization. In addition, they form a component
of many visual languages, such as spider diagrams [8], Euler/Venn diagrams [21], Venn-II diagrams [19], constraint
diagrams [12], and ontology diagrams [15]. Given their
wide-ranging practical use, there is a need to provide convenient ways of creating these diagrams in electronic form.
Moreover, the software in which they are created will, ideally, have some understanding of the diagram semantics, so
it can further support the user in exploring information conveyed by the diagram. Currently, however, the manual creation of Euler diagrams in electronic form relies on unintuitive mouse and keyboard interfaces in software that has no
semantic understanding of the diagram.
A natural creation method for Euler diagrams is using
a pen, but no intelligent tool support exists for this mode
of entry. The lack of sketching support for Euler diagrams
means that, in the vast majority of cases, when using a
computer they must be drawn in off-the-shelf diagram editing tools. The current editing support does not provide a

People
Members

Staff

Figure 1. A sketched Euler diagram and its
formal visualization.
The sketch recognition software developed to date has
focused on user interface design and graph oriented diagrams [11]. With respect to user interface design tools the
sketched items are largely independent of each other. In
graph oriented diagrams the spatial positioning of nodes and
edges are not of semantic signiﬁcance. By contrast, in Euler
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diagrams the spatial relationships between sketched items is
fundamental to their semantics. To our knowledge, the work
described in this paper is the ﬁrst to consider these types of
complex spatial relationship for sketch recognition.
This paper describes a mechanism for recognizing
sketches of Euler diagrams drawn with ellipses. This work
forms a basis for developing more sophisticated sketch
recognition tools for Euler diagrams and, hence, for the
many notations that extend them. To illustrate the process,
a user-sketched Euler diagram can be seen in the top of ﬁgure 1 whereas a diagram drawn in an editing tool is placed
underneath; we call this lower diagram a formal diagram.
The sketch tool that we have developed can automatically
produce a formal diagram from the user sketch. Our mechanism relies on, ﬁrstly, dividing the syntax into two classes:
handwritten labels and hand-drawn curves. The curves are
further classiﬁed as ellipses or circles. Syntax identiﬁed as
a label is subsequently passed to a standard handwriting
recognition package. Syntax identiﬁed as a curve is converted into a formal representation by ﬁnding a suitable approximating circle or ellipse, as appropriate.
Section 2 provides background material on Euler diagrams and sketch recognition, thus providing motivation
for the research and contextual information. Section 3 describes our Euler diagram sketch recognition techniques,
including our method for deriving the diagram semantics.
Finally, we conclude in section 4, where we also discuss
further directions for this research.

Figure 2. The
Hughes [9].

British

Isles,

by

Sam

input computers mean that the act of drawing can now be
performed directly on the computer screen or tablet. Automatic and reliable recognition of hand-drawn diagrams is
now becoming possible.
Hand-drawing diagrams has been shown to be more effective for external representation of a problem than using
formal computer diagramming tools [6]. However to retain
these beneﬁts the computer-based sketch tools interaction
must be carefully designed with particular attention to retaining the hand-drawn appearance of the diagram [18] in
the initial stages of the diagram’s creation. Underlying such
a sketching interface there must be a sophisticated and accurate recognition engine. While much of the early work
was on recognition engines for speciﬁc diagrams, for example [14], there are now a number of conﬁgurable or trainable
recognition engines [16, 17].
However, there are no recognition engines speciﬁcally
designed for diagrams where the spatial relationship between the syntactic components is of primary signiﬁcance.
For instance, closed curves (typically circles) represent
nodes in graph-like diagrams and their spatial relationship is often taken to have no semantic relevance whereas
closed curves in Euler diagrams overlap or enclose one another precisely to convey semantically relevant information:
overlapping and containment between curves is unique and
critical to Euler diagrams.

2. Context and Motivation
Euler diagrams [4] are collections of closed curves used
to visualize relationships between sets and generalize Venn
diagrams [23]. Euler diagrams are a common component of
visual languages because they intuitively represent exclusion, containment and intersection of sets. An example can
be seen in ﬁgure 2, which shows a categorization of countries in the British Isles. The varied application areas of
Euler diagrams include, but are not limited to: crime control [5], computer ﬁle organization [3], classiﬁcation systems [22], education [10], genetics [13], and medicine [20].
Thus, there is widespread interest in these types of diagrams, but under-developed tools to support their creation.
Providing sketch tools for Euler diagrams has the potential
to be beneﬁcial to a large community of users.
Sketching a diagram on a piece of paper is a useful problem solving and communications technique [7]. In a sketching context, users can produce, evaluate, modify, reﬁne and
replace diagram components rapidly. The backtalk from the
external representation of the diagram is considered an essential part of the cognitive support for design. If a computer ‘understands’ the sketch it can be more easily edited,
animated and translated from one format to another. Pen-

3. Recognizing Euler Diagrams
There are various stages to our recognition process
which we have implemented in a prototype software tool.
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which identiﬁes the regions to be present in the diagram; f
is a region inside just a curve labelled f , f g is inside just
curves labelled f and g and so forth. The participants who
were not familiar with this manner of describing an Euler
diagram were provided with training.
After collecting the 100 sketches, we labelled each digital ink stroke as: text, curve-circle or curve-ellipse. From
the sketches, DataManager generates feature vectors from
each ink stroke and uses these to train the Rata.SSR generator. The Rata.SSR is then consumed within our software
tool as a component. It separates labels from curves and
recognizes curves as circles or ellipses. Labels are passed
to the operating system text recognizer while the curves are
used to generate the equivalent formal visualization; we discuss this latter aspect in section 3.3.

This tool is an extension of the existing SketchNode codebase [18]. Given a user created sketch, the ﬁrst stage is to
divide the sketched components into two categories: labels
and curves. We derive the semantics of the sketch by computing its abstract syntax. Independently, we convert the
sketched curves into formal curves; in this paper we restrict
the curves to being to ellipses, with circles as a special case
of an ellipse. The curve labels are processed by a handwriting recognition engine.

3.1

Dividing the Syntax

An example of a sketched Euler diagram, drawn in our
software tool, can be seen in ﬁgure 3. The ﬁrst phase of the
recognition process is to classify each syntactic component
as a curve label or as a curve; curves are further categorized as circles or ellipses. We use AI techniques to derive

3.2

Abstract Syntax of the Sketch

A sketch tool needs semantic understanding of the diagram in order to support intelligent interaction such as editing and to generate other representations. Euler diagrams
represent sets using curves and the diagram’s zones completely determine the relationships between the sets. That
is, the zones present correspond to the semantics. A zone is
a region that can be described as being inside some curves
but outside the rest of the curves. For example, the sketch
in ﬁgure 3 has zones described by a, ab, c, d, ae, ac, ad, cd,
acd, as shown in the callout. This list of zone descriptors is
called the abstract description.
In order to compute the abstract description, we ﬁrst assign each curve label its closest curve, unless that curve
is already assigned a label. The process of label assignment is done on-line, whilst the user is creating the sketch,
and adjustments are made as the user performs edits to the
diagram. For instance, if a curve is deleted but its associate label remains then that label may be reassigned to the
next closest curve, or assigned to no curve if every sketched
curve already has a label. Each curve is automatically assigned a colour that is used in both the sketch and formal
views. There is an internal list of 8 colours for curves; the
colours are automatically assigned in sequence as curves
are recognised. Curve labels are assigned a lighter shaded
of the colour associated to their curve. This allows the user
to readily check the association made by the software and,
thus, have an opportunity to change the sketch if necessary.
There are three major steps when building the abstract
description of a sketched Euler diagram: ﬁrst, all the separate zones in the diagram must be identiﬁed; second, we establish the containment relationships between zones; lastly,
we build the abstract description by iterating through all
zones to establish their label.
The zones are created by ﬁrst identifying intersections
between each pair of (real) curves, c1 and c2 . When an in-

Figure 3. A sketched Euler diagram.
a mechanism for the classiﬁcation. The recognizer component, Rata.SSR [2], was trained from a number of sample
diagrams; we chose 10 Euler diagrams, each with up to 4
curves. The curve labels comprised the letters of the alphabet. We asked 10 participants to sketch each of the 10
Euler diagrams and label their curves appropriately. This
provided us with a training set of 100 sketches. The sample
diagrams were collected in DataCollector, part of DataManager [1].
To illustrate, ﬁgure 4 shows a screenshot of a participant’s sketch. The righthand panel shows the description of
the task. Here, two descriptions of Euler diagrams are given
and the participant is asked to draw them. The top sketch
was drawn from the Euler diagram description f , f g, f h
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Figure 4. A sketch from the training set.
tersection is found between c1 and c2 , a virtual curve, c3 , is
created with a sequence of points made from the segments
of the real curves that form the boundary of the intersection
space. Information on the parent curves, c1 and c2 , is held
in the virtual curve, c3 , for later use. In ﬁgure 3, this results in virtual curves ac, ad and cd (three regions formed
from the pairwise intersecting curves). The algorithm then
checks the set of virtual curves looking for intersections.
On the next pass, the zone acd is discovered, for example.
If more than one new virtual curve is created the algorithm
calls itself with the new virtual curves looking for further
intersections.
We also need to identify when one curve, virtual or real,
contains another. To establish containment, the smallest (if
any) container for each curve is found. Each curve (real
and virtual) is checked against all other non-parent curves
(a virtual curve will always fall within its parents’ bounding boxes). When the bounding box of a curve lies within
the bounding box of another curve then the other curve is a
candidate container. If more than one candidate container is
found then the smallest is the container the outer containers
can be found by check each containers container.
The abstract description can then generated by building
the label for each curve. A label for a real curve consists of
the label of its container (which may itself have a container)
and its own label. The label for a virtual curve is the set of
the labels of the component curves To allow the abstract
description to be constructed when a curve is unlabelled the
curve’s colour is used as shown in the callout in ﬁgure 5.

3.3

Figure 5. A sketch with no curve labels.

how to convert a sketched curve that has been classiﬁed as
an ellipse, but not a circle, into a formal ellipse. A sketched
curve, see the left of ﬁgure 6, is represented internally by
a sequence of points, as shown on the right. We ﬁnd the
longest chord across the ellipse by taking the two points that
are furthest apart in the internal representation and we then
draw a line segment between them. We can calculate the
rotation of the sketched ellipse from the angle, α, formed
by this chord and the x-axis, as shown in ﬁgure 7.
Next, we rotate the sketched ellipse by α so that this
chord is parallel to the x-axis. A standard algorithm is
then used to ﬁnd a bounding box of the sketched ellipse,
as shown in ﬁgure 8. This rectangle is used to create the

Converting to the Formal Diagram

We now describe the process by which we convert a
sketch drawn curve into a formal curve. First, we describe
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we take the average length of the two sides as the circle’s
diameter. Of course, it is not necessary to differentiate between circles and ellipses, but circles are more aesthetically
pleasing; if a user intended to draw a circle it is preferable
to preserve that intention where possible.
Figure 10 shows the formal Euler diagram obtained from
the sketch in ﬁgure 3. The sketched curves c, d and e have
been classiﬁed by Rata.SSR as circles and, therefore, rendered as circles in the formal diagram, whereas a and b have
been identiﬁed as ellipses. Notice that b, in the sketch, is approximately parallel to the y-axis and has, therefore, been
given a rotation of 90 degrees in the formal diagram. The
computed angle of rotation of a in the sketch has, however,
has been maintained in the formal diagram. We plan to ex-

Figure 6. A sketched ellipse and its internal
representation.



Figure 7. Computing the angle of rotation.

  



Figure 8. Finding a bounding box to compute
the minor axis.

formal ellipse: the centre of the ellipse is the centre of the
rectangle, the major axis takes the width of the rectangle,
and the minor axis is the height of the rectangle. Finally,
the formal ellipse has rotation α, the same angle of rotation
as the sketched version, shown in ﬁgure 7.
However, we attempt to preserve user intent in this last
step, with regard to approximate alignment with the x and
y-axis. If α is within 10 degrees of 0, 90, 180, or 270 degrees then we round α accordingly to achieve alignment.

Figure 10. A formal Euler diagram generated
from ﬁgure 3.
tend the software so that it computes the abstract description
of the formal diagram, which can be done using the algorithm described for the sketch. This will allow us to automatically compare the abstract description of the sketch and
the formal diagram to highlight any differences that may
have arisen during the formalization stage.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the ﬁrst techniques for
recognizing sketches of Euler diagrams and developed a
prototype implemtation. We have restricted to the case
when all curves are circles or ellipses, which is often seen to
be the case in user created Euler diagrams. However, there
are collections of sets that cannot be accurately visualized
using an Euler diagram drawn with ellipses and more arbitrary shaped curves must be used. We plan to extend this
work to allow the recognition of arbitrary curves.

Figure 9. The ﬁnal formal ellipse.
In the case of a curve classiﬁed as a circle by Rata.SSR,
we follow a similar procedure, except that angle of rotation
is irrelevant. Once we have computed the bounding box,
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In order to produce quality diagrams from sketches
drawn with arbitrary curves there are many challenges to be
overcome. For instance, when a sketched curve has some
symmetry, we should aim to preserve that symmetry in the
formal diagram. In addition, we need to take into account
approximate alignment and equality of spacing between
sketched curves and preserve the perceived user intention
in the formal diagram. The software should also incorporate more sophisticated editing functionality which the user
can access in order to make modiﬁcations to both the sketch
and formal diagram as required. We plan to write an Euler
diagram sketch recognition plug-in for InkScape, so we can
take advantage of the features already implemented in this
freely available diagram editing tool.
The results presented here provide the necessary basis
for developing sketch recognition software for notations
that extend Euler diagrams with additional syntax. For example, constraint diagrams augment Euler diagrams with
graphs, arrows, and shading. A simple example can be
seen in ﬁgure 11; in this example, the curves of the underlying Euler diagrams do not intersect with each other but
more complex diagrams can display arbitrary intersections
between the curves. In constraint diagrams, the different
style of node (asterisks versus ﬁlled circles) in the embedded graphs is of semantic importance and a sketch recognition engine for constraint diagrams would need to be sensitive to this difference.
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out of 13, each point awarded for a factor drawn correctly.
These factors are:

Abstract—In this paper, we discuss the challenges of sketch
recognition accuracy and automation of the Clock Drawing Test
(CDT). Sketch recognition in the context of the CDT is a complex
problem due to the lack of knowledge of the preference bias
among the sketches drawn by neuro-atypical patients. However,
machine learning provides a viable solution to detect measurable
patterns among sketches drawn in the CDT. The paper posits
that these sketches are constrained, and the majority of the
recognition work can be completed by doing handwritten digit
recognition. All other properties to be measured in the CDT are
primarily geometric in nature. The paper explores various
machine learning classification techniques for handwritten digit
recognition. Finally, based on analysis, we present the best one in
context of CDT.

1.

Only numbers 1-12 are present without additions or
omissions
2. Only Arabic numerals are used
3. Numbers are in the correct order.
4. Numbers are in approximately correct positions
5. Numbers are inside the circle
6. Only two hands are present
7. The hour target number is indicated
8. The minute target number is indicated
9. The hands are in correct position
10. There are no superfluous markings
11. The hands are relatively joined
12. A centre of the circle is present or inferred at the
joining of the hands

Keywords: Clock Drawing Test, Machine Learning, Geometric
Analysis, pattern recognition

INTRODUCTION

Looking at this scoring rubric one fact emerges. Recognition
of handwritten digits is the key. If all the digits are correctly
identified it becomes easier to process the other sketches, like
that of the hands, where they are pointing to, etc.

The Clock Drawing Test (CDT) is an instrument to screen
people with cognitive impairment and dementia [1].
Generally, CDT is administered manually in a hospital
environment in which the test subject is instructed to draw the
face of a clock, and the hands indicating a specific time (e.g.,
10 past 11) [2]. A variation of CDT asks the subject to copy a
drawn figure of a clock. The difficulties in developing
automated CDT software lies in the amount of variances in the
predicted results due to the neuro-atypical nature of the
patients involved. Not only is it difficult to predict with any
degree of accuracy how much the errors on parts of the subject
alter the sketches to be recognized from the expected
outcomes but also it is hard to distinguish situational drawing
errors from genuine symptoms of cognitive debility.

HANDWRITTEN DIGIT RECOGNITION

We posit that handwritten digit recognition provides a
solution to the automation of CDT. For one it is a fairly robust
and tested paradigm [4], which is being currently developed
for various other applications [3] using a lot of different
techniques. If the digits are determined to be all present and
accounted for (on conversely unidentifiable) then more than
half of the work of sketch recognition in CDT is over. Also
even if the recognition is not completely accurate it does not
alter the score much. All that needs to be decided is that most
of the sketches are Arabic digits and their locations. The first
task of the system is to identify the discrete sketches drawn in
the clock-face. Counter intuitively this proves to be a nontrivial task because the patient undergoing the test may not
draw every digit neatly away from each other (See Figure 1).
Often the patient would join adjoining sketches like clock
hands with digits. While this is a small error from the human
point of view and presents no problem to the medical
examiner it may play havoc with an Machine Learning (ML)
system. Conversely the patient may choose to draw the

In this paper, we present a system that attempts to address
these challenges and automates some if not all of the processes
that occur in the conduction of the CDT. It becomes somewhat
easier to address the problem if it is broken down into
subparts. Each has multiple potential solutions and then we
use build and fix to test each one of them. The computational
model of the CDT has several exploitable constraints which
shortens our task. First we chose a rubric for scoring once the
clock face has been drawn. The system has to generate a score
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sketches of the digits in such a manner that the digits
themselves are drawn with separations which ought not to
occur (Figure 2).

from that of a standard dataset and it was interesting to find
out if so then where. It was not expected that these general
machine learning algorithms will perform as well as those
specifically designed for handwritten digit recognition but
absolute accuracy was not the goal here, rather comparisons
and identifying useful features to be extracted was. The results
obtained are different from those obtained by standard datasets
like MNIST (http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/). We have a
dataset of handwritten digits that have already been identified
for the purpose of recognizing the sketches. The dataset was
obtained from the MNIST dataset of which the first 5000
instances were taken as training data. The algorithms used
were kNN, Multilayer Perceptron and Decision Trees.
Feature Extraction
To test for which algorithm would prove to be the best, the test
set was created out of the digits obtained from the 50 datasets.
Each was resized into a 16 x 16 pixel binary image. If all the
pixels were to be taken as features then each sketch was
represented as an array of 256 ‘0’s and ‘1’s. Also a second
dataset was created by taking these images, and taking the
horizontal, vertical, right diagonal and left diagonal
histograms. The histograms will be arrays of 16, 16, 31, and
31 integers, concatenating them would give an array of 94
integers which were used to represent the sketches.

Figure 1. Cases of patients smudging two discrete sketches
The data collected for analysis of such anomalies was taken
from a set of 50 CDTs obtained from the tests conducted by
the Emory’s Alzheimer Research Center on a random sample
set patients suffering from mild cognitive impairment due to
aging. The results were:
1. Three cases of sketches being smudged together – for
example, hands overlapping or connecting the digits as
shown in Figure 1.
2. Eight cases of sketches being discrete without cause –
for example, digits drawn with space between different
strokes in Figure 2

Table 1: Decision Trees Digit-Raw
Pruning
Train%
--100%
minimum leaf instance=2
90.3%
stop splitting nodes with less
instances than=2
minimum leaf instance=4
80.4%
stop splitting nodes with less
instances than=4
post pruning m=2
79.9%

Figure 2. Cases of patients breaking a continuous sketch
Considering that 50 CDTs yield over 700 discrete sketches
these are fairly low numbers. Patients undergoing treatment
for cognitive impairment somehow are able to maintain digit
integrity. Analyzing the CDTs we came to a conclusion that
sketch integrity is fairly stable across a spectrum of patients
and there is a justifiable case for doing machine learning
classification techniques on them after some elementary noise
cleaning of the CDT images.

Test%
59.5%
58.6%

54.8%

56.1%

Table 1 displays the results for decision trees on the raw data
with no feature extraction. The results are not very
encouraging and even a little amount of ‘pruning’ (lossy
compression of the trees) results in further degradation. When
the same algorithms have been used for ‘normal samples’
from the MNIST dataset with the same algorithms for the
same settings the accuracy has crossed 95% in kNN as well as
neural networks for digit-hist and 90% for digit raw and a little
above 72% for unpruned decision trees for digit hist and 65%
for digit raw. Accuracy increases in Digit-Hist (Table 2) which
uses histograms as features compared to Digit-Raw. We
believe this is due to the fact aggregation of attributes rather
than taking them individually smoothens out the errors and
decreases ‘overfitting’ (which means that the algorithm trusts
faulty data too much and takes into account each little
deviation in the graph and misclassifies when test data doesn’t
follow those deviations exactly). We believe some of the
damage done by overfitting is slightly improved by post
pruning as post pruning smoothens out the small deviations.

The second test we conducted was to identify which machine
learning classification algorithm worked best when the data to
be classified was handwritten digits made by neuro-atypical
patients. The goal was not to test for algorithms which are
considered state of the art for handwritten digit recognition but
to use algorithms which can be used easily to determine the
suitability of other algorithms based on the way they work and
which are relatively fast (‘lazy learning’ like kNN) as we
wanted to see what, if any, differences are there from ‘normal’
digits drawn by neurotypical patients besides extracting
features which were ‘interesting’. It was quite possible that the
handwritten digit data here would be sufficiently different
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This behavior is consistent on both Digit datasets. It is evident
that decision trees are not a viable option for such noisy data.
Table 2: Decision TreesDigit-Hist
Pruning
Train%
--99.98%
minimum leaf instance=2
89.1%
stop splitting nodes with less
instances than=2
minimum leaf instance=4
78.6%
stop splitting nodes with less
instances than=4
post pruning m=2
78.1%

news. Also the input network in Digit-Raw is binary, whereas
that in Digit-Hist is numerical. The same is observed with the
‘normal digits’ but with accuracy crossing 95%. Evidently
there is some degree of ‘sameness’ inside the MNIST digits
which is fundamentally different from the digits obtained from
the CDT. Whether this difference is the result of the
neuroatypiccal patients drawing the digits or whether this is
due to the test not done in conditions the MNIST digits were
collected is a discussion beyond this paper. We observe that
the digits are different; why so is something we will not
speculate on.

Test%
63.1%
62.4%

61%

Table 5: Multilayer Perceptron

61.4%

Digit-Raw
256 input layer, 50 hidden layer, 10 output layer
500 epochs
Correctly Classified Instances
87.1 %
1000 epochs
Correctly Classified Instances
86.8 %
1500 epochs
Correctly Classified Instances
86.5 %
2000 epochs
Correctly Classified Instances
86.4 %

Table 3 and 4 display the results for kNN. A drastic improve
in accuracy is observed. This has to do with the properties of
the datasets and the way kNN works. kNN is extremely
suitable for handwritten digit recognition as we are taking into
consideration all attributes simultaneously, and errors are more
likely to get smoothened out. ‘Lazy’ machine learning
(machine learning simply involving storing and matching like
kNN, no ‘training’ involved) makes a lot of sense for
classification where there is a pretty straightforward feature
extraction from images. It takes a lot less time than, say,
neural networks while giving comparable accuracy. However
there is not much scope for improvement, once a maximum
has been reached.

Digit-Hist
94 input layer, 20 hidden layer, 10 output layer
500 epochs
Correctly Classified Instances
84.5 %
1000 epochs
Correctly Classified Instances
84.3 %
1500 epochs
Correctly Classified Instances
84.1 %
2000 epochs
Correctly Classified Instances
84 %

Table 3: k-Nearest NeighboursDigit-Raw
Nearest
Train%
Test%
Neighbours
1
99.9
85.6
5
99.9
89.4
10
99.9
85.8
20
99.9
85.8
50
99.9
84.9

As can be observed it proved that the decision tree algorithm
was not adequate at all in identifying accurately the sketches
made by the patients in the CDT. Though the perceptrons
proved most accurate they were incredibly slow. We posit that
for the wants of the CDT the kNN algorithm suffices as it is
sufficiently accurate as well as quite fast. These results
advocate the necessity of large scale collection of digits drawn
by neuroatypical patients and comparing them with the
‘standard’ datasets to observe repeatable patterns of
differences. As our work here was to develop a system which
does automated CDT, The best algorithm which is reasonably
fast and can be used for the CDT system is kNN with 10
neighbors using the histograms as the features.

Table 4: k-Nearest NeighboursDigit-Hist
Nearest
Train%
Test%
Neighbours
1
99.9
88.7
5
99.9
89.1
10
99.9
89.6
20
99.9
89.5
50
99.9
88.4
Table 5 displays the results of the perceptrons on the two
datasets. We trained the neural networks for different number
of epochs. A very surprising result is observable. In the two
digit datasets, doubling the epochs lead to a slight decrease in
accuracy. This may be due to overfitting. Also unlike the last
two algorithms in neural network, Digit-Raw would actually
give a better result than Digit-Hist. The reason is simple, while
in other classification algorithms, presence of too many
attributes becomes a hindrance at times, and prevents
smoothening over small deviations, in neural networks; it
means a large input network, which is almost always good

COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM
The first order of business of the system under development is
to extract the individual blobs. Each blob is a sketch segment
from the drawing of the clock face. The system uses
MATLAB® as its platform. It uses the connected component
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functionality to discover these sketches. The idea is that each
sketch component is a sequential connected group of pixels
removed from any other sketch segment. Thus extraction of
each ‘blob’ as a separate image is possible where each is a
separate sketch. In this manner the entire drawing is broken up
into fragments, each is resized and cleaned. The larger
sketches are hypothesized to be the hands and stored
separately. ‘Larger’ is defined as the sketches whose major
axis is longer by 100% of the average length.

concede that ML doesn’t seem robust enough. Secondly, the
hands may be so short they get confused for digits. Thirdly the
major axes of the hands might not be the direction the patient
was intending to point to, fourthly there are chances that 10,
11 and 12 are identified incorrectly (both false positives and
negatives). Some smudges may be construed as superfluous
markings. And there is no real way to test point 2 that only
Arabic numerals are present. If the patient uses roman (or any
other numeral system) the system will diagnose those as
superfluous markings and not as numerals. Similarly some
patients have been known to write the words for the numbers
rather than draw them.
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
Even if this system will almost never give a highly accurate
score for each patient, it will be useful to detect crests and
troughs to measure the progress (or otherwise) of a large
number of patients easing the load on the medical officers.
The handwritten digit detection part almost reaches 90%
accuracy. What this system displays is that in a constrained
environment it is easier to do sketch recognition. Also a lot of
extra information is being generated which might prove useful
for the medical investigators who use the CDT. In the CDT the
sketches are either digits or hands which can be handled by
machine learning techniques and some geometrical
measurements. We state that it is the context of the sketch
which plays a vital role in determining what techniques should
be used to analyze those sketches because the term ‘sketch’
may cover a wide spectrum. To do any meaningful sort of
analysis of sketches, we need to have a preference bias,
something which is a well known rule of thumb in machine
learning. Without an a priori preference bias it is difficult to
determine what will work before truing it out which becomes
intractable. Also when dynamic recognition (pen motion) is
not essential, machine learning may be used to identify
sketches taking them as final images and converting sketch
recognition into a classification problem. We posit that
knowing features such as motion points would make
recognition even more accurate.

Figure 3. Clock face being broken up into discrete
components like hands and digits
After this is done those digits are identified which are ‘1’
using kNN. The ‘1’s are important as there are five ‘1’s. Then
each digit is identified. The ‘1’s which are in close proximity
with a ‘0’, a ‘1’ and a ‘2’ (‘proximity’ defined as Euclidean
distance between centroids being 50% lesser than average) are
designated as 10, 11 and 12. Now the system knows whether
there all the 12 numbers are present or not and where their
centroids are. This solves about half of the CDT. The general
observation was that the patients are most prone to errors like
skipping a few digits, or drawing them at faulty distances or
confusing the centre of the clock face.
Since the system assumes the larger sketches to be the hands,
the lengths of their major axes (measured by functionality
provided in MATLAB®) are known which is used to identify
the minute and the hour hand (shorter). The system identifies
the angles of the hands in relation to the horizontal axis to
determine the pointing directions. Also it is easy to check for
superfluous markings, extra hands, and position of centre. The
‘normal’ position of centre is defined as anywhere within 20%
distance of the radius from the centre. Any more deviation
would not look like the clock centre to the human eye as well.
Of course it may be possible that the patient does not draw (or
imply) the centre at all. But since the major axes of hands are
known it is possible to measure whether they will converge
within that 20% from centre distance.
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Thus the entire CDT is evaluated. Of course to process these
sketches a lot of assumptions are being made. Firstly, we
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Abstract
Text entry on touch screen devices is often performed
through Soft keyboards. One of the latest research trends
is to abandon the traditional tapping interaction in favor
of more natural gesture-based interactions on these keyboards. The interpretation of the gestures is performed
through sketch-based techniques.
In this paper we present the sketch-based technology related to the interpretation of the gestures needed to enter
text through KeyScretch, a novel text entry method which
has been proven to be more efficient than the traditional
tapping-based method. The method enables text entry
through the input of gestures associated to word chunks.
The gestures are guided by a menu which appears around a
key of the keyboard as soon as the user presses it.
The proposed procedures improve the interpretation of
the gestures and consequently increase the accuracy of the
method. This improvement is measured through a simulation in which the sketch-based recognition is compared to
the target-based menu item selection through an estimation
of the error rate.

1

Introduction

The efficiency of text entry on mobile devices is limited due to the reduced dimension of these devices. In
most cases, palmtop and smart phones equipped with touch
screens require the users to interact with a soft keyboard,
a keyboard drawn on the screen. The main method of interacting with these keyboards is tapping. Each tap corresponds to a single character input. The latest research trend
is to abandon such an interaction in favor of a more natural
gesture-based interaction performed on these keyboards. As
an example of this, we can cite Shapewriter [15], in which
the user draws over a keyboard, i.e. with a QWERTY layout,
to link up the letters of a word s/he wishes to write.
Recently, Costagliola et al. [2] introduced a novel text
entry method, called KeyScretch. The method uses a combination of soft keyboards and menus: a menu is shown
around the pressed key enabling the input of a text unit
through a gesture touching the menu items associated to
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the characters. KeyScretch is based on previous works:
the use of menu-augmented keyboards has been studied
by Isokoski [5]. In its basic form, the use of the menu
enables the input of digraphs through a single interaction,
called a flick. The improvement introduced with KeyScretch
is the support of multiple-selection of menu items with
a pointer gesture. The use of these gestures allows the
user to enter particularly frequent text chunks instead of
simple digraphs. KeyScretch outperforms the traditional
tapping-based method and significantly improves the previous menu-based one too.
The interpretation of the gestures is performed through
sketch-based techniques. In this paper we present the
sketch-based technology related through the interpretation
of the gestures needed to enter text through KeyScretch.
These techniques provide a better interpretation of the user
gestures, compared to the target-based menu item selection,
and consequently relax the error rate. The error reduction
has been estimated by running the sketch-based recognizer
on the tracks produced by the user gestures during a longitudinal usability study. For both the sketch-based and
the target-based methods, the error rate is calculated and
reported for each session of the study. In this paper we
give details of the procedures employed by the sketch-based
recognizer, based on geometrical sketch recognition techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next
section contains a brief survey of the main text entry methods related to touch screens; section 3 describes the text
entry method and its performances; section 4 discusses the
proposed recognition model in detail; lastly, the evaluation
of the model is described in section 5.

2

Text Entry Methods: A Brief Survey

Several methods for accelerating the text entry task have
been proposed. In this brief survey we only consider text
entry methods related to touch screens. For a more comprehensive survey on text entry on mobile devices, the reader
should refer to [10]. Some of the main directions followed
by researchers are:
• handwriting and shorthand writing recognition;
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• proposal of more efficient keyboard layouts;
• prediction of text;
Handwriting recognition is not an easy task and raises
several challenges, such as segmentation [10]. Furthermore,
handwriting is rather slow: its speeds are commonly in the
15 - 25 WPM range. To ease the recognition and avoid
segmentation, the methods for handwriting on mobile devices have been limited to the recognition of one character
at a time. Examples of these methods are Unistrokes [3]
and Graffiti [1]. As for shorthand, it allows users to reach
high performances in terms of speed (up to 100 WPM [9]).
Nevertheless it appears unlikely that common users could
adopt such a difficult to learn method. A method allowing
common users to easily learn the symbols is that of using
schemes indicating the path the pointer should follow, such
as the pentagrid used in the VirHKey method [13].
The QWERTY layout is the most familiar to the users.
Unfortunately, it is not the most efficient with tapping. An
efficient keyboard layout should minimize the distance between characters with a high probability of being consecutive in the words of target languages. To this aim, alternative
layouts have been proposed, such as OPTI [11], Metropolis [16] and others. These layouts enable a faster and more
accurate entry (more than 40 WPM with expert users), compared to the traditional QWERTY layout.
Predictive input methods reduce the effort required to enter text by predicting what the user is entering. A typical
predictive handwriting system presents possible next words
as a list and allows the user to select one to skip manual
writing. As argued in [8], predictive text entry with English
language is not necessarily faster than just simply finishing
typing the words, since it requires the cognitive load of selecting the candidates from a list.
A noteworthy attempt to improve the interaction with
soft keyboards through gestures, implemented by the
SHARK2 system [6], is to use a single gesture to produce
an entire word. Instead of tapping, the user draws over a
keyboard, i.e. with a QWERTY layout, to link up the letters
of a word s/he wishes to write. This idea has been also exploited in commercial initiatives [15]. This approach let the
user learn the gestures for common words and draw them
without looking at the keyboard. The gesture is initially visually guided (for novice users): the pointer must touch the
characters located on the keyboard in order to enter a word.
Then, when learned, it is recognized through the comparison of the drawn shape (pattern recognition) to a vocabulary
of gestures. The limit of this approach is that only a small
set of frequent gestures can be remembered by the user.

3

The KeyScretch Text Entry Method

The KeyScretch method enables text entry through the input of gestures associated to word chunks instead of entire
words. The gestures are guided by a menu which appears
around a key of the keyboard as soon as the user presses the
key and disappears as soon as the user releases the pointer.

Figure 1. The QWERTY keyboard layout augmented with a menu.

Figure 2. The 4 strokes needed to enter the
text ‘ciao gente’.

While the menu is shown, it is possible to sweep out a gesture that touches only the desired characters in succession
by dragging the pointer, without lifting it (this gesture recalls the one used for the Cirrin method [12]). A space
character can be inserted by releasing the pointer after returning inside the character key area. If the pointer is lifted
in the menu area, instead, the text unit is terminated with
the last selected character. Note that in all the other cases
the space bar is directly used.
KeyScretch can be instantiated differently for different
languages. As a first instance, we have associated each
of the vowels ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘i’ and ‘o’ to each of the sides of
the squared character keys. As shown in [2] this choice
is particularly suited for the Italian language since these
vowels are the most frequent letters in Italian and, furthermore, they are more easily remembered by users. Different menu characters may be needed by different languages.
By arranging the menu items as shown in Figure 1, the interaction sequence necessary to enter the Italian text ciao
gente (hello folks, in English) is shown in Figure 2. The
string is ten characters long but it can be entered with a sequence of four strokes (taps or gestures). The strokes correspond to the input of the following sequence of text units
{ciao }{ge}{n}{te}. Three text units out of four are entered
through a gesture and only one through a tap. With the first
stroke we can enter up to five characters.

3.1

Performances

A theoretical analysis on the expected performances in
terms of speed obtainable by an ideal user has been performed in [2]. Furthermore, a longitudinal usability study
with 6 users has also been recently performed. The methodology of this experiment follows the standard procedures
used in the field [11]: the users entered text on a touchscreen
with both methods for 20 sessions, for 15 minutes with each
method. During the sessions the users entered as fast and as
accurate as possible short text phrases, selected in a random
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order from an 80 Italian phrases database representative of
the language.
The study allowed us to evaluate the learning curve of
both the traditional and the KeyScretch method. The scatter diagrams of the two metrics, speed and accuracy, are
shown Figure 3. As for the former, we can point out that the
performance crossover can be reached rather soon (close
to the 10th session, after about 2 hours and a half of use)
across the sessions and the KeyScretch method can outperform the traditional tapping-based method in the subsequent
sessions and, all the more so, in the estimation of future sessions. The best average speed with the KeyScretch method
has been reached at the 19th session, with 42.7 WPM with a
moderate error rate of 3.35%. The fastest user has exceeded
the the considerable speed of 52 WPM at the last session
with an error rate of 3.31%. For each method, we derived
standard regression models in the form of the power law of
learning. The prediction equations and the squared correlation coefficients are illustrated the figure.
As for the accuracy, we point out that, preserving the
status quo, our method has a lower accuracy, on average. In
fact, the KeyScretch method has an error rate of 3.18%, versus the 1.93% of the traditional method. Nevertheless, the
difference is more marked in the earlier sessions and tends
to diminish with practice. Since this paper is more focused
on the methods for sketch recognition, more details on the
usability study are going to be published in an upcoming
paper.

4

The Sketch-Based Recognition Model

In the user study described in the previous section, the
recognition of user gestures has been performed through
a target-based recognizer: the initial character of the text
unit is selected by detecting the position where the pointer
is pressed; the following characters are selected when the
pointer exactly enters a menu item area; the possible final
space is selected by detecting the position where the pointer
is released.
An exploratory visual analysis of the errors committed
by the users during the use of the menu has been carried out
by comparing the track of the gestures on the keyboard and
the corresponding produced text. From such an analysis, we
have realized that:
• Most of the errors are committed in the use of the
menu (73.5%) rather than in tapping interactions. Furthermore, the greatest part of them is due to articulatory concerns (43.3% of all errors) instead of cognitive
ones. That is, the errors are primarily due to inaccuracy in the physical action necessary to select an item
from the menu and not to mistakes of the user in remembering the position of a character in the menu.
• It is possible to recover from most of the articulatory
errors by better interpreting the user gestures. In particular, a geometrical recognition of the basic movements intended by the users can have the best performances over other recognition methods.

Figure 4. The data flow.
In this section we describe the sketch-based procedures carried out for the interpretation of the gestures. The sketchbased recognizer basically works as follows: the recognizer
tries to obtain the text chunk. If it fails (it can fail because the stroke cannot be recognized as a polyline, or the
lines obtained do not represent a legal movement inside the
menu), the stroke is recognized through an optimized version of the target-based C KE method, where C stands for
Centering while KE stands for Key Enlargement. In fact,
the optimization lies in translating the gesture such that its
starting point is centered in the key. Furthermore, the area
available to the user to end the stroke inside the squared key
(to enter a space) is enlarged of a margin in both its width
and height.
To elaborate, the architecture of the recognizer is shown
in Figure 4. The data flows through the following modules:
1. The Event Filter: captures the input events of the device and constructs the stroke;
2. The Stroke Recognizer: transforms the stroke to a
polyline;
3. The Stroke Interpreter: transforms the polyline to a set
of movements among the menu items;
4. The Syntax Analyzer: transforms the movements to a
text chunk.

4.1

Event Filter

This module captures the input events of the device
(pointer press, drag and release) and constructs the stroke.
Following a common approach in sketch recognition, the
stroke is represented through an ordered sequence of TimedPoints: triples in the form (t, x, y), where t is the timestamp,
and x and y are the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate of the
point on the screen, respectively. In the simplest scenario,
the stroke can be easily constructed by adding a TimedPoint
for all of the drag events between a starting press and a final
release events. This layer also includes methods which cope
with defects of the device: in particular, the device used during the experiment outlined in section 3.1 (A Sympodium
ID250 Interactive Pen Display), sometimes generated undesired additional events during the use of the pointer. Thus,
the events had to be suitably filtered.
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Figure 3. The text entry speed (left) and accuracy (right) measured across the 20 sessions.

4.2

Stroke Recognizer

Firstly, the stroke recognizer takes the strokes from the
Event Filter and produces a polyline. A polyline is a continuous line composed of one or more line segments. The
Ladder framework [4] has been used for recognizing the
polylines. Ideally, each segment should represent the movement of the pointer to reach the desired menu item. Without firstly cleaning the stroke, this rarely occurs: we then
implemented the Line Fusion and Tail Removal steps to refine the polyline before passing it to the Stroke Interpreter.
An example of the recognition of a polyline from a stroke
is shown in Figure 5(a) and (b) where the menus are not
shown. The original stroke is represented in light gray color,
the polyline in black. The resulting polyline as recognized
by Ladder is composed of 6 segments: b1 ..b6 .
The Line Fusion step finds segments which cannot be
considered complete movements to reach a menu item, but
parts of a unique movement (they are recognized as separate
segments due to curvature). The fusion is always performed
on the segment of the polyline whose angle with the previous segment is the minimum on the whole polyline. The
fusion is performed only if such an angle amplitude is less
than a threshold value. The application of the Line Fusion
procedure on the sample stroke in Figure 5(b) is shown in
Figure 5(c): starting from the b1 ..b6 polyline, we obtain a
simplified polyline with only 4 segments c1 ..c4 . In two consecutive iterations the procedure fuses in a single segment
c3 segments b3 , b4 and b5 while the tails c1 and c4 are still
to be processed.
The tail removal is a typical procedure in sketch recognition. Paulson and Hammond [14] propose a procedure
based on the length and the curvature of the first and last
20% of the stroke. In our procedure we have not considered
the percentage length of the segment over the stroke at all,
since even a simple tap can result in an unintended snatch on
a key, which can be erroneously interpreted as a menu item
selection (see Figure 8(c)). We based our procedure on the
absolute length of the segment and the difference between
the timestamps of the segment endpoints. If the segment
length is less than a threshold l or the time difference is less

Figure 6. The directions attributed to the
polyline segments.

than a treshold t, the segment is regarded as a tail and removed. This is the case of the segments c1 and c4 shown
in Figure 5(c). Their removal leads to the resulting clean
polyline in Figure 5(d).

4.3

Stroke Interpreter

The Interpretation step transforms the clean polyline
representing the calculated user intended character selections in a sequence of movements among menu items. The
sequence is represented through a string composed of a concatenation of strings representing possible movements in
the 8 main directions shown in Figure 6. The slope of a segment is approximated to the nearest direction. The slopes of
the directions are shown in the figure. As for the sample in
Figure 5(d), the two segments are attributed the directions
‘R’ and ‘Dl’; thus, the final string representing the interpretation of the stroke is ‘RDl’.
If a horizontal segment is approximately (a multiplying
factor must be set as a threshold) twice the first segment of
the polyline, the movement is doubled (i.e. ’R’ becomes
’RR’), in order to interpret the movement from a menu item
to the opposite (left-to-right, right-to-left, top-to-bottom or
bottom-to-top).

4.4

Syntax Analyzer

In order to formally specify the language describing the
set of legal movement strings we define the automaton state
diagram represented in Figure 7. Here the states represent
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Figure 5. A sample of the Stroke Recognition process.
the 4 menu items (q1 , q2 , q3 , q4 ) and the key (q0 ), while the
transitions represent the legal movements that may be produced from each state. All the states are final and q0 is also
the initial state. In order to formally specify the translation
from movement strings into text chunks we build a Moore
machine starting from this automaton. The machine associates each of the c1 ..c4 states to the output of a character.
In particular, in the tested instance it associates q1 to the
output ‘a’, q2 to the output ‘e’, q3 to the output ‘i’, and q4
to the output ‘o’. To reflect our semantics we need to split
state q0 in three states q01 , q02 , and q03 where:
1. q01 is both the initial and a final state associated to the
key character as output, and with only the 4 q0 outgoing transitions;

Figure 7. The automaton state diagram used
to recognize the movement string.

2. q02 is a non final state associated to no output (empty
word) and with both the 4 outgoing and 4 incoming
transitions of q0 ;
3. q03 is a final state associated to the ‘space’ character as
output and with only the 4 q0 incoming transitions.
As an example, by producing the legal movement string
‘DUUDlR’ starting from the key ‘c’, we obtain the sequence of Moore machine states q01 , q3 , q02 , q1 , q4 , q03
producing the output text chunk ‘ciao ’.

5

Evaluation

The sketch-based recognizer described in the previous
section can translate a gesture into a legal sequence of
movements among the menu items in 95.09% of the cases
(from the data of the longitudinal study outlined in section
3.1). In the remaining 4.91% cases, the recognition must
be performed through the C KE target-based method, described in the previous section.
Some cases of better interpretation of the user’s will are
shown in Figure 8. A tail removal is shown in Figure 8(a)
the tail caused a re-enter in the key area, interpreted as a
trailing space by the previous target-based recognizer. The
sketch-based recognizer has correctly recognized the movement as composed of a successive selection of the bottom
and the right menu items (‘DUr’). The movements shown

in Figure 8(b) were interpreted as a sequence of a movement to the right followed by a movement to the left menu
item, due to an excessive amplitude of the return movement.
The comparable length of the two lines has been correctly
interpreted by the sketch-based recognizer as a movement
to the right menu item followed by a return to the key area
(‘RL’ instead of ‘RLL’). Lastly, the gesture in Figure 8(c) is
a simple tap. Nevertheless, the presence of a tail caused an
erroneous interpretation of the gesture as a selection of the
right menu item. The tail has been removed and the tap has
been correctly recognized.
The translation of a gesture in movement among menu
items does not necessarily produce a correct text chunk,
that is, the text can contain typing errors, due to user incorrect typing or to incorrect recognition. The effectiveness
of the sketch-based recognizer has been measured by comparing the error rate obtained by the target-based recognizer
in the longitudinal study, to the one that could have been
obtained by the sketch-based recognizer. For the latter, the
text entry has been simulated through a suitable software
module which implements the recognizer: it takes as input
the logged tracks and generates the corresponding phrases.
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Figure 8. Some cases of correct interpretation of the sketch-based recognizer.

other calibrations can improve the accuracy of the method
and make it comparable to the one measured for the traditional method just after a few hours of use. Future work
include: further studies aimed at investigating the possibility of achieving improvements on the recognizer, in order
to further tune the accuracy; the comparison of the presented recognizer with other recognizers based on different
techniques (i.e. pattern matching); the exploitation of other
methods (i.e. dictionary-besed ones) to correct errors. A
demo of KeyScretch can be run at
http://keyscretch.altervista.org/KeyScretch.html
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period of time that can build the foundations for complex
CAD designs. However, although tablets provide a more
sophisticated sketching platform capable of automated
understanding and intelligent interaction [7], they cannot
match the naturalness, flexibility, ease, and costs
provided by a piece of paper [8].
The aim of our research is to provide users with the
naturalness and flexibility of sketching on a piece of
paper, and at the same time provide them with an option
to use developing and current state-of-the-art strokebased sketch recognition systems [2,7,14]. We do so by
presenting sketch recognition results from the LADDER
sketch system on stroke data automatically generated
from our algorithm.

Abstract
The retrieval and browsing of diagrammatic
information extracted from hand-drawn diagrams would
open up a rich form of information interaction.
However, such sketches currently require handannotations in order to be understood by the computer.
While improvements in sketch recognition algorithms
have enabled automatic recognition for Tablet PCsketched diagrams, such progress has been constrained
to online algorithms. As a result, offline algorithms that
are relevant to diagrams sketched on paper remain
dominantly domain-dependent, and are also restrictive in
the number of diagrams that can be understood. In this
paper, we discuss our research aims for providing users
with information interaction that exploit the advantages
of automatic correction capabilities found in online
sketch recognition algorithms, with the low-cost
advantages found in paper usage.

2. Related Work
Tablet-based sketches can exploit the strokes’
temporal and spatial data for segmentation. Since paperbased sketches lack this temporal information,
identifying the correct pixels to the corresponding stroke
is a challenge; this holds especially true for overlapping
strokes. Natural cues from users sketching, such as those
based on Gestalt’s law of continuity [21], should be able
to assign pixels to extracted strokes that maintain the
stroke trace’s continuity. The term saliency measure
from the stroke extraction literature does just that,
selecting pixels that favor long, smooth, and continuous
strokes in the image, though others argue that the features
from global saliency better represent the stroke’s actual
perception [6]. The latter have used probabilistic
measurements to calculate the contribution of the single
unit edge to the stroke’s global perception. Other works
maximize the saliency measure using the curvature and
curvature variation of the network of closely connected
components [20] and as a gain of energy from the
addition of a new edge to the curve being traced [19].
Other similar works include grouping and clustering
points of the perceptual pattern [1], using the figural
closure as a saliency measure [17], converting paper
scribbles to single vector lines, and employing cooccurrence matrix-based approach to simplify and
describe drawings more meaningfully [4]. The method

1. Introduction
Tablet PC-based interfaces allow users to sketch
diagrams directly on a computer, then have them
recognized automatically in real-time by a computer.
These computer-recognized hand sketches allow the
users to interact with a computer as is most natural for
them, and also allow them to take advantage of the
powerful capabilities provided by a computer (e.g., CAD
and CASE tools); this provides further understanding,
processing, analysis, and simulation of the design.
The literature [22] tells us that using such interactive
tools divert the focus of the designer from the important
issues like behavior and structural layout to more trivial
aesthetic details like color and alignment; this diverted
focus is not necessary at the initial design stage. There is
a need for a bridging medium that does not limit the
imagination of the user, and at the same time provides the
same level of aesthetic layout that any conventional
designing software can provide. One direction is the use
of tablet-based sketch recognition systems, which have
recently gained considerable popularity. Sketch
recognition systems [9,11,12] have been developed over
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we employ differs in that those techniques attempt to
recognize the primitives as lines, where our method
matches the lines to users’ original stroke path and timestamp them afterwards for use in sketch recognition
algorithms. Furthermore, our approach is not restricted
to a small set of chosen primitives, and can use both the
traced strokes’ global and local characteristics to closest
match users’ drawing intentions perceptually.
There also exist similar domain-specific systems for
extracting strokes from paper: one on extracting
interpretations of paper-sketched UML diagrams [13]
and another on extracting shape structures of handwritten
signatures [10]. The former incorporates domain-specific
rules to recognize the shapes, while the latter converts the
sketch into a binary image and thins the strokes to
preserve the structure. Our work differs from theirs in
that ours is domain-independent, unlike [13]; and can
handle local ambiguities, unlike [10].
We have also summarized the details of our algorithm
[16] in the next section, but this paper differs from the
details in that we focus on the viability of a paper-pen
interface for use in tasks instead of the technical aspects.

combinations of all extracted strokes in terms of a
confidence value. Then select the combination
for merging that has the best confidence value.
Compute confidence value of merging using
merge function, taking into consideration angle of
the merge and the distance between the two end
points of two strokes. Obtain missing pixels
between two stroke ends from merging process
with linear interpolation.
After extracting and merging all the possible strokes,
artificial time stamps are appended to each extracted
stroke point. We use these generated time stamps because
speed information cannot be extracted from static
images. However, points are still ordered consecutively,
such that the continuity of the stroke is preserved. This
data is then converted into XML, which is later used as
input to the online sketch recognition system (i.e.,
LADDER [7] in our case).

3. Approach
The technique used for the envisioned paper-pen
interface consists of three basic steps [16]. First, as in
most image processing techniques, we have to preprocess
the image to remove noise. Second, we “thin” the pen
strokes to a thickness of only a single pixel. Third, we
trace the line using both the local and global
characteristics of the previously identified stroke points
to determine the future points of the stroke. Further
details of the algorithm are as follows:
1.

If scanned input is noisy, remove noise by using
median filtering and global thresholding [5].

2.

Dilate pen strokes to single pixel thickness using
Pratt’s morphological thinning algorithm [15].

3.

For overlapping strokes, associate correct pixel to
correct stroke in accordance with Gestalt’s law.
To do this, identify local and global
characteristics of traced stroke by analyzing
extracted points. Use local characteristics to
identify different paths that a given stroke can
take, and global characteristics to identify most
optimal perceptually correct path.

4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)
(d)
Figure 1. (a) Scanned image on white paper, (b)
thinning and binary image created, (c) extracted
strokes, (d) extracted strokes that were merged, and
(e) final recognized result in LADDER.

LADDER is chosen as the recognition engine because
it provides users with an ability to sketch a given shape
naturally without enforcing specialized sketching
gestures for a given shape. Moreover, any new domain
that can be described with the available primitives can be
easily defined in LADDER. LADDER uses a contextbased grammar to define a sketching domain in which

Because of overlaps, it is possible that a stroke
may lose some pixels to another stroke, which
may prematurely halt the traversal of a stroke
during extraction. To deal with this, define a
merging function which looks for possible
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sketching. Some users with extensive experience using
tablet-based interfaces argued that even though paperbased sketching is more natural, tablet-based sketching
allowed the ability to store the information digitally
which they either can be shared through e-mails or stored
in storage devices. Some users also complained that since
we are using paper-based sketching for a much longer
time compared to tablet-based sketching, it was not a fair
comparison. However, they did agree with our claim that
paper-based sketching is much more universal and easily
adaptable than tablet-based systems.

multiple compound sketch shapes (i.e., shapes formed by
combining multiple primitive sketch shapes) can be
defined and later recognized. Figure 1 demonstrates a
complete working of our algorithm from extraction to
merging and from merging to recognition.

4. User Study
During the course of our research, we conducted
various user studies to verify our different claims:
1.

Certain features of our paper-pen based interface
would be more preferred than tablet-based
interface. (Interaction user study)

2.

Scanned-in images could be used in our online
sketch recognition algorithms. (Integration user
study)

3.

Our algorithm is able to extract out correct
strokes from paper as would be extracted by a
human. (Verification user study)

4.

Our system can be used in a large environment
setting. (Verification user study)

4.2. Integration User Study
This user study was aimed at verifying that our system
can be integrated with an online sketch recognition
system such as LADDER. We also verified that a paperbased sketch interface matched the recognition accuracy
of a tablet-based system under similar drawing
constraints.
In our integration user study, three subjects
participated. Each of the subjects were provided with a
pen and white paper, and asked to sketch a music sheet
diagram and a tic–tac-toe game. Their response papers
were scanned and presented to our algorithm to generate
the artificially time-stamped extracted stroke points.
These stroke points were then used as input to LADDER,
and recognition accuracy was computed as:

4.1. Interaction User Study
In order to verify that our system provides users with
a more natural interactive experience, we conducted an
interaction user study. Four subjects participated in this
user study with each subject asked to sketch a diagram
first on paper and then on a tablet with a pen and mouse.
At the end of the user study, participants were asked to
complete a survey in which they had to report their
responses on a scale of 1 (best) to 3 (worst).

 
 ℎ   
   
 ℎ   ℎ  ℎ
The sketch component is the constituent of a sketch
which represents a complete shape. For example, a music
note is a single sketch component.

Table 1. Bracketed number shows how many subjects
gave the score on left.
Which of the two interfaces:
Pen
Mouse
Has Lower Learning Curve
Is easier to use
Has better expected Feedback
Can be easily used in large settings
Gives freedom of sketching

2[4]
2[4]
2[4]
2[4]
2(4)

3[4]
3[4]
3[3]; 1[1]
3[3]; 1[1]
3(4)

Figure 2. The left side shows the scanned in image
and the right side shows the scanned image
recognized in LADDER [8].

The study demonstrated that all of the users agreed
with our perception about the advantages of a paperbased interface compared to a tablet-based interface.
Users preferred the paper-based input and its more
naturalness and freedom over tablet-based interfaces.
One of the subjects commented that even though tabletbased interfaces were interesting and sophisticated, they
lacked the frictional feedback that paper provided while

Figure 3. (Left) The original strokes in LADDER after
applying the stroke-tracing algorithm. (Right) Strokes
after the low-level recognizer was applied.
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end point of the arrow should not lie on the
circumference of the circle. This constraint was imposed
because the local conditions of the intersection favored
the arrowhead component stroke to follow the circle
during extraction in some cases, which caused
misrecognition. However, we can argue that this
constraint would not affect the natural sketching style of
users. Considering the fact that many users had little
knowledge about FSMs, they were helped in their logical
doubts, but no attempt was made to affect their natural
sketching style. Thus, we were able to capture the natural
sketching style of the user and at the same time were able
to collect some real world classroom data. In total, 4 such
sketches of different FSM’s were collected per user.

It was observed that music notes in the sheet music
domain were not recognized correctly. This was because
the sketch recognition system was unable to effectively
fragment the stroke into an oval and a shaft, which
comprised a music note. This can be attributed to the
observation that there is no effective corner available in
the music note that can be used for segmentation of a
stroke into two constituents (i.e., oval and a shaft).
In order to compare our results with the online system,
we conducted another user study in which the same three
users whom had participated in the previous user study
participated. They were shown their sketches which they
had on paper and told to sketch the same on a tablet.
However, they were instructed to sketch music notes as a
single stroke. Table 2 shows the comparison of the
accuracy results obtained.

Table 3. Stroke extraction accuracy by users.

Table 2. Tablet vs. Paper

Sketch
Music-1
Music-2
Music-3
TicTacToe-1
TicTacToe-2
TicTacToe-3

Tablet
0.7
0.667
0.778
1
1
1

Pen
0.8
0.778
0.667
1
1
1

It can be seen that we obtained nearly similar results
with the online system as we obtained using a paperbased interface.

4.3.1 Stroke Extraction Evaluation
In order to evaluate that our algorithm is extracting
correct strokes from the images, we conducted a small
user study in which three users participated distinct from
those ten that participated in the previous study. They
were shown color-coded images of the extracted strokes
that were obtained by running our extraction algorithm
on 40 scanned in images. They were also asked to
compute sketch extraction accuracy as:

4.3. Verification User Study
This user study was conducted to verify how best our
algorithm can match the extraction result compared to a
human. Another objective of this user study was to
validate that our system can be used in a large
environment setting like educational domain.
In our user study, ten users participated. Out of ten
users, seven were engineers whereas two were graduate
students in our computer science department. The last
user was from a non-engineering background with a
graduate degree in mass communication. A 15-minute
basic Finite State Machines (FSM) tutorial was
conducted, where users were introduced to FSM through
sketches and verbal explanations. They were also
provided with some sample sketches to get familiar with
the sketching conventions for drawing FSMs.
After this initial introduction, all the users were given
some FSMs to copy on white paper for practice. After
this, an analogous example was dictated to the users and
they were asked to sketch the FSM solution for the
problem. They were initially asked to sketch a rough
solution and then copy their final solution on a new white
paper with clarity. They were encouraged to sketch and
draw freely, except that they were told that the start or

          
   
   ℎ  ℎ  
This user study demonstrated that our extraction
algorithm was able to achieve a sketch extraction
accuracy of 94.8% on the FSM domain. Table 3 shows
the average accuracy reported by each of the 3 users.
4.3.2 Stroke Recognition Evaluation
We also evaluated the performance of our system as
input to LADDER. The extraction data was time-stamped
and presented to LADDER as input for high-level
recognition. The recognition accuracy for LADDER was
computed as:
         ℎ
      ℎ  ℎ
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paper based sketching interface. Near-miss examples
were actually the shapes in the domain, which look very
similar to the shapes being recognized but because some
constraints were not met, recognizer failed to identify the
shapes. In this user study, we obtained average actual
recognition accuracy of 70.6% and the average near miss
accuracy obtained of 88.88%.

For example, in a given FSM with three states and
three transition arrows, if three states are identified
correctly and three transition arrows are not recognized,
the accuracy of the system would be 0.5.

4.4. Near Miss vs. Perception
While evaluating our data from the user study, we
observed that arrows accounted for almost all of the near
miss cases. In order to determine if the arrows that were
not recognized by the sketch recognition system do
perceptually look like arrows to humans, we conducted a
perceptual user study in which 5 users participated. In
this user study, users were shown screen shorts of
sketches processed by LADDER and asked to note the
number of arrows they see on a given screen shot.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we presented a summary of our stroke
extraction algorithm explained in [16]. The main focus of
this paper was our major user study that was conducted
to verify our claim that our system can be used in large
environment settings such as educational domain. We
also evaluated extraction accuracy of our algorithm by
presenting color-coded extraction data to three different
subjects to identify the number of perceptually correct
strokes in the sketch. This study demonstrated that the
three users reported extraction accuracy of our algorithm
as 96.8%, 92.5% and 95.8% respectively. The average
accuracy was reported as 94.8%. This study
demonstrated that our extraction algorithm was able to
match human perception of correct stroke extraction to a
great extent. Our integration analysis, in which we used
our extracted data with artificially appended time stamps
as input to LADDER, achieved an accuracy of 70.6%
which can be improved to 88.88% or more by further
improvements in the traditional sketch recognizers. We
believe that artificial time-stamps that were generated by
our algorithm to use our data in online sketch recognizers
did seem to work; however, it did have small impact on
recognition ability of LADDER. It should be noted that
LADDER does use speed data as one of the features for
recognizing low level primitives. We also conducted a TTest, based on means to determine statistical difference
between the tablet-based recognition and paper-and-pen
based recognition results. The two-tailed P-value based
on means equal 0.6433 proved that difference is
statistically insignificant.

Table 4. Results from our algorithm for our dataset.
Users

Components

Recognized

Miss
Recognized

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

31
21
10
28
21
7
30
17
13
33
24
9
33
25
8
33
22
11
31
17
14
32
26
6
31
21
10
32
28
4
AVERAGE ACCURACY

Near
Miss

Near Miss
Accuracy

Actual
Accuracy

9
6
9
2
4
6
12
3
3
4

.967
.928
0.866
0.787
0.878
0.848
0.935
0.9026
0.774
1
0.888

0.677
0.75
0.566
0.727
0.757
0.667
0.548
0.812
0.677
0.876
0.706

After gathering input from the five users on the same
set of data, the number of arrows associated with a given
sketch was taken as the number of arrows reported by the
maximum users. For example, if for a given sketch three
users identified four arrows and two identified three
arrows, the number of arrows associated with that sketch
was taken as four. In case of all different responses,
whole number closest to the median was taken as the
number of arrows associated with that sketch. We
computed near miss accuracy as:

6. Future Work

∑"#$( −   ) + (  )
∑" 

Despite the cost-effectiveness of our interface
compared to Tablet PCs, we admit that artificial timestamp did affect the accuracy of our system. Speed data
is used by most of the sketch recognition systems like
[14] and [18] to identify corners or to parse two
components of the stroke. As such, we believe that the
inability to obtain the actual speed may affect the
recognition ability of our system significantly. It is
worthwhile to investigate if the information provided by
the extracted stroke data can be combined with the
recognition ability of offline vision-based sketch
recognition algorithms [5].

where,  is the total number of sketches identified
in the given sketch i,   is the actual number of arrows
present in the sketch i,   is the number of arrows
identified by a human user in the cleaned sketch
(obtained after processing through LADDER) and  is
the total number of sketch components in the sketch i.
The number of images is given by n.
The main goal of computing this accuracy was to
account for the limitation of recognizer, which if
improved could also improve the overall accuracy of our
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[9] Juchmes, R., Leclercq, P., Azar, S. "A multi agents system
for the interpretation of architectural sketches." Proceedings of
the 1st Annual EUROGRAPHICS Workshop on Sketch Based
Interfaces and Modeling. Grenoble, France, 2004.

Integrating other domain specific knowledge, such as
shape description and characteristics, can also be used
along with the sketch data to develop a more robust
recognizer for a paper-and-pen-based interface. A
recognizer, which can combine the power of statically
pattern recognition, with stroke data-based sketch
recognition systems, is worth investigating in the future.
The current preprocessing technique, based on
morphological thinning would not provide best results for
such sketches. As such, work by Bartolo in [4] can be
used as a pre processing step for such sketches and thus
make the proposed system more robust.

[10] Lee, S., Pan, J.C. "Off-line tracing and representation of
signatures." IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and
Cybernetics 22 (1992): 755–771.
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Abstract
With the vast amount of documents that users tend to accumulate in their hard drives, it is natural that they often
forget where a certain file is stored or even its name. However, sometimes they still recall a mental image of the document layout. To explore this, we propose a new approach
to document retrieval, based on sketches, that capitalizes
on human visual memory to help users find their personal
documents. The users can sketch the layout of the desired
document, using a calligraphic interface, and the system
will present to them those that match the sketched query.
Documents are processed to extract their relevant features,
blocks are segmented and classified according to their contents and a description of the layout is created. A visual language is used to identify the blocks specified using sketches.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, we sometimes find it hard to locate that document that we know to be somewhere in our hard drive.
Usually, this is not a trifling task, especially for older documents. Sometimes when looking for a document, we can
not remember its name, location or the typical attributes
used in common search tasks, to get satisfactory results.
However, occasionally we can recall its appearance, how
the first page looked like (it was written on two columns, it
had a picture at the top of its rightmost column and a table
at the bottom of the document, etc.). The visual memory
of the user plays a crucial role in the recognition of objects
and also documents. Human beings can easily remember
and perceive images rather than words.
In the last decades, as an attempt to help users retrieve
their documents based on their appearance, various systems
were studied and developed. Some addressed only part of
the problem (document processing and segmentation, image indexation, etc.) while others tried to produce complete document retrieval solutions. One system that tried

to employ such a method was WISDOM++ [2], which extracts the semantic structure from document images and
uses machine learning techniques to automatically label the
different blocks identified. Hashimoto and Igarashi [6] presented an approach for web page retrieval based on its layout. Their solution compares a specified layout (using predefined icons) with the layout defined by HTML tags. This
approach supports elements like text, images and tables, but
does not allow users to freely sketch the page layout. Watai
et al. [9] also presented an approach for web page retrieval
using visual queries. In their approach users can find web
pages by sketching colored regions, which are then compared to screenshots of the web pages using image retrieval
techniques. More recently, Lecerf and Chidlovskii [7] presented a schema for querying large document collections by
document layout. To speed up search in large databases, authors developed a technique based on clustering to identify
a set of representative blocks (images and text) from all the
collection and use these to compare with the query.
In this paper, we explore users’ visual memory and the
fact that one of the best and easiest ways to describe a visual
representation of something, in this case a document, is by
sketching it, to define a new document retrieval model based
on sketches. Our approach combines a richer document layout description with the use of sketches to specify queries.
We identify a set of blocks from the document according
to their content, namely text areas, images, graphics, tables,
horizontal lines and vertical lines. To describe the layout
of the document page we developed two techniques. One
uses a topology graph to code the spatial arrangement of
the page, the distance between the blocks and their type;
and another that uses a predefined grid. For the retrieval
we developed a calligraphic interface, capable of supporting free hand sketches to specify the layout of the desired
document. These sketches are then recognized and their semantic meaning identified through a visual language.
In the remainder of the paper, we explain how we analyze and describe the documents in Section 2, while in Section 3 we explain the use of sketches to specify the queries.
Section 4 presents some preliminary results and Section 5
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Figure 1. Document analysis process. Left to right: a) the original document; b) the document after
thresholding and applying the erosion filter; c) the result of the RSLA; d) the final result, with all
blocks colored according to their type (red - text, blue - graphic, green - image, light blue - table).

concludes the paper and enumerates the future work.

2. Document Analysis and Description
Our solution is composed of two main processes. One is
responsible for analyzing the document and extract the information about the different blocks (text, image, etc.) that
constitute it. The second component produces descriptions
of the document in terms of its layout and relationships between the various blocks.

2.1. Document Analysis
To extract the required features from a document we first
transform it into a format more amenable for processing,
abstracting from the underlying file format (pdf, doc, etc.).
To that end, we grab the first page of the document and
convert it into an image [5], taking advantage of the several
techniques already available for image processing and block
segmentation.
After grabbing the first page of the document we convert it into a black and white image, using a basic threshold
algorithm. This led to an image reflecting the overall structure of the document page, as illustrated in Figure 1-b. To
eliminate some noise caused by the thresholding process we
applied an erosion filter with a simple cross flat structuring
element (which essentially removes all black pixels not surrounded by other black pixels). This minimizes the number
of spurious pixels and improves the efficiency of the block
segmentation algorithm.
Many studies have already been made about image and
document block segmentation and classification. Some of

them are strict rule-based approaches and others more dynamic, resorting to machine learning techniques. For simplicity and effectiveness sakes, we use an improved twostep block segmentation version of the original RLSA (RunLength Smoothing Algorithm) [8]. This algorithm is able
to detect content blocks in a document image, while at the
same time classifies those blocks according to their type. To
detect content blocks, the RLSA algorithm starts by finding
content lines (uninterrupted horizontal sequences of pixels),
and then group those closer than a predefined threshold (see
Figure 1-c). Although this algorithm is able to identify
blocks of the type text, image, graphic, horizontal line and
vertical line, it is not able to identify tables, which were one
of the block types we needed to identify. To support this we
changed RLSA rules and parameters. Now, our algorithm
first identifies tables, images, graphics and lines, letting the
text blocks for the “otherwise” rule, since the other blocks
are easier to recognize than text. Figure 1-d shows the identified blocks.

2.2. Description using a Grid
The grid description is based in spatial organization features only. To that end, we divide the document layout according to a pre-defined 4x10 grid. We chose to partition
the document page in 40 units (four columns and ten rows)
because after some analysis we concluded that almost no
document was formatted in more than three columns. The
number of rows was chosen empirically, and ten was the
number that held enough expressiveness.
Figure 2 shows a document with the grid overlaid on
it. According to this type of description we would get
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3. Sketches to Find Documents
To take advantage of the human visual memory, we devised a solution to retrieve documents where users define
the layout and the type of blocks through sketches. Users
can draw blocks at the desired position and use a simple
visual grammar to specify their types.

3.1. Visual Grammar
	
  

	
  

Figure 2. Grid of a document layout.

We defined a visual grammar, based on the studies performed on our previous works [1, 3], to identify the six
types of blocks (text, image, graphic, horizontal line, vertical line and table).

a specification like this: There is a text block in cells
h2, 3, 6, 7i, another in h9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22i and another one at h23, 24, 27, 28, 31, 32i; there is an image at
h11, 12, 15, 16, 19, 20i; and there is also a table located at
cells h25, 26, 29, 30i. Although this description is very simple, it is good enough to portray the layout of the first page
of a document. In this case there are no intersections on the
same grid cell, but if there were the algorithm would use the
same cell number on the description of both blocks.
These type of description allows us to know the type (or
types) of blocks that are present on each of the grid cells.
During retrieval, we are able to compare these descriptions
with the query grid submitted by the user through a sketch.

1
2

3

Horizontal
Connection

5

4

Vertical
Connection

Figure 3. Topology graph describing the layout of the document page in terms of horizontal and vertical connections among blocks.

→ {Rectangle WavyLine}
if Contains(Rectangle,WavyLine)

Image

→ {Rectangle Circle}
if Contains(Rectangle,Circle)

Graphic → {Rectangle Triangle}
if Contains(Rectangle,Triangle)

2.3. Description using a Topology Graph
We also developed another description mechanism using a topology graph to code the spatial organization of the
document page. We extract two types of spatial relationships between blocks (horizontal and vertical connections),
the block type (text, image, etc.) and the relative sizes of the
blocks to the page size. The block type and the relative size
are stored in the graph nodes, while the type of relationship
is coded in the links. Figure 3 presents the topology graph
for the document page depicted in Figure 2.

Text

Table

→ {Rectangle Cross}
if Contains(Rectangle,Cross)

HLine

→ { Line }
if Horizontal(Line)

VLine

→ { Line }
if Vertical(Line)

Terminal symbols on the productions correspond to geometric shapes identified from the sketches drawn by users,
using the CALI recognizer [4], as illustrated in Figure 4.

3.2. Matching
Currently we have two algorithms to compare the query
with the documents in our database. One uses the grid description while the other uses the topology graph. Our aim
is to evaluate both descriptions to figure out which is the
best, or if we can obtain better results by combining them.
To perform the matching using the grid description we
look for every document that have the same type of block
from the query in the same grid cells. For each match the
document awarded one point. After processing all blocks
from the query we sort the documents by the number of
points and present to the user those with the highest scores.
For the description using the topology graph, we compare the topology graph extracted from the sketched query
with the topology graphs from the documents.
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queries, which takes advantage of the visual memory owned
by humans. To that end we modified the RLSA algorithm
to identify six types of blocks from the first page of a document, and we developed two approaches to describe the
spatial organization of the blocks. One uses a grid while
the other uses a topology graph. For query specification we
rely on a calligraphic interface where the users describe the
layout of the desired document through sketches. We also
developed a simple visual grammar to interpret the users’
sketches and identify the type of blocks drawn.
Our next steps will be the evaluation of both description
approaches to see which one presents better retrieval results
and the optimization of the matching algorithms to provide
a more efficient solution. One possibility is the inclusion
of an indexing mechanism to avoid the comparison of the
query with all the documents in the database.
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4. Experimental Evaluation
Since this work is at a preliminary stage, we did not yet
evaluate the two description and matching techniques. Currently we were only able to evaluate the modified RLSA
algorithm for block identification.
The RLSA algorithm is sensitive to various parameters
used in the identification rules. To choose the most appropriate values for these parameters we performed an experiment in which several values were tried and the quality of
the results evaluated. We used a set of 46 documents, representative of different block types, sizes and combinations
commonly found in personal documents.
At the end, we were able to infer the parameter values
that produces, on average, the best results. Overall, our algorithm is able to correctly identify and classify 87.5% of
all blocks.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented an approach for document
retrieval based on their layout and on sketches to specify
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support the submission and to be presented at the conference in the
discussion sections.
Special issue of journals
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situated computing
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Applications of Distributed Multimedia Systems
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Papers must be written in English. An electronic version (Postscript, PDF,
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